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PREKACE.

in thl 'P;''^V'°"'^ ^« ^^'^''^ '^«<=«««a'-y for any apparent tardinessm the execution of the special undertaking of which the present work is
the result, it will not be very far to seek, but may be readily found by areference to the various and unceasing vocations in which the author ofthe Manua. of Opkkativk Vkterinaky S.hoe«v is habitually engaged.The labor of Us preparation has, in fact, been alternated and shared with
that of other hterary engagements of an imperative and unremittent char-
acter and the onerous and exhaustive duties pertaining to his collegiate
functions, to say nothing of the demands of an extensive practice

Engaged for years in the work of teaching this special department of
vetennary medicine, and having abundant opportunities, which have notbeen neglected, of realizing the difficulties which the student who earnestly
stnves to perfect himself in his calling is obliged to encounter, I formed
the determmation long since to do what lay in me to facilitate his acquisi-
tion of knowledge; and it was then that I projected the present volumeand began the accumulation of material by the compilation of data andarrangement of memoranda, with the recorded notes of my own experi
ence, the fruit of a long and extended practice before referred to; and of
course a careful study of the various authorities who have illustrated and
organized our copious veterinary literature. Moreover, haste in the pub-
hcation, and a thorough digestion of the subject and the systematic order-
ing of material, could not be very easily combined, and a little delay in
the issue will prove no detriment to the value of the book

With his own kind permission, the work is dedicated to Professor
A. Chauveau, General Inspector of the Veterinary Schools of France, as atoken of my high appreciation of his services as a scientist, and in recoemtion of his standing among the lights of our profession; and especialfy
of my estimation of his excellent book on anatomy, in which he so ably
lays the foundation of the knowledge which constitutes th. indispensable
condition of all success in surgical practice.

i



VI
PREFACE.

I have been liberal with European authors, not only in freely cred-
ting them with their discoveries and theories, and In many cases quoting
literally their opinions and arguments, but especially so in adopting their
Illustrations and enriching the work with the artistic representations orig.
mating in their's-an emphatic manifestation of my high estimate of thdr
value and the skill of their execution. An.l it is thus that the names and
accomplishments of Rigot, Bouley, Gourdon, Peuch, Toussaint, Cadiot
and Zundel, of France; of Brogniez and Degives, of Belgium, of Hert.
wig, Ilering, Moller and Hoffman, of Germany, of LanziUotti-Buonsanti
of Italy, and of Williams and Fleming, of England, will become famil-
larly known to our readers.

But while I have in great part been guided in my work by the char-
acter of that of our predecessors, I have not restricted myself to the
lineB observed by them, or exclusively respected the authority or prece
dents of European surgeons, but have sought to do justice to the pro-^ress
of American veterinarians by honoring the contributions they have made
to our surgical knowledge; and it is due to accident alone, and to no in
vidious design, if any omission or oversight has been committed, by which
any to whom credit should be awarded have failed to receive it

The chapters of the Manual which treat respectively upon "Frac
tures" and upon "Operations on the Foot" are reprinted from my own
previous writings. Thus, in the first instance, the remarks upon frac-
tures, with the kind permission of the Hon. Jeremiah M. Rusk, Secretary
of the Department of Agriculture, are extracted from an article publishedm <' The Special Report on Diseases of the Horse," and in the second in-
stance, touching the subject of operations on the foot, I have not hesitated
to utilize my own translation of Zundel, produced as long ago as the year
1881. In both cases improvement has been made upon the previous treat-
ment of these topics by the addition of numerous illustrative plates which
accompany the text.

In the chapter upon operations on the genito-urinary apparatus the
reader is referred to my special work on the subject of "Castration "
which 18 not included in the present volume.

In completing the task undertaken in the preparation of the Mai^ai,
however perfect or imperfect may be the manner of its execution, while
I have been influenced by a desire to effect something for the benefit of
all classes of practitioners, including those of recent graduation, my ob-
ject above all has been to facilitate the labors of the young student while
industriously and anxiously toiling for the knowledge which is to qualifv

him for i
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a circumBcribed one, in comparison to that of humafi eurgen' by

.T^ .trl'^
^""'^ ^'^^ '^^'^"fe^^* *« *^« *««* «f «^"-e economic

utility. While the human life is prolonged at any cost, moreover
the treatment of the animal is always supplemented and mflu-enced by the consideration that if curative efforts fail, the suffer
ings of the patient may be terminated by the administration ofa prescription which will at once release him from pain and depnvehim of life, with the full sanction both of self-interest and
benevolent feeling.

Another element which operates to define the sphere of the
vetennary surgeon is the natural disinclination of the o^^•ner ofa sick or disabled animal-perhaps a man of limited pecuniary
resources-m a tedious and unpromising case, to add to the expense of surgical attendance the cost of the unremunerated
teep of his disabled and unproductive servant

nn-Jf 7f* ^°
J^^

Z^-^^' ^' ^ 'tatter of course (perhaps it is so inpomt of fact), that no man of intelhgence and integrity will as8ume the duties and responsibilities of surgical practice without
the due preparation and equipment, which is only to be acquiredby conscientious study and competent knowledge of medic-il
science at large. EspeciaUy and indispensably a surgeon mustbe an accomplished anatomist. His knowledge must be thorou«L
and practical in the several di^isions of anatomical science-L
must possess a familiar acquaintance with .?....;7>^/,e anatonn/
he must be fully instructed in sur^lcai anatonnj or the anaton.',
of regions; he must have mastered the last chapter in patholow
cal anatomy; and if there are any other kinds of anatonn, hemust master them all, and then he wiU have become an «n«^.t /./m fact and quahfied to practice surgery. Yes; a surgeon mus,
be an Anatomist.

^

And it ought to go without saying, that only a surgeon shouM
practice sm-gery, whether his patient be biped or quadruped. Nountramed layman should presume to wield the knife and the
cautery with their associated arsend of weapons and other appli
ances for the subjugation of the enemy whose assaults it is tb.
special province of the surgeon to repel. An ignorant operatormay easily become, himself, a more dangerous "lesion" than some
of those which he presumes to treat. The man who can cut into
the hvmg, and usually hypersensitive, flesh of a suffering aniai-V.
Without knowing what tissue or organ he is attacking, what artery
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he IS likely to sever, what nerve to wound, what organ to laceratewhat function to paralyze; who would essay the operation of neurotomy without knowmg where to look for the plantar nerve : who

bcation of the flying ovaries; or who would operate for strangu-
lated hernia unaware of the mode of avoiding the infliction of

.
mjury upon the posterior abdominal artery-such a man, if to betound, should simply be subjected to an odium which should
ostracise him from honorable and equal association with others
of his species, besides being held criminally amenable to the law
providing penalties for the perpetrators of cruelty to animals

These reflections may be unnecessary, but it is aU too truethat oiu- domestic animals too often become the nctims of worsethan brutal masters, who take advantage of their helplessness and
mferiority to mflict upon them cruelties so gross and aggravated
hat right-feehng men are often compelled to blush to ^r^ll themfeUows. It IS no excuse for this that it is done through theagency of a pseudo-surgeon

: such a plea merely doubles thenumber of the wrong-doers.
In offei-mg these suggestions, and in formulating the informa-

tion which foUows, derived from the experiences of many IZn.and observant men, and which in their aggregate and connectedform constitute the substance of this volume, it is assumed tha
It IS only from competent and quahfied minds that the apprecia-
lon which It hopes to merit and to receive must come,ld"^

Ivlheld
'^ ''" ^"''^'' '^^^ *™*^ '' ^^ -°* ^«

With the skUl of the expert anatomist must be associated ofcourse the necessary mastery of therapeutles and a famUiar knowl-edge of .;>.om; and ffeneml pathology, and aU should be supple-mented by a knowledge of the theory and practice of the fanlrThe science and the application of the laws of hygiene, sogenerally mdeed almost whoUy, ignored by our fathers, and solargely a d^cov^ry of the present time, will never be overboked ordepreciated by the genuine surgeon ; and while possibly the effectsof meteorological mfluences may have become of less importancethan they were considered to be in times gone by, a careful observance of their phenomena will never be a Leless'ltem ^fa^^^^^^^^^

. tion. The fuHest attention to the theories and apphcation of.hat may be denommated the science of antisepsis, id the adap-

i
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tation of antiseptic measures, now so universally arid unintermit-
tmg an adjimct to all mecUcal and surgical practice, and so utterly
indispensable in the departments of dressing and nursing, and so
often an available and valuable aid in the very act of operating,
must be considered now to have become an incorporated and con
stituent department of the domain of surgery, and medicine as
well, and the cultured veterinarian will of course so regard it in
his ijractice.

Without bemg necessarily a practical worker at the anvil, th(
surgeon, as we have intimated, must acquire a familiar acquaint-
ance with the theories and the art of the farrier. No one can
place too high an estimate upon the importance of the position
occupied by the foot among the anatomical regions where lesions
may be expected to occur, and whereas the shoe becomes practi-
cally identified with the living member, and is, in use, a portion ot
the hoof itself, by the act of nailing the shoe and the hoof together
the inference becomes palpable. An occasion may easily arise
when a serious blunder in treatment may be traced to a previous
bhmder in diagnosis, which again may be referred to an earher
blunder still, which has consisted in neglecting to examine the
foot, and the shoe which has injured it. What is the status, iu
respect to his market value, of a horse with poor feet, or whose
good feet have been ruined by bad shoeing ? So the veterinary
sui-geon, though not required to be able to make a set of shoes,
should be expected to know how they ought to be made and fast'
ened. And when a special shoe is requii-ed for the correction of
a deformity, or as indicated in some diseased condition of the foot
it will of course become the exclusive province of the surgeon to
dictate the whole process of forging and fastening, and to see that
his instructions are not ignored.

Besides the special scientific attainments to which we have
referred, there are many other qualifications which must enter
into the character of the good and skiUful surgeon, in order to
round it into true symmetry and proportion. Bouley remarks
that "he must not only be a man of science, but a man of art,"
meaning, we suppose, that he should not only possess knowledge,
but know how to make it available. First, he must possess the
faculty of knowing how to gauge the necessity of his interference,
with its manner and its duration; or, on the other hand, whether
any interference is necessary, and whether the true indication is
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not to rt.fram entirely from active measures. The result of his
jlecisiou will afford u good test and -gauge of the extent to which
be has profited by his clinical and theoretical study. He is asound ph.loHoi.her who can wisely determine when to let alone, in
opposition to the temptation to do mmcthbuj.

The acquisition of manual dexterity is an accomplishment of
prime importance and should bo acquired, and can only be earned
hy diligent practice upon the cadaver, or, what perhaps is more
cft.ctual, besides being in itself real work, by utilizing every op-
portunity of performing minor operations, under suitable instruc-
tion, upon actual patients. Of course, expertness without practice
IS impossible It is not fully correct, perhaps, to speak of manual
dex enty m the singular number. The dexterity requu-ed should
be bi-manual or ambi-dexterity, and any surgeon who has not
mastered the art of using both hands indifferently, though he may
Lave learned all else pertaining to his profession, lacks yet one
bmg. Cases wiU continuaUy arise in which the inability to chan-e
hund.s may interrupt the progress of an operation and involve the
practitioner in great inconvenience, if not embarrassment, and
possibly prejudice the case itself.

Courage and coolness, with patience, are essential qualities of
temper in an operating surgeon. To become alarmed and lose Lis
balance on the occurrence of some untoward incident, or the ap
pearance of some unlooked-for abnormal development or compli-
cation or to give way to a spirit of impatience because of unex-
pec^ted delays, or, especially, to resent the fractious movements of
the suffermg animal, writhing under the knife or the glowing
cautery, is both unprofessional and unmanly. The terms coJ
age, coolness, patience and kindness should describe his state of
mind while operating.

The whole axiom of Asclepiades, citg, t^<LB^juc,mdfi, re-
veals the entire scheme of conduct proper for the surTeoh under
aU circumstances. Every movement of the surgeon should be
prompt and precise. Indeed, by operating rapidly he shortens
the duration, and consequently the sum of the inevitable pain
and thus dinainishes the anguish of a long and torturing infliction
onbehafofthepatient. The maintenance of hisown self-possession
will make him master of the situation, and assure a neat and ar-
tistic fimsh to his task, with no unnecessary divisions of tissues
no mistaking of localities, and generaUy with no betrayals of

i
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doubt and henitaHon or awkward aii.l aiuileHH nmnipulationH, hucI.
as mark the atto.nptH of th. hro and the novice. The contidene,
««tl lacility with which eaoii movement is accomplished will no.
fwl to impress favorably those who are spectators of the opera
tion and to react favorably and profitably for the operators

Although, of course, the cjualities of accuracy, neatness and
rapidity must favorably impress the spectator, as well as benelit
the patient, it must not bo forgotten that the true success of th.
surgeon must find its evidence in the favorable re>Hult whicl,
fanally crowns his work. If that is assured, it is but a small
matter whether it is or is not applauded whUe in progress-th.
api)lauso will follow, in any case.

We quote from Bouley, in the DU'tionmnre de Mnlevlno et d
Chtrurgie Viterlnalre, where he remarks, on another important
practical point: "The operative function of veterinary sui^rv
requires, on the part of the man who practices it, a certain cor-
poreal vigor, associated with sufJicient agility to be able effectual] v
to overcome the resistance of animals under torture, and counter-
act the efforts and avoid the u.juries they are always so promptand often so dexterous to inlHct upon those who are causing them
pain. The vetei-inary surgeon must be cool-blooded and patient
never losing his presence of mind while directing the manipula-
tions, often so difficult and so dangerous, which are necessitate.!
at his hands, especially whon the large domestic animals are und. r
treatment. He must then-always, in fact-be prepared for all
ihfiiculties and eventualities that may arise, whether before, dura...
or after an operation, and he must inspire confidence in his assist"
ants by usmg fidl precautions for their safety and for his own in
his defensive dispositions against the dangers to which they are
GXpOSGCl

A surgical operation, as elsewhere described, i ,r .ncr.,ii nical
action practiced with more or less rapidity upon Lue uvmc bodv
according to certain rules, either with the hand alone, or a°ssist.:aby instruments, with a therapeutical or a prophylactic object mvi^w^ whether prunardy necessary or facultative, of a prophylactic

^ spe* i/ Hy as therapeutic measures that operations are
li. ..'.y,. ,te.

.

-•., the treatment of diseases and injuries; as, for tx-aji^.> t^ecaseof :. removal or extirpation of diseased or
altered pe^s, whose morbid action injuriously affects the general
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INTRonUCTIoN.

faith or prevents recovery from a pre-existmg dise/.se. Thi»
.lass of operations includes the opening of abscesses, the extirpa-
lon of gangrenous parts, or of necrosed or carious bone; or again
for the modification of the nature of a traumatic lesion, in order tJ
Htimulate cicatrization, as in the opening of a fistulous tract, or
be resection of an nlc< rated surface; or when the economy is to
be reheve.l from the presence of a foreign body, or the abnormal
product 01 a nKtural function, as in cases of cesophagotomy, or

cau-.h of the bladder, or of the sahvary ducts. Operations have
also iaeir prophylactic uses, especially in the various forms of in-
oeiUation and vaccination as anticipatory and preventive of infec-
tious chseases. They find their further obvious inchcations, again,m remedying physi<,al lesions when appUed to fractures, chslo-
cutions, deiormiticH, and the endless list of accidental injuries
wounds and hurts of every kind and degree. And, finallv, the^
have their justifiable use in mutilating the larger domestic animai;
designed for puii)osoH of labor as beasts of burden or dr( ught in
unprovmg their adaptability by castration or spaying, or as pr'op-
cily termed, -'altering." ^ ^

Thus the general purpose of an operation is to palliate, cure
or assist in the recovery of surgical diseases, to prevent diseases,
and especially such as are known to be contagious, and so to
mochfy the condition of the domesticated animals as to enhance
their usefuhiess and value to their human owners.

In medical nomenclature, operations are variously designated
according to the methods and characteristic manipulations attend-
iiiy their performance, and the objects which they are desi-ned
to accomplish. Thus

:

°

CO It is tt li(,ht operation when superficial tissues or those of
sec nJary importance are involved, like that of venesection, or the
su, I ..puncture of a vein. On the other hand, it becomes serious
when It is performed upon important organs, or involves extensive
and comphcated structures, as that for the reduction of strangu-
lated herma; the removal of the lateral cartilage of the foot Sx a
case of quittor; the operation for chr.mic champignon, etc., etc.

J>)
Operations are also dn, or Uoodhss^shen accompanied by

httle or no hemorrhage; and sanguinary or bloody when, on the
contrarjS much hemorrhage attends any of their various steps.

{') Agam, they are sunph or eomplicMed according to th
extent and multipUcity of the tissues or regions forming their

i
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seat; simple it performed by a single manipulation, complicate.

lutiL'"'''^''"''"^

''''^'"''^ '^^^^''^ """ ''^^'^*^ '^'^^'^ ^°^ *^^"- «^^

(fO Operations are called rey«/«r or detenni7iate when i3erlormed according to rules in relation to the disposition of tLparts, and, m general, upon sound structures; and they beconu
''-rei^uar or casual when the manipulations are extemporized to

and the unanticipated comphcations which may arise whUe oper.tmg, as particularly in cases of the removal of tumors
(e) The3- have also received various desigrations mdicative ofithe time chosen by the surgeon for their performance; or ma.limperative by the circumstances of the case ; or according to tl

object specifically in view: thus they are nr^cnt or of nccessi^when a fatal event would be the alternative of delay, and imn !

diate treatment becomes imperative, as the condition of the!
l^atients survival, as in operation for the reduction of stran-n..'
ated herma or that of tracheotomy in a case of threatening suocation; and m cases beyond hope of complete recovery, thef mabecome ......,, nunsj.e.sal,e, nsefal or palUan^IjaJr^.

to the degree m which they may be made avaUable as a means c5lehef, and may tend to the temporary respite of the sufferer anin some degree improve his value by measurably enhancing

"

bihty to continue to labor with some degree of comfort befo

i

he IS overtaken by a final and total disabihty
There is another class of operations which justly deserves tob totally discountenanced and ignored, and in fact L fit ob I^r penal prohibition. They are known as operations of /W

t"Wr: ^""V'
^^''"^"^ ''-'' "^''^'y-' - -^-t- attemptto impiove upon the symmetry of nature; are devised simplv tosatisfy a mere whim of affectation; are in wretchedly poorT tand probably subject their victims to a more aggravat d and o't^cted species of torture than a.y other form of^ound know toeterinai-y surgery. There are sometimes conditions, howevervhich hey may lose their aUeged esthetic pretext and the

.'
tistic character, and the object of thek performance ma" I
7;^z^:s ""^^ "^ "-^^^ -' ^---^ ^-^

The settlement of the point of the time, ui connection ....am piece of surgical work, is not always one of mere secondan
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holly to the surgeon to determine the question. And when theperiod o abeyance has terminated by hL decision in fixl heay and hour when the contemplated treatment is to be a plied^e opuonal tune becomes changed to the selecte<l ti,l OfTourt

moment for the accomphshment of his task. He must be ^rov

pportumty of exercismg any discretion in the matter Theirgency of the occasion may be extreme wi+l. ^^ • 7 , „
blp for H«l,K^,.„r 1 .

^^"*^"^^' ^"^ no interval allow-able tor deliberation or choice, and the only available time theperemptory present, must be accepted as that'of neeessCThe operation being now obhgatory, and the case understoodthe surgeon's next thought is the choice of the locaHtv o th^

as been reached. The case may easily present such features that-his pomt becomes too obvious for hesitation by becomk^ that o.election as well as that of necessity, as indicaId by t"e ea ohe lesion or diseased process. With traumatic cas^the,' is

In surgical phraseology the terms .method and proLha-e L.ften used convertibly There is between them, ho^ye.evlZ.notion which for the sake of precision, must not be los s gSt of'

lirriifhThe o'^ T'^'-''^
'^' ''''-^^-' -'^^^Ode by which the operation is performed, whUe hy procedure is.ea.t the special modifications and successive st4es by wh chlie manipiJations of the operation itself are regulafed For ITmple ,n the removal of a vesical calculus there! one...;' ^ bvhotrity and another by extraction, and with both ar ilvohed

lie msertion of mstruments into the urethral canal, one bZ heprocedure with the catheter, and the other the ,,d bv hepotion of tepid water. Castration with clamps i l;.;;.'hen compared to double subcutaneous twisting (/./...,'vleork torsion; and it is performed by two,....^.;,, thar^ olt^tod that by uncovered testicles. ^ coiered

There are several important points which demand special a^

- ..^gfanally reviewed the Bituation, and especially hav ng men-
ially rehearsed the anatomical disposition of 'the region and the

t
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pathological character of the ledon, with the nccessarr detaU, of

^81—,,?""'' '"'' *"""« """-""' """ iiB arsenal ^f

Tte with arT "°-
'" """P'" ""> ^ eood '"'J O'^b^

auS::arof\':rf rsz^iiTLtzt^et'r
asceitained. It will, of course, have been thoroughly understoodby the surgeon previously, but it is always among pTsSfethat even at the appointed moment for operating LlTo^^ay be discovered or some new cii-cumsLet fe^I^^^^^^may modify or contraindicate the entire proceeding

itenf7.1 P''r'*^°^ "^ *^" P"*^^°* ^' ^^'-y« Necessary Onetern of this consists in clipping the hair from the skin over thseat of the operation, and thoroughly cleansing the part Lsome cases it is necessary to soften the tissues by mel« of poultices, baths or wet bandairps Th«,.n ,-. i
^^^

general preparation w^fcriJn "b ntL^Hrh?'' "^"

A comparatively low diet is almost always a salut^/^ al"'and sometimes even complete diet an essential prelimCvTo I'operation, and the surgeon must assure himse f tSfhX^been properly taken into consideration. ^ ^"^'^

In many cases the surgeon needs the co-operation of assistant,either i3ro essional men or laymen. The aidLdered by a otsional brother or by a student of medicine will of courrbe su

"

II :^e-LaZf l:
'7 '' *'^.

r-'^''''^
-geon?^d^j

:

ue biiecinea nere—it will vary with everv msp TU^ f -i-i.

.ncoe. of a. operation willl greatir^^orted^'^t^TS
Z^'T^l^'-r^'^ '•"' "'Vite of an'in^t^enlcnaiactei. In enlisting laymen as assistants, it wiU of cnnv«devolve on the surgeon to instruct them as iJlyafZill-l
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! 'ii

and prepared to acquit himself of his just responsibilities; and.
indeed, it is m this assumption by him, with the conceded assent'
ot the owner, that the virtue of the contract hes, which binds tbo
two parties with equal force, moral and legal.

This point, being understood and settled, should be looked
upon as furnishing the best preparation which the owner can ac
qmre, and he will need no other when he is thus made to under.,
stand that he must have full confidence in the skill which he has|
caUed into requisition, and must be guided by its implied guar-
antee that every possible precaution will be taken to carry the
patient through his trouble; and that if accidents of any nature,
should occur, when not incurred through carelessness or error
the nsk 18 the owner's, and he alone must assume it. Such aii'

understanding on the part of the owner will impose upon the
honorable surgeon an imperative sense of the conscientious care
with which his task should be performed, whUe at the same time
It will relieve his mind from the pressure of a possibly embaii-ass-
uig anxiety while engaged in his work, and it cannot fail to be of
advantage in various ways to aU the parties concerned.

Minor matters, such as the condition of the weather thei
tune of day. the selection of a place, the position which the oper-
ator must assume for himself, with that which he assigns to the
patient—these are points which are also to be carefully taken mto
consideration. They have, one and all, more or less influence on
the faculties of execution of an operation, and perhaps also on tlie

results that may follow it.
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MEANS OF RESTRAINT.
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"11

the sound of a famm.r voice with which he has become accustom,o associate acts of gentleness and friendliness.' Undert^
he eSon of I'V^^"*''

*'^^"^^^°^'«^^-^^^

leadW f ! ? bad temper, in the indulgence of fits of angclead ng to acts of cruelty in the infliction of unnecessary painhis dumb and helpless victim, is not only in every way useCbemg of no possible advantage in any LctionfbuTtendsi,degree of moral harm in those who are thus culpable for wh chcounterba^^^cmg benefit can be imagined, and which certlSlyonever facilitate the remedial e£fect-but quite the reverse^^f fcpendmg operation.
*'

A benignant method of controlling animals for the spec,purpose for which treatment by the surgeon is invoked si'however aJone sufficient, and it is thus that a resort to eff cHmeans of physical restramt becomes unavoidable
These are of two kinds: one consists in inflicting upon so,given part of the body, more or less remote from the^ seTo

operation, a severe and continuous pain, which, by a process
derivation, reduces that which is incident to the steps of toperation, by distracting or diverting the consciousness' rom^uence of the new suffering, against which he feels resis .would be in vain, to that of which he is sensibly cognizan a

"er""'^
^"'"^^^ '^"^^^^' ^^*^ ^ comparative^ volt

of I^r*^''i^^-
'"'''^'*' °^ '''*^^*« P^^P^r, and are constituof mechamcal devices for securing immobility bv the proces"overcommg opposition by means of a dominating ^hjLTLTheir use IS not affected by the position of the subject, ^d^•e therefore applied in both the upright and decubit^'tt:The first comprehends the derivative or painful method of Peu,and Toussamt's division; the second, the method by directchamcal restraint. ^ '

MEANS or SECURING SOLIPEDS.
A.—Dcrimtive or Painful Method.

This method is in very common use, and usuaUy proves tol

tl p^ie^ttlr ''T'^: ' '''-'' ^' quiet aL'pallthe patient for the safe performance of many light operationUnder some circumstances it is used in eonnectionlith the'r
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Pig. 8.—Short Twitch.

ascertained. The iron instiniment is severe in its effects, probabli
more so than the twitch, but is less easy of application. In appl/
ing the barnacles, the surgeon grasps the upper Up, and placi

'

Pig. 3—Iron Barnacles.

each of the branches severaUy on opposite sides of the orgaij
brings the ends together, immediately fixmg them in place at tli

desn-ed point of pressure, and secures them by fitting the ri
into the proper notch.

-AA.fcAAA;^AAA>AA**^A.^.

WMw

FlO. 4.—Wooden Rarnacles.

The wooden barnacles are made with circular sharp ridges cu
in both branches in order to intensify the pain, the ends whe
they are approximated, being secured by means of cords.

The ffag is a means of derivation used prJncipaUy in Centi
Europe. It consists of a cord about one-quarter of an inch
diameter, which is placed in the mouth, and passing upwai-d
each side of the face, is tied on the top of the head. This is twiste
to any degree of tightness by means of a smaU, round piece &
wood, which is passed between the cheek and the cord, the resj
being excessive traction upon the commissure of the lips and grea
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under circumstances when the animal can be controlled by bein.merely held by the head against a waU. or with the hind /uart"ma comer, or perhaps tied to a wall, a post, or a tree Certa-mor precautions are necessary on these occasions. For xlpie, the ground on which they stand must be smooth, though n^Blippery
;
of a good holding charact-.. and neither too hard orZ

cidents. Attention to these matters will be of great benefit to tloperator by leaving him a good foothold, with^facihti'lor fi"dom of movement, and more at hberty to guard himself LT.his patient, unexpected changes of attitude
^

contTnl' """T ^J
1^'"^ *^" movements of the head are kej.t undocontrol are the halter, the bridle, the Mdoon and the ca,Lrmstrumen s which need no description here. If the anhnl s l^

brironTl
' \^r''^' ^^-^ P-eci the rope of Zto^bridoon through his mouth, holds him close to his head placvhimself in front of him, or shghtly on one side, and bewStive to every movement the ammal may attempt anticipates injF^g the head downwards if the animal is aLuUo ^^^^^^^^mg It upwards to prevent him from kicking y^v.h his posterio^W

nous accidents, in case of a violent backing or TerMng of tUhead In one case the result might be a section ^f the ton. J^d the other might involve a fracture of the maxillary ForSW sZJate !r
^^^-^--«- The height'at wMchhead should be secured must vary with the movements attemptedby the horse. Thus, to prevent him from rearing or stril^bTwhis fore legs, it should be placed low, but high Ihen it "ecoJ

^rs^sS'irr
^
'" "^^"^^ '' '-'-'-- ^-m

To protect his head against possible self-inflicted blows result Img from his defensive struggles, and to prevent liini from «!

fnorS °'^^^*f^^^^
*°^^-- ^^^re precautiona^

m. rrw "^P^i*^^^^' ^^^ ^^« employment of the mask or ca(Fig. 6C) IS veiy effectual for that purpose. Fractious pattu !ldangerous to handle and difficult to control oftenZ ^
'
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Fio- 6.-C, the Cup. O.tho Cradle,

88, and submit to the necessary manipulations of fi,.
t further resistance Wh^n „

P"^*''^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ surgeon with-
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i

Fig. 7.-The Side Bar.
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ll.'i

and he may i,o protc-to.! from his owi. toeth by tho use of fcradle (Fiy. (iO) or /.,a,h, or tho .Idc har (F,.. 7Ali) With
cradle around his uec-k. tho horse is prevontod fro.n ^arryiuK 1load on either side

; its use, ho^vever, must be carefully wattl,
lest the notion of tho oord, which secures it in place upon tsuperior border of the neck, should cause severe complication
chahng or even cutting through the skin. Pouch and Toussaihave reported one case of fatal tetanus from this cause, butsuch accident ought ever to occur, for tho means by which it

,

be avoided are easy and obvious, protectu.g the border of tneck with pads. The side bar prevents tho flexure of the lutoward the side upon which it is placed, and when in use durian operation is applied on the side occupied by the operai,

BiZr ^""'^ °''' ''''^'' °''^^^' ''"'^ '^°"^^^ ^^" ''"

The danger of accidents arising from tho imrestrained mobili,,of the head of the animal being thus guarded against, those whimay be caused by striking and kicking with the feet are nextbe considered In immy instances it may be sufficient to siiuMIrmse the foot from the ground, and to keep it thus suspende bholdmg the leg m a portion of flexure (Fig. G).
'

No violent measures are necessary in order to obtain such co,tro over the movements of the horse as are consequent upon co,pelhng him to support his weight on three legs only. The metbof raising the foot and keeping it off the git,und is a matter
familiar to every stable hand to need detailed instructions. L.a little art may be necessary, with a little compulsion added tmduce him to continue to sustam the role of a tripod long eno„.
for the purpose of the operator. But this cannot always be Ipended on and therefore when he betrays an evident unwill,,
ness to submit quietly to such a confinement of the foot the en,
pulsion of the ropes or straps must be resorted to. For the fui"leg the strap is attached below the fetlock and passed around tLWm and either buckled or held in place by an assist.When the rope is used it is passed around the coronet, the hflexed and the rope either passed round the forearm and secure:m the same manner as the straj,, or thrown over the withers m.held by an assistant on the opposite side of the horse For tt,hmdlegs the rope, plaited rope or platclony.., ia necessary ^it
the hobble. These are applied in different ways.
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In the /.,,« method a hobble is placed on the coronet of the
to be raised, with the buckle outward, and the ring lookin.

Ickward; then a loop made at the flat end of the plate-Ionge it

Pra. 8.-SecurIng the lima Foot with Hope and UobWe

Bed around he neck; the rope is then carried along the back,
hd with a smgle turn around the tail, is passed through the rin^
the hobble, from within outward. Pulling on the rope raises

e foot and carries it backward, where it is held by the alistont
I ^..o^./.-Sometimes the hobble is dispensed with, and the
fpe IS passed from the neck straight to the coronet, where a^uble twist IS made, and the foot controlled as before (Fig. 9)J/'o-d-In other cases, the plate longe i« secured to the tailNead of around the neck, conditioned of course upon whethe^
fce tail 18 sufficiently long and furnished with hair of the strength

i
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PIG. 9.-Securfng one Hind Leg with Rope only.
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Pio. n.-Another Means of Using tho Rope

Ipassed with a loop around the coronet of the leg to be kept steadyhe rope is then carried Ward between the Ire letstbn one .ide of the neck opposite to that of the leg to°wh7ch thejplate-longe is fixed, over the withers, back to th„,t lie „nd ^Hed

»
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thetrfI'nr'^"^' ^"°? °^ theplate-longe is thrown ov# Becured, arthe neck, and the rope carried back to the coronet of the foot Ickward, wh<

T)bble is plac

FIG. I2.-Soouring and Holding a Hind Leg with rJT

Fra. 13.-Seourlng both Hind Legs with Hobblea.
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secured, and by one or two tw-sts around itself, is brought
,ckward, where ,t is held by an assistant. Sometimes a single

n.lo ^rf °^ tl^e coronet, and the rope of this side-hne
ns through its eye, which is turned forward (Fig 12)To prevent the animal from kicking with both hind legs, ang hobble, carrymg the chain, is put on one leg, and the chlin
Bsed through the eye of another hobble placed on the othernd leg, and the rope carried forward and secured as in the case

f raising one single foot, viz., between the fore legs, on either
le of the neck, over the withers and then after being twisted
•ound Itself back of the elbow, held by an assistant (Fig 19) In
.no instances a double side-line is used, the loop being thrown
er the neck, and the ropes carried backward, one towards each hindk and passed through the eyes of hobbles placed on them, and
burned forwai^, where they are secured with a slip-knot t; the
lop ot the side-hne on each side of the neck
For the same purpose, of securing the two legs of a biped,

hether anterior or posterior, LeGoff has invented a peculia^
para us, consisting of a Y-shaped rope, single at one end and
Ituicated at the other, each of the three ends having a running
,ose or loop If the two hind legs are to be secured the loops of
ie bifurcated portion are placed on the coronets of these legs,
lu .he loop of the single portion secured on one of the fore
|gs. If on the contrary, the fore legs are to be confined, the
•angement is simply reversed.

Another excellent method of limiting the movements of the
timal to preven him from kicking, and keep him quiet, is to take
plate-longe, and beginning on one of his sides, at the girth, for
mmple, pass It forward across one forearm, a little below the
Ibow m front of him, on the other side across the other fore-

then backward across the thigh, or a little below it, then
..smg It back of the animal, to the first side across the other

high, return to the starting point (Fig. 14). Passing the ropebough the eye of the flat extremity of the plate-longe, the legs cL
k comparatively weU kept together. To prevent the rope from
koppmg too low, it is thrown over the back and secured on
[self on the other side by a knot. This part of the rope over theVk suppor s the two horizontal portions which run on each side
t the animal and keeps them in place.
This mode of restraint is but a simplification of the apparatus

rm
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1.1

Fia. ^.-securing aU t.e Legs. wit. Hope aU arounU t.e Animal.

and is composed of p 1 ^T'''''^'^
^°^ ^°^«««' by the inventoj

e.oh side an iron ZletnJ ^f»>«« at B, carries ^so J

To place it m po:ftt\re Dntch' 7'- 1?" » "">"« "H
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"""• *' ""^
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"
'"l"f'"'^' "' " *

."eck, and that of the ™„„tl ,'*""? ^'""^ P"'^"' °™'tl^

that the horizontal posS'o ^ "^"'"'' " '""^ > ""H
a little below th f'rell^Vf V" '"^ '""' '"«'• H
for the hind legs.

' "'"'"' "'^ ='">« ""« the J
svej': "^dt;*" rj:r -^^v '^*^'' »" J
^fhovwi^pl.

."'°^^^.- us animals upon whicli operati-no v-t'^-^h.rH.sebe unpossible, except by throwing tb4 L. ;L;er
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Fio. 15.—Hlppo-lasBO of Raabe & Lunel.

Among Other varieties of apparatus used for controUing
aimals in the standing position, are the various machinos kno^
.
stocks or travis. They are of many forms, and consist of heavy

looden frames, firmly secured in the ground, with peculiar arrange-
lents for supporting the animal in slings, if necessary. Theyh padded on the inside, for security against injuries and have on
he of their narrow sides a system of iron bars, against which to
fecure the feet when the animal is raised from the ground The
fock illustrated in Peuch and Toussainfs work (Fig 16) will
Kve a good general idea of one of tlie most approved forms of this
fceans of restraint. The stock of E. Winsot (Figs 17 17a and
te) IS another form, which can be used for securing the Inimal in
Ither standing or laying position.

RECUMBENT POSITION.

Notwithstanding the many advantages attending the app^ca-
fon of the means akeady described, devised for securing the
tamobihty m the standing position of animals undergoing sur-
ical treatment, there are circumstances in which their efficiencv
^comes wholly lackmg. Sometimes it is because of the invincible
Btiveness of the animal, but more often because of the serious
atureof the pending operation, which may require for its safe

i
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Fia. 16.—The Stock.

performance a degree of deliberation and an amount of d,-««. f Joi the most painful character, with which onlv H.?
""^

f'^'^'H

ply an indispensable requirement
^ ^''°^'' ^""

m tut pos Hon durfag the pleasure of aZZ'J^^ 't,
" ,""'

:Lrt7.tirer "^ ^-^-^^ -™" '» - --*r
It would be improper tu coa«tru„ the word -throwmg'
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Pro. Ifi-Laying a Horse Down with "w luBot's Stock.
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htera ly designating the act of violently casting down as
wrestling match. On the contrary, it must be qualified as'

N

ring to a method of so manipulating the patient and directii^J
movements as to bring about a change of posture with all
appearances of a voluntary act on his part, which indeed it eJ
tially becomes.

The preparation of the bed upon which the animal is thrcland of Its location, will require some judicious attention fron.
surgeon. A convenient place, with sufficient space to allow
feet .reedom of movement about the patient, such as a largo J
a barn or an open field will fulfil the requirements. The .

J

should be smooth, and, if possible, soft-a pasture lot or f,
yard, or a manure heap often offering good facilities for the
pose in country practice. In any case it should always be covewith a layer of straw, sawdust or tan bark of sufficient thioka
to prevent a violent concussion when the patient falls, and oJ
to be sufficiently wide to allow him to fall as nearly in its cej
as possible. Its dimensions should be approximately from
to ten feet square.

An important point in its construction is that it should Ix'from any hard foreign substances, such as stones, bones, pid
ot wood or iron, etc., for fear of contusions or other similar 1 Jagamst any parts of the body of the patient.

Several methods are in use for throwing a horse, amonL^ 4are the peculiar apparatuses known as the hobhUs. The aand the opemtincj tables are also used. The previous prepaij
of the ammal for the operation ought not to be forgotten

]

usually consists in a fast of not less than twelve hours, and,
always be found to be a good measure.

A—Casting with Hobbles.

These are of various kinds. Some are made of leather, otj
of rope but they are all constructed upon the same principle
Enghsh style, invented by Bracy Clark and afterwards impro<
which arem most general use, present so many advantages m t

tacihty both of application and removal from the legs after the
eration, that we shall limit our consideration to them alone ( Fi.A se IS composed of four hobbles, a chain and a spring kEach hobble is formed of two straps of leather of unequal leJ
the shortest {a) having attached on one end a strong bucklef

ig.-English Hobb
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Pig. lOa.-Self-iocklng Hobbles of Prof. Barker.
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I:!i

length a number of holes to aUow it to be buckled with the sliJ

straj). Three of each Het are of this construction.' The foui|
which is the main, chic/ or kiiu/ hobble, differs from the otbl
in the form -of the iron eyele- of the shortest strap. In this lij

hie it is made of a peculiar shape, and with a small hJ
through which the chain is passed and secured by a pin-scrj
running through it. The chain belonging to this set meahiu
four or live feet in length, and has spliced at one end a caBtii

rope some fifteen feet long. At the other end the link of tl

cham is flattened and made to slip easily through the slot of
main hobble.

Fio. ao.—Spring and String-Hooks.

There are many forms of spring-Iiooks used. In our c
practice we use two strong spring padlocks, as being of ens

application and less liable to liberate the animal by becod
loosened or breaking.

Besides the set of hobbles, a long plate-longe and a Beman
&Buttel apparatus are necessary. This consists -of a wide
strong surcmgle, having on both sides two straps, joined toge
in front, and a strong halter, which from the nose-band car
another strap, which passes in front of the head, between the ei

through an iron ring on the pole-band of the halter, and is to

buckled to the single strap of the surcingle. By shortening
strap, the head and neck are placed and kept in as much ex:

sion as may be desired.

Prehminaries being completed and instruments ascertained
be in efficient condition, the horse is placed at the side of thelx
and we may here repeat that the manipulations which are next
succeed are not designed to throw him off his feet with a viol

Fio

»ck, but simply to
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Via. Sl.-Bemardot & Buttol Apparatug.
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the name Hide, through the ring of the other himl log, and Uto the slot of the main hobble, where it is Bo.ured by the „iBcrew. The Bernardot & Battel apparatus in then put in p^
and buckled by an ansiHtant, with the Hurcingle on the side of
patient oppo.ife to that on which ho is to be made to he !>,
0U8 to this another assistant will have passed a long rope arouj
the body of the animal a little back of the withers, and with si
another holds it on what will be the under side when the patiJ
hes down, Still another assistant is placed at his head, to aid Jone who holds it, whUe yet another grasps the tail, and two otLe
seize the casting rope.

'

The second step of the operation is to reduce the ani,,, Jbase of support as much as possible, by bringing the four d
together. To do this, the operator, standing in front of the J
sistants who hold the casting rope, has each hind leg in success]
raised shghtly from the ground and carried forward by the assi]
ant havmg it in charge, a gentle traction being made at the snJ
tune upon the castmg rope, in order to shorten the length of JCham passing through the hobbles, the assistants at the b]meanwhile gently backing the animal still more to reduce his a>i
ot support, untU the equihbrium is so nearly lost that the anin

W-.^

.-^^''A\lf l^v|^vl

Fig. 88.—HorHe about to be Cast
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Lml ont poHturo m order to uvoi.l the, Hl.ock of a heavy fall
H. 13ouley recommendH that the first moveiuent in ^hi final

I, Hhodcl bo an attempt to back the horHe, in order to m^Tve thelogB hrst, and then to bring the hind legs forward nh;!
jui,.ort ^. BtOl too broad. The twitch should now be removed
lact tho moHt prtjdent plan would be to remove it the momen
I L(il)ble8 are in jjlace

'"icui

iTho fin,a stop of the act of literal tkromnr; or castlnr; beingUphshed the las mdication remaining to be fulfill.ii i„ toU the patient in the most favorable position for the surgeon^rform the important work of which all that has been imder-
en has been but preliminary. It is properly the permanent
he tune being) adjustment of the body in sucli a Lamier Lknow the surgeon the best possible access for all his manipull

s the region which is to be the seat of his dissection^

bttn.
'' "'°""^''''' "'*^°"* ^y unsteadiness or

JBouley's directions for this pui-pose are that the operator
Iclnug for the nght moment, as the horse begins to totte

th ';!7 V '\'.rf"f''
'"''^^ '^"'^'^ "' *»^' ^OP- acting

t n'\^ If T^ *^' ^'^"^^ ^y ' i^^«'"^'^ ^ «unultaneouf
Ion, to pull m the direction of the side on wliich the animal is
tie and to those at the casting rop. to puU firmly but no
Nbly m the opposite direction, whUe he himself pushes the
ly of the ammal towards the bed By this arrangement of
losing tractions the casting is eas.ly effected; but unless the
iBtants actin perfect concert, and especially if the casting rope
llra.-n too rapidly and suddenly, the animal wiU be raised from
[ground with a sudden hft, ,o faU so heavUy on the bed as to
fcibly subject him to the risk of sustaining severe injuries
^ouloy remarks on this point: <'An animal is properly cast
I- when, bending his knees, he hes down softly and eaJly on
side brmgmg to the ground successively the shoulder, theland the ^^md quarters; or again when, the fall beginning
: behind, the order is exactly reversed."
)nco down, the forcible traction upon the chain brings the
loys^in close proximity, the spring hooks or padlock passing
Dip.. ...^r ,ini nearest io the rm^ uf the hobble through whichCham passes, coming out last. To provide against the possi-

i

I

i
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ble breaking of that portion of the chain which embraceo the ihobbles, Peuch ^ Toussaint advise the passing of the castingand Cham a second tune through the rings of every hobble IIS secured with the spring hooks. The animal being dom
'

head well extended on the neck. The use of this apparitus

tt? f ^r"^" '^^ ^^^''"^^^^^ ^-1-^ - the content ,

I

he head. Before its introduction, two assistants were requto keep It in extension and comparatively motionless ; ancl e,then the results were not always easily reached no; acciJavoided whereas, with this halter and surcingle arrangemjsingle strong assistant is sufficient to secure control of the L
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Id it has the advantage, besides, of " preventing fractures of the
^•tebral column, ruptui-e of the diaphragm, and rupture of in-
nal viscera."

In some exceptional cases the surgeon will be obliged to im-
[ovise his hobbles. This may be done by fastening four ropes
suitable length around the coronets, allowing sufficient room

• the passage of the casting rope between the hobbles and the
ill, or again placing an iron ring through these loops of rope,
iich are secured by a knot on the outside of the leg, as suggest-
by Mr. Dneubourg.

^^

The removal of the hobbles and of the other apparatus em-
loyed in castmg the animal, demands simHar care njid attention
that which was required to put them on. WhUe the Bernardot
Battel surcingle is unbuckled, the assistant loosening the

>5

PParatuB.

Pia. 24—Improved Hobbles of Dneubourg.

raps of the cap, and ready to remove it at a moment's notice,
be operator placing himself facing the soles of the feet, in order
b be out of danger, cautiously unscrews the screw-pin which
Istens the chain to the principal hobble, and removes it, when all

f
e hobbles becoming loose, are removed, and the animal being

I'eed from all restraint, is allowed to rise.

_
mile the animal is rising it wiU be but prudent in the b-

jtanders to aUow him all the scope he may choose. The action is
bidden and somewhat ^dolent, and he may move his hind legs

i
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With a sudden jerk which may throw the hobbles oflfwith force suficient to severely hurt some unguarded spectator upon whose p

IZy '^t^f'^S'- W« 1^-ve been witness to such an dcurrence, when they were thrown a distance of twenty feet, Jviolence sufficient to inflict, possibly, dangerous injuries.
^

All ammal thrown and secured as has been described is iulsuitable position for the majority of operations, su h as t^about the head and neck, of the body, or of the u^per part of Jlegs But m many cases, it is necessary to fix a leg in a peculilpositio. either to expose a given region of the b^ody, or3the limb Itself becomes the seat of operation. The action of Jcuring the animal in the recumbent position is one of great i,portance, and none of its details ought to be overlookel -Ulthere are several points to which we have already referred in'odintroduction, which may be again noticed with advantage b1mg in mmd the accidents which may result from keepino- tlhorse in a state of painful passivity, and his instinctive stru^- Jto free himself, not to mention the painfuhiess of the constraOposture Itself the inference is palpable that it is incumbTnt onsurgeon to release the suffering patient from his trying constraat the earliest moment consistent with the proper completiou
the operation. Atrain in sPPiin-nn- +i.^ i

"^i^ieuuuci

tftkPT, +^„f ui 1

seeding the legs, care must also iJtaken that, although a given position of a leg may facilitate tJ

mode of securing the same object by means more comfortaJand less dangerous to the patient, as well as easier for the sur.. a

Td Lftf^'T"'^''''^'
''''^' ^" ^'^^^--y requiremonand that the special purposes and effects of these are such astforbid their modification. 1

In considering these six specific modes, it wUl promote fadli

J

of description if the reader will follow our references to the Iferentlegson a sort of mental diagram which by a mode of aJ

thrTl ir''^" "^
designate-supposing the animal to ijthrown on the near side-the near anterior as NA- th. Jantenoras O.A.; the near hind as N.H,; and the off' /ui:! as hI

Inrst2Hmt,on^BxjKmnff the indde of the N.A. leq.-k looplof the pla e-longe is secured on one of the fore legs, above tJknee, say the off leg, carried in front of the near fe^. ^.l!.. |back and between the fore legs, always above the kne^; to retJ
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Fio. as.—l8t TDsltlon. Neurotomy.

jthe starting point, around the off leg again, back to aad be-
ken the legs, thus forming a complete figure 8. This is re-
ited twice or three times, when a turn around aU the crossings
the rope between the leg-^ Vc-^ up aU the twists of the rope and
[ouble slip-knot is mar the forearm of the off fore leg.

Ith legs thus secured, tl ,.var leg is released from the hobble,
1 earned forward by an assistant puUing on it with a rope tied
iimd the foot.

For reasons akeady stated, we consider this position as the
ly one justifiable for neurotomy on the inside of the off leg, or
•tenoiomy. Firing on the inside of the coronet for ringbone,
along the tendons, might also be performed in this position.
Secomlposition—SecHring the offfore on the offhindleg.—The

)p of the plate-longe is placed on the O.A. leg about the middle

ai

Fio. 86.—2d Poeltlon. ist step.
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tween the fore legs and reflected ba^ ovt ^^ ?
"'""^'

bemg released from the hobbk ttfot?. I ?f^^- ^''*
1

backward, whUe the ^s^l „, ,''I'«"f ^"'a.g « carriel

<>te<.*7y on the rope Z!S ,t^'
""^ """' *'% »

With its fulcr..^: o?the o H t« the^'T "' '"' «"""
Of the .^„al and the molg^trTtl^f '°""

V^"\moves and draws the l.„ k„ f * ? ' forearm of the i

bone of theS lei If t^tT "!*" " "'^'''^ «« "'«
thing in place, ^e'rot tUt iTZ ' T"^' '""'""« W
near hind lep s alTowT „. I- ? !"« ''''°™ "« ''"ck on

the near forf^trn' ChttXt^dltlft '°°^

.rrse^r'titritg^difh-r^^^^^^
from Peuchand ^u S^'^^iraJr ^eT'^'''^ ''H*he tenao-AchiUes ha. canJJt^lLlI,^^,^.^H

Fig. 28.—3d

Pig. in.-zd Poeltion. 8d Step.
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ove described. In this position the inside of the N.A lei? is ex
Ised, and it can be fired, either for disease cf the knee or of the
tdons and bursas. All operations upon the foot of the O A can
performed except those required on the inside of that foot

bh as those for inside quarter-crack, comphcated suppurating
hi or inside cartilaginous quittor.

Fio. 28.-3d Position. Securing Upper Hind to Upper Fore Leg.

Thirdposmon.-8eouTing the off hind uponthe eorresponding
Veleg.-ln this the rope is first securod in the middle of the off
bd cannon region, earned forward and over the forearm, above
b knee m front of the forearm, back between the fore legs
^ween the hmd legs and over the near hind leg, above the
ick, to the assistant stationed at the back of the animal Eebmg the leg from the hobble, and pulling on the rope the
'ai- hind leg is brought, by the same method, to the middle of

>
off fore cannon, where it is secured witha figure eight twist of

)
rope. la this operation the inside of the near hind leg is ex-

Ised ti-om the hock down, and in that position, operations on the
fcideo the hock can be performed, such as firing for spavin
lorough-pins, curbs, and cunean tenotomy, as well as firing on
e inside of the tendons, or even tenotomy. As far as the offM eg 19 concerned, only operations on the foot are justified

Ith the exception of those on the inside of that part of the leg
\ J^OHHh position-Securing the near fore on the off hind leq-
be rope is secured by a loop on the middle of the cannon of the
far ore leg, which rests directly on the bed, carried backward
ler the off hmd leg above the hock, back between the hind legs

i
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FIG. 89.-^th Position. Securing under Fore on Upper Hind Leg

forward under the forearm of the near fore leg, betweenfore ler and back to the assistant at the back of fL awTthjs action If agam becomes a lever of the first kind, wftlifulcrums above the hock, the resistance at the lower paJ f mnear fore leg and the moving power at the forearm ^Thetdi-awn from its deep position to a superficial one, and se uwi h a figure eight on the middle of the near hind c^no,.not above the hock, for reasons already considered ThTs !

J

fore foot, such as complicated quarter-crack, complicated suJra ive corns, mside cartUaginous quittor, and the X 3cuhar awkwardness of this position, in which the W is eJm excessive adduction subjects the animal to the dan.fer of

T
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**"' ''''^'''^ ''^''"''' ^""^ '^ '' justifiable only in the cases

1/7/!'^ posMon^-.Secunnr; the near hind on the cannon of the
^ore %.--The rope is first tied up by a loop on the middle of
I near hind cannon bone, forward over the forearm of the off
e leg, between the fore legs, and back to under the near hind

J
between the hmd legs .xnd to the back of the animal, where it is

Id by an assistant. The leg is again drawn from under him is
lacMy brought to below the knee of the off forearm and securedm the other positions. In this position the only operations
be performed are those on the inside of the digital region, or

liier of the foot of that leg.
6 ". ^

)re Leg.

Fin. :ii._'j,ii Position.

\

Sixth posiUon-Securinr, the off hind leg near the neck or
hddero/ that side of the hody.-The rope is tied up by a loopbnd the coronet of the off hind leg, that is below the fetlock,
Ined forward toward the superior border of the neck, under
t neck and then toward the inferior border of that region, backh the whole length of the animal to the front of the hind Ws
f
ween these and over the tibial region of the off hind le^, where

{assistant holds it to the back. Other assistants, puThng on
-
rope, and makmg it slide as it passes on the borders of the neck

t
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the operator carrien the leg forward until it reaches the outside sui]

face of the shoulder, or the lateral parts of the neck, where the rop«l

is secured by a double twist and knot around the coronet of M
near hind leg displaced. This awkward and painfr'' position J
for operations in the inguinal region, including castration, ii.|

guinal hernia, removal of champignon, amputation of the peniJ
or removal of tumors.

When the operations which have necessitated these variouJ
positions have been completed, the leg which has been restrained!

should be returned into its proper hobble, and this should hi
done slowly and carefully, avoiding any unnecessary motions o(|

noises, and the animal relieved of his means of restraint as in
i

other operations.

Fig. 32.—side Bar Hobbles.

In a few instances, however, aside from these various!

modes of securing individuals, the surgeon has recourse tof

the side bar hobbles, which carries a hobble of its own at eaoil

end, one hobble being fixed on a fore, the other on a hind le

J

Some of the English veterinarians are using the cross hobbkl

Fig. 83.—Cross Hobbles.

which has the advantage of being adapted for use upon leg

diametrically opposite, such as the near fore and the oflfhind legs]

and vice versa.

B.— Casting with ropes.

The hobbles ai not the only kind of apparatus devised

for throwing horses, nor are they all made according to J
English pattern, although the same general principles pre-

vail in all. Eopes in the form of side lines, either single oil
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ouble, are often substituted for Lobblen, and for many varieties ofl^e.eBpec:alclaxmBaremadeby their inventors,orbythLew^^^^^^^^^^
hem their preference, and use them in their practice mZZ

L world, but even in '^S^ stLr:r^^T^
U a double rope

"^"^^ ^^'^ " '"^^^'^ ^^'^ '^^^

(Ut.)Wlth a single ro^.e._This is the simplest mode of
H'^g, but It is also the least safe. It is the oldLH^V
uethods in use, but has in our days been more or lis LL'd
Iny ot them. In this, a rope from twenty to twenty-five feet i^length IS necessaiy. The horse being placed near the bed whei^le IS to be thrown, is held in the ordinary manner. If hels to heIn the neax side, the operator is placed on the right nlttkoulder with the rope, in which is a knot about six fee frl ^U which Kohard caUs the ring knot (a), andimmeiteirbTw

m lun. In this way," says Rohard, "there is a large loop

^

Flo. 84.-Application of lUe Kohard Method,
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formed, which is thrown over the neck, while both knots made
he a httlo below the point of the shoulder." Taking with the free

portion of the rope, a twist round both foroai-ms, passing behiiij

them first, then forward across the near foro leg, in front of butli

fore legs, and backward across the oflt" fore leg, over the ropt, it

is carried across the abdomen, to the near hind coronet, which it

surrounds from without inwards, to be brought back to the

posterior pai-t of the withers on the near side, where the operator
takes hold of it. Then by degrtt rt slowly pulling on the rope,

and making the animal raise his near hind leg by quietly urgiu(!

him, this leg is carried forwai'd, with a miiform movement, uut3
at one moment, the animal attempting to resist or struggle
the assistant at the head carries it towai-d the bed, the operator
pressing with his body against that of the animal, until he slowlj

I

settles down without injui-y on his side. To fix the leg definitely',

KW,,^ Jgfe...

Pig. 35.—Animal Secured by the Rohard Method.

one begins by the near hind leg. Making a double twist of tliel

rope around the coronet of that leg, this is carried towards thel

loop which passes around the neck, and is there secured bval

double knot («), and carried back to the off hind leg, which is thenl

cai-ried far forward and secured to the same collar loop, with a|

single knot (b). To release the animal, it is merely necessary toj

untie the stopping knot, when the rope becomes loosened fromj

the legs.

(2d.) Withdoub
of a long rope, dou
such away as to fo

head and neck of <
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oulword,, toTC'ZtLT r ''''°°''" '°°P from within

on to .,ed. The hid tlZ "'
f"

'"""' ''""«' '^ 'J"™

.heona, „, the 'o^^^ilCJZTu'-^^^-^Z'r ^'^
manner. ^^^^ ^ t"e same

tto only plan, rl"Jla '^'^^;:';:
^ ""^ "efore saia, not

Ueir own devising, WUehtrev.I?
^^''^

'^f" """""X^ <>*

kong those re^»tnSn S;tX";r "' ™*'™"'^-
,.p^at„, of Mr. Miles, „hich ^^CZll'iZZ!rT",'^'

I
^... we are ahie^o .t:ra:»;t:;:L:'jpr^^^^^^

Mmg at the .ameTmt'qn^ ronfidTnf th^^t
^""^ '°''^'"'

•teh we have Bugsested and (11^;!^ f ,

*" «™"^ ™'<«'

*e „pe.tion o, ^Sg aTeM" ^ /^ S:^^S^ 1[operator through aU the steps of the proceeds
^

C.—Omting on the Operating Table.
The necessit,v of emplovino aueh i .„,-,i- -> «

liirowing a horse with tL ,Hffi u " """'"••' "' assistants in

Ug^aa the .Cofnie*o::r,ta r::s- ts

a
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too often accompany itH execution, have led to the invejition of

other means of accompliHhiujj the object in which the objections

to the old method arc nought to be obviated. It wan with this view

hat the operating-beds of LafoHHc in France luid Hart in Wurtcm.

FlO. 86.—Wall-bed of fromngo do FoiigrS

burg were contrived. The wall-bed of Fromage de Feugre pos-

sessed many advantages, but was abandoned on account of its

compUcated structure. Of late years, however, several other

forms of operatmg tables have been devised, of which one esjie-

cially is highly commended by European authors. It is that of I\Ir.

J. Daviau which consists of a broad and heavy table, furnished with

pads, surcingles, hobbles, ropes and other necessary appurten-

ances for secuiing the animal, and which is moved by a peculiar

crank an'angement which permits its adjustment in any requu'ed

position, from the horizontal to the vertical, and by which it may

be turned down flat upon an iron frame. The apjiaratus is plated

sohdly on the ground, or can be made movable by a set of low

wheels attached to the heavy wooden frame upon which the table

and the crank are supported.

Mr. Daviau claims for his invention: 1st. That it obviates "all

the complications " accompanying the ordinary system of thi'ow-

ing. 2d. It allows " the easy and comfortable rising of the horse"

after the operation, without danger. 3d. It gives entire security
j

to the operator, who can perform his task alone and without the
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Fio. 40.—UodgBon & Magee's Table. Back View ; showing the working of puUey to
draw the table down.
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need of assistant 4th. No assistants are needed to be exposed

the performance of the ordinary operation of castin. ^
In this comxtry several forms of tables are in use. Those ofDr. Tiffany, Price and others, all of which are constructed somewhaupon the same principles with respect to the action ofT

cram, to conti.l the position of tl^ table. L^ZtZoIZ
lagee, both veterinarians of New York, have invented a tab e^whltor simphcity seems to surpass any one we have yet seen a-'J 4mLJ.e the others It has sUngs, ropes, hobbles, pads, etc but di'fersfrom them in two important imrticulars %h first is t"maimer m which the table is lowered and raised • the second fit

in me mictme of the superior border of the table, and directlvbeowit on the posterior face, are two sohd ix-on i^l In theoeiliBg of the operating room, or on the cross-piece of^the frame

tltn ;l"
'"'''°"'' ^"^ '^'''''y «PP-ite that in the border of

IcetacfoT^^^^
7°*'^^- ^^*^^^ - fi-^ - t^e floor some dijance back of tne frame upon which the table rests when in ahorizontal position. To these rings two systems of pX are

-of the tableVith that LZltl ^'^diThitrdrt
|etahle,andattheXr:er;^^^^^
Imig by a w,de T arrangement, secui-ed on the last 1^ fhl
aoorand tne table wLen in a horizontal position.

^

When the horse is brought alongside the table and tied unn Hhe shngs the halters and head-straps securing hTm Ind the

bZtairCrr'bf^^^^^^ *'^^^P- pulled rpiTedtypn assistant and the table moved slowly into the proper position

HX „i

yP^^ *^« .f"»Pl«tion of the operation the rope isn-adually slackened, while an assistant puUs on the rone o7Z- of the table which is thus restored'to the vel^l^^llt
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MEANS OF SECURING OTHER DOIHESTIO ANIMALS.

(a) BoviNES.—With these animals benignant measures are of

little avail. Kindness may in some poEsible cases—but they will

be rarely met with—succeed to a Hmited extent, but to tr'-st to

the influence of the treatment so often effective with an intelligent

and docile equine, such as the petting caress, the soo'hing tone

of voice, or the kindly glance of a human eye, with even the placid

and mild-eyed milch kine, will be only an act of misplaced con-

fidence. To bUnd them, to induce dizziness by turning them

rapidly in a small circle, may at times produce good results, but

even then „hese measures will be morp reliable if combined with

more palpable agents of restraint.

Cattle may be kept quiet in the stand:--- -^ aition by raising

their heads, by passing the index finger an I rhumb of one hand

into the nostrils, with the ai'ni over the face, and raising the tip

of the head upward, while tho other hand, grasping one of the

horns, moves the top of the head downward, the resistancti of the

animal being overcome by pinchtQg the nose with the hand which

grasps it with move or less force. By this means the head of the

animal is fixed, and the operator guarded against injury from the

horns, and the movements more or less hmited. While maintain-

ing this position, the cavity of the w nth can be examined and

even short and simple operations rai^^dl- performed. Another

device for preventing the animal from using his horns as a means

Fio. 41.—Securing Cattle.
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[of contention is to tie a long rope around their base passing ii
along the neck and the back with on. loop around tkeZLd
another further back aro,nid the flanks, and when reach^rthe
aU secunng it there b, a knot at the base of that member %tehead IS thus kept elevated, and he is restrained from motion by
the pain experienced by the tail when the rope is tightened by h'sattempt to flex it. This assures his passiveness (ifg 42)The practice of shielding the ehaip points of the horns withSmooth metaUicbaUs is one which tends largely to dim^ hThe|ower of the animal for doin^ harm, by obviatLg to a Zt ex
fen he danger from punctured wounds to which^ose who h^
bie them a.e exposed. The best mode, however, of securing cl
le while standmg, is by tying the head up to a post or a tl ot™ by yoking an individual with his mate or LtherJ^ of^e same species. Kicks must also be guarded against Those
y
the fore legs are avoided by raising one foot and tymg it onLe forearm, thus compeUing the animal to stand on tCe Ls

feu the hmd legs of cattle are the most dangerous from hS

Several methods are recommended by which to guard against
jis form of dange. Among these may be mentioned the ^fssW
f the ail forward between the hind legs and then outward c^^hng It towards tiie stifle of the leg from which the kick may pro
eel, and holding it firmly with a backward pull ; thus ZlZt

S

FIG. 42.-TO Prevent Cattle from KIckinif.

^
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inff or tying the leg with the tail. Again, to pass a twitch r. .^B^ U,

leg above the hock, uM to turn it until the tendo-Achilles j
reH.ed

upon, is brought in contact with the posterior im- of the .ej,'. A

loop of rope twisted upon a atick will ans^ver the same purpose

The use of hobbles, single or doable, or oi the side hnes to seem.

the hind legs, has also been rect .amende,*, v. with sohpeds, ^\lth

the difference that the horcs furnish a strong means of suppou,

which is entirely lacking in the solined. A u:.cth(..i appruved oy

..ome of controlling th,' motion of the animal is to paH« a ropo oa

one hmd h-'- above the fetlock, and to carry this leg w.ii forv^irA

or even to k i .^ it b om the ground and to tie it by uie r-..ne to tue

fo-earm of the ^my: Mb above the knee or around the horns. The

use of a long l-sr n^ wood held under the abdomen by two assist-

ants in front of fi-.o stifles ; keeping the animal preset 1 agamsta
I

wall by me.mB oi a wooden bar, with which an as8i8l..nt pushes

fir-ly against the stifle of the side opposite to that upon wM
|

the operator stands ; binding the aoiimal against a wall suth a rop« I

fixed to a ring in front of the chest and one behind the hind quar-

tero-all these are sunple means employed to keep cattle quiet ml

the standing position.

Some individuals, howevf>i and especially bulls, are altogether

intractable, and reqiure more severe and effectual modes of pun-

ishment. These are appHed upon the muzzle of the animal m h

nasal septum by nippers or clamps, or with rings. Nippers are

of divers forms. One true, single clamp is commonly used d

Italy, and has been modified in England ;
another ism use m Eolj

Pi!

Pio. 48.—ItftUan

WoBe Clamp.

Fio. 44.—Modified

BngllBhNoee Clamp

Pia8.«A,»ndB. -

NoseC.

^ed EnglUb

r.jjs.
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F^il t. f

screw-clamp
; another, which is preferred inFrance- .a:e a ew among the varieties of this single instrument

fcv the .,,...cation of pressure upon the septum nasi. They aregenerahj secured on the front of the face by ropes or strar
They are effectual appliances, and by their aid'the' head c^Te
kept up and the animal controlled without difficulty. Among thermg. i.e simplest are most commonly in use. They are made in

I

t^opar>,s articulated at one extremity, and united at the other
rhen m place by a rivet or screw. They vary much both in form

I

and Bize. .^ome (though stiU known as rings) are square ; others

Fig. 46.-Squ,u-o (?) Rings for Cattle,

are round and eUiptical. The ring of RoUand, the Alsace ring, and
some of simpler construction carry an auxihary ring at some part
of thejr circumference with which to secure them on fhe face ofXe

laiumal by means of ropes or straps. These rings are apphed after
fche perforation of the nasal septum with a trocar or a punch-niJ%ers,makmg an opening of a size corresponding to that of the
r.n.. Sometimes the perforation is made with a hot iron, the

Fig. 47.-Rfng of Holland

nimal being properly secured and tied to a tree, or placed in a

tx. r.^' ir'^''
'"^ ^p^'-^*"^ -^^ - quick p^:be through the cartilage, and introducing the ring and riveting

ilie hemorrhage soon ceases spontaneously "

In order to dispense with the punch, trocar, and the puncture

Zr^i^ ^ro". rings of a special construction have'beenin-
mted. These also consist of two parts, and are also articulated
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jiiii

Fio. 48.—Alsatian Ring.

Fio. 49.—Rings with Eyelets.

Fio. 50.—Puncture of the Septum with Trocars.
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one of the joints having a sharp point with which the rin^ is

ClsB^sZt^: ""^'f^^^^
«-Ple ^orm represent/ iL

Btrument. The nng used in some parts of France is contrived

Pig. 52.—French Kinga

I
somewhat on the same -nlnn Kn+ ;c< ^^
D ff • T -1 , ,

P
'
"^* ^^ ^°'® complicated. That ofRueffisakmdof broken circle vvhioh ^v, i j i^

Pio. 53.-Rlng of Ruefif.

rhe rope which is .ttacW to the nMal rii>g is not always suffl«t to dnve or eontrol bull,, and conductor sticksCXt the"M.-,hn-on hooks of various shapes are recomm^ct ThekiM-atus of Vigan is a very simple one, but it fulZ^lWknls and suffices for the restrn^t of *!,« I •

''""'^

6«t, of a woodenpoZtTLi^.ZZlZ^r^-

b"p^^ %-""°"^ '-^^^^^^^^
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Pig. 55—Vigan's Apparatus,
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Pio. 66. -Stoer Placed In Stock.

The use of stocks for the confi-nl nf i • • ,

.vilable for s„„e oporaUoCI? "^fr*,"""- '^"' "^
im con be oblaiorjl hv H v

'"''"«' greater iJusaiveness

—en, po.„o. :t;rdtrb"„'iT'
'="'°-«''^"'"' ««>

thick bed to ; *' tier "r''^';'"™''^
""«--%

J^nger of fracturing tbelor ' TfnT 5^T' "" P"™*'"

.or».and.o„i^t^x"::bt:riu^::Lf^^

ttroagh whichTef1 .,"!'' '"°P "' ^" ^^ »* tte lorn„,
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and filially blretches himself on tho bed. If he struggles, tie

triiction on the ropes oiily expedites the fall. If he pushes for

ward, or attempts to kici- ir even only moves his feet, the runnuig

of the rope is so much more facilitated.

lu the other mode, a rope about the same length,and carrying

in one extroiuity a loop which is thrown over the horns, is pa^s^^l^l

backwards along the superior border of the neck, as far as ab. lut

its middle, where a loose loop is made ; then caiTied backwards

at tho side of the vertebral column, where another loop is made, lu

hiud the Hhoulders, and a third one around the abdomen, on a level

with the Hank, where an assistant holds it backwards by the Bide

of tlio sacrum. If the animal is to be thrown on the left side, tlie

rope must pass on tho right of the base of the tail, and vice Vi rm.

Two aHsistants puU on the rope, while another holds theheadiuij

tries to bring the animal down. The triiction on the ropes tight-

ens the three loops, and under the effect of this force the animal

is ma. It) to lie down quietly. It facilitates the operation to lubri-

cate the rope with a little grease or soap.

In order to avoid compUcations from lacing the ropes too

tightly about the body, it is always indicated to subject thi* pa-

tient to a moderate fast previous to casting by this mode.

(/>) OviNES AND Cai'Kines—Although these animals are timiJ

and comparatively lacking in stroTigth, they are at times capable

of struggling violently and becoming dangerous, and they cim-

not be subjected to surgical treatment without being cast. Thia is

done by grasping both legs of one lateral biped, the right fore and

hind legs, for instance, and laying him over on the opposite side, tLe

left, and vice versa. If aU tho legs are to be secured, those of oiuli

lateral biped are first tied, and with the two cords a straight knot

is made, binding aU together.

If the seat of operation is the head, the animal is held l)y an

assistant, who sits with the body of the animal between hiw legs,

with its back close to his own body, holding the fore legs with his

hands, and controUing the hind ciuarters between his legs. In

some cases when the operation is light, the operator holds the an-

imal himself without help.

(c) Swine.—Securing a good hold of this animal is not always

an easy task, and it sometimes requires not a little skill and ciui-

ning to do so. When seized, two assistants are necessary to cast

him, especially if he is of large size, and when do n, either a muz-
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Fro. 57.-Twlt<-li for Swine.

z\e must he put on his snout to prevent his hifJr,^
twitch placed between his iawM nn,l7 . ,

^' °'' ^ P««"Kar

If a^ exuiuinatrn or operX ""T *^ "^^^^ «^«-

a wooden ga, placed betre.the w ald'feM M
''^"'^"*''

be found of i/reat ufiHfv ti ^^ ^'^^^ ^o^^S' ''^iUgreat utUity. The vanous operations performed upon

Fig. B8.-Qag for Swine.

the noses of swine, to prevent them from ditrmn^ th.
be considered to some extent as meanTof reTaLt IhT

'"'^
of the snout, which consists in making everTtran? ''T
through it; the nasal tenotomy, thouj. To^fo t^ZZl-tlapphcation of nngs through the nosefby the sal met ds a

Fio. 69.-TO Prevent Swlno from Digging.
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Fig. 59a.—Another Mode.

those used in cattle, are simple means -whicli only need m.ention, h?-

ing more frequently performed in fact by raisers and breeders of

Bwine, and indeed rather belonging to their special domain than

to that of the professional veterinarian.

Fio. 60.—To Prevent Dogs from Biting.

(d) Dogs and Cats.—Dogs can be prevented from biting by

muzzling them, or with a cord or band wrapped first around the

lower jaw, and then aroimd both, and secured over the neck behiad

the ears.

To examine the mouth in the absence of a speculum, as the

one represented in Figure 61, the mouth may be held open by

cords passed around each jaw behind their tusks, and pulliiig

them apart. If the animal is dangerous or ugly, the collar nippers
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Fig. 61.—Mouth Speculum for Dogs,

Fig. 82.—Keeping the Mouth of a Dog Ope

Fig. 68.-Collar Nippers for Dogs.

become very handy, m order to hold them by the neck and keep
them under ,-ontrol, whether for operation or f.r administration
of medicines.

Cats are most, u Mcult to handle. They bite and theyscratch.
and they are often unconquerable untU they are fully subjected to
general aneBthesia. In many instances, the co-operation of af^ood
assistant, accustomed to handHng them, may be found necessary.
They may sometunes be madeamenable to treatment by grasping
hem by the neck behind the ears, and close to the head with one
hand and Becm-ing the fore paws with the other, while n second
assistant holds the hind legs, or it may become necessaiy to have

lltTt^''^''''
*'^^*^^ *''^'*^^''' ^"^ ''"^^ *^" headheldby the

We have heard of the utilization of a man's boot as a means of
I

leiiiie restraint. Tjarticnlnrlv ir, +v.^ „„„i._„i:_.^ ,. ,,
,,m ,, ,, ,

',
•

"• • Castiaiiuii oi the main, or
Tom, the head and body of the animal being thrust into the leg
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of the garment, leaving only the posterior portions exposed, and

accessible to the operator. This may not be a scientific device,

but its effectiveness can hardly be doubted.

m\\

SUEGICAL ANESTHESIA.

A resort to the various means of restraint, which we have been

considering, is sufficient in a majority of cases to bring imder

perfect control such animals as require to be subjected to surgi-

cal treatment. But there is a class of cases in which they become

inadequate to meet the great requirements of inducing in the pa

tient a condition in which a great diminution, or the entii-e

suspension, of sensibility and consciousness, with all power of

muscular reaction, is established throughout the organism. This

result is obtained through the characteristic action of the special

therapeutical compounds, known as anesthesia.

It is not merely as a more effectual means of seeming control

over refractory patients that their administration is justified. It is

also prompted by a proper humanitarian feeling in cases in which

severe and prolonged suffering accompany the operation.

In veterinary surgery, the indication for anesthesia, has not, to

the same extent as in human, the avoidance of pain in the patient

for its object, and though the duties of the veterinarian include

that of avoiding the infliction of unnecessary pain as much us

possible, the administration of anesthetic compounds aims prui

cipaUy to facilitate the performance of the operation for its own

sake, by depriving the patient of the power of obstructing, and

perhaps even frustrating its execution, to his own detriment, bv

the violence of his struggles, and the persistency of his resist

ance. To prevent these, with their disastrous consequences, is the

prime motive in the induction of the anesthetic state. That it per-

fectly succeeds in fixing the patient in the attitude most favor-

able for the surgeon in the execution of the various parts of his

task, needs no aifirmation. nor need we atteiiipt to measure the

value of the discovery, which has proved itself to be such a price-

less benefaction to the world.

There are special cases where anesthesia is more particularlv

necessary than in others, and where absolute immobility of the

patient is essential, and entire muscular relaxation indispen sable

Thus it is indicated in the reduction of fractures or dislocations iji

Liuu i« bo simple and
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the large domestic animals; in cases of delicate manipulation
and dissection with sharp instruments, as in the operation for
strangiUated inguinal hei-nia; in the reduction of other hernial
tumors, m the performance of neurotomy; in operations upon
the eye, and in the removal of tumors of certain kinds. It is also
indicated in certain operations upon the foot, which are always
accompamed with greac pain, such as that for the extirpation of a
portion of the quarter of the foot, in the removal of the cartUage
affected withnecrosis (quittor); or again, in deep punctured wounds
of the sole, where the resection of the plantar aponeurosis becomes
necessary, or the bones are scraped with the knife.

The anesthetic condition is also very favorable for the reduc-
tion of displaced organs, as of a prolapsed rectum, or uterus or
bladder.

'

In operations upon the teeth, in some cases of parturition,
in castration, in firing, or even in the appUcation of hobbies, the
induction of the anesthetic state has often been of great benefit
in quieting nervous animals, and subduing them to a condition of
passiveness, which reheved the movements of the surgeon from
all embarrassment and uncertainty.

As with human patients, anesthetics are contra-indicated in
animals subject to diseases of the heart or of the lungs. A full
stomach is also always a contra^indication of their administration
especially m solipeds, which are lacking in the abihty to reheve it
of its contents by vomiting.

Anesthesia may be either local or ge^ieral, according to the
area of its eiiects. Local, when apphed to the skin over a hmited
sui-fa(;e, to which its effects are confined ; and general, when ad-
mmistered by inhalation, and through the respiratory organs in-
fluencing the entire economy.

lu local anesthesia the effects are obtained either by the pulveri-
zation of the proper substance upon the region where it is required
to take effect, or by the subcutaneous injection of special agents
General anesthesia is usuaUy produced by the inhalation of the
vapors of ether or of chloroform.

LOCAL ANESTHESIA.
The special indications for this are so numerous that they may

almost be considered as general, if not universal, and its ^x,vi\\cL
uon IS ao simple and easy a process, and its effects usually sc cer-

>*

. H**
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tain, that it would become the practitioners of our day to utilize

it more frequently and extensively than they do. It is available

as well as useful in the simplest operations, and may be employed
in the opening of abscesses and cyst^ , in the punctvure of cold

abscesses with the hot irons; in the puncture of the cornea; in neu-

rotomy
; in simple incisions of the skin ; in the removal of suiiil]

tumors, etc., etc. We have used it with the befct results inurotb
rotomy, in caudal myotomy, in amputation of the tail, and the

removal of mammary tumors in dogs, etc. Bouley long ago rec-

ommended its apjiUcation to surgical diagnosis, incases of don'.

t

ful lameness, an expedient which has recently been introduced
this country by several veterinarians, for the differential diag*

of shoulder and foot lameness.

We have remarked that the anesthesia can be produced m
several ways, though two are principally in use. iijnong tLf-He

properly termed minor and secondai-y expedients, are the applii u-

tion of cold water or ice and cooling or freezing mixtures, and
pressure upon the blood-vessels and nerves, which have for years

been among the adjunct and agencies of surgical practice, but

have given place in recent times to methods more potent and

more certam in their effects. Notwithstanding this, however,
some mention of their nature and qualities, and the methods of

utihzing them will not be out of place, if only as a matter of gen-

eral reference, and a case might arise in practice when the infor-

mation might become practically valuable.

1st. Pulverization of an Auestheth Liquid.—The apparatus
employed for this process is the invention of Dr. Richardson, and

though the spraying tube lias been from time to time more or

"' rttvt«E26?*
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employed. Ether is the a^enVml f
^^ P"^^'«rization may be

ba. given us great satisfae^n rol^TS'^^^^ ^^^^^^^
In impinging upon the skin in a sZT •

the rapid evaporation of the lioni? In .
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surface with which it come! f„^^^^^°7^«
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''

-t
^^^ I'™-- «^
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Some slight objections, however^ ^ n ^*^"
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"^^' "^^ *^
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GENEKAL ANESTHESIA.

The three principal agents whicn recommend themselves by
the efficiency and cevtainty of their action in producing general
anesthesia, are ether, chloroform and chloral hydrate. Their
adaptation varies, however, with the animals subjected to their
administration. Chloroform and cliloral are chiefly used for the
larger animals, principally horses, whUe chloral and ether are re-
served for the smaller kinds, with which chloroform is so
generally dangerous, and even so often fatal, that its use xvith
them is almost entirely discarded.

InsensiUlitif by Anesthetic Vapors.—Tlhe modes adopted for
the inhalation of the vapors of chloroform are numerous, but
among them aU the merit of simplicity should probably be award-
ed to that which is recommended by Bouley. This consists m
the introduction into each nostril of a smaU sponge, or a ball of
oakum, saturated with the ether or chloroform, and held in
place by the hands of assistants. The inhalation of the vapors,
which ai-e thus mixed with air, proceeds rapidly, the sponges
being recharged as soon as they become exhausted, and returned
to the nostril, unta the object in view is accomplished. But
while this mode is a very convenient one, we conceive it to Ije

Hable to certain objections.

Fii-st, unless the pouring of the liquid is very carefully per-
formed and in such quantity that the sponge is not over-saturated
there is danger that a large portion of it may be wasted, by run-
nmg off, either on the bed, or possibly, into the nostrils, causing,
m the latter case, great irritation of the mucous membrane.'
And if the anesthesia is to be continued for a considerable leijotli

of time, the effect produced upon the delicate membrane of the
nose may be sufficiently serious to end in the sloughing of the
parts. It must certainly have been with the view of avoidin.^
this compUcatiou that Defays invented the inhaler shown in
figui-e 66 with its wide range of appUcation, from the do.^ to
the horse.

°

Many veterinarians have adopted an arrangement consisting
of a strong leather muzzle with large openings at its bottom auJ
sides for the free admission of the atmospheric air, the sponge
or oakum charged with the chloroform or ether being placed in the
bottom of the muzzle, which is fix«d uuon tha anins.al'g head in -'

ordinary way. Th
contrivance, but E
Cox, recommend

i
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Fio. 66.-Apparatus of Delays.

ofan ordmary bag.made ofstrom' canyr, boft ™1 , v, ubecloud b. a ™nin« string. .Toe U^'Z':^:^/^Z

FIG. 67.-Cox'8 Chloroform Bag fn Position

Je:rt;'7„d"r;r"°rr'' "^ ^'- «-•«" *-
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The quantity of liquid required to bnru, a l»r„« „;„o „_ ,-PU« general anesthesia cannot be "positi^Iy' aal^Ied"'
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Fio. 68.—GreBswoli'8 Chloro-

form No80-Bag.
Via. 69.—Carlisle's Chloroform Inhaler.

WMe it has often been induced by the inhalation of a siugle
ounce, there are cases in which two, three, or even more have
been necessary. An essential point to consider is that tlie

chloroform should be absolutely pure. Mixtures of two or uiore
drugs have also been employed, usually ether and chloioform,
with or without the addition of alcohol, but the result of all ex-

perimental tests has been, with us, to establish the conviction,
that as yet, chloroform used singly has proved itself to be the

most effective and the safest of all. The administration of

chloroform of course pre-supposes, besides all the other conditions
and preliminaries of an operation, such as previous fasting, the

preparation of the bed, and other incidental steps, the act of

throwing the patient.

When the eflfects of the inhalations begin to become manifest,
the first physiological change noticed is an extreme agitation^

accompanied with coughing. The animal struggles more or less

violently, the irritation and ticJding of the throat produced by the

vapors upon the laryngeal mucous membrane, giving rise to a

spasmodic motion of the glottis. Mid whether the patient be a

large or a small a
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The symptoms of general anestheaia by chloroform, which we

have detailed, are thof,e of ordinary cases. There are, however,

other Bymptoms which the vigilant operator will not fail to luok

for, which are of great importance aa indicative of the dangers,

and premonitoiy of some of the casualties incident to the situ-

ation. These we reserve for subsequent consideration.

A)iesthesla by the yldiniiilstration of Chloral.— While this

drug and its compounds, as sometimes used, produces in some

cases a condition of insensibility quite as complete as that ob-

tained by chloroform or ther, yet there are cases in which only a

less complete degree of success can be secured, though still suffi-

cient to be of great assistance to the surgeon as well as of nlief

to the patient. That the intra- venous injection of chloral has been

shown to be the best of all modes of obtaining anesthesia, is an

admitted truth, but unfortunately it is a method of introducing it

into the system which will scarcely ever become sufficiently prac-

ticable to be available outside of the laboratory. Efforts to over-

come the difficulty referred to have not been wanting, however

and Messrs. Cadeao .lad Mallet have experimented with chloral bv

combining its actim* wilU that of muriate of morphine. By lirst

injecting subcit ajt >u;fl;7 a certain quantity of a solution of mor-

phine, and foUovviBg it after a few minutes by a rectal injection

of a solution of chloxni, they have obtained complete anestbi^sia

in a very short time. For a horse they have used eighty centi-

grammes to one gramme of the morphine, and from eighty to cue

hundred grammes of chloral; and, for a dog, ten centigrammes of

morphine and twenty grammes of chloral

The administration of chloral in the form of balls, as commonly

practised by many veterinarians, in doses varying from one to one

and a half ounces, given on an empty stomach, and from one to two

hours before the operation, is undoubtedly good practice. We

have not personally had the opportunity of testing it in cases of

long and tedious dissections, but the benefit we have often de-

rived from it in short, though painful operations, justifies us in

recommending it, not only for this very object, but in any case,

where, from any possible cause, an animal is likely to receive severe

injuries during his struggles to liberate himself.
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ACCIDENTS OF GENERAL ANESTHESIA.
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Notwithstanding the caution observed in the use of ether orchloroform and however pure these articles ma, be, accidentia
be expected durme their administration. ThJ, a;e not alwa" oa Henous nature, but they may at times have fatal res^^tsAu^ung those of minor importance is the cou.k which becomes
at tunes ,u.te troublesome, but may be readUyibdued byTZporary arrest of the inhalation ; mnutin,, which often occurs^
small annuals but which can bo guarded against by causing th^putu.ntto fast long enough to insure an empty stomach beforee.ng ethenzed, and ..asrnoclie contractions oi which the e's!
tence, when undoubtedly present, is often overlooked. AmZ
X°y

""' """ "'"" "' '^""'"' ^^^'^^ -'•^-•o--

Cardiac syncope is a very serious accident, and in a maioritv
of cases proves fatal especially in large animak. It is sJd n L
>^8

mamfestatxon, and often unobserved until at too late a period
of the operation. It is due to a gradual diminution, followed bya. arrest of the muscular contractions of the heart, Lnd as far alour observation extends is always associated witi pre-exLZ
eai-t chsease. The application of cold douches, of h'eart st mu^lants, ammoma given by inhalation or internally axe the first i^(lications in these cases,

Respiratory syncope, which is far less dangerous, arises fromthe influence of the laryngeal nerves upon the activi y
™
tL^pjratory centers. Its access is sudden, being caused by the arrest

f the respiration. There is no convulsion:though theintoScI
tion produced by the anesthetic vapors is suddenin its eff cts Tnd
18 generaUy detected only by careful watching

'

The application of electricity, that of the electro-puncture andespeciaUy persevering efforts to effe, t artificial respirat r^aysometimes save the animal, provided the trouble is not co^ectJr.th the complete arrest of the contractions of the heart
In view of these possible incidental conditions, some generalr^ es suggest hemselves tending to their avoidan e. Grearcreand exactne in gauging the doses of the anesthesia, with suThanion in their administration as to produce a slowiTtalu

^ wUhth
" "'

^""i
•

,

"^"^ ^"°"^°^^ ^- *^« introductlontfan .ith the vapors inhaled; close attention to the state of the
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circulatory and respiratory apparatuses, and the manner in wLicL

their functions are executed, by noticing the heart-beat und watch-

ing the pulse and the movements of respiration at the flanks, are

other points of importance.

Another point is the need of bearing in mind that an animal

submitted several days in succession to general anesthesia ])c.

comes more and more susceptible to its effects, and therefore

more exposed to the dangers they imply.

ACCIDENTS INCIDENTAL TO THE USE OF MEANS
OF RESTRAINT.

We have already considered some of the accidents which are

likely to interfere with the successful apphcation of the means of

restraint, and especially with reference to the final act of the pre-

liminary series wbich occur at the moment of throwing tlie animal

and depositing him on his bed, particularly such as may follow

the neglect of properly protecting the head with the cap or

blinkers, or by an unnecessarily prolonged use of the twitch, or

from the sudden and violent movements of the animal himself.

These can up ally be obviated by proper forethought and watch-

fulness. But the most careful attention cannot always assure

immunity from miscarriage and casualties. Thus, a common mis-

hap, and one which cannot be anticipated nor prevented, is the

sudden and heavy fall of the animal just as his equilibrium is lost.

The lesions which may follow this casualty may have their seat

either in the hard or soft structures, and are of the most serious

character, not only including, at times, fractures and dislocations,

and lacerations of the soft tissues, including the muscles, but may

affect the viscera, and even the blood vessels and the nerves—in

this last case involving the parts in all the evils of local paralysis

and its disabilities.

(a) Fractures.

This form of injury may have its seat in the vertebral column,

the ribs, and the bones of the extremities.

Ist. Fractures of the Vertebral Column.—In the list of frac-

tures, those of this region of the body are the most frtHjutat.

The numerous reports of cases which are made pubHc by veterin-

ary writers furnish sufficient evidence of the facility and fi-e(]uency

of their occurrence, even when the most careful attention has been
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bestowed on aU the details of the work of casting. The very

u es take place, bafflmg calculation, and occurring when leastexpected or prepared for, illustrate the responsibiht wl^ch tteetennanan assumes, and the culpability with which le wo^ldbecome chargeable by undertaking the work without due caut^nand preparation, or without notifying the owner of fll i ^

anc stages. As will be seen when we come to the consideration

l^:r^:z:^^rd^.^:^'--^
rrit^tre-rLrs r--- ^"^^^^^^^^^

LT TWsL in, rr f ''"""'"' '^^ comminuted
kiBcl. Tins IS held to be due to the excessively powerful musedar contraction, resulting in the over-arching W the vlrteCcolumn simultaneously with pressure from the fbdombalo™caused by the sudden extension of the anterior and posterio;

This theory of the production of fractures of this characterbs been adopted by the majority of European veterilariZ especially by thoseof France, where it is unlrstoodT-ri:':
aassicd Theory " In 1889, however, another theory was pLpounded and defended by Mr. Moussel, of Alfort, mlZ/lntoly from that of Bouley, in which he claims tha theS ofrapture in question is not caused by an o.erjle.lon >fthe spinebut, on the contrary, is the effect of an excessive extension/ r^.mg from greater contraction of the ilio-spinahs muscle
Accordmg to Dickerhoft, ''three factors are active'in the cau
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to one side. * * * But no one of these three elements, in itself,

will produce a fracture; they must all concur."

Whatever may be the value of these theories, the fact that at

post-mortem examinations fractures have been discovered, in scinu-

cases in the annular portion, and in others in the body, seerub to

prove that any one of them is equally apphcable with another.

To prevent these fractures, therefore, becomes the princi])al

object of the surgeon at the critical moment when the animal is

thrown. This involves a strict attention to the rules which we

have laid down for his gtiidance in the various steps of the act of

casting; and, moreover, to have recourse, as often as possible ami

as the indications suggest, to the aid of anesthetic agencies, um]

by no means to ignore the value or neglect the use of the appa-

ratus of Bemardot & Buttel.

2d. Fractures of the Ribs.—These fractures are vmdoubtedly

frequent, as the result of heavy falls upon a badly-made bed—too

hard or too thin, or perhaps concealing hard substances, as stones

or the like.

3d. Fractures of the Pelvic Bones.—There are but few cases

on record of this kind of injury, but they are possible, as the re-

sult of carelessness in the preparation of the bed or improper

casting, or powerful muscular contraction.

4th. Fractures of the Hones of the Extremities.—Though prob-

ably less common than those last referred to, thep ons are not

unknown in veterinary practice. They occur p*. .ipally in the

diaphyses of bones, or near to, or at the epiphysis, and are often in-

complete in their nature. Delafond describes a case of fracture

of the femur taking place during the application of the clamps

while imdergoing the operation of casiration ; and another case is

recorded of which the trochanter of the femur was the seat. Key

has reported a case of fracture of the cubitus taking place as the

animal, when freed from the hobbles, made a violent eifort to spring

from the bed upon which he had been thrown to be fired for a

chronic enlargement. These fractures of the extremities may be

avoided by careful attention, not only at the time of throwing the

patient, but in placing him in position and in properly scouiing

him, and giving him judicious assistance in regaining his feet.

5th. Dislocations.— These accidents are of very rare occur-

rence. One case, however, is recorded of a dislocation backwards

of the humerus, complicated with fracture of the cubitus.
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(i) Injuries to Soft Tissues.
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on by a true lesion of the nerves, the brachial, the lumbar plexus,

or Home of their branches having undergone some traumatic hurt

which may prove more or less refractory to treatment.

4th. Aspliyxia.—According to Peuch and Toussaint, this iic

cident may result from the ignorance of assistants, who, in con-

trolling the animal and keeping him down on the bed, have ('(im-

pressed the nostrils too tightly ; or again it may be caused by the

excessive pressure of the throat straps of the halter, or of the rope

which encircles the neck when a horse is placed in position for

castration. To explain the causes of this accident should be, with

an intelligent operator, sufficiently to hint the means of prevent-

ing its occurrence.

Conclusions.—A review of the matters we have been considering

in this chapter may not be out of place, nor unprofitable, even at

the risk of being, perhaps, a little repetitious. In view of the oc-

currence of these accidents, and appreciating the responsibility

assumed by the surgeon when about performing an operation

upon a more or less valuable animal, he cannot but be conscious

of the obligations which impose themselves upon him to take every

precaution to avoid them. He should therefore guard against

their eventual contingency, by closely inquiring concerning the

condition of his patient, and by satisfying himself that every part

of the apparatus of restraint is in good order ; should avoid rough

treatment and employ anesthesia when possible, and never put an

animal in a constrained position for treatment when an operation

can be otherwise performed more advantageously and easily and

comfortably to his patient, and he should never allow him to re-

main in his restrained and compulsory recumbent position longer

than is strictly necessary. And above all, he should never under-

take an operation without having fuUy acquainted the owner of

the animal of the possibility of accidents. The fact of thus ex-

plaining matters to an owner, and of obtaining his inteUigent con-

sent does not, of course, relieve the surgeon of his responsibility,

but rather, on the contrary, confirms and increases it by thus add-

ing a new, though an implied pledge to his employer to devote

his most conscientious endeavors and exercise his best skill in the

matter, in token of his appreciation of the confidence placed in his

skill and faithfulness.
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growths, prominent swellings and changes of direction in tlie

bony levers, belong to the same category, and if these are not siil-

ficiently distinct or conspicuous, and seem likely to escape the

visual observation of the surgeon, a careful measurement may di -

cide the point. The eye must also discern the changes occurnii;^'

in the various visible membranes, as for example, the heightened

redness of a congested membrane, and the paleness of an anieuiic

subject.

Again, if there is abnormal motion in a part, as in fractures

and dislocations, it is to the eye that the disclosure is first miule.

This application and study of the use of his eye will be very

serviceable to the surgeon in the examination of the external sur-

face of the body, but when examinations within the organism, or

within its cavity, become necessary, however strong a light Le

may have at his disposal, he will be compelled to have recourse

for assistance to the speculum, to hold the parts open.

There are many forms of this instrument.

The speculum oris, for the mouth, has very numerous shsipes.

some of them very simple, as in Figures 70 and 71, and some com-

PlG3. 70 & 71.—simple Speculum Oris. Pio. 78.—Brognlez Speculum Oris.

plicated, as in Fig. 72, the speculum of Brogniez. Green's spec-

ulum is an American invention, simple, safe, comfortable to tLe

patient, and of easy manipulation (Fig. 73). Grange's mouth

speculum is rather clumsy and heavj-^ (Fig. 74). These instruments

are generally employed for solipeds. Placed between the jaws,

they open the mouth forcibly, and keep it so as long as they coii-

tiaue in place.

Sometimes, however, the mouths of these animals, as well as

those of ruminants, can be held open without them, by putting
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Via. 73._Green'8 Speculum Orla.

fin. 74. -Grange's Speculum.

M«
.8 puUed out m the opposite direction with the other

TiT '?, }^^^ "^'^'^ ^y "» "«»'«»* In swine a Tt
«t'd i!'r^t"^ " ""^° '^ '-"' '"« »P^- «^esentMl m figure 61 answers weU for doira If %,n,„ *W, with these aninaal,, the mouthi^ oplt/L^::
»g tW ,aws with tapes passed around each,L puUed apST
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FlO. 75.—Uoynal'a Mouth UrUt^otor.

Keynal is the author of an instrument which facilitates the

examiaation by the eye of some parts of the mouth. It is

poUshed on both surfaces, and acts as a reflector, and, when iu-

troduced on the inside of the cheek, will help to detect diseasid

sjiots on the teeth, which would otherwise escape discovery. Tlie

Fl(). 76.—Noso Speculum.

speculum to dilate the nostrils and examine the nasal cavities,

also acts as a reflector, but fails, we think, to fulfill the object.

for lack of suflficient dimensions. It is made somewhat on tlic

principal of the vaginal speculum used in human medicine, aud

acts in the same manner.

The speculum i

assistance in the <

light when in a sta

that account. It ii

of the ophthalmosc

tenia] structures of

Some of the var

Fio. 77.—Eye Speoulums
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Fio. 78.—Ophthalmoscope.

The speculum to keep the eyelids apart wiU be found of great
assiBtaBce an the examination of that organ, so sensitive to theght when m a state of disease, and so constantly kept closed on
t a account It :s, in fact, this speculun. which renders the use
of the ophthalmoscope practicable for the examination of the in-
ternal structures of the ocular globe.
Some of the various patterns of the speculum used in human

-•r 1

Fio. 79.-Exainlnation of Dog's Ear.
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Burgery for the ear, will be fouud availuble in the exaiuinaticni ^f

the externiil auditory canal, especially in dogn. The dilatation oi

the vagina and the anus is scarcely ever needed in Vftcriiiu

surgery, and instruments are there

fore not required; nor is the endo

scope, so useful in human mr

I'V

Fio. 80—Vaginal Speculum.

gery, of any value in veterinary practice from
the impossibility of using it upon animals.

To realize the value of these optical aids

in the examination of cavities, a strong light

is indispensable. Sometimes the ordinary

solar rays will be sufficient, but at others reflected and concen-

trated artificial light will be necessary, as in the use of the oph-

thalmoscope to examine the eye, or to detect the conditions of the

deep posterior parts of the nasal ca\aties.

{b.) Touch.—The taxis is the surgical sense par excelh mc^

and is probably the more valuable and reliable of all the means of

investigation possessed by the surgeon, the sight itself not ex-

cepted. Nothing else so accurately detects the changes in the

proportions, in the consistency, in the elasticity, or even in the

nature of tissues, and its discoveries may be made serviceable at

every stage of an operation of importance and delicacy. But to

attain a reliable certainty in the exercise of this tactical skill, the

finger ends must, equally with the eye, be thoroughly educated to

perform their functions with accuracy and discrimination. A
change in the aspect, form and contour of a region which

easily escapes detection by an ordinary observer, will become

instantly evident to the well-drilled digital extremities of the ex

perienced ojjerator.

The object requiring examination is not always, however,

within reach of any portion of the hand, and resort must be had

to instrumental aid in the exploration of parts deeply situated, or

of fistulous tracts, and for this purpose the probe is brought into

requisition. It is usuaUv of mel:allic material, srenerallv silver, or

of lead, or may be made of gutta percha or whalebone, or other
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Pro. 81.-Stralght, curved Dlrectory-Sllrer Probe.

probe. The director ib also a probe, heavier than the ordmarvmd, and havmg a ,mall groove ruiu>ii,g its length on one dZt ,. used as a kind oj guide to prevent the deviation ofZ"t
S"" '" """ "°"~' "<• "> -"»-' « 'o the bottom „,.

he nature of abnormal growths, the small and narrow wound*ch they mat, being suffldent to ascertain the nZI ol2lHu^w^ch may be present, without danger of compu'ron'The Dieulafoy »,,,>„,„, affords another means of exploration

^
d,seove.7 of dee^eated parts, inaccessible in th7oX^

!$

Fio. ea-Dleulafoy'B Aspirator.

m
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I*

(c) Hearing.—The indications obtained through the media

of the sight and the touch may be usefully supplemented, and are

often completed by those which address the sense of heariu<T,

The gurgling sound in liquid or gaseous tumors, the peculiiir

bruit in aneurisms, caused by the current of the blood; the con-

tact of a stone in the bladder when touched by the exploring

catheter; the peculiar glon-glou of the entrance of aii' into a vein;

the characteristic crepitation of fractures, and the whistling of a

roaring horse—these, and other signs, convey their information

with unmistakable distinctness to the aiuicular sense.

{d) Smell.—The exorcise of the olfactory sense in the formation

of a surgical diagnosis is more limited than those just con-

sidered, and yet there are conditions in which it may be of great

importance.
,

The odor, sui generis, of gangrene and of necrosis are

promptly detected, and at once recognized, and the existence of

other pathological conditions, as of urinary or stercoral fistulous

tracts, and certain affections of the feet, are betrayed by the

pungent and aggressive appeal to the olfactory organs.

(e) Taste.—As free from anything like fastidiousness in

respect to offensive contacts and surroundings, as the surgeon

must unavoidably become, he di'aws a line ; he insists upon a

strict monopoly of his gustatory sense for his own internal uses,

and only investigates the domestic animals in an ahmentary way,

when entirely healthy individuals are reduced to apost-rnorton

condition by the butcher, and served in the form of beef, mutton

and pork, properly cooked. But if the surgeon should desire

much valuable aid from the exercise of the physical senses in form-

ing his diagnosis, he will commit a serious error if he allows

himself to be entirely and exclusively guided by them. Strictly

speaking, a direct diagnosis may sometimes be arrived at by a care-

ful collation of the results of his researches, but he will often,

also, be obliged to modify or go beyond these conclusions, and

make an indirect diagnosis besides.

There are two ways of making a positive surgical diagnosis;

one which may be called the direct, or diagnosis by confirmation
;

another known as indirect, or by exclusion. The former is by

ulterior investigations, confirming a previous diagnosis made upon

the basis of a single and prominent symptom ; the latter by the

elimination of all diseases, which, though they may have some



resemblance to that which has been suspected, yet are excludedby the presence of some specific and iLompalible /mptotIt IS only by careful induction and cautious reasoW thatthe surgeon can settle the question of his diagnosis, aTtsuresuch a true and tangible conclusion, as can only be reachedThen
here .s a perfect correspondence between the suggestTotl^^^^^^
rom the testimony of the physical organs, and^the calm dedu

'
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CHAPTER III.

SURGICAL THERAPEUTICS.

This title refers to one of the most extensive and important

departments of surgical practice, upon which, indeed, as to its

proper administration, depends in a great measure the success of

the operative skill, of which it is the supplement and consummatioB.

It comprehends the bandaging and dressing of traumatic injuries.

DRESSINGS.

Gourdon says that " a dressing is a mode of local, periodically

repeated, treatment, producing a continued action, following or-

dinarily the performance of operations, and consisting in the

methodical appUcation upon the surface of wounds of special

apparatuses, which complete the effect of the operation, and co-

operate in the recovery."

The value of the sldll and proficiency to be acquired by dili-

gent study and observation in this comprehensive and iudispeu-

sable art, need not be stated ; that it is entitled to be so deuomiu-

ated no one acquainted with the niceties of its details aud the

judgment and experience entering into their performance, need be

told. Nor can the dependence of the surgeon, for the good results

which he hopes to secure in his department of duty, upon the

faithfulness and intelligence of the nurse, who is to co-operate

with nim in perfecting the healing process, be easily overrated.

An incompetent or unfaithful nurse, may spoil the best work of a

good sui'geon. To protect a wound from immediate contact of

surrounding bodies, to shield it from injurious atmospheric eilects,

malarious or otherwise; to keep aloof all putrid and virulent mat-

ters ; to secure the absorption and neutralization of their luorbiJ

products; to control the cicatrizing process in the ulcerated

parts ; to apply topical treatment, according to indications, as

the curative processes develop ; to produce a mechanical action,
i

such as dilatation or compression, according to the instructions
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of the Burgeon, and the indications of the case. Such is a fairhough bnet synopsis of the duties of the nurse, upon whonui
devolves to give effect to the rules of surgical therajLtics
A weU-apphed dressing may become the tirst step toward

asHurmg the success of an operation, those foUovving it-even
.-ben only methodically executed-being mere continuous degrees

the one well begun action. A weU-appUed d.-essing may sup-
ply the defects and amend the errors of an improperly performed
operation; and, on the other hand, a bad dress^may feopardile
the success of a weU-executed operation by interfering wL the
process of cicatrization, and in other ways delay the recovery of

i;::r;r
^^^^ ^^^^^^*

'' -*^^^^' ^^ -^^^ -^-Tbie

The application of aU dressings is subject to certain general
rdes from which no deviation is allowable. As in every action t
Me, the first step should be that of preparing aU the necessaiy
means and apphances for the work, and the last, before beginning
the actual manipulation, should be to ascertain that nothing mor!
remams to be provided, at the risk of a serious mterruption and
delay, and loss of time in a search for some missing article of
necesBity. On such a point the merest hint should be sufficient

Td tl b'tfT
' ^^"^^^^-l'^ b« unnecessary with a practice

and thoughtful person; but, unfortunately, all persons are not
practical and thoughtful.

persons are not

The next step for the surgeon is to secure for himself and his

C,l
a avorabe arrangement in respect to light and room.

The e must be nothing interposed before the eye, or that can limit
the free movement of the hand and the arm-a most obvious sug-

Before applying a dressing, the wound should be thoroughly
deansed and freed from blood, pus. the remains of prevfous

able of becommg sources of irritation. This is best done
th .ater alone but its effect is frequently greatly improved by.nmg with It some of the compounds, such as carbol'acS^
.a, creohne, etc

, which have proved their value as antise" fc

baU of olr^ ?/'"^ ^^ '^'''"^'^ P'^^-"^ ^ fi-e spong ora baU of oakum over the surface of the wound, or it may be u.cd

emoted .with the scissors or scraped away with the spatula, but
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the finger-nails must by no means be used for such a puri)os(

.

for the twofold reason that it is both filthy and dangt-roii.
Handle the wound only as much as is necessary; all needless
taxis irritates—the inference is obvious. If the wound is deci)
injections can be combined with the lotions in cleansing it.

With the first dressing, there is probably only blood to ^^aHb
away, and that should be done thoroughly, not overlooking au\
portion that may have dried in the hail* and on the skin. The
essential condition of cleanliness applies not only to the wound
but also to the material used for the dressing, and soiled cloths
or bandages, and dirty tow or oakum must be rigorously rejected.
And, while insisting on strict cleanliness in the instruments and
dressing material, it wiU hardly be decorous to the surgeon to

omit him from the category, and to remind him of the propriety
of looking to his own condition, and especiaUy to that of his
hands.

In all his manipulations it should be a matter of conscience
wth the surgeon to treat his patient kindly. Kough handling,
loud scolding, threatening or jerking, with a restless animal, t'lJ

punish him for an instinctive and natural attempt to move under
the infliction of pain, will not only be of no service, but, on the
contraiy, will mcrease his fright and render him all the less docile
and willing to submit in quietness.

In applying the various parts of the dressings, unnecessai'j-
pressure should be avoided, especially on soft tissues ; and when
it is indicated, it should be apphed by slow degrees, and an uni

formly as possible, packing the wound upon its entire surface,

and completed only as the dressing is nearly ended. Assistants
should be enjoined to observe the same rules. The dressing
should be apphed, not hastily, but rapidly; not with the idea of

saving time, simply with a view to lose none. The fact of avoid-

mg any waste of time, by working without needless pause, has,

moreover, the excellent effect of curtailing the sufferings of the

patient, and spaiing him much needless pain.

It is always important to watch the effect of the various arti-

cles of dressmg as they are apphed, in order to be certain that

they cause no pain either at the time, or at a later period by their

shape, the roughness of their surface, or their unskillful applica-

tion
;
and above all, that they cause no interference with any nf

the essential functions of the economy, as the respiration or cir-

culation. This li

sure. To avoid t'
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ciUation. This last especially may be impeded by excessive pres-
sure. To avoid this, bandages apphed upon one of the extremities
of the body should be so placed as to direct the pressure from the
periphery toward the center. If apphed in the opposite direction
more or less strangulation might result, causing considerable
swelling below the bandage. In fact, all unnecessary or exag-
gerated pressure is hable to cause mflammatory sweUings, ervsip-
elous engorgements, or local gangrenes.

The maintenance of an equal and regular pressure will obviate
aU danger of deformities of parts, and when methodically applied
upon u-regular wounds, wherever needed, wiU serve to restore or
preserve them m the natural contour of the region. Neatness
and fimsh should be studied as much as possible, but not of
course, at the expense of any of the special and essential obiects
of the dressing. ''

Besides these general rules there are others relatmgto minute
pomts and touching the various elements, which, as a combined
whole, constitute the completed transaction, such as those relatmg
to the topical treatment, to the material used, to the rollers or
bands and to the bandages proper. The medicmal compounds
used for ^.opical treatment are either apphed alone or through themedmm of other materials. They are of various natures and con-
sistencies, from that of the almost impalpable vapor used for
spraying, to the Uquid forms in the numerous watery solutions
alcohohc tinctures, and oils or Uniments, to the hard and
other sohd compounds in the various astringent, absorbing, stimul-
atmg or caustic powders, or the soft pharmaceutical mixtures
he cerates, the pomades, the ointments, the plasters, poul-

The appUcation of the material used should receive attention
trom the sui-geon. An invariable i-ule should be to avoid all ir-
regularity, roughness and unevenness, and to be careful that the
exterior apphcation rests upon a regular and uniform surface
For tbs reason it should be the order, in applying this material!
H ways to begm by usmg the smaUest portions, increasing gradu-% to the largest, thus fiUing first the smaU infractuosities and
makiug an even surface, to be covered with larger ones and thin
pads, then with thicker ones, and finally with those of the widest
clmen.ions, which should bear a margm extending somewhat be-
yond the outhnes of the wound. The entire dressing is to be
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maintained in position by means of compresses, rollers or band-

ages, as the case may require.

Rollers are long bands of muslin, linen, or ticking, or broml

tapes, wLich are used principally in di-essing wounds of the ex-

tremities, or of regions liable to much motion. Their length and

width vary, according to the requirements of the case. The sui'-

geon will do well to assui'e himself of the dimensions of these,

and to ascertain that the rollers are of ample length, with some-

thing to spare, which excess in length can be cut oft". Deficiemv

in the length of a roller ^vill interfere with a perfect completion

of its api)lication. If too wide, it may prove difticult to applv it

neatly, while if too narrow it may have a tendency to act like a

ligature, and make even pressure diiticult, besides being luine

liable to slip and become loosened. Rollers are applied either div

or moist. When moist, they become loose in drjing, and tlieir

action becomes insufticient. Dry rollers ought, therefore, to be

preferred.

Bands or rollers are prepared in two ways, either by beinii-

rolled on one or on both of their extremities, and are therefore

called the single or the double roller. In applying it, the extreni-

Fkj. 83.—single and Double Roller Bandage.

ity is first folded tightly to make a small cylinder, which is lield

by its extremities between the thumb and index finger of the left

hand, resting by its width between the same fingers of the right

;

and while the fingers of the left hand turn the small central c\li:i.

der, the band is rolled upon it to its end. Rolling on both ends

is done in the same manner. When half of it is rolled, a piu will

secure it and prevent it from becoming slack until the other Lalf

is made ready to be used. In rolhng the bands, sHght traction

should be made at intervals by the thumb of the right hand, while

the fingers of the left keep the central cylinder steady—the object

of which is to have the roller firm, hard and sohd.

In large estabUshments, or even in private practice ^\•here

great numbers may be required, the use of the small apparatus

represented in Figure 85 will be found very advantageous, tiie
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Fio. 84.-Manner of Hollug a Bandage

Tlo general -a™er o"^ ^i^^^,^™" * 7"-"==' "-dage.

Fio. 86.-Bandage Roller.
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the roll turned upwcrd, gently draws on it away from the start-

ing point, unrolls it, and with it surrounds the entire region in

returning to the starting point. This process is continued uut il

the band is exhausted, when it is secured by i^ias or by strings.

Thus applied, it may be laid in a circular manner, when the turuis

rest exactly upon each other, or in a spiral manner when they

overlap each other in part of their width, or in a crossed or figure

of eight manner, when the turns cross each other to meet always

at a given point. If they are applied upon cylindrical surfaces,

the folds generally lie smoothly and evenly upon each other as

they are successively formed, but if the region is of conical shape

or otherwise ii-regular in form, one of the borders will adapt itself

more readily to *he parts than the others. Hence the formation

of bulging parts or pockets, which render the smooth and proper

application of the bandage very difficult, and may interfere with

its soUdity. This is avoided by giving to the roller an obh(|ue

half twist, which, while it changes the gaping border in its posi-

tion, prevents the slackening of the bandage and removes the

pocket. This is principally required in the bandaging of the lower

part of an extremity (Fig. 86).

The application of bands on double rolls is also subject to the

B'lO. 80.—IIow to Apply a Bandage.
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unetie, m the 51^,
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which compose it being often impregnated with blood and glued

together by concreted pus, cauHing, if removed carelcHHly, the

laceration of tisHues, tearing of graiiulationH, hemorrhageH, vU:.

It must especially be ascertained whether adhesions exist betweiu

the material of the dressing, and if they are present they must

be thoroughly soaked by means of compresses wet with tepid

water, or a warm water bath, if the dressing is upon a region

which allows it, as, for instance, one of the extremities. "Wlun

this is done, the various constituents of the dressings may easily

be removed, one by one, but care and deliberation will still be

necessary. The smaller particles should be removed with the

forceps, not the fingers. If the location allows it we even prefer

to wash these away by irrigation, with a stream of luke-Wium

water, or by soaking thoroughly in a foot bath. The wound is to

be cleaned out carefully, by soaking or soppiuf/aw&y the pus with

fine sponges, avoiding all rubbing upon the granulations or caus-

ing them to bleed. Then studying all the indications, to be dis-

covered in the condition of the wound, and avoiding all uiiueces-

sary manipulations, and attentively removing all causes likely to

interfere with the repairing processes, the dressing is to be re-

placed with all the original precautions. As little time as possi-

ble, consistent with thoroughness, should be occupied m tliis

process. The wound should be uncovered only as lony as

necessity requires, the materials for the dressing being all eiisily

accessible without delay or hindrance, being prepared in advuuc •

and carefully inspected.

The effects looked for in the application of dressings cari Ijf

divided into f/eneral and special, these varying in their nature.

according to the object which the surgeon has in view. Tlie

first and principal object is to protect the wound from exposure

to the action of the atmosphere, and also against contaet with

foreign bodies, thus to relieve the pain, diminish the inflamniatorj'

irritation, and accelerate the cicatrization. It also prevents the

retention, by their absorption of the suppuration and serosity

which form on the surface. They also expedite recovery l)y

maintaining the natural warmth of the body in the rcgioi].

The special effects of dressing, vary according to the special

action produced by their application, and these may be considered

under several heads.

(a) Retentive dressing.—This is designed to keep parts in their
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nomal condition and situation, and tbuH ui.l in their union or con-

t..t turen or diBlocations, but findH also its main indication innuuntaining in their proper place the medicinal HubntanceH 2chare the active agcncieH of cure.

if>) mutly dressun,.^Tl,^t which is made with sutures oradhesive plaster, to hold the parts in their proper posit cT andmamtain their perfect co-aptation. ^
Hiticn, and

('•) The m.y>en.ori/ dressin;,, which is a variety of the reten-

some parts of the body, such as the testicles, or the mammae.kch by their position are exposed to tvauiuatisni by theHit:uahon. their weight, and by pulling and bruises. sIs^Z^
. the name given to these special bandages; they are cCmonlyused m diseases of the testicles, and of the udder

'""^"^^^^^^

(^0 Compressive dresslngs-These are devised to producemore or less active pressure upon a too active granulatirtr
ace; to arrest hemorrhage, to change the vitality^of som tissuesof™bid natua-e. or to control the projection of abnormd bo";

y )

The dividing dressing is the opposite to the unitinn ItB of common use in cases where too rapid closing of wounds Lbe pi^vented. It is applicable in infLdibulifofm surfaces iLdeep fistulous tracts, a.d in wounds which are the seat of forl^elements, pathological or other. It operates by keepingthe

;;C etr^^
of the wound dUated, by mU ^Lt

J{1^. ^T:^f' ^'•^«'^"'^—The object of this dressing is toBS.S the exit of pus from the surface of wounds. A simpTe Jent
.^,

by I s absorbing properties, is somewhat of an ox^Ssite nture. The presence of a single tent of an absorbing quahtva^maU balls or padding of absorbent cotton; the alllation' o
'^'""^"Ue tubes; aU these facilitate not onlC the e^L of tbf-retious but also the discharge of the morbid produTs The|Wge

. obtamed by the introduction into the wound of Indl

m ani tt't- t " ^""'"" '^ '^'^'^ ^^' --^^d through

tb ouJ .'^"' ' '"*'^'' P""*^- T^^- ^'^bes, when extend

projecting through a counter opening, as weU as through ^e

IP?
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Kio. 87.—Saf<ny IMuB.

natural ones of the wound, form an excellent means for contin-

uous irrigation, in the treatment of fistulous withers, comjilicii-

tecl poll evil and other diseases.

(t/) Antiseptic dressing.—Is intended to prevent the entriuuc

of micro-organism into wounds, to neutralize their morbific ct

feet, to check their development, and thus prevent their septic in-

fluences from taking effect. The application of the Lister Jicks-

ings, with the care required in the preparation and aiiplicution

by the surgeon ; of the instruments and materials included in tlic

arsenal of pharmaceutical resources, comprising the untistptic

sprays ; the various acids, boracic, carbolic, and salycilic ; the

alkaline sulphites and hyposulphites
;
permanganate of potasli

;

solutions of bichloride of mercury and of creoline; antiH(i)ti(

gauze and absorbent cotton—all these, and more constitute dress-

ings essentially germicide, which cannot be too contid'atlv

recommended to the attention and adoption of (Le t an

surgeon.

The application of the wadding dressing, so highly rccoiu-

mended by some, has given, in our hands very satisfacton

"-^r'.ults, in many cases. Wadding well prepared and proi)erly

aj. -i'^d. ^orms an almost invincible obstacle to the introduction

of lU 1'^- .Tgr -^.ims, and according to Pasteur, by its direct action

? ,.^ja renders fermentation imj^ossible.

''a'.;truments . .ecessary for the adjustment of dressings,

are generally speaking, numerous and varied. They consist of

forceps of all kinds, the ordinary dissecting, the bull-dog, tht

straight, and the curved di-essing forceps ; scissors, directors,

i^pon

spatulas, the S. p:

atomizers, and also

needed.

The materials u
"harpie, wadding, w
costliness as respec

rsason why they

practice of veterinar



Fio. 88.—Dlbaoctlng Forcape.

Fro. !tn._stralBht DrPssInK Porcepa.

Kio. 91—Curved Dressing Poroops.

Fio. 92—Syringe f.ir Dresslug.

spatulas, the S. probe, and others; syringes, and sometimes

ueedeT''^
''^''' ''^''''''' ''"*^'' '"*'' *^^ ^''* ^^ ^^""^^ generally

The materials used to form the base of the dressings vary-
"Mrpie, wadding, wool, moss and sponges, are employed Tl %
costUness as respects their commercial value, is probably ti
rfifvson why thoy are not more generally adopted in the
practice of veterinarians. Oakum is the material, par excellence,

i

(»-'*•
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for the application of dressings in veterinary surgery, and is ev( n
commonly used in human surgery. We are almost tempted to
claim for it the distinction of having been especially created for
the benefit of wounded horses, its various and valuable qualiti( s

so ob\iously fitting it for the uses to which it is apjiropriated in th..

equine clinic. It is excellent as a defense against the contact (,f

external bodies, and in preserving a uniform temperature in tlie

parts covered by it. From the sponginess of its consistency it

readily soaks and absorbs the fluids which form upon the surf.ur
of a wound, while the tar with which it is more or loss impregnate. 1

confers upon it slight antiseptic properties, which assist ''in tlic

stimulation, and are in themselves favorable to all the processes
of cicatrization. To be of good quahty, it must be clean, soft to
the touch, and free from any foreign substance. Sometimes it is

cut into small portions for use, but more generally in strips, or
in such other special shapes as may be required. It is made iuto
halls by spreading out little masses of the fibres, which after 1)eiii..

separated from each other, are rolled between the hands, into thr
reqmred forms and sizes. They are exceedingly convenient m

Fig. 93.—Ball of Oakum.

constituting the first steps of this apphcation of a dressing. It is

also made into ;)r{f?s or cushions, by stretching the fibres parallel,
into any given width and length, and folding them into the simil-

itude of a small mattress. This must be soft, and free tVom
lumps, or fragments of wood, and of an even thickness through-

.^^&

FlO. 94.—Pad of Oakum.

out. These are made also of various dimensions, the widest and
thickest being used to cover the outside oi the wound. It is also

shaped into dossils, rolls, and tents., or plugs, the adaptation of

which remains yet to be considered.

The catalog

means exhaust
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si2.s and »L„pe,, and folded Znvd "'*.'" "''^''' »' ^'^o,,,

"suaUy upon the oalum ThevTet! f^
''''°'' "" ™™d, but

»vete™a.y surgeiy, except ^„^der'nT""i ""^'"I"'''''

™

"!«}• be square, lonR, trian™l» , T°"^ indications. Thev
1»'- cross, eithefc'e^fe^ t;?:?:? "n " "^'=''*' <" *"

Fig. 95.-Square Coinjjreda.
^'la. 96.-.Long Comprees.

Fiff. nr.-Trianguiar
Compresa.

^
[H!

Fig. 98.-Neck-Tio Co.'fflpreea.

Fie. 99,-Maltese Cross Complete
Fro. m-Half.ra,teao cross Complete.

iio. lOI.-Double Comprese.

Fio.i02.-TrebleCompre8B.

(•«•'
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Fig. 104.—Perforated Compreaa.

Fia. 108.—Graduated Compreas-

by the case. They are commonly used in their entire thickness,

but are sometimes made with a hole in theu" center, and tbeu

receive the name of 'perforated or fenestrated.

{b) Boilers have already occupied our attention.

(c) Splints.—These are long, flat, and more or less rigid strips

of wood, or other material, designed to be added to other dress-

ings, to give them some peculiar form or position, and to consoli-

date and strengthen them by increasing their rigidity. They are

usually applied upon the extremities or superior parts of the body,

and are composed not only of wood, but of hard leather, paste-

board, tin, gutta-percha, etc., etc., and maintained in positioii bj

bands or adhesive mixtures. They must be carefully and accu-

rately applied in order to avoid chafing or excoriating the skiu.

and are often padded, and thek borders made especially smooth

and uniform.

{d) Plates.—These are small pieces of metal or wood, ii<:ed

principally in the surgery of the foot, to keep in place dressings

of the plantar region, which require more or less pressure upon

\: 7
Pig. 105.—Plates on SUoea.

their surfaces.
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tlieir surfaces. Thev consisf r.f
senting together theL^e ,1::^;^ ''T

"' ^^^*^°^^' ^P-
on each side, between the foot In <1 .
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'
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Fig. lOe.—Berns' Moistened Pads,

with a fold superiorly to receive the forelock or toiq)et, and se-

ciu-ed by four bands. The lower two have either a small opening

or loop, which the upi:)er two pass before extending down IjcIow

the throat, to cross each other in the form of an X, and drawn

upwards in the lateral faces of the head to the poll, where they

are held (Figs- 107, 108).

2d. Co»i]>oi()id Frontal.— This is shaped like the former.

but extends further down on the face. It has six bumls, the

middle ones having also loops at their free extremity, as iu the

preceding, the upper ones being also secured in the same iiianner,

the lower ones crossing each other under the jaws, aud also

carried upward to pass through the loops of the middle bauds,

to be either tied on the poll, or drawn downwards and tied iu the

maxillary space (Figs. 109, 110).

Fio. 107.-Slniple Fronta
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Fio. 107.-Siniple Frontal (full view) F,o. I08.-Simplo Froutal (8iao view).

FrMOfl-CompoundProntaKfullview).
p,o no r "«^^

oblong square, notched luht fnl!''^^
''" ^^''- ^his is an

tie same side, and pro.nl T^^tlT'''"^^^^^^^ '" *^^ ^^^ -^
Jself to the convexity of tie "^t 'W"""""^ '''''''' '^ ^^^P*
Tl^e upper three are attach d to he fl ,

".'?""^' ""^ ^^'^ ^-^^«-
n^e, the lower two to the lower .art o .1

''^' °' ''^ ^^^*- -^
112).

'''''^''' P^^t of the same strap (Figs. Ill,

« to «„ i ehe ear, and .et^d":;^ i*
™ * tr »""»"--

'W..ud.a. ,„,a i. tie uppe, and anot tZZ^Z
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Fio. 111.—Monocular Band (full view). Fio. 112.—Monocular Band (side viow).

of the bandage, facilitate its adaptation to the surfaces it is to

cover (Figs. 113, 114).

5th. liandmjefor the Maxillary Eefiion.—This is of triuugiilar

shape, and is formed either of sheepskin or of two layers of cloth,

between which a pad of oakum is sewed. It is furnished witli

four straps. When applied, the base of the triangle is turned

backward, and the apex rests in the angle of the maxillarv space.

The two upper straps, attached at each angle of the base of tlie

triangle, pass upward at the side of the parotids, and are tied on

the summit of the head, the two lower ones attached at the ajiex

of the triangle, passing over the nose to be tied at that point. AVe

have often obtained a better adaptation of this bandage by utiliz

ing the cheek or the nose-piece of the halter

6th. Ear Bandage (Figs. 115, IIG).—This is made of two trian-

gular pieces of cloth, united at theu' base on the summit of the head,

each forming a kind of inverted pocket, with which the tars are

covered. It is secured by six bands, the two superior having loop'^

through which the middle ones pass, these crossing each othd'

under the throat and extending upward to be tied on the poll.

The lower bands cross each other on the forehead and pass luider

the head, to retui'n on the lower part of the face where they an

secured. Another way to apply a dressing on the ear to envel-

ope it properly is to use a thin bandage, which, after it has envel-

oped the ear, is passed around the head on each side, and secured

under the throat (Figs. 117, 118). When supported by a tigbth

Fio. na—Binocular Band
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FIG. n3.-Blnocular Band (full view). fig. 114.-Blnocular Band (side view).

Fw.n5.-Ear Bandage (full view). p,„ „„ „ „ --«"
.,,. , ,,

^'"-"S-Ear Bandage (side view).
Uttuig halter this bandage maintams its ,.n.;f • •

;«acto... To this kfnd of l^Zll^XZllfi™ ''^'^

tor .loos under the name of cap which Tr. i . .
^ ^""^ "^^'^

-1 .ot. The caps reconij^ndedt/ ^^^^^^^
Pui-pose also very weU (Figs. 120, 121)

^"''^''" *^^

long and square, and is notched in the midX oT^v, .
''^'^" ^^

<o-cure the inferior border of Th „,^^,tl .
7',^^'^^^^

'^ary space. It covers th« ^ ? f ' ^ ^^^1'*^ '^"^^^ *« t^e
^ 1

covers the parotid, and is secured by four
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Fio. I19.-Banda

Fio. 117—Baudago for tno Ears (side view).

Pio. I18.-Bandage for the Ears (full view), Pia. 122 -Parotids Band.

bands, two attached in front of the forehead, the others on the

poll. This bandage is often combined with that of the maxillary

region, and made in a single piece (Fig. 122).

8th. Bandaf/e for the Superior Border of the iVec/t.— This

bandage is a long "piece of cloth placed upon the dorsal border

and lateral faces of the neck, with a prolongation in front, passing
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FIG. n9.-Bandage for the Ear«. A. Bandage tor the MammsB, B.

Fig. lai.-Geriuan Bandage for the £ars.

s

S3

PlO. 121.-Another German Bandage for the Ears.
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Pio. 133.—Bandage for Superior Border of the Neck.

between the ears and down to the forehead. Fight bands secure

it. The two inferior bands {b) have loops through which the

bands pass to cross each other under the maxillary bouos, and

extend upward on each side of the head to be tied over the poll.

The bands (d) are fixed on the breast-band of a Dutch collar, md

(/) is attached to the surcingle (Fig. 123).

9th. .Bandage for the Anterior and Lateral Parts of the

jifeck.—This bandage is octagonal, with a band at each angle.

The anterior are tied on the forehead or on the throat-strap of the

halter, the middle
poHterior cross ea
siucingle, as are a

10th. liatHhuj

its i)08terior angk
posterior border a

There are five bai

the breast, the poste:

together, the other s

extending along the f

Fig. 124.—Bandage for the Anterior and Lateral Parts of the Neck.
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halter, the middle ones over M.« .7^.. i i ,

posterior crosH each othe;"e't,fw:;L ''l'
""' ''^ "^^^^ *^«

H-bgle, as are alno the tZoZ,^:''^'^: "' "^""^^ *° *^«

10th. naml„i,,for the Withers —'VW
its posterior unglcH, and haviiiLr in'n.c V,*^

'"*"'^^' truncated at

posterior border a fdd to adapt it to 7^ "I
''' -t<^-- and

There are five bands. The antelr
"^''' ^' *^" ^^^*^«rs.

«^tezior are secured forward, above

Fio. 125.-Bandago for the Withers.

^tendbg along th« api.e and atSd L tlXlf" '"'"

^

Fw. ISH-Biuiaiw, tor the Baol
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11th. Ihoidaf/c for the lidck.— This bandage in compoKtd

of a long, Hcjuare pieco, trunoat«'d on its two poHtorior anglcH, luiil

baa six bamla, oiio at oacli aiigh*. The two in front arc tied to-

gether after puHsing around thf cbowt, the middle ones after sur-

rounding the abdomen toward the umbilical region and the j.os-

terior are united after forming a kind of crupper in passing umlcr

the tail (Fig. 120).

12th. liandage for the, LoIiih und (Jroitp.— This blind-

age is of a form similar to the preceding, and of sufficient size to

cover the croup posteriorly. It is truncated on both posterior

angles, and each border, except the anterior, has folds to allow

the bands to adapt itself to the rotundity of the region. At each

Pra. 127.—Bandage for the Loins and Croup.

angle is a band, the posterior passing around the abdomen, and

carried backward and upward to be tied over the loins. The pos-

terior then turns from without inwards, over the round of the hip,

crossing obhquely the internal face of the thigh forward to tlie

stifle, and passing over the external face of the thigh to the mid-

dle bands on a level with the hip-joint, where they are tied. Two

extra bands may be attached to the front border and tied to the

surcingle, if thought necessary, to prevent the bandage from slip-

ping backwards.

13th. Bandagefor the Hip (Figs. 128, 129).—This is formed of

a piece of cloth the length exceeding the breadth by one-half, or

in the proportion of three to two, and so enveloping the hip and

part of the croup that the inner border runs along the peri-

neeum, and the outer on the external face of the thigh and leg
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' — A

Fio. 188.—Bandago for tUo Ulp.

FlO. 129.—The eamo separate.

Thi. Iiorder
(./; rf) forms 8 fold about four iuches wid. .t ». t,- lie iuferior «l. e. c) has two which, like thrt.f !

'

™t adaptation to the ports. Bight l>a.d7be ou/to h TanT

mipp^r, Willie c extends to the surcingle forward Rn«/i .
.muel, to the in^er f«=e of the 4^, pLrupw^dXr

),--•••

R'/a
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flank, and is tied to the surcingle. The band ./'is fixed upon t, a:

seen in the illustration, Fig. 128 at h.

l-Jith. Bandage for the Ing\d)H(l Region and Perinmnm.—

This is applied to the testicles or to the mammic. It is a loiin-

triangular bandage, with its base placed forward, and is proviil. i

Pig. 130.—Bandage for tho Inguinal FlO. 131.—Tha same separate.

Region and Perineum.

with four bands, one at each angle of the base. These are passed

around the flanks to be fixed on the loins, the two posterior on

the apex of the triangle to draw along the perineum, and passed

over, and on each side of the tail, crossing each other to join the

first one, to which they are tied.

15th. Bandage for the Abdomen.—This should be oblong in

shape, its length double its breadth, and having folds on each of

its long sides to adapt it to the convexity of the body. The bauds

are six in number, two of which are fixed on the loins, two on the

back, and two over the withers. A seventh is sometimes added,

which passes ai'ound the base of the neck and prevents the band-

age from sUpping backwards (Fig. 132).

IGth. Bandage for the Chest.—This is square, with a prolon-

gation in front to go between the fore legs, and which is notehed

on the front to adapt itself to the chest behind the elbows. The

bands are six, one at each angle, and two on the prolongation iu

front. These ai'e fixed in pairs, over the back, the loins and the

withers (Fig. 133).
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Fio. 138:-Bandage for the Chest.

3

!=^

Fia, m—Bandagp for the Breast.
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17th. Bandage for the Breaat.—Thi^ resembles the precoJ-

ing, except that the narrow prolongation is attached under the

chest to the surcingle, or, surrounding the forearm, goes to tbi-

Avithers. The others are tied over the withers and on the sides

of the chest to the surcingle (Fig. 134).

18th. Bandagefor the Shoidder.—Thin is cut in the form <if

a trapezium, to cover the shoulder and the arm. It is applied sonu'-

what obliquely, and has on its front borders (Fig. 135) folds to

adapt it to the convexity of the anterior part of the arm. Of its

Pig. 136 Bandagn for the Shoulder.

FiO. 136 Same, ieolated.

Fig.

bands are six, thr

are appUed aroun

the other three a

passing aroimd tl

20th. Bandag
regular shape, wit
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seven baoids ., . are fixed on the withers at the origin of the neck
..A passing first around the forearm and joining cc, as it passeson tte oppo,ite side, and 4, g, h are secm-ed to fhe surcingle

19th. Bandage for the Shoulder Joint.~^\^,^ bandage issquare and truncated on its superior angle, and is provided with
several folds to adapt it to the convexity of the shoulder The

Fig, 137.-Bandago for th- Shoulder Joint Proper.

bands a,re six, three anterior and three posterior. The first two
are apphed around the neck, the third on a ring at the surcingle;
the other three also going to the surcingle, either directly or ii^
passing around the inside of the forearm.

m\i. Bandage for the Elhow.-^\A^ bandage is of an ir-
regular shape, with foldson its lateral and lower borders, to adapt

S3

|,-mK»

—Bandage for the Elbow.
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Fig. 139.—Same, isolated.

it accurately to the point of the elbow. Five bands serve to eon-

fine it, /' going dkectly to the withers where it is tied with i, pre-

viously passed under and around the thorax on the opposite side,

g and ?i are secured to the breast-band of a Dutch collar, k passes

around the forearm on the inside, from behind forward, ami

passes in front of the breast to be also secured to the Dutch collar.

21st. Bandagefor the Forearm.—This is of an irregular tri-

angular sharp, with the apex truncated, and the base notched to

accommodate itself to the axilla and the fold of the elbow. "Wlien

applied, the apex of the triangular, which forms a short border,

is turned downward and the base upward in the axilla. Two

bands sewed to each angle of the base are fixed to the breast-band

Fio. Ml.-Bandage foi

Fio. 140.—Bandage for the Foreano.
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Fio. Ul.-Bandage for the Knee. Fro. 142.-Bandage for the Stifle.

W, three ba^dtt^^^! uZ^^r^ifoV^r ' '^'"-
f

of IL„ tMrfr„rbeU„Tr "'^'"™PP»• ™«« '^e internal face
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24th. JLeg Handar/e.—This is the complicated device repif.

sented in Figs. 143 and 144. It has fom* bands on its superior

border, (Fig. 144 a, h, c, d) and the lateral borders have five or

six tapes. The bandage has three gussets, two of which, r

Fro. 143.—Bandage for thw Leg Applied.

and d, ai'e on the superior border, and one, i, on the inferior, ;iutl

the two lateral borders have each one a fold. To put the bandage

in place, the band d is passed along the flank upward and tied to

the crupper strap, c, passing from within outwai'd on the inside

of the thigh, to

cross each othei

tendo-Aclulles, i:

outHide of the

while b is secure

are, of course, ti

25th. Jicmda
piece of cloth of

liock and canno

Pio, 144.—The same, Isolated.

FiQ. 145.—Bandage for th
an.l Cannon, applie<

notched for the foh

extremity for the f<

border to be secure

the small tapes of i

front of the leg.

{(j) Mechanical
class of dressings v

tion to the parts uj

also proceeds a dire

recovery of lesionE

cause which brings
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of the thigh, to be fixed on the round of the crun»er t . i ^
cross each other at the lower ,.nrf of /i 7 '"P!'"*- ^^ '^"d b

tendo-Achi]]p. h. 7 I u
^ ^^'^ ^''^'' '' ^^^^^ alcove theteiKlo Achilles, m order to allow a to pass from the inside to theoutside of the leg so as to become attached to the surcLlewhile b IS seciu-ed to the round of the crunner Tl,.

""^^'^'

are, of course, tied together in couples '
^ " '"^^" ''''''

25th. Iiandar;efor the Hock and ^amon.-This requires apece of cloth of sufficient dimensions to completely surrouTtbehock and cannon down to the fetlock. Its\up'erior border^

Fio. 145.—Bandage for the Hock
anl Cannon, applied.

Fio. 148.—The same, Isolated,

;. ..^^
tap. „, «. .... ,„,,^, „,j-xt pt: ^'

* Foc^ds a direct orposiMve action, hy cOH>pei-aling in theWTeo of lesions, ij mdeed it is not tlie true ODeratin„« *ch brings it about. KoUers and wideZi^Z^
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times act as mechanical bandages. But the name is moro ynv-

ticularly aiiphcable to certain more or less complicated appiuat us-

es, whose special mechanical action has the effect of producin..'

some defined therapeutical result. The metallic plate used in the

reduction of some forma of hernia; the metallic spring apparatus

used in applymg pressure upon special regions, as, in orthopclic

surgery, or in the reduction of fractures or dislocations, like tli()S(>

mvented by Bourgelat, Brogniez, Defays, and others, are of this

class, inasmuch as all of these possess the constituent properties

which are imderstood to characterize the agencies belonging to

the category of mechanical bandages.

These will be subjects for our consideration when we treat of

the various conditions in which they are indicated.
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other implicated rn^S^I'hi V'TT"'' "' '"*'^^«' ^^
and bejg to the op^^tt ^^r^^^^^^^ Ir.

*^^^--^^*--
Burger,. They wiU be treatfruTdtr tllwn' "\ l'

"'^'^^

.^-W.. or ^ieresis, and ...nl ort;^^ ''"""'' '"'^ °'

DIVISION.

4™.on to thr^e, nz.: inc«i„n, disJ™Td pUt^r'"
°'

•A..

—

Incisions.

^y methodic division of soft u^c
-irument i, an incWorihe S, „AZ '"'^°..'^"' » "W
.pemlions, their purpose is to aU^^ .l ""'T"^

°' «""Sical

Wd from a oa^rr<^Lf ,r "^'^ °' *^' '=''""™««

-leropeningMoertr^^Z- \T "' ' ™°'"'' '^ «^»
^ growth,, to^dX r,.o^7^t±'' ';"™™ ^"*''°'°«'-

be operated ,!„„„ o, ,;,

°"""'™~ adhesions, to expose tissuea to

fata ofdisSe;1 ."
*" '""°™*' '» '»«'"'»'« "« '»

«mo„Iy„sed for maSglcSn ' S ™'r^-"»"-»-Nation ^e, the tenoL:Ther^ror:i^n*
r'
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even drawing knives, take their i)lace, Dra\?ing knives, liowevci.

are better aJaiitcd to excise the homy, or other similar hard struc-

tures, than to cut upon soft tiisues.

Fio. 147.—Straight Bistoury.

Via. 148.—Convex Bistoury.

Fig. 149.—Concave Bistoury.

rules are obsen
tlic handle, and

are but convex
length, and, acc(

called right, or

Fio. 150.—Blunt Bistoury.

Fio. 151.—Bistoury CacW (Castrating Knife for Females).

In form, the bistoury is either straight, convex or concave.

and usually is pointed, but the use of blunt or guarded instru-

ments is often indicated. The bistoury cache is also employed in

some special operations. A bistoury is generally mounted •witli

a single blade, though sometimes several blades are mounted

together on one handle, and can be closed upon it iu tie

manner of an ordinary pocket knife. But when strict aiitiseptic

Fio. Its

riveted in the handl(
to the incision of th<
to close as an ordina
(lifficult to keep in

The scissors vary
sometimes curved, ai
sMes these cutting ini
to carry the knife in
M(l accidents in ope
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length, and, according, ^oibl if
or double, curved upon their

-lied right, or 13^01 doublt^TtT, ^'^ ""**^^ ^^^^^
uouble. The blade is generally firmly

(SSI

'''°"
'''-«'«»"• I^«" and Double Sage Knives

nveted in the handle to r««^ •.

^^e Knives.

to the incision of tt'coJa^ff' 1 TT^^ ^^ »^«**- adapted
to close as an ordin:;pX l^f ?."'" 'T'^' ^^ -^^e
*>lt to keep inS eo^d^^n''^'

"^ ^^^^ ^°^^' -^ --
J-iie scissors vary also in hIio

sometimes curved and w,-fi u?^^'
^^ ^^'® sometimes straight,

-'-these cuttingi::t^f,t:1"^^^^^ ^^ ''''''''' ^^^«- ^-

"•=^^1 accidents in operaL Til 1T "'''. '^^ "^'^^^^« ^"""^bperatmg. The bistom-y is held in different
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1' 10. 163.—Various ShapoB of SclBsorB.

positions, according to circumstances, as we shall proceed to point

out and classify.

Ist. Held as a writing pen.—That is, with the handle resting

on the back of the hand, the thumb, index and medius finger on

each side of the blade, the other two fingers resting on the skin.

Pias. v., ; and 155.—BlBtoury held as a V'rltlng Pen.

In this position the edge of the blade may be turned either down-

ward or upward. The division mentioned by Gourdon, Avith the

fingers extended or flexed upon the blade is scarcely, and at best

but a variety.

2d. The instrument may be held as the bow of a, violin, or

the thumb on one side of the articulation of the blade, with the

handle and all the fingers on the opposite side, the index on the

back of the blade, the mediuH on the articulation opposite the

thumb and the other two fingers on the side of the haiuUe.

None of the fingers must be allowed to divert the instnmient from

beins" carried horizontallv upon the tissues. In this position flie

edge of the blade may be turned either downward or upwai'd.
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Pios. 156. 167. 157a.-Bl8toury held ae a Bow of a Violin.

3cl. The bistoury can be held as a table knife. The thumb

Km. Its. Itl.-BHtourj hew si a Table KM,.

bMe, the other ingers holding the hancBe in the hoUow ot the

d byg,.a,pu,g the handle full in the hL, or, a.whenTdS'

*l:* '°\X 8 '" "•%"*-«»- »"" ""^ amUt of

Mis,„;^ •

'",'

f^"^""" i«lm'«'l- He manner of holding«.«„ ,s already known. The only variation likely to be foo^f

^
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Fig. 160.—Sage Knife held with One Hand,

FlO, 161.—Sage Knife held with Two Hands.

needful, is that in some cases it is handier to grasp them from

above and in others from below.

There are some general rules which are important to observe

in performing the simplest operation. These relate to the coiidi-

tion of the instrument, to the preparation of the parts, and to the

direction and dimensions of the incision.

The condition of the instrument must be such that the soft

tissues may be divided with but Uttle pressure. It mutjt cut. and

not tear. Therefore, besides their state of thorough cleanliness,

they must be very sharp and their edge entirely smooth and free

of indentation, which would cause them to act as a saw and pro-

duce an irregular and ragged incision, more painful to the putient,

and more difficult to heal. It has been recommended to dip them

before using in oil or warm water, but these precautions can be

dispensed with.

The region upon which the incision is to be made must be

thoroughly cleaned, the hairs being clipped short, and sometimes

even shaved. In these days of antisepsy, it is proper to soak it

well, after it is washed, with some antiseptic solution. To make a

clean incision, the skin must be well stretched with the hands, tlie

instrument firmly held, and the division made by a steady move-
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«f,n?'Tl?"''*'''''/"*^
'^' °^ ^^"«^°^« ^'^"^^ careful consider-

ation. They must run as nearly parallel with the direction of themusculai- fibres and the large blood vessels and nerves of theregion as the condition of the part will permit

axis^fThf^'t"'' f'"^^ ^'' correspond to that of the long
axis of tbe paxtor tumor undergoing operation, and in such fmanner that he retraction of the skin will not t;nd to separate
the borders of the wound. Sometimes, according to the una^^d!
able natural motions occurring in a region, the noi^al foWsofhe skm Bhould be considered. A vertical incision is always pre
ferable, as naore readUy allowing the escape of liquids, pus^orotherwise, which may have accumulated

4 ,

pus or

As much as possible, and generally, incisions should be madewith a smgle stroke, and of the fuU length and depth requLTbyhe further steps of the operation. Besides dimi^shing the suf!enng of the ammal, such an incision will greatly facUiate^
the subsequent manipulations of the operator

Incisions ^e made by four prmcipal methods : first fromwithout inwards; second, from within outwards; third by suT

rfve dii-eSion:.
^^' '"° "°'" "^^ ^^^^^^ -^ ^« *-el

Jlo^ZZt''': °^''f'' ^^ ^'^'^^ ^* *^« ^-rthest pointaud mo^ng the mstiniment iu the direction of his own person.

^rrf! rP^^^*°^' "^y ^-^^sing the former movement.

M^i^J^^-^' transversely, the instrument being

dir^Uo^""'
"'""' ^-~^, in a vertical or shghtJy obhque

Incisions from left to right and from above downwards are the

:ir:p:ir '-- ^^^ --- ^'^ ---- --- ^-
1st. Incisions from ioithout imoards —These inniamr^c
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The skin should be well stretched by various movements of

the hand, or of the operator, or his assistants, and htld

tense and smooth, unless it is already sufficiently expanded

by the effect of the existing lesion underneath it. Then the

operator, holding the instrument in the first or thu'd position,

carries the instrument, with the edges and the point turned down-

ward, to the spot on the surface to be divided, and penetratiiig

thi'ough the skin to the depth desired, completes the incision to

its proper length.

This mode of incising the skin answers for the majority of

cases, but there are others when the skin has to be divided care-

fully and by layers. Incisions are then made with the convex

bistoury, held in either position with its edge downward, carried

perpendicvdarly over the skin and often by i epeated light strokes.

These two procedures answer when the part to be operated

upon offers a certain soUdity. Otherwise the incision can be

made in a third manner, viz.: by taking hold of a fold of the skin,

held at one end by an assistant, at the other by the operator, and

completing it by a transverse section through the fold, made

from the apex to the base. The objection to this mode of dividing

is that the incision can never be thoroughly limited.

2d. Incisions from within outwards.—In contrast with those

ah'eady considered, these incisions are made from the deep parts

toward the superficial, and through the thickness of the skin.

The Straight Bistoury in here the preferable instrument, either

alone or assisted by a guide or conductor, which may be the grooved

probe, the du-ector, or the finger of the surgeon. Either with

or without, these incisions can be executed in various ways.

Without the Director.—With the bistoury held as a writing

pen, with the blade turned upward, first the point of the instru-

ment, and then the entire blade is thrust perpendicvdarly through

the tissues ; then lowering the handle of the instrument until it

forms with the skin an angle of forty-five degrees, the instru-

ment is moved in an obhque direction in such a way as to stretch

and divide the skin, until at the end of the incision the bistoury is

brought back to a perpendicular direction to complete the incis-

ion in a neat manner. This incision can be m ide toward or /row

the operator, according to the case. It wiU facilitate the action

of the instrument if the skin back of the hand that holds it is

stretched with the free hand of the operator.
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Another manner of incision from within outwai-d is to make a
old of the skin as ab-eady described, and by pushing the straight
bistoury through its base, and turning the edge, completing it by
a smgle stroke upward to the summit. When an incision ^readv
existrng must be enlarged, the bistomy, held in the secon-l posi-
tion, IS introduced flatwise under the skin as far as is necessary
hen turned to bring the edge upward and pushing the point
tlirough the skin by di-awing the instrument outward, the flap of
sJiiu between the two openings is dinded at one stroke
A fourth procedure is known as the incision with flaps It is

principally used in amputations. With the left hand the surgeon
grasps a fold of skin, pushes the bistoury held in the first position
but flatmse, through its base, and in drawing it out obliquely
b.V a sawing motion cuts out a semi-circular flap of the required
dimensions. ^

With the Dire. . . G^«.V?..-Incisions in this mode are made
to remove compr- . . caused by strictures, or to estabhsh a free
exist to pus by a counter opening. Either the finger or the
gi-ooved probe or the director may be used as a guide to the in-
strument. In aU cases there must ah-eady exist a natural or acci-
dental opening to aUow the introduction of the director. Several
modes of procedure are employed according to conditions and ob-
jects m view. In one, the director being introduced into the tract
to be enlarged, as far as the point where the incision must end
tne bistoury, held in the first or second position, with the edge
urned upward, is made to slide into the groove of the director
onmng with it an acute angle, and pushed in its whole len-th'
divKhng the tissues untU it reaches the end of the groove when
It IS withdrawn in the perpendicular position. A second mode
IS to carry the bistoury flatwise alongside the director, and when
reaching its end to turn the instrument with the edge upward
first thrusting the point through the tissues and tegument, and
completing the incision by ^vithdrawing the bistoury outward and
toward the operator. In a third procedure, which is that of mak-
m.^ counter openings, the probe or director is introduced into the
wound, and at Its deep end, to push toAvard the skin until it raises
It rom the mside or can be felt through it ; an incision from with-
out inward is then made at that point, and the director being ex-
posed, .he bistoury is engaged in its groove and pushed alongside,
dividing the tissues at will in length and in depth, and estabhshing

«4f
9
I
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a broad ommunication between the original opening and the one

just fo> Jied. By using the sharp end of an S probe, passing it

alongside the director previously engaged, and pushing it throiiLfli

the side, the making of the incision from without inward rauy l)c

avoided, as described above, and the groove of the S probe may be

used as that of an ordinary director.

Sometimes, however, when the original opening allows it. tlie

fino-er is introduced into it and used as a conductor. In this ease.

a blunt bistoury is preferable, as less dangerous to the operator

than the straight instrument, or the curves form may be used.

This may be made to sHde with the back of its blade, or again

flatwise, along the palmar face of the finger until the bottom of

the wound has been reached, and then turning the knife, the tis-

sues are divided by carrying the bistoury either toward or t'loui

Fio. 162.—Tlslng the Finger as a Director.

the operator. This procedure is more appUcable when the listu-

lous head is not deep, but it is preferable to the use of the ordin-

ary director as being a much better instrument of diagnosis, and

safer as a director of the bistoury.

3d. Subcutaneous I?icisio7is.—The usefulness of this mode of

dividing tissues is best demonstrated by its appUcation to cases

of tenotomy and myotomy, or the puncture preceding the injec-

tion of tincture of iodine according to some methods. It recjuiies

special instruments, made with uarro%v blades or with fine tiocars,

which, when introduced through the skin, leave a very small open-

ing, the division being made under the Ugaments, with special care

to avoid its division beyond the point where the instrument Las

been introduced. Suppuration seldom follows this operation if it

has been properly performed, and, accordingly, the cicatnzation is

very rapid; the great advantage obtained by this mode of incision

cannot be overlooked.
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4th. Incisions by Slices-Scraping or Shaving Incisions-
These incisions are made by dividing the tissues inLcceB;ive L-
ers Three varietfes of operation are practiced, differing accord-
ing to the density of the tissues acted upon. In the firstfwhich isapphcable to h^d structures, the bistoury, or, preferably the sageh. e IS requn-ed. The instnnnent is held full in the hand, as^a
table knife, or, agmn, as the bow of a viohn, and is passed flatwise
over the s.irface of the tissues, and layers of various thicknesses
removed from It; and sometimes the tissues are sufficiently hard
to requu-e the strength of both hands for the management of the

Fio. 163.-8harp Tenaculum.

In a second mode, apphcable to soft tissues, a convex bistoury
and a pan- of forceps or a sharp tenaculum are necessary. Bais-mg^ath either of these a Ihin layer of the tissue to be divided
the bistomy is carried shghtly flatwise over the sui-face and a piece
of It IS cut, scraped, or shaved off, the operation being repeated
until the desired depth has been reached

repeated

./ftw i"'''l!
''

""^f^^
^^ '*''"' °^ ^^«^^^« ^l^^l^ are to be

ut oft at their base. To do this, the growth is raised aa much as
possible, by means of the forceps or tenaculum, and the amputation
iHaccomphshed with a few sawing movements of the instrument.

The foi-ms which incisions may receive are of two principal
kjucls—the simple and the compound.

J/;«;./.

incisions arc those which are generally made wiiJi oneBtrkeof the bistoury, and generally from without inwu-d,

^Z\"1 .T''""'
'' ''""'^- ^^' ^^'•«^^^^' «r simple, are

heated for the exposure of regions, the opening of absce^se^,
etc., et^. They are not as apphcable to the removal of tumors,
pemlly of those which have large bases. The curved incisions
an in their cu-cular shape, and differ also from the straight in
^^^modn,o2ierandi, as they require a stretching of the skin to
e mjule m various directions, as that of the bistoury is changed

over the cutaneous surface.
^

C^;;.;,o»M.? incisions are formed by the union of several simple
mcisions, then: number vai-ying much, but they may be reduced

1^

.Loo"*

Pi
U-f

^*
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to the following kinds: the T and V shaped, the crucial, tlie

elliptic, and the semi-lunar. The branches of these compound in-

cisions are made in the same manner as for the simple kind
; wLeu

two incisions are to meet at a given point, the second one must hv

made, not to begin, but to terminate at that point ; when two

incisions are to unite, one above the other, the lowc one is to be

made first, to avoid the flow of blood from the upper, which would

cover and conceal it ; and when two incisions are to meet at tin ir

extremities, it is proper that the ends of the second incision shoulii

".tart a short distance beyond the commencing point of the first.

and terminate -with a similar space Trom the end of the first in-

cision. In other words, the junction of the extremities of the two

incisions must never be by a perfect acute angle. The angle must

always ha j a sUght prolongation formed at one extremity, by tbe

extension of one, and at the other by that of the other incision.

These rules are not absolute, but may be changed as circumstances

may require.

In the T-shaped incision, a straight cut is carried perpendicu-

larly upon the middle of another. In the V-shaped, theie ai-e

two straight incisions meeting at an acute angle by one of their

extremities, this angle, as we have just said, having a small pro-

longation on one of its lines at their junction. The V-shaped in-

cision may open in every direction. Sometimes the two incisions

ai'e made to neet at a right angle, to form the L-shaped incision.

In the crucial incision, two straight cuts are made to meet at

their middle, usually at a right, sometimes at an acute ^nijle.

forming an X-shaped incision. This is i. ade in three steps, arst,

a simple straight cut ; second, the first part of the second incision

as in the T-shaped form, and third, the second part of the second

incision ending, not beginning, at the point of junction of the in-

cision made in the first two steps, and in such a manner as to be

the continuation of the incision made on the second step. This

incision may also be made in two cuts, when the skin is hard and

adherent to the deeper tissues, by making the second inc jon 'j

with one stroke of the knife, passing at the middle of the first.

The ellijytic incision is made with two curved cuts, so united at

their extremities as to leave between them an elliptical space. The

semi lunar or crescentic incision is formed by two cm^ed ones,

the circumferences of which are turned in the same direction,

leaving between them a form like that of the new moon.
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Pro. 164.-T.Bhape Inclelon.

Fig. ie8._v.8hape Incision,

Fio.iee.-Cruclal Incision.

Fig. 167.-SemI.Lunar Incls:,

Fig. 168.-L.Bhape Incision.

Fio.i69.-X..hape Incision.

Fig. i70.-EUiptio Incision.

B.

—

Dissections.

a^dthe scissors are among the Tecessarv in f ^'S*^'
^^^*°^

replaced or assisted by the fin^Prf 7 "^^truments, sometimes

^alpel, or the bistoiZ the han^e ',''"?? ^^^^*°^- "^^^h the

t^eblunt extremity^Jh^scisr: 11^:^1: ^"' ^^^^^^"^
«Uular connections are separated ^.u^T ^ '"""^ ''^"^^ *^«
end of a director. To theSrst .

^^^"'^ °^ *^« Wunt
^e common dissecting, otJ^^^^^^^^

^^^^^ fo-eps, either

-^volved, viz.: the^'^lSn^l/^^ "^^1rt"-"on by slices or akavings.
«'*»««ccf, and the dissec

^1
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;i^^E
of gawea or flui

PlO. 173.—Bull-Dog ForcepB.

(a) Free dissection is that of a flap of skin from the tissues

beneath, to which it is only sHghtly adherent. Holding the skin

with the fingers, or the forceps, with one hand, and having tlic

bistoury or scalpel in the other, the skin is raised as much nj^

possible and separated from the other tissues with a single stroke

of the bistoury, held as a pen or as a violin bow, the optratoi'

drawing it towards him as much as possible. In the dissectious

of flaps of skin, as those in the V, the T, the crucial, and the cres-

centic incisions, the strokes of the bistoury extend in length as

they approach the base, or the adherent portion of the cutaneous

flap. In the straight or ellij)tic incisions, on the contrary, the

strokes ai'e longer at the beginning. When the cellular tissue is

very loose, its separation from the skin is made with the lingers

or the blunt end of the scissors. This mode, called enucleation,

is often employed for some special forms of tumors, as the

fibroid, or fatty.

{b) Limited Dissection.—The steps of this process are the same

as those of the preceding, excepting that the surgeon proceeds

by small strokes in order to avoid going too deeply into the

tissues, and leave the skin of a sufficient thickness.

(c) Dissection hy Slices or Shavings.—The skin being divided,

and the subcutaneous tissues raised with the forceps, the bistouiT,

held flatwise, excises horizontally each layer of the structure by

a sawing moveme:t.

C.—PUNCTUBE.

Properly speaking, this is a simple, special operation, designed

to penetrate into hollow parts, to explore the nature of tumors, to
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examine the contents of natural cavities ov *.
of ya«es or fluids. It Ih therefor ^ ^''''"^' ^°" *^« ^^^'^P^
«m.ll din.en«ions, constilu^iiTf^^^^^^^^^^^^

^' ^--ty If
but which form.s also an essential ope ^n B

'" 1 ^" ""^^^^"'

mth various instruments as the iZflt / ^"^ ^^ Perfonned

trocar, the exploHn, n^rand^lTf^^^^^ ""^T''
'''

the actual cauterj-.
aajuncts, the aspirator, and

FIG. ,r8.-Variou8 Shapes of Lancet'
Puncture witfi the Lancet —Jr. f<,

greatly varies, but in genial t if / ^""^ '^"^^ *^^ l*^««t

bisto.,, with a pointfd a^d tl^dZe "t,
" ^ -^^"^^^"^^

Fio. 174.-Manner of holding a L^oet

!J
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handle reHts on the back of the hand, with the fingers slight

U

flexed. The joint, brought dose to the skin, and perjjendiculin to

it, is thrust by the extension of the fin^'^rs through the tcgiiiu'iit

and tissues uudomeath and then drawn out perpendicularly, uii

less it is desirable to increase the size of the incision, when the

division is made by extending the incision from within outward.

l^unvture inith the Strahjht Jiistoiirj/.—The bistoury, for tliis

pui*pose, must be finely pointed and sharp. Held as a wnting pi u,

with its edge upward or downward, or as a table-knife, acccjrd-

ing to the thickness of the tissues, and its action limited by having

the fingers at a given distance from the point, it is pushed i)er-

pendiculai-ly and more or less rapidly at once to the necessary

depth. It is then drawn out, unless the incision is to be

enlarged, which is done by a motion from within outward

by the blade. Sometimes the instrument is pushed into the

tissues in an oblique, instead of a perpendicular direction, when it

is not desirable to have communication between the openiiij,' of

the skin and the one directly beneath it. This constitutes the lirst

step of the subcutaneous incision.

Fio. 175.—Trocar and Canula.

Puncture with the Trocar.— This instrument is composed

of two parts. A rod, secured to a firm handle at one extremity

and terminating at the other in a tri-faced point, is one ; this rod

fits into a canula, blunt at one end and having at the other a cup-

shaped flange, which is the other part. The canula is long enough

to receive the entire length of the rod, except the tri-faced point,

which projects beyond it. The two parts are fitted closely

together.

Trocars are of various size and form, being both straight and

curved. That which is used for hyovertebrotomy is the loii<rest of

all; those used for rumenotomy are quite large in diameter; the

enterotome is, on the contrary, quite small.
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Pio. 176.-Varlou8 Forma of Trocars.

To puncture with the tropftr ih^ ^
that, it is in good conditio^ a'T'thJtC^ "™^^ ^^"«^^^

:l-vu fro. the canula when ne
"

'^Zl 'T^' f^
^"^^-

m such a manner that the handlp „/ f ,
°fe' ^^^ mHtrument

rests in the pain, of the hand tt^luTf '
'r\

*^^^ ''^«"-«'

near its point of union with the Wile i
.?^-^'^ '''' '^' '^'''^'^^

the outHide of it, to Umit the1 of^
''' !^" '°^'" ""^^^^^^ o«

1-hea tha-ough 'the ti.sLlttpetn'^ujlr^^^^^
*^^ *^^-^«

a sensation of resistance is no loL^e feU mt' r"'."^'
""*^

canula is held in place witli .„ iT ^ ,
"'^ introduced, the

rod is slowly drawnttrlilhtouT^^^^^^^^^ other the

If the design of the oneraniT \ ^^^* '°**^ "motion.

Hcuid ..ontent: of a tulT" "he flui 1
" *'' ^^'^^'^^*^"" «^ ^^e

i^hes, and it becomes neceUVt fn" rt'th?" ''f T'' '^-
oanty „r turn it in different dilution'1 "" ^'"'*^'" ^^ *^«
eutire contents. Yet itt\ll : ?

''''"^" *^^ ^^"^"^^^ of the
orifice of the canu^ ^^^^^^^^^^

-t to pross the
to prevent the e.scape of the fluid

'""' " '°^^^*^°^
^^^^^J

To remove the canula, moderate pre««ur. i„ „^._,.. , .,,"and Oil the siau around the «PRf «f fl
" ^Pp^^cd with one

^^ "'** "^ t^^ puncture, while the other
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witlulmwH the inHtrument by its jminlloii, clrawiug it iu a liut

paralk'l to the diviHiou iu which it was iutnnluct'il.

Exploring necilloH, or trocarH, which are but Hiuall dircctdr-

with a lanceolate blade at one end, and a Hniall groove on m,

Bivle, are ulso used for making punctures, and their adaptation ii>.

Kio. 177.— Kxplorlug NeedlcB.

very Hmall trocars, with aspirators (principally that of Dieulutov)

find frequent use in our surgery. These instrumeii . have aJiciiJv

been considered in the chapter upon surgical diagnosis.

The Puncture with the Actual Cautery.—The conical cautery

is the one used in this mode of operation. It varies in dianKttr

and in length. The instrument is heated to a white heat, upi)lit(;

perpendiculai'ly ui)on the dkin and pushed in until the sense of

resistance is no longer felt, when it is withdrawn. The conditiou

of white heat of the instrument is of great importance. Tlioui^^li

appai-ently an act of great severity, the operation finds numfious

applications in our surgical practice, principally for the puuotiue

of deep-seated cold abscesses. It has great advantages over tin

puncture with the bistoury, inasmuch as there is no heinorrliai,'!

to fear from its use ; because the opening made by the ciiuterv

remains unclosed a longer time, and because the inflammation is

modified in its nature, and the process of resolution thus assisted

by the caloric thrown in.

The use of local anesthesia, by the injections of cocaine, will

remove from this mode of puncture the rough side of its applica-

tion by rendering the operation entirely painless.

EEUNION.

This term signifies the readjustment and consolidation of tis-

sues which had been disintegrated and divided—otherwise, simply

the reuniting of separated parts, and their restoration to a nor-

mal condition. This process is otherwise referred to as that of

cicatrization, a natural property of organic tissues, which, tliougli

it may be aided and guided by the surgeon, can be controlled by
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liiiii only to tlu« oxtcnt of
MhmU n,u,litionH. Tho nnl-Zn"sll """l^'"*'

'""^ maintainin,.

"- '--'^^i"" of cic-atmatu,; ;;
;»

':r''''"''
""•' ^^^^ -i-^'ty o^

M.<H. aiul certain cli.stinctiv. tem«
.?""' '"'"^ ^^^'^"'•^'"t tin-

bv which to denote the nu d.iioata. h T'"'"
'^^'^""

-^"I'^-l
nature is offecte,!. Thus we ^1"^ f-

"'"^'^ *^« 1^"^"'- of
'''.//-....^V>. or union ,y ^h^JZ ! ' 7'""'" ""'' '"'^'^-^
l-ts solidify upon Himph'fconiac" H

"' '7 ^^^•"•^' "^"^'"•"^<"1

7""" 'V/ tke tJura /./..r./,. tn to T'^-^':^"-^ '
^""-ved by

the Heeon.l intention, there i^ I d"'i
°''

"f
""'''

' ^^'^ Processes of
''"-nation of d..d ;tructure Th

"'''

r
""^*^' ^"«" "''<^ tl^e

with the order of nature as it
."^'"^ """'^' '""^ ''.cords strictlv

I''.';«na of BoparatioL LfoS a'

"^ "'""'' '^'^™'^' t^"''

tail m the active forces employed S. ^

"''""'''' ^^^'^^'^tion of de-
t c' Himplest and most efficient in tL ^'"''"f

^^^^^ve effort, from

a.Kl preservation and the tendency t^df
"'^.^^^^^^^t^ «f growth ^

lubited in the thiid degree.
^ d^««olution and death, as ex-

Before iwoceedinff to tli^ r 4. t
t^.a.sH:st the „is e.......«..//i,, [j^f,.

^"^"««^«" «f the means used
-«ome general consider^on ^.^^^l^^-/

""^^^^ 1-^. there
lO'^e sight. They are not of the es!

•

.
'"'^'°" ^""^ ««ver

mtters of an obvious and s condlrvT'"'^"''
^^'^""^ *^«^ -re

^^-\ -ay be termed matters oftfnj;^^^^^^^^^^
and refermainly to

«'umon is looked for, the ^^Z2T tt I
^"'^ ^^""ediate

-ta-elyfreefromclot ofbCdo fo

"
/"* ^' ^^^-' ^-^

^'•st be smooth and even and if
^^'^ «"bstances. The edge«

'^eymustbe carefully ex ise l! Tv^ '^^ ^^^^^^ I-^tio^s
>;a,™mlating surfac'e the"ranulSo'n ". ^ ''"' "^^^^ *^--
"land their healthiness assred^i^i "''''* ^'^ ^^"'^^"^>' i"«P^^<>
%to ascertain that therere:rf?r"'^'°"""^^«^^^^^
^«^e the hair must be oliprd Ihort T.

*'''*' I'^^^^"*" ^^ ^"7
'"oHv washed, and, wSfatts a n!

T^^' '^' '^^^^' *^^ «'^- ^l^oi-

--*tionoftheoppositf^ef~

\^^~posUlon, l^^^.;^^^,^o Gourdon,of
«'"'e.v. - ^««^«.'A'6-, adhesive 2^lmtera and
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A.

—

Position.

This is more a preparatory step toward obtaining reunion than

a true means of securing it, and to have its full effect and assure

all its benefits, must be accompanied by the judicious apphcatiou

of plasters or bandages. By positio?i is understood such an atti-

tude of the patient as will tend to keep in coaptation the sides of

the wound, as opposed to a jiosture which would, if left unguiird-

ed, disturb the immobihty which is indispensable to the coiujjle-

tion of a symmetrical union. The natural restlessness of the pa-

tient under the circumstances, even ii-respective of the ordiiiarv

hability to the sHghter causes which divert his attention and rfu-

der immobihty impossible, forbid the idea of entire passi\-ity. Am]

yet there are some cases where it is possible, or at least must

be attempted. This may be illustrated by the hj-pothetical case

of a laceiated wound, forming a V shaped flap of skin, with its

base turned upward. By taking advantage of this condition, aud

keeping the apex of the V downward, ihe position of the flap t\t11

itseif assist in closing the wound, the edges having a natural ten-

dency, from the contractive character of the fibres, to form, and to

maintain the desirable contact. But if, on the contrary, the Hap

has its base turned downward, the difficulty of keeping it in its

proper position will be greater, proportionately to the tendency of

the edges of the flap to drop away from those of the skin. Taking

advantage of the position of this peculiar wound, and assisting it

by the application of bandages or other means, will materially

facilitate the closure of the wound.

B.

—

Uniting Bandages.

Though these are not so frequently required in veterinary as

in human surgery, they are very effective in biinging together nud

retaining the edges of >vounds, especially in the extremities, wlieie

in both transverse and longitudinal wounds they fulfil then- pm'-

pose very satisfactorily, especially where only the skin is involved.

If the i- iury extends to the muscular substance, however, they

are both more difficult to apply, and less serviceable in theii- ef-

fects. In wounds of a transverse character, two bandages of a

length .ijual to that of the injured leg, and as wide as the great

axis of the wound, are required. One of these is divided into
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Pro. 178.-Bandage for Tmneversal Wound.

those of the first?tlrtwobl ^7^"^^^^ slits, smaUer than

leg, one above heZ^^l^Z'tt ^"ff' *° ''^ '^' °^ *^^

roUers, and by passinlfh V / '^°™^' ^^ '^^^^^ ^^'^'^s of

traction upon the bandates if' ^^r"^^ "^' ^^ «PP«-te
supported'in thatpSn^ rT^r^^

'^°"^^* *«^^^^- -cl

^4 equal" theL^tl of H
^ "T'^"^ °' '^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ «f -

and corLpond^n! Ihtf as 't' ^ r! T^ ^'^"^^ ^^^ «*"P«

t^-quart'ersof tCtl^:!!^^^^^^^^^^^ ;f
^*^^«^ ^^ ^^-^

compressive pads placed^eaS side of thf ^^"^f.^P'^^^' '^^d

is manipulated as L th^ ^1 *^^ '^°'^^^' ^^^ bandage

•trips (Kg. 179.)
^ '°'™S ' '^™d tin leg over the

--%. 0. .p^aa upon iicfuirSottr-r^z;'
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FlO. 179.—Bandage for Longitudinal Wounds.

surgeon's plasters. They are better adapted lor use, with the

smaller, than with the larger animtds, answering all the rtquirt-

ments with the former class. They are composed of various in-

ingredients, differently combined, such as black pitch, with resiu,

Venice turpentine, etc., and oils, to improve their flexibility, and

aid their curative qualities.

Venice turpentine, alone, is sometimes spread over the bandages,

also a mixture of tar and Burgundy pitch. Pitch, alone, wbeu

melted and mixed with cut oakum or tow, forms a good adhesive

mixture. The ordinary adhesive, or diachyton, or lead plaster.

used in human medicine, is of great value in the surgery of Hmall

animals, and we have used it with great satisfaction with both

lai-ge and small patients, applj-ing it in long strips, roUiug them

around the affected region in two or three thicknesses. Collodion

has also been highly recommended. Either alone, or apphed with

thin linen, or what is better, with wadding, it forms over the sur-

face of a wound, not only an adhesive plaster, but alno a protec-

tive dressing. Plasters are, in some cases, used alone as means of

reunion, and in the treatment of fractures, they form a powerful

adjunct in controUing the displacements of fragments of l)oue.

They are, however, also frequently used to reinforce other means

of reunion, and especially deep sutures.

D.

—

Sutures.

In all the category of surgical detail, there is nothing kg effec-

tive, or indeed indispensable, as the suture, properly apiilieil, for
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the retention of hrfnoh^^ ^t .• .

done by n^eans of Cen r/lk't'^^'
"'^^"^^ *^^ ^^^^ be

needles, pins or other mstrumentR """''.'""' "^'^^'^ ^^-'
parts be held in the ne'esZv 1 ^^^ ^'^'" ^"^^^^^« ^'^^ the
-nion. The suture is l;Sa"L for'!

° '"^ ^"""'^ ^ ^^^^-t
contributing nxateriaUy toX colJL^^^ i^-l--- Besides
and thus aiding to secL rcicatSainb ..''''" "*' ^^^ ^^«"^'^'

vents the contact and introd^^t rXt'inro "*'""?' ^^ ^^^^-

aud prevents hemorrhage keeos in ,.i ,

^ '^°""^^' ^"rests
deep wounds which coutd notTernth TV ''f

'^"'^-""^"^^ "^
assists in the closure of artificial oZ. ^/ ''"^'^^^^^ ^^^^^
in the walls of the abdonunal etX "J'

"""'' "' "^'^ *^^^ P^^-
any portion of its contents^ln^XatTT^- *'^ ^^-P« «f
opemng.. But, though princillTv 1V^

tl^e closmg of natu-al

enumerated, the essenLLc^S;;^^^^^^^^^
union of solutions of contmuitv „ n -i . ,

''PP^''^' ^^ t^^e re-

tire natural movements of the mrtlT ^
''^^' ^^"'^^°^« ^^«re

±e borders of the wound from rem4^°f • '"T"'^ *^ P^-"*
for a period sufficient to ob^te tLT^ '" "^dasturbed contact,

of cicatrisation. But while the ^'^^^^^^^^ '^^--^-
fresh mjuries, it is also indicated L wd 'n

' advantage in

Of -^-^C^Sit^^^tc::^?:-^— «^e seat

regular, or accompanied by loss of tZ
'^ '^^"^^' «^' ^^ i^"

the «eat of severeLtusiotor ont^r '

•" T'f *'^ 1^^^*« -«
tissues in theii- depths. There are n/^

^'^"^ ''"''^'^ "^ "^^^'^^^d

eVoyi.ent is contra-indicat 'dls ;^\r.^« '^^^^ ^^''-re their
be defeated by the unLntroSbf

^^'"^ ""^'^''^ ^' ^^'^Y to
CWof failLmayTotm^tsTrnd i^^^-

^.^"-*-
arismg from the material of wJiich ih.l ! ? *^^ irritation

its way loose. By this accidrt « ^ T '' ^''"^^^' «»tting
with, would haveC b^ftt 1 if

' '' ^"' "^'''^^'^^

required but a short tiLe o hel T ""*"'' "^^ "«"" ^^^'^

'-^'M.gly. granulating":Jaeei^^^^^^^ ^7^°"--^ -to a
^vej- bad looking cicatrix in th; end

"^ ''"'' ' ^°"P^-

andtl.e.^,..-«,^,J4° *^^^^^^^ f'"' ^'^^^ ./•./.. .....^,
/ <-my o/ .utur... In reference to the first point,
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the first consideration t be noted is, tliat the v\"ound must', of

course, be thoroughly cleaned, and iree from blood or forci;^ii

bodies. Then the borders of the wound mu;jt be fresh, or, if old.

blackish, or beginning to granulate, must be slightly excised bN-

thin scrajjing, and the edges brought as closely in contact us

possible.

To ajiply the suture, the needle is to be held and used precist Iv

like an ordinary sewing needle. If the skin is thick enough to re(jiiiic

it, a thimble can be used. Sometimes special needles with hamlli s

are made, and sometimes forceps may be needed to grasp the

needle, and push or pull it through the integument. The needle

should pass through the skin as nearly perpendicularly as i^OHsible,

since, if introduced too obliquely, the tractions upon the sldn niiiy

be sufficiently uneven to involve the T)Ossibility of tearing out tlic

stitch. In placing the suture, nerves, '.^adons and blood vessel^i

must, of course, be avoided. The sutui'e should embrace a good

hold of the skin to secure a greater traction and better apjiroxi-

mation of the parts ; the distance between the stitches must bf

such that no gaping can take place ; they must be disposotl at

regular distances apart. A\Tien the needle is introduced from

without inward, the skin is raised with the fingers of tht left

hand, or, better, with a forceps; if introduced from within (uit

ward, pressure is to be made upon the skin with the fingers or

the blunt blade of a pair of sciss ;, near the point of exit of tlic

needle.

Generally, the suture is begun at the middle of the wound, in

which case the edges ai'e made to meet more accurately and regu

larly. This rule, however, will find numerous exceptions. All

the stitches should be placed before any are tied, and they must

be tied only sufficiently tight to keep the edges together ; other-

wise they may cut through the skin. If not sufficiently tight the

wound will be left gaping and cicatrization will be intei-fered with.

The knots ought to be placed as much as possible on one side of

the wound and towards the most dependent part, to avoid their

being soiled by the suppuration.

The material used for sutures varies much. Strong liueu

thread, silk, metallic wires of silver, lead or tin, and in some oases

narrow and thin elastic cords or bands are used, according to the

circumstances. Metallic wires have the advantage of being less

irritating, and can remain in the thickness of tissues without giv
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advantage in then- proper V f "In"' ^"^ ""''' '"^ ^'"P-tanf
iHg. as it develops tXwMe avn f^ " '^' inflammatory swell-

traction.
^ ''^' ^^°''^^"« dangerous or unnecessary

Fio. I80.-Variou8 Sutured Needlea,

l^^^^l^^^^^^^^ ^<>- and numbers,

J«nng, all of them flat pontfmerm^^^^^^^^ t^^^^^^'^^'
^"*

Jeir extremity is grooved to receiv^tL^ '"*"""' ^^ "««d'
'i'at its double Lkness wi^ w .

2'' "" ''^^^ ^ ^*"«er
M^^ougUlae skin.

^ "^^^ ^^^^^^''^ ^^^ its passage

&i9

Si
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Some needles are armed and protected with handles, as tlio^ •

of Trelat, of Riverdin, and of Simpson. Sometimes their lanceo-

lated part has the eye pierced in its center ; in others, the cv" is

merely a notch, closed by a repulsor, moved by sUding through

the handle. Generally, the hand is sufficient to r ' the ueedle

through the skin, but at times, as has been ment^ forceps or

needle-holders.-, necessary, such as the -ed]* -
Jder of Mat-

thieu, an ordin forceps or an ordinary ' er. The com

mon wire dressing pin is also included amoi v ature implement-,

tat is not always effi<

and less flexible imple
Sutm-es are of man

and otliei-wise classific

application, into sinffh
tains the reunion, or C(

wiy means, such as ne

I !• The simple or in
I Gnet stitchoB between
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Fig. 186.-Neeclle Holder of Mathlau.

Fio. 186. Suture Porcops.

Pio. Isr.-Needle or Pin Holder.

»li«ati„„, into .,V^n.rSn fhe *h
."'''^'"™'^ "' *>*

1-. tie reunion, or oomltr ^f ^ ""^ '*" '^"'^ »«^"-

""™ «t»«.n th, borders of the wo»d, eachT^; u:^
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Pio. 188.—simple or Interrupted

Suture.
Fio. 189.—Looped Suture.

separately. It is made in two ways. By a first procedure, with a

needle holding a long thread, the surgeon holding both edges of

the wound, passes it through both at once, cutting the thread and

making each stitch entirely distinct, and tying then only Avlieu

they are aU in place. He begins with the center stitch.

In the second procedure, a separate thread is prepared for

each stitch, having a needle at each end, which is passed through

the skin from within outward, and, as before, each stitch is tied

independently of the others. Often, only a single needle is used.

making the first half of the stitch from without inward, and the

second half from within outward.

This suture is used for recent wounds, and those vi whicli

there is extensive laceration of the integument.

2. Looiied Suture (Fig. 189).—This is an interrupted suture,

in which the threads, instead of being tied up separately over the

wound, are twisted together on each side, without being tied, in

order that each thread maybe removed independently of the others,

if necessai-y. The cords are then twisted together, and sometuiies

tied and sometimes not.

It was formerly recomniended for intestinal wounds, and is but

little used at the present time.

3. Uninterrupted or Glover's Suture (Fig. 190).—This is a con-

tinuous suture, of which the stitches successively cross the wound

from both within and without. In making it, the thread is knot-

ted at the end, and the needle pushed through the skin at one
-

tremity of one of the borders of the wound, from without inward,

nud then directly opposite it through the other edge, brought to

Pw. 190.-GIover'f

^ro- 192 -Qunjed Suture,
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""""« "« be,-,„,, i, .eachJ ,tt?tr « ,"'" "' ^'-'l' "">

Pig. I90.-Glover'8 Suture.

• *-i

Fi0.191.-Do88lIed Suture.i n^ ; y „ "'"•""-"osslled Suture.
i. ^ossiled .Suture (Fi<y IQIN rrr,- •

suture, in which the th -eaa is doTl^7l"
''
T"^"^^

^^ interrupted
little ball or dossil of hut t oat "V"^-^^^^ "' ""'^'^^ '^

of the wound from vvithourinwlT-f T'^ *^''""^^ «"« ^'^ge
wound, and cut the necesl; i:"!^* 'L^Z''''''

'^'"''^ "^ *^«
passed through the other borderlt «i^ ' '"^'' ^^^'^"^^ ^'^

both threads are tied together L 1 "I
' 7"^' ""^' ^^^« «»*.

This suture is oftenTedI ^t

''"*'" °^ *^" ^«""^-
the substances (wad^^^^^^tr^^^r ^' ^'^^'^^^^ ^« P^-
wound, or to prevent th! return 'of

«' T^ '^^ P^'^^^'^ '^ t^e
adjuvant of other hemostattmej^s^"^^"^^^^ '' '^ ^ «*--^

•''• Qmlled iSuture (Fis l^o.\ Ti,- " • i.

ten-upted stitches, supported on^^' '/ ^'"''^ ^^ ^ '""^^ ^^ '«-

Fig. 192 Qumed Suture.
Pig. I93.-Suture With Adhesive Bandage.

r^
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of tho wound To apply it, a double thread, with the eudH knot-

ted, is paHBed I Iirough the edges of the wound, and several stitches

made in succession, as in the regular simple interrupted sutuiv.

When these are in place, the support Uiuill, pencil or ol ierwis<) in

passed through the lap of each doiiLlo ^^ -d on one tide of the

wownl. Drawing this first quili close to the skin, Uie threads iirc

separated, and, between them, a second quill applied on the iAhov

border of the wound, and secured in place by a knot.

This suture is reconuneuded for wounds of the abdomen. Peucb

and Toussaint recommend it after the removal of mammary tumors

in bitches. Sometimes elastic cords are used, in preference to ov-

uinai-y threads, as beuig less putrescible, and yieldmg better to tho

inflammatory sweUing, etc.

Director Degive frequently employs the elastic suture loitn ,t<K

hesive bandages (Fig. 193).

Two adhesive bandages, of dim nsions proportionate to thi.-

of the wound, are glued on e,ich side of it. These carry no' l the

border, in the neighborhood of the edges of the wound, smidl

holes, through which elastic rings are passed. These rings repre-

sent the threads used in the other mode of procedure, and through

these rings the quiUs or pins are placed, which will rest on the

outside of the bandages and keep them in place.

6. The single pin suture is ? simple opera-

tion for small v ounds, commonly used as tlie

last St. p of th operation of bleeding, and by

which both edges of the wound are brought

together with a pin, and secured by a special

dov.' >le loop or hitch called the bleeding knot,

7. Twisted Suture (Figs. 195, i;>6).—This ^.s frequently used

for wounds of the eyeUds or of the nostrilb. It consis+s in pkriiig

through the borders of the wound many pins as may 1>. iiepes

sary, and holding them by ' sts of thi-ead. Ordinary pin. m
generally used in veterinary i- ,'er

The pins are secured in d. -ren mys. In one case, the twists

ai-e so made as to form a series of figure Ss, placing them two or

three times successively, first around the pin at one extremity of

the wound and repeating the movement with each pin. In an-

other way, instead of making a figure 8, the threads arc turned

around the pins at each stitch, surrounding all with a cu-cular

thread.

Fig. 194.—Single Pin

Suture.

Fio.i</ -ZIgzap Suture
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Fro. 19S. -T,rlBted Suture.

which the thread is n.ule to cross^n.] '
'" ''

'T''''''^
^"*"'-« ^^

tlie woux.. to the other. The nroo ^
"" ^'"^ "^^' ^"^^^^^ of

carrying
. - ng thread is pa Id Ti ,

"'.' '' "' ^""°^"
'^ ^^^'"«

from v-itho. rnward, andTol. r^\?"^ "^^^ ^^ *^« -""-l
'- f-n with- outward S2. '

V^^^^^ " " ^^^-^^'^t ^^--
on.l stitch in ,...u at some dtf,?,^ ^ ^' '""^' ^^^'^'^^^ "^ «^c-

-e .side of the wo.n oT.^t ^r. '"' '''''' ^"^ «" *^^
^"tch is made by pa.- . the needle f

""'^^ ""'^"^' " «^«°^J
back from ^v'itH^outwaI•d: to Lcht "^

^'^ ^"^'ar^, and
'l'^' first stitch was started at ren )"v''}"

'^ '^' ^""^^^ -l^«-«

--mng stitches are, of couLe rnade t '"" '^'"" ^*- ^1^^ re-

This suture has been v. .
"" *^'' '^°^« ^^^^er.

tniealLerniainsohpeaa ' '"' ''^' ^^^'^^^^^^^ «^ "-

:.K" thread, which i„ a Lnld" ''

H'"''
""'' "''^'''•' ""^

:

».wou„d fr„,n Without JdCwrr'n:r '"^ ''-'^ °'
Mitiiiu. It IS also a continuous

P'0.lir-zigzap Suture.
Pio. 198.-Suture of the Furrier.
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FlO. 199.— I' Huture. Via. 200.—X Suture,

Buture in wliicli the coaptation of the borders of the wound ,s

regular and exact. It is priucipaUy appUcable ^vhen the borders

of the Avound have a t.n.lency to overhvp each other.

10 7' Stdnrfl (Fig. 199).—This is the peculiar stitch used to

brin- together the borders of a T or crucial incision. A thread is

used^with a needle at each end, each of which is passed through

from without inward, in one of the angles of the T, and brougbt

from within outward beyond the transverse incision of the 1 uhen

being unthreaded and laid aside. The suture is compl.ted by

tying the two ends of the thread together.

The same suture could be made with a single neetUe.

The same procedure is required for the crucial incisions.

11th X Suture (Fig. 200).—This suture, which is reconimenil-

ed after spaying sows, is made by taking a stit(di thrc.uKh both

edges at once, and can-j-ing the thread obliquely across tlu- Nvouml.

starting the second stitch on the same border of the wound as the

first and finishing in the same manner; the thread is then again

passed across the wound, and the ends tied together.

12th Ifetallic Sutures.—Thene do not differ from the sutures

which we have considered, excepting that metals are used instead

of thread or silk. They are applied like the others, and seemed in

the same manner, by knots or by twisting their ends to-^.ther.

The period for the removal of sutures depends upon many

circumstances, and varies according to the nature of the tissues

involved, their thickness, and the species of the animals operated

on In horses and in dogs, suppuration occurs more rupidlytbani

in ruminants or swine, and on that account the sutures cannot bel

aUowed to remain as long, without giving rise to the loimat.ou

J
pus Moreover, in regions where cellula . issues and blood vesselsf

are abundant, the pus'is usuaUy formed more rapidly than m xhm
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tbo fourth or mth iy, or eC i .

7"^'.'"^'' '"" ^«^- ""t by

In removing Hutures, it is ueccHHarv i
orclor to avoid bn.kia, au, adheraX 1:1? 7"""^^^' ^"

As a general rule, but one Hl.r.„i i . , f^
^'*' •""'" ^"""*''l-

^--ing at the least i ape rtan"^ i?
'^'''^^^^^^ "^ '^ t'"^-. be.

s^'-Mbecutcloseto
t llo'^^Tn •. f^/^^^^" ^^^^ "-cUes

to be extracted; the, must be o« efut1 "l
".' '''''"' ^^^^ ^^

PUH and any roughness whateverlnd fi T' >

''"'*" ^^ ^^"^^^

f '^
^'-n as they are slowly d/arL? «V'""lf

'^ ^"^'^^
at any points to be too h.rht th. T

^ aJliesion seems
%« longer. The apphcatton ^f ;^!"''^T"^ ^« '^'^ '« a few
wm strengthen a w^L cicttri^tir

""'""' ^^ ^' ^^"'^^-"'

been rel';:t" l^tlr"^'^' ^^ ^^" ^ ^^^ " ^- Just
anin.al from biting or r^bbiLl tr"7' "^''^ '^ P^-'^* ^^^e

tk «ide bai' into requiHUion
^ '''*^' *° ^"^^ the cradle or

!»-••



CHAPTEE V.

OPERATIONS ON THE SKIN AND
CELLULAR TISSUE.

CAUTERIZATION.

The theory of the cautery is the irritation and disorganization

of li\Ting tissues, either by the immediate contact of heat or of

chemical substances, producing an analagous effect on the organ-

ism. Cauterization is thus of two kinds, the actual and i]ie jKittii-

tial, according to the agent employed in its production.

Potential cauterization, by reason of the nature of the agents

emjjloyed, as well as of the method of employing them, belongs

properly to the domain of therapeutics, and we shall therefore pass

the subject by with a simple mention, to give our attention to

what falls more particularly under the head of operative siu'gerv,

the actual cautery.

ACTUAL CAUTERIZATION OR FIRING.

Firing is one of the most valuable of therapeutic agencies. It

is also one of the oldest and best known among methods of surgi-

cal treatment, in both human and veterinary medicine. It was

practiced and recommended as far back as the times of Columelle.

Absyi'tus and Vegetius, when it was in high repute as a remedy

for articular diseases, sprains and weakness of the loins ; but to-

wards the 15th century, its popularity waned somewhat, and it

seemed to have partially lost favor, untU the days of Murkiim and

Gray in England, and SoUeysel in France, where it regnined bv

degrees its former repute. It now holds an established place

among regular and methodical operations, and is one of the most

imi)oi*tant among our surgical resources, applicable in mam-

pathological conditions, and efficacious in most. The follo^g

lor ,' list of aihnonts *aid lesions in which it may be indicated is

giv^n by Bouley.

(«) JJiseud

articular sui-fa.

bursas and ind
anchylosis; de
congenital gent

(~^>) Dlseusi

fOiiiijlete or inc.

(<^) J^iseases

after tenotomy.

('^) Jriseases

cliHUges in the s

(e) iJlseases

cliauges of su-uci

(/) Diseases
swellings; indm-a

(//) -Diseases
,

pains without visi

{'i) Diseases
o^,

fai'cinous corus; 'j

(0 Diseuh-es oj

0) Diseases o)

if^) ''Special Dis
fistulas, etc.

'-it- epitomise an
'"tb Goiut: on, that
'ts cliaracieristie ef
"'^•01% or in disea
"1 ohrouic inflamms
preventive agent.

,

I^ i« contra-indic
«tal irritation, or of
'fJ"ch attend such a
siJed.

,
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I

y, the former bein

,
'f:'"'^^^""^^'- In the ii

; *;;
^vhile in the med

^^tiie
interposition

OJ
ine various modes
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articular surfaces ^^praCVwt'l'^ ^°""^^ ^^^e borders ofbum. aud indurations of theJTr ?
'

,

'^'^'^'^^^^ ^' «Zia
a-^^Iosis; deformities of ttejl^'-^^^'^'^^^^^^' true o^m'I
eoB^nxtal general weaWs etc

""^'"^'^'«- excess of it
V>) /diseases of Jinn^o x.

^7;t.--oanpletefr:S;;f^tr' periostos.s.
callus of

after tenotomy. "^ ^^''""^^^^^^
'
chronic swelling

":rj"
the *„'e.t'o;:r:r~"""'"'^°- --«„.,,

'tase»„f s„^„4 '""—Atrophy, u,d„,,„„^^
pathoi„(p„a,

(/) Diseases of the n^n i

(.y) ^^6^m.e5 of the mrmu, ipamB ..thout visible lesions ^'^^^'-^'--Paralysis
; occult

(0 Diseases of Vein', ni

«««, e...
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Superficial. . . .
-

Immediate

.

Mediate.

' Transcurrent, in lines.

On surface, a la Gaulet.

In points or dots.

By ignited bodies.

By heated liquids.

By radiation or objective.

By the interposition of

kid skin or of a layer

of lard.

Penetrating ,

Subcutaneous.

(Rapid.

Inherent or disorganizing.

Peuch and Toussaint have added the needle cauterization, and

firing with the thermo-cautery.

Overlooking several of these specifications, which are of little or

no utility, such as the firing Avith the inter-position of ignited bodies.

of heated liquids, kid skin, etc., we proceed to consider tlie

various prevalent and estabUshed modes in daily practice and of

general utiUty.

Transcurrent, or Firing in Lines.

The Cautery.—The instrument used in all these operations,

while formerly made of different metals, is now made exclusively of

iron, for which there are various reasons. It is not only because

of its cheapness and excellence and the general qualities which

give it universal precedence in the arts, but for some reasons pe-

culiar to the case. Thus, its changes of color when heated, render

it easy to gauge, proximately, the degree of heat, and it also

possesses the property of retaining heat longer than many other

substances.

The form of the cautery varies greatly. The style most com-

monly in use resembles a small hatchet, of triangular, prismatic

shape, thick at its base and with a thin border or edge, sometimes

convex, sometimes straight, and more or less sharp, according to

the indication. The handle is, of course, of wood tor other non-

conducting material, and in respect to the weight, reference must

be had to facility of handling and power of retaining heat. The

Ch

lighter ones are
facility, but as b^

effect.

Heavy instrum
radiate, and their
to transform the ]

The size of th(
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over both surface
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PIG. aw.-varioue Cauteries.

%hter ones are usuaUy preferrpri , , ,

to tmnsfonu the firing mJ L ',
M^^^^^^^ °^ ^^ -^ ^-ble
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it will be everj'way advantageous to have the patient thrown down

and secured, in order that the region to be fired may be expoH^d

as freely as possible—a point which has akeady been considered.

The parts upon which the firing is to be made must be thor-

oughly cleaned and especiaUy free from scabs or greasy sub-

stances. The hair is to be cUpped short whenever its length niul

thickness are Ukely to interfere with the action of the instnimt-i.' ;

yet the skin must not be shaved, inasmuch as a thin coat of limr

wiU always prove rather an assistance than otherwin*. m drawing

the first hues, by preventing the instrument from sbj^jaig.

There was a period when animals were fired with a xiev to

their aUeged ornamentation, without any pr*^text of uecessity an>

ing from disease, but simply in conformity to the behest of fu-u

ion (and possibly as a means of the identification of property), 1 a

i

this iu-tistic firing for fashion's sake is now altogether discard-l

and the bui-ned-in shapes of fern leaves, stars, crosses, huq^is, tt

Via. 202.—Old-taBhioned DrawingB.

etc., have made room for firings inflicted for better reasons imd

with more beneficient and valuable results.

And while the results of these sesthetic and artistic filings

made for purposes of embeUishment were usually u-ly, un-

sightly cicatrices, thickened and hairless, the operations of the

present time leave as their sequelse but shght and superticniil

marks, which are hardly entitled to rank as blemishes, though in

this connection must not be included the Prange firing (Fig. 203),

which, with its pecuHarity, is appUe(i as thi- ordinary Imv firing,

except that the lines are divided in small sections.

Firing in Wnes must be appHed not only upon the diseaspd

part, but must extend somewhat beyond it, and the lines must be

made as ueaiiy a» p&SBiOic paiiui<-i -it." i^"- •-"-

?i

Fig. 3(h

•The firing on tue loin-?
«' oblique.
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__ Fig. 301.-VariouB Porms of Drawing In Firing.
Thf firing on tlie loiss W6

35

'
'St'* -

' OOlltJUB,
ciiiiia. OUJJiiE »,o Di* ji(«:«4ioj to ma BHKUac »s* laatbad
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This rule we consider n ^cry important one, although it is known

that European veterinarians, when operating in some special re-

gions, entirely disregard it, firing in hues running at right au^lc^

with the direction of the hair, though it is quite obvious that tlif

result nuxst be an irregularity in the growth of the hair ami a

wavy appearance, which can be entii'ely avoided by obserriug the

rule we have refeiTed to.

A glance at Fig. 204 will give the reader an idea of the iwn])^

form for making the drawings and the directions of the lines.

Not only should the lines run parallel with the direction of tlie

hair, but it is equally unportant that there should bo no deviation

in the width of the intervals between the hues. It would be im-

possible to give exactly the distance which must separate tliem.

as this depends upon the thickness of the skin, the condition of

the patient and the effects to be produced.

In drawing the lines it must be remembered that they ougbt

to be of an even depth then- entire length, but we do not tliiuk

that this can be easily accompUshed with the instrument liann<,'

the convex edge, while there should be no considerable chffic ultv

in eftecting it by a steady and unifoi-m manipulation witli tlie

straight edged iron, and by merely raising the hand at the begin-

ning of the line and depressing it sUghtly at the end.

The cautery must never be passed in one line against the

growth of the hair, and by always drawing it toward himself the

operator will avoid injuring the bulbs, and escape the danger of

causing a subsequent abnormal growth of hau". Nor should the

cautery be passed twice in succession in the same Hne. If the in

strument should slip out of its track before reaching half its

length, the line should be abandoned and the next one proeceded

with. To determine the hnes correctly, and foUow them aceu-

rately by the eye alone, requires a natural aptitude which all do not

possess. It is an art, however, which, if possible, should be at

-

qirii-ed, and as well as when existing naturally, cultivated and im-

proved, by study and practice. But in the absence of the imtunil

faculty, which it is so desirable for tho surgeon to possess, rc«oit

must be had to the ob\'iouHly reliable expedient of previous mmk

ing, by which a charcoal mark upoti a light-haired, or a chalk murk

upon a dark animal will ob\irtte tdl risk of lack of synnuttry fiuJ

want of regularity.

The degteo to wiuch the cautery should be heated, as weii sis
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the manner in which it must be mcved on the skin, is to be determmecl by the steps of the operation. In beginning- the Z£^^
ot the finng or the initial <ln.Hnr,, the iron must be of a durk'e

J

color, just hot enough to bm-n the thin coat of hair lef on heshn. By hiB method, any ii-regularity in the drawing can be removed and corroctecl by the passing of a second instrumon
AMieu the entire sm-tace has been covered with the initial dmwm.H, and everything is correct, the heat of the cautery can beshghtly ,uid progressively increased as the operation approa hes
t e end. The rapidity .-ith which the instrument is moved ovr
a hno shouki vary inversely to the degree to which it is heated, thethickness of the skin, the consistency of the subcutaneous tis uesana also the stage of the operation. Generally, the movement ojte cautery should be accelerated when the hea't is greate t^ when
t e shn IS thin, when the tissues underneath are h'ard, anc when
the operation is nearly completed.

Another important rule is not to apply too heavy a pressureupon the cautery when moving it over the skin. A shghtpre
'1

witha Blowmovemeat is harmless and even advantageou! at thebegmmng of the operation, or when the skin is thick, but i becomes dangerous under the opposite conchtions when the heat of
the cauteiy as extreme^ In such a case a true incision of th 1^may be the result.. Firing is essentially a bloodless opera Sn
even .iien severely appHed, but it is only by the careful observ
nee of the above rules that hemon-hage dur-ing actual cauter zT

J
can be avoided Its appearance during the operation is, weh ve the result of inattention, and caused by too hastHy rai il

th. heat of the instrument, or more often by excessive pressur!

The observance or neglect of these rules wiU demonstrate the^hifronce between scientific and unscientific firing, and show thai

t The first IS apphed by one who appreciates the value
i he results he hopes to reaHze, while the other merely places airon m contact wdth the skin, quite ignorant of the good or
e^lresults which may foUow the act. As the operation proLsses

of coloi m the hnes, and an accompanying exudation from theA
HI the first degree, or %A« finng, the Hnes are not deep,''and

Si
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are of a golden yellow tint, having only a few isolated di'ops o.'

serosity at their sides, the dermis not being extensible, and the

skin between the Unes free from infiltration, the epidermis cuii

not yet be scraped with the finger nail. In the second dpgr.c or

ordinary firing, the lines are of a lighter color, or bright yellnw.

the drops of serosity are more abundant, the dermis is more < x-

tensible, the skin between the Unes is thickened with inliltrati(jii.

and the epidermis is easily scraped off. In the third dcgrn'. or

strong firing, the lines have a light yellow color, the dermis is so

thinned that the shghtest traction of the portions between the

lines, which then become wider, stretches it, the serosity is abund-

ant and overruns the edges of the lines, and the skin between

them is infiltrated and possibly covered with small phlyctenastK or

bUsters. To proceed further will be to produce a deep \>\\n\,

which may be followed with serious compUcations, or at the least,

leave large, unsightly cicatrices.

The length of time required to produce these effects, and the

frequency of the apphcations upon a given region, are points by

no means easily determined. They are affected by many contin-

gencies, which cannot be anticipated. According to Fromuge de

Feugrd, a cauteiy heated to a cherry color must be used in each

line from ten to twelve times for a light firing, and from fifteen to

twenty for moro serious cases ; but Gourdon considers these tig-

m*es too high, and says that from five to six strokes will be suffi-

cient for a firing of the first degree, from eight to nine for one of

the second, and from twelve to fifteen for the third, or strong fir-

ing. But these figures have no absolute value. The number of

strokes wUl depend upon many conclitions, such as the heat of tLe

instrument, the state of the parts and the dexterity of the operator.

The effects resulting from actual transcurrent cauterization

may be divided into j)rimitim and secondarg.

(«) Friinitlve effects.— The inflammation which follows the

burning manifests itself by the appearance of a serous exudation.

the serosity being in the form of small drops, in greater or less

abundance, according to the degree of the cauterization. Tliis

serosity collects between and at the bottom of the Unes, and con-

tinues to flow for from t weuty-four to forty hours, when it is iv

placed by the formation of crusts or scabs, dry. yeUowisfc, and ir-

resnilar-, and if the firiuij has been lii.^ht, attaoh*Ki to the b(>ttouu>r

the borders of the Unes ; but covering the entire cauterizo^i sur-
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face between the lines, as well as at the bottom, if the firing has
been stronger. These crusts of dry serosity remain adherent for
a few days only, and from the sixth day to the eighth they begin
to separate, but the chopping off of the cauterized portions of the
skrn requires a longer time, varymg according to the degree of the
iimg. In the first degree they are ehmiuated by the formation
of a new layer of epidermis. It is a process of dry desquamation
by which they are exfohated, and requires from two to three
meks for its accomplishment. In the second degree, when the
thickness of the cauteiized tissue is greater, the scabs proper are
more adherent, and it requii-es a process nearly alhed to one of
suppurative expulsion, which may consume a month before the final
sloughmg IS accomplished. In the third degree, a regular process
of suppuration is necessary for the removal of the scabs and
Its completion will requii-e a period of not less than five or six
weeks.

Alter Ught firing, the marks left are scarcely detectable; after
the second degree, the hair grows over the Unes, but in an irregu
lar way, giving a somewhat roughened appeai-ance to the part
while tlie strong firmg leaves a thick and callous epidermis and
therefore a serious cicatrix. Besides these first and dii-ect effects
ot the cautery, there are others which ought not to be overlooked
bout the parts where the firing has been appUed, the skin and
he subcutaneous tissues become the seat of extensive inflamma-
on, accompamed with pain and sweUing, and in some animals
h.s may assume a severe aspect. The swelUng may extend until

It mvolves the entire extremity, and this may seriously interfere
w>th the act of locomotion. It, however, subsides and disappears

the in-ocess of the removal of the scabs advances, and when

falt'areT
^"'""'P^'^"'^' *^" ^^^^^''^S ^^^ P^i" will also have

J)
Secondary efects. These are slow in their development,

andcaimot be easily or weU described, and they vary wide' v ac
oordmgto the objects for which the firing has been applied It

Z T ' 7T"' '''' ^'""''^^ P^-inciples, that the development

t^Z^
effects cannot be expected except after a consider-

able lipse of time, aUowmg at least several months, and in any
^a«e ouly long after the objective effects have entirelr di, .^ -speared

ine treatment follnwinfy tho '>nern.+i— -= -?
'

•

Cliani,.tm. V a i~''
-peratK-xi, i3 ul a '-i- Simple

^^tev. For a few days, and until the secretio. upon the

I

SI
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cauterized parts Iiiih dried and the scabtt have begun to nloucli.

the aiiimul inuHt be rostraiii«>d from lying down, and bitiug or

rubbinjjr hiniHclf, nor must this vigilaiu • be rehixcd, until IL

diuigt'i' of breaking uji the surface of the wound has ceased, with

the temptation which was kept up by the continuation of the irri

tation, with the droi)ping oft' of the scabs and of the cicatrizatiou,

There is no necessity for interference with the sloughing of the

scabs, or occasion ior impatience to see them removed. At'tir

a period of tii c, which varies according to the severity of the op-

eration, they will separate si^ontaneously, or with a little friotion

of the parts, or washing with tepid wuter and soaii.

A question of some importance in connection with this oper

ation, is that which refers to the use of oily or greasy substimctH

in the treatment of the cauterized surface. In times i)ast this wan

accounted to be good practice, and soothing embrocations « ere

recommended and Ireely employed, but this treatment has hocoiue

nearly, if not whoUy, obsolete. At the most, vesicating prepara-

tions are ^ "^^idered allowable, but even these only under special

conditio/ . n when the cauterization has not been suffici, ut\y

strong "'
I.'. . practice is specially prevalent in the United States,

whero ih& <>ptrations of firing and blistering are almost always as-

sociated, (his combination has nothing objectionable, and in fact

is justified by the apprehensions and opposition existing amou'

Americans. Yet practitioners must always remember, that if

many cases where firing is indicated terminate unsatisfacturily,

after both fixing and blistering, it is because the true and local

effects of the cauterization, by ordinary or strong firing, have uot

been produced, when they were necessary to obtain good results.

The possibility of ugly cicatrices cannot be well avoided if proper

firing is to be depended upon. In view of the fact that the effects

of firing are not limited to those which visibly and immechately

appear on the surface of the skin, but that others of inijjortaaee

are also to be anticipated, after a certain time, the question of the

duration of the rest necessary for the patient after the firing, be-

comes one of some importance.

All written authorities on the subject agree in sajing, that

this rest must be a long one, reckoning it by months, though in

some instances light exercise, or even light work, may be allowed

sooner. Generally speaking, however, the surgeon will he guided

by the nature and history of his case, and especially by tlie extent
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of the cauterization Tlin nuti^^i n «

nent .nd absolute rest for a'^f w , T ''
'""'T

'^'^""'^ ^^'-»-

the scabs have drie.l but aftor fT
' '

"' ""'^^ *^^ '^''''-•t.^' ^J
of a box stall, or If th plsL f .f"^

'" """^^'"^ ^^« ^^'-^y
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P*"fe'res8. There are
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f '^ "'"^ ^^'"* ^I'^^'^tion
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subsided.

fJ'iumished, an.l the inflammation has

It may sometimes become necessarv tn c i xi

tlieilutvoftheveterimiri'ininn ?^ '''^'^^ *^^ P^'o^em of

..eatuK.nt of the c u"^"" ZT^'
"'"" '^^ ^°""^ ^'l""- the

"rporhaps on the entire fouf "^ " '" '"^ ^^^' «^ ^ *-« I^^«.

Humane feehn.< alone ouolif f^ * • ,

*i« .»»tte. mea the „;e°Sl fa t? ,"
'""""" '''^'' '"

l»«ll.>- painful duiii,.- it, ,,e,Tr, f f"'^
'" "*" '°

"'"^''P-
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,'::\';"

V" f"r" "•' "^''''

taS» singly, and after the fat SflMonT ""''°' ""=
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*.«l.imon expressed by »! I"?:,"™ P™'T *"" """
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' ™' ""™"' *""
» tie abse^e of any urgent^^7^ trsid^L"'? .*?"'""'
imlive. Our conviction is strong tl, t """"f"™? "' 'o be im-

». another unta the in;r SI'S-: roVtr/';*^ "' '°
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'" ''"™ »'"''-

.-«n he has been X^Ve^^l: """"^'^ '^^ '"»
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ilfflj

gether, to avoid sloughing of the skin; never fire beyond tli(

second degree ; avoid bui-ning the coronary band. Results : "(.,

erally efficacious, but necessary to rei)eat it.

Fetlock.—Ai'ticular or tendinous windgalls ; exostosis: perils

titis after sprains or arthritis ; induration of tendons ; cold intii

trations and indui-ation of cellular tissue; knuckhng. Aiiplic]

in parallel lines, vertical in front and shghtly obUque behind. Re
suits : not so satisfactory, though in many cases favorable.

Cannon.—Splints; callous and thick tendons; cold intiltm

tion and induration of ccUular tissue. Applied as in the tVtlotk.

Results: generally very satisfactory; second firing is often re-

quii'ed.

Knee.— Articulai- an... tendinous synovial dilatations at auv
part of the joint

; hygroma; bony deposits. Applied in pundld
Unes, vertical in front or obUque on the lateral faces. \\-y\ .iil

vantageous for synovial dilatations and hygroma; less so in oxos

tosis.

Forearm.—Bony growths of any kind; muscular weakness.
manifested by sprung knee. Lines parallel to the axis of the re-

gion. Beneficial for exostosis ; doubtful in the other cases.

Elbow-joifiL—Bony deposits; dilatation of ai'ticular synoviul

sac. In parallel hues. Results very satisfactory.

Arm.—Weakness of olecranon muscles. In hnes parallel to

the bail's. Results very doubtful.

Shoulder.—Mu&cvlax Skivoyihy
; pai-alysis; diseases of the aitic-

ulation, dilatation of the coraco-radialis bursae ; lameness of un-

known nature, and located in that region, may involve the en-

tire region, or it may only cover the scapulo-humeral angle. In

the first case, appHed in lines parallel to the direction of the

hair, extending from the upper to the lower end of the scapula,

the firing has an oval shape ; in the second case, the firing is

circular, and forms parts of two parallel hnes, shghtly oblique tu

each other. Generally advantageous in atrophy and occult lame-

ness, doubtful in paralysis, not so much in articular or tendinous

diseases.

Hock.—^Articular or tendinous tumors, hygroma, dilatation t'

the bursse of the extensors of the cannon and flexors of the foot,

bony growths, peripheric periostitis, cold infiltrations, and indura-

tions of cellular tissue. Drawings of the firing at the hook vary,

according as it may be desired to fire the entii-e joint or only part.
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permanent marks. It proposes to effect this by tlirowing ui)on

the surface of the skin an even radiation of heat. The deKcrip-

tion given by Mr. Gaulet is this: "The iron being heatod to

nearly a cherry color, a straight line is made in the principal

direction of the region to be fired, and immediately alongsul,' of

it another, and so successively untU the entire surface is covertd.

The first lines are then crossed, transversely or obUqucly, by

others, which perhaps also touch each other, and at last, in oi-acr

to have the entire surface evenly cauterized, the parts which have

not been touched in tracmg the original lines are also touched

with the iron which then retains but one-half of the heat it pos-

sessed at first."

* * * " After twe;ity-four hours, or perhaps less, an inflamma-

tory sweUing takes place, and the skin is covered with small

blisters of serosity; three weeks after, the crusts which have fol-

lowed begin to drop oflf, and the hair is seen growing underneath

them."

According to Bouley, this method cannot be substituted fo-

the ordinary cauterization. If applied Ughtly, its effects are not

more severe than those of an ordinary blister; but if applied in a

severe form, it is hable to be followed by the sloughing of large

portions of skin, and to leave behind cicatrices o' "^o very worst

description. It has, however, in the hands of aul Bouley,

given satisfactory results in its application upou the stifle, the

point of the shoulder, and the cyst of the withers, and with Mr.

Naudin, in the treatment of chronic sweUmga of the extremities.

Firing in Superficial Points.

This form of cauterization is performed with instruments ot

conical or oUvar forms (see Fig. 201), having the point blunt and

rounded, in order to rest on the skin without incising or penetratmg

it. The' point must not be so long as to cool off too rapidly, nor

so short as to be incapable of retaining a sufficient amount of beat.

In this mode of firing, the points or dots are arranged in quintu-

ples, a first series of points being marked m either a vertical,

oblique or horizontal line, equidistant from each other, and more

or less close accordmg to the mdications ; a second senes is

marked on a parallel line, at a distance equal to that which sepa-

rates the dots of the first series, and placing the first point on a

Une with the middle of the space separatmg the dots of the first
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series, thus alternating the apphcation of the pomts in a thi,^ „ .1fourth 8e„es,untU the whole surface is covert Thi'^Ivregular drawing, and leaves but httle blemish IrJ^"
""*™ "

^e'telYmtrtthee::: '^"r
'"-' «*"« ^ straight

.hey app.,to this2 butTbirv*z"r,:rt » ^°"'"' ^^
m the firing of smaU ...J','™"'" '*'«'"« indicated

.piints, ^v^VzZ:!^zV^^^z'7t'^; "r'^rcii-cumscribed diaeases.
generally m the treatment of

Fio. 805.-Firlng in Dots and Poinds.

Firing in points is always more eflfectual fliar, +i,„* • x . ,

^es, and being exempt irL the d^ger of s^ ^itui"
leaves fewer blemishes. Moreover ^^11^^! 7 ' '^ ^"^^^^

be appUed without casting the pltient tT ^ '"'"'' '^ '^
should count largely in its favL tT. , "^l

P"^*' ^^^^

te Pi„ om, ,
"""'ST. they are divided into short lir,..

mLf\'^Z^fi ^ quintuple, hie the dl^oft:
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Objective Firing.

In this mode of cauterization, the heat is transmitted, not bv

contact, but by radiation. It is a process rarely resorted to, iind

when it is used it is more as an adjunct to transcurrent firing, ov

as a simple mode of revulsion. It consists simply in biinging the

heated iron in close proximity with the surface to be cauterized.

Gaulet is reported to have obtained good results from it in

the treatment of ulcers, grease and ophthalmia; Leblanc in chronic

diseases of the eye, and Laux in the treatment of chronic lameness

of the thigh. According to Gourdon, it is indicated for the arrest

of some internal hemorrhage of mucous membranes; for the re-

duction of prolapsus of the rectum and of the uterus; in herniiis;

to stimulate the cicatrization of ulcers, and against some chronic

inflammation of mucous membranes, of the conjunctiva, the pituit-

ary membrane, etc.

The cautery used by Mercier is square, oval or circular, with

the surface, which is to face the skin, unpolished, while the other

is smooth and poUshed, a disposition designed to gi-aduate the

firing by facilitating the radiation of the heat with the first, and

diminishing it with the second.

The special aim in this plan is to avoid the formation ot a slough,

and to attain it as perfectly as possible, the firing ought to be so

managed, as to approximate the point of disorganization as nearly

as possible without reaching it.

In operating, the sm-geon, after satisfying himself of the con-

dition of the skin and its subjacent connections, moves the instru-

ment to and fro over the part, carefully avoiding contact with the

tegument. If the hair bums too quickly, it indicates an excess of

heat, or that the instrument is too near the surface. The heat

should be gradually increased from a brown to a cherry red color.

The duration of the operation depends on the condition of the

skin. When the epidermis can be easily scraped with the finger-

nail, or is raised by the formation of small bhsters, and the fired

surface becomes moist, and shows Uttle drops of serositv, and the

skin becomes thicker, denser, and more adherent to the subjacent

tissues, the evidence is present that the proper degree of firing has

been reached.

The serosity increases immediately after the operation, and

for some time continues to flow, until the surface is covered mtli
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its dried pelliclea or crusts On +»,„

danunatoiy swelling is deveWd and T.f "' ^^''^ ""'^ ^ ^
an- rirmg are manifested/^yiJer"w f/Z^^P^T °' ^^^-
lution is complete.

"""^ ^°"'" ^«^^^« t^^e reso-

skill becomes black, dries im «l,,^r,i, •

^^ "^^ *^e

Deei> Cautekization.

The cauterization which is carnV^ i,^ j x,

skin and penetrates the iLuZeou'T! ^ *^"^"« "' *^^

designation.
"ocutaneous structures, receives this

Tile manno- in whirh iha «..„+ • •

b.ve j„«Med the divisio- of ZrkLdT ? ''°""°'" '^'^ ""»"•

Kapid Deep Cautebization

*.[«d cauteries, heated tb a hgTrTd b'wT^f '"^' "^•""^

* ''» ^''Oduetion o, thif .pe.e, "iTZt^trilf^

Pro. 306.-Abadie Cautery.
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author of the first report of its results. The first cautery used

by Abadie resembled the one shown in Fig. 206. In using i*,,

the animal is generally secured in the standing position. It is

applied at a light red heat and made to penetrate through all the

tissues down to the subcutaneous cellular structure, and even

through the synovial sheaths. Leblanc's advice is to make thf

puncture by passing the iron three or four times in succession in

the same spot, bat Abadie completes it at a single stroke. Thin

firing is followed by severe inflammation of the parts, great pain,

swelling, abundant serous secretion, and the escape of sjTiovial

fluid. It has, therefore, powerful revulsive eff'ects, which, how-

ever, leave scarcely any marks, provided only the finest parts of

the cautery have penetrated the tissues. Otherwise extensive and

fatal suppurative arthritis may be looked for. This cauterization

is indicated in cases of exostosis, tendinous swellings, articulai- and

tendinous synovial dilatations, spUnts, ringbones, spavin, side-

bones, thick tendons, articular and tendinous windgalls, thorough

pins, blood spavins, etc.

In the true needle cauterization or ignipuncture, the form of

the cautery is changed, but in all other respects there is no

difference.

The forms of the needle instruments are numerous, and of

course each one claims some special merit. The cautery of

Bianchi and that of Foucher were first used, and these were fol-

lowed by the instruments inwhich the point or needle of platinum

could be changed. There were others of more complicated make,

as those of Bourguet, Salles, Lagarrigue, Vassehn and others, or

Fio. aOT.-BlancU Cautery,
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Fio. 808.—Foucher Cautery.

Of mo^re^recent invention the autothemic cautery of Mr. Ehret

tlietZ'l*^'';'''*^""'^*''
^^"*^"^^ ^^y be the position of

.rd^; JJ, ™'"^r'" "PPli^tion of a stiff blister is Jom-

by severfi iT,flo«, *• l*'^ ^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ accompanied
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Pig. 809.—Cautery with Changing Points.

No severe accidents are likely to accompany needle firing.

Small hemorrhages may occur, but they usually cease spontane-

ously, though it must be admitted that fatal cases of artliritis

have been recorded, which, however, are avoidable by the use of

proper precautions. The attention required by the patient after

these operations do not vary from those required in ordinary cau-

terization, although the duration of the period of rest, always

necessary, may be less prolonged.

Inherent Firing.

This differs from other kinds, in being performed with the

cautery heated to a white heat, with a view to produce more or

less deep disorganization, according to the needs of the case.

Sometimes the application is made upon the surface only, but at

others at a required depth upon the deeper tissues.
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Fig. 210.-Boarguet Cautery.
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Fio. sn.-Autothermic Cautery.
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Ill the first iiiHtivncf, it i« indicatfil in Huporficuiil cutiineouH u1c'«1n.

in wouiuIh iucliHiJOHtul to cicatrize ; in thoHO following wiirtH, in fuii-

goitl growtliH, in caucerouH, niflauotic or tibroim tiunoiH, in gun

gronouH woundH and thoBO following the opening of acokl jiI.hcc.-
,

in fiHtula duo to caries or necroHisof boncH, tendons or ligaments,

etc. The inBtruments used are of various sliapes
:

roiin.l.

olivary, annular or cultellar. They are applied firmly upon th.

tiHsncs! and held in place for a few HeeondH, according to the deusi'y

of the parts If the surface is wider than the instrumentH, tlic

firing uuiHt be done by sections, applying the iron in detail iiju,!,

spots, until the entire surface has been touched. This is a bettci'

method than that of rubbing the instrument over the siu-face, aiil

renders the ellect more regular and uniform. In the secoiul

degree, or the cauterization into the depth of the tissues, a C(mi(:il

ins'trumeut is used and held in its place of insertion until it lias

lost most of its heat, thus reaching whatever depth may bo neces-

sary.

This cauterization is indicated against nnthracoid, gangrenous,

farcinous and cancerous tumors ; in wounds of a virulent or veud-

mous nature; in purulent infiltrations of the skin or of tbo

cellular tissue ; in caries of bones, tendons, cartilages and liga-

ments, in dental caries, in indurated tumors, in fungoid growths,

polypoid granulations, etc. Renault has recommended theia ii

the treatment of the large sores so often occurring in gnuui av

dermatitis.

Subcutaneous C.-^utekization,

Otherwise known as Neapolitan cauterization, or " a la Nau-

zio," consists in the appUcation of the cautery in points direct!}

upon the muscular structui-e, exposed by an incision made through

the skin. The method was kno\vn and had been mentioned l^y

Ruini, SoUeysel, Bourgelat, Reynal and others in more or less

modified and varying terms, before Mr. de Nanzio called the at-

tention of the profession to the good results he had obtained l)y

'

Its application is principally efficacious in the treatment of

chronic lameness of the shoulder or of the coxo-femoral joint.

The instruments requii-ed are two bistouries, one curved and one

straight, two flat tenaculums, a bull-dog forceps, scissors and an

ordinary olivary cautery. De Nanzio thus describes the opera-
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Vui. aia.-CaiitHrl..B of NaiiL-lu.

».ou k.ep» .t o,«, ana with a b/unt cauter^not wla.ll^t'

Pro.8l3.-Pirlngi la Nando.
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or four points are applied upon the seat of the articukuo >.

carefully ascertaining with the finger the pomt which the cau-

terization has reached, fmd carefully avoidmg the opening ot tlie

^^"'The subsequent treatment is simple, and consists in ch.mli-

ness, lotions of clear or slightly astringent water and the protec-

tion of the wound by smaJl threads of oakuxn^ The suppmat.un

is abundant and the wound ugly, but these effects are soon inoai-

fied, and healing is foUowed by only a simple linear cicatrix. Se-

vere comphcations have been recorded as sequelae of this opei-ation,

but on the other hand, several authors have spoken of it m very

favorable terms. Our own experience with it has not been suft-

cient to warrant the expression of a confident opmion.

Cauterization with the Thermo-Cauteey.

This valuable instrument, the invention of Doctor Paciuolln,

has only within a comparatively recent period been added doh.

nitely to the armament of the veterinarian. The original mstru-

ment, as used in human surgery, has been modified ^y the inven^

tor and as now sold by our instrument makers, is fully adapted

Fig. 214.—Paquelln Cautery.
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\mSimi4m

Fio. 215.—Paquelin and do Place Cautery.

to veterinary practice, and possesses points of superiority over
aUthe rest It is used in the same manner and under the same
rules as other modes of firing already considered, but while itsWhoa ion IS oUowed by simUar results, it possesses also many
other attendant advantages, which render it a valuable addition to
our operative means.

The veterinary cautery of Paquelin and de Place is a modifica-
.n which has recently been introduced, and which is considered
superior to the original mstrument by those who have used it
prmcipally on account of the facility with which an even degree'
temperature is kept during the entire length of the operation.

The low pnce of the mstrument is also an important item for vet-
ennary practice.

Cauterization in Other Anisials.

Jt2^ ^''"^" ^"mm«M^.._If firing is not .an commonly^with th se ammals as with solipeds, it is not because its ne*ties are less frequent, but rather from economic considera-

mi

Si
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tions, and because when they become seriously disabled, instead

of subjecting them to expensive surgical treatment a wise p. cu-

niary policy consigns them to the shambles where they may shU

claim an unimpaired market value; while a dead horse is (m

popular estimation, at least) held to be of no particular worth m

theory, that is, whatever may be the unconscious practice of un-

inquiring eaters of " beef."
.

It has been appUed, however, in very numerous mstances. l,y

Cruzel, Roche, Lubin, Festal, and especiaUy by Lafosse, who rec-

ommended its apphcation in articular, muscular and tendinous

lameness; for synovial dilatations, bony growths, anchybsis and

luxations, and also in nervous affections, epilepsy, paraplegia, va-

rious paralytic cases and amaurosis.

The modus operandi is the same as that already describe.!

for solipcds, although aUowance must be made for the thu-kness

of the skin, which requii-es a deeper apphcation, and necessitates

the repetition of the firmg from twelve to fifteen times in t u

same line, in order to obtain an ordinary effect. The scabs of the

firing generaUy separate in from fifteen to twenty days, and leave

pale rose wounds, followed by cicatrizations with a smooth sui-

face. The swelling of the parts, and the reactive fever t«llo.-u.g

the operation, is more severe, but subsides quite readily. .„e

animal must be prevented from rubbing or licking himse t m

order to obviate the danger of secondary wounds with their tiou-

blesome compUcations, as with soUpeds.
^ , , t

. In smaller animals cauterization is seldom resorted to. In

dogs, however, its apphcation is sometimes indicated m lameness

of the elbow, the stifle, and even the hip joints. Supertieial hmg

by points has been advantageously appUed, and is recommended

by Peuch and Toussaint.

Accidents of Actual Cauterization.

To a great extent, the accidents and failures foUowing the use

of the cautery result from the non-observance of the rules esta^-

lished for the regulation of the operation, and subsequent c re-

less and incompefent nursing. The remedy for these is too obn-

oua to need mention. .

\a) Section of the .SA;m.-This is a very common acculcut. usu-

ally chargeable to the carelessness or incompetence of the sur-
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geon, or it may be caused by the use of fno l... . i

^struj^ent. or to an excess'of LT^ rp/e r/1 1''' '^

mzed by the separation of the ecIo-P« of
'/'^^''"'^^: ^^ ^« recog-

pearance at the bottom of Ztls o a wh"t" '
'^"' "" ^^^-

shown by the subcutaneous tissue Thert """"'T'
^'"'''

accident, and though it is nnlT ""^ ''^"^^"^y ^^^ t^i«

;.«,
of drop,, or pelp^ of?.Jr*eJ^EnifbTtorn of the hnes or noints nn,! ,,«,.u .

"""' ^^ tlie bot-

in urious, is, at tlio least «vi,l»n„« t
"'•>' '" ^^

« be readily suppressed irr^lTtlTe l?„ra f™"""''
"

Ifedijig vessels another eauteiy heated ali'le
*"•""« "''^

.*.. hemostatic ..i":d"s^;,etrt:-':Sfsrr^

(e) 'A«.n..,7 0/-*««»._This i, the result of careless and i„B.ture dressing, and in omittinff to orovids .ffj !
(.rpventing the patient ,ro™?erchf^X:ornd':i: :?"""'"

telh, or rnbbing it against some hfrd oS Su! T"
..;u.d, of various dimensions are often the restlt ofZ7'"T

- by .11 the conditions of ordla^; 'b"™ ^o^^l"T
.J.*

causes, however, may be mentioned torsTron. a fiX^
. Smg w,th hnes too near together, or touching a^E oth ^fi

^wmuta to long frictions. All these causes t^n,! +^ +i j-
ization of tl.p skin uH+^ ,.. - .r^ / ? f

*"" *^® disorgjui-

"on in larVe' a
1'

, '^"'^'^'f''^
«"^^ ^^^^^ffl^i^g. and its seimra-large patches, leaving aftrr healing. 1: . >ad, ugly blemishes.

ii

... I
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(e) Had eicatrices.-Thonsh firing, however carefuUy appli. ,1.

wiU always be followed by legible marks, there are cases m win,!.

bad, caUous cicatrices form a positive and repulsive hfe-long ,1.-

fi..m-ement of the animal. In the most aggravated forms of the
ac-

cidents enumerated, there are circumstances which parhcuarl,

Lor their occurrence. Among these may be regarded the th:u-

ness and sensitiveness of the skin, the mterference of the annual

himself by rubbing and biting, and an excessive suppuratn.

Sn Lccompanymg the falling off of the scabs. No troatn.ent

•s known that can be made effective agamst these lesions, but U

Z ^tisfactory to know that they do not inhere m the operatioB.

and "^^^^ in the exercise of proper skill by the operator.

and attention by the tiurse.

EXUTORIES.

An executory is any therapeutic agency or means the effect of

which is to promote the formation of purulent matter, and to

rustl the 'suppurative process after it has been estabhsLel

Some exutories have no special intrinsic qualities and suup.y

take effect in the manner characteristic of foreign bodies ^^h.n

odged in any portion of the system ; while on the other band,

Bome of them possess specific properties by which a special unta-

ion is produced in the tissues with which they come in contact.

The wious forms of seton are included m the first class;

the trochiscus. blisters, however composed tl^e moxa anj the

actual cautery belong to the second. But while the fact o

the utmzation of the operation is as old as the practice o

I'dile itself, the modes of application and the materia su

have varied considerably dui-ing vaiious epochs. The use of the

root of black hellebore was recommended for diseases of the ear

nlait rummants,and also in the treatment of diseases of tie

chest or in cedematous swellings of the abdomen

A a later period, the actual cautery found its advocates in

thetreatment of tetanus. The introduction of fea hers, or long

t^slZ the skin, in the treatment of old shoulder lai«

luoweTand in some parts of the world this practice has no. ,e

1 wl^nT abandoned Sometimes the feathers were used

been whoUy
^^^^-^^^- ^,^^ ^,, the cellular tissue^ :htsLTthtparts where they were to be place. Be|
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first description of the seton and ifa aff 4.

m 15.06. But even after^hTt dl '*'T ^'''' ^^ ^^^'^^^^
tating soft pencils, o. candl cotpZHf

°' -^'^ "^^ '' ^^-
melted or mixed together and inf^i^

''''"''"' ointments,

for the purpose, and n.o;e ^r lll"lV"t ^'^ ^^' ^^^^^
hard substance. But the accid ntl whth

"' ™"'^ "^'^ «°^^
some of these energetic formrof f , . T' ''P* *^

'^'^^""^P'^^y
a nature that they gradually fell iltodtr"* T' '^ '° ^^"°"«
of principal exutories includeroX .. "f'

"^^ ^'''^^y^'^^^ class

-^-;^-d the vesicl^::-r ''-^^—

'

i^xutones act as counter irHfnn+o 1

The irritation which follows tW f^^^'^^^'
«^d alteratives.

«cites the purulent secrerion^aJ^a , f
^'^ "^^^ *--«

interstitial resorption, which thetstim , r
^ ^ "" ^^' P^^'^^^^ °f

and frequent use a source of mu'chCefi^^^^ T'"*'^"' ^^°P*^-
to the veteidnaxy practitioner TheTsf 7 f"* satisfaction

to value is manifest and unquestioned ,• ,

""*' ^" ^^'^^
prebends affections of the che t oJ K , ^^ ^°^' ^^^ «««"-

I

-passages, and affections of tl; abdlt
,"'^""^*-" ^^ the

of the eye. and in dogs of the ear 'l^^^^.^^ ^S^^' with those

of local affections having a terdencv .T f""''^*^ *^« ^-°^--n
.Wous swelhngs ofL exttSie, atdTw'' 'Z

'^^'^'''^

uidicated in diseases of the locomotl ^ ^""^ frequently

Mens of joints, and in rleumah.^ '^^'''*"'' ^" '^^*^^° ^^

t^e resolution o softTumors ! T^''''
""'^ ^^«° ^^ «-"te

-etures. The mos hgib
'^^^ ^^^ oi the synovial

are prepared, especiaUy when thev Id ? ^^^''^ ^'^"t^^es

of drainage, or to prevent the acc^mlr"^''
'''''' '' ^ ---«

Unties, is the seton. It s recoZ^ ^^ ^""^ ^ anfractuous

andin paralysis, and also f^ t^S of at" iT^ ^^^^"«-
hocording to Bouley, it may often h.

^'""^^''^ ""^^"^' ^°d'

|«weU as of prognosis ^
^''""^^

'^ "^^^« «f diagnosis,

In an acute disease havinj? a tt,r^^^^ ^

^
ton .-ill have an irritating effect Id "^

"^^'^' '''''''^'^ *
celling about its tract, whLS the^a/d'

"" *° ' P^^^"^«"«
toward a fatal termination,TharS^^^ ''?' *^"^^^^«^

hm will soon cease to flow, and th! tr , 'T'"'"*^^^
^^^«^ i*

fvelv dry.
'
""'* *^^ ^^^^^ will remain compara-

IS*
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special periods or seasons of the year, and have thus invented the

seton of prevention or of precaittio?!, but without satisfaeto-ily

demonstrating what is to be prevented, or what anticipated. The

theory, if any, in which such an assumption originates cannot bo

certified, and honest veterinarians cannot themselves identity it

with such a practice or pretext.

If exutorics are a frequent resort, and are highly appreciattd

in veterinary surgery, and their general use is commonly uiuit

tended with danger, yet they are not always so absolutely harm

less that they may be trifled with, and prescribed without due

consideration of the peculiar conditions Under which their use is

contra-indicated. It cannot be rationally supposed that the

potency to which they owe their beneficial effect when rightly

directed is to vanish when it is erroneously applied, and that it

can be made innocuous by misdirecting it. Animals debilitated hy

heavy work or by disease ; those aflfected with chronic organic

ailments; those threatened with eruptive diseases, or suii'ering

with septic complaints; none of these are fit subjects for the

application of exutories.

SETONS.

A seton is a form of exutory which consists in the introduction

of a foreign substance under the skin, ordinarily a band of linen

tape, or a leather ring. The former is known as the tape seton,

while the second is more appropriately termed a rowel.

Tape Seton.

This is usually merely a piece of clean, white tape, of suitahle

width and length as required by the case. In some circumstiuices,

however, cords or braids of lint or horse-hair are substituted.

The seton may either be introduced under the skin alone and

dry, or it may be saturated with some instating fluid, or covered

with a stimulating ointment, to increase its effect and promote the

purulent secretion. The operator must not fail to allow a sutfi-

cient length to securely tie the ends which pass out at the two

openings of the tract through which it is drawn. Yet they are

not always secured by an ordinary knot, but are quite generally

united by a species of twist upon their extremities, which can be

readily loosened when it becomes necessary. This knot must be

sufiiciently wide and strong to prevent it from slipping through
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Fio. 816.-Seton Knots.

the incision. In some cases, instead of making a knot on the tapesmaU wooden pms are secured at the extremiles, and answerThesame purpose,
""owcx me

The essential instrument required to apply a seton is thepeculiar nee^e known as the seton needle. It isf of course, madevanous lengths, some consisting of but a single piece (Fig 218)

Fig. 217. mg.m. Fig. 819. pig.i

SKTON NEEDLES.
Fig.

m
22f

t:xpi
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while Others are in two or three sections, connected by screw joint,

(Figs 219 220, 221), and in some few instances fitted to hand..,^

Fiff 217)' But however they may otherwise vary, they arc m

the general form of a stiff, iron rod, with one lanceolated extrc in-

ity, both edges sharp, and a large eye at the blunt end to recive

the tape. The lanceolated portion is slightly curved on the tlat

side There are also other forms designed for special objects.

among which may be mentioned one which is used for passiug a

seton through the frog of the foot, and is therefore known as the

frog seton-needle.

Fig. 228.—Frog Seton Noedle.

For small animals, such as the dog, the smaller sized straight

needles are often suitable, and the one which is used for making

the quiU-suture is very convenient.
,^ . , , ,

Besides the seton needle proper, in its authorized and usual

patterns, occasions sometunes occur when to meet special recjune

ments, a straight, pointed bistouiy and a pair of scissors arc re-

quired as adjuncts.

PIO. 223.—QuUl Suture Needle.

The operation of setoning is comparatively a bloodless one,

and the division of the ceUular tissues through which the ueecUe

passes is very often made without any hemorrhage, let there

are regions where more or less blood may subsequently escap.

A re^on, therefore, where the ceUular tissue is abundant an

tooHB, is that which is most favorable for the mtroduction of

''^

The modus operandi is simple. The hair must be closely

cUpped from about the points selected for the two prehminary

flcur s, one for the entrance and one for the exit of the needle,
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md the patient must be properly secured. Certain nervous aninialH may obhge the surgeon to place them in the recumbent po"t.ou but our experience has taught us that the cases in whii'tl^l
.s necessary are very exceptional, and that in the great iLrity
of operations, the simplest means of restraint, a twitch, Xthe

The application of local anesthesia, so far as it may be practi-

:^Zf'^^:S:r'
^^"^^' '^ -an respects judidou's an^ 11mcu lable. Wxth the spraymg apparatus, any part of the body

can be reached with great facUity.
^

In introducing the needle, mkny veterinarians pass it dii-ectly
tln-ough he skin which is raised in a fold, and drawn away as flaspossible from the deeper tissues. This maybe readUy practVct
ble m regions where the cellular tissue is ver/loose and'abrdan"
as under the chest • but it is much less so, and more daTerou^
where the sbn is th ck, and the subjacent connective tissueTde
fieient or scant, and especially if the edges and point of the
needle are not perfectly sharp.

^

For this reason the method preferred by many is more iudi
cjous, of makmg an incision with the straight bistoui-y through
Je

skm at each of the two extremities of the proposed tractWugh which it is intended to pass the seton. Thrr^;l\Tot

M^r ' 7^""^^^^^^' *^« «l-ator holding the sL
t"

fokUith one hand, whde with the other he guides the needle
lUKler the skin and parallel with it, through the cell2 Zlne
en enng tbrough one of the punctm-es made with the bistouryandemergmg through the other. The point most import^rfo
serve here is that of so guiding the needle in its motion ttat itMneitherplunge into the deeper tissues nor emerge outwar^y

t the jn-ong place. At this point the scissors may be utihTd bv

rs'I:
"^T °"^ *'^ ^^^^^ °^ ^^'' -^ pressi^^do^^'

tlie surface. Directions are sometimes ffiven as the tipvfl \

fcsaferplan would be to have the tape already m pClhenfc.e* ,. jnt^oduced. Afterthe tapeL bee/dr"^ tL^Xa. Ihe iieeiUe disengaged, the next and final step is eithe7r^

z ;::fiTn 'f°
"^

»

'^"- -• -*-* '^^~
il»:2:S

"'"'''"'"« °'- *'""« "^-''^ ''--bed, and

If
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The first effects following the application of a seton arc tiir^se

met with in a majority of ordinary wounds ;
more or lens Hw.llmg

and inflammation, followed by an access of the suppurative- pio.

cess. At the points of insertion and exit of the needle, a (•( rtiiin

amount of hemorrhage takes place, generaUy of no importance.

and subsiding without interference, and this is succeeded by ii

swelling along the braid of the seton, at first more or less diiVus;

ble, with a tendency to increase during the first forty-eight Luurs

but then becoming more defined. In the beginning, and for thi.

first two days, there is a flow of a thin serosity from the opcumg

of the seton, which gradually assumes the character of suppura-

tion of good quaUty in the shape of creamy, laudable pus. I'l) to

this period the seton needs no attention, and should be left witL-

out interference, to exhibit the natural traumatic eftect of its

presence. Although it is desirable to have the suppuration well

established and flowing freely, it must not be permitted to accunui

late in the tract, and should be subjected once or twice a dcy to

gentle pressure along the entire length of the seton, to expel tlie

least portion of purulent matter present. At the same time, «ucb a

pressure as would be Ukely to crush the granulations of the wound

and thus excite small hemorrhages, must be avoided.

The cleaning and washing of the openings of the seton. and of

the tape itself, must be carefully and strictly performed as often

as the abundance of the discharge requires it. It should bo sys-

tematicaUy attended to, not less than once or twice daily, at the

least. Precautions must be taken to prevent the animal from

biting and puUing off the seton, and yet this accident is very

possible, audit may frequently become necessary to replace it. In

that case the needle should be introduced by its blunt end, with

the new tape previously inserted in the eye. At times it becomes

necessary for other reasons to renew the seton. A feasible way

to effect this wiU be to attach the old tape to the new, and dniw

out the former by means of the latter. The length of time s

seton ought to be allowed to remain in place varies according to

circumstances, extending to a period of from three to four weeks,

or even longer.

When the time has arrived for the discontinuance of a seton.

if more than one have accomplished their purpose and had the

desii-ed effect, they ought not to be all removed at the Banie time,

,

but singly, and with an interval between them. Nor must tJie
|
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wcund be noglectod because the Heton ban been removed, but itmuHt receive „eede.l attention for several day. The openingn of
t tract w:lHt.llre<,mre cleaning, and the residue of the pus wiU
^.ll^reciuire the aid of pressure to effect the tin.d emptying of the

Tape setons are appUed upon aU parts of the body, but more
frequently of course, in regions where their therapeutic effects aremost needed for which reason they will be Lost commonly
fouud on the breast, the ribs, the shoulder, the hip. the thigh, thi
stirie. the abdomen, the neck, the cheeks and the foot

[a) ne />'m..s._This is a very common location for the setons.
In insertmg It the ammal is secured in the usual way, but to pre!
veBt his strikmg the operator with his fore feet it will be necessary
to Lave one of his hind legs raised and firmly held. If there is
but one seton it must be introduced on the median line; if two
one on each side of it.

'

The position assumed by the operator varies, according to the
abdity he possesses, and the hand with which he operates If
ambKexter, and but a single seton is to be introduced, he can
opemte from either side of the animal, and if two are to be insert-
ed, be can change the neecUe from one hand to the other, to suit
lu,s couvemence, Avithout change of position.

This seton is to extend from the anterior extremity of the
8
ernum downward and backward, under the chest, or between

the ore legs, backwai'd beyond the elbow. When the incision of
exit Las been made, and the tape introduced into the eye of the
needle the instrument must be drawn away in the direction op-
posite to that m which it was introduced, to avoid the possibility
of doing injury with the point or the edges

(J) On the Jilbs or the Chest.-Setons are used in these
regions lor the treatment of diseases of the thoracic organs
Sometimes as many as three are applied, either on one or both
Ides of the chest. They should be placed in a slightly obUque
irection from before backward and from above downwTd!
eginnmg about the middle of the side of the thorax, and ex-
ending as far as the lower border of the chest, occupying, there-^e he lower hdf of the thoracic cavity. The manner o^f inse"
mgthe seton in the tract made by an incision with a bistoury
though a fold of the sidn has been already described/^dT
repetition m mmute detaU becomes unnecessary.

}5l

I
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Cure muHt bo taken W*»ile oporatiug in tluH region to av<ii(l

woundiiif,' the Hpur voin, which can bo done by raining the fkiu

well from it wlu'n the point of the inHtrumcnt has reached its

courHe, by whieh movement the needle pa«HeH outnido of tlic

vein and can bo brought outside on the inferior border of tin'

thorax. The tai^e is then placed in the eye of either the lu i illc

or the blade as already frenuontly described. Our own pnuihi

is to secure the tape through the eye of the hln(b\ and draw tin

tape into position by removing the needle from below upwui'l.

considering this \)\o3x to be both more convenient and less duii-

gerous.

(f) At the Shoulder.—Setons are often ajjplied in this reyiou

against lameness of old standing ; at times only one, at otLcin

two, or oven more, according to the extent and location jf the dis-

eased legion. When applying more than one, they are (•oniiuouly

placed parallel with each other. Many practitioners pliu-e tliciu

crossing each other, meeting in the middle of their leuglb, niili

their point of meeting on a If^vel with the center of the hchiiuIo-

humeral johit. In placing them, the comjjound, or three-jointed

needle, somewhat flexible (already described), will be npccssnvv,

as being capable of adapting itself as much as possible to tlie

convexity of the joint. Some care is required in the selection of

a proper place for the puncture, and the animal must be kept iu

the standing position as much under restraint as possible.

There is probiibly no special rule for the location and direction

in which setons should be applied, the discretion of the oponitor.

in many cases, furnishing the only guide. This is well illustratid

in the application of the vionstrous ''seton u la (••t'nliL" no calltil

from its inventor, and which consisted in surrouxAUUg tin eutiie

scapular surface with one immense seton, beginning at the i rvical

angle of the scapula, running along its anterior border to a poiut

below the shoulder, passing in front of ihe breast to the iixillu,

through that region, hoi'izontally back on a level with the elbow,

to return outward and then upward to the dorsal angle of the

".'".p^il'i, vi'here it ended. This form of exutory is no longer tolcr-

t!..' '., ihe djiigers attending it, from the severe and exliaustiiig

ill '•-<:• tiO of the oiyr.,nism having brought it into discredit, with

C;i.8 i svJt of its d;; missal from general practice.

A seton at the shoulder requires special protection from tbe

animal, by means of the cradle or the side bars, its loeiitiou
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making it too oa«ily acccHHibl. to hlH tooth to bo Buffered to remam loug m placo witliout Huch u dotViu',.
id) y>yn (/,e //,yjolnt.-Lam.noHH of this rcnon is fre.luoatly troat. l,v the tape Hoton. the conditiouH c.f 2^Z^

t.on b. m, uear., MonticU with thoHo ro,uirod whoa Ih s o hl^.the .egiou involved. Thoy are ph.ced, whether niu.de 01 ou

.1 <• J ; ,

°°^ inHoited HO obhciuely as to interfere with
... free flow o the pun. A needle niuular fo that uned wUhTieshoulder will bo found convenienf nr,,! f^ • ,

^\llll tlio

Zn r' '"'""r-"-*.'
""« «*™t of the twitch wutttt o.he «iJo liuM ,„a raismg one of fte hind less

*™it, to the .uporior third of the shonCd thJvIX^
— wen .eu4 and'JZX t^h^le^itr;

In f fT' ,'"•". f"''""^ "" '""' ''"i-W '° msert in con'

::i-re ^ortrrertl-"S:rn'*f

Bp,: t: ta
,': »""'"f'?

- '^» W0»"e BWe of the bo^

-jiuttiiT. jjositiuii tor the salelv of f (ifl m->ot.af^,. a
^...ury ..d the ordinary ,eton.neecu'„ arlTe^rd

'

Iht:^

SSSm
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while lying down has his hind leg extended by the traction made
upon it by assistants with a rope. An incision is made a'oi.vc

with the bistoury, and the needle introduced through it, it is

pushed downward in front of the joint, carefully raising the skiu

as it progresses, to avoid injury of the femoro-patellar articulatinn

(</) tSeton on the Abdomen.—This seton is both difficult jind

dangerous to apply in the standing position, and, therefore, unless

the animal is very carefully secured, and the operator unusimlh

dexterous, it is better to have the animal cast. The setou pl.ued

on the median line, vmder the abdomen, extends from about tlie

xyphoid cartilage back to near the sheath or other mamma'. lu

applying it, care must be taken to avoid injury to the tunica abdoiu-

inalis and the abdominal muscles, or making a deep wound of

the abdomen. Caution must also be exercised against the possi-

bihty of the animal kicking against the needle at. the moment of

its passage through the skin at the opening of exit The tape

when introduced in the eye of the instrument is to be drawn into

the tract by pulling the needle away from behind forward.

(/t) Setons to the Neck.—These are recommended against im-

mobUity and periodic ophthalmia. They are placed in an oblique

direction, one or two, on one or both sides of the neck. The hori-

zontal direction sometimes recommended is certainly (|uit(? un-

likely to facilitate the free escape of pus. In introducing the

needle it is better to direct it from below upward, starting at

about the level of the convexity of the mastoido-humeralis muscle.

(«) Setons on the Cheeks.—These have been more or less ad-

vised in the treatment of diseases of the eyes, and principally of

periodic ophthalmia. They are placed a little below the zygomat-

ic spine, below and in front of the temporo-maxillary articulation.

and extend downward some distance in front of the zygomatic

crest. The blood vessels of that region, and principally the hirpe

nerves which cover the masseter muscles, must be carefully avoiil

ed, to guard against paralysis of the lip.

{j) Setons in the Foot.—The insertion of a seton in the foot,

or the froy-seton, as it is also called, has been principally recom-

mended in the treatment of navicular disease, though it is con-

sidered by many as of very doubtful utility. A special curved

needle (see Fig. 222) is used for the purpose. The hor.se is iu

some instances kept in the atPTiding position, while in some special

cases it is better to have him thrown.
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to aUow the introduction of the rowel, rolled or doubled on itself:

then, with the scissors passed flatwise under the skin, a pouch is

made, by dividing the cellular tissues, of sufficient dimensions to

secure the rowel, which is to be opened or unrolled and flattc uoa

in the pouch in such a manner as to bring its central oponhig in

correspondence with the incision in the skin.

This form of seton can remain for a period of from fiftttii to

twenty days, and there are cases where it has been kept in pLuc

as long as' six weeks. It can easily be removed with the forctps

or a pointed tenaculum.

Trochiscus.

This is an exutory formed of some mineral or vegetable suli-

stance, sometimes termed an issue pea, possessed of irritatiug or

even caustic properties, which are introduced under the skiu in the

same manner as the ro,vel. They differ from the other exutorie.

by causing a greater amount of irritation, a higher degree of in-

flammation, and for that reason are left in place for a shorter

period, and are removed as soon as inflammatory symptoms ure

weU estabUshed. They are less frequently used in solipeds, but

are of more common employment in cattle. In the former, how-

ever, lameness of long standing in the upper segments of the legs

has been successfully relieved by them. In cattle they are often

inserted in the dewlap. They can be introduced directly under

the skin, either through an incision made alone, or attached to ii

seton, which may continue longer in place after the removal of the

trochiscus.

Accidents, Sequel.k of Setons.

The accidents which sometimes follow the application of setons

are: hemorrhage, gangrenous swellings, abscesses, excessive

granulations or fungosities, and indurations.

(<0 JIi')iiorrh(ige.—ln ordinary circumstances, their introduf-

tion is accompanied by the escape of only a few drops of blooJ,

but there are cases where abundant hemorrhages oceui-, eitlur

resulting from an injury to some blood vessels, or because of a

special hemorrhagic predisposition in the animal, as when it is in

a debilitated or auiemic state.

When there is hemorrhage, it usually shows itself at the con

elusion of the operation, the blood oozing in drops from the open-
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of the pus, and to be treated generally after the maimer of shnilur

tumors in other pai-ts of the body. But occasionaUy a filtration

of the pus takes place between tue different layers of tissues, aiul

the abscesses become troublesome. To avoid their formation

there must be a complete and regular evacuation of the tract by

pressing out the contents once a day or oftener, accordmg as

the discharge requires it. To avoid the possibiUty of the mi.aa-

tion of the pus and the formation of a deep abscess, the opH:it,,v

must be careful not to make a false tract with the needle durmg

its passage imder the skin.

(d) Excessim Granulations or Fungosities.—'Y\iQ%eoiien ocnxv

at the openings of the tract, when the tape has been left m plac.

a long time. They are not of a serious character, and can be re-

moved by excision or cauterization.

(e) Induratlotis.—These are also among the sequehe of setons

left in position too long, or when, after the removal of the tape,

cai-e has not been taken to press out and thoroughly empty the

tract of any remaining portion of the discharge. These indurations

appear in the form of long, hardened cords, extendmg more or

less in the original length of the setons, They often disappear

spontaneously, by a slow process of resorption, but m many cases

it becomes necessary to have recourse to friction with alterative

ointments composed of preparations of mercury or lodme. Deep

pointed cauterization, or their entire removal by dissection are also

recommended.

ABLATION OF TUMORS.

Under this heading are included the various modes of tbe divi-

sion of tissues involved in the removal of tumors—a tumor being,

as technically defined, a non-inflammatory mass, constituted by

tissues of new formation, and having a tendency to peraistency

and possible growth.
^ „ . . •

i

The term ablation, of which the common definition is simply

taki7ig amiy, is in surgery employed to denote the excision or re-

moval of tumors—a tumor being, in a surgical sense, any morbid,

circumscribed enlargement affecting any of the structures or organs

of the body, sometimes harmless, and sometunes malignant and

fatal in their character and termination.

The surgical means at the disposal of the vetennarm, bv

which this operation is accomplished, are not so numerous as
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while it is necessary to preserve the skin which covers it. Whut-

evei- form of incision may be used, it must always extend bey.md

the base of the tumor to allow a free dissection and an easy removal

of all the diseased tissues. The convex bistoury is preferred in

this step of an operation and must be appUed with Ught prossurc.

and a very guarded motion, to avoid any subcutaneous blood ves-

sels that may run over the surface of the growth, and which uv.iy

be of large size.

The incision is followed by the dissection, which is done with

the scalpel or the bistoury, by separating the tumor from the teg-

uments, carefully avoiding surrounding structures, which sLouKl

be held aside with the forceps or tenaculum, in order to keep

the wound open and accessible. Instead of the scalpel or bis-

toui7, the blunt end of the scissors sometimes becomes the iu-

strument by which the adhesions of the cellular tissue ooveriug

the tumor are most easily destroyed.

In the third step, or the extu-pation of the tumor, either the

bistoury, the scalpel or the sage knife maybe the most eligible iu-

strument, according to the consistency of the tumor, whether hard,

cartilaginous or bony If it is of sufficiently small size, by steady-

ing it with the forceps or tenaculum, it may be excised with a

single stroke of the instrument. If too large for .this, it may be

controlled by passing a loop of ribbon or tape through it, by which

its position can be changed at pleasure, to facihtate its complete

dissection. The hemorrhage foUowing may be arrested by any of

the usual hemostatic measures. ^Vhen the tumor is of large di-

mensions this last step of the operation will require great care in

the execution, and the blood vessels which may run through its

base must be securely ligated before the tumor is entirely excised.

Pig. 285.—Ecraseur of Chassaignao.
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Fig. 829.—Ecraseur of Reynal.

Fig. 8290.—HauBsman Ecraaeur.
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needle with a double thread or cord, thus dividing the growth

into sepiirato halves, each haviug its own distinct Ugatm-e, tied

on opposite sides of the peduncle.

Third Mithod, Multljdi' L'kjo irc.—ki times, the tumor nmv

have a sufficiently wide base to reciuiro the addition of a third

ligatui-e in order to secure a sufficient amount of constx-iction to

slough the entire mass, m which case special needles b(ci)iue

necessary. These are longer than the ordinary ones, tho.igb

more or less flexible, and with an eye in the centre, additional to

that at the extremity, according to indications.

When the tumor is to be divided into three portions two

needles are necessary, and a correspondingly long threiul. The

needles being passed together through the base of the tumor, with

sufficient intervale between to divide it into three nearly eiiual

FIO. 231.—TroMo I^lpnturo.

parts, leave, when drawn through, three Ugatures with Avkirh to

enclose separately the central and two lateral portions of the

peduncle.

If it becomes necessary to apply four ligatures, two diftVicnt

needles ai-e necessai-y, one (female) long, having an eye in the

FiO. 232.—Female Needle. FlQ. 233.—Male Ni'i'd

centre, and another (male) of the ordinary form, with the eye at

its extremity, but of a size which will permit its passage with a

double thread through the central eye of the other. This male

needle is to carry a long, double thread. The manipulation is

very obvious. The first needle is inserted far enough to brmg

the central eye half way through the growth, and the second

needle is passed through it, and out at the other side; then, draw-

ing out the first, two double ligatures are left, or one for each

quarter of the tumor. AU that then remains is the tymg of the

four knots. „ . . . j ;„

To describe it more in detail, the female needle is inserted in
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FlO. 2;!9 -Tbo I,l«'i-

turoa Soourrd.

Fio. a38.—Tho Tumor divided

In Kour.

Fourth Method, Subcutaneous Ziffature.—Thin mothoa is so!.

dom practiced, as there are always objections to leaviuf; uucler

the skin the luortified structures aividccl by the constriction of the

cord But as there may be circumstances under which the growth

cannot be immediately uncovered, its application becomes a (lues-

tion of necessity.

Three needles are required: one, A, straight and sharp; the

second, B, straight and pointed, the third, C, curved and ulso

pointed. These are placed upon a single long thread.

Fio. 240.-Tliread and Needles for SubcuteneouB Ligatures. Fio. 241.-lst Stop.

The growth A being subcutaneous, and spherical in shape, a

vertical cutaneous fold is raised above its superior third, through

the base of which the needle A is introduced. Leaving the fold

loose, and the skin resuming its position, a first portion of liga-

ture is found in place, under the teguments, surrounding one-

third of the circumference at C (Fig. 241). The curved needle, C.

is then passed through the tumor, entering at C, and coming out

j

at B, with the loop D, and at B the needle is removed (Fig. 242).

By these first steps of the operation, the superior third of the

,

growth is surrounded by the loop of thread B, C, D, both of whose

j
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less suddenly and firmly, but never with sufficient force to pro-

duce an immediate section, an oi)eration which could have h('< n

more easily performed, and with less pain, with the bistoury. To

avoid this section, apply the constriction slowly, and in accordance

with the effects produced, and the resistance encountered by tlie

ligature. If the tissues are soft and frangible, it would be unsafe

to complete the constriction at once, and it should be deforicd

to a later period ; if, on the contrary, it is hard and resisting, the

ligature may be drawn tightly, and firmly tied at once. Orelinitiv

traction on the ligature may be made with the hands only, but

when extra strong and steady traction is required, wooden holders

will prove of great assistance. These means of securing the liga-

ture on the tumor are successful so long as it is comparatiMly

superficial, but if it is situated at a certain depth, special uistru-

ments are required. Among these is one particularly adapted to

the removal of growths from the natural cavities, such as the

nasal, rectal, vaginal or inguinal regions. It consists of a woodcu

or metallic tube, of variable length, through which the loop of ii

double, strong, waxed ligature can be introduced into the canty

Fig. 248.—Ligature Carrier.

and adjusted around the base of the tumor, and when in position,

tightened by traction on the thread at the mouth of the tube, aiiil

so secured that the constriction can be maintained at any degree

of tightness, and increased or relaxed at pleasure.

3d.—Elastic Ligatube.

This is but a variation from the ordinary ligature, iu which

an india-rubber cord or tubing of suitable diameter is substi-

tuted for the other means of constriction. It is applied like tlie

others at the base of the tumor, and secured in the same luiinuer.

The pecuharity of its action arises, of course, from its ( lasticitv, I

the result of which is a constant unrelaxing, self-regulating con-

striction, which continues automatically until the ablution is

effected.

The growth upon which the elastic Ugature is apphed soon I

begins to undergo changes, which may be at first uuuoticeable. I
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CHAPTER VI.

OPERATIONS ON BONES.

FRACTURES.

In technical language a fracture is a " solution of continuity iu

the structure or substance of a bone," and it ranks among the

most serious of the lesions to which the horse—or any aniniul—

can be subject. It is a subject of special interest to veterinariuns,

and to horse owners as well, in view of the vai'iety of forms in

which it may occur, as weU as of the loss of time to which it sub-

jects the patient, and the consequent suspension of his earning

capacity. Though of less serious consequence in the horse than

in man, it is always a matter of grave import. It

is always slow and tedious in healing, and is fre-

quently of doubtful and unsatisfactoiy result.

This solution of continuity may take place in

two principal ways. In the most numerous in-

stances it includes the total thickness of the bone

and is a comjjlete fracture. In other cases it iu

volves a portion only of the thickness of the Iwue,

and for that reason is described as

hicomplete (Fig. 250) If the bone

is divided into two separate portions,

and the soft parts have received no

injury, the fracture is a simple one

;

or it becomes compound if the soft

parts have suffered laceration, and

comminuted if the bones have been

crushed or ground into fragments,

many or few. The direction of the

break also determines its further

classification. Broken at a right an-

gle, it is transverse (Fiff. 251") : at a i''"- ^'*

FIO. 249.—Complete °.^
, , ., ,' " ',,. iucomiiH'

Fracture. different angle it becomes oblique Fracture.

(Fig. 252), an:

plate fracture,
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ment, when the facts justify this description. Again, a fractiac

may be bttra-artlcidar or extra-articular, as it extends within a

joint or otherwise, and once more, intra-periosteal, when the ]( ri-

osteum remains intact. And, finally, there is no absolute limit to

the use of descriptive terminology in the case.

The condition of displacement is largely influential in ditir-

mining the question of treatment, and as affecting the final result

of a case of fracture. This, however, is dependent npon its loca-

tion or Avhether its seat be in one or more of the axes of the l)()iie,

in its length, its breadth, its thicknsss, or its circumference. Aii

incomplete fracture may also be either simple or comminuted, the

periosteum, in the latter case when it is intact, keeping tlie t'ni"--

ments together, the fracture in that case belonging to the iutra-

periosteal class. At times there is only a simple fissure or split

in the bone, making a condition of much difficulty of diagnosis.

Two varieties of originating cause may be recognized in cases

of fracture. They are the predisposing and the occasunuil. A.s

to the first, different species of animals differ in the degree of their

liability. That of the dog is greater than that of the horse, aiul, in

horses, the various questions of age, the mode of labor, the season

of the year, the portion of the body most exposed, and the existence

of ailments, local and general, are all to be taken into account.

Among horses, those employed in heavy draught work or that

are driven over bad roads, are more exposed than light-draii"'bt

or saddle horses, and animals of different ages are not ecumllv

liable. Dogs and young horses, with those which have become

sufficiently aged for their bones to have acquired an enhanced

degree of frangibility, are more Hable than those which have not

exceeded the time of theu' adult prime. The season of the year

is undoubtedly, though in an incidental way, an important factor

in the jjroblem of the etiology of these accidents, for though they

may be observed at all times, it is during the months wlien the

sUppery condition of the icy roads renders it difficult fur both

men and beasts to keep their feet, that they occur most fre(|iiently.

The long bones, those especially which belong to the extremities,

are most frequently the seat of fractures, from the circumstance of

their superficial position ; their exposure to contact and coUisiou,

and the violent muscular efforts involved both in their constant

rapid movement and their labor in the shafts or at the pole of

heavy and heavily laden carriages.
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powerlessnesB will vary according to the kind of frActure and the

bone which is injured. For example, a fractui'e of the cuiiumi,

bone without displacement, or of one of the phalanges whicli ure

surrounded and sustained by a comjjlex fibrous structure, iss, in a

certain degree, not incompatible with some amount of restiiii'- of

the foot. But, on the contrary, if the shank bone, or that of the

foreai'm be the implicated member, it would be very difficult f(jr

the leg to exercise any agency whatever in the support of the

body. And in a fracture of the lower jaw, it would be obvioush-

futile to expect it to contribute materially to the mastication of

food.

A fractui'e seldom occurs which is not accompanied with a

degree of deformity, greater or less, of the region or the leir

affected. This is due to the exudation of the blood into tht

meshes of the surrounding tissues and io the displacement whitli

occurs between the fragments of the uones, with subsequtiitly

the swelling which follows the inflammation of the surrounilin<'

tissues. The character of the deformity will mainly depend upon
the manner in which the displacement occurs.

In a normal state of things the legs perform their movements
with the joints as their only centres or bases of action, with no

participation of intermediate points, wMle with a fracture the

flexibility and motion which will be observed at unnatural points

are among the most strongly characteristic signs of the lesion.

No one need be told that when the shaft of a limb is seen to bend

midway between the joints, with the lower portion swiuginc

freely, that the leg is broken. But there are still some comhtions

where the excessive mobility is not easy to detect with certjiinty.

Such are the cases where the fracture exists in a short bone, near
{

a movable joint, or in a bone of a region where several short and

email bones are united in a group, or even in a long bone where
j

its situation is such that the muscular covering prevents the I

\'isible manifestation of the symptom.

If the situation of a fracture precludes its discovery by means
j

of this abnormal flexibility, other detective methods remain. And

after all there is one decisive sign which, though it may not avail

in every case, as it does not, is in cases where its testimony cau
|

be secured absolute and positive beyond question. This is crep-

itation, or the peculiar effect which is produced by the frictioii

!

of the fractured surfaces one against another. Though discerned I
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more or less deep and diffused, may follow. In some cases Kuiall

bonv friigiiieuts from a comminuted fracture, becoming loosf uuil

acting as foreign bodies, may give rise to troublesome tistulous

tracts. A frequent complication is hemorrhage, which often be-

comes of serious consecjuence. A fracture in close proximity to u

joint may be accompanied by dangerous intlammations of iiu-

portant organs, and may induce an attack of pneumonia, plcnrisy,

ai'thritis, etc., as well as luxations or dislocations, and tbo more

so if situated near the chest. Gandrene, as a conseciuciuc of

contusions or of hemon'hage or of an impediment to the circula-

tion, caused by unskillfully applied apparatus, must not be over-

looked among the occasional incidents; nor must loekjov. which

is not an uncommon occuiTence. Even laminitis has been met

with as the result of forced and long-continued immobility of the

feet in the stapding posture, as one of the involvements of una-

voidably i^rotracted treatment.

"When a simple fracture has been properly treated, and the

broken ends of the bone have been securely held in coaptatiou. one

of two things will occur. Either—and this is the more common

event—there will be a union of the two ends by a solid cicatrix,

the callus, or the ends will continue separated or become only

partially united by an intermediate fibrous structure. In the

first instance the fracture is consoUdated, or united, in the second
|

there is a false articulation, or pseudo-arthrosis.

The time required for a firm union or true consolidation of a 1

fracture Avill vary wth the character of the bone aftected. tlie aj,'e

and constitution of the patient, and the general condition of the

case. The union will be perfected earlier in a young than in aa

adult animal, and sooner in the latter than in the aged, anJ a I

general healthy condition is of com*se, in every resinct. au|

advantage.

The mode of cicatiization, or method of repair in le^ ous of I

the bones, has been a subject of much study among invest igatorsl

in pathology, and has eUcited various expressions of opini( n t'romj

those high in authority. But the weight of evidence and pre-l

ponderance of opinion are about settled in favor of tlie tbeorvj

that the law of reparation is the same for both the hard and the!

soft tissues. In one case a simple exudation of material, with tbs

proper organization of newly formed tissue, 'Nvill brin- about

union by the first intention, and in another the work will be acJ
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appearing between the periosteum and tbe external surface oi tbf

bone, as well as on the inner side of the medullary cavity. After

a few days the ends of the bone thus surrounded by this exiulntc

become involved in it, and the lymph, becoming vascular, is sdon

transformed into cartilaginous, and in due time into bony tisMic.

Thus the time reipiired for the consolidation of the fraotund

segments is divisible into two distinct periods. In the tirst tbi v

are surrounded l)y an external bony ring, and the medullary cniiy

is closed by a bony plug or stopper, constitutmg the period of the

provisional callus. This is followed by the period of pennntifnt

eallua, during which the process :s going forward of converting

the cartilaginous into the osseous form.

The restorative process is sooner completed in the carnivorous

than in the herbivorous tribes. In the former the temporary callus

may attain sufficient firmness or consistency for the careful use

of the limb within four weeks, but with the latter a period of from

six weeks to two months is not too long to allow before removing

the supporting apparatus from the limb.

This in general terms represents the fact when the resources

of nature have not been thwarted by untoward accidents, Huch as

a want of vigor in the constitution of the patient or a lack of skill

on the part of the practitioner, and especially when, from any

cause, the bony fragments have not been kept in a state of i jrfect

immobility and the constant friction has prevented the osseous

union of the two portions. Failures and misfortunes are ahvavs

more than possible, and instead of a solid and practiculile bony

union the sequel of the accident is sometimes a false joint, com-

posed of mere flexible cartilage, a poor pseudo-arthrosis. The ex-

planation of this appears to be that, first, the sharp edges of the

j

ends of the bone disappear by becoming rounded at their extrem-

ities, by friction and polishing against each other. Then follows

an exudation of a pla.itic nature, which becomes transforined into

a cartilaginous layer of a rough articular aspect. In this, bony

nuclei soon appear, and the lymph secreted between the segments

thus transformed, instead of becoming truly ossified, is changed

into a sort of fibro-cartilaginous pouch or capsular sac, in wMcli

a somewhat albuminous secretion, or pseudo-synovia, permits the

movement to take place. Most commonly, however, in our

animals, the union of Lhe bony fragments is obtained whnUvj

through the medium of a layer of fibrous tissue, and it is becausel
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not conHniououHly viHil.l<-, uh those of the ribn, wliere clispla,,.

meiits are either very limited or do not occur, the parts being h jt

in s!fu by the nature of their position, the shapo of the bones, tin

articuhitions they form with the vertebne, the sternum, or th u

cartihi-'es of prolongation; those of transverse processes of ih,

luml)ar vertebne ; those of the bones of the face ;
those of thr ili

um, and that of the coffin bcmes. To continue the category, tl...v

are' evidently curable when their position an<l the caiaracter of i1h

patient contribute to aid the treatment. Those of the crauuna.

in the absence of cerebral lesions; those of the jaws, of the nl>..

with displacement, of the hip, and those of the bone of the leg n.

movable regions, but where their vertical position admits of lui-

feet coaptation.

On the contrary, a compound, comphcated, or commimit.a

fracture, in whatever region it may be situated, may be accouul. i

incurable.
. i i

In treating fractures, time is an important element and ' de-

lays are dangerous." Those of recent occurrence unite mon. cim-

ly and more regularly than older ones.

.Second. As a general rule, fractures are less serious m au'.inuls

of the smaller species than in those of more bulky dimeusious.

This injiuence of species will be readily appreciated when w nal-

ize that the difficulties involved in the treatment of the latter cliiss

have hardly any existence in connection with the former. The

difference in weight and size, and consequent facility in haiulliu.',

and making the necessary applications of dressings and other ap-

pliances for the purpose of securing the indispensable immolnhty

of the parts, and usually a less a.gree of uneasm. ss in ihc de-

portment of the patients are cor.siderations in this <'onnecti..n of

^%7dnl^ln respect to the utilization of the animal, the most

obvious point in estimating the. gravity of the case in a fra.tare^

accident is the certainty of the total loss of the services of the pa-

tient during treatment-certainly for a considerable period of

time, perha;s permanently. For example, the fractuxe ol lie y. I

of a steer just fattening for the shambles .il im^lve a heane

LsB thanisimilax accident to a horse. Usually the fracture f

the bones of the extremities in a horse as a very senous easu t

U

the more so proportionately as the higher region of the h.nb h

affec^;^.! In working amni;ds it is exceedingly difficult m treats
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v.ihu. ,iH hrvcatn'H. Other Hiw-.-ifw
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/'''-'VA. A... a„a IZ
""^^ "'^^'"^'' "»'^>' l>^" omitted.

^
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'^'^ ''" '"'"^ '^ "^^•-' -—
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^l^sposition wUl H..t n>-oplt f a .loeile, quiet

«""1'1 I'e neutralised bv the fiu i

'"""^'"^ '"'''^""^^'" ^^'^"'^

'"••Hctable Huflerer
""" opposition of a peoviHh and

aH "earl, us possible in their nZ^^^T'^'''' ^' '^^ l-^'^
retention in that position for ,. ,

^'"""^ou. The second is their
0^' tl^e l-visiondlal"^J^^^^^^^^ ^"f.7!^

^or the formation

-1-it of the second, the olj .Vt /^ ^^ '^ ^'''^^ ^" ^^^* '"' i""

-.- of miscarria,e\vl::ch Xht S^^r' ^T
""^'^"^" ^^•

In reference to the first on^ln
"^"^'^^.^^^ ^'"^'ative process.

;^^t the accident X relrtl'^^^^^^
tome, and Lis removal becom. JT \ .

'''^''''''' ^'•"^" ^«
Of course this must be cW fu '^"*^ *^ '^^ '^""'^^'^^ to.

^^ trentod on the" ot so mir^t^^^^ ""' i'"""^^^^" ^^ ^^^ «-"
1-ticable, and thfrnett d o remo f

"' ''""^'' *'^^ ^« -^^^«-

-i,'
lor settlement. But tl w„

"""^'^ '^' 'i"^^^^-' -'^-

eifewalk or be earn d if 1?/^^* "^^^-^-^-l^e must
e-r,' caution must be Ibserv dt or 1

' \
"
f"'^^^^

*^ "^>- '^^^

j-^- will not ai.;,s .j:z !::^:sSt^ ^^''-^^-^ ^'^
'f must be by means of u wajron « frT

''"^ '^ ^'^^'"^'l

to- bein. designed und Xtej o 11"
" '"'"''""' *^^

hour.se, be the preferable veh^ct aV ^'^^'"'^' ^^"«^J' of

J-er be overlooked, a ten,™ ,. ' ^T""''^
^^^^'^ «^-^<i

Tl^H ..ay be so don; asZ thJTiT'' '^""^^ ^^«* ''^ '^PPbed.

h tl^^' patient, a fracture of an infer or de
^"' '''''''

l--uru 10 one of the severesf hir^A , i • i T -^ '^'-" trans-

J
y.

we lecall a case m which a fast trotting

^1

I
.i

-iisi
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horse, after running away in a fright caused by the 'whistle of a

locomotive, was found on the road Uminng with excessive laiup-

ness in the off fore leg, and walked with comparative ease sonic

two miles to a stable before being seen by a surgeon. His imme-

diate removal in an ambulance was advised, but before that volii-

cle could be procured the horse laid down, and upon being made

to get upon his feet was found with a well-marked comminute J

fracture of the os suffraginis, with considerable displacemeut.

The patient, however, after long treatment, made a comparatively

good recovery, and though with a large bony deposit, a ringbone,

was able to trot among the forties.

The two obvious indications in cases of fracture are reduction,

or replacement and retention.

In an incomplete fracture, where there is no displacement, the

necessity of reduction does not exist. With the bone kept in

place by an intact periosteum, and the fragments secured by the

uninjured fibrous and ligamentous structure which surroumls

them, there is no dislocation to correct. It is also at times ren-

dered impossible by the seat of the fracture itself, by its dimouHiouH

alone, or by the resistance arising from the muscular contraction

excited by the surgical manipulation. This is illustrated even in

small animals, as in dogs, by the exceeding difficulty encountered

in bringing the ends of a broken femur or humerus together, the

muscular contraction being even in these animals sufficiently for-

cible to renew the displac ement.

It is generally, therefore, only fractm-es of the long bones, and

then at points not in close proximity to the trunk, that may be con-

sidered to be amenable to reduction. It is true that some of the

more superficial bones, as those of the head, of the pelvis, and of

the thoracic walls may in some cases require special manipulations

and appliances for their retention in their normal positions, but

the treatment of these and of a fractured leg cannot be the sanie.

The methods of accomplishing reduction vary with the featmes

of each case, the manipulations being necessarily modified to meet

changing circumstances. If the displacement is in the thickness

of the bone, as in transverse fracture, the manipulation of reduc-

tion consists in applj-ing a steady pressure upon one of the frag-

ments, while the other is kept steady in its place, the object of the

pressure being the re-estabh«hmeut of the exact coincidence of tlio

two bony suiiaces. If the displacement has taken phwte at an
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angle It ^vUl be sufficient in order to effect the reduction to pressupon the sumnaxt or apex of the angle until its disappearance Idxcates that he parts have been brought into coapMion T^^"method xs often practiced in the treatment of a fracLed rib lla long:tud.nal fractm-e, or when the fragments are pressed t ttherby the contraction of the muscles to which they give inslr ionuntU they so overlap as to coi.espond by certain p^ointsTf the"cu-cumference the reduction is to be accomplished bv eftltWhe movements of extension, counter.e.teusL, and l^a^!Extension is accomphshed by making traction upon theWr por'tionof thelmib. Counter-extension consists in iirmly hokino;confaning the upper or body portion in such a manner thai "tBhaU not be affected by the traction apphed to the lower- n simpier language, holding it motionless against the force exe;ciedTnhe extension In other words, the operator, grasping thlLbbelow the fracture, draws it down or away from the trunk wlSehe seeks not to d.-aw away, but simply to hold still th u^^ "^.'
tion until the broken ends of bone are brought to theiJ natJr^lrelative positions when the coaptation, which is thus affled hal

ScSon^
-^l«nt by the proper dressings to^S th^

In treating fractures in smaU animals the strength of the handIB usuaUy sufficient for the required manipulations/ln tLLtm-eof a forearm of a dog, for example, while the upper segrn^^^^^
firmly held by one hand, the lower may be ^rasned bv f]^ .1
and the bone itself made to serve the ^orol' let o bt^about the desired coaptation. In such a case that is sufficienUo

10 an assistant lor the management of the cnnrif^v ^ +

wtae musclar force i, ^e^iy gce^tJiCZZ ^.IT^^Mmbmed. In such a case resort must be had notZ^T
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matter. The patient is first to be carefully cast, on the uninjured

side, with ropes, or a broad leather strap about 18 feet long, passtd

under and around his body and under the axilla of the fractured

limb and secured at a point opposite to the animal and toward his

back. This will form the mechanical means of counter extension.

Another rope will then be placed around the inferior part of the

leo- below the point of fracture, with which to produce extension,

and this will sometimes be furnished with a block or pulleys, ia

order to augment the power when necessary; and there is, in fact.

always an advantage in their use, on the side of steadiness and

uniformity, as well as of increased power. It is secured around

the fetlock or the coronet, or, what is better, above the knee and

nearer the point of fractui-e, and is committed to assistants. The

traction on this should be firm, uniform, and slow, without relaxing

or jerking, while the operator carefdly watches the process. If

the bone is superficially situated he is able to judge, by the eye. of

any changes that may occur in the form or length of the parts

under traction, and discovering at the moment of its happening

the restoration of symmetry in the disturbed region, he gently hut

firmly manipulates the place until aU appearance of severed con-

tinuity have vanished. Sometimes the fact and the instant of res-

toration are indicated by a pecuUar sound, or "click," as the ends

of the bone sUp into contact, to await the next step of the restora-

tive procedure.

The process is the same when the bones are covered with thick

muscular masses, excepting that it is attended with greater ditil-

culties, from the fact that the finger must be substituted for the

eye, and the taxis must take the place of the sight, and the result

naturtdly becomes more uncertain.

It frequently happens that perfect coaptation is prevented hy

the interposition between the bony surfaces of substances, such as

a small fragment of detached bone or a clot of blood, and some-

times the extreme obhquity of the fracture is the opposing cause.

by permitting the bones to slip out of place. These ai-e dith.ultios

which can not always be overcome, even in smaU-sized auimiUs,

and stiU it is onlv when they are mastered that a correct coiisoh-

dation can be looked for. Yet without it the continuity bet xveen

the fragments wiU be by a deformed callus, the union will leave a

shortened, crooked or angular limb, and a disabled emmaJ.

If timely assistance can be obtained, and the reduction ac-
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•which foims a species of cement by which the dififerent constit-

uents are blended into a consistent mass to be spread upon tLu

surface covering the locality of the fractm-e. Its components are

black pitch, resin, and Venice turpentine, blended by heat. The

dressing may be applied directly to the skin, or a covering of thin

linen may be interposed. A putty made with powdered chidk

and the white of an egg is recommended for small animals, though

a mixture of sugar of lead and burnt plum with the albumen is

preferred by others. Another formula is spirits of camphor,

( oulard's extract and albumen. Another recommendation is to

saturate fhe oakum and bandages withan adhesive solution formed

with gum arabic, dextrine, flour paste, or starch. This is advised

particularly for small animals. Dextrine mixed, while warm, with

burnt alum and alcohol cools and soUdifies into a stony consisteney,

and is preferable to plaster of Paris, which is less friable and has

less solidity, besides being heavier and requiring constant additions

as it becomes older. Starch and plaster of Paris form another

good compound.

In applying the dressing the leg is usually padded with a

cushion of oakum, thick and soft enough to equalize the irregu-

larities of the surface and to form a bedding for the protection of

the skin from chafing. Over this the splints are placed. The

material for these is, variously, pasteboard, thin wood, bark, laths,,

gutta percha, strips of thin metal, as tin or perhaps sheet iron.

These should be of sufficient length not only to cover the region

of the fracture, but to extend sufficiently above and below to

render the immobility more complete than in the surroundmg

joints. The splints agam, are covered with cloth bandages, linen

preferably, soaked in a glutinous moisture. These bandages are

to be carefully applied, with a perfect condition of lightness.

They are usually made to embrace the entire length of the leg, in

order to avoid the possibUity of interference with the circulation

of the extremity, as well as for the prevention of chafing. They

should be rolled from the lower part of the leg upward, and

carefully secured against loosening. In some instances suspen-

sory bandages are recommended, but excepting for small animals

o..r experience does not justify a concurrence in the recommen-

dation.

These permanent dressings always need carefiil watching in

reference to their immediate effect upon the region they cover,
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quence of which they are easily brought under observation. Hr.t

when the fact is otherwise and the skin is intact, the diagnusis

becomes difficult. The incomplete variety may be unaccomi,:iui< ,1

by any special symptoms, but in the complete kind one of tin

bony plates may be so far detached as to press upon the c(r. lual

substance with sufficient force to produce serious nervous v<nu-

phcations. "WTie-i the injury occurs at

^FVlfFlil ^^^ ^"'^^ °^ *^® cranium, hemorrhage umy

UlU ! be looked for, with paralytic syniiit(.iii>,

IF^^l
j

and when these are present the usu.il tt r

^^\ m) mination is death. It may still liajipcn,

^Wsjn#r^8Bss.« V owever, that the symptoms of an appa-

My m rently very severe concussion m ly ilis-

^' ^^
appear, with the result of an eiirly aiul

complete recovery, and the surgeon will

do well to avoid undue precipitation in

venturing upon a prognosis. In frac-

tures of the orbital or the zygomatic

bones the danger is less pressing tbiiii

with injuries otlierwise located about tie

head. The treatment of cranial fractures

is simple, though involving the best skill
j

of the experienced sargeon. AMiou in-

complete, hardly any interference is need-
j

ed; even plain bandaging may usually

be dispensed with. In the complete va-i

riety the danger to be combated is toiu-

presf'on of the brain, ii id attention to

j

this indication must not be delayed. Tliej

Fio, 264.-ApparatuB for Frac mg^ng to be employed are tho trepbiniiigl

ture of tho Nasal Bone. ^^
^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^,^^^1

and the elevation of the depressed bone or the removal of the por-f

tion which is causing the trouble. Fragments of bone in comiuinj

uted cases, exfoliations, collections of fluid, or even protruding

portions of the brain substance must be clean? 1 away, and

simple bandage so apphed as to facilitate the appUcation of sub

sequent dressings.

Fractures of the Bones of the i^'ace.—In respect to their origin-

usually traumatic—these injuries rank with the preceding, and sij

coramonly of the incomplete variety. They may easily be oveij

Fig. 255.-Apparatu
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this lesion, renders it easy of diagnosis. The abnormal mob hty

and the crepitation, with the pain manifeHted by the patient .hen

undergoing examination, are concurred Bymptoms. Loosenc.,

of the teeth, abundant salivation, and entire mabJity to gr.sp he

food complete the symptomatology of these accidents. lu tLe|

FiQ. 266.—Fracture of the Lower Jaw.

treatment, splints of gutta percha or leather are sometimes usd

but they are of difficult application. Our own judgmentd

practice are in favor of the union of the bones by means of meta

^""^Vhe Loieer Jmo.-k fracture here is not an injury of infrequed

occurrence. It involves the body of the bone, at its symphysis, <

back of it, and includes one or both of its branches, oitherinoj

or less forward, or at the posterior part, near the temporo.r>»i

iUary articulation, at the coronoid process.

Falls, blows, or other external violence, or powerful muscu

contractions during the use of the speculum, may be menUon

among the causes of this lesion. The fracture of the neck andl

the branches in front of the cheeks cause the lower jaw, tb tj

d. tal arch, to drop without the ability to raise it again too

upper, and the result is a peculiar and characteristic physiognol

rFi> 256 \ The prehension and mastication of food become I

possible; there is an abundant escape of fetid and some^

bloody saliva, especially if the gums have been wounded
;

te^

excessive mobiHty of the lower end of the jawbone
;
and tkr
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Pio. afir.-Sp„nt for Fracture of the Lower Maxillary
crepitation, and frequently paralysis of th. i \-kh the aspect of an anSCffel 'J^'f ^^ .^ ^-

*nts at times a frightful sn^f! i !? ^ submaxilla pre-

"e. The severity of the lp^,n. ^ ^ '^ question of

rf the violence to whth it fdue T^7°"^« ^" ^^^ree with that

.ount of complicZn and\tth f' t^T "' ""P^^^*^ °^ ^^^

-pie when at the s^:.^!Vut' bee" " ^' ''^ "°"^^- ^'

affects one of the br^hes to b« „
"""'^ """^"^ ^^^"

* involved. FracturTof tl ^^''' 'Aggravated when both

tprincipally as iT^^nelTZr'''': '"""" ^"i^-^"
^-ch as osteoporosis, rtheAe "" °' ' ""^^^'^ ^'^*^-

accomphshed, and for this tn!. i , !
^''^'*"^^ "^"^^ ^^st

^'"re of the s^mpW or of fh?^ "^^'T "^^^^^^^'^- ^^ ^

I
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Fio. 263.-!^l'lliit, for Fracture of the Branchee.

front Of the head bein^' then covered with bandages prepared witk

adhesive mixtures. Daring the entire course of treatment .
speciBl

method of feeding becomes necessary. The mability of the patienj

to appreciate the situation of course necessitates a resmt to ad

artificial mode of introducing the necessary food mto bis stom

ach, and it is accomplished by forcing between the commissure

of the lips, in a liquid form, by means of a synnge, the milko

ButritivG gniels h

is sufficiently mh
solid consistency.
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FIO. 269.-AnotHer SpUnt for Fracture of the Maxillary.
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Fl(). 261(1.—Comminuted Fractui'' of a DorH

sal Vortebrto at the Annular I'lirtlon,

FlO. 861.—United Fracture of the 8i)l-

nouB ProceBflOB of Dorsal Vortebraj.

progress which should at once excite the suspicion of the 8Tir<?eoiJ

In the midst of a violent struggle the patient becomes HuddiiilJ

quiet; the movement of a sharp instrument which at first exiiteJ

his resistance fails to give rise to any further e^'idence of seiisutiouj

perhaps a general trembling, lasting for a few minutes, will folio

succeeded by a cold, profuse perspiration, particularly b;t\vee|

the hind legs, and frequently there will be micturiti(ja iuul M\

cation. Careful examination of the vertebral coluinn may tliel

detect a sHght depression or irregularity in the direction nf th

spine, and there may be a diminution or loss of sensation in tli

posterior part of the trunk while the anterior portion continues t

be as sensitive as before. In making an attempt to g< t upon
'

feet, however, upon the removal of the hobbles, only the fore pn

of the body will respond to the effort, a degree of paraplegia beiii

present, and while the head, neck, and fore part of the body ^^j

be raised, the hind quarters and hind legs will remain inert. TH

animal may perhaps succeed in rising and probably may be i
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F'«. m-FraCuro or ..o.„e.nan..,,.,«„,,
)g with Ofltoo-PoroBlB.

,

through the exertion of walkinrn. V
^"^'^'*'' ^^"''' ^^t^"'

«"- another fall, beforrtlL^ ^.^T^B t^'"'
*" "-

I

l™;ly«s 1^ complete, and the extfanion of h«
^ """' *^'

has becor^e establishecl is a couBumw ^"'""'"ff>tiH which

Tosa,thatthepro^o.;oT;rt^:^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
-sahvays senous is to speak very mildlv j,\''^ "^^ ^"-t^br^

;^
-y that occa.^onal, a case "'ytco « " ^^ I'-^^I--

'^^"«^"-«« processes ai-e Joss serious
Fractures of the

Uth«-aquer>.:
'' Can any t7eltment hJ' "° "'^^"^''^".v becomes

U the body of a vertebra?" tTcI^^ - fracture

hour opinion, is to reach the txue^
"^^^^''ation in such a case,

feti,neand to act accordfn^ f iXT "
r
'?'"^'^^«^ ^--

he existence of serious lesions may bo nf
^^

t'^^"''^"^''^*'
«"^

^)^ptoms, the destruction of the sufftri
""

f°"^
"" ^^™«

N itnelf as the one conclus on in wvT^
""""'""'^

''^'P^'^^^ *« «"ff-
h-anity, and science attce'.r ' ^'^^^^^^-^^-^ "f polic;,

hmal with a little assistance is ablo f.
^'^^ Present; that theH a shozi distance, it may be wei to

"""" "^"" ^'^ '^^* ^^^i *«
'otLe extent of placing thlaW in

,,"^'''7'"* "^^^ *^« ««-
«aneos for recovery, Ja ZT^^Z t^'

"««*/--ubIe circum-

^'-erence. This may be accom^d byT "'''^"^ '"^^'"^^

I

"P"snect by securing immobihty

^

d%9
i

'^-

'^ 3
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of the whole body as much as possible, and e8pe,cially of the sus-

pected region, by placing the patient in slings, in a stall sufficiently

narrow to preclude lateral motion, and covering the loins with a

thick coat of agglutinative mixture, and wait for developments.

Fmotnre of the Jiibs.—The different regions of the chest ure

not equally exposed to the violence to which fractures of the riljs

are due, and they are therefore either more common or more easily

discovered during life at some points than at others. The more

exposed regions are the middle and the posterior, while the front

is largely covered and defended by the shoulder. A single rilj

may be the seat of fracture, or a number may be involved, aud

there may be injuries on both sides of the chest at the same time.

It may take place lengthwise, in any part of the bone, though the

middle, being the most exposed, is the most frequently hurt. In-

complete fractures are usuaUy lengthwise, involving a portion only

of the thickness, or one or other of the surfaces. The complete

kind may be either transverse or obhque, and ai-e most commonly

Fio. aeS.-Unlted TraBBversal and Longitudinal Fractures of the Ribs.

denticulated. The fracture may be comminuted, and a single I

bone may show one of the complete and one of the incomplete

kind at different points. The extent of surface presented by tlie|

thoracic region, with its complete exposure at all points, <'xplaius

the habUity of the ribs to suffer from all forms of external vio-|

In many instances fractui-es of these bones continue uudiscoT-

ered, especially the incomplete variety, without displacemeutJ

though the evidences of local pain, a certain amount of swellingl

and a degree of disturbance of the respiration, if noticed .lyai^-f

the examination of a patient,'may suggest a suspicion of tlicired

istcnce. Abnormal mobility and crepitation are difficult of dej

tection, even when present, and they ai-e not always present.
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of course, becon^e vigilant inlT^l' Ti"''
'^' ""°"°- -^"'

plications of thoracic trouble ZlZl ^ f^' ""^ ^'^'^'^^e com-
ter with a case of traumatic p'lemltro''""

"^"''' ''' ^"^ ---»^-
ieB of the heart are recorded S, T'""""^'^-

^^''^^ i»Jur-
common accompanimeut of broken 1^'^?"' ^'"P^^'^^^a is a
rom this cause of a patient of ou "0,^^^.' T.""^"

*'^ <^-*^
tui-e of two ribs in the region of tl.r .?

^^'^ '''^''''' ^ ^ac-
of the shoulder, and of whicl the d

""'^"^ '^' '''"'tiiages

the fatal ending of the cla
'^^'"^ ^^« ^^^e only after

These hui-ts are not often of a
the union is never as solid and comlll ''"°"lf

'''''"*"^' *^«"gl^
eaUus being usually imperfect and ^ afibr^ J '""^"^'^^' *'«

amphmrthrosis formation. Still comnl, I
'
'^™*^'^'- ^^^^i^ -^^^

impart gravity to the prognosis
'^"'i^^"^*^^"^ "''cur which may

Fractures with but a ^hcrht^ ^
'ion. All that is nl:.:!:y't Z^'^^^^^^^^^

-^ - -duc-
"ature as preventive of inVmaZn„Sf^ .^^ ' '^^-^--^
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^"bjugation when

f
- ^l^e support and imm biW^^^^^^^^^^^

-l^-h will tend to
lo.eyer, a better effect is obtained b^the r ^T*'"

^' *^^««'
age placed firmly ai-ound the chest al ho

"PP^J^.^^^^^ ^f a band^
-hon of the ribs, it isapttorenW t^^^^^^^^

"^^ *^^« ^"-t« the
f there is displacemLt wTth 1^,^^"'*"" --e 1^^^^^^

mdent irritation of the lun..s the Cf ^''°^P"^^"^& P^in andU delay. The means of effe^tiZ hf
'' """'* '^^ ^^*^"-^^ ^-th-

;e displacement is outwarr^^ntir^^^^^
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*^' ^'''^^ ^'^^^ ^^^
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"'*^""*' "^^^« ^^ t^e
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'^"^ ^"'^ -*-
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^^^*'°" ^"« ^^«" af-
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'"^ '""'^'^^^^^ ^"^^r

ku««.a, or the hip, which if 1, !^ '"''*'"'* '^"^^ t^-^ ««

kthepubes, and the is"w. " ^'^ ^"''"™- «^ tl^e

/^^ Sacrum Fractiiroa ,^* n.- ,

««^vei, It is of common occui--

ft
i if5«; «*

MM*"*

I
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rence being attributed not only to the usual varieties of vioIchpo

Ts blows and other external hurts, but to the act o coitioi,. :uk1

to llint efforts in parturition. It is generally of the transv.v.

kind, and may be recognized by the deiormity which it oocasu.ns.

This is due to the di-opping of the bone, with a change in its d>.

rection and a lower attachment of the tail, which also bcnnnc.

more or less paralyzed. The natural and spontaneous rehct ^s n.li

usuaUy interpose; in these cases has doubtless been observe I In-

the extensive cattle breeders of the West, and the.r practu. and

example fully estabhshes the inutility of interference. Sti
.
.a.s

may occur in which reduction may be indicated, and it tlnnl.

comes a matter of no difficulty. It is effected by the uitroduetion ot

a round, smooth piece of wood into the rectum as far as th. frag-

ment of the bone, and using it as a lever, resting it upon ano her

as a fulcrum placed under it outside. The bone ha^ang been thus

returned mav be kept in place by the ordinary external means m us.

The OS I»nonnnata.-Fractnre. of the ihum maybe ol.smed

either at the angle of the hip or at the neck of the bone
;
thoso ,-1

the pubes may take place at the sj-mphysis, or m the body ot W

bone ; those of the ischium on the floor of the bone, or at is po.

terio; external angle. Or, again, the fracture may involve a

hi-ee of these constituent parts of the hip bone by ha.-uig its «h^

ation in the articular cavity-the acetabulum by which it 301ns the

femur or thigh bone. , , , ,1 I

Some of These fractures are easily recognized while otboi. are|

difficult to identify. The ordinary deformity which chai.utenze

a fracture of the external angle of the ilium, its dropping and

dimLtion of that side of the hip in width, unite m mdicahng

existence of the condition expressed by the term "hippod
^j

ZtZ^eie fracture, or one that is complete without dispH

n^entor eyen one with displacement, often demands the do

j
: uLy for its discovery. The lameness ->^-d^^^^^^^^^^^^^

an animal may show but Uttle appearance of it while ^alluiig. b I

upoTreL urged into a trot will manifest it more ami more, ub I

Zsentl ll^^^l cease to use the crippled limb altogether, a

j

piesenujiie
„+;,.olv mi three lejrs. The acute cliaractJ

perform his travehng cntiroh on tluee legs. i. t

of the lameness will vary in degree as the seat of th 1
urn

^volimates the acetabulum. In walking, the motion at th M
very limited, and the leg is dragged,

-f7^\^^^^/^';;^3
from bearing its share in sustaaning the body. An mtelh.e,
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Fig. 264.-Fraoture8 of the OHHn. t«„ .
^^

opmiou and correct conclusion will ^^ i ,

e%e of the history of thrZ «i Tf -^"'^'^^ "P^^ « ^^^«^1-

wffl be but a repo.i o the co nmon J ,
" T'^ '"^*^^^«« ^^^^

Mows, hurts, and other externa 2l'!I "^ '^''^^*"^^^' ^^^^ -«
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'^^* '' ' '^

With the exception of f1 i.
'^^''^^ '"^^t^r.

of itsoxternal .iXZaill'Z:;"' f
*^^^- - a fractu..

oftisHuesandinfiWationofboofort^^^^
are uo very definite externa]

1^^'''"' ^^«Pl-«««^ent, there

^eMpbone. There is one ho^vThJ^^^
°' ^ '''^^^^^'^ °*

«U not fail-it is crepitatio;. TWs ;^St " '
T'"''''

°' ^^^^«'

'ertorual and internal examination n' 1''^^'"""'^^^ ^^ '^^t^

.•"rfao. and by rectal taxr Z~o1 eTS l""
^' ''^ ^^^^^^^K of the hinder parts by pressin^l! ?l ^""""'^' °^' '^l"

K other, will be sufficient to r^d rfhe or'1^.'''^^
'"^ ^^^« *«

Ulight sensation of grating, wW rn ,

^'*'^°^ ^°^« d^«ti«ct

htMek coating of mLelrSt"^^
onmay not only be felt, but to treeir If

.,!"""';' *'' ""^'^
»*come audible. This external T J /

.

''P^'"* ^^y even

^1

S tsiV

:^9
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by the detection of crepitation from the Hurmce -though a strong

confirmatory point, i. scarcely sufficiently absolute to estahhsb

xnore than a reasonable probability or strong Huspicion in the ca...

In addition to the fact that the rectal exammation bnngs th.

exploring hand of the surgeon into near proximity to the desn-.

pint of search, and to an accurate knowledge of the situation ..t

parts, both pro and con as respects his own >-iews there is auothH.

advantage attendant upon it which is well entitled to appreeiatK.n.

m is the facility with which he can avail himself of the co op.™^

tion of an assistant, who can aid him by manipulating the irnphoat.

hmb and placing it in various positions, so far as he patien wdl

p'mit,wU th: surgeon himself is making explorations and studv-

Z the effect from within. By this method he can kirdly fud o

Tslrtain the character c' t^e. fracture and the condition ot the

bony ends. By the rectal a.d., as if with eyes m the finger ends

he wiU "see" what is the extent of the fracture of the iliuni or of

the neck of that bone ; to what part of the central portion ot the

bone (the acetabulum) it reaches ; whether this is free f..in disease

or not, and in what location on the floor of the pehns the lesion >s

rituat d. We have frequently, by this method, been able to detect

a frac ure at the sj-mphysis, which from its histoiy and symptom.

and an xternal examiration, could only have been guessed a .

Yet with all its P'^'antages, the rectal examinationis not uhvay.

w Pv .ipio when the fracture is at the postenM

r:S^k::;iSw1ie is^mm, whe. by fri<^n of the ho,

^ds the surgeon may discern the crepitation mthout it

Every vax^ety of complication, including muscu ar laeerat.o,.

.nth th7formation of de.p abscesses and injuries to the organ,

oJ 'he pelvic cavity, the bladder, the rectum, and the utenis, n.,

be associated with fractures of the hip bone.

T^e prognosis of these lesions ^yill necessarily vary consuei-abl,

A fractuCof the most superficial part of the bone of the ihum or

of tie ilum, especially where there is litt e displacement,.^

li e rapkllv, lea4ng a comparatively sound annua of on qu.

free from sub eciuentiameness. But if there is much dis,,la.—

Xli.-e.tLun^waU^^^^^

lowea Dy comp
.„„^,,4l or wh«n thfi reparatory processLiis
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which may, with the female, interfere wif], ih. ,
or induce Home local paralysis hvZ^

'*'^' ""^ parturition,

govern the muscles n\ t^'hLu^^^^^^^^ "^?°" ^^^— -1-h
frequently observed AvIiPn ih^ i, i

'' '^ " «o"^^ition not in-

of tie pelWs ne ;tL ob^^^^^^^^^
^^ ^-^ ^o-ed on the floor

0^- involving the o^::Zt\:"'^'''^ '"""° "^'^^^^ *^^—
TUe ireatment of all fraotuiea nf M,. 1,1

Ktimatta, be of the Bimplert tin,] R ^
'' r" *°"'''' '" °"

«vable b,. the thickneTof tt L.*,^^^^^^^^^^
mnlopeil, one easeutial inrlin.tr

"'"^ ''^ '»!"* tte legion is

place theaui„,al inTp: 1fcL ^hth ZT'" """' '"'" "«" "- ">

.ml pei-maneat. For the2™' l", ?".
''°'"*'"' ™" l^o A^d

-nt ,vidlh to admit mJ'Zi to a », ." ° "'"" °' '""* «•«-

-..fortably. This wiUMm theTi L"il "V "'" "'""«'"• •""

™t, and immobihtv Bli»te,,„
™*'""'' «<""]itious of reeoverv,

The .i.im„,n period aUo^tr ^nLu Sf: ftT'"^
liip IS. m our udo-ment Uxn ,r.r.r.n 7 ^ fractured

I « which that was Cl'Lll^ne '-'"'' """"^ "'"'"' »"»
As we have before said, there mav 1,„ ™ • ,

4 uUe to 4rhin::trjttrrSeriiettf "-r
ii.tsiefi'fLr^frt^'^^'—
P.»es„pon„r»„„.„nnd We eef~^^^ '"™' ** "
..iaiUr cases in cautioning otvnlofw!"^ 7' '='?««"«>

(.exercise due patience and ™"'.f
'"'"•''' "> tta condition

-e„ation agist tirnv^ClTr'"' "'"'""^ °'

.mblyparalvtic With alt.^T, '"f'"' «'»y "6 not aU uTe-

h-Plion is taking effect unn^H „
"'°' ?"« - °f "!>

Use that ma/be"rLeLtU til r "* °"'--'«--teof

-* to one^ n.ore erhL^btLtraXt'hi '""^ "^

I
^'*'«'"-6 «/ «/*e ScapHla.--This bone i« Tn 7 ^'^ ' ""•

jcoD^pmrive exemption being durto its fro ^T.
^'''*^'^' "«

Itetion it receives from f I f
mobihty and the pro-

Land pow^rf^itTsefrrsrefff: tr--?-
°"'-'

hi'oceur, «.e Urge father th^rre':^^::;:;:^!"^;^

I
if."

wi«S S|

*/—

vt0
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Fia. 265.—Transverse Fracture of tli * Scapula,

subjects. The causes are heavy blows or kicks, and violnit

collisions wii ' unyielding objects. Those which are occasioned

by falls are generally at the neck of the bone, and of the trims

verse and comminuted varieties.

The diagnosis is not always easy. The symptoms are inability

to rest the leg on the ground and to carry weights, and tliey arc

present in -arious degrees from slight to severe. The leg rests

upon the toe and seems shortened, locomotion is perfonued by

jumps. Moving the leg while examining it and raising the foot

for inspection seem to produce much pain and cause the animal

to rear. Crepitation is readily felt with the hand upon tlit

shoulder when the leg is moved. If the fracture occurs in the

upper part of the bone, overlapping of the fragments autl dis-

placement wiU be considerable.

The fracture of this bone is usually classed among the more

serious accidents, though cases may oc vhich are followeJ by

recovery without very serious ultima! ..alts, especially wbeii

the ' ; of the injury is at some ? th' pper angles of the boue,

or a> :--.'. the acromion crest. But >! t .o neck and the joint arej

Fio.m-Bourgelati
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F.r,. 266.-Bourgelat Apparatus for Fracture and UlBlocation Of the Shoulder Joint.

.1 ;.%•:;

II

FtO. 887.-The same in place.
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the parts involved, complicationH are apt to be, present whicli arc

likely to disable the animal for life.

If there is no displacement a simple adhesive dressiii;^, td

strengthen and immobilize the parts, will bo sufficient. A coat of

black pitch tlissolved with wax and Venice turpentine, kept in plucc

over the region with oakum or Unen bands, will be all thi; trcut-

mcnt reciuired, especially if the animal is kept quiet in the slings.

Displacement cannot be remedied, and reduction is next to

impossible. Sometimes an iron plate is applied over the parts

and retained by bandages, us in the dressing of Bou:-gel;il (Figs.

266, 267); and this maybe advantageously replaced by a i>;ul of

thick leather. In smaller animals, and also in largei' oiu s, tlit

parts are retained by figure-8 bandages, embracing both tho nor-

mal and the diseased shoulders, crossing each other in the axilla

and covered with a coating of adhesive mi.Kture.

Fi8. 268.—Delwart'B Bandage for

Fracture of the Scapula.

Fig. 869.—Another Bandage,

with Iron Splints.

Fractures of the Humerus.—These are more common iu smiill

than in large animals, and are always the residt of external trau-

matism. They are generally very oblique, are often comminuted I

and though more usually involving the shaft of the bou!> will in

some cases extend to the upper end and into the -irticular Lead

.

There is ordinarily considerable displacement in consequence of 1
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io overlapping of the broken ends of ih. ,course, causes more or less shnrf! .
^°°''' "°'^ ^his, of

<dso be swolling, with diffi ulty of „
"'

1-
*'^ ^^"^'^^ fiacre wiU

be easy of detection. Thtf-itu
""?""' '^"^^ "'^P^*'^*-" ^ill

to the patient, leaving him with ? " "" '^ ^""^^"^ '^'^•-%'«

-daren^ediless, lifelong Tamless
^'''"'^'^"">' ^^^-^^^ed limb

o^-^tr!;;^™-^;;:Mtwi.consistint^^
m order to accomplish this the anL" ^'T'"'

^'*"^«^""' '^"^---- reduction, then fc^rl^;;;;--^

I'^c.jio.-.conimlnntdPrao. „. 'iiSiW
lar- of thoHumerufl. *^'0- 271._ot,lique Fracture of the UnrTWith DlBpiacement ana j-ar tl

"?"""
^»t Of the apparatus of retention wh" ,

J04
perfect and efficient kind l^fr',,"'^:'

"^^'^^ '^^ «^ the
1% contrived and carefully adap^ w-n^I

*^'' ^^^^^^«r BkiU-

N purpose whatever. ^
'

"""^^ °^*"^ ^^"1 *« effect any

I
Fracture of the Forearm a * ^

Jits upper portior .^ . .e the ra^ t ,bS'T ^f^ ^^ *^"^-

ftlie fracture occurs at any part of t f
'^' olecranon.

I y part of the forearm from the radio-

«*
..;»

0i

i
'::C -
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cubitnl uiv.i (l-Aj to the kn^e, it may involve either tbe riulius

aJodo o- i'ar. mdiuB ami the cubituH, which there intimately iinit(

IJesideB having the same etiology with moat of the fructm

those of the forearm arc. nevortholesH, more commonly du. tn

kicks from other animals, especially when crowded togetlur in

large numbers in insufficient space. It is a matter of ol)sscrviitiou

that, under these cir. -.an loiiCwa, fractures of the incompleto kind

FlO, 271(1.—t'ouBOlldatod Frac-

ot the Body of the UumeruB.

FlO. 2T2.

Fractiins of the Kadlus.

are those which ^ur oi, the inside of the leg, the bone l)eingi

that region almi at ly subcutaneou ., while thos< of the coml

plete class are tier lique or transverse. The least commoij

are the longitudinal, in the long axis of t* o bone.

This variety of fracture is easily recognized by the appearand

of the leg and the different changes it umlergoes. There
'

inabiUty to use the limb; impossibility of locomotion: uiobilill
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Pio.«78.-PractureoftheUlna.

•'' "«'">« of tlie cubit,,, nl "'"•>'''' brokjuboiiP^
"'-^ -h, . . be .::^Zar'ir''^y ^^«-

*^" 'x
«ces.ve Bove. . on pressure and r !. 1

"^'^^"^^*«<^
J-'^^'ness, the

hotiou with a very I^u crlTa^o '^f
' '^^''"^ ^«^-«-- oj

•aj. D spiaeenaent is ^ofc Syt^"/ *?*^^' ^- in the usuj
hellup Wds the olecranon or its f?''''^^^^P* ^^«" it ispt of the bone bein,. i„ that cL n^?"'^' *^« "PPer «..-
for.Hunple fracture , ^his relC /,

' ^ *^. ^^ ^''"^n up..,!
Ijeoverj, but in a case of the ctZo T ""'''' " ^^"' ^^^^n- o
- is less ground for a favorablfr "^—-^ted clas

f'v-jomt has suffered injur A f ^T""""^''
^'^^'^^'^y ^ the

H. A fracture of the olLcr'non.^ ^ ^' ''""' «-''«*-"«
^: ""^^ promises little better than^ .

^^'^^^able to treat-
toasidering aU the variou combr

^^°""^^^*«"« "^ion.

J^^t
of these lesions, thels^S ,T'^"^ ^^« -t-e and

'^e for, .arm are such .^to^r'd^^^ ^' *^-' '-nes

r- - -ong the be;rTh:^:rctnT^-r-^^-eauction, by extension and

!i?
:*I

ISsir

•••

.*•
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IllSlh

countor-oxteiisioii; tlio iiiaintoniiucc of the coftptation of tlu- sog

meulH; the atltti)tutiou ol' the droHHiug by Hplintn, oiikuin, niul

iijjglii< 'Uiitive jnixturc'Hj in a word, all the cktails of treatment luiiv

bo litre fultilleil with a degree of facility and prfu-JHiou not iittuiu-

able in lUiy otlur j);irt of the organiHin. An important if imt nu

eHHt'Utial ]iouit, however, must bo emphasized in regard t,, \ ,

splints. Whether theno are of metal, wood, or other materiiil. thi \

should reach from the elbow joint to the ground, and shoiil 1 lie

l)laced on the posterior face and on both sides of the leg. 'I

then to be so conlinod in a properly construct-

ed box as to preclude all possibility of motion,

while yet it must sustain a c«'rtain portion of

the weight of the body. The iron sphnt rec-

ommended by Bourgelat is designed for frac-

tures of the forearm, of the knee, and of the

cannon bbne, and will prove to be an api)liance

of great value. For small animals our prefer-

ence is for an exteraal covering of gutta per-

cha, embracing the entire leg. A sheet of this

substance of suitable thickness, according to

the size of the animal, softened in lukewarm

water, is, when sufHciently pliable, molded on

the outside of the leg, and when suddenly

hardened by the application of cold water

forms a complete casing sufficiently rigid to

resist all motion. Patients treated in this

manner have been able to use the limb freely,

without pain, immediately after the application

of the dressing. The removal of the splint is

easily effected by cutting it away, either wholly

or in sections, after softening it by immersing the le<^- iu ii warm

bath.

J^rarture of the Knee.—This accident, happily, is of rare occur-

rence, but when it takes place is of a severe character, being of tLe

comminuted kind, and always accompanied by synovitis, with dis-

ease of the joint, requiring for treatment therefor, besides the in

dication of perfect immobility of the joint, that of open joints,

synovitis, and arthritis.

Fracture of the Femur.—The protection which this bone re-

ceives from the large mass of muscles in which it is enveloped does

Flii. ;!71. — Hourgplat'9

Iron Siilint for Fracture

aud I.ugatlou of lb*

Forearm.

i'875.-Fractureof Ui(
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Pro. 876.-Fracture, with Shortening.
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terstitial liemorrhag^ wliich naturaUy foUows'the laceration of the

blood vessels of the region involved. If the fracture is at tho neck

of the bone the muscles of that region (the gluteal) are firmly con-

trac ed and the leg seems to be shortened in consequence. Loco-

motion is impossible. Crepitation may in some cases be disttrned

by rectal examination, with one hand resting over the coxo femorul

articulation Fractui-es of the tuberosities of the upper end of

the bone the great trochanter, may be identified by the d( form-

ity the BwelUng, the impossibility of rotation, and the druggmg

of the leg in walkiag. Fracture of the body is always accompauied

by displacement, and as a consequence a shortening of the leg,

which is carried forward. The lameness is excessive, tbt- foot I

bemg moved, both when raising it from the ground and when

setting it down, very timidly and cautiously. The manipulationJ

for the discovery of crepitation always cause much pain. Lesions

of the lower end of the bone are more difficult to diagnosticate

with certainty, though the manifestation of pain while making J

heavy pressure upon the condyles will be so marked tbiit onlyj

crepitation will be needed to turn a suspicion into a certainty.

The question as to treatment in fractures of this descriptionl

resolves itself into the query whether anj treatment can be sugl

gested that can avail anything practically as a curative measure,!

whether, upon the hypothesis of reduction as an accomplished factl

any permanent or efficient device as a means of retention is withid

the scope of human ingenuity. If the reduction were sueeessfidl;^

performed would it be possible to keep the parts in place LyM
known means at our disposal? At the best the most favowli

result that could be anticipated would be a reunion of the fragmeLts,

with a considerable shortening of the bone, and a helpless.M
ing, crippled animal to remind us that for human achievemenl

there is a "thus far, and no farther."
J

In smaU animals, however, attempts at treatment are justifiably

and we are convinced that in many cases of difficulty in the appj

cation of splints and bandages a patiert may be placed iii a cod

dition of undisturbed quiet and left to the processes ot nature fd

" treatment " as safely and with as good an assurance of a favorabj

result as if he had been subjected to the most heroic .'^reunM

artem doctoring known to science. As a case in point, we

mention the case of a pregnant bitch which suiTered a fracture
(

the upper end of the femur by being run over by a light wagoj
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Her "treatment" consisterl in i
•

^^^

and m three weeks she wus rj^ntt^ ho ^ "'f'
'' ^'^^'P--'«W, and nothing the worse Ser, ^ , r^'^^'

'""^""^ ^^^'^^

and can onJy result from dkect vioir
^^^ ^^^' '' ^ ''^'^ accident

The lameness which follows ^1^ " ' '"' "' "^^^ ^ow.
tuinefactionof

thojointundcL LeJr"^^^^^^^^^
with enonnous

nosis IS unavoidably adverse Tf .
^^^'''"^'^"°"- The pro^.

-t^on of an -curabii'^Vl'Sr '^^^ ^'^ °^^^ *-^-
Fnictwes of thp T:l •

P^^^^^i injury.

^-^ than any others a^ n^^d'sfoJ "°^T
''''''''^''^—
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'''' ''^ '' ^^^her
l^b e the lower p^rt hangs down P

^ ''"^^^ ""' *^^ stifle,

rkward is impos.sible. There'!'
^'''^^"^ ^^^^^^ or moving

fractui-eand weU-marked cre^ tlt^^rST
"''"''^' '^^^^^^ ^^^

P^of thet;----- -re ^l^^:^^^

|,^es.me facts associated with them it ^^ '"^^' '^""«' ^^^re
*-fied The hypothetical Utol of T " '""'"^^'^ '"^^ ^^
|illu8tration:

'^scory ot a case may serve as an
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FlQ. a?" Fracturo of the

Tibia.

Fio. 278.—Bourgolat's Irou Splint for

Fractured Tibia.

ered at the point of the injury, the part being warm, swollen, and

painful. What further proof is necessary 1 Is it not evidont that
i

a fracture has occurred, first superficial—a mere split in the bom-

structure which, fortunately, has been discovered before some

extra exertion or a casual misstep had developed it into oue of tlie
|

complete kind, possibly with complications'? What other infer-

ence can such a series of symptoms thus repeated establish ?

The prognosis of fracture of the tibia must, as a rule, be un-

favorable. The difficulty of obtaining a uuion without KlK^rtemug I

and consequently without lameness, is proof of the futility of or-

1

dinary attempts at treatment. But though this may he tnieinj

respect to fractui'es of the complete kind, it is not necessarily sol

with the incomplete variety, and with this class the simple treat-f

ment of the slings is all that is necessary to secure consolidation.
|

A few weeks of this confinement mil be sufficient.

With dogs and other small animals, there are cases which mavj

be successfully treated. If the necessary dressings can hv success-j

fully applied and retained, a recovery will follow.
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Fnictures of the IL>ek -Tn" •

recorded which had a fatal termlXa F
' ?*''^"'"^ ^'^^^ l>«^^

have also been observed, but nTer^^, f'''"''' "*" '^^ «« «aleia

•taply through the AiB. H^' ° r. H r*'"™'"'' l™"-ndmg

..'i0.879.-8pUntan.JDreH«.
"« for Fractured Cannon Bone.
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bility, crepitation, inability to sustain weight, and the leg is kept

off the ground by «ne flexion of the upper joint.

No region of the body affords better facihties for the apphcation

of treatment, and the prognosis is, on this account, usually favor-

able We recall a case, ho\/ever, which proved fatal, though under

exceptional circumstances. The patient was a valuable etalliua of

highly nervous organization, with a compound fracture of one of

the cannon bones, and his unconquerable resistance to treatment,

excited by the intense pain of the woun. L precluded all chan<>.' of

recovery, and ultimately caused his dc -'^m nervous fever.

The general form of treatment for lesions will not differ

from that which has been already indicated for other iractures

Reduction, sometimes necessitating the casting ox the patit^nt;

coaptation, comparatively easy by reason of the sabcutaneous Hit-

uation of the bone; retention, by means of splints and bandages

—apphed on both sides of the region, and reaching to the ground

as in fractures of the forearm—these are always indicated. We

have obtained exceUent results by the use of a mold of thick gutta

percha, composed of two sections and made to surround the entire

lower part of the leg as in an inflexible case.

Fracture of the first Phalanx.—The hinder extremity iH more

liable than the fore to this injury. It is usually the result of a

Fk« 280.—Splint and Dressing

OB Lower Part of Fore Leg.

Fro. !J81,—Bourgeiai'B Siiilu; lorrra^'

ture of the Cannon and rhalaagee.
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Fmetures of the 6\>ro»e«.-Thougli these are generally of tbo

comminuted kind, there are often conditions associated M.tk

them which justify the sorgeon in attempting their treatment.

Though crepitation is not always easy to detect, the excessn^

lameness, the soreness on pressure, the inability to carry weight,

the difficulty experienced in raising the foot, all these suggest, us

the solution of the question of diagnosis, the fracture o the

coronet, with the accompanjing realization of the fact that the,,.

is yet by reason of the situation of the member, immobilized as it

is by its structure and its surroundings, room left for a not un-

favorable prognosis. Only a slight manipulation will be needed

in the treatment of this lesion. To render the immobihty of the

FIO. 884.-Anli«»l with Fracture below tUo k.i..6 wita Spiut.s aiid Sr.-,.;-.^

Uesting iu Slings.
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^ith the slings isusuall, a^^T^^' '^^ -^- W,
a common sequela of the reparative proTrt ,

"^'^.'"^' '^^^^^
tention subsequently. One of ih.

^ ''^•'^' "^"«t receive due at-
be encountered is anchylosis

"' <^ompUc^tiom likely to

/'W#«r6.o/7A«a.^,,,^/.,.__Thou^htl,«
,

ven- rare occuiTence their reco<.nr
^''°°' '^''^ "ot of

-re of speculation thanTf certin t?: T
'"' ''''' ^^^^ *^-« -

The animal is very lame, and a^^^^i?"""^^,*^
*^-- diagnosis.

j-d foot, sometimes rest^ l uZntt!rf''' ^^"'^^ *^« -"
not at all. The foot is verylnder Id 1°' "^T '^^* '""'^''^'^
.he examining surgeon caLes m^^ ^ ^^^^ P-- of
encourage a favorable prognosis and . \

"' '' "^^^^^^ *«
is an anchylosis with eihe;thena2l?, ^"'"'^ termination
No method of treatment needsTob! ""^ '^ ^'^^ '°'°"^*-

performing the office of retertion ". ^^'Sfested here, the hoof
fatl^s and Wntationl1?^thTrt

' B^ "^^"^ '^^
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'^%^^- --
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'

''''^ °^ ^''"'e oc-

,
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''"^'^ *^^^-
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;t--#tiM'
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cause, seems to prove the existence of some latent morbid cansp

which has been unsuspectedly incubating. It is not peculiar to

any particular class of horses, nor to any special season of the

year, having fallen under our observation in each of the four

seasons. The general fact is reported in the history of a majority

of cases that it makes its appearance without premonition iu

animals which, after enjoying a considerable period of rest, arc

first exercised or put to work, though in point of fact it may

manifest itself while the horse is still idle in his stable A

hjTJOthetical case, in illustration, -will explain our theory.

An animal which has been at rest m his stable is taken out to

work and it will be presently noticed that there ia something uii-

J^'i:

Fio. 88B.—Fracture of Ob SeBamoldB.

usual in his movement. His gait is changed, and he travels ^vitli

short, mincing steps, without any of his accustomed ease and free-

dom. This may continue until his return to the stable, and then,

after being placed in his stall, he will be noticed shifting U>
j

weight from side to side and from one leg to another, continuing
|

the movement untU rupture of the bony structure take^^ pia^e

But it may happen that the lameness in one or more of the ex-

tremities, anterior or posterior, suddenly increases, and it be-

comes evi 'tent that the rupture has taken place in consequence of

a misstep or a stiunble wiiile the hui.t><c wa» st wox«.. j ""-, •i;—

j

coming to a standstill, he will be found ^ith one or more of li!»
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part, the sku. of which ,n„v ? •
^''^'

'"'''''^ "1^^'" ti^i«

.ore than one toe at a thuoliU t^t '
tS;?

''^^^^'^".^ ^^'^^

will be followed bv its onnnv.-
"J'' yetstiUtbolesiou in one

»1I ,me ca«e in which tUe two
,' "°'' ""' "«<«»«'- »""I «c re-

W, to happen .hil! ^hoj i aT^i,"^ hCtX ",T"°
"
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II +1 X ;
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Islanding, the short -mincing' snitTiZ^^ T"

lUene mjuties can never be accounted less than ««ri.
Uoiir judgment will never be other than fatTu ^i^

'^^ "^^' ^"^
'^eir pathology is the correct one, and the cause ofZ "^ "'

I uiubi DC suggested by a suspicion of the verities of ih^ „Whed hefore an, .uptureL taten plai T
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of planter ot Paris, with a high Hhoe, as about flu, onlymdientum.

which science and nature are able to offer. When the fract.uv „

an occurred event, and the to. m, one or more, are turned up. am

further resort to treatment will bo futile.

DISLOCATIONS.

Strength and solidity are so combined in the formation .it the

ir^uts of our large animals that dislocations or luxations are iuju-

rie3 which are but rarely encountered. They are met with Imt

seldom in cattle and less so in horses, while dogs and s.uulkr

animals arc more often the sufferers.

The accident of a luxation or (its synonym) dislocation (<h...

placement) is less often encountered in the animal races tb,ui

in man This is not because the former are less subject t.i oc-

casional violence involvmg powerful muscular contra.-tions, or m
less often exposed to casualties similar to those which result in

luxations in the human skeleton, but because it requires the co-

operation of conditions, anatomical, physiological, and p.rbiq.

4chanical, present in one of the races and lacking in the other,

but which can not in every case be clearly defined. Perhaps l!.c

greater relative length of the bony levers m the human fonuatiou

may constitute a cause of the chfference. .,.•,,
Among the predisposing causes in animals, caries of articular

I

surfaces, articular abscesses, excessive dropsical conchtions, de

generative softening of the ligaments, and any excessive laxity of
I

the soft structures, may be enumerated.

The symptoms of fractures and of dislocations are not always

so variant as to preclude the possibihty of error in determining a I

case without a thorough examination, but the essential ditierence,

as it must always exist, must always be discoverable.

In a dislocation there is one very peculiar and characteristic

feature in the impossibility of motion associated with an excessive

Ube ty of movement-the impossibility of active or controe

motion, and a facility of passive movement (or -o-;^' --

either the affected joint or at another of the «^-; ^^S/
^^^ ^^^^

In a dislocation of the scapulo-humeral (or shoulder) oint t^

animal possesses no power of motion over the limb-no d^

contraction can avail to cause it to perform its -no^s to -^

-but in the hands of the surgeon it may be made to descriheq
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.ere will usually be a HLo.tcuing of tLolo a die 7 "'""?'
|acco.panu.n,, eitW a shortening .r l'{^;^:^'i::^
of tk. par H ,„ usuaUy a weU-aelined f.-ature of thoseLiuri^s'

^ ith all thjs Binnlarity in the Hy,npto„.atolo. .'^ "Ct-,^,ml ImetureH, there is one sign which either by i. ., ^Sabsence will greatly assist in settling a case of dillere, „7 v
npandthisisthe existence or lacLf ::X^'Tt^Z
place or cause m a naerc cUslocation

; it belongs to a fracturT if it.saconaplete on... If there is crepitation with a dislocation then
It proves that there is a fracture also.
The prognosis of a luxation is comparatively less serinn^ fiiu of a ft-acture, though at times the indi:^:^r^

.ay prove to be so difficult to apply that compHcations niv ar se
I

of ft very .severe character.
"'"> arise

The treatment of luxations must of course be similar to that

^
ractm-es. Keduction, naturally, will be the first indicatLn Lfo^ca«cs and the retention of the replaced parts musttuor

ne reduction involves the same steps of extension and counted^^rrnea m the same manner, with thepatient subTed

The difference between the reduction of a dislocation and thatIta fracture consists in the fact that in the former the o^ect isM-to restore the bones to their true normal position, wihachartictUar sm-face in exact contact with its compLon surfl eh apparatus necessary afterwards to keep them in sif„ 1,1

Pjr to that which is employed in fracture'cafe:ar^^:tich:iUy require to be retained for a period of from forty o fift^k .f not longer before the ruptured retaining hgaments are suffipyfirm to be trusted to perfox^ their office unassisted I'ariM mampulations are to be employed by the surgeon, consisting
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peculiar snapping sound, audible and significant, as well as a

visible return of the surface to its normal symmetry.

/Special J)islocatioiis.—A\Tiile all the articvdations of the bodv

are liable to this form of injury, there are three in the large auimak

which may claim a special consideration, viz:

The /Shoulder -faint.—We mention this displacement without

intending to imply the practicability of any ordinary atteni])! at

treatment, which is usually unsuccessful, the animal whoso niisLup

it has been to become a victim to it being disabled for lite. The I

superior head of the arm bone, as it is received into the lower

cavity of the shoulder blade, is so situated as to be liable to be

forced out of place in four directions. It may escape t'rmn its

socket, according to the manner in which the violence allcctsi

it, outward, inward, backward, or forward, and the defonnity

which results and the effects which follow will correspoudinglv

differ. We have said that treatment is generally unsucceBsluL
j

It may be added that the difficulties which interpose in the way I

of reduction are nearly insurmountable, and that the api)lication[

of means for the retention of the partt after reduction would be I

next to impossible. The prognosis is sufficiently grave from ami

point of view for the luckless animal with a dislocated Hlioulder.j

y'he ll'ip Joint.—This joint partakes very much of the cbar-f

acteristics of the scapulo-humeral articulation, but is more Htroii»lvj

built. The head of the thigh bone is more separated, or proiiii-l

nent and rounder in form, and the cup-like cavity or soek(!t intol

which it fits is much deeper, forming together a deep, true ball-j

and-socket joint, which is, moreover, re-enforced by two strong!

cords of funicular ligaments, which iinite them together. It wi]

be easily comprehended, from this hint of the anatomy of tlie re-j

gion, that a luxation of the hip joint must be an accident of comJ

paratively rare occurrence. And yet cases are recorded iu whiolf

the head of the bone has been affirmed to slip out of its cavit^

and assume various positions, inward, outward, forward, and back!

ward.

The indications of treatment are those of all cases of dislocatioE

When the reduction is accomplished the surgeon will bo apprised

of the fact by the peculiar snapping sound usually ixeard on suclj

occasions.

P^eudo luxations of the Patella.—This is not a true dislocai

tion. The stiile bone is so peculiarly articulated with the tliigl
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actiou will often be all tliat is required to spring the patella into

place, when the flexion of the leg at the hock ends the trouljle for

the time. But this is not always sufficient, and a true reductiuu

may still be indicated. To effect this the leg must be drawn well

forward by a rope attached to the lower end, and the patellu,

grasped with the hand, forcibly pushed forward and inward uud

made to slip over the outside border of the trochlea of the femur,

The bone suddenly slips into position, the excessive rigor of the

leg ceases with a spasmodic jerk, and the animal may walk or trot

away without suspicion of lameness. But though this may end

the trouble for the time, and the I'estoration seem to be ptrfect

and permanent, a repetition of the entire transaction may subse-

quently take place, and perhaps from the loss of some portion of I

tensile power which would naturally follow the original attack in[

the muscles involved, the lesion might become a habitual weakness.

Warm fomentations and douches with cold water will often)

promote permanent recovery, and liberty in a box-stall or in the

field will in many cases insure constant relief. The use of a high-

1

heeled shoe is recommended by European veterinarians. Tlieusel

of stimulating liniments, with frictions, charges or even severe I

blisters, may be resorted to in order to prevent the repetition ofl

the difficulty by strengthening and toning up the parts.

AMPUTATIO:,..

To amputate is simply to cut off. In veterinary surgerv itj

comprehends the removal from the body of an animal of oneorl

more of its projecting parts, as a portion of a leg, or an entire es-l

treniity; the horns, the ears, the penis, the tail, etc. From tliej

nature of the case it involves a degree of deformity, greater or less,|

with a loss of the function of the severed member.

The difference between amputation and extirpation has respect!

only to the organs or members which become subject to the opeiaj

tion. The parts already referred to are amputated: the orgausui

members liable to extirpation have then- seat in the interior regionsJ

as the testicles, the ovaries, and even the uterus, iu females, amf

any other non-vital organs or morbid growths, including some o|

the glandular structures, more particularly the lymphatic

Amputations in domestic animals are of two classes :
Iu oBJ

case they are performed at the dictate of a cai)riciouH fashion, fol
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Amputation of Members or Limbs.

The amputation of the limbs of animals is a matter ol inucL

less importance than a similar mutilation would be in human sur-

gery, and its occurrence is relatively much less frequent, boin|r

necessarily limited by the exclusion of that large class of ssubjc cts

whose usefulness would necessarily be lost by the total impiiirmtut

of their organs of locomotion, thus rendered unfit for thoir work,

and even when it is indicated for animals designed for food con-

sumption, the question becoming pertinent whether it would uot
i

be wiser and more profitable, in a large majority of casts, as it

would unquestionably be more humane, to deliver them at once to
j

the butcher, before subjecting them to a painful mutilation wLidi

must necessarily more or less impair their condition, and tLtrtlmv I

materially diminish their market value.

As a matter of fact, it is principally upon dogs that, iuonliuaryj

circumstances, the veterinarian is called to operate in this maimer,

as even in his mutilated condition, he may continue to bo able to
|

fulfil many of his duties as one of the domestic animals. Biitsti

there are circumstances in respect to animals other than the dog, i

under which the operation may be indicated and rationally prsic
j

ticed, as when the life of a valuable animal is to be saved ou account
j

of his desirable qualities as a breeder, and which may not l)e Jisf

abled from his special function by the lack of a limb. A valualilei

ram or bull, a high-bred ewe or cow, or perhaps also a mare oral

stalHon, may, for such a reason, become proper subjects for iiiij

amputation.

But even under these conditions, other considerations of impor-

j

tance must not be overlooked, and whether it is a foro or a limdl

leg which must be sacrificed, will be a point of great weight to bej

considered in deciding for or against the operation. A fowalel

with only three legs may yet carry a foetus to term, and be fat-

tened and put in good condition before bemg sold for meat, oij

may possibly be covered by a male ; but it would be inipossibld

for the stallion or the bull, deprived of one of his hind (|uarter»,t(|

mount and keep the raised position a sufficient time to completd

the act of copulation.

Animals of small size and weight, being more supple and activel

in then- movements, suffer least from the loss of one of their liiubsj

The distance from the mass of the body to the seat of the ampuJ
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Durant ; in a dog at the arm, by Fromage de Feugre; in a slitpp,

in a case of foot rot, by Lecoq; in a mare at the fetlock, b\

Maurette ; in a stallion, on the third phalanx, by Bouley ; ami m
English journals: in a cow in the metacai'iial region, by Laiiig; a

cow on tiae hip cannon, by Shield ; and on a mare in this countrv,

by Huidekoper. Others are reported, which were attended by vuri

ous degrees of success, many of them, however, terminating fat all v.

The proper mode of performing the operation is to secure the

animal in the decubital position, and to place him under tho iullii-

ence of general anesthesia, securing temporary hemostasis, by the

apphcation of the circular ligature, or a bandage tightly ])laced

above the point of amputation, or, preferably, by using the process

of Esmarch, which secures a more perfect removal of the blood,

and enables the operator to perform a thoroughly bloodless opera-

tion. Digital pressure, sometimes recommended for the smaller

animals, will not, however, secm-e as good a resxilt as that obtaiued

by the circular ligature.

The operation is made in two ways : first, in the continxitij of

the bones, or by the division of the substance of the bone itself;

and second, in their contigmty, or at the nearest sound articula-

tion. This last is also called disarticulation.

iUl amputations consist of three steps : The division of the

soft tissues, that of the bones, and the arrest or prevention of
i

hemorrhage.

The First Step, the Division of the Soft Tissues, may be prac-

1

ticed several ways, among which the principal are the circulai',

elliptic and the ovalar methods, and that by flaps ; all of whicli I

have the common object in view, of leaving a flap of proper form

and sufficient dimensions to cover the stump of the boue, auJ
[

prevent its projection beyond the surface of the wound.

The circular method, which is the oldest, consists iu incising I

the skin in a circular manner, stretched over the surface of the
[

region with the left hand of the operator, or with that of an assist-

1

ant. This must be done with rapidity, made by one stroke of the
j

knife, applied as perpendicularly over the skin as possible.

If the amputation is to be made in the continuity of tlie bones, I

the skin being divided while stretched by the assistant, is se

rated from its adhesions underneath, and reversed upward; wheiij

close to the line where it is yet adherent, the muscles arc di^idedj

circularly, by one stroke of the knife, drawn to the bone. Tliese|
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Si

»

which has two bones, though they may be divided separately, it

will bo preferable, if they can be held together with suftici.ijt

firmness, to act upon them jointly, but linishing the smaller \unw

first.

The actual disarticulation, or second step of the amputiitiun.

is performed by dividing the ligaments or other structures wLicli

siu-round the joint, from without inward. Beginning with the

strongest and most external ligament by giving a movement of

semi-flexion to the articulation, not necessarily cutting tliem in

their middle, the joint is penetrated by inserting the knife Ije-

tween the articular surfaces. The double sage knife, acconling to

Bouley, is the most convenient. In articulations composed of ir-

regular surfaces, united by inter-articular hgaments, care must be

taken to avoid injuring the bones, and to divide the fibrous coiJs

only, as most of the 8yno\'ial capsules must be removed, iii order

to avoid fistulous complications.

In some disarticulations, according to Bouley, it is necessary

to use the saw to remove diarthodial projections on the surfnee oi

the amputated bone, which if left in place would prove a serious

obstruction to the cicatrization of the stump

The last step of the operation is the arrest, or, what is better.

the prevention of the hemorrhage. It consists simply in twisting

or ligating the arterial vessels which have been divided. If th

means used for the temporary hemostasis prevent the operate

from discovering its source, the Ugatures can be shghtly relaxed

until it is betrayed by the oozing of the blood. The various

methods of permanent hemostasis have already been considered.

and need no further description.

In the application of a dressmg to the wound of amputation,

the requirements are few, but they are imperative, and tliey are

sufficient, assuring the best results by their simphcity and solid-

ity. The soft tissues and the skin must be brought together.

over the extremity of the bone, and kept together by the applica-

tion of a continued suture, leaving a place of drainage for the

suppuration and the sloughing of the ligatures which occlude the

blood vessels, and the extremities of these must be gathered to-

gether at the most dependent part of the wound. This is coin-

pleted and protected by the application of an antiseptic dressing

consisting of pads of oakum, absorbent cotton, or tlireads of

tourbe, kept in place by rollers, and supported by an outside
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ter section of the bone, and more careful attention to the Bubse-

quent dressing. iVecronin of the amputated bone may also ( i-

plicate the process of cicatrization, accompanied by more or It sh

pain and diffused suppuration, which cannot be relieved until th..

necrotic bone has sloughed away.

Amputations in the contiguity of the bones are, besides, likdy

to be complicated with si/mwial ^/ist'tl't", which may b(> of tin ar-

ticular or tendinous nature. The ordinary forms of treatnicnl in

similar cases will bo sufficient for these.

These general rules regulate amputations of every kind, tiiough

the various steps of the operation may have somewhat varied, ac-

cording to circumstances. But whether it be in the continuity

or contiguity of a bone, or whatever maybe the bone involved;

whether the scapulo-humeral joint, the fetlock or the di-^itiil re-

gion; or even to remove supplementary digits ; they are of •iiuid

applicability, and the general niodits o^yerandl remains the Minif.

Even in the operation of a)iiput(if.!on of the wiiir/s we liud Imt

little room for modification or change.

In operating upon the wings of birds, with the principal oljject

of destroying their power of flight, it may frequently bo iux<nn-

pUshed by simply cutting off the extremity of the wing, at tl.c

carpal articulation, with the scissors, and cauterizing the wouml

with perchloride of iron or nitrate of silver.

Another method is to pull out the feathers from the inner side

of the wing, as far as the elbow joint, the skin being then iucistd

with a bistoury somewhat below the joint, and dissected luid

reversed upward, the bones being then divided with the boue

forceps. The wound should be carefully washed or spoiioed with

cold water, to check the bleeding, and the skin drawn o\<r the

stump, secured by interrupted sutures. The bird reiiuires no

special attention, and the wound heals in a few days.

AMPrTATION OF HoRNS.

The amputation of horns is an operation the description of

which dates back to 1790. It is indicated in cases of fractures, (ir of

vicious growths which might embarrass the motions and prevent

the usefulness of the animal, and lUso to provide against the mu-

tual injuries which cattle are liable to inflict upon one another.

It is also indicated in cases of suppurative collections in tlie si-

nuses, and for the removal of parasites from those cavities. It has
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likely to terminate either by resolution or even suppuration, tliougli

in a few cases it may be followed by gangrene.

(c) Gangrene, which generally manifests itself toward the

eighth or tenth day, ordinarily ends in death, and is often accoiu-

panied by an attack of ophthalmia more or less violent.

(d) Incomplete cicatrization of the stump, occurring priucipullv

in cases in which the wound has been neglected, and sulVercd to

remain too long unprotected by a dressing, and when the luiuou.s

membrane of the horn has become the seat of chronic iuHaimua.

tion. A central fistula usually results, accompanied by aii ;il)uu-

dant suppuration, which is apt to prove exceedingly intractable to

treatment.

2d. In many young ruminants this operation is perforiupcl ou

calves two or three months old, and consists in removing tlic rudi-

mentary horns. For this Charlier has invented a peeuliai- tro-

phine kind of circular gouge, which is used as follows: The aiii-

FiG. 290.—Charller's Method of Amputation of Horns In a Calf. 1st Stop.

mal being thrown and held by two assistants, the hair is cut short

around the base of the horns, and the trephine apphed over tliel

boms in such a manner as to divide the skin and subjacent tissuesj

down to the frontal bone where they are isolated by a cu-cuhirmr

cision. Then by a downward and horizontal twist of the trephinej

the divided stractures are gouged out and the secreting matrix oil

Fin. agi.-C'b
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P.O. 2,l.-vnarner's Method of Amputation o. . .orns in a Calf, Sd Stop.

Amputation of the Tail.

For some unexplamable reason the term '-doclri,!.." 1,0 i

I

applied to this operation, which is simpl,. the remo^-Joft ^'^
Ue vertebr.^ composing the caudal ai pendix It oi 0?:,"'
Lost pecuHar among the ^,>e..loJlr Al^, Ithou^h ofourse, under some special conditions incident to ai anTm'a°s it isalsosometnnes performed as an operation of genuine Z!;^ I
sa.,'e,v. This may be the case, for example, whfn thTtail s f.% so long and heavy as to interfere\vith the tefi^^^^^^^^
comfort of he animal, or when it becomes the seat of ZZ IndWs aflected with caries or necrosis, or fistulous tr cts or"etions of the skm. In some instances, also, this curtailing oper

Docking, which is of English origin, is now performed all over

; , r ^'""'^ '''' *^ " S''^^ '^^'^^ «f controversy ZnItlie question of its propriety. Whether it i« an n.f r.t
^

,

Ifmeltv or nrif ,'f iu ^ .f \ >* seiner it is an act of inexcusable

«a..« .,at a g^ea. deal of what haAlen ^"r J^lr1.1k. opcat™ ,„sulte, from the variou, and, too often, CgUng

1"'.' n*
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and cruel methods which have characterized the details of the

amputation. We believe that some of these methods may Lo so

modified as to relieve the operation of its apparent charact. ]• of

cruelty. We refer now especially to the means which have been

and are employed for the arrest of the hemorrhage which is likely

to follow the section of the blood vessels of the region.

The tail has for its bony support a series of the caudal \(rte-

brse—from fifteen to eighteen—varying in number and dimiuisL-

in" in size from the sacrum to the end of the organ, and uiiitcil

by a thick inter-vertebral ligament, and attached to tlicm are the

caudal muscles in pairs, three on each side, the superiors or //.-

vators, the Inferiors or depressor.", and the laterals or inclihit/oi's

Beside these, there is also the ischio-caudal muscle, which extcuds

from the ischiatic ligament upward and backward to terminate on

the sides of the first caudal vertebne. Between each of the lateral

and inferior caudal muscles runs the lateral caudal, and on tbe

median line between the inferior muscles the median cuikIiI w-

ten/, all running to the end of the tail, and likely, when diviaed,

to cause a more or less troublesome hemorrhage. All these or

gans are surrounded by the catidal aponeurosis, from the dtep

surface of which proceed bands which form a special sheath for

each muscle, and is ultimately united by its external face to tbe

thick skin Avhich surrounds the region. This sldn on the upper

and on each lateral face of the tail is covered with Ion-, thick,

coarse hair, while the inferior face is haii-less, smooth and com-

paratively thin.

FlO. 292.—Tall Cutters.
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Dochng properly includes three stena • T«f fi,
of the tail; 2d, the amputation • and 3d tV ' *^%PfP^^ation
rhage. (There is, however a mo^ nf

!-^"'''* ""^ *^^ ^^'"^r-

-wo steps can be u^er^elllon:) Xe" T "^^' *'^ ^'^^^

Upright position, and well secured
"""^ '' ^'^^ ^^ *^«

I 1st Step. Preparation of tlie Tnil ^vx.- • a .

Ld combed, and ouffht to \LZ ^""1^—^^ '^ ^^st weU washed

be place ^e^rthf^putlttr r ^
"^ antiseptic solution.

Larked by chppinftle £^0°-^

'

'''''''"'''' '^''^^^ ^'

LshoJd bfs^fuied erherbTbr/wdr ^^^^^^^

Wv in a mass with a string ™Tfhe Li i" ""^'l-
*^^^

Irs apply a cord ligature or nn .l„T 1 .
^"""^^ pi'actition-

prevent the hemoJhage
*" '''^^^^^ ^^^^^ *^^ Pl-«e to

Lrument with which the tanLn 1
^ ^ ''""P^" ^^*'^^* ^« *^«

Len block, was sevetti b;'aC;to';rL'e'^'
^'

^^^^ ^

(Tig. 292).
"^ °^ *^® 'instrument."

*' 01"9

Fio. 293.
Tall Cutters.

•'•'iiSl'

Fio. 894.

(^^.j -<^,
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«

At a later period, special knives called tail cutters, were in-

troduced. These were peculiar large shears, differing more or less

in general form and in that of their cutting edges, but which were

used in the same manner, and are stiU in common use by many

practitioners. The manner of using them is very simple. The tail,

prepared as before mentioned, and held horizontally by an assist-

ant, is so placed in a hoUow formed in the edge of the shears as to

insire a perpendicular stroke, and the division is made by closing

the blades with a single quick and forcible motion. Other iustru-

ments were invented to work by springs.

Fio. 296.-Sprlng Tall Cutter.

Some practitioners, instead of dividing the entire thickness
j

the organ, prefer to do so by disarticulating the vertebrae withl

bistoury, first making flaps on each side of the skin m order P

find the joint. X

M Step.— To stop the //cmorrAaz/e.—The moment the tadj

amputated, three streams of blood spring from +,he stump. ^|i

more or less force, according to the position of the member, miii

a li-ature or an elastic bandage has been previously applied. 1
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eauteiy. The tail-cauterv, heatedfoT^^
'""^^^^'^ '' '^' ^«t"^

held upon the truncated taH LTa ftT ^
?

^^^^'^ ^^^*' '^ ^^'^^J^^^ " a ew seconds untU it has stonped
^ the hemorrhage. To assist this

process and obtain the formation
o a thicker scab, certain com-
bustible substances are some-

beWh'"' "P°" *^^ ™-^
before the cautery is apphed, to

tion. A ring of hair or a httle ST-""^^,
*^^ ^'"^^ ^^ t^^eir ^gni-

for this purpose.
'' P^venzed resin may be employed

We have before noted that in fl„-

.much that is repulsive and cole lTrr°^^^"^««*^«^'^ there

.onjMWth the spii-itof modern sil-^^
long felt a conviction that a great7mn!

'"^'S^^^^' «"^1 we have
muipulation of such a case. We haT^'^r* ^' ^^^^^^e in the
one of careful experimentation and ih *^^f

^°^«' ^^^de the matter
s that the foUowing course of' pr2lr f'"^ ^' ^"^^ ''^^^bed
•ous and fulfil aU the purposes co^l 77? '^"^* ^" t^« indica-

>' i'l t^e complication^ lik^ oTc
7^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ -me time

ftbe sensitive and the tim'tbes'lt '"'*^ *^^ «^i-«--^
Ktoiy to aU the parties conce^ ' "'""^ ^""^^^

\^^^^:iZ^:^2-r*--- - -^
lie tail, and above the ring made bv y

'^^^^ '^^^"' ^^'^^^^^

entioned, to mark the pfacTof 1 Tf""^
^^' ^""'' ^^ before
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' "---

f
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^'^^' ^^^^orrhage.
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K^l^ which we intend to am^^^^^^^^^^^
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'
'' ' ''^^"^ ^^^ ^^^^
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•"K5» *^

I
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8!
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of the mutUation to which he has been subjected. We loiue the

elastic band in place for from twenty-four to thirty-six hours, pos

sibly loosening it once during that time, or tightening it, if any

oozing of blood is discovered, and removing it entirely as soon as

it becomes safe to do so.

The stump generally needs no special care, except in cases of

possible compHcations which may follow the operation. Thv am-

nutation of the tail by flaps is also performed by some veterinarians

with great success, this mode leaving a wound which generally heals
I

very rapidly and without the ordinary posaibihty of complication.

Among these are, first, hemorrhage. The occurrence of this

is an evidence that the hemostasia has been imperfect, probii-

bly the cauterization has not been sufficiently thorough; or the

torsion of the arteries has been insufficient; or the ligature has

been loosely tied. This accident requires a repetition of the man.

ipulation, and perhaps another cauterization or torsion or ligatuie,

With the appHcation of our elastic band this can scarcely ever oe-l

cur. If it does, another turn of the laand will complete the work.!

Bad aspect of the Stump.—The amputation of the tail by sec-l

tion through the continuity of the bone, as commonly happeiisl

when the tail-cutters have been used, leaves in the center of tbel

wound a projecting portion of a vertebrae, which is usually bm^tf

by the cautery, when this has been used. As the result ot thi^'

and surrounding the mortified bone, large granulations rapid

appear, overlapping the circular edges of the wound, and char

acterized by an abimdant discharge. The necrotic bone muJ

then be amputated and the granulations heaNoly cauterized ui

caustics of the potential kind; the saturated solution of chlonJJ

of zinc making an excellent prescription for the purpose re.iuirtfl

To obviate this compUcation the operator wiU do weU. \vhen auj

portions of vertebrae have been left in the stump, to remove th

fragments with the bone forceps rather than to wait for then- r|

moval by the natural process of necrosis. We have never encou

tered these comp. -ations when using the elastic band, bej

careful to amputate at the articulation of the vortabrs.

powdered dressings we have usedhave always kept the granulatioij

under control. ,

Multiple Abscesses.—We have met these once, as the res^

of the presence of a very thick scab, which prevented the esca|

of the underlying suppuration.
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Gangrene and Tetanus have also l.^*.,. i .

this operation. " ''^^" recorded as sequel* of

TREPHINING.

an aperture for surreal purposes ill v! ?,
""'^'^ *" ^«^"^

usuaUy the seat of the opeLnm ,
^^^ *^" "^'^"'^ i«

^e bo,, ..,ere the indicrtSlJit'^
"^'^ ^ ^^^ P-* <>^

to ant^quit,, hav^, a -ord^^ll 4^^^^^^^^^^ ^-.
aud yet it was not until toward the year 1 740 /i .

^ippocrate s,

tk domain of veterinary surgen '
About tl

\.-' '" ''^* "^^^^^"^

perforuied it to open the fS^l i
* *'™^ ^'^^°««^' Sr.,

treatment of glander and JW r
""^ ^^'"^"'^^'^ «^^"«^« "^ the

afterwards recLnaelTlX^^^^^^^^ HT" ^^^ ^*- ^^-
treatment for the relief of puXtTdle r ' "' *^^ ^'^^'^
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«

.
"""^^ Pathological
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^^
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anv signs of inconvenience, the indication of trephiniii;,'- dulv

becomes absolute when serious nervous ' manifestations arc tx-

hibitecl. In simple contusions, or even with complete fracture of

the bone, trephining is not indicated unless brain lesions arc

unmistakably present.

It is indicated in solipeds in cases of chronic discharf^os pro-

ceeding from suppurative collection in the sinuses, cliarat'tcriztd

by a yellowish, grumous, and often offensive, running at tlir iio«\

usuaUy from but one side, and not uncommonly accompanitd by

a deformity of the face, caused by a bulging of the bones, aud

associated with it a dullness on percussion over their surface.

Jessen & Unterburger have also recommended it in cases of

suppuration in the cavities of the nasal turbinated bones. In the I

treatment of chronic catarrhal inflammation of the horns or of the

portions of the frontal sinuses which extend into the appeiulix of

the head, in ruminants, it has given excellent results.

It is also indicated for the removal of foreign bodies, either of I

a pathological nature or the product of wounds, entering the!

cranium from the outside. It is available for the removal of I

polypi or any kind of neoplasm, of migrating dental cysts, otl

odontomse, or as one of the first steps in the operation for tliel

removal of diseased teeth from their alveolar cavity; in all tbesel

cases it is the first indication. It is also of common application iDi

extracting parasites, the coenurus especially, from the cranial cavJ

ity of small ruminants, when their location has been first positiTtM

ascertained. In some severe cases of diseased withers accomJ

panied with abundant suppuration, which may filtrate under tliJ

internal surface of the scapulae, and accumulate between that bonJ

and the thorax, it has been claimed that, performed upon tlij

scapula, it would furnish an eligible means of reaching the hottoij

of the collection, and providing suitable drainage and consequenl

relief.

Trephining the wall of the foot in special cases of laminitiJ

to assist the escape of the effused blood from between thi

lamince has also been tried, but with what results we are m
informed. It has even been pei*formed in the treatment of imm(J

bihty, but so far as we have learned, has never been followed t

satisfactory results. It is also referred to in connection with tlj

cranial inoculation of rabies, as performed by Pasteur.

The special instrument employed in the operation is
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trephine, or trennn ir,

^-^^ ^:^::^.T^:--^- ^^ere are a.o
tounes, orcepH, bone-serapor. and 1X7'' ""' "'""•^' '^-

TJie brace and bit trephine is f 1
has been more or less modified and wKT'^f ''''*™"«"* ^^ch
^ore ^id e.eeution, i. probablyl.J^^^T^

Fio.299.-Bichaf8Trephin

-Old.Fashloned Trephine.

ft*

Pro.300.-Sing,e.Han<le<lTr6pWr
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Fio. 3fir.—Operation of Trephining. Modus Operandi.

ary trephine (Fig. 300), and therefore not so safe. The single-

handed trephine is also to be preferred from the fact that tlie I

former requires both hands to manage it, while the latter can be

manipulated with a single hand. They are both what iniglit be

properly denominated true circular saws, if judged by tlic result I

of their apphcation, which is the removal of a circular portion ot I

the bony structure, and a corresponding round opening, tbrouglij

which other surgical indications can be fulfilled.

A simple gimlet has often taken the place of the regular iustru-

1

ment, but such an apphance can be considered as possessing littleI

more than the character of a mere exploring needle, from tliel

impossibility of making an opening with it of sufficient tlimen-j

sions to be available for any other practical use.
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FIO.303.
^'"-^W-

Parts of the Head where Trephining is Pnrformod.

mstrument, there are conditions where, the bone being less sub-

cutaneous, the operation is h^ss easily performed. Suc-h is the

case as to the lateral faces of the parietal bone, where it will be

necessary to penetrate through where the crotaphite musde is.

This, however, makes a compUcation of httle importance. Again,

there are indications, such as in cases of chronic coryza, with sup-

puration of the sinuses, where a double trephining becomes iif-ees-

sary, one to enter the frontal, and the other the superior inaxilliuy

sinus. Figure 305, which is borrowed from Peuch & Toussaint,

shows the exact location where the trephining can be made.

A, entering into the frontal; B, the upper, nnd C, the lower max-

illary sinuses.
,

The modus operandi of this operation i>i vei-y ^mple. Liiioss

the animal is very restless, and cannot be controlled by the ordi-

nary means of restraint, or by local anesthesia, and must there-

fore be cast, or unless the trephining is merely the first step of an

operation to remove foreign bodies or growths from the sinuses, or

to >v,>ply special action upon a displaced bone, as in a fra.'ture. T\e

pT-ei'er to operate in the standing posture, and in such cases have

found thf- rr of cocaine of great advantage.

In any case the skin is first divided by either a V, or a T, or a
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FIG. 305.-Comn,on PoInt« of Selection for Tropnlnlng
semi-lunar incisiou. We iirpfpv fi.« « ^ , .
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safe plan will be to partly separate the disk with a partial, obh'iae

turn of the trephine, and to complete the separation with the

elevator Sometimes this segment will be retained m the ciown

of the instrument, or, again, it mil be only partially loosened. In

that case, securing it with a pair of bull-dog forceps, its excision

can be made complete with the bistoury, by dividing the mu.iuis

membrane of the sinus which may hold it. If the edges of the

openin<- in the bone are not perfectly smooth, their asperities

Bhould'be removed with the bone scrapers or bone knives.

The indications foUowing the perforation of the bone vary

according to the case. If it is a fracture, with pushing m of the

bone the fragments, or the bone (udris, must be removod l,v

being raised with the bone elevator, cutting from withm outward.

If a removal of a parasite of the cranial ca^ity is to be effecto.1, its

membranous envelopes may be carefuUy twisted around the jiuvs

of the forceps, and thus removed in a single mass. In clouusmg

out a purulent collection in the sinus, it must be injected and

washed with the proper medicated solution. If, on the contniry,

the removal of a foreign body is necessary, as a polypus, or an

odontoma, or the extraction of a molar tooth by gouging, it may

become necessary to enlarge the opening. This is done eitli.r l,y

chippin" oflf the edges with the bone forceps, or by making aiiotlur

opening"with the trephine, adjoining the first, and merging tlitm

together by properly trimming and shaping them.

The dressings required after trephining vary according to cir-

cumstances. If the trephining has been but a preliminary sfp

to a subsequent manipulation, such as the raising of a lia-nKiit

of fractm-edbone, or for the removal of foreign bodies, the wuund,

after being thoroughly and antiseptically washed, can be closed

bv bringing the edges of the integument together by sutures, and

covering the surface with a pad of oakum, kept in place l)y a hg-

ure 8 roller, around the head, or by one of the frontal, su..deor

double already described. If, however, the operation luis ])oen

a,erformed in a locality where there would be diiKculty in r.>tam.

ing such a dressing, the application of agglutinating preparations

or plasters will eflfect the object.

When the frontal and maxillary sinuses have been opciuxl, and

it becomes necessary towash out their cavitiesby injections thimu

into them, the trephined opening must be prevented from closir^

by the introduction of a tent of oakum and a kind of sott cork.
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pliine, and the destruction of tl,r? "PPl'^tiou of the tre-

..t™ to remove alurZe' It r2;Tents "^;:r 't
"^

to rema n imbedded in ih^ .vv„ i .
^8^"^^°^^- -^o allow tlicm

be to incur thettta^ Wd of 1^ 1" i

"'" ''^ ^'^' ^^'^

and the formation oTfistuwf .

development of abscesses

until the last p^Lk of dWedT ' 'f'^ "^" ^^'"^^ *« ^-^
removed.

''^'"'^ ^°"^ ^^« been exfoliated and

PEKIOSTOTOiArST

mav be for the purpose oT' f

*^^.'"^*^'^"^ °^ l^^^J growths. It

be to relievl theTin anstTo "g ''f
"^°^"*^^"' ^^' ^^ ^^

.nembrane as it is p LedT^Ll ^ ''^'"" °' '^^ ^^^^^^^^^

-derit. The operXn troril:u;r;°' ^'^
Sewell of the Boyal Veterin:; SX^'in'm?" ^' '^"'^"°''

considered to be one of the neLT ? J
'
^'''^ '"''" '^^^ ^^'^^

methods practiced fo 'Le LS o f 1 ^
""""' '"'""^^ ""«^^ t^«

It was considered by Se. t^s^^^^^
'"^ *° ^^°^*--

other means then in use coir .
.^ ''' ^*" '"P"'^^^' *« ^^J

But although eaL irsupprtJl"';f
'"'^' '""«"' '"^^^^ *^« ^'-^

1-^ostotom, has no^nTits' fal^r"^, f.;^^
^^^"*-''

resdts M^hich were promised for i i

^^i^^it^^g all the

it i« in many instanc Hot o"1 '

''^''"''''' ^'" '^'"^ *^^*

operation. Seve rspecia ,. f
' ""f''' ''"^ ^^'^" ^ ^^^"^^^'^^'^

formanco. These are aT ^'*™"^'^^*« ^^'^ ^^^«--"-'-y in it per-

I

t^e skin, for X ; 1!:^^^1 ^IT"
^^^^'^ '''^ *"

^^^
'

'"''^^ve^' a special distounj (Fig. 307) jg

VIM**

.|!'i,i rf*

fj'

it*
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Pig. 806—Scissors. 307.—Bistoury. 303.—Periostomo. 309.—SetonNeodloi?,

sometimes substituted ; a periostome (Fig. 308), a kind of bliuit

bistoury, narrow and curved; and two flat needles Fip;, nO'J),

short and curved flatwise, one of which is blunt, and used to di-

vide the connective tissue, the other being sharp and to be used

as a seton neetUe to pass a tape into the subcutaneous iuidsiou. if

it is judged necessary. These needles may either be inserted into

a handle, or used free.

The operation is a simple one to perform. The animal bting

cast and properly secured, an incision is made with the rowell

scissors or the bistoury, at the most dependent parts of the l)onv

growth, large enough to allow the introduction of the bluut curved

needle. This being pushed slowly under the sldn, separates it
j

from its attachments, and upon being gradually withdrawn, the

periostome is passed into the tract thus formed, directly over

the bony tumor. Turning the sharp edge of the periostome ou

the exostosis, and pressing it over the periosteum, this is divided

by subcutaneous strokes down to the most superficial layer of the

exostosis, which may be incised by the instrument.

When the tumor is of long standing, a seton may be intro-

duced by pushing into the tract, from which the periostome has

been removed, the curved needle which carries the tape, and it is

brought out by an opening made at the highest part of tlio tuuior.

Sewell claims that after twenty-four hours the parts become

the seat of alarge swelling, and more or less inflammation may take

place, but after twelve days the animal is ready to rc^in!ne his

work, the swelling having gradually subsided, and the lameness
j
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with that of Roynal, as wo have seen .
^'^''" ""'^ ''Srees

.nation has foUowod the olfx^tL;
''"' '''^•'™ ^^^^'^•^^^'^ '-^^^

^i-'lormeut of large indu 1 ed swe
"'""'•7"^ ''' *^« l-^'-^*^"*

form of treatment, tnd Jh n! nj >"' "''"'^^'^ *" «">^ «"-r
operation, although highly re'^ommc n ifT r'l'^'"^

^'""^°^«^- ^his
especially in the t^-eatmen' ^Z^^n!^""'^ Petitioners,
aa.no estimation by ContinentalUl C- '""' '"'" "' '''

RESECTION OF BONES.
The resection of a bone is f J,n ,. , .

stance, for the c.nnect^ o ,tv "i "'f
^'' '^ ^"^'^"^ ''^ ^^« -^-

or other deformity, or in c^r^::^;":;^^ """-^ Position,

incurable disease. It is to i bono
' "^'^^"•^^«> ov other

^i-- Bl^asbeen W^lrX:!^!™^^ ^^^ ''''

a comparatively recent period that it ],"fi ;"'""'"' °"^->'

veterinary surgery, and even no^ ^ ^d 1 "T^" "^*"

-s practicable on all parts of the si leton bt "IV""'"'"'
'*

special conditions in which it is mnv.
""'*""* '^^^e are some

others, such as cases of Lli "'"'"'; ^"'^^^^'^^^ *^^^ '^

oMi-tefistulouswithers,::rt^ ^-^^ rise to

or again m that of the complicated wot^raclr^"'^''"^

'

tui-es.
»vumius accompanying frac-

I

I If. jW

l! i**^
1 ;;. ^

:i,»

J

may be intro-

riostome hiis

ape, and it is

of the tumor,

parts become

tiou may take

o resume his
\

the lameness
FIG. 810.-Variou8 Forms of Saws.
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Fio. 811.—Chain Saw.

Fia. 812.—Bone Forceps.

fl

Pio. 313.—Gouge. Fio. 313(t.—Chisel. Fig. 3136.-J;allot,

The instruments necessarj' are quite numerouw. Saws of I

diflferent forms, including the chain saw, the bone forceps, or

shears, the gouge, the chisels, and the mallets are all brouglit

into requisition at times. Before making a resection the diseased |

bone must be thoroughly exposed by a free and lou;,' incision,

giving ample room to the surgeon for the free use of tlio lustra-

1

ments. If the bone is already exposed, great care should be taken I

to protect the soft tissues, the muscles, the blood vessels and the I

nerves, from being accidentally wounded, by covering them mth!

compresses, cloths, or other substances.

The man
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3136.-Jiallet.

295The manipulations will of course varv „ t
which is to be incised. When one of tlT, f"^ *° ^^' ^""«

.ected in its Ion.- axis either^-r ?
"""^ ^°°"' '^ *« be re-

mtor of the osseous 4,,,. it.
"^ "T"' "' ">« pmoiljle rcgen-

10 be removed. This doiif n,„ i,„ ,
""• '"'B""™'

.iter the ehamsaworthe r ''<'««% ™t off, with

1...8 in their »rt c^or ertrei' '"n™"""' ^'"' '''""=«<"' »'

*» withe™ and oecasiona,.,' i. 0^:,^^^*"™' '" ''-

.a.saveVthe'^l'lrtaTeXr:! ^ --*'^'

Toxoid wom,I; tuttZlt ''"'«„"'* i"'""""! surfaee.

..*., from their attXeZThe 'e'r f
""^ !""™"

Ihm tte bone with the 1,1^ , !
"^ ? "" '" P"*"'' "^7

» introduced oImI^w;"*' °f,° l"'^''*
'"'^'""' "'» "1^^

loulwaids. The hemorrh»„« „;• i ® " '">'"> from within

*TC„nhestop;rdTX"n: ^7 '""""': "'»'-'«
P*c.ive antise^L.J^^,, "undTe" hlf"'" "^ "

|.lil.formati» ?1 tit Zte Ilr'""°''''^l»-™'y
lltadon of the necro, r„r ,

™^ "™" '"" *e

.-.orma,r:rz;ttrroft^;:i:-^r^-

l«a it n..e»ry I V Inl
'""=™"lation of pus in the wounds,

I
n.cessaij, by appl.ving caustics or resortino- to nnv „»i,Iffte means recommended to fulm the existing tafiCS. "

%*

':;:J



CHAPTER VII.

OPERATIONS ON MUSCLES AND THEIR
ANNEXES.

CAUDAL J^IYOTOMY.

This operation, more commonly known undov the imme of

pricking, is exclusively performed on equines, and is dosiguedtof

diminish the power of contraction of certain of the muscles of the I

taU. However it originated, it has been perpetuated bv n class of

horse fanciers who have, to a certain extent, made it a dictum of!

fashion, and by whom it has been supposed to improve tliej

symmetry of the animals upon which it is inflicted But it __,

lost, in our day, much of the estimation in which it was oncel

held, and while at first, before its prestige had boon weakened, alii

kinds of horses, indifferently, became victims to the bad tastel

and thoughtless cruelty of the custom, either the extoruiil form of I

our horsea and the mode of attachment of theu* tails have beenl

improved by more skillful methods of breeding, or thoy lia\e inl

stinctively learned the regulation style of canyiug their caudall

extremities. Whatever may be the cause, the fact is bejondj

dispute that the indications for the operation have cousiderablyl

diminished.

But though the effect of the division of the inferior caudall

muscles is in fact, with some animals, to cause them to caiiTJ

their tails in lines more graceful and more horizontal tbau beforei

it is still necessary, in order to accomplish a successful result,!

that the taU should be properly attached to the body as a coiif

genital arrangement, or well set up on the sacrum. A horse)

with an obhque sacrum, with the tail set low and close to tli{

ischial tuberosities, can never be a good subject for the operation!

or made to serve as a favorable example of the beautifying efi'ectj

of pricking.

But with all this, there is sometimes h condition which (looU

in", not to the welfare of the horse, but solely to the convenieucd
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I

''^'' ^^^tGv), renders caudal mvotomv „,. . .•
TliiH occurs with those anin^als wh elf ^'''*'''' "^ "^"^"^''^^ity-

Lg habit, when driven in ^^^u^^'^'^'T''^ *^- -4-
re..s and, in eftect, graspin "In'

'

hll .1"^ ' ^'^' ""''' ^^'u with difficult^ tiit cint^t^;::
o?t

"^r '^

trouscomsionor-otheTcWelus "'""'."''" P-baps a disas-

Tl:ere is also another Pofr? "f^""*"" ^^J impend.

.o.thei.putatrs^:^ ;^t;:^ts:r
tteplca of being in the "^fasWthS ,

-«^-ively on
Imlicl argument of a monev T •

1 5 ^ involves only the

WinLcaseoftheaiThre?^^^^^^^^
.

TMs conditiL is

rth a lateral curvature-adeformrtvt^^^^ '"'^ '^^^^''"^^ °^'

Ulerably diminish his mrTervre^'^"'^^,^"^ -stances

Icontra-indication of the operation iJ^. f
." ''°'^^^' ^^ ^^^^

of the animal and a lowS lof tt^ tt
'^?^',.«-^--^-

k^asido the question of good apnea •„' ' ^^^^^^^^i^^^' ^^'-^v-

Ittached low or high, ave2LZT T""
"'""'^' ^^ *^^ ^^^^ ^b

Lof the reins b^^ -I^chi^ ^t^t^^^^^^^^
«^ taking

ItaOis carried crookedly sidewav« AV ' '^
^^''"^ ^^"^^^^ tl^«

Lation under all the'requLZ'ts '^""^' '^ ^^^^^^^^ '^^

^''(indal Myotomy Proper or /-»>.;.z.-

^etwo inferior sacxlcauLl mlcl^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^--on of

,

^g their contractile power Tf. .
^'""'"^'^'^ "^' ^'^'^i^-

}ost of which consist not ol in h'el""^' '^ ^^™^ -3-.

Y in the removal of a portio ""'f
"^^^°" ^^ ^^^ '^--scles,k i. however, one metC'oT which we^h'^TV^^^^^^^"Wrauy mention by Euronean nnfl ,

^""^ ^^"^^^ *« ^is-

hpraeticed in the^ UntrslS^^Zn^ ^^^^^ ^-
(orapenod of more than forty years Tbi« 7

? '" ^'^""^

[e shall consider in another place"
'

the^ i

"' '^^"'^"'^^

f
glance at plate 314 will showth! r

^'"*^'**^«'^ "^^^Aor/."

|ae muscles, blood v"Ls all „ ""''"^'J,
'""*°"^^^^^ 1'^^*-^

Wpon. Peuch andSain re 7 *^' '^"^"^ *^ ^^ ^P-
Ke think the matter can bet r 1

''' '''''''' °^ "P-^^iins,

f-ber by at least::LYf.^1rs2 S'^' t
^'^^^"^^^^^^

heWersalanll^Si^n;:^^^^^

.,1 ^w

i.«



2t)8 OPEKATIUNS on MUSCLES A.NJ3 THKIU ANNEXES.

Fia. 314.—Anatomy of the Perineal, Anal and Caudal Regions.

1 1.—The Bkln. 2.—Portion of the aponeurotio sheath of the cot' yiroal mii8>i?s.|

3 3.—Inferior sacro coooygoal inusoies. 4 4.—Lateral aaero coLvygcal iinrs'lis. :> ':.-l^

chlo coccygeal mUBcloB. 0.—SuspouBOry ligament of the anus. 7 7.—Lateral ciu"

arteries, 8.—Deep caudal vein, Batolllte of the median artery. 9.— McJIan oauJij

artery. 10 10.—Inferior caudal nerves. 11.—Lymphatic glands, la K'. Superflit

caudal veins. 12'.—One of the suporllclal caudal veins. 13.—Portion of tin' iierinfil

aponeurosis. 14 14.—Somi-membranosus muscle. 15.—Sphincter aul. in Iti.-Is'lil

cavernous muscle. 17 17.— liuUio cavernouH niUBcln. 18 18 SuspensDiy liiram'Mii;

lhei)enia. ID 111.—ilulbous or internal i)Udic arteries. 20.-Ini-istou of Ihv unsitij

canal for urethrotomy, 21.—Anus.
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-^"••"«ve to 'the p fo nl" o
*^\^"'-^'-^"' '-'^ -^t at all

0^- "sea cocaine ion p;:::s:;t:ri7-'f-:
^eW

stances producccl all the excell«,t eftWt's of ,

"' '"""'^' "^
md we m-cfer it, therefore to t .et i , / ^''"""'^ anesthesia;

I

.ome reconimena. ' *^' "^^^^I^tions of chloroform which

|r.« i?r::jlf^rrr^^ ^^e..;..._The instruments

e..hn. that ^o.n :::^:::::'Z:7T^:^^^ -
KJi oiu Obstetric cases;

F/0.m5.-Bl8toury for Caudal Myotomy.

la sharp convex bistoury, and a h„ll rl. f
tenacuhnn. The animafLing ^ecu tl if T^ "' ^ ^''^'^''^

ll'laced on one side of the cronT J 'f
1^'^'^*^°"' '^^ assistant,

h operator, raises the tail nenf r , ,

^'''*^""* ^^^
^^^^^^ff

^dcUe of the back of the1 ef" "1"'^^' ^"^^ ^-" «- tl^e

lies tense and cause them n ' .
"'''^'^ *^ ''''''^'' ^^^ ^^us-

fen which covers that ;i:/^^^^ ^'^^^ "-^- t^e fine, soft

Ite posterior parts of the animal ,,
^^l'^;'^*"^, directly facing

^^ left hand and steadies 7 ^IT , n
'

'

«""^" "'^ *-^ -^"^

N''-v^hs..,,,«, between thn-^tt '^"^^ "^ ^^^

F'0.815a.-How to lloia the Bistoury

.,,J

and Make the rncision.
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the incision outward, right acrosH the eirtiro Aviilth of tho iimsrle,

The incision must run through the entire thickness of the or^jjii:

and ought to be made by a shigle stroke of tho instrument. Tlit

first incision is to be made about three lingers width from thclmse

of the tail ; the second from one inch and a half to two IuoIks

back of it, and the third, if not considered unnecessary, at the

same distance from the second. Owing to the tapering lunu ,if

the tail, the incisions should become iihorter as they approiich the

end of that member. Wlien all the incisions are made on the

right side, the operator, if ambidexter, changes hands iiud lo-

verses his mode of manipulation, proceeding otherwise in tlio

same manner as before, being careful that all the incisions are

made directly in line with one another, entirely across tlic

muscle.

These first three incisions constitute the first step of the

operation. If the division of the muscle has been made through
j

its entire thickness, the portions of tissue l)e-

tween the incisions will sUghtly protrude, and

these are to be seized with the bull-dog forceps,

and drawn over u one side, while they are caie-

fully dissected away with the convex bistoury,

placed flatwise, under the muscle,

with the sharp edge turned up-

ward, and separating entirely the

two portions of muscles included

between the incisions. The amount
Fig. 316.— Trans-

, ,
• .1 i

versai Incisions in of muscular tissue thus removed
Caudal Myotomy.

^^^i measure from three to four

inches in length.

The number of the incisions varies. At first

one was considered sufficient, but the number was

gradually increased to five, while at present com-

mon agreement has fixed the rule at three.

2. 77ie Ojyemtion by LongitmUnal Incisions.—
This is comparatively an old mode of operating,

which, having been once abandoned, was revived

by Delafond", in 1833, when it was again reinstated

in general practice. It reqmres for its perform,

ance only a strong, convex bistoury. The animal Jf^.^^f"

being secured in the usual position, and the tail

''I

Fia. 316a.-C«il

ciBious.
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)nvex bistourv,

kept ttH m the other inf.tlio<l« ih

uncleru.ath. From th. ntuselo thuspv i

'"' '^"^^ "'^' ^"""^
e.I, 011(1 by paHsing the biHtoury nuLrfrf' *" ^'°'"^" ^'^ ^^«««^-t-

>^
removal by cutting it tran«ve "w a

'

botlT 'V''
"'^^''^^''^' ^*

cutauoous mdsion. The removal nf^l
extremities of the

" saXS::'";;;; t.i 'i-
-^^ '^^' '" """"" "" ""

Vatel, who made two' transversal imT.-''""~'^^'''
''"' ^^"'^^^^^ by

f- three to four inehes ^^H"ruTit"
'

f
•^'^^'

"^ *^« *'"'

l-'r Va longitudinal incision, maclr "^^,. ""' *^^ *^« ««'"«
fenor caudal muscle, and then disse Hn

"""'^^"^ «^ ^^^^^^ ^n-
w.th the aid of a bistouiy, or" prorH'^-'

^'^''^" ^^^ ^^^ organ
-end with a pair of for eps^H,W 17' '""''"^ ^ ^^^^ «*

,

TLo method patronised bv Brd
"''"^"'"

hiez, and recommended by Belgian
^^•""-•^Hns, requires two special in

l^cliLsuHedforthedivi-sionofth

kt of he muscles. The operation
I minutely described by Directort''

'"' ''''^"'^^' *^^ folloAnng

Two or three incisions are made

C L fi

'""^^ "^^^' *^« first

;«ot'e tail, a space of about half ^ ^ ^ '^

t**.!.
The my„t„,rer Ln tot!,"'"';"''''''''''™'

'-^

fc
*7"'™a. -d after t^^^^^^tZ

" '"' """*'
r« t by l„„,„g a, togi„„^^

t """"^d the organ, di-

fi»rt tl,„ musculai- ti,.ue. Th„ L.J°,^°ff '*» *"•]' edgeN >- ine«o„, and a., tben^t^ri^r^^^^^

- -ft*

10
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'^f

Fio. 818—Caudal Der-

matomo.

PlO, 819.—Cau-

diil Myotoino.

Pio. 320—Brognlez'sModect

Operatiou.

The American, or Subcutaneous Method.—TLis requires but i

single instrumeut, viz.: a strong, straight tenotomy knife. TLa

operator, having the animal in the usual position, with the tail

under proper control, and holding his knife flat full in the liauJ

plunges it flatwise through the skin, with the sharp edge turiiw

downward, from without inward, measuring carefully to intn

duce it at about the separation of the lateral and inferior caudi

muscles, and pushing it as nearly as possible between the mass

the muscle and the vertebrte. When the instrumeut has pens

trated to near the median line, the sharp edge of the instrumeii

is, by a twist of the hand, turned peii^endicularly in the dirtctioj

of the muscle, and by a careful sawing motion, the division of \t

fibers is accomplished. This is easily detected by a peculiar cracj

ing sound, which ceases as soon as the entire thickness of tl

muscle is divided. The edge of the instrument can then readily 1

felt under the skin. The cutting must be carefully done in ordj

to avoid the division of the entire thickness of the skin. Asecoi'

and third division must follow, the number being equal on eaj

side. ,

There is also another subcutaneous mode, practiced by hi

man veterina
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man vetennarianH. hnt wl.i^i. • , •

molo.,K. „r„ „„„<l. ^vilh tl,rlr- ,"
"''"'«'" '""' » ''"ved

™v«l myotome i, the,, i„ ,1, ' f f
"^ '° ""' """• '^'1 »!»

"»* A tun. „, tie k trl 'T "^ ""• *" '""' ""

.<«nv'"ortiol'?:,::.t"'""°- "'»'^<"" -"""th. „m„,^
When the operation iH finisbfirl .

,

the tail released without anv1,w "''''"^^ '"''^ ^' ^^^i^ved and
^thou^h by reason of theuTaSbrr "' ""^'^^ ^^e-orrhage.
artories, a certain amountITne^^^^ ^\'^^ lateral caudal
not of aserious nature, and as a r!,

^^^' ^^''''- ^"<^ ^^^ is

- have seen the blood whi^h had H ""f ^° '^^"'"^ '^««""o«
i

Ul was hanging pendant ^easealmo'r-
'"'' '"^^^ ^^^^^« '^^

ammal was returned to his staU and ?h TT'^'^'"'' ^^^^ ^^^^

to be described on another pa^eB A ^''''''^
'^ *^« P°«i««^

hbmulant hemorrhage, a siLS!"
"" .''*'^ °^ *" unusuaUy

appl-cUobeleftonuntVtheLr^^^^^^^^^'^ '''"'^'^' ^'^^ ^'
The treatment appropril f^ ^

^''
J'

'""*^""^^-

a"^ removal of l^LZZZ^^,^ ^^^-^ ^-m incision
eommon to all suppurating woun^ V" ""''' "" "'"* ""^''^ ''

Hortmt item. TOle suchXn '

'^''^"«««
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Fig. 321. -Simple Method to Keep the Tall Elevated

position by a cord passing through the puUey, one end boing se

cured to the tail and the other to a weight sufficiently heaA7 tc^

effect the purpose (Fig. 323). A Uttle art is necessary in attaching

the cord to the tail. The hahr should be nicely braided and a looj

formed, and then a small wooden pin nin through the braid vrH

effectually prevent the cord from becoming detached. This plai

Pig. 322.—Brognlez'B Apparatus to Elevate the TalL
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^-.m-Bleva«n.t.e
Tail Wit. Paue.a.
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mwhere might cause theTosenL T/' '^"' ^^^^ ^^
e rouhIeson.e consequence oTSvl^^^^^ °' *^^ ^-' ^^^
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liould run freely through the m^t ^, ,

*^' ^"^•«^- The cord
toaUow the animal to h^e do^ ^ 7 """^ ^ "^ «"«^""^t strengS
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.:::'!'

FIQ. 824.-Bartlef8 Apparatus, Separate and In Position.

1st. Ilemorrhaffe, whicli is not generaUy seriouB, taking place

xnostly when tlxe tail is loosened and allowed to hang down, an

ceasing as soon as it is again placed in an elevated position. It

is but seldom that it becomes necessary to mtei^ere for the pur-

pose of arresting it, which is easily effected by the ordm.ry

means, as pressure or the application of hemostatics.

2d. Gam/rene is one of the most dangerous sequela, of k

operation, ^^ether resulting from excessive traction on the tail

bv the heavy weights, a dressing too tightly applied, or exeessn.

inflammation, or, according to Bering, to the completed sect, n

oi aU the arteries supplying ttie tail. When becoming :^.gi

ous the wounds assume a brovvn or blackish appearance, the su,

pur'ation becomes sanious, with a repulsive, sm genets odor t

.

L is swoUen and flabby, and the <Bdema surrounding is eoId n

puffy. The gangrenous process generally begins toward he e ul

the tail andVogresses rapidly, endangering in time the hfe

the patient. It is often only by the most energetic measures that
|

Itcan be controlled, such as the free use of antiseptics, seanhoa-

tion, cauterization, or even amputation.

3d Wounds of the Vertehne and of their i^f7a»^«./.s.-Tbe. I

iniuries, not so serious in their character, are usually rrodum

by^r contact of the knife during the operation, e.usmg

Bcra nu" of the bone and wounding of the periosteum or the

Wments which unite the vertebn-e. Another injury is a
.

-

S neclis caused by the formation of a fistula, frouMv >cJ

a thin Hanious pus is discharged, and which forms a wouudM
efu^isl cicafrize. Though Zundel affirms that this c.n,^

j
tion is most common after the subcutaneous operation -,

experience with this process fails to justify our agreement .>t
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this assertion. When disease of fl.,. i

is to promote the exfoliation of the nenr^'i
"'''''' '^' "^^^^^"^^^«"

^^o.. Of the vertehr. . . comnTr^L^^ts^^^^^
4th. Abscesses.—Thpsp a„^, x-

.on, especiaU, in animlirErZ^lt1'^^ "'^ ^^«* ---
cases of strangles. They nmy eftend to \/

^'^''''"'^''' ^^ "^

around the anus, or any part of tl 1. ,, '
''^^^ ^^ *^« t^il-

region. They require treatlen 'i '
'^"^ '^^'"^ ^° ^^^ rectal

gatherings.
^ *''"*"^'"* «^°^^^r to that of all analgous

5th. Anal Fistuha. -This appi,q«„+™ is made so near to the a^us ttt it""", T^'"
''^ ^^'^^ -"

-t forms, to filtrate between the skin o.,'"'^^''
^^' P"«' ^'^^^'^

™ canty, and is a condition wLt ' f
"^^, .^'^^^"-^ "^to the pel-

f- exit to^the collected su^pttr '^ ^'^'^^^^ ^^^ '^^^ ^^^^

avoided byt!rseptiJ^l*^™^^^^^^^
'^\ ^^ "^^^^ instances, be

7tL r/. -J.?.X:: ".f2;^^ ^^*-.*^e operation'.

by Loiset and Brogniez, but in ouro^ o' tT"'
•

'
''" "^'"^^^"^'^

to expect its occurrence in thisC

T

T '" ""^ ^"^^'^ ^'^'^^^^

most common of aU the seouel* 'L^ '^f
^'^—This is one of the

!

.stead of bemg carried ho'lttl "
fV

'^*'^^ «^«^ '^^ ^^>

I

0" the contrary, either elevated t^^fv o7"' fT'^^^'' ^«'

tlie croup. This is not precisely d, ! T •

"'"' ^'^^'^ ^""'^ «^

I f'7
^^^ «P-ation, but is rath, the -esX^r "T"'*^*^""too heavy a weight and an excessive amom^n/f'

^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^
ammd is in pulleys. The most Tf?l7T

*'^'*'°^ ''^^^ ^^^
Pl--t -ident is to wat h clof^J !hi"'

'' "'"'"^^^ *^^« -"
potion l,y taking the patient out

7^ *^^ Progress of the cicatri-
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"^*^'^"fe' '^^
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^--^ -ies it sii:i:e;:re:L:Tbrr' ''- *^' ^^^ *^«
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*" congenital habit or
[m^es it in an .!eSfT";^^^^^^^^^^^

and also when he
^.voto.y.pe.formen^^^^^^^ In these cases
I uramg to the requirements, either on

a-^%
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tlie lateral caudal muscle on the side to which the tail is earned

or upon one or both of the superior sacro-caudal muscles, tlic

elevators of the tail. As a rule, one incision only is necessary.

and it must be done subcutaneously, and in the subsequent treat-

ment, instead of placing the animal in puUeys, the tail must be

tied up to the sm-cingle on the side opposite to that of the opera-

tion ; or it may be allowed to hang down free. An experieii<>(* on

our part of many years, has rendered us skeptical as to the success

of lateral caudal myotomy, a careful dissection of the tails of

animals aflfected with this deformity having proved the existence

of an abnormality in the formation and development of the

caudal vertebrte which has been either the cause or effect of tbe

trouble. Operations performed upon animals of this class liave

not been usually followed by a satisfactory result.

CRURAL MYOTASE—CRURAL ^lYOTOlVIY.

This affection is peculiar to bo\dnes, and is a species of dis-

location, or displacement of the long vastus muscle-the

external Uchio-tibial. It is a lesion which forms a very serious

impediment to the act of locomotion, by its disabhng effect upon

the movements of the hind leg.

The nature of crural myotase will be understood by those T\iio

ai-e famiUar with tbe anatomy of the region in cattle. With tbem,

the biceps femoris covers, in its normal position, the whole of the

coxo-femoral joint, in such a manner that its anterior border («/-),

Fig. 325, is situated in front of the joint. This border, from
\

the articulation to its lower end, forms a kind of teiKlon, (c)

closely connected with the aponeiurosis of the fascia lata, (f
)
wliose

divided layers surround the muscle, adhering intimately to its two

faces, the deep and the superficial. Passing over the troeliauter

of the femur, with the assistance of a large mucous bursa, tlie

biceps is quite thin, and is kept in position by an aponeurosis (f\\

which partiaUy covers the gluteus externus, and is united to the

fascia lata. id
When this aponeurosis is lacerated at a point on a level witM

the hip joint, whUe the leg is carried backward, in excessive ex-

tension, it is possible that the trochanter, thus earned forward,

may become engaged in the laceration, the biceps itself brin?

hooked, as it were, behind the trochanter, and prevented from re-
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FIG, 3>.'5.-The BlcopB Femorls in Cattle
Normal Position.

Fio. 328.-Tho same over the
Trochanter.
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The symptoms chiiracteristic of tliis lesion are readily identi-

fied. Principally, there is great difficulty in flexing the hip jumt.

The diseased leg is dragged on the ground, carried outwiui i aiul

backward and the animal resting it on the ground by the pumt of

the hoof only. It very much resembles the position of a linih of

a horse bufl^ering with a dislocated patella. The anterior liunlir

of the muscle, hooked by the trochanter, forms a longitinliiinl

projection, resembling a stretched cord, which becomes more ami

more mai'ked when examined nearer the coxo-femoral joint. It

can be made more prominent by raising the opposite leg, wlun it

will be found extending obliquely downward from the joint to vlie

patella. As the trochanter is no longer covered by the musclf.

this bony eminence becomes directly subcutaneous, and nmy bf

readUy recognized, holding posteriorly the displaced nmscle.

which forms a kind of tumorbehii 1 it.

These symptoms, being rarely associated with inflainniiiton-

phenomena, are not always easy to detect. There are cases wbeiv

the lameness, and the carrjdng of the leg outward and biickwuiil

the only apparent symptoms. The lameness, however. Uare

characteristic, and may be temporary or intermittent, bein<,' mon

severe when the animal is traveling up-hill than when descending,

but remaining the same on both soft or hard ground: and it

sometimes happens that while the animal is in the act of descend-

ing, the muscle will suddenly return to its place with a clapping I

sound, and the lameness subside, though only to return a^niin as
|

soon as the slightest effort is required of the animal, and his liiml

leg is again carried backward more forcibly than usual. This I

peculiar intermittent character is sometimes the cause of an error

of diagnosis which confounds this affection with the dislocatiou
[

of the patella, but the exploration of the stifle will always sen

to establish the differential diagnosis.

This accident is more or less serious in its consequences, anJ |

is particularly detrimental to the usefulness of working animals. I

It may sometimes, however, subside spontaneously or by simile I

rest, and especially if the condition of the animal is improved bvj

good feeding with fat-producing fodder. Sometimes the disiilace-F

meut is complicated by a laceration of the mucous bursa with the I

formation of a hygroma of wann, painful, oedematous swellings,
[

indicating the rupture of the aponeurosis or the iiiflaumiation of I

the cellular tissue.
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Generally the dislocation is unilateral hnf ,•« u
occ. in both legs. This la^t^^^tZ:^T'' "" "^^
natm-e, and seldom responsive to treatment i!!,

''"^""

the biceps femoris seldom recovPr« Tf n .

^«Placement of

eo.pJand intermittrt,rra;\rb:2;tt5^r^^^ '"''''' ^^

when, as we have before remai-ked! it is Zto H ^ "^' '"^*' ''

ne.s of the patient, in which case a l^^erd f1 v
?""" '^^"-

the best remedy, by removing the e.u.sT^f
1?"'' "'^ ^"^^^

external topical treatment by blist' s „1 ^W-™^- Local,

noavail. The section of th'e^d '

o t^pTr^^^^^
'''

^imfofonn/. is the indication Th. . /

operation of crwm;

dihou/the final o^tt thJs^:t^~' ^^ "°* "^^^--'

trochanter, and yet as near to it as possiSe ^W X' e
"

tension of thc> hooked muscle can r adily be felt tI T
simply in making a small incision through the sL bv Tw

l?"io. 827.—Gouze's Bistoury.

The bistomy invented by N. Gouze answers the pun^ose verv well

fc;r:irr::r"
'''^-' ^^-^ *^

'
o^^ina;:^:^:

lljTr!'"^"
in notuncommon, usually subsiding without inter

Cent in n. '^^ "^ *""" '^"^ introducing the fingers tooquently mto the wound, or dividing the muscle in several places
I J^7„,/..,.e.-Though but raroiy met with, this should be ree.bered among the possible contingencies. It may occur as the'

»«"<*%

9• rial

«
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result of the presence of clots of blood- or other mortified tissues

iu the wound, and is indicated by the bad appearance of the partH,

the pecuhar uidematous swelling, first warm and painful, but sub-

sequently becoming cool and painless. This condition r<i|uire^

prompt and efficient treatment, both external and internal.

In Sol/peds.—We once had occasion to resort to crural iiivotouiy

for the relief of a case of pseudo-dislocation of the patella of scvi ral

months' standing. The division was made towards the lower por-

tion of the muscle, and was followed by satisfactoryresults, tlioiigL

not immediately.

III!

OPERATIONS UPON FIBROUS TISSUES.

Tenotomy.

In the terminology of surgery, tenotomy means the f<<rfi(m of\

tendons—an operation which contemplates the con-ectiou of de-

formities, from whatever cause they may proceed; the relief of

pressure upon exostoses, and the prevention of the complete execu)

tion of a normal function, as that of flying in birds. Our atten-i

tion Avill, accordingly, be directed to the study of the five varietiesj

of plantar, carpal, antibrachial and tarsal tenotomy, with that of I

the wbujs of birds.

Plantar Tenotomy.

This operation is the proper remedy for the deformity kuownj

as knuckling, or the malposition which arises from the exaggerated

flexion of the fetlock joint, and consists in the subcutaneous section

of the tendons of the flexor of the phalanges.

In this affection of knuckhng, which is mostly peculiai-

solipeds, there is lameness more or less marked, with a Lard auJ

painful enlargement of the tendons, and a consequent iuterfereucj

with the act of locomotion, caused by an incomplete flexion of tbj

articulations. The fetlock is carried forward, and co:itact mtlithj

ground is effected with the toe alone.

Instances of spontaneous cm-e or abatement are cxceedinglj

rare. On the contrary, it has a tendency to aggravation, the swelf

ing increasing, and the deformity becoming by degrees more ani

more developed, until at length the anterior face of the Avail of tf

foot rests on the ground, and the case assumes all the well estaj
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ieforuiity kuownl

sutaneouK sectiod

lisbeil characters of a recognized club fonf t • •

tlie disease is localized in the f.nit' /" '^ ""^J""ty of cases

pi^alanges, but it often e^nS to Jhe'
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'""• °' *^«
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'^"'""
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''' '''^'='^^' ^^'^^ ^-«^t«
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.•,,.>!•'

,
;,«;:

anchylosis of the fetlock; exostoses; adhesions between tlio ten

dons and the bones ; largo engorgements of the tendinous striie

ture ; or chronic dilatation of the synovial burstc suiTouuiliug the I

region of the fetlock. Remediable cases would seem, from tliis, to
|

constitute rather a small minority of the whole number.

The fibrous tissues acted upon in plantar tenotomy, arc the I

tendons of the flexors of the phalanges, in that part of their length

which is situated back of the cannon bone, between the curjjul uA

tarsal sheath and the fetlock. The superficial tendon reacUiug the|

fetlock forms a ring through which the deep flexor passes, u eir I

cumstance from which has been devised the manner oi jjer/uratiui

and perforans, by which they are known.

r"IO. 328.—Median aoctlon at th<> iiif -

rlorrow of the carpus—of the u>.ntaciir-

pus aud suspeDBory ligament.

1. Os magnum.

8. Posterior common ligament of tho

carpus.

3. Baud to the perforans.

4. Suspensory ligament.

5. Its superficial layer.

6. The deep.

7. Principal metacarpal bone.

The superficial tendon is covered by the fibrous expansion oj

the two carpal and metacarpo-phalangeal sheaths in the tore, nnl

by the tarsal and metatarso-phalangeal in the hind leg. The dee^

flexor toward the middle of the cannon receives a strong, tibrou

band coming from the posterior Ugament of the cai-pus or taisusl

Below and between the two small metacarpal or metatarsal bona

is the suspensory Ugament, a strong band, thin superiorly at iM

origin, and bifid inferiorly. Between the suspensory ligament anj

the cannon bone, there is an interosseous vein and the two inte|

osseous arteries; ov the side of the tendons, the internal andej

ternal collateral veins, with, in the fore leg, the principal aiter^
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Fio. 389. Straight Tenotomy Kulfo.

- .in.

Fio. 380.—Curred Tnnotomy Knife.

the latter uiirrow, curved and blunt, and sharp on its loncuvi

edge.

The animal being prepared, a puncture of the skin is iiitulc ovrl

the tendinous region (carefully avoiding the synovial sacs, us imi

tioned abov^), by introducing the straight tenotome ptriHii(lini.|

laiiy between the tendons, until the point of the instrunn it isfdtj

on the opposite side of the leg. A slight sawing motion of tbel

instrument then cuts through the connective tissue whicli uuitesl

them, and permits the introduction of the curved tenotniue intol

the tract made by the straight instrument, and the latter is hIowItI

withdrawn. At this point the leg is carried into excessive extcnj

sion by the assistants, by means of ropes secured respcctivelvj

one about the knee, and one about the foot, and pulling that >

knee backward and that of the foot forward. The fotloclc bcind

thus stretched to its utmost, the operator, with the edge of tliej

curved tenotonio turned toward tiie deep flexor, makfs a slij.'b

sawing motion with the instrument, and cuts through the librmiJ

structure from liehind and forward, a peculiar crackling sound iiiJ

dicating when the sectionis accomplished. The retracted cxtienij

ities of the tendons can no^v be felt with a wide interval hdm^

them, and the straightening, more or less, of the fetlock gives fii

ther proof that the operation is completed.

This is the method in simj^le tenotome. Some operators liavj

suggested the introduction of the instrument between the sii

pensory ligaments and the perforans in preference to the mode wj

have described, in which case the section of the tendon imis:

made from before backward. It is, however, a cuiuplicated pfi

cess, and one which is not without danger of mjuring tissuej

which ought to be left intact. The mode of operating known a

the Bernard method is leased on this principle.

The double tenotomy, though considered at first as a seveij
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first as !i sevd

operation, does not inv 1

but on the contrary, C^nH^Z^ ?;;{^"^'^-"« «« at first thougbt.
re..Uts. It i«, t,,,,.f,,,, „ i^^^J'^'^'^'i ^y very Hutisfactor;
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""' 'T '^ "^^^'"^^-^

I
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I
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f*""* °"^»
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ance, and chronic ailliesions may exist. 'A short walking exercise

following the operation may facihtate the straightening of the leg.

and in any event can have no injurious e£fect. But even with this.

it is sometimes several days before any well-marked improvemcut

can be discerned. There are cases, indeed, when ten or fifteen

days may pass without noticeable change, but if it fails to appear

after such a lapse of time, the case may be considered hopeless.

There are practitioners, however, among whom are Didot,

Delward and Hering, who object to this exercise, and hold that

the natural and spontaneous

straightening of the fetlock

can be greatly assisted by

proper shoeing, as, for exam- fiq. ,332.-M(iv.

, ,
. -1 ..I ablo Toe-Cork

pie, by wearmg a shoe witJi a

Pig. 331. - Shoe witn Pro- long toe, such as are used in cases of club

longod Toe, for ciub-Foot.
f^^^^ ^j. ^gain, by having peculiar movable

toe-corks by which the effect of the bearing of the shoe is in

creased. The ordinary long-toed shoe represented in Fig. 333

is often worn with advantage.

Fia. 333.—Long-Toe Shoe.

Complete rest after the operation will benefit the patient intlij

most essential manner by diminishmg the causes of pain ami fnvorf

ing the cicatrization, and possibly preventing an exaggerated d

tension at th<> fotlnck, Tt in only after from twenty to twenty-livr

days that moderate exercise may be allowed, and not less than sJ



in cases of dub-

)eculiar movable

the shoe is in

ited in Fig. 333

fomentations, counter irritation' 1.1 .
'"^^'"«*^"^« of poultices,

.wger,.nust be strict], i^lo^:^'
^"'^ '"'' ^^-^S' °^ o^-time

If, however all tli<i

'^ontraiy, a tendency to an

iiij,'

„ FlO. 334. i^aiu^Hg

the patient iu till

,tv to f«-Mih-i«,i,„ ,,
"™"wu Of the fetloct „l,„,,j,, ,„ . .,

I
•*«» "f .^e„ aef.„ts „„, ,3 4::^~;|-< fo;«.e
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possibility of good results. Accordin-,' to

their peculiar working arrangements, slowly

increased extension miglit be maintiiinecl

or the leg might be steadily retained in a

given position, or with the power of ifgu-

lated motion, the resuH being an important

and permanent improvement in the vidue

and comfort of the animal.

The accidents which may be apprflKii.l

ed in connection with plantar tenotomy iire

hemorrhage and wounds of nerrcs, or -*/ ,

the skin, or of the synovial sacs ; an e.M<j.

geration of the extension, and a retnrn <,f

the original deformity. To these Peueli

and Toussaint add gangrene.

{a) Hemorrhage, both arterial or vpiu-

FiG.336. ous. But this may be avoided by careful

attention to the rules laid down for the operation and if it sWJ

occur, hemostatis by pressm-e must be resorted to, and the baml-

age can be safely removed, or at least the pressure dimnnsbed, m

from twelve to twenty-four hours. I

(b) Wounds of iy^erwes.—These cannot very weU be avoidoi

and while they are manifested by severe struggles of tlie animd

at the moment of their occurrence, they involve no danger otberl

than those pertaining to similar mjuries in other regions, viz.:tli#

temporary suspension of the sensorial functions.

(c) Wounds of the ^A;i«.-These are among the comparative

severe comphcations, and when they occui-, they destroy allth

advantages which properly accompany the operation us a sukJ

taneous process. They are likely to compUcate the operahon ..

fun-oid growths upon the stumps of the tendons, abundautsu

purttion, ugly cicatrices, etc., and should therefore be special

guarded against. ,,

(d) Wounds of the Tendinous iJwrsoe.-These may be attn

uted to an improper selection of the place where tlie punctJ

should be made, and may be recognized by the flow ot synoj

fluid from the wound. Suppurative synovitis may then eoniplic]

the case with fatal effect. The treatment they require is tj

directed for open synovial tumors. Local applications, i-est, pi^

sure, counter irritation, bUsters and firing are the mdicatioiiB, I



(e) Exaggeration of the Wyt.^ •

when artificial means t/proLf^^^^^^^^^^^^^
may take place

H or when the violent efforts of ff ' ""'^"'^ ^^ *°° P°^-«r-
^e-v in the parts to ^.r:'^l^l^'^^^^^^ ^^"^^ ^ *-
referred to must be here brom^hf wT^' ^PParatus before

(/) Return of the ^S^r^^«^*^°^-

the retraction of the new Sue f„f'T?-
""^^^ '^'^'^ from

the divided tendon. It oIurTas 1
''''^'^^^ *^^ «*^P« of

animal to his work at too eaX «/.?""'''" ^^ returning the
ti- has not yet become l^ct^^^^^^^^
sustain the strain to which it W f "'f

^ ^^^ ^^^^^ified to
water bathing in a running trel ^ '.^ ^''*'^- ^^«*' ^^^^

!

fi^-g have been recommenld aTremecr ''

T^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^
section of the tendon may be l^L f^t^'' ^"^ «^«^ ^ second
ful prospect of good res4s ^^ '

*^'"^^ ^^^*^ ^ut a doub^

Cabpal Tenotomy.
This deiines the sectinn r^^! +1, ^ ,

tlietrapezmm bone of the can,n« TTli .

^^^-^^ ^^'^ inserted on
the deformity known as .j"fw . ". -^'^'^^^^ ----«
excessive and exhaustive^aW Z'l T'^^""

^^-"^^^^ on by
Jtients in which the lesion m„v 1 ^. *^'''^ ^^ ^ ^^'^^s of pa.

f
i*i« P-eipaUyftlThe'LemTthf ^ ^^''^^'""'^^ ^^^^

tieoperationisindicatedand usulvn ^
' "-''

""^ ^'"'"*' *^"^'

Jfavoredand utilized in GerZnf^r '^''^- ^^ ^^ P"ncipally
Keterichs, though aftrrwardraLrer ^^ "" "'^'"'^^ ''^

Itomme, Lafosse, Mirruel ^.n ^^^ "'''^ practiced by Prudh operation c;n brp;^^^fo^^^^^^^^ f^"^'^^-
-^ ^^W

^th; but according to HerinTtr^"' *""^'''^ ^^^^^y' or on
feisgeneraUy sufficient

^' ^' ^""^^ °^ *1^« ^-ter/^ mus

Ned. The externalVor'^sul'r 7.^ ''^ *^^^°" - ^f^

Jrt
of the forearm, and tenr^nats bWb k*"^' f^*^^°^ «-*«rnal

e funicular, is anterior, ZZl^ll^,^""""''''''''''''^ ^"^^^^
hf the trapezium, becomes attach ^ .f^"""

°^ theexternal

N^entary n.et.arpTbr?:t ^0^'^ f "^^ '''-
fi^uon, goes to the supero and n^f

posterior, wide

«%
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united. The section must be made above the bifurcation of

the tendon, to avoid the artery which passes under it, though

it is quite deeply situated, and besides, there is no cLiuger

of injuring the synovial sac of the carpal arch. The oblmue

flexor is situated back and inside of this, and has its tendon single,

terminated on the trapezium, with the posterior tendon of the

external flexor. The section must be made before the union of

the two tendons, in order to avoid injury to the carpal areb.

The animal is thrown, and the knee extended with two ropes,

one above and one below the knee, and drawn in opposite direc-

tions. The S9jne instiniments ire used for cai-pal as for plautiir

tenotomy.

The incision of the skin is made about two inches above the knee

with the straight tenotome, immediately in front of the tcndou,

which is easUy felt under the skin, and is raised with the fingers;

the cui-ved tenotome is inserted between the skin and the tondou,

from before backward, and the section made as in the plantar

operation. Gourdon suggests the introduction of the knives

under the tendon instead of between that and the skin. By this

mode the division is made from within outward, while in the

other way it is made from without inward.

The external flexor being thus divided, the section of the

middle flexor is made a little below; the punctui-e of tlie straight

tenotome is made between the two tendons, and the curvea

tenotome inserted as before, between the sMn and the tendou

from before backward, or preferably, from without inward, auJ

when its blunt end is felt on the posterior border of the muscle,

the section is made from without inward, with the usual motion ul

the knife. Only a simple dressing is required, but the animal

must be kept at rest for at least a month.

The modus oj^erandi to which we give the preference over that

which we have just narrated, and which we have described in our

work on lameness, is very simple. The animal being thrown, on

the side opposite to that of the operation, and the knee extended

as usual, the operator, who is in front of the knee, feels for the

space between the two muscles, where they are about to umte,

and this being found, a straight tenotome is introduced through

the skin from before backward, about two inches above thesuiwrj

ior border of the trapezium, and under the thicknrwH of
"

middle flexor, and when the point of the instrument is felt on
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other border of the innsnlc i., + ^ ,,

serted and the strai^rlC^^^^^ 'T' *^^°*°-« ^ -
from within outward ;1LrraSt^^^^^^

'"'*'' tendon dinded
through the same openinTZteenZ ?

*''" --Produced
behind forward on^he ^^^^V^^^^^^^^
under its thickness, untH the point of hel? ''^T"^

^^^°^'

the anterior border, when the curved tenotome
"^ " '^'' °"

ed, and the division of the f«n7
'^''7°°'^ ^« ^Sain re-insert-

wound of this operation tJ^u P^^^°^"^«^ ^s before. The

.coinplicationrt^lllrc^?^^^^^^^^^^^^ "1 ^« ^^^^^ to

ercise due caution, when dividing f^T. °^'''"''t°^ "^"'^^ ex-

Anti-Brachial Tenotomy
This operation has been recommends 1 f^ .,

tively of sprung knees and knuckl d f ^loeL ^t^t "'"' ^'^^P^^-

aumerous and almost constant faUure t Ji ^i^w''T °' *^^

ized, has been discredited and banill^/ ,
"^^^ character-

-gery. It consisted in the LZfofthr ^'^ '"""^^ ^^ ^^
from the lower extremity of the cZ. r r

''^''°"' '^^^'^ ^^^'^

to mingle w^'th the fibre o the LTClf" ^^*^^'^^«—

^

.gahttle below and in front ofThltw^^^^^^ P^^
Brogniez, who recommended the operation", f .Uahng a longitudinal incision of the sCotr tf

'^ '' ^^
tendon, M-hich is readily felt undpWl ,

^^ ^^"^'« ^^ tl^«

ofaconvex bistouryler the ^"-^^^ '^^' T^P^-^^^'^^' ^^^^Poi-t

[it from without inward
"P°^^^°«^« ^^d the band, dividing

Tarsal Tenotomies.

h"n:su"::otc^:;rht^^ upon some of the
of the flexor metatafsi muscle Zll "^'^^ '^""^"'^ "^'"^^^

Iteal extensor of the phages ThT
"^°", '^^ ^^"^'^"^ ^' '^^

u: "rini-rs^r^ofrc"' -^ «^ -^

h. one muscular, the other ten^Ls" ^TTe"".'
'' '"^ ^°^-

Isituated between the muscular^^Z J.u
"^"'^'^^^ Portion

lffl,p ^i,,,,.., , , .

'""^cuiar poitiou and the anterior r-f- n- .>.P--^«phal;mges, and is attached above to tli«

-^"lor c .t^naor

,(1.1
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border of the trochlea of that bone, and passes in the groove

situated between the anterior and external tuberosity of tL(

superior extremity of the tibia, downward to the hock, wlu^-e it

rests on the anterior face of that joint and is attached by two

branches, one to the cuboid, on the outside of the hock, the other

to the superior extremity of the principal metatarsal bone. The

muscular portion, which rests on the external face of the tibia,

from the upper part of which it takes its origin, terminates iii-

feriorly by a tendon which passes through a ring of the tendinous

portion, and becomes more superficial, and then divides into two

branches, a large one, which goes to the superior part of the

principal metatarsal bone, in uniting with that of the teudiuous

portion, and another, bmaller, which bends inward, to terminate

at the small cuneiform bone. This branch is chosen as the seat

of operation.

The operation recommended by Abildgaard and Viborg, was

indicated by Hertwig, and at a later period performed by Lafosse,

Hering, Mantel, Grad, Bugniet and Dieckerhoff. It is very com-

\ monly performed on this continent, and,

like many other operations at the time

of their first introduction, has been bntli

used and probably abused to such an ex-

tent that it has not 7et received the cretlit

to which it is fairly entitled.

It is indicated for the rehef of the pres-

sure which this branch makes upon tlie I

distended periosteum of the enlarged tar-

1

sal exostoses known ; pavins, aud when
j

the exostosis is, strictly speaking, the only

lesion in the hock, it will prove esseu-j

tially beneficial. But if, with the iiewj

growth of bony deposits, the joint itself

FIG. 837.-cuneftn Branch of tue should be involved, and some of theai-J

Flexor Metatarsi.
ticular diseases should be i^resent, tliel

result, so far as the removal of pain and lame- -^ss is concerneiir

is not always certain. Although more or less satisfactory at tiimsl

in many instances it entirely fails. The difficulty of positivelyj

diagnosing the condition of the articular surfaces justifies tliej

sui-geon in operating, when the tense condition of the ti udoii.
;'?

pressure upon the exostosis, and the irritation of the synovialm
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.cnned tenotomy knife
'^''°''"' '"'> •'"'"Ps

TIic animal is cast on the side of H,„ T„ * t
fc upper leg carried tor^Ja^t^l^^:}; °P«-'f upon,

::is^tti.x^:nT.tr
°"- --:*-re

..

f
e n,per portL"oMr.or:.^;rj '""^ '^^^^^

....,eit.erparaUeUot.;.:^-Li:i:;X^^^^^^^^^^^

F.r,.338.-Tareal Tenotomy. Cunean
1 ernJon Exposed. Fro. a<»._Tar8al Tenotomy. The

Tonuon Haised.j^"uuou uaiBed,
across its direction T1 '

.«l»t fonbtaomo c^IHeiXIe '' ^T"""'' ^^ »
-IroUed before proeeedtag f^rtteT Thf't'^ ""S" *° ^
iHlttrough its bursa, which ir^sS Jh ,^ i""

""^ *'"' >>»

l«a opened, when the tendon
™'"' ,°^"' ""' 4s«ecting forceps

ItaoristLn inserted under the7^^ ""P"'"'- ^'"' '^™d

h. is made by a"strot "" """^ * «^°''™ *«

|..*nbysu,eetr!:;grp;\sTrn-:::tr~

I
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process, which is not needed for the result of the operation, aud

exposes the animal to a compUcation of inflammation ol the

synovial burste which ought to be avoided. To obviate these

dangers, Dieckerhoff is of the opinio, that the division of the

bursa is all that is required, and states that he hns often seemed

good results, from that alone, without the section of the toiuhin.

Besides this mode of operating, which may be called the op,„

mridon, there is another procedure by subcutaneous division.

which is also recommended by some, but the difficulty of discover-

ing the tendon in its be ly groove, and in reaching it proporly. and

the possible compUcation of subsequent inflammation of the Itursn,

will probably secure the preference for the method by open incis-

ion. The operation is completed by closing the wound with a

stitch of suture, and protecting it \vith antiseptic dressings. The

results of the operation are sometimes immediate, though in some

cases not apparent for a few days,- but if after the lapse of two or

three weeks the lameness has not either disappeared or greatly

abated, it may be safely concluded that it is attributable to some

cause other than the pressure of the tendon.

{b.) reroneo - Phalangeal 7'eno«omy.— Though the true

pathology of the pecuhar affection of the hock joint known us

springhalt, and the cause that excites the spasmodic action

characterizing it, are far from being satisfactorily known, it has

been observed that in animals thus affected the tendons of the ex-

tensors of the foot in front of the hock have a tense or rigid

character, which renders them unusually prominent
;
and it is tliis

symptom which suggested to Brocar, a Belgian veterinarian, the

division of the tendon of the lateral extensor of the phalanges, or

peroneo-phalangeal muscle, as a means of cure Brocar, Broguiez,

and Delwart performed it, and have recorded their success in

numerous cases.

The lateral extensor of the phalanges terminates inferiorly by a

round tendon, which passes into the groove situated on the out-

side of the lower extremity of the tibia, in a sheath formed at tbe

expense of the superficial external hgament of the tibio-tarsiil

joint. In this sheath it bends forward and downward to join the

tendon of the anterior extensor toward the middle of the metatar-

sus, which it crosses downward, forward and inward.

The operation is of the simplest nature, and may be performed

with great facUity. The animal being cast, and the section coin-
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r:^iett^rri~----o.^
about one inch of the tendon is removed"^ S T'"'^'^

''*^"^°^'

springhalt ceases at once when Z ,^^"^«*^°^«« t^e action of

feet Other cases requL a f^w i """T^ "
"^""^^^^^ *° "«« *« ^i^

cure. The simple operron\J '" 1"' '^^ ^°"^P^^*^°^ '^^ ^^-

m two cases. ^ ^
^'°^ ^"' ^^^^^^^ Batisfactoi^ in our hands

Tenotomy in Birds.
The operation is performprl in fv,,- • 1

preventing the anima's tlZtZlirT'"^ *'^ ^''j^^* «^

the tendons of the extensoi nfusd!; !f
.^°""«*« "^ '^^ -«tion of

The bird is held by an assistant lifh.
'"'P"' "^^ P^^^°^^«-

few feathers are pid ouHrom 1 V,
", T^ '"*^^^^'^' '^d a

weU as in front ofThe rad^^ 7„ T ''^ ^' *^« «az-pal joint, as

the extensor tendons two in . ?''' " '^^°' *^^°"^^ ^^^^^^

Lcision being made i^:^ Zl^^ ^f --% -n. A smaU
f-eps, and a portion ofit amnutL f.

"^'" '' '''''^ ^"^
peated on the other side oJ f?^ '

*^^ °P«ration being re-

J*-
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OPERATIONS ON THE DIGESTIVE

APPARATUS.

ON THE TEETH.

The office fulfilled by the dental system in the preliminan

preparation of the ingesta, and the first step in the process of cli-

gestion, is necessarily one of the utmost importance. Of course,

therefore, any diseased conditions which may interfere with its

efficient action, especially with the herbivorous animals, l.ecome

matters of deep interest to the veterinary practitioner. All facts

and circumstances concur to estabUsh and substantiate the cliiims

of that branch of veterinary science which refers to tie care

of the teeth as a very important specialty, and we shall, there-

fore, so estimate and so elucidate the subject of veterinary ilentis-

try, 'so successfully studied and so largely developed in recent

|

years by American veterinarians.

The diseases of the teeth to which our domestic animals are I

subject may be due to various pathological conditions. The den-

tal arches former by their an-angement in the jaw may be the

seat of congenital deformity; the teeth may possess abuormdl

quaUties in respect to their number, their shape and their direc-

tion ; or, again, in the condition of their grinding surfaces, and

there may also be special diseases of the elementary substancesj

of the tooth itself.*

The abnormaUty which exists in relation to the number of I

teeth is of not uncommon occurrence in horses, in which aniiual wel

sometimes discover the presence of supplementary molars, resultinJ

either from the persistence of a temporary tooth which has failedl

to be shed at the proper time, or may be due to an excess of i4

velopment in the evolution of a dental foUicle, as we may observel

in the formation of the wolf tooth. I

In relation to the shape of the dental arches, ther^MireMSJ

~~^V6 take pleasure In recommending, In connection with this BUb]eot, the eicellenj

little work on Horses' Teeth, written by Mr. William H. Clarke.
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md as to change the rictrnV 7'
'° "" "'''^*^^^ '^^ '^^^«^-auj,e me irictionul HurfucoH in such a manner an foremove the wear and abrasion from the crown to rsurface ofbe organ. In relation to the disposition of th ir rubbiL! suriaoes, It IS well known that on account of the difterence exit

W

m the consistency and nnwpr «f ,.„ • a .

vuneieuce existing

resistance'^can be oLed to tl^T , ^

^'"'"^ '"^^ ^^^"'^ ^^

fthem beu,g accompanied by a «,rie8 of „eU undcrBtoo^™
J

l.». severely diatinctive in their cbarocler, and whth i^ZZlonlj ot ca8e» caU for tlie assistance of tl e veleriMrt1 ,, ,
.rder to relieve the suffering animal from the dSst llk. human m,«ter knows but too weU how to sympatZ

-:„ra?r:iCrmi:ro; '-^t -^--ahoyeai.

herved that although the animal seizes his Zd Jth tl

!

«*. perhaps twisL^ hlT, ^^dll:^r^hi!
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endeavor to accomplish the act without pain. The attempt hcoiii\

however, to be vain ; again the mouth w opened and the same

flaiUiicd bohiH is dropped in the manger, and this ccmtinuts until

the poor animal, suffering and hungry, is seen standing before ;,

rack full of hay for which he both longs and fears to touch. The

Bufferin-^ horso will sometimes swallow his oats imperfectly mas-

ticated, but the partial chewing is performed slowly and with dif

ficulty, liis manner indicating the pain it costs him ; dipping his

noso in the manger, chewing on the grain for a long time, ainl

impregnating it with saliva before he swallows it. Soft fooil. briiu

and mashes, cooked roots, scalded grains, and the hke, arc the

only aliments that can, without difficulty with this imperfect ile-

gi-ee of mastication, enter into the ph<aynx.

Animals suffering with diseases of the dental appariitus are

often affected with coUcs. At first they may be slight luul iutrr

niittent, but they soon become more severe and more frecjuciit.

They may last for several days, and may be marked by the petu

liarity that during their continuance defecation may still coutiuue.

though iiTegular as to time, and the movements scanty in amount,

the fceces besides being in small and adherent lumps, tind more

or less coated. In other cases they are soft, and the aniiuul has n

tendency to be washy, and more or less to scour, but in either

case the dropinngs are more or less loaded with uuiuiisticateJ

food. All these symptoms are manifestations resulting from an

imperfect digestion.

It is easy to understand that if this condition continues fori

any length of time the entire economy will suffer from it. Tbej

animal looses flesh ; his coat becomes dull, dry and stiiriuy
:
hisl

force and ardor diminish ; he sweats easily, and all his otlier fiinc-l

tions exhibit evidences of the weak condition of an organism del

prived of the nutrition and strength which foUow the iugostion ofI

food thoroughly masticated and well digested.

Having recognized these symptoms, which, if not seen by thai

surgeon, should bo brought to his attention through tlie historr

of the patient; when intelligently stated, the diagnosis maybej

considered established. But it becomes positive only after

examination of the mouth, by which the special symptoms perj

taining to each alteration are elicited.

The inspection of the mouth, which may be kept open by tiij

use of the various speculums, or by merely pulling the tonguj
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siilewisp ouf, of tbe wav will ;„ „ ,. *

lead to the cU-toction of L
" ^ ? .'"' ''"'*'^' "^ ''"«««- ^asilv

^_^^. ^^

of the .Hune which iatcrfereH mth luusti-

Thi. will bo increaso.l nior: or ess „ °T n'
""^'""'^ "^^'^•«^'^'"-

frec-lv, a pecuhar acid odor ^H 1 e l?" l'"
" "'"'^ "'" ^^l-

o"lo.^lcin, for the cause o; th t otbTe
^^^^^^^^^ ^''""^ ''"'^'

tliPinvgularitieH alroady mentioned 1 ^ ' """ ""'' ''^^''' "^

loftlu. teeth, the viciou^LlZ ^ " ^^ ^' ^"^^'^""^^ «^ -«
Na,.s. etc., critical inspection" j ^ ^ 'r/ir'"^'

''" ^^^"^^

"ill I... f >.ind to bo soiled with! .1 -^ f" T] ^^^ ^1^^ ^-^^
when, the ^iffi-lty exists, and ^^ .^^'l^t' °".*'^ "^'^

be found to have stored the surnl,
"''•

«'f«
^^e animal will

lat.a between his teeth andtrleV"' '^ ^^^ accumu-

^e can complete his e^ntl^: Sitifw^"^.f ^ I^^'
Itice m th-H mode of investicrnfinr,

"^'*^* *^"^ P^ac-

*nm order lo establish atS IT'"' ""'" "'" '« «"»«
l».U«<.„„clition„f h„ tr W» i„"f

"°'"""'' "' *'» ™»' "d
* There are also Ziwh''™.T'™''"°'''''*'l'-»«<l
\km.il out in the atrri *™ ""^ «»minati,m caunot

..-«- ..f restraiJ, a;:^fhm:tTer:"'"r'"--
".MavsEouley. " l.l.«d under theeZlf«T '^°"' ""J

Ita. Illejaws are rea,Wv kent o,„ , > .

""'"' ^" "''" <='>"•«

|fe»c™,tractiou, „„d hXi::d ;r°'''='"'f'''"^
-''™

P<mtire length of the d.„tT T T" ^ '"' '""iod over
Ithe operator."

'"' "°''™ "'"""" ««' »lisI>o-l danger

•
.ko irregularities p;eLt Jh ^h rThrZ '"""^^^N .....faces, the uneven ^Z^go T^Ze^T °'""'

k* my exist in their thickness o? TL 4, ' *" '""'*''

h'io-'ith that of the a.veX'c°a;i*%r'*°" °' '"^'^ ""•

.^.WXrr:,^-;'"- •»» -^'ed ,v the sham
^.-oaeshavehee-nwuise:-rnriSj :r:a^-^^
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when the saliva which flows from the mouth is abundant, ghu.y

and foetid in odor; when the mouth is hot, the mucous menil)iaue

injected, and in the regions where this diffused inflammation Las

started, lesions are apparent corresponding to the cause that pro-

duced them, such as deep cuts on the internal face of the clm-h,

which have been torn by the asperities of the teeth ; when tbtre is

swelling and redness of the gum at the point where it is intlamed;
i

when the^e is enlargement of the bone, with a grayish hue at tLe
|

point where it is exposed and in process of sloughing; or agaiuii'j

these fistulas penetrating the spongy tissues of the maxillary bouel

all this becomes evident under the careful and accurate luanip.

ulation of the instructed fingers.

Besides the exhibition of the general symptoms beloiigiugto

all diseases of the dental apparatus, caries of these organs isj

characterized by some special characters belonging to them ex-

clusively. Principal among these is the peculiar foetor of the in-f

terior of the mouth and of the saUva flowing from it, which isl

sid generis. There is alio the escape from the mouth of tliisj

saliva in excessive quantity and in long, slobbering masses. Tlienj

there is the existence on one of the faces of the carious tooth. tinil|

principally on the crown, of a blackish spot, or of a hok-, or of i

large excavation, penetrating the substance of the tooth at a vanJ

ing depth, according to the extent of the disease and the duration^

of its existence—the violent pain experienced by the animal when

the percussion is applied on the tooth, or its cavity explored witli

the instrument—the swollen condition of the gum surroimdiug tli|

diseased tooth; its red color; its want of adherence in someplacesj

and the hemorrhage with the oozing of pus when prossm-e is aij

phed directly over those same places: the soiled appearance ol

the dental sui'faces on the side of the diseased tooth, eauHed \

particles of food remaining adherent to their ax fractuosities, iml

filling up the cavity of the carious tooth, or forcing themseher

between the tooth and the gum, and spreading, diifasing the luosi

repulsive odor—these aU belong to a carious condition of one c

more of the teeth. But if in addition to this the caries is of Ion

standing, and has advanced towards the root of the toL'th. the o|

dinary complications pertaining to its development in the masil

lary bone at the alveola take place, and that point becomes tii[

seat of an inflammatory swelling, manifested externally by a pit

ful enlargement, hot and oodematous, which gradually iucreasei
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though at a given time it may remmn «f„r
u>g. Again, as the pro<n'eJof C i

"''^' ^'"^ ^"'^ ^^«'«t-

trophied dental root, CtLl'r ^"°*^"-^' ^^^^ K>Ter-
tetroy the external surfac of 1 "" ^'''^'"" o^tward/Znay

^

.ion between the bottom of the c^l"? ?' ''^"^ ^ communica
plate of the maxillary. In these .

''""''* "^^ *^^ ^^^-"^1
food collect or filtrate into the Hubcur'

''"'' ''"'' ''^' l'"*^^«"^
abscess is formed which soon uTceL ? T """'"' ^^^^"^' ^^^ -^
surface of the cheek. Onronen t 7 '"'^'*"^ '''''' «" ^he
to heal, but, on the contrazT mZ' ""^.^'l^^^^^ ^'^^ ^o .endency

cK- through its ope^gT::^^^ ^«-' ^^ ^-
W^S the yery repulsive and crracteHf-

'"''/' '"^^ ''^^^'

tioned. Exploration of this fistulatwiht. °'^'" '^^^'^"^^^ ««°-
results according as the filuS'

,' ^'^'^^ ^"^^ ff"« different

In the first instLe, the prote"i^lT '\Tf' "' "•^^^^-—
,

opening on o^e of ZteefotZy 'J""^
^"*^ *^«

passmg into the center of ilsTarL- '' *°'*^' °" ^^'^"

easeitisan-ested by the sLnlv?
"'^''^

'

'^'^^^^ ^^ *^« «ther
iarv; or it may BtrCa^ZV ^T °^ *^^ "^^^^^^^-^^ «^ax-

At this point, changfswi^ t/". I
''' '"^^^"^ "^°^--

»pon the surface of the^ eetl on 7hl ^ f'""'
^ *^^ -«"*^'

feaseexists. These chrge; yarta^^^^^^
of the jaw where the'

kuity of the tables of the tlelh 1 "' '''''''' ^ ^ ^''^'

Ite being beveled in very obhaue;^'
""' or rubbing sur-

|e well marked elevatiorCotti- ^^^^^^^ f""^^^' '' ^^

kto the diseased grinders ^ ft\ u.
°^""^ '^""'^^Po^d-

Peh is in proportion ttThe^ltnistf1^7/ t^
^'^^^'^*^°"

kous tooth which stands much lower The fJ,/
??P°'^*"

fteTed when the pain caused bvZT u
* ^^^^ition is

limastication on the diseased ^d T!'
^'^^

^^^^^^^^ Pr^vent-

ktanding the caries the 1,/'
'

'''°'''^' ^^^^^' ^°t-

fntmued.
'
*^' Performance of mastication has still

Tte condition then presented h.r +i

"7 In some cases it may stm ll ??"' *°°*^ "^"^ ^«o "

«tion, though otherwisTLr f^ A "r^^'^'
^" ^*^ ^^^'^o^'^r con-

N by its^root Toth?r,t T'' '""^ ''' ^^^^^ ad-

vents, merely pa^s of the o?7
''

'r'^"'
^^*"'^^^ ^^ in

fc again, some broken frLmLf
'"''''^^ *^^^^^ P^^^^^*.'

h - the alveolar cavit'r'''
"^"^ "'

'''' ^«*^«^-^' -ay
'--Of the first and second superior molars may become

<#
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complicated with lesions of the nasal ca:vitie8, when the uloor.itmg

process has been followed by a perforation between one or other

of these cavities and the mouth. This lesion is accompanied by

,

discharge taking place on the side of the nose correspoBdmg to

that of the diseased tooth. This discharge is of a muco-purulent

character, and mixed with saliva and food, which gives it the

usual foetid odor as weU as a peculiar green appearance. It is

very different from that belonging to glanders, and is too cbarac-

teristic to justify by its presence an error in diagnosis m that

direction If, however, the same compHcations take place m th. I

molars, who.e roots rest on the sinuses of the head, the symp.

toms which are manifested are often so nearly similar in aspect

to those of chi-onic glanders, that the commission o an eirorl

should not be considered whoUy mexcusable. Careful examma-i

tion.vul readily bi-ing out the differential diagnosis behveentk

two diseases, though so different in their ensemble, men t e

caries of one of these last molars exists to such an extent asto|

transform the mucous membrane of the sinuses mto a suR

purative surface, and to cause the development of gvanulaaonsi

upon its surface; or to allow the collection of pus in the cav,tyof

the sinuses, a discharge becomes estabUshed through the nosti^

of the side of the diseased tooth and affected smus. This di*

charge is white, grumous, very abundant, and keeps in.reasmg

and has also anextremely foetid odor, identical with that ot dental

The lymphatic glands of the maxillary space then becom

swollen, hard, though painless, and loose under the ^"^-rs. T I

plates of the zygomatic, of the superior maxiUary and ot tj

nasal become swoUen, and give a duU
«<;"^\^ ''^^'^

Sometunes their surfaces are so thinned out that it He e ndj

the pressure of the lingers, and they are then surrounded h al

-.edematous infiltration of subcutaneous ceUular tissue.

The long and minute connideration which we have tbus gnen

the diseases of the dental apparatus has been prmeipally dej

to the molar teeth of herbivorous animals, although n,an ot tlj

conditions observed in the grinders may also be ^^^^'^
'''

to the incisors. Indeed, incisor arches may also ofle .ibu ^
ties in the number of teeth, in ^l^-v nosition. and m the direct,

or the length of these org.inB,

of accidental lesions, such as

and they may

fractures, luxatioui

also beeoiiie the f

or theti
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Inipid weanngr of various parts nf f
i •

leaches the point of caries
'"' '"^^'^^^«' '^^^Sh it seldom

I The different indications which th. • •H -editions may impose res.mll
"""^"""^^ '^ *^^«« P^^^O"

Ursnnilar circumstances for the^v % "'^^ *^"^^ ^^^^ired
Uar, to appropriate a specia cireftMh r

'^^^"^^^ -'
fce therefore proceed to the consid^Tf f "^ "^'"""^^^o"' a^dL performed upon the teeth aci'' '^ *^^ ^^^"^^^

^r><^^^
^oh may be from time to time p;eTeX^^

to the indications

Two pnncipal indications present ih.^ ,

JS. /V;-,s^the
/^..^.«./of the ?rTcHn rr^'^'^^^^^t^^^tead-

pofany existing asper^i!rof
'''"*'' ^^faces fo. the

establish a perfect coapta^r T ?,'^ P^'^i^^^-^^. i" order

UryfortheexecutionT4ei'rt7f V"' '''' ^^^-^ent
ie.Vm.//.n of the teeth whichwT °^ '**""°"- '^^^«''^^,

Uionsin their structure that th!'""
'''^''"' «"cli important

Uble with the regular ^xecut on 'f'^^'T'*""
^'^^'"^^ ^-

the serious complications thliaTinloT'
"''""' '^ '^^^^"^^

tfo level the molar toeth consist"^! in ""'T'"^
'"°^" ^^ "P^rat-

\ik blacksmith's rasp. It ifa st "' "^ *^^ "^^^^^^ ^^^ew
>at danger to the animal, Ld so wir""'''''

'"''' '"^ ^'''^'-'^'

teven to-day the process is" 111.1 T'"™^ '^' P"rP«««
h ope.oull is not without ts in

"""'"' "^" ^"^ ^^s
fctionable points, requiring tohTrTT^V'' ""^""^ °*J^«r

flperhap.the teeth have become ^'Tt ^"" ''''''^^ ^ays

f
ough surface of the .asp-^rretirT ^

^^ ^"'^'^^ ^^-i-«t

¥ -^Ehi be. More appropril inT
"''' '' Batisfactory

» Evented, though, in STff/r"^'^'' ^^"^ *^^^«^«^-e

»«eorlessmodfiedrZsor^T ''°^.? "^ ^"^^"^ ''' ^'^^-
i'-umber and varietv a^^^ to davv"'

''
''
''' *'^^ ^*"^^-

l^anveiy much, according t^l7'^,^T*'
'"^ *^«"' ^^^l-

["terity of those who use them sT '

, '' ?^"' '^^^^ «^*-
kted i„ Fig. 340, and accoX^ toT"

'' *^^^^ ^^^ --
l^ay be classified as rouc^h and /

*^ *^^"" ff^^eral construe
Li .i„.,i,, , .

"^"i^g^ and fine rasns. flnf „„,i ..„ ,

. double and siugL
•asps, flat and angulary.^uui« una single on one or nfli«„ * ir • '^"guiar,

^Ple, and formed of a ^in^le^. 1^ -f
*^'^' ^^^^^«- ^^^e

mna, and mav beTcrew' ?
'' "*^''' "^'^ J"^°*«^

> screwed or unscrewed with facUity

|l011ip(

¥
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FIG. 340.—Samples of Tooth Raeps.

for use and transpo. - ..a; some have the rasp fixed to a soHJ

handle, and again, the handle in others is moveable aud may 1

changed as indications may present themselves. Their mmb

in this country in about incomputable, and ^vhile many .vliich.

find registered in the patent office are of real value, many oM

have no reason for being beyond their makers wbmi. As

J

have said, the advantages which any of them may possess depe

more on special conditions than on the result to be
<

.tamed.

the removal of the small, shaiT edges of the external surface!

the tooth, or i; ateral faces, resulting from an excessive develoj

ment in the enamel
i -

• ^

Whatever may be the file which the veterinaij' dent. s
may

,

fit to use, the manipulations required in its handlmg will be m

cases th^ same. In referring to this, the first qucti^n
.j

offers is, whether the use of the speculum is .^e^^^^;;';'
^"
~

the surgeon to file a horse's teeth? There is no doubt

J
many instances it will be difficult, and even perhaps nni)«

to compel the patient to keep his mouth efficiently open t

xnit the use of the rasp ^^ith the necessary delicacy and f eedj

prevent him from constantly biting it, or keepmg his j.^ 1

during the operation. In every instance, the play o tbe in^

lit will be Le to be interfered with by the excited i—
We believe that American practitioners were the tir t to I

pense with the speculum in these cases; and that to M nj

Clbrated veterinary dentist, who died not many yea. d

due, in fact, the paternity of this ^P-^i^^^V'ir TwL as

Whether the mouth of the animal is held open wituas
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lum, and the tongue drawn out and h^hi
ant, or whether the operatortaf '

/";T ^^' ^y ^ ^««i«t-W while working the instrlenf^^^^*!^^^ '^^
*-^"- -th one

Itionsmust be the same, viz • the nl .
' '"''' *^« "^^nipula-

lie surfaces requiring to be eLLTf ?
'"'^ '^'^ "^ *^« ^^^ «ver

Ldsharp,. fi,i.,them just asXIthlfT -^'^^ ^^^ ^^^^
Lg as he holds it in the vise wT r *^" "'^^ ^^ ^« «1^«P-
Irasping out ought to be done slowlv ffl '

^^"wever, that the
lammal any cause for fright or excitemenf t^

'"*^''"* ^^^^^ ^^^^

Leticed of using the rasp with a sT' • ' "^'*^°^^ sometimes
Verthe dental arches is cerInlv 7"^ '^ ''^''"^ movements
Lpanied with accident to the patlT^^^^^

.'^"'^ ^^^^e to be ac
Yml, by ^^olent movements of the head

''"''^^^"^ ^^^'^SgUng
k on the rasp, may easUy receive inW Z "" ^'' "*^'-^P*« *°
kt of the instrument with the dehcIS f'"^ *^' ^'^"^^ ««^-

kr such a passage of the rasl alt "*^";*"r«« of the mouth.
eknd introduced in tL 7outrt'?' *'""^ "^^^^

W tl^e patient.
^"""^^ ^"^^ ^^ o^ce detect the effect

.iithough the use of th

J-I*.v of touises aad WatiLV Îtat"''
" ""' '" '"'

Ikn the animal, annoyed bv it. ,„ i

'^ °°™'' >' *« bars
|l«™« to close his Loulh;

"»'""'"'»". *ew, npon it inL
1 The work of Jilin,/ when tli» (...i,

U., and finds its di«™ !!itl
"'" *'»P » "' common in-

tfc.e the edges or as^erScH""f
"^ ""' '"'"^ ™-«-

|l«ge 0.- too prominent, if tit sh^ iT*"" """^'^ "<" be
!««,. of the file or rasp, ho.tertco '"," """' '>"'' "»
tr mean, remain for aecomphshto!'^T- '","'"" '" """"1.
K™,v was not lost 2ht of? / ™'"' •'"P"^^' S"ch

t---- -e.. Lt;r„: retrx:;^

«!'
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in animal, advanced in age, the tootl. might be fra n,uve.= .

located; or again, the operator himself uiiyi.t be m)urec! 1

insirument when, suddenly displaced by a movement ot .

mal, the atyistant knocks against it."

it was to remedy ibis objection tha*, Brogmez invenf

odontritor (Fig. 341), ^n mstrument which ca^-nes on one

blade sharpen..; on both edges, and on the other i^hoUowe

in order to allow the play of a rod through one-hP If of .le

of the instrument This r vl is provLled ^vlth a transversa, b

which also acts as a hammer, bv wlM.h the bio v v„ carn< .^ u

the sharp edges of the tooth.

-When +) e odontritor is used, it is not necessary to use i

ulum to open the mouth, the holding of the tongue out

..outh being sufficient. The operator, holding the insh-umeBl

.4th tb. left hand, places the anten.r sharp edge agamst thopm

iecting portion of the tooth, and Imlding the rod by the han,

full in his right hand, moves it to ar.l fro, striking at 1 1. pro,

points as he moves it. This operati-a is repeated on b,,tb ja

until all the sharper edges of the teeth have been cut oil and

completed by passing the rasp over tho dental plates, as is dc

when the teeth are not too sharp.
, . ^^ „ .

Sever >- nodifications have been made m the conf<n-matioii

the odontritor, but that of Prango is probably the best (Fig 3'

It consists in having three blades, which may be changed a

and which vary in the form and disposition of their cutting ^d

This instrument is considered superior to that of Brogmez

is thought to work to better advantage when the elevation ot

tooth is well marked.
„ , ,. xi i .

The odontritor answers perfectly for levelmg the molais v

the projections are noi: excessively developed, or do not ofter

great resistance to the action of the blade. But when an .

tooth projects above the general level, the odontritor ceases 1

of any advantage, and it becomes necessary to perform the,

Hon of the tooth, consisting in the remova^ of all that poit<

it which rises above the level of the general dental nurface

To Brogniez is due again the f notrument invented for

^.rformance of this operation in isel odontrUor (Fig.

T>us is composed of two re,, o^; l them having at one endj

iUe ordinary odontritor, a fi. •-

the entire molar to pass thro v,. ^ ^t,

sufficient dimensions to f

and on the anterior bordj

f,.
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this frame a soUd blade with a sharp con-

cave edge turned backward. The other

extremity of this rod carries a transverse

in-olongation, which serves to change the

position o^' the blade when necessary, and

which has on its shorter portion a hole

through which the other rod is allowed

to slide. This second rod has on one end

a sharp blade which slides into suitf-ble

grooves made in the frame of the first,

and is curved forward on its front edge.

On the other extremity it carries a metal-

lic mass which is used as a hammer.

In using this instrument, the tooth

being enclosed in the frame between the

two blades, the movable rod, with its sharp

edge, is pushed against the blade of the

frame, and a strong blow of the hammer

cuts off the tooth smoothly and evenly.

The chisel invented by Gomng (Fig.

344), works somewhat on the same princi-

ple as that of Brogniez.

Kesection of the teeth has also been per-

formed with the instruments used for the

same operation on bones. Sav. f of various

form and design are also recommended,

the chain saw, which we have often used,

being one of these. But there are senous ^^^^^^

objections to this latter instrument, anion-

which is its Uabihty to become heated while in ii

when it becomes unable to "bite" upon the bi

dental substance, and may, moreover, break orsid

The only method of overcoimiig tliej

objections, which, in fact, may occf

in using any kind of saw, is by U

ing a wet sponge against tlietootli

'vhich the instrument is applied-

precaution which - not ahvnys of ei

adoption, and which can Hcurwly

effected without more or loss cIob

of wounding the hand which bol

Fio. 348.—Brogniez'B Tooth Chisel.
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FiO. 345a.—Hamlln'8 Molar Cutter.

the sponge. But when none of these nudes of operation can be

readily applied, the use of the toot/i-chisel becomes the order,

Its apphcatioii is simple, and with a weL-made instrument in tlit

hands of an expert operator, quick and strong, the resection can

be readily performed.

The an-ay of too^n-chisels or resectors is beyond compute in

variety and number, and especially in this cf .'.Lry where the in-

stinct of mechanical invention is so universal, and the specialty of

veterinary dentistry is so extensively practiced, and many diffen nt

kinds can be inspected among the samples of workmaiihiup which I

decorate the show-cases of our instrument makers. Among the

principal formf,. we may, however, mc ution thosi which recall the

naiues of Lc^fosbe, MoUer, Seheffers, Gowmg in Europe, luiil of

|

Clarke, House, Liau^ ird and Hamlin in this country (Figs. 315,

845<7). Somite of th e instrumonts have their jaws closi d, otheKl

have them open. Some work by a peculiar thread-s( ew imaiige-

ment, others by the manual power of the operators
:

tiud again.

the ^ \.d' !4 of some are straight ar, ,1 others curved, and still otbeK

are sha^-p like a concave saw. In their application they all work

upon about the same principle, and art, used m tiie same man-

ner. The mouth beir^ opened, the tooth is seized letweenthe

jaws of the f' -ps, "md by the pressure of the screw mtli

which some of Jx ; armed, or by i iie unaided trengtli of the

operator, the t th n, queezed and cut off with ti suddeu snap^

followed by the dropping out of the aouth of the amputate

portion. As a rule, the surface left on the tooth shows but a|

Blight roughness, which can be smoothed oft with the rasp.
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Extraction of Teeth.

Tho oxtraction or removal of teeth in iudicatoj for the reduc-uou of any excess in their number, which may interfere with ma .
fcation; or when these organs are abnonnal in form or di ecttnand obstruct the growth or usm-p the place of a permanent tooth
or when they are diseased with caries/or aifectenvTtra^y'oTtL'
patbologu-al conditions which we have before considered ; or when
they become the cause of a dentfd listiUa

To extract the i^ncisors of any of our domestic animals, themolars of dogs or the caduc molars of large herbivorous auhnals^oiue of the vanous foi^s of tooth ^orceps that ai-e used in human

Fio. M(l-S«mpl„ „, tMtt Forcep..

ienlBtrjr „, the differrat shapes of tho lr«v nt (l.
«• forcep,, such ., that o'fuJmlXs S^roftte"'r"1

hecessarv Tho «j--^ - "^""« V^ig. d4li), will be
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less pushed out of Hh jilace by a succeeding growth, is seized be-

tween the jaws of the forceps, or of the Garangeot's keys, and is

easily wrenched from its position by a strong pull or with a slight

twisting motion sufficient to lacerate its last adhesions.

The extraction of the permanent molars of a horse in a diffi-

cult a^ 1, under some circumstances, a serious operation. Their

mode of implantation and insertion in the alveolar cavititH ; the

great length of their roots as compared to the small dimeusions

of their free portion; the narrow connections which exist be-

tween them, and withal, the solidity of the dental arch—all these

conditions am sufficient to exjilain the serious character of the

prognosis of this operation, and the difficulties which are often

encoimtered when the organ to bo removed is the molar tooth of

a horse. These difficulties, however, vary considerably uuder pe-

culiar conditions, such, according to Peuch & Toussaint, iis " the

age of the subject, the position of the tooth on one or the other

jaw, and the degree of alteration of the tooth to extract."

For example, the operation is more difficult in young animals

than in adult, or older subjects, the latter requu-ing less effort,

the root of the tooth beir.jj shorter .and the adhesion to the alveola

less solid. The upper are lens firmly attached than the lower
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Fl0.348.-Lecelller'a Tooth Forceps » . ..

tor Molar. ™- 849.-QarangPof8 Keys, Modi-

i

:"•.";' ^^'^' Pi-eseuce of the cavities of ih. •
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insertion and implantation less tenacious than in the lower. The

extraction of the front is less difficult than that of the poslerior

molars. At times, aa when the teeth are partly destroyed liy

caries, a single effort will he suffi-

cient to extract them ; but iu oth( r

cases, as when the periosteum is Ji>-

eased, and the roots adhcro more

intimately to the alveola, the extrac-

tion Ijecomes very difficult. And

again, if the tooth having a liyper-

trophied root, resists the action oi

the iustruments through the op-

position of those immediately sur-

rounding it, which, though h* altby,

are less firmly fixed in their alveola.

which ai'e mechanically diluted by

the outward pressure made upon

the plates of the maxillary boiie, is

easy to loosen and dislocate tliciii;

and this is a circumstance wliicli

must not be overlooked duriug the

manipulation required for the ex-

traction, in order to avoid serious

disturbances of the dental appa-

ratus.

In the extraction of a molu , tiip

patient must be thi-owu, aud tiie

head well elevated, the mouth Ijein^

kept well open by means of a per-

fectly safe speculum, such as that of

Lecellier (Fig. 350), b\it we tliiiik

it rather clumsy to handle. Boiiley

recommends the etherization of the

patient. The mouth is to be thor-

' oughly cleansed. There a' c circum-

stances, however, in which the op-

1

eration of casting is unueeessai?,

and, in fact, our own personal ex-

perience has raibcd doiibts lu O"''

.T „. mind as to the necessity at anjl

fio. ana—Speculum of Locelllpr. """'-^ ""^ - i
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time of exposing the animal to the possible accidents wliicli ma-

attend this mode of restraint. We hold strongly to tbo txpr.li-

ency of performing the operation in the standing position. Th, r,.

wiU necessarily be cases in which to attempt to remove a tooth

j

with the animal standing would be simple folly and time ](«t.bu'J

with many operators in this country, we have in several instances
|

succeeded in extracting a condemned molar without iiiiy otlicr

means of restraint than a twitch on the patient's lower lip oroul

his ear. The removal of molars is effected in two ways-hy p„l

ling, or by repulsion or gouging out.

The method by extraction or emdslon, is preferable wheucv,r|

it is practicable, ha^-ing the advantage of causing less iujury to

the surrounding structures, and is objectionable, principiilly tWi

the posterior teeth, which always oppose great difficultiis to tliel

operation. The oldest instrument used in this operation is tbel

enlarged key of Garangeot, as modified by Delamarre. I;s ai.i.liJ

cation has always seemed to us difficult, if not dangerous, hu.1 we"

think that it involves more or less risk of fracture of tbo plates o&

the maxillary bone, on which account we prefer the Lu-c tootc

forceps, which may be found under many forms and designs. TlifJ

forceps of Plasse (Fig. 351), of Wendenburg (Fig. 3.''.:?), of I'll

wax (Fig. 354), of Gowing (Fig. 355), of the same m^entol^ iij

modified by Bouley (Fig. 356), those of Gunther (Fig. 858), tli

key-forceps of BoiUey (Fig. 357), those of House, of ^\ alter, and

many others will furnish the operator a large collection froui mLu

to select. Many of these instruments are very complicated (as tkJ

of Scheffer) ; some are clumsy and difficult to handle ;
have leveij

like those of Wendenburg and PiUwax; many work 1)y inerelj

rrrasping the tooth and holding it by a pecuhar aiTang.uunt o»

spring, or of thread-screw, and thus to the end of the chapter.

We have for many years given the preference to the siuipU

forceps of Gowing, leaving off the little rod which is conuecte

with the cross-piece w) ich carries the thread, and winch is obi

screwed on the handles of the instrument to hold thorn tinuly tf

aether Wliat we think most essential in the instruni.iit is till

fts arms should be firm and so soUd as not to bend or yieklwh^

the screw is applied on them, and that the jaws of t u> .c

should not be too nai-row nor too curved, and above all, 1
.U^J

.
i. _„i. ^\.^,{\A pr,t hf> made unnecessarily heavy, a laultwma

we have too often observed in s.mio of the contmeutal patterns
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|fto353.-WHndenburg

Forei'ps,
Via. 354.-PlHwax'8

Forceps.
Fig. 355.-Gowlng'B

Forceps.

pineir various steps, are done aboiTt a^fnll if
^''^ '^^^'^'

kmvovly secured, with hTV^T T' *^" '""'"'^ ^e-a,witlilij ^«"t^ open, and his tongue drawn
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1^10. 886.—Gowing's Forceps, Modified by Bouley.

out on one side, an assistant inserts the forceps into thf luoutli,

adjusting it to tlie tooth to be extracted, and notiti* s the op-J

erator of the moment when he can close the jaws of tlie instraj

ment together, which is done in various ways according to tliel

kind of instrument in use. When the tooth is properly aeizeJ

and firmly held by the forceps, the operator, using all his forf&l

'•arcfuUy and slowly oscillates the instrument from left to rigbtl

and from I'ight to left, in order to produce the gradual Jisloeatloiij

of the organ, and when it is loosened from its attacLments it i

tfirawB vertically out ot its cavity by a final movement of enilsion.|

There sre instruments possessing a lever attachment cloee to tlia
ii ilie nnimt
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Pia. 858—Quather's Forceps.

violent, struggles, at the critical moment; and if the tooth is

nj

very strongly held by the forceps, it is possible that it may ^n

out of the jaws of the instrument and drop mto the mo.it i.

avoid the possibility of its passing into the pharynx, we thinil

would bo but a prudential measure to have an assistant keep M

hand in the anuuaVs mouth ready to secure the tooth, li n.^m

before it passes beyond the soft palate.
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TLe second mode of extracting molars or ih., ^
ymying, is the orly one possibleTmr iVl ^'''-^^'^'^^" "^

when the prehension of a cal^, "f.^ f! "-"-stances,

effected by the instant u d in the firsT T^.
^^^°* ^^

stance, in cases of disease of thp^n/
"''*^"'^' *^' ^^^^ i^"

tooth is so far diseased ^ Lto^X^^^^^^ "'^" *^^^™«
stance remai^as above thfroot o h

""^^ ""°"^^ "^ ^^^ «"!>

\

a,^n, when the exoslst c^ ttl'^st:',^ ^'^^ '^^^^^^
^^ ^

that it will not aUow its exit from tL ! T '"'^ dimensions

e«^s may be made to oZ":::^]^^:::^-'^'^ ^'^*^--

Uolai-s, together with the three anteiTov .
' '"P'"°^

reached by their roots in \Z^l .?
inferiors, are readily

hones in^ich i^TLV^^^^'^t ''T' ''^'^ ^'
'^^

tlie only ones that present any seHo; ,

^°'*'"^" ^^^^"^^^ ^'^

passing through the entu-e thickness of tie ,

""''"'^^^^ «^

The tooth demanding removS beint 7'''/*'" "^"^^^^•

Upossibmty of removing irbl the"^,!'"
^'f""'^'' ^^ *^«

animal is thrown on the fide oLll ... ""'" estabhshed, the

W the diseased organ Tnd ZleT .
'''"' ^^'"^"^ ^« «-"P-d

Tie location of the^eXw^ ' "nder complete anesthesia.

h .ade in order to reach1^ TtlTt '"' °^"^^*^«^ ^« '^

kerminc.1. Ifitisoneofthelasttw^^
pond to the sinuses. But the olr^r

"^^'' "'°^'^'^' ^* ^^^^ -^^es-

iMeceived by the prefence of a fitT
"'"'' ""' ^°^ ^^"^^^^^ to

Ug on the BurfCof tL L^'^^^^^^^^ TT'^ -^«^> by ap-

k:n fact mislead him by conducting v. ^' ^'^^ "' ^^^^k'
Ihv remote from the cliseld Wh ^,^. *° ^ P''^^* ««"«ider-

[.-is i.ing Bettied::r'trLbtr;t;:^'r^^^^
Kshaped indsion is made „v„ «, 5 T^'^''' " '"fK" ^ »>•

K»of tte region, the »L»es „e "Lei TIP""'
'" "»

[""* '™'J"- portions, at a tani-enl tZ! k ^ "^'"^8 '™
k.l „, a fai..-si,ed piece ofSoL St ?"' '" '*'"" "«
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bone forceps, by nipping off fragments from the edges and making

entrance into the sinuses of the proper dunensions. The woimd

and the sinuses are then thoroughly cleaned out, and the l)lood

and the pultaceous purulent collection found in their bottom

thoroughly removed. This exposes the root of the tooth, in tlie

form of a hard, dry, gi-eyish mass, analagous to a piece of ucciosed

bone. The operator, then holding the hlunt gouge, or reponsm,-

in his left hand, appUes it through the sinuses against the midait'

of the dental root, and with a strong mallet held in his right.

strikes upon it with firm and steady blows. The mouth of the

animal being held open by the speculum, an assistant with his

hand upon the crown of the tooth studies the effect of each blow,

and notes as it yields to the percussion, and moves and loosens until

it becomes detached, and faUs, hberated into his hand, Kecured

by his continuous grasp from any possible danger of being swal-

lowed. As a rule the tooth is pushed out of its cavity by the tirst

blows, either entii-e or in as many portions as it may hav(> been

divided into by the carious process. But at times it becomes

necessary to repeat the percussion and to use considerable force

to compel it to leave the jaw.

The modus ojjerandi is about the same for any of the molars,

though for the lower teeth greater force in the blows of the mal-

let is generaUy requii-ed, in consequence of the greater thiclmess

of the walls of the alveolar cavities in the lower maxillary bone.

If it is one of the posterior lower molars which is the subject of

the operation, the masseter muscle must be cut through, but the

general manipulations are otherwise the same, care being required,

however, to avoid injury to the glosso-facial artery, or the duct of

Steno. ,

Though apparently a severe operation, this is not a dangerous

one, the wounds which it involves healing rapidly, and the great

adv'antages which are realized by it, among which maybe included

the cleansing of the sinuses, and the removal of their suppurative

collection, which could not be otherwise secured, amply compen-

sating for the severity of the process.

After the operation the wound is, of course, to bo thorouglilyj

cleansed, fragments of bone to be removed, and acidulated garglesl

used to w«.sh tho mout.' and the cavity of the alveola of its Mnoai

trouble to the surgeon, and requires no p»rticular methods l)f

j
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,'rollecl by pressure and packing with oakum or conipresscil

sponges. Fractures of the alveola, or of tin lower nmxillan

bone, are of a more serious character than any of the preciMlin;./

injuries, the last, mentioned m a case recorded by Koerter, liaviuj;

necessitated the destruction of the animal.

Filing Teeth.

This operation has not, we beUeve, as yet entered into tie

generid practice of veterinary surgery, and, with the exception oi a

few veterinai-ians on this continent who have attempted it, we tbiiik

that in the presence of the many difficulties which exist in iciiliz.

ing a perfect result, similar to those obtained with the tliorougli

work of human dentistry, it will be some time before this hvaiicb

of veterinary dentistry can be practiced with any great prospect of

good and permanent results. Our experience in filing thf tectli

of our domestic animals is very limited, and on that accoimt we

Avill refrain from saying more about it, referring our readers to

the work of Dr. Hinebauch on "Veterinary Dental Surgery,

^vhere the subject is treated rather extensively.

Canine Dentistry.

Operations on the teeth of the dog are sometimes indioatod

under some peculiar and abnormal conditions, such as iiregu

larity in number or in du-ection, or in cases of traumatism, such

as fractures or dislocations. Their extraction is perfornud with

tooth forceps, as we have already had occasion to remark. TLeir

resection has been recommended by a French veterinmiiin, Mr.

Bourrel, as a means of preventing rabid inoculation (Fig. 359i.

The operation is a very simple one, and consists in smoothing

over the sharp points of the teeth with a file, though sometimes
|

sharp nippers are used in preference.

But an operation which is of daily necessity is that of clean-

ing the teeth by removal of the accumulation of cement or taitar,

which gathers on the external surface of the tooth, at its insertion

in the alveolar cavity, where it fonns a thick crust, of greeuisli

gi-ay color, composed of microscopic fungi. In negle(4ed cfiseJ

the gums become irritated and ulcerated, and the tooth, partuiUv

denuded of its gum, exposes not only its free portion, but por-j

tions of the root also, Bometimes even becoming loose and dr-

ping out of the jaw. There is in these cases a free and abund
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Fm. m-Bonrrers Mode of Piling Dog's Teeth.

Jow
Of saliva, of a characteristic and putrid smell ; masticationeeomes nnpo.s.ble, and the animal becomes a regu^arm'^yr to.la..k ot attention of his dental appar-atus. The for^Sn oftee couc-retions can be prevented in animals in theslr^d

wt the sume care that is exercised in respect to the humrChen
Iteeth-waslnng, brushing, etc., with some of the prop^rh Tom

IJ)os ,
but If the accumulation is quite large, it must be scrapedIflwjth proper instilments (Fig. 360), carefully avoiding 7Zt..cable, any injury to the gums, or the loosening of the te'efh

£3^

Fio. 860.-Tooth Scrapers.
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If several teeth are loose, and their loss is threatened, the bet-

ter course in regai'd to their extraction will be to removt thtia

singly, and not all at the same time, lest a serious hein()rrba"e
might supervene, which might even endanger the animal's litV.

°
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OPERATIONS ON THE TONGUE.

The pathological lesions to which this member of the din-estive

apparatus is subject, and which may require surgical iuterlereiict,

are principally wounds and tumors, the former demanding either

sutures or amputations of the organ, partial or complete. The
latter, however, present a greater variety of indications, aecordiii.r

to the nature of the neoplasm Avith which the organ niav be af-

fected. Wounds of the tongue are quite frequent, but the luost

common are probably those of the lacerated kind, though a^'aiu.

they may be the result of contusion, incision, or may even be caused

by burns.

Produced generally by self-inflicted bites, caused by fallmg,

or during epileptic seizui-es, they areusuclly madeby the iiuisoil

A badly made bit, or a halter or rope tightly binding the luoutk

and pressing down the tongue, may also produce a bruise, or even

a complete laceration of the organ. They are also not uncom-

monly seen as the result of bites inflicted by one animal upon an-

other, placed in an adjoinmg stall, when the separation between

them has been insufficient. In these cases, not only a portiou of

the tongue, but often also the fraenum may be more or less lacer-

ated—a condition which may also take jilace when the toii'nie

has been pulled out by an assistant, a groom or other person, and

the horse rebolling, pulls back violently and suddenly. Against

such opposite forces the soft stinicture of the fra;num reiulilv

gives away. The burnt wound, or scalding of the tongue, may

arise from the administration of a di-ench not sufficiently cooled, or

of too irritating a nature. The common way of steamiug horses

with bran heated with boiling water, is also an occasional eause.

Injuries such as these are generally easily detected, present-

ing, as they do, a series of symptoms which may properly be

called general. Difficulty in eating, and a more or less abun-

dant flow of stringy saliva, which also may be mixed with blood,

is apt to be among the signs. In relation to the Bpeeinl cliar-

acters, noticeably, there may be in one case a protrusion of the
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tongue out of the mouth, with perhaps a drawixig of the organ to
one side, or it may be m-esfierl hpfw..^ +.,. :„_._^.. , ,

^"° ^'^

. _
^, „.^„ pt-iuups a (irawmg of the orLmn h

one side, or It may be pressed between the incisors and harinl
.ore cn-^less outside of the buccal cavity. In openin^twt
cav:ty, the tongue may then be seen to be lacerated at i?s ftte
)rtion, the laceration beiuL^ trftn«vpr«„l .. i .•...,•_,

"^®
.„. .„ .„. .w^eu. a.ay tnen be seen to be lacerated at its free
port,on, the laceration being transversal or longitudinal, comp eormcomplete, and varying in dimensions, from a small portion of
the organ napped from the main body, to nearly the entire porton
in front of the frasnum. If the anterior portion is missin' hefenum may be seen in its normal condition, or again may be :;ten

th mouth. If the laceration is complete, the part in front of the
cut may have dropped outside and fallen into'the bedding o the

i "f ' 7 u\T "'"* *" ^^^' '^^^^ «*^"-^ l^eing more or letNpattered wi h blood from the hemorrhage whifh h" aLITpamed the injury.
uccom-

.

In cases of burns, the tongue presents all the symptoms of
glossitis It IS swollen, its epithehum readily peels off^ the sdlvl
tion IS abundant, and the mouth heated and sore
Considered from one point of view, the prognosis of laceratedwounds of the tongue is not serious, there being but few foTs ofM mjiuy which are not more or less amenable fo treatment Thenature of the prognosis varies, of course, with the extent of thewoun

,

he depth of the tissue which it involves, and the amount
of substance already lost or requiring remo;al. A comltesection IS always a serious matter, especially in heiWou
annuals, by which the tongue is so largely emp^lS so efent. as an instrument for the prehension of food a Te as fol-ding m Its mastication, by keeping it in contact ;ithThe grindlers duiiug the process of chewing ^

I In .Imost aU comlitioM of lacei-ation of the free portion of tl,.

L!r
P«rt». ""d our experience has led U8 to the conclusion

f^
b

,

nmg such a case without at least an effort to save "t
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Suture.

r.

3
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It is only by suture that the attempt can be succcssfullv

made. Peuch, Toussaint and Zundel advise the throwiuy of the

horse, but we prefer the etanding position for the optrution,

The instruments necessary are strong needles for metallic sutures.

and soft, pliable lead wire. We prefer this kind of suture as hmc
less liable to cut through the muscular structure of the ovriui

and having less tendency to give way. Having carefully washed

the surfaces of the lingual wound, we apply an interrupted

suture, vaiying the number of stitches, according to the extent of

the laceration, and prefer the inteiTupted to the continued suture

for the reason that if one stitch fails to hold, it can be easily re-

placed by another. The important point is to secui'e a thorough

hold for each stitch, or in other words, to involve a good portion

of the tongue in the stitch on each edge of the wound.

Wounds of the frtenum need no special treatment, but there is

an indication which by its application greatly facUitates, though

indirectly, the cicatrizing i>rocess of

the two parts. It consists in jjlaciiig

the tongue in a muslin suspensori-,

having the shape of the free jjortion

of the tongi ^ •'.nd sewed together

on a part of * circumfereiue, leav-

ing an openixig lot the organ to enter.

This suspensoiy is kept in jdace bv

two strings attached to the halter on

each side of the cheeks. The use of

this easily made apphance has given

us great satisfaction, not only in keeping the tongue in the mouth,

but also in Umiting the movements of the organ, and preventing

the giving way of stitches. The suspensory is to be taken off

two or three times a day, and washed, or changed for another,

but must be kept in place as long as this condition of the patient

requires it. The mouth is to be kept clean by antiseptic astrin-

gents and cooling gargles, by means of a syringe or an irrigator.

The use of peroxide of hydrogen has given us excellent results in

these cases. Nocard recommends the appHcation of a muzzle

upon the patient's nose, to prevent the prehension of fibrous

food, keeping the mouth closed, and restricting the movements of
j

Fig. 381 Tongue Suspensory.
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be successfully

throwing of the

he jaws. During the treatment the animal is to be fed withhqma or sem: hquxd food, as mashes and gruels of all kinds, with
eas mUk, etc. It is only when the stitches are all unitedhattheammal can be brought by degrees to its ordinary diet
After several days the sutures can be removed.

Amputation-, or Glossotomy.

JA-hen the sutures have faUed, or when the peduncle which
holds the divided portions of the tongue together is too small to
pennit the processes of circulation and nutrition to go on the intotions are to amputate the part of the tongue below d This.done with the scissors; the hemorrhage that may follow is sel-
ao,n serious and soon ceases spontaneously, or j^elds to the use
of hemostatics Sometimes, instead of direct amputation, or in
order to avoid the hemorrhage, the removal of the Ivided portion
. eflected with an elastic ligature_a mode of treatment also com-
monly used for the removal of lingual tumors. The ecraseur has
dso been recommended, on account of the absence of hemoiThage
at ending its use. The animal whose tongue has been amputated
eats slowly and with difficulty, xfis prehension of liquids is also
necessarily interfered with. It requires time and practic ^
him to acquire facUity in performing the old functions with
curtailed means.

Adenotomy.

This operation consists in the dissection and removal of such
f the glands as are accessible and amenable to that method oftreatmen including the lymphatic and salivary, and is described

as paiotidian or maxillary, as one gland or the' ther becomes the
su ject of operation. The extirpation of these organs isTdica^edby pathological changes occurring in their structure, ast
oases chronic infiltration foUowing a suppux-ative pro ess a^-mthe lymphatic glands of the inter-maxillary space after
^tranglen, and again when they become the seat of scLous de
generation or of melanotic deposits, or in cases of salivarTfi tulaoomphcated with loss of substance of the excretory ducts

l^arotichan adenotomy is a very deHcate operation, and has
tkrefore, been but seldom attempted. To Leblan.,. in ISooJm the record of its first performance, and of the advantTges

I
"tending it. A reference to Figures 396 and 397, which show
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both the superficial and the deep anatomical Htructures ot tLiit

region, will at once suggest the difficulties to be encountered m

the numerous and important blood vessels, which must be either

avoided or ligatured, and the important nerves which must be

saved According to Brogniez, the operation is fully justilied Ijv

its results, and possesses an undeniable claim to admission into

the domain of authorized veterinary surgeiy. After Lel)liiiic,it

was performed by Brogniez, Vanhaelst, Delwart, Barlow and Per-

civall.

The Traits de Chirurgle Veterinaire furnishes the following

description of the manual execution of parotid adenotomy :
" Tlie

animal, being well prepared, is thrown, with the paroti<l region

of the side on which he Ues resting on a small bundle of straw, in

order to render the gland, which is to be operated upon, more

prominent, and the hair being clipped, a long incision is made in

the direction of the organ, \iz., from the anterior part of tbe base

of the ear down to below the glosso-facial branch of the jugular vein,

This first incision, it may be remarked, must be made more to tlie

anterior border of the gland, which is strongly adherent to the

maxillary bone, as well as to the blood vessels and nerves passing

that point, and, if necessary, a second incision can be made be-

hind the first and perpendicular to its lower extremity. The skin

being dissected from the whole extent of the gland, the beginning

of the separation of the organ is made near the facial nerve, from

thence gradually working downward. The lower extremity of tlie

gland is isolated, and after it the posterior border, to terminate

by the superior extremity, which surrounds the conchiir—in other

words, without reference to the muscular layer that covers it, orl

to some little glandular masses which are isolated from tbe prinf

cipal mass, nor even to its central portion situated under the fa-l

cial branch of the jugular vein ; the gland being thus separateJ

is removed in its virhole circumference. After ligating the hlooJ

vessels which may have been opened, the wound is dressed andl

closed with quill sutures. Suppuration is soon established, thej

granulations rapidly develop themselves, and the cicatrization ul

soon accomplished."

The most serious complication usually met with is the sectionj

of the facial and sub-zygomatic nerves, which is followed by pari

alysis of the face and hps on that side. Director Degi^es (im(i«|

the operation into three steps. The first includes tbe vx'lm
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\^<llssectian of the .kin. Tbeincision is „.ade lengthwise, from
.
e ba.^ o the ear down to the middle of the external face ; th^

gknc that js as far as below the glosso-facial vem, and involvL:
t e Bbn and the paro xdo-auricularis muscle, the dissection of h^eh^mbemgmadeahttle beyond the borders and extremities o
the shn. The a...ection of the rjla>ul forms the second step andL.tbe as complete as possible. There are some part where,e gland IS difficult to isolate, especi^dly at the base'^of h ear
at. s massetenne adhesions near the sub-zygomatic blood vessels'Lanerves but at these points some little gfandular granuironmy be left. In this dissection the use of the fino-ers or ofT
du end of the handle of a dissecting scalpel ist^ZZHt
order to avoid the blood vessels and nerves which are so intimate yIconnected with the organ.

"*"mui,eiy

Beginning with the ligation and section of the posterior auric-™ the anterior border of the gland is isolated from above^.ard, c^efuUy avoiding the sub-zygomatic blood vessels
.d e^..s after which the jugular vein is isolated in the whole

it ot Its parotid course, and the gland divided into two por!p one above, the other below the vein. The dissection 7the
tpper portion is made from below upward, avoiding first, four «r^rud dinsions, including the external carotid, the tempoi'al truiiU mternal maxillary, and the posterior auricular

; L...Mh

J

hemcial temporal and the facial nerves; and ^.W^hegulraJH, which IS intimately adherent to the intei^a face of thtl,.a above The smaller arterial branches that are divided areM or twisted. The lower portion is then carefully dissected
a ove downward. The dressino of the .v>.n./, whichTtle

rdstep, IS performed according to the process of Brogniez

Maxillary Adenotomy.

We find but a single description of this operation, which is bvjector Deg.ves in his J/«..., ,e 3Ie,ecL .>,>..;.o
' V ^

« e. Recommendmg it only as the last treatment in the rehoto^ fistula of Warthon's duct, he first divides the sldn a^d

faUe to the glosso-facial vein, and makes an incision about fou^h^n. which brings him to the loose and abundant cellul^
f- which surrounds the gland. The dissection is made w th
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the fingers by tearing the connective tissue in the niiddlo part
|

of the gland ; -when taking hold of it at that place it can Ik- cai.

fully pulled out, the division of the cellular tissue whicli lioldsitj

being easily detached with the fingers or a blunt instruiiunt, Tbel

position of the wound is such that no special dressing is imlicatt 1

suppuration having a free exit.

-ffc'' 'mm

%,

•mm

OPERATIONS ON THE (ESOPHAGLTS.

The surgical affections which require interference with ti;ej

oesophagus and adjacent regions are classified as follows
: V>Yum\

wounds, lacerations, ruptures, tumors, jabot, obstruction In-

eign bodies or alimentary masses, and strictures. The variousl

operations of direct application which aro indicated in (Duuectii

with these casualties are: Catheterism of the a^sopli:ijrus. tLel

taxis, the crushing of the foreign bodies, and oesophagotumv. TLiJ

classification, arranged by Peuch and Toussamt, meets with ott

acceptance, including the operations enumerated, and iu our con!

sideration of the subject we shall, for the present, refer om

readers for descriptions of the various forms of disease to thJ

standard authorities upon veterinary medicine, espeeially mhi\

ing in the list the excellent work of Professor Williams.

Before entermg upon a description of these operations, n M

view of the surgical anatomy of that organ will be in place.

The oesophagus is a long musculo-mucon.s canal, which at tiiJ

third step of deglutition carries the food, both liciuid and 8oli|

from the phai^nx to the stomach. Stretched between these twooJ

gans, it successively occupies the neck down its inferior region. tli|

entu-e length of the thorax, and a small portion of the ubdomeii

At its origin (Fig. 362), situated on the median line, it comuiu

cates with the pharynx by an opening above the ylottis: froii

thence it runs obhquely downward, from before UiickwarJ,

hind the trachea, until about the middle of the neck, where i

begins to deviate to the left, resting from thence on that siJed

the trachea. In this situation it enters the thorax, to resume ilj

former position on the trachea; passes above its bifurcation!

the base of the heart, running through the layers of the posteriJ

mediastinum, which covers it, reaches the right pilhu- of the i

phragm, and passes through it, and entering the al)domen,li;i5«

termination on the left side of the small curvature of the stom*
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h its point of oriJ at thr ,t

'

^
-"^^ ^hdominal portion.

U relation, iS front S ft /''
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^'^ «f the neck it
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i-elated to the lefl fd of'het f ^* ^^^^^^^ *« the left,

knits outside, with the S.1 ^^^^^^f^^'
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'

Tj^^T^ZT^^^^^^^^
fe left of the trachea it dZ. 7 ^If

''''' "^'^'^^ ^^ V^'^^S to

fesamerelatioraswWir^^^^^^^
right, but otherwise holds

t^ thora. the :st;c:rtx':s. oi\trr
I

ne vertebral, supenor cervical and dorsal arteries
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and veins, which cross its course and further back, returning bi

tween the trachea and the longus colli, it passes over the IclL biou

chia and to the right of the thoracic aorta. Beyond this, pkcl

between the folds of the posterior mediastinum, it is received

into the groove of the internal face of the lungs, with tho a'sopk-

ageal arteries and nerves. Passing through the opening of the
I

right piUar of the diaphragm, we find it in its abdominal portion

related on the right to a notch of the superior border of the liver,

and ending at the cardiac. The structure of the cesophuyus i, I

formed of two coats; one of external and muscular, the other

of internal and mucous membrane. The external is composeJ

of muscular fibers, spiral, red and longitudinal, striated ii

its anterior three quarters, and white in the posterior (juarter. I

Anteriorly, the crico-pharyngeus furnishes it with a sort of cu-cuj

lar necktie. Towards its posterior portion, the muscular coat isl

much thicker than in the other parts, and as it passes through thej

pillars of the diaphragm, it is more or less pressed upon. These!

three points must be remembered, inasmuch as they serve to esl

plain the resistance which is encountered by instruments, suchl

as the catheter, or the probang, when introduced into its carity.f

The internal coat or mucous membrane is whitish, ^vith longij

tudinal folds, which ai-e so developed at the cardia that they may|

resist the passage of the probang into the stomach.

CESOPHAGEAL CaTHETERISM

is an operation consisting in the introduction of a special iiistiuj

ment, soUd or hollow, but always flexible, into the cavity of tlij

oesophagus, either to remove bodies that obstruct it, or to aid thj

exit of gases which have accumulated in the stomach. f

It is therefore indicated in three principal conditions, \iz.\

first, tympanitis in ruminants; second, in cases of <.'Mphwj(if

dilatation, orJabot ; and third, to dislodge foreign bodies arrests

in its canal.
.

,

In cases of tympanitis, it is of advantage if the trouble is nd

too far developed, and danger of suffocation not too imminenj

In cases of oesophageal jabot, due to a more or less estensij

dilatation of the organ, in consequence of the lodgment an/

packing of food, it is in many instances of but very little benefl^

When foreign bodies are lodged in the oesophagus, an acciJea

to which horses are Uable, and which is very common in cattf
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and m clogs, it is often of great
advantage. The operation would
Mtm-tdly depena very largely for
Its success upon the size of the
foreign body, which of course is a
.-anable circumstance, and also on
the condition of its external sur-
face, whether rough or smooth, or
hamg projecting points; depend-
ing much likewise on the situation
m the length of the canal, and
whether it has become engaged in
the cerncal or the thoracic portion
of the passage.

I

Probangs for the throat and a
speeidum for the mouth are instru-
ments necessary for this operation.
There ai'e various forms of pro-

mgs, the designs of difierent in-
ventors. The first, which, accord-
ing to Brogniez, was invented by

pioni-o of Edinburgh, has been
more or less perfected. The pro-
bang of Baujin (Figure 363) is re-
versible, and may be so adjusted
as to either push down or extract

I tie offending substance from its
Iplace of lodgment. The instru-
Iment in ordinary use is designed
jejsentially to push the obstruction
jtlirough the passage. It is found
ImaU our surgical instrument ma- ^'»- m-Baujin-s ProbanT

367

Fio. 861._0rdli,ary Whalebone Protang.
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on its free end, the better to act without sUpping against tlio ol,

ject with which it is to coiao in contact. Tho probaug of th,

stomach pump forms an excellent instrument for that purpose.

Dr. Peabody has constructed a simiile implement of strou^',

thick wire, twisted together and forming a rod of sufficient 1< ugtli,

protected by a tube of India rubber, and having one end it)rni<(l

into a ring or loop, to serve as a handle, while at the other ex-

tremity a sponge of suitable size is secured and formed into a

bulb resembling that of the ordinary probang. Degivos ywumi-

mends for use in cases of emergency an extemporized instruuunt,

formed of a whip handle or a branch of a tree, of sutHcidit

length, of the size of the Uttle finger, with a bulb composod of n

ball of oakum covered with cloth. This bulb is attachcnl to the

eiid with strong tAvine, of which a free end is left of equal lou;.'tk

with the instrument, in order to draw out the broken frugments

in case of fracture of the probang.

Whatever form of probang may be used, it is always neees

sary to associate with it a speculum to keep the mouth sufficieutlv

open and immobile. Those which are recommended aud em-

Fio. 865.—Brognlez'B Gag.

ployed in the exploration of the mouth are available for this pur-

pose. But as these are not always obtainable, some ingenious and

sir-'-ple apparatus can be made at a moment's notice like that illus-

1

trated in Figure 365, which, or something equivalent, ought to bel

within the scope of the inventive and constructive capacity of anTJ

well equipped surgeon.
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In ruminants the operation is porfornu..! i,. the Btanain-^ „osi-
t.o

,
w.th tho u.aa exton.lea an.l olevate.l ..n the nock. VZ-pals .cannot be porforuu.! ox....pt whilo fho aninutl is .lown andwLen the head .an bo ph.cod in the prop.,- position of .xt sion

to aUow the xnstr.unent to pass boyond the elbow fonued bv hepharynx and the cx-sophagus. The anim.d being in posit on\md
tk. Hpeouhnn adjusted, ,. assistant draws the LgC "oi theuouth, and the operator, placed in front of his patient, pie theprobang through the opening of the specUun. and rapi^ Zhel
>t mto the n.outh, resting it upon the hard palate, in Ller ^o pre

7 '':,
^^"^: J^l'^--^

l^^t^-'^y by the motion of the tongue "^Athe bottom of the mouth the probang meets with some HUle re.stance at the soft palate, but the instrument soon rearsthe
fauces, m the phar,^x, and penetrates the a^ophagus. At thimomen possibly some resistance may be encountered, owiL! tothe contraction of the crico-pharyngeus muscle, but one em a^ed
>u the cesophagus the instrument readily passes the prope°r°d^8
ance do^vnwards, according to the requirements of the cLe Ifthe object m view xs to relieve tympanitis, and a true catheter
tube, or Btomach pump or hollow probang has been used th^gases will find a means of exit as soon as the instrument ^aspenetrated the stomach.

*"ieut nas

If the catheterism has been performed for the displacemenf nf
foreign bocbes, the resistance they offer to theS me of ,bprobang xnust be overcome by aV ly, and, at' ^3 ^uifpow.-ful pressure of the instrument, caution being alwa;s n ce

'

ry toavo:d causmg laceration of the waU of the pLsage' menh obstruction is even but slightly loosened, its complete d^aodgment often foUows from the mere unassisted conTracton ofthe (BHophageal muscles. Caution and gentleness nwlT i!
.erlooked even in the mere withdiw^S^r pr^w' ^Wd be practiced as a maxim, indeed, that whatever^men
maybe, for any purpose, made use of, not alone in the proTuW
^

the mtruding body in these cases, the operator musfne'ver renut his caution and gentleness, nor lose si-^bt of the fSZ\T
natural hability to accident always accompanying ^^^^^^^ t.rference with the organs and tissues Wg 'their placetZmtenor regions of the animal organism and w P^'^^'^f *^®

I

tUc eye. Serious accidents have STr^'or^d as r'T"' ' '^

aUck Of care and attention in the"maiT^^^^^^^1::^
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strument. Lacerations of the cesophageal walls, rupture of blood

vessels, perforation of the trachea, abscesses of the nicdiustiuts.

pleurisy and pericarditis belong to the list of recorded ciisiialtits

in this connection. To facilitate the working of the probauf,', in

these cases, certain practitioners have recommended the aammis-

tration of oil or mucilaginous drenches.

The Taxis.

The cesophageal catheterism which we have just considfied is

principally applicable to cases where the obstruction is in tic

thoracic portion of the passage. When it is in the cervical por-

tion, instead oi 'propulshm or intmjmlsion, it is by e,r(raj,i,ls:„„,

or by the course of the natural passages that the foreign body is

to be removed. In this case the taxis is made to take the place

of the ordinary artificial appliances, and the hands become the in-

struments with which the surgeon seeks, by making forcible and

methodical pressure, to move the impacted object back into the

mouth.

In 1820, Delafoy recommended a process which is to-day ad

mitted to be one of the best modes of relieving cattle when sui-

fering with this difficulty, and many other methods have simp

then been devised, but mc«t of them are merely modified plans ef

Delafoy's method. We shall consider them as briefly as possil)]

.

In order to raise the imimct (as we shall for convenience calliii

back into the pharynx, Delafoy has the animal thro\MK on tli-

right side, and administers a glass of sweet olive oil, and uhil^

an assistant steadies the oesophagus, applies with his fingers upon

the impact, a retrograde motion which carries it upward. 1)iuk

and to the pharj-nx. WTien it reaches that ca\'ity, the liead is

raised, the jaws are opened with a speculum, and the operator,

passing his hand through that instrument into the ba( Ic of tlie

:

mouth, seizes the impact and brings it away. Lindenbery keeps

the patient on his feet instead of casting him, but otherwise ob

serves the same modus o2)eran(U. Denenbourg operates with liis

patient in a standing position. AVhile an assistant hidds the

head, weU extended, and elevated on the neck, he places himself
|

on the right side of the animal, and with the fingers pr.ssing be-

low the impact (like Delafoy), displaces it and gives it the as-

1

cending motion which transfers it to the pharynx, and keeps it

there by pressing hard below it. Then putting an assistant in his

|
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place he proceeds like the othorn to remove the impact with thehand passed through the speculum
Scliaack operates also in the standing position, the hind legsbemg hobbled above the hocks, the head is kept, u much as pi

s.ble ma horizontal position, and a speculum placed i^Tht
mouth. The operator takes his place on the left sido,iu r^oJ
t e s oulder the rigU hand on one side of the neck he 1ft on
e other. If the impact is rather low down, or nea the chestheex remities of the fingers are brought together and empW dpush It upward, with careful manipulations. If it is siCatedkgher up near the esophagus where it is less suillded ^ymuscles, the pressure is made ^nth the fii-.ers closed. In eHher

.se however, when it has reached the .at, Schaack holds
there, whUe an assist^ant with his hand boldly introduced into the
mouth, seizes it and draws it out of the phai-ynx
According to Peuch and Toussaint, Mr. d Tisserand, in cases

of jabot operates as follows: Making a point of suppoi't onThen. with the right hand, with the left'he violent y shal" th
part where the projection of the jabot is most prominent, ai^ten applies alternate movements, up and do.ni,^vith a late" dhakmg of the enlargement until the patient voluntarily lowo 3kshead and as he snuffles throws out through the nostri^^ and

Ifte mouth, abundant mucosities, mixed with Simentar d tHtusntheh,^t manipulations faU, Tisserand advises the occasion^ ad!...ration of mucJaginous decoctions, or oil, or even plain waterThe method of Martm is one which is also held in hLh esteem
and at the hazard of needless repetition and unnecessary mnutS
egive It in detail. Instead of extending the head, wM h has!ndency to stretch the c«sophagus and dfminish its diametei heeeps the head o the patient low down, at about a footfromiegroimd and placing himself on the left side of the neckh^n '?w '" '''" *^^ "^^'^' ^ «-^ -«r that enveiop!

K 'T^.^'*^''"
^"*^ "^"^^' ^^« ^^^^- can join on the lowerbder of the neck, and both thumbs pressed in thetg^^^^^

pooves, one on the right, the other on the left. It is by iucces
epressures from behind forward, that he succeeds in push n^'

opeation: As by its presence the soft palate closes somewhat theFknor opemng of the mouth, the impact cannot re-enter this-tv, and thus, whUe the mass is in thl pharynx and resting on
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the posterior face of the velum piilati, with both thumbs he pushes

it from above clo^vnward and from behind forward; the effect

of this is to depress the base of the tongue, and to enlurye the

isthmus of the throat sufficiently for the imjiact to pass through

it, back in the mouth, and drop it to the ground. If, however, the

pressure requu'ed in this step of the operation could not, fur out

reason or another, such as excessive thickness of the lower border

of the neck, for instance, be maintained, then the impact is ex.

tracted with the hand.

Courioux has advised the application of a cord around the

neck, below the impact to be moved upwards with it, as the dis-

placement is accompUshed. The object of this is to retain wLat

ever progress may be gained by preventing the mass from re-

ceding again. It forms a substitute for the fingers in holding it

in position.

The extraction by the mouth of many substances arresteJ
|

in the oesophagus has also been effected with instruments.

Forceps long and curved, hooks and hollow sounds, having metiil

lie nippers or jaws, like that of Baujin, have been recommended.

That of Wegerer is probably entitled to the highest commenda-

tion of all. But with all their ingenuity and perfection theii- use I

is not Avithout danger of causing lacerations of the a}i3opliageal

walls, and they are constantly liable to get out of order.

CllUSHING THE FOREIGN BoDY.

At times the obstruction takes place in the cervical portion of
J

the CBSophagus, and attempts to displace it, either toward the!

mouth or the stomach, have failed. To meet this emerge nevj

various means have been sought for, either to crush the impact, orl

cut it in small pieces. One suggestion for the first object is to I

break it with blows of a mallet, a piece of wood, or other object
j

held by an assistant, furnishing the point of resistance. But tliisl

is obviously a dangerous process, nearly certain to prodmej

bruises and lacerations o-I the soft structures, with probably siilvl

sequent gangrene. At best it can be available only when the m\

pact is in the form of a comparatively soft mass, such as ripe fruit

j

or the like.

Professor Lafosse had in 1846 suggested subcutaneous incisJ

ion» and this was put in practice in 1855 by Chapard for tlie reliefl

of a cow choked by a piece of a beet. A simple puncture of m
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»ffloio„Uy divided to omd.Ie it to ,1 o T ul,
''"'* ','

™"
niJ into tbe ruiucu Tlin„M, ,

°™""' "" """iJ 'uuiso down-

CESOPHAGOTOMV.

&pl,,„d by an,- of the ,nean» we Ce il l, T' v°""°'
*"

«,.o.„,e o, tife „,opb—d irs: rr/irr" ;^t

cattle, doo-H, and even on Lvh.. n
P«^"omed on horses,

&.v,3I.nel, Mauri on the horse- Pe^hZl „ '^^'^'"^

|..
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nature of tetanus and its origin, with the compUcations aiul con-

sequences likely to accompany and to follow it. Marrel has lec-

ommonded it in cases of fractures of the jaws; but su'-h practice

would truly furnish an example of the proverbial case iu wliidi

the remedy is worse than the disease. It has also been r. lom

mended for the reUef of jabot, and has been, in some caHcs. fol.

lowed by favorable results.

The instruments necessary for this operation are a con\('x aiul

a straight bistoury, a pair of dissecting forceps, a director, u lucdlf

and strong thread; to these may be added a pair of scissors junl

two blunt tenaculums, with also large forceps to grasp the impiat

and extract it, close at hand. The animal must be kept in tlie

standing position, and held under thorough control by an assist-

ant, with a twitch on the lower lij} or on the ear, and either fore

fojot raised or both fore legs liobbled.

It must be taken into consideration that the cervical portion

of the oesophagus is situated immediately behind the trachea, w\\-

tinuing thence as far as the middle of the neck, when it d( viates

to the left, where it occupies the lower third of the nock; and

again, that this cervical region is surrounded by an abuudauce of

loose connective tissue, having on each side the carotid and its

nerves. It wall also be observed that the lower third of the neck

forms a triangidar space, with above it the inferior border of the

sub-scapulo-hyoideus muscle, and on the sides the sttrno-maxil-

laris, levator-humeri and scalenus. In this space it is in eoimtc-

tion on the inside with the trachea, upon which it rests ; and on

the outside with the scalenus, the carotid, the jugular aud the

nerves of that region—organs which ai*e all covered by tlie cuta-

neous colli and the skin.

The point of separation of the middle and lower tliird of the

neck, in the left jugular groove, is the place of election or of m-

cessity for the operation, or where the incision of the skin must

begin, a little above and behind the jugular. If the obstruction
j

is considerably prominent, this incision must be made directly
j

over it.

Peuch and Toussaint, in their excellent work, divide the oper-

ation into three steps, which they thus describe :

—

1st. Step. Incision of the skin and dissection cfthe suhja-

cent tissues.—Standing on the left side, the operator tirst deter-

mining the situation of the jugular vein, clips the hau' from over I
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the tumor, Btretches the Hkin with ihn i n ^i

L,er,and with the convex L^'.'tt/dVtt
'"' 7'^'

the initi^d point, about four fin.ors' breadth V "'"'"T
^"^'"

the blood vesnels. The inciHion .L , t''"'
^^'"'''""^ '''^^

„eousmuHclo,andexpo!e the

^Imdes the nkin, and the cutu-

Ll d.presHes forward tie boodv 1 i

"'" tbo incinion

o,her lingers of the sa.etn^afoZ^^^L^' f
I of the neck. Tbo (esoi)hfl,n,« ^.

""™""^' t^e tracbeiU border

2a step. Z.o.,.«,-;.^ or ^V>^LvfL Z " "'°''"
"'l'°"'^^^-

.way part of the cellukr tCuT I I'o
T"' '"'''•^'~^"**^^

the thumb and index of tLXrthandrT^"'' " '"^^"^ ^""^

I 1 . . ^ * ^*"^ "'^d drawn outward Ti,„^do.,.e™us fa.ac„lu„ are then let l„„.e, the J^XJt

?I0. 366.-The (Esophagus Drawn Outward and Raised with the Scissors.
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drawn out with the left band, the right hokliiiK the curved sois.

sors, which being passed from above downward, and separatiii;'

the remaining portion of ceUuLir tissue, hohls the organ rostii,..

upon its blades, in readiness for the third step (Fig. 3(10).

3d Step, or Licis'ion of the aisoj^lKKjioi.—'^he operator tLiii,

supporting the scissors with the tcsophagus resting upon tluni,

in the left hand, with a straight bistoury with the edge turwd

upward, in the right, makes a large puncture in the (.sopliugtal

walls, passing through their entire thickness, and afterwards .n.

largiug it with the aid of a dh-ector. At this point of the operiitiuii,

and at each deglutition, there is usually an escape of imuosities

mingled with food. When the impact forms a decided projectiou,

the Tncision should be made directly over the prominence.

Professor Nocard has modified the operation in cuscs where i

the obstruction can be divided in small pieces, by making only a

correspondmgly small incision. He uses both a straight and a I

curved tenotome, and performs the first and second st.iisasiD

the precedmg methods, the thii'd one being made as foUuwJ

"The u3sophagus being exposed, isolated and placed over tlie|

scissors, the operator introduces the straight tenotome tliroii.

the esophageal membranes, the blade running paraUel Avitlitlie

muscular fibers, into the thickness of the impact (apple, poti.totj

pieces of beet, etc) avoiding injury to the opposite surface of tk

canal; then sliding the curved tenotome against the straight one,

and pushing it through the entire mass until it touches the op-l

posite wall of the oesophagus, he withdraws the straight iustru-

ment, and divides the impact by movements of the curved mstiu-l

ment, analogous to those made in the division of the tendons ml

the operation of plantar tenotomy. The blunt end of the ourvef

tenotome protects the oesophagus from any enlargeni.mt of tbe|

original wound."

Cagnv, after exposing the oesophagus, as already descnlje

crushes the obstruction by repeated gentle blows of a mi

mallet, as before described. He prefers this mode to that of iij

cision if the impact, though bai-d and flat, possesses but little forcj

of adhesion. ^Vhen the objects of the oesophagotomy havebeeij

realized, there is no necessity for further interference, the applj

cation of sutiu-es being generally considered rather mjurioustba^

otherwise, and though the resulting wound is of a snniewhat m

plicated nature, its perfect cicatrization in a comparatively sM
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illctaugcr of oomiJlieotioasis avoided
'uiucauon

hdu.afons,u^em,>f; of the .vound, Hu^.gestin . the ^£^^0, ;
foodorpus in the surrounding cdlularlLue.^f:4t^^^^^^
a .mi,le abscess, or it may be the precursor of a fatal gaZelZ
pos ible sequehe of cesophagotomy, but a faithful and iudicious
application of antiseptic means in dressing and nursW the|patieuts Mill usually baffle the possible evil.

^

GASTROTOMY-RUMExXOTOx^IY.

Tins title, in our opinion, ought to include the puncture or in«uof the rumen, when designed to liberate confined gas^s o,lo remove the solid contents which may have accumulated in thaInseenu In the first case it is indicated when the tvmLrtl—on of the first compartment of the stoLth'^Ss
mmg.syinptoms and resists all ordinary remedial indicationdm the second, when the gases of the rumen are mixedSealimentaiy mass contained in that organ and a lar "r opeW
tl ""t

""' *'^ *^"^"- ^—B necessary, f^theh reH In either case the left flank must be the at of detion

t^ZtT *'' '™" ^^^"P^^"° ^^'^^ -^« of the abdom n

Uhv. r.T transverse process of the lumbar

Uar (., Se^attraiS^ -e ^

Nrotomes mvented by Brooiiiez (Fi^r ^aR\ »„.i « • !
k)Iicafo<l T],^ ,• 1 °, ,

^-^^S^- ^^'^) audSajoux aretoo
implicated. The animal must be in the standin<^ position^-^^'eofm rumen.-TU, operator, facing L eft' flankaies an incision through the skin, aboutan inch^nd ahalfW
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Pio. 367.—Large Trocars.
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with the bistoury, or with the blade of a lancet. Then lilaeiiii,-

the trocar perpendicularly upon the flank and into the cutuiHuus
I

incision, presses it against the muscles, and with his ri-lit Lima

strikes a heavy blow on the handle of the instrument and loic(si

it into the cavity of the rumen, provided the blow has been suff.-

ciently heavy. The blade of the trocar is then withdi ii\\ n. tiie I

canula being left in place, and the gases allowed to OKtape. as

|

in the operation of enterotomy.

Incision ofthe rumen.—The operator, using a convex histoiin,

makes an incision in the middle of the left flank, begiuuiug a lii;it|

below the point selected for the puncture of the rumtn, ami

measuring a length of from three to four inches, cuts tlirouglij

and divides the entu-e thickness of the skin, and the walls of the |

rumen. The hand is then introduced and employed for the k

moval of the food contained in the ca\'ity. The furtlior cleauiu.'

out of the rumen may be done with a large spoon. Schaiukj

recommends the removal of only a hmited portion of the fermtntl

ing mass, and that the walls of the organ should not be sfrapeil

While the puncture of the rumen does not require to be fol-

lowed by any special subsequent treatment, the wound of the in-

cision needs to be closed immediately after the reuujval of tliel

contents of the organ. This must be attended with every anti-

septic precaution, and the closing be done by means of the intei-l

rupted suture. The parts should be thoroughly cleansed. AJiie-|

Bion may be promoted by the appUcation of a ^^•ide baud of

hesive plaster placed all roimd the animal, as recoauaended byl

Professor Brush of the American Veterinary College. The ;voimJ

of the puncture heals rapidly, while that of the mcisiou reqiurej

from a week to ten days, and if properly treated, unites by thj

first intention, without suppuration. The accidents whioli ar«|
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ENTEROTOMY.

The division or puncture of the intestines, or enfcrotunnj.

is an operation the object of which is to facilitate the exit nf <,'iisf>

contained in these organs, to prevent their excessive diliitiiti n

and to obviate certain too commonly fatal comphcations. It \> ;.

mentioned at an eaiiy day by Vegetius, especially in c'luutctM

with the treatment of wind coUcs, but not again Bpokeu of until

177G, when Roeui, Bomvinghausen, and at a later date. Bunitr

and Herouard obtained good results from it. Bourgilut iih.l

Chabert recommended it in the early stages of the disciisc. Ijut,

notwithstanding the favorable dicta of all these authorities, tlic

operation was not fully admitted to a place in the di)iiiiiiii of|

veterinary surgery until Bernard, Dieterichs, Falke, Rev. Scliaiuk.

Hayne, Eckel, Blendeiss, Charlier and others, had proved l)y uii-

merous facts that when performed under favorable circuiiistiinccsl

it is not only harmless, but is capable of insuring result h of t!ie|

most beneficial character.

Intestinal puncture is indicated in cases of tjTnpanitis or Hat-

,

ulent colic, due to indigestion, or to an intestinal obstruction,

and must be performed whenever the accumulation of gases has

resisted ordinary forms of treatment. The indication, iii our opin-

ion, is to operate early in the disease, as an almost positive means

of avoiding the comphcations, or rupture of the stomach or lactra-

tion of the intestines, which, if unchecked, may accompany tbellatui

lent accumulation. Enterotomy is also recommended in cases oil

strangulated hernia, when the gases which are imprisoued iu tkl

hernial intestines prevent its reduction. Imbert used it with adl

vantage in reducing a strangulated ventral hernia. Iu formerl

days Chabert performed the operation through the rectum, audi

Abadie, in 1875, reported a case in which he reached the inteJ

tines through the vagina. But while it may be possible to ob

tain access to the dilated intestines through these cliannels. lU

is evident that it is a method which must oppose more ditliculJ

ties and involve more comphcations than the puncture tlirougM

the flank. 1

The point of selection for the operation is about the center oi

the space formed forward by the border of the last rib, beliina bj

the external angle of the ilium, and above by the extremity of tbl
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was formerly emplc^^' V but it is (luito mmecesHary and of no ail

vantage to use a canula of such diuionsicmH merely to iill.nv tL,

escape of the gases. A small, round trocar is now in gumiul i^,,

and is in our estimation to be prefeired to the ordinary llutt. h.d

form of instrument (Fig. 3(ii»). The onterotome of Brogniez (Fig.

370) is too largo an instrument, and its use endangers the wull,

of the intestines and the Hurrouuding blood vessels.

Brogniez reports a case of injuiy to one of the coecal iirteries

by the point of this instrument. We have frequeutly hn,\ i.

course to the trocar of the epidermic syringe used for ImiM,,

when no other instrument was conveniently at hand.

The animal suffering with flatulent colics is treated wliilc on

its feet, and the pain it endures is usually of so intense a IvinJ

that no means of restraint are necessary, and it remains ptr

fectly indifferent to the insignificant and minor pang of the opcr.

ation. The principal caution to be observed, is to be on guim!

against the patient's suddenly faUing, but if this should ocnir it

need not interrupt the operation, which may be coutimica witli-

out forcing it to rise.

The niodns operandi is very simple. The spot being aeurately

determined, the point of the instrument is pressed perpeiulicu-

lai-ly upon the skin with one hand, and diiven by a strong, qiuck|

blow with the other upon the handle, through the skin and tk in-

testinal coats into the visceral cavity. The withdrawal of the rod,

leaving the canula in place, completes the process, by giving vent

to the gases. These escape with more or less force, as annomicea

by a whistling sound as they pass out of the tube. The intestiies

must then be entered from above down^v.u-d. iind not as mm
mended by Hertwig, who punctures the mosi cl. ..endeut pan ofl

the abdomen, and thus exposes his pati. at tc senuus subcutan.o

infiltrations.
. „ i

Peuch and Toussaint suggest the propriety of nmkm;;

small preparatory incision through the skin with a bistoury pre

vous to the main puncture with the trocar. The escape of tiij

avr^^; continues for a varying time, according to the amount oj

0.« accumulation. The instrument should continue lu M

wound w\; ^ the escape continues, and until the tympanitic eonj

dition of the intestines disappears. If the escape of gas shoiiij

suddenly cease, it wiU be because the canula is hllcd with lax»

or other matters, and the trocar must be re-inserted into i«
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the effusion, has been successfully added as a means of preventing

the return of the fluid.

In selecting the place where the operation is to be performed.

Brogniez, Degives, Peuch and Toussaint advised the midiUe of

the linea alba, at an equal distance from the xiphoid cartilage nf

the sternum and the anterior border of the pubis; Zundel, on the

contrary, recommends " a puncture on the right side in ruminiiuts,

on the left in horses, on a point at an equal distance bctw(en tlie

umbilicus and the external angle of the ilium, about on a line niu-

ning from the stifle towards the car^Uage of the last rili.' He

adds, however, "to select the point where the liquid is most de-

tectable and fluctuation better felt."

A trocar of the size of a quill for large animals, and an uspiiator

for the small, are the only instruments required. In operating on

large animals, they are kept standing, while small aninmls are laid

upon a table and placed slightly on their backs. Placiuj,' kimsflf

on the left side of the animal, after having selected the place

where the puncture is to be made, the operator, holding the trocar

Fio. 871.—Holding the Trocar in Paraoenthesis.

full in his hand and limiting its action by keeping bis lingers a

short distance from the point of the instrument, pushes it by a

rapid and firm pressure thi-ough the thickness of the a1)aomiiial

waUs, until he feels that he has overcome then: resistance, and that

the instrument has passed into the cavity. The trocar is then

withdrawn from itscanula and the fluid escapes through the tube.

Director Degives describes another modus operandi, \vhiclilie|

calls subcutaneous, in which the opening of the skin does not cor-

1

respond with the division of the deeper muscular layers, and by

which the opening becomes covered by the skin. To etVecttliisI

the skin is drawn a little aside, then punctured, or a lai-x' fold of

tijp teo""Tnent is taken hold of, and the puncture made at its base, I

In either case, when Lhe skm is loosened, its retraction completely|

closes the abdominal opening.
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If the escape of the fluid should stop or dixuinish a b

W

Btylet can be mtroduced into the eanvxia to deanX a
' ^

minous or epiploic mass which may obstruct it Tl I i
small animals is performed in the same manner

"^""*"" "
As the removal of the entire accumulation of the fluid is dangerous, though less so than in thoracentesis, it is better to . ."

a portion of it to remain. The nuantitv i. « .
^ ""'*

IX ,, . ^""''^"v 1^ sometimes enorinniiKraugmg between thirty-five and ninety-six ,uarts. Aft r thequant: y desired has been obtained, the canula of the trocar imefally withdrawn, and a bandage or roUer of adhesive pa tplaced around the body of the animal
^

Among accidents possible in this operation, wounds of blood

^^
or of the intestines, and fatal peritonitis may be Let

HERNIA.

General View.

In a general sense, any tumor formed by the entire or nartial
«>l,e and protruMon of an organ, either wholly or ta parlT^

™um; the projection of the iris and the.y<,««, or p Son t.he a»phagd mucous membrane, throughits mu^cular c "Zf

.«.op,, the prolapsus of the rectl^'^^rtfe ^lilHTt

:trt"f °vr """TT* '"^''^'^zz:^:z•noi ,„,11. The muscular layers which form the exterior w.IlIta „ge splanchnic cavity are not of equal den-t 4 „™h-eir ft lioxe extent, and consequently do nnf «ff^> • " -^^""gu

equal amount of resistance ZTCl I T '" «^«ry part an
resistance to the outward pressure of the interior
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contents. In one place musculo-cartitaginous, or bony, it is in

another, musculo-aponeurotic. In some parts protected by only a

eingle layer of muscle, as in its anterior wall; in others the layers

of muscular aponeurotic structure, or of fibrous bandages, are re-

inforced by a powerful elastic band, as in the inferior portion, Ir,

the tunica'abdominahs. But besides this variety in the elements

FlQ. 372.—MuscIoB of the Inferior Abdominal Region

1, aponeurosis of the great oblique; 8, fleshy portion ol the small obliqiii^; D.straiglitot

the abdomen; 3', transverse of the ahdomon; 4, pre-pubio tendon; 5, inguinal rinp; 6, its

anterior border; 7, the posterior; 8, external commlssuro; 9, iutorniil commissur.';

10, posterior border of the aponeurosis of the great oblique ; 11, internal iTural apomu.

rosls; 12, flap of the aponeurosis of the great oblique, drawn downwanl to ahowtb'

origin of the reflex portion which forms the crural arch ; 14, remains of tlii> umbilioui

forming the walls of the cavity, there is also to be taken into con-

sideration the fact that, at certain points in the walls, natural

|

openings exist, and that the abdominal cavity is therefore not

btrictly a close cavity. These passages consist of the inguiuo-m-

ral openings, the umbilicus and those found in the diapliragiu for I
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The hernia, when not arising from a traumatic cans. ^ theresult of some violent muscular effort on tne nart of th. ., i

. the course of which the viscera are made to exit vfo ent outward pressure upon the waUs of the abdomen. If the p.eIv^eears against any of the more sohd portions of the wall th 31eno vjeldmg,andthe parts will remain uninjured ami ^^LfBu
1

the pressm-e becomes unduly violent, and the attack dt
rec ed agamst some one of the weaker supports, there must be anekhng and the intestine or omentum, as'the case mav'e wiU
e forced through the opening which falls most nearly in h

'

Jthtk dn-ection of the violence. The resistance fails,\he v see a;^s through the aperture, and there is a protrusion, a::;:

Two elements must enter into the composition of all hemas.th the exception of eventrations. They' are the ..., TnTthe.placed organs which form its contents, and the mode of ts

:Z^V^7lt^r'''trr'^^'^^^ ^^ ^ consideration o th,mes 373, 374, 3.5, which show the progressive displacement ofbe pentoneum, as it is pushed through the opening ofThe .b

I

onnnal walls, by pressure of the intestines, which are aJsogradu'
aUy passmg through the same opening. The %ures shotl w f
Mnner the Aemial or peritoneal sacl formed

*

The sac IS thus sho^^'n to be the prolongation of the perito-noum which IS displaced, moved and distended, or may have bu^tamed partial laceration of its fibres Tf ,»„,/^ , ,

*.™,*..o ot taat serous men^b™ is ^^Z^'ZlZIlT^.me W„ed to the ceDuIar tissue. In sueh al'Ltlttl
.ntoneumsooiitlu-owsoutaprovisioualreparato,7shm

b Xtb«-« contmuous witb the natural sercus'memb^ie
W hellicr formed by the peritoneum itself, or by a membrane of

|;:r
'°'"°°' -'"^^ '°'-^» "^^^^^^ztz^

1,!:'!!'/':,'",;'°™^ '""'^" ""o 'o^aaon of tbe ri,.^ or

111 \ '^' ^ *"""' ™tmces it is round or ol,lon» inhim .t ,s „ na^o,, ^^ ^, ^^^ .^ ^^^.^^ ^ triau^ular'oXe
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FIO. 873.

Explanation.—In thoBe three

figures au Idea of thu !iic«lf d

formation of herniaa in glw^:

aaaaaa, repreeent a Bcctium!

tUe abdominal wall ; o u v, tt

aponeurotic opening tlirdugli

which the peritoneum, ypiq-f,

is engaged to form tli" licrnlal

sac, « ; the Intestine, ii :: ;.. is

shown entering tho h ruml sac

gradually.

Fio. 374.

•'"''WIS

IS*

FIO. 875.

In the ventral kind tlie aperture is wide and of varying dimen

sions, and it may, moreover, be quite wanting, or again, it iii;i}

be long and cylindrical, as in inguinal rupture; while in tlie iiu:

bilical variety it is very short, and represented merely by tie

thickness of the edges of the hernial ring. The bod;/ or miaiUf

portion of the intestines, or that which becomes lodged in the

caAdty of the sac, also vaiies in size, direction and form, una luaj

be considered under the four principal heads of the ojliwhv'i
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NATION.—In those three

au Idea of tho nuxle if

>n of herniau ia t'^fii:

, represent a swtium;

ominal wall ; o « ',, ib-

•otic opening thrduet

10 peritoneum, wJ7'jj'

;ed to form tli" hernia;

the Intestine, u i: ;.. i;

uterlng tho hiTuiiilsao

889

Fie. 37ii,-t'j-linarlt;al Ueraial Sac. Fig. 377.—Si)horoi(lal Uornlal Sac.

i'lii. ;irt!. -Conical
IJorulalSac.

Fig. 379. - Pyriform
Hernial Sac.

Fig. 380. -Uernial Sac
in Clusters, or having
three contractions—
/, d, b.

Fios. 881, 383.-M>iltlIol)u'.ar Hernial Sacs.
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the sphero'ulol, the convex, the pi/rifdnn, to which Zuudcl ucLi,

the clustered and the multilobxlar.

The rehition as to duneusioiiH between the body of the b' rni;,

and the measurement of the ring is a point of importance iu i-,

lation to estimating the more or h;ss serious nature of a case. I

will readily be inferred that with a narrow and contracted open.

ing, an obstruction may easily take place, and at an early (lut,,

and that in duo time the result will be manifested in the legitimat.

form of a stranyidutlon, an accident which will be accoiupuuiti]

with various phenomena, according to the degree of pressure luid

the duration of the period of formation, and all of them attendtil

with trouble and danger.

At first, as the cajDiUary circulation becomes retarded uiul Jiffi.

cult, the intestines assume a red color, which passes successively

through many shades, from deep red to brown or a blue hLtd;.

indicating the arrest of the blood, of which the dreaded seiniel

maybe looked for in the appearance, a little later, of signs of luor

tification of the parts involved.

The blood then transudes through the walls of its vessels, uml

filtrates into the sub-serous and sub-mucous ceUulai tissue, tlui>

increasing the bulk of the contents of the sac. At the saiiio time

the external surface of the protruding intestines becomes the seat

'

of what is at first a jX'Uowish exudation, but which beeDiucij a

bloody dejDosit, ready for organization if the patient lives loii"

enough to sur^^ve the pains of the strangulation. By the eight-

eenth or towards the twenty-fourth hour, however, sigiis of total

gangrene make their a^jpearance and the hernial portion Ijeeomes

flabby, cool, and insensible; the odor becomes verj- ofteiisi\e, and

the tissues easily lacerated or torn. The fatal end is tlieii mar,

being rarely deferred beyond the twenty-fourth hour, unless im-

mediate relief has been interposed.

But, of course, evei'y case does not observe this reguliir succes-

sion of symptoms, nor reach the same final terminatiou, auil iu

the instances in which the interference with the cu'culatiou is less

pronounced and the degree of pressure upon the protrudiug

organ is lighter, probably not more than sufficient to iuterfere

moderately with the movement of the intestinal contents, we Lave

a modified evil to contend with in the obstruction or eiii/or^/oiunt

of the liornia, with conBcqucnccs in view less discouraging to coil

template The exudation upon the surface of the contents of the
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lich Zuudcl u(Li,

starcled unj iliffi-

sses siit'ccssivelv

or a bliic-hliick,

3 clrcadcj setiiiel
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.ulai tissue, tluis

lit the same time
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atieut lives loii"
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hour, unless im-
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ouraging to con.

e contents of the

Fig. 383.-Straiif,'ulatefl Inguiiml Hernia
A,mteBti.>al circumvolution. B, „..r„iated portion of tl.e intestine DD neck ofihevaKinal sac compressing the intestines. E, internal wall of tZ '

.

°

tieleinthefundusof the vaginal sac.
''" ^"S.ualsac. T, tes-

sachas resulted in an ad/>esio,i with the internal surface, and the
henna has taken its place in the class of the irreducible. Hernias
0^

long standing, which have, at intervals, shown indications of
obstructions, are, in the greater number of instances, in fact, ii--

( reducible

There are still, however, cases of simpler condition in which
tie viscera continue to be movable in the sac, in which fact they
are due to the lubricating effect of a free serous exudation.
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Aside from other distinguishing characteristics, all hernias are

divisible into two classes—internal and external. Of the Litter,

some, as the eventration, have no containing sac, while the otbci>.

which have a serous covering, are in reality alone entitkd to Ij.

considered as the true hernias. These, usually occurring tluoui'L

one of the natui'al openings, are called natural, in oppositiou to

the accidental, which, like the ventral hernias and the eventration

occur through accidental and artificial openings. Any of the ab-

dominal viscera, with the exception of the pancreas and the kid

neys, may enter into the formation of a hernia, and as twh is

known by the name of the displaced organ, we are given the

designations of enterocele for a hernia of the small intestines : tpl

plocele, for that of the omentum, and entero-epiplocde of both tlie

intestines and omentum. The name of gastro-ventral is given to

the ventral hernia which involves with it the stomach ; fi/stocek.

when it is the bladder which is affected, and hysterocele whtii the

uterus is concerned. Hernias can be, moreover, cofu/enihil or oc-

casional—that is, they may exist at birth or previous to it, aud

also when making their appearance under special causes after

bii'th. They may be also considered as acute when riccut, or

chronic, when of long standing.

Their originating causes are numerous, and may bo said to

comprehend any which may predispose an animal to such a lesion

by contributing to an increase of the pressure which the orgaus

contained in the abdominal cavity bring to bear upon its walls, or

any weakness in the walls, which may diminish their power of re-

sistance to the pressure, as, for example, a condition of Itamiess

arising from a sudden or recent change from a state of obesi*y:

blows upon the abdomen ; wounds and cicatrices of the abdomi-

nal walls ; violent, jerking efforts, such as those reeiuircd in com-

pulsory jumping or hauling, or in any other of the struggles to

which they are too often forced, and even when imder the sur-

geon's hands, when, as a patient, the animal is cast aud seemed

for an operation ; the rapid relaxation after contraction of tlie

natui'al openings, repeated pressure, or excessive dilatatiou, as

with stallions used for covering mares, may be placed among the

predisposing causes. They have also been observed in mares,

after violent efforts during parturition ; also during colics fmd

other tympanitis. To recapitulate and partly to repeat

The general symptoms characteristic of hernias, are compar-
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atively easy to recognize, and can be reduced to two principal
points, to wit-the discovery of a tumor, and appearance of an
op..u.ng coexisting in the abdominal walls. These tumors and
openings offer many varieties of form and character. The tumor
located opposite to a natural opening, or under a breach or sepa.
ration m the structure of the abdominal walls, or under a cicatrix
foriuH a mass, mdolent, elastic, remittent, of vai-ying size, but di'
minishing or increasing under peculiar conditions, such as rest or
pressure, and the standing, or the lateral or recumbent position

,

etc, and ha^ng different forms, being located in various places
'

It has also, in many instances, the quality of being redmUde
that IS, it may be made to disappear by means of certain manipu-
lations and appropriate treatment, and aiTangements of position
to retm-n to their previous status when these agencies are sus^
pended; or again, they wiU become permanently irreducible under
special pathological changes already aUuded to. The presence of
borborygmus is also an important item among the means of form-
mg a physical diagnosis of these tumors. This is detected more
or less readily when the displaced organ is a portion of the in-
testines. They are, however, missing when the hernia is formed
l)v other organs, as, for instance, in case of epiplocele. Other
points connected with this subject remain to be mentioned
.\mong these are the final symptoms, and more or less remote re-
sults, which may foUow the presence and workmg of the lesion
upon the general economy and the physiological functions at
Luge, when the acute action has passed away.

The constitutional symj^toms, or what may be so denominated,

j

will vaiy, in their nature and their intensity, correspondingly with

j

tlie condition of the hernia and the compUcations which may ac-
i

company each case. Among these comphcations, four principal
ones may 1)e mentioned as taking precedence

:

1st. Lreducibiliti/.—This is more frequent in old cases than
m new, and is probably due to the mcrease in size of the dis-
placed organ to the degeneration of the tissues, or to old adhe-
sions between the organ and its covering, the sac. These cases,
which may be considered rather permanent than merely chronic,'

j

niiiintain then- status, either completely or pai'tially, unchanged!
Yet they cannot, naturaUy or rationaUy, be held to be compatible
with a sound constitution or unimpaired stamina in the anunals
so conditioned, and their Uability to contract indispositions easily
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has frequently been remarked. Difficulty in the pert'orm luce of

movements re(iuirin{,' etVort lias also been noticed, witli couse-

quently a liability to suffer traumatic injuries from extoiiial vie-

lence. To this nuist bo add \ a facility in contracting:

2d. LijUnnmntioH.— Generally this occurs as the risujl of

external injuries, but it may also occur without any appuient

cause. Its seat is the sac or its contents, and it affects the sciou,

structures alone, or assumes a phlegmonous aspect. Tlic \\\\\m-

mation of the serous tissue is often overlooked, wlrle tlmt of the

phlegmonous cannot pass unobserved. It may som 'times iissume

a very serious character, and become even more dangerous tliau

the true strangulation.

3d. Obstructions or c7i(/orf/e)ne7its, common in intestinal Ler

nias, are due to the accumulation of ahmentary or stercoraceous

masses in the displaced intestines, or to gases which iuterfeiv

with the reduction of the hernia. This is often complicutt'il witL

strangulation, but is not in itself of a very dangerous nature.

4th. Stmiif/ulation.—This condilion has been already oousid-

ered. It is the result of excessive pressure upon the blooJ

vessels of the displaced organ, and while under its three periods

or degrees of congestion, inflammation, and gangrene, has usuallv

a fatal termination.

The general treatment of hernia has the two objects in new of

the destruction or obliteration of the sac, and the reduction or

closing of the ring. If the first is not always easy to accomplisli

the reduction of the diameter of the ring often is so. Ivieh form

of hernia demands some special directions for the realization of

these two objects, and these will each receive its own share of

attention as they may in turn come under our notice ni further

treating the various forms of hernia.

Inguinal Hernia.

Inguinal hernia results from the passage or presence of a

portion of the intestines, or of the omentum, or of both togetber.

in the testicular or vaginal cavity whose opening of coinmiuioa-

tion with the peritoneum or inguinal ring continues m its normal

condition, having never closed. A brief survey of the general

j

anatomy of the region involved M'ill be a necessary in-ehniiuary to

our discussion of the subject, which is one of interest and nu-

]

portance.

B- KT^>
11J II ;

W'S

'\ m

FI8 38I.-Anatc
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F.0 .S81.-Anatomical Disposition of the Inferior Inguinal Ring an,. Testicular Sac

Lrotal artery P G i'nfnH^r^n ' '^ ','
'"'''"" *'''' *"«"'-•"' *'' ^ ^' division of the

lofUie in^iLTrinJ Tic T '^"''' ^"^ ^''™'"S '^° ''°'°^'°'- '*"1 "eternal lip

I ,
muscles of the flat of the thigh, short .i.Muctor of the thigh.

The huju-nuil canal is an iiifundibuliform cavity, flattened
Ifrom one side to the other. It is situated in the groin, and
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through it pans the testicular cord and the tehticular WoimI vcs

selH, in the male, aud the blood vessels of the maninu.' in the

female, as they emerge from the abdomiual cavity. Situiitcd ou

one side of the prepubic region, it observes an obliciuo (liicction,

downward, backward, and from without inward, btiug t(.r:u(,l

posteriorly by the crural arch, and anteriorly by the fleshy portion

of the small obliciue muscle of the abdomen. luferiorlv it Im,

an opening called the inferior intjnlvnl riii</, whicli i^ luiid,

through the aponeurosis of the great oblique, oval in hluipc, aud

possessing two lij)ii, cih/es or pillars, united together by two

commlaaures. The lips, divided into anterior and p,>st, r;,n\ are

formed by the fibres of the aponeurosis of the gr<iit olili,jue

muscle of the abdomen, and a few of the muscular lihivxif the

small oblique, reinforced by some bands of the tunica abdmiiinnlis.

The commisHureH, di\-ided into external and internal, result from

the union of the extremities of the two pillars. The .s7/y»^«c|

opening of the inguinal canal is known also as the jirnUnun'

or superior ini/idnal rintj, and is situated in front of ami tlirecthi

opposite the crural rimj. It represents a single slit, subject to I

dilatation, placed also between the crural arch and tlic smuUf

oblique of the abdomen, and allowing on its inner bordrr the pus-

sage of the anterior pudic or posterior abdominal artciy. it sur-

rounds the neck, and forms the entrance of the vaginal slitutb. It I

is open in horses, and often m bovines also, and it allnw s a ainrtl

communication between the cavity of the vaginal sac iiml tluitofl

the peritoneum—undoubtedly a predisposing condition tnli,.ruias,|

not to be overlooked. The testicular sac offers to our attditioiJ

from the point of view from which we now consider it, mI

entrance, or true infundibulum, overlapping the internal opeuin.-f

of the inguinal ring or canal; a neck situated just liclnw that ring,

a continuation of the infundibulum or entrance, and wliidi :« al

short distance from its origin offers a well marked coutraction in|

its diameter—this being the point where strangiibition tukesl

place—a middle part, containing the spermatic cord: aud al

bottom, or true cul-de-sac, where the testicles and the epiilidnuiaj

are lodged.

The special signification of the terms which have Ijeeii el>e-l

where and akeady employed to designate and classify the vimef

ties of form and manifestation characterizing dilTcrent ViUieties (i3

hernia are of interest, and should not be lost sight of. Tlity are(
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lid jinsti ri(ii\ itre

10 grciit (il>li(iup|

stl)i'li'\v tbiitri

dinded principally into recent or aoute, an.l nhl or nhrnynr ,u„l
wo tuul thou. <-(..isid<.rrd as enterorHc, rpifUon/c, and elt,n,.
,l,>phrele, arcordiiiK to tlu-ir contents. The name of nnnnol
^"""; '"^" ' " ^^^^"^ to d..uoto a case in wliicU tho intestine is
directly en-a-ed m tlm inguinal canal; and Au-^/,, „nhe rh,a orknuauUhe canal, dv^vvAwH that in which tho visconi hav'o 'en-
tered l.ut a Hhort iliHtauco into the sheath. H„l,onnv,'U si..uitio,s
tliut tho intoHtmo has entered but a very flight di«tauce inTo the
mguinal sheath, in opposition to the os.-h,,uule^v ncmtnl lurni,,
;vlieii tho mtoHtino falls ,p,ito down into tho nac, and with tli.'
testicl:-^ themselves, occupies the bottom of the scrotuiu

Iiiymnal hernias are generally arrhhntal, but, a« some authors
h.ia, are also sometimes cnujenltal, hiivuv^ been found existiiifj
atliirth; and m many instances they become p'nnan.nt, the iu
testmes occup.nng the vaginal sac without change, as a fixity
Then, again, they may be Intennittent, disappearing more or less
.omplctely, under peculiar conditions, only to reappear under the
,ties,s of new influential causes. Of course the classific.ition of re
,k,nhle and irreducible, always holds. Tho classification of the
kfuiaof castration, which takes place during or after that opera-
tion, is considered by some to bo properly one of the forms of
(veiitration.

A consideration of the anatomical disposition of the va.nnal
.anal, and especially of its upper ring, which presents an opening
comnmmcating with the peritoneal c-avity, wUl explain the reason
wliymgumal heraiasof the horse are more common in tlie staUion
tkniu the gelding. It is rare in bonnes, but Lafosse has seen
It in sheep and in rams and although the anatomical disposition
of the canal m the dog render its occurrence difficult, Wolstein
ks observed it in that animal. Cases are rare in females but
birard, Jr., has seen it iu mares, Rychner in cows, and HeiiiiLr
Hertwig and Goubaux iu bitches.

Recent Inguinal Hernia.
^Hien the hernia appears suddenly, in a subject nnf precUs-

\pmlio It, the first symptoms are those of abdominal pain ap-
peanug suddenly and without warning, and quite inconsistent

I

^th the general perfect health of the animal. These symptoms
U. at lirst vague m their significance, and definable merely as ex-
hibitions of simple pain in tho abdomen.
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If ill the stable, the animal becomes restless, paws witli bis

fore feet, gazes earnestly toward his flanks, and flexes bis

as if to lie doAvn, and perhaps accomphshes that movement

only to resume the standing position. The skin is moist, tin

spiration appearing on the face, around the ears, bohiiul

shoulders and in the groins. If he is in harness, his act ion i^

changed, he shortens his steps, stops pulling, wants to stand still,

and becomes covered with abundant perspiration running over

him and dripping from his belly. These first symptoms cxfiti

suspicion as to the real cause of the trouble, but they soon ussuun

a character which changes the suspicion into certainty. They rap.

idly assume greater severity, increasing in the ratio of the Kuti'ci-

insrs of the animal, which then has no more rest or intenuissiou

and gives evidence of the most intense abdominal pain. He i)ii\vs

and stamps upon the floor more and more violently, soiiu'tiiue?

kicking his abdomen; gazes anxiously toward his flirnks; lies

carefully down and rolls to and fro on his back, sometimes

keeping the dorsal position for a few moments, as if he could

only thus find relief; then suddenly rises to his feet and repeats

the movements, which give evidence of the torture he sutlers. l)ut

more forcibly and rapidly than before. The expression of Lis

face soon becomes characteristic. The lips are contriictcJ, the

nostiils are retracted and dilated, and the widely opened eves ap-

pear unnaturally large and prominent, rendering their iigouizeil

expression more and more striking. The respiration becomes ac

celerated and the pulse more rapid; the perspiration streaub

more copiously from his body and the poor animal groans under

the weight of his trouble.

After a lapse of some hours, the time arrives for the occurreiue

of strangulation, which may be pronounced the crisis or fatal

event of inguinal hernia. It is characterized by a ix'culiar iiiu

tion of the head, whi<'h is thrown up and down repeatedly (and

which the French have designated by the word " ejicoiKc'.") This

motion, which is sometimes habitual with horses while in harness,

has a peculiar meaning when it becomes the expression of the

colic of hernia. It is then performed slowly, the head being fie-

1

vated gradually and extended upon the neck, to be suddenly

dropped again as if from weakness, to be again raised aud

dropped during the few and brief intervals of remission of the

pains, while the animal possesses the ability to keep on his feet.
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111 fact, wheu the hernia is completed, the cohcs are so violent that
the anjmal no longer lies down, but Hterally throws hiniself with
violence upon the ground, having become forgetful of the natural
mstinct of conservation, and now rendered indifferent to aU other
pain by the oveiiDowering force of the hernial torture With his
body covered with bruises, and bleeding from numerous superfi-
cial wounds, he now becomes a pitiable object. There ai-e animals
of particularly sensitive temperament which wiU even, Uke those
m a rabid fui'or, bite themselves on theii- flanks and foreai-ms in
tlieir delirious desperation.

During these excessive sufferings there seem to be just two
positions in which the animal can experience a comparative de-
gree of comfort. They are, lying on his back, or maintaming the
dog-sittmg posture, on his haunches. But these movements of
reprieve are of but short duration, and the pains may continue to
bemamlested without cessation, by tumultuous, violent, unequal
struggles, which may continue twelve or fifteen hoiu-s, or even
more At last, toward from the fifteenth to the twentieth horn-,
all the signs of pain subside, and a great calm succeeds to the
previous violent agitation. This, however, is far from being a
good sign, or an indication of the termination of the disease It
IS, on the contrary, a sure token that a fatal termination is close
at band, and if the patient has ceased to suffer, it is because the
anesthesia ot death has faUen upon the organ in which his pains
onguiated The parts which were so recently altogether too much
ahve, have died. Gangrene has attacked the imprisoned intestine,
and vith Its appearance, loss of feelmg has ako come-and death
-for death is the loss of feehng. The animal is now in a con-
dition of extreme prostration. The temperature is diminished;
the perspiration is cold, the pulse is imperceptible, his face is
without expression, the poor brute can scarcely maintain a stand-
mg posture or move his legs when urged to stir, and when the
ast remnant of his strength is exhausted, after a few hours, he
rops upon the earth and dies without a struggle. Death rarely

delays beyond twenty-fom- hours following the strangulation.
ihiH 1. the extreme limit, and in the greatest number of cases it
takes place within a shorter period.
These manifestations (the description of which we borrow from

tl JJouley), constitute the series of general symptoms of hernia,
i™t, at the same time, they do not belong exclusively to that kind
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of injury. They are those of any violent abdominal pain spring-

ing from any cause, and may be met with in invaginations, volvulus,

intestinal obstruction, etc. But if not possessing any positive und

intrinsic signiiicance in themselves, they assume great value in the

diagnosis, when added to the series of local, or pathognomic symp-

toms which have their origin and limit in the iugumal region.

Two methods are available for the location of the «(;it of

the lesion, one being the external exploration of the inguiuo-

ecrotol parts, the other consisting in the internal rectal examiu-

ation of the pubic region. In a horse, and especially a stallion,

suffering from cohcs, the indication to a general and imiucdiute

examination of the inguinal region, for abnormal appearaiiccs, is

always present, and it will not be safe to be too easily satistied

with visual examination exclusively, to become certain that no

part of the intestines is engaged in the vaginal sac. Tlio eyo

may be deceived; it is the touch alone which will prevent all

possibility of eiTor. The sensation imparted to the touch at tlie

beginning of a recent inguinal hernia is that of a thickened testi-

cular cord which has lost its usual suppleness, and whose con-

stituents can no longer be determined under the pressure of tlie

fingers. Thus thickened, the cord gives a sensation of resisten-y,

increasing as the exploration is carried further up in the groin,

while toward the bottom of the sac, the scrotal mass feels fuller

than usual, the testicle becoming less movable, giving the sensa-

tion of a slightly pufty tumor. After several hours duration of the

disease, the characters become better marked, m consequence of

the increase in the size of the intestine, and the amount of exu-

dation, and there is also a formation of gases above the ueck of

the sac, which also contributes to its increase in size.

The hernial tumor has thus become changed from its original

appearance, by its enlarged size, and is easily detected by the great

general tension caused by the presence of the accumulating gases:

the cord is foimd to be tumefied in its whole length, while its

renitentcy increases as it extends upward into the canal. Direct

pressure with the fingers upon the tumor does not seem to cause

great pain, probably because this local sensation is dulled by the

extension of the excessive pains which radiate from the hernia

throughout the entire abdominal nystcm. The exteniul charaeters

of the inguinal tumor become more noticeable when both sides nf

the testicular regions are compared, the difference between the
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healthy and the diseased regions being then easHy ascertained.
Continued spasmodic movements of the healthy testicles have
been observed.

In the rectal examination of the horse, the hand may be easUy
caiTied beyond the anterior border of the pubis, and the condition
of the superior opening of the inguinal canal, and the state of the
organs engaged in it thus ascertained.

In the normal condition, the anterior pillar of the superior
opening of the canal is easy of identification. It is in front and
on each side of the pubic region, and by reason of the extensi-
bihty of Its muscular structure, requires no greater force for its
separation from the posterior piUar than the introduction of two
fingoi-s into the ring. AVhen the intestine is in the vaginal canal,
after having passed through the superior opening, it can be felt
«ith the hand through the waUs of the rectum, its situation being
generally on the inner side; and being thus recognized, it can be
raised, pulled upon, and sometimes even extracted from the open-
ing thi^ugh which it had passed. But to be able to judge accu-
rately the nature of the object which has been felt, roquu-es m
the surgeon an amount of experience in the taxis not always pos-
sessed, while Its absence may at times betray the explorer into
senous error. Moreover, the sensations transmitted through the
rectum cannot in every case be truly interpreted, and it sometimes
becomes necessary to combine the two modes of examination em-
ployed simultaneously-the rectal investigation and the external,
uianual, testicular exploration.

Thus, when with one hand in the rectum, pressing on the in-
ternairmg, and the other pushed well into the depths of the in
gurnal region, both are brought in contact, and it is discovered by
e actual touch that the ingumal canal is clear, the hypothesis

of stnmgulated hernia is at once negatived
On the other band, if there is hernia, and the imprisoned intes-

tine is encountered, the fingers of the two hands cannot possiblyoomem contact, and the next question will be one of indication!
It not ot prognosis.

ous^'kT'!^" rfu°'''
""^ '""'"^ ^^^^^ ^'"^^ i« ^^ay« seri-

s rio^t I ''''^'^* ^'^^^ predisposition it is necessarily
enous lesion by reason of its tendency to spontaneous strangu^

fatal event should be humanely anticipated and prevented by the
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fiat of a compassionate master. But a fatal prognosis need not

be unnecesHai-ily volunteered. Timely and vigorous measures, es-

peciaUy emphasizing the "timely," may still prevent the stritiigu-

lation and defer the sentence of mortaUty, and the sooner, tlune-

fore, the means of rehef are applied, the more certain will ho their

effect. Every minute's delay increases the force of the disease uud

lessens the chances of success. It is rarely the case that the lapse

of fifteen hours leaves any room for confidence, though it is unt

yet time to abandon hope. Within that period there are iiuiuv

chances for saving the patient, but after the earlier periods of the

attack a single houi-'s neglect may be fatal—that hour may prove

to be the turning-point of the conflict.

The treatment of recent inguinal hernia assumes two forms,

consisting of the taxis, and the operation of heniiotoitii/, or the en-

largement of the neck of the vaginal sheath with a cutting instru-

ment. The first mode is indicated at once, or as soon as the her-

nia is recognized. The reduction must be accompUshed in the

shortest time possible, the danger of strangulation becoming more

imminent and threatening with the lapse of every moment. The

taxis may give immediate relief, and may be materially assisted by

douches of cold water.

In this case the taxis consists in the manipulation of the part

with the hands, by pressure and otherwise, for the purpose of re-

placing the protruding intestine in its proper cavity ;
teehuitallv.

the reduction of the hernia. This manipulation is applied eitlur

by simple pressure over the external surface of the diseased part,

or, if practicable and necessary, by supplementing it with ii proper

traction appHed upon the intestine from within through the recta:

walls. This manipulation may be appUed by two processes, first

the subcutaneous, medial or indirect; and second, the din rf taxis.

1st. The Indirect Taxis.—In the first or indirect method, the

animal is placed in a standing position, with the hind legs secured.

Then the hand and arm of the operator, well oiled, are introduced

into the rectum, using the right, if he is to operate on the> 1. ft side,

and vice versa. When in the rectal cavity, the hand is carried to

the anterior border of the pubis, whHe with the other, passed m

front of the patella, pressui-e is applied upon the scrotal sac, and

the intestine pushed toward the superior opening. The baud m

the rectum then grasps the loops of the hernia, through the rectal

walls, and at the same time pulls them upward. Through these
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maiiipulatious the surgeon may succeed iu rciuoviiig the difficulty,

if by that time the testicular sheath continues to be free from con-
gestion. But if this ah-eady exists, and the coUcs are increasing
in severity, the taxis in the standing position becomes impossible
and it wiU be necessary to throw the animal. This done, ho must
bo placed m the dorsal position, with his hind legs kept apart and
liis Launches raised as much as possible by bunches of straw.

In this position, the operator must proceed to practice what
must be described as an exceedingly deUcate massage or taxis
upon the scrotal sac, both hands being used, iu such a manner as
to crowd or press the mtestinal mass toward the superior opening
of the canal. The design of this is to stimulate the cii-culation

through the capillaries, and also to free the cavity of the intestine
tiJiu the semi-fluid and gaseous contents which may be present,
bv this means diminishiug its volume and facihtating its reduction!
That this must be done with the utmost caution and patience,

noeds hardly to be urged. And it should be persevered iu for at
least a period of thirty seconds before advanciag to ihe other
step, which consists iu graduaUy pushing the intestine toward
tlie opening. If the protruding loop is not too long, and the
massage has succeeded m its design, and the bulk of the tumor
lias been sufficiently diminished, and, above all, if the hernia has

i

had but a short existence, it may be within the probabilities that
this external taxis alone will be sufficient to reduce it. But such a
result cannot be counted on A\dth any degree of certainty, and it

13 then the simple dictate of wisdom to make assurance sure, if

possible, by having recourse to double taxis, and attacking the
danger at both its internal and external accessible points.
For a smgle operator to undertake the performance of both

j

branches of this compound manipulation can hardly be advised.
Few men possess the necessary powers of endurance, and an acci-
dent might easily compromise the very life of hoS. nrgeon and
patient. At the least, it involves quite an unnecessary amount of
effort and fatigue. All the reasons are in favor of a division of
the work, by which a competent assistant wiU be put in charge
of the rectal taxis portion of the labor, while the practitioner in
chief will du-ect and execute all the other steps of the treatment.
The successful result of the operation will be known at once

I

k the diminution of the tumor, the disappearance of its puffy
and tense condition, by the sudden sensation of yielding, felt by
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the hand working in the rectum, and also by the faoihty mih

which the fingers of that hand can be introduced into the now

hberated superior ling.

Anesthetics have been recommended as powerful adjuncts in

the apphcation of the taxis, in this class of cases. iJiuikv

recommended their use, and Baggr, a Russian veteriiiurimi,

ao-rees with Bouley, in advising their administration. His pro.

ceeding is thus described: The rectum being emptied, a sohition

of two to four grammes of chloral antl sixty or seventy couti-

grammes of acetate of morphia are thrown into it, while at tbe

same time compresses of chloroform are laid on the diseased side

of the inguinal region. In the course of ten minutes ilicre is

such a relaxation of all the tissues that the reduction by rtctal

taxis is quite easy. The spermatic coj Is are then surroiiiuled l)y

rolls of bandages moderately tight, in order to prevent the retmn

of the hernia. These bandages are left on for eight or ton hours.

The danger of strangulation upon the testicular cords is an im-

portant objection to the adoption of this process. Severe appli-

cations of douches of cold water applied for one or two hours

previous to the taxis have been successfully employed by Steff

and Lacassin.

A process known as that of Patey, from its discoverer, ecu-

sists in the injection of oil of belladonna into the hernial sao, th

action of the oil, it is claimed, producmg the dilation of the

pseudo-sphincter, which prevents the reduction. It causes a ccr

tain flaccidity of the parts, renders the taxis much easier, and con

siderably facilitates the reduction.

2d. The Direct Taxis.—This procedure is of too dangerous a

character to maintain a place in the domain of veterinary surgerv,

except under very exceptional conditions. It consists in apply-

ing the manipulations of the taxis directly upon the intestiue,

previously exposed by the dissection of the testicular envelopes.

These manipulations, which are dangerous when the intestine is

distended by gases or fluids, may, however, be rendered easier In

relieving the intestinal loop, through the use of a fine needle-

trocar or aspirator, of the cause of its abnormal dilatation.

The method of Renault, mentioned by Zundel, is also a form

of direct taxis which, though it maybe employed in cattle, mvolves

a subsequent fatal peritonitis in the horse. The operation con-

sists in the opening of the flank and the performance of there-
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Jductiou by direct traction with the hand thus introduced into the

I abdomen.

The operation of hernioUmnj is that which consists in the

Lection of the neck of the vaginal cavity. It is the projjer opera-

V;ts\\i(yx ^tmn<jtilated hervhi. Bouley has said: "This operation

|i.uot, as one may be inclined to think, a last resource, which is

Ijot to be used except after the taxis, under its various forms, has

I
ken applied and failed. Far from it. "We believe, on the con-

jtrary, that in the horse, the taxis is a means of treatment which
lis truly indicated only in the first five or six hours of the descent

lot the intestine; that even, in this first period of time, one must

I
not use it too much nor too long, from fear of the comphcations

Iwluch might arise through the rectal manipulations, and that

laftor this limit of a few hours has elapsed, it is better to have re-

I
course immediately to the operation, without trusting to vain

hopes from the use of the taxis." The operation is comparative-

Jlya simple one, the dangers which were formerly apprehended
IkiviDg been greatly reduced by a better knowledge of the seat of

Itk strangulation, and of the parts to be divided, and the ratio of

I mortality is now so small—forty-two recoveiies out of fifty-two

I
operations—that hesitation is no longer justifiable.

The instruments required for this operation are straight and
jcuiTed bistouries, scissors, an ordinary director, a henuotovie

jlFigs. 384«, 385), or blunt, straight bistoury, and a pair of curved

I
clamps with strong cords to secure their branches. The hernio-

1
(«)»(• is a hUtoury-cachi, which, however, since the use of general

janestliesia, has been replaced by the blunt, straight bistoury, en-

lables the operator to di\-ide the neck of the vaginal sheat"h in the
Iright place with more certainty than heretofore, and to regulate
Imore accurately the dimensions necessary to relieve the stran"-u-

llation. The directoi which is best adapted for use in herniotomv
lis Oiie which has a flat, lanceolatcd, grooved surface at one end,
land which, while it guides the blade of the bistoury, contributes

I

likewise to the protection of the intestine against the possibility

lof injury by the sharp edges of the bistoury.

The patient to be operated on is laid upon a soft bed, anes-
jised as completely as possible, and placed upon his back. The
jliiiid leg coiTesponding to the side where the hernia is located is

jfreed from the hobble, secured with a rope, and carried outward
jinbduction, with the rope made fast to a fixed point near by—
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Fig. 884a.

Hemlotome.

as a ring in the wall, a post, a tin

other immovable object. If the u^k ra-

tion is to be performed at night, whid

is too often necessarily the cusi. tlit

presence of additional assistants will

probably be requii'ed, in order to iii.sure

an abundant amount and proper niiui.

agement of light, -which is indisptiihiiUe

in BO delicate a dissection.

In operatuag, the surgeon knc ils be-

hind the patient and with a curved bis-

toury begins by making a long iucisiou

upon the tumor, parallel with the long

axis of the testicle.

This incision is similar to that wbicL

is made in castration with covered testi-

cles, and must involve only

the scrotum, the diU'tu>.

and the first layers of thi-

lamellated cellular tissue

which unite this last to the

tunica erythi-oidea. The

remaining portiou of this

lamellae is then carefully

incised, until tlie fibrous

coat is exposed, aud the

tumor is entirely enuclea-

ted from its envelope d

cellular tissue. This done

the fibres of the tunica

erythroidea are scrape

apart with the pc iut of the:

straight bistoury, until the

vaginal sac has l)een opeU'

ed, which the operator dis-

covers by the appearaueel

of a stream of li(iuid pass-[

ing through. The caniila

ted director is then intn

duced into the opening an

11 I

FlO. 386.

Hernlotomes of Colin
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TiKles the bistoury, with which tho hernial sac is now freely

Lned. in front and behind. This free cutting allows the escape

[ ftll the serous or sero-sanguineous tluid contained in the sac,

u'ving in quantity according to the duration of the hernia.

The contents of the hernial sac are now expoHod. Thev consist

i
the testicle, pushed outward, against the commissure of the

ing; the loop of the intestine, placed on the inner side of the
Lnuatic cord, rarely extending as far down as the testicle, but
Lilly reaching to the level of epididymis, and again, not un-
Liuonly remaining in the condition of a fiKhoinxih: But what-
brmay be the dimensions of the protruding loop, the intestine
Uways easily recognized by the roundness of its form, the smooth-
jiess of its surface and its color, which may range from vaiious
laJes of red to bluish black. It is also recognized by the changes
Ikh have taken i)lace in its consistency, resulting from ths bloody
M serous infiltration which has taken place in its structure. The
pstine should nowbe carefully wiped off with a soft, fine sponge,
ff washed with lukewarm water, in order to free it from any de-
Dsits or adhesions of serous or bloody matter that may be present.
The opening of the hernial sac should be immediately followed

f
the exploration of the neck with the index finger, with a view

lothe determination of the exact point where the strangulation
ists, and to judge of its degree of tightness. This will not be
L(I upon the superior opening of the inguinal canal, as thought
)Girarcl,D'Arboval, Hertwig, Hering, Lafosse, Key, Verrier and
tiers, but should be looked for two or three centimetres below that

fmg, as demonstrated by Bouley; that is, where the neck of
|e vaginal sac is situated. This point made out, if the hernia is

err recent, and the intestine has not yet become the seat of thick-

g, a few tactical manipulations can be applied, the internal
« of the vaginal sac having first been lubricated with sweet oil,

home mucilaginous substance, or even oil of belladonna ; and
Jen cool inigation has been of service. In the performance of
Is taxis the first step is committed to the assistant, who stretches
|th borders of the sheath in order to separate them in the form
jafimuel, the testicle being drawn outward, in order to stretch
Word also. The operator then appUes both hands upon the loop
[the intestine, and with moderate and gradual pressure endeavors
lush it through the neck of the vaginal sac. Rectal taxis applied
Itksame moment may also be of great assistance. But these
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efforts must not be persevered in too long. If not successful n\.

most uumeJiately, it is better to have recourse at once to tie m

oision of the neck of the sue than to expose the intestine to the i

Hubsecjuent effect of pressures or tractions of which the tiiHiijiii.

|

tiou may be a fatal gangrene. The following steps aii' invii.

mendetl by Boulcy in making this incision. Says this autlidr: "ikA

assistant takes hold, with both hands, of the edges of the iiK'i>iiiii

made through the vaginal sac, stretching them into a funnel sli;i|i;;l

another draws the testicle outward and backward, to stiitib tiif

cord. Then the opci'ator having exj^lored with his tiugcr the con-

1

dition of the neck, introduces the blunt bistoury or the li(iniiitoiiie|

(Fig. 386) as far as the neck of the sac, taking for his ^iiiiletliel

index finger of his right hand (Fig. .-JSS), introduced I

into the neck or canulated director, and huMiuf,' tliel

instrument in such a manner that its

A back rests against the pulj^ of the fin-

ger which supports it, and its sharp

edge turned outward, corresponds to

the stiflened band of the neck, to-

I
a

00

a

t
3
2

a

g8

I

i.

I\l

lllnlil

wards the internal face of the thigh.

This band will thus become stretched

over the knife in such a manner that

it divides itself upon the sharj) edge

of the instrument, with the aid per-

haps of the slightest pressure made
by the finger which supports it. The

important point is to make a very hm-

ited incision, dividing only the thick-

ness of the vaginal sac and its fibrous

covering, and avoiding the woimding

of the cremaster, that being one of the

conditions of the closing of the sheath.

The division once made, the degree of

dilatation of the neck is readily made
out, and if the finger can be easily in-

troduced into it, the reduction of the

hernia becomes then an easy task.

The modus operandi by the use of

the herniotome differs but little from

the preceding. When this instn^ment
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Fio. 888. -Holding tho Bistoury upon the Grooved Director

.to be UHOcl, a careful measurement of the amount of openinir to

. dlo^vod to the blade mu«t first be made. Then, guide l^^th!I e of the mdex finger and with its blade turne.l outward hekn,ment is introduced into the sac. When it has reached theiropr pomt where the division is to be made, the blade is brought
lut ypreHsmgupon the peculiarly-contrived handle of the instru
len ana the dmsion of the band of the neck is completed
I After the division at the point of strangulation, the taxis is to
.used, both extei^aUy and by the rectum, carefully takin. Lo
nsideration the condition of the intestines in the applicatL^of

lie various manipulations required.
Upon reduction of the hernia, obliteration of the sac is secured

vthe application of a clamp, curved or straight, upon its pXJ
h, embracing between them the spermatic cord. In' sho f
le final steps of the operation will be precisely those by whTch
e operation of castration with covered testicles is completed

I Thi. inethed of closing the vaginal sac is the best, th simplest
t e moHt certain in its results. It is true that the objection

J

It implies castration is a weighty one, but the mutUat onbo It involves is a condition of radical recovery which caimotobt^ed by any other means. The attempts ihich are mTde

6*:;r:izr^ '--''-^~ - -% a^:
Among these may be mentioned the process by which int fT^*'^ t"t '^ ''^^ "^'^^ *^^ effect of theNm-e of the clamp, it is left inclosed in the vaginal sac whosel^W edges are brought together br sutures

"^ «^°' ^^^o««

pnmidt has attempted to push it back into the abdomen • buth methods have been followed by fatal peritonitis. 22y has
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also advised a subcutaneous herniotomy, wliicli was put iutu |,i;,i.

tice afterwards by Siegeu & Vcrrier, in which the careful inmeturpl

of the sac was made at the origin, or, preferably, at the HabilL
[

form insertion of the oremaster. After enlarging theojKningjijJ

index finger is introduced into tlie neck, carrying with it tlicblmtj

bistoury with which the structure is divided, and the reductiiiiiijl

completed by the taxis, the wound being dosed by sevcrul pomtJ

of suture. The use of antiseptics in our day obviut( s alar^'el

portion of the danger arising from the complications wliieL Hiavl

follow these modes of operation.

The operation for strangulated heraia in the geldiii;^ (l(jts noa

differ much from that indicated for stallions, except in tlic man!

ner of closing the wounds, the clamp, in this class of pnti,

;

being applied upon the hernial sac, mvolving the skin, us is donl

in some cases of treatment for umbilical hernia.

The treatment of the patient subsequently to the operation i

generally a simple matter, the violent colics, with other nmniltstaj

tions of the hernia, having suddenly subsided, and tin- j,ii[i(a|

being comparatively free from pain. He will proljably give evj

dence of some slight abdominal uneasiness, which will probablj

be due to the pressure of the clamp upon the testicular cord, buT

this will not be of long duration, probably requiring no other all

tention than a moderate walking exercise.

The animal is then turned loc)!-( in a box stall and placed upol

a diet suited to his case, and a\ atched for future devclopuiHitf

The wound rec^uii'es no special attention but cleanliness.

towards the fifth or sixth uay, when the suppuration is cstall

Ushed, the clamp can be removed.

It is about this time that compUcations may be looke 1 for.

fatal peritonitis, for example, may appear between tbe tiftli i

tenth day, when everything has seemed to be progressing favd

ably, and bid defiance to treatment, especially if the iutestimj

were already in a gangrenous condition when the rfi'laction ti

made. After ten days there need be no more fear of complicf

tions, so far as the hernia is concerned, but it is not vet tool

for those of castration, which may still occur. The duration
\

convalescence will average from twenty to twenty-live days,

which the animal can r* Kunie his work. A return ot the lien

recidive, is a rare and almost impossible event when the reductj

has been completed by castration.
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requiring no other al

Duriug tlip oporation cortiun nrci.lpn*. .

At the present tin., ev^ntrati'; I' i:^;^;:^ " '^'^;'^^^--

U"t tlu. division of the superio" ri
"

it dt "
1

'^' ''"^^

f.r.ue,l. Yet thev n.ay occur tbrou.n ,
"" ^""^'^'''

I^"'"

...oratearin,of tL w:L^';2\rin:it;:l: f^-
'' "'^

nipuktion for the reiluction m„l fl
'"7'""'. ''^''"th during m,i.

|,M,,, of ,1,0 ne,.k. „„„„,i„e, tLe /re !;„1 ;";f
"''.

f','

'""

thedrect on of its leu<rfl, • „„ „, •
i T ^"^<^^« »« divided in

h.™,.e ..,g.,«, through this inc.L,ta „„,«, " ™ ""'"T
.%.in.l s,.,., above the ingumal ni. irat SZZ }\ °' ""
,,lie,l .»,«, the mte,tite« ehouldfail to ,„

'ZT '
''^ "''

Ilk ..c, eventration may take place bJ ff ,

""'^ °'

i.l..li,ie i, first carefullv re rne,l ff i
""' "'""""J-' "">

L m.o the peritoneum yed^»„^L™^::f'r "'''^' ""^

L canal being intact, the inteettot
I'^ntoncU ope;.ing of

Ltoganolherexit."
"'""""""" .'O be prevented from

kehct of their po»,ibili,v „u„„est° a Iffl , f"""-ts, and

|k» mjuries will be meaeu^ed by theirTtent
*""'* °'

Old Inqcinal Hebnu.

'*/, ... c/,nnic inguinal hernias, are those of wl „l. tt ,
htic condition is that owing to ti^e state of ,W T ' '^"^
U 'ta.ll.. the intestine confined Lts e"b,ed ,,°'

""'"«-

.'; .» the hfe of the patient, to conti^u itrto^:'"'«
"°''-

h« » .( it had remained in the open caritv of t , ."
""^

H«.ionofth:r:frtrt:cr:it:tT^

'""and intenniCtTZ^ J' f
'"*° '"^''""^''' «r^^-'-«-
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Among the varieties belonging to the latter category may lie

named: the laceration of the superior opening of the tthtuuki

sheath; the collection of serosity in the sac (hydrocele); the sai-

comatous transformation of the testicle where the hernia oxists

(sarcocele); the adhesion of the intestines to the walls of the sac

(irreducible hernia) ; with obstruction and strangulation.

Although their causes belong to the list which we have ulveiulv

considered, there is still a sort of latent difference observiiljle iu

the effects to which they severally give rise, as evideuctd by the

slowness and tardiness of their matmity. They often appcur, also,

as a sort of relapse or reactionary sequelse {rec'uUoe of the Fieucli)

of acute hernia improperly reduced, or as a consequence of the al> 1

normally dilated condition of the upper ring, while this constitutes
i

a, predisposing cause. But this same condition of dilututiou iimv

be congenital, and in animals with a predisposing confonmitioii
I

chronic hernia of the intermittent kind is of easy occimciice.

\i\1iatever may be their mode of formation, however, they iirc gtu-

erally of long standing, and readily diagnosticated by their positive!

and familiar characters.

Chronic hernias are generally of larger dimensions thau tlie

acute, and when exclusively vaginal, filling the cavity of the scro-

tum and forming a true oscheocele. If the laceration of the supe-

rior opening of the canal has allowed the formation of a sae and of I

an adjunct tumor, in front and outside of the cord, the hernial tu-j

mor will then consist of two lobes, the smaller situated iu the depthj

of the groin, under the ventral walls, and the larger occupying tliej

scrotal sac.

These hernial tumors are usually formed by the small iutestiuesj

and the floating colon, in exceptional cases, by the pelvic cuna-j

ture of the colon as well. They vary also in volume as well as iil

consistency, from an obvious cause ; enlarging after meals, to loii-J

tract again when the abdomen is empty ; and again, giving various!

impressions under the hand, according as their contents are giisj

eous, hquid or soUd. In the first condition, when the intestinesj

are empty and the anunal is at rest, the tumor is soft, supple, elas-

tic and more or less reducible, but when the animal is iu action itj

increases in bulk, and becomes more tense and elastic, and lesf

easy of reduction. There is therefore a condition of intermitteuo^

in their character, which is due to the peculiar conehtions in wliicij

the animal may be placed. The form of these tumors correspond!
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to that of the testicular sac in which thpv „
guinal oscheocele being pyriform L^ / contained, the in-

resting in the groin.
1'^^^°^"^' ^th Its contracted portion

Vermicular movemenfH nf +i,« ,• a x-

.™pto..s easil. deterilXntir^-^^^^^^^
obrouic hernia is painless, or nearly so p .1

" °^ "'

furnishes evident indications of .1

^^""^^^ examination

presence of the hernia bTrVletrif^'^'""^^ °^ *^«

-1 the si.e of the organ^nJaX if ^^fT"" '' ^'^ "^^
tat^on may be so great, even'nftvviths txW H

' ''"' *^^ ^^^
mtestmes, that the hands vlacecl rT , ? ^ Presence of the

and the other in the inguin^reiT^^'^^^^
""^ '^ *^^ -«t--

proximity as to touch ello ^ ijlT,
'^ '™"^^* ^^ -<^^ -ear

gether, or even isolated, are Imdot^ ^ '^P*°^«' t^^^en to-

ap^itive diagnosis of l^^^^^Z^^^'^^^^^ ^o estabhsh

^^^^Z^^:^.^;T^ f- ^n Chronic

tumor more obscure, and give It 'the an
"'*"'' ""^ ^ ^^^"'^^^l

%W., the serou sac ifIhese 1 "^r"'"^''
^^ " ^'^^^ ^^ ^^ue

.t impossible to discover dther b '"'T.
"^^ '" ^"" ^« *« ^-^^der

of the intestines con^IL;;' l?the"l
'7'^"' ^'^ ^^'^"^^'^^

^aUs being undetectable. ButVe • a .ectJl"
7"'^*^"^^ °' ^*«

to solve the question
; and a!.in 1! ,

"^P^^^'^^ti"" ^^iU help

'lorsal position, the graven of'^.iT^^
'""^' "^ *^^

will readily reveal the frlh bt ll f,

^"^'^ ^^*^ *^^ ^^''i^-^enme truth by leaving the intestine alone in the

I

^''** caution is necessary in these do„hff 1
a misdirected stroke of the bisLrT ft . .,

'^'''' ^ ^^^^^
hade, might prove certaLlv fX^ •^^*^'''^'^ ^^ ^

We, which^t rea^; rLtl^^^^^^^^^^^
the intestin^~ sac which it wL ':C:fa :i r%:!r'!'' ''''-'

Umcele may also render fhJ^- , ^ formation of a

'^«testicle,cLsiderbttamefi
e^d^^^^^^

'^ *'-- cases

-1 painful, is felt at the boTton of thf
""^

Tu'''^''
"^^ ^"'^

oliaracter of the hernia C J '"'' ''^'^ *^"^ ^«"ceals the
4e scrotal tumor acn^es an '

'"'^"'^^^ ^^^^^'^ ^'-xistent,

»'f-m those of r^coiwT^^^^^ ^""^^'^^'^-^ ^^ff-
'estiele constitutes theTrSr '''*"

,

'" *'^« ^^^ case, the

^*dbv the weight ouS!^
'"'

T''
*^^ «'<^»o^^^-J -rd,

h- ^uite up in ?'he L^,^^^^^^^^^^
"''^^,'^^ ^^^^ *--! with the

I rne ^lom. It, on the contrary, both hernia
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and sarcocele are present, the testicle is bosselated and liyper-

trophied, and the cord which supports it is surrounded h\ tlu

protruding intestines, which form on the outside an elongate
",

mass, of a consistency either puffy or perfectly elastic, aocording

to the period of digestion. Intelligent rectal exploration will

always reveal the presence of the intestine through the ring.

When chronic inguinal hernia becomes complicated with (O'liu

mflammatkm of the displaced organ, the scrotal tumor bocomes

warm, painful, evenly tense and remittent, and assumes nearly all

the characters of a phlegmonous tumor, that a strong tempta-

tion is offered to open it -svith the bistoury. But, if this is con-

templated, it should be preceded by a rectal examination, carefullv

mad-, as the only means of avoiding a possible error of diagnosis

whose consequences would be fatal. If the inflammation con-

tinues to be localized, the intestine contracts adhesions with tlie

walls of the sac, and the hernia becomes irreducible ; hut if, on

the contrary, the phenomena of inflammation extend to the peri-

toneum, an acute peritonitis is estabUshed, and the patient suc-

cumbs in a few days.

The ohstriiction or engorgement, which is a possible complica-

tion of chronic inguinal hernias, consists in the distension of the
j

intestinal loop by the lodgment of alimentary masses of varyiii.'

bulk which accumulate, and for the time being, occlude the intes-

tinal tract. This compUcation may be recognized Ijy the iji-

creased volume of the tumor, its greater weight, and the sensa-

tion of a softish and puffy mass contained in it. It is often, Low-

1

ever, but a temporary trouble, the cohcs which attend it yielding

easily to appropriate treatment, and the removal of fieees froiu

the rectum by back-raking being often sufficient in itself to afford

rehef. But in exceptional cases, treatment fails ; tlie obstruetionl

becomes persistent ; the faeces accumulate in the protiiuling in-j

testines ; the tumor is increased in bulk, and at length a perioJl

arrives when such a disproportion between the volume of the dis-j

tended mtestine and the capacity of the opening through whiclil

it has passed is estabUshed, that all the conditions necessar}- fori

strangulation are fulfilled. This soon takes place and ]wmm\

evident by the exhibition of symptoms akin to those pertiunind

to its analogue of the recent or acute variety. There is, liowj

ever, a difference between the two forms in respect to the impnrj

tant matter of their comparative amenability to treatment, ma*
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much as while .trangulatiou in the acut^ ,« •

with great difficult,-, without resortiBTto tl

' '" '^^ ''""'''^

otomy, it is not uaicommon in tW / ^^ ''P''^*^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^i"

strangulated, to succeed by a caxeft^t
"" '''''^" '^'"'"^^^r' ^l«o

placing the alimentary marXt 1 .^
"' *^^ *^^^'^' "^ ^is-

thusfonnsoneof the'e^n" butW Tl? ^'^ obstruction, and
tion. It is only in case of faSV tt T °' ''^ ^*^^^^^"^-

omy becomes admissible.
eiideavor that herniot-

nott.:!:::;^;i:Xis;;:'i:^^rr^T ^'"^^*' *^-^^
partial usefulness of the horse Tt' f T'^

^'"^*^' ^^ «^«^
blemish which cannot fail largely toT r''^""'

«o"«tit"te a
value, since it must Uvaysbe tiaLf ^TT*' ^^ commercial
1-^onnance c ^ accus omeflabo -^

i^ jfT^^^
*^« ^«^--t

«•'''« of grea' Jes. exposure Jo .n r ? ^""^^^^ ^"" ^^ «
«l"ch are a constant sour fand ^ ^cT^^^^^^^^^

"^' '^"'^^"«^-

diuarian animal.
"^^^ °^ ^^^ger to the valetu-

Oi)erations for the relief of h
«tain gravity, even when they areTft'^'''^?"'^^^^ ^*^^ «
wWch they are capable, and ff comnlilr''"^

"^ '^''''*'' "^
must necessaznly be intensified anT^°' "^^'* *^« danger
tent of jeopar/zing the fe of the'^^'r^^^^^^

""" *^ *^« «-
work of Peuch & To^ssain^ lel^! o't v"

*'^ ^^^^"-^
-t, they remark

:
^^ In aninfar^.f th n'fifr^''""'

°' *"^*-
^"fiWiBg with hernia, the expectant methn 1 T "'^^^^^ ^^ ^^^
tioH. since the lesion mav di appea Tf 1

'" '^' ^^'"^^^ ^^«^
develops. Inguin.a hernias oTlViS' ''?? ^''' "^^^^' ^^^^

terfenng, whUe in that condit o^^v th f
^^ ^,' '''* ^""^' «°t

The operation in chronic in/ukal bl
''"'^ ^^ *^^ ^^i^^-

ationof the superior opX of 1 ""'^''''*'^ ^^*^ ^^««r-

q^ently .ith ventral hern a is con/^'
^^.^"^^'^^ ^'^^' -«d conse-

h"«erof the occun'r of"ve^t^ T^^^ '^ *^^ ^'---"t
when the clamp is removed l^ T ''""^ ^^' ^P^^^*-"- or

^i^ assumed such enorouV'd,- '"'
''""'''''' *^^ ^^^^'^ t"mor

h, it Bangs downTre hocrtT"''
''''' '""^ *^« ^^^^ of a

hon,theanimalbeingtht
usel1 TuT "^ ""' «-^-indica-

"f^uccess stiU remaii Hei^Tarcon. 1 f ''^' '^'^^' ^^^^«^«
-le or obstruction, arfcir :2^tf:'^^''''''''^

'''
\^^ i-umt of strangulation bn« i.

^ ,

operation, and when
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To this we may add, with Bouley, tiiat the operation is also

indicated when the hernia is exclusively vaginal and of sufficient

proportion to interfere with the locomotion of the patient. It is

also indicated as a means of preventing its further development,

The operation for chronic inguinal hernia identifies itself wita

that of castration with the use of the clamp, and by the process

kno^vn as covered testicles, as it is by this alone that the accom-

p'-shment of the ultimate purpose in the reduction of the hernia

an^ release of the strangulation can be obtained. The instru-

ments required are those needed in castration. The clamp, hoiv-

ever, requires to be of increased length and dimensious, and

Pio. 889.—Straight and Curved Clamp.

curved, in order to adapt itself to the parts. A broad cloth, such I

as a bed sheet, may prove useful to receive and protect the intes-

tines in case they should protrude too extensively.
^ . , J

The animal is placed in the decubital position on his b(u;k,

with the leg of the affected side maintained in abduction. Anes-I

thetics are generally used, especially when there are fears of com-

plications, while, in fact, they ought never to be omi ed. T e

operator then, with the convex bistoury, makes carefully, on the

inferior border of tho hernial sac, an antero-postenor incision,

parallel to the median raphe of the scrotal region, cutting through

the sMn, the dartos and the first layer of the ceUular tissue under-

neath He then with his hands tears the adhesions which eastl

between the dartos and the tunica erythroidea, in order to enuceJ

ate the hernial tumor in its entirety. This step is easily eftectej

when the cellular tissue, which covers the fibrous coat, is nut

^
durated, but if that should be the case when adhesions exist,m
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dissection should be carefully made with the kuife until th. ^

rft,, the mgumal opening being »„ ta-^e that, thrcTtte f^"of mere grantation, the doraal position in whirl, tl,. ,

iteJ i, often suiBcient to it,e/to causeThe rlrn „, T^l
"

,i..» .to the abdon^inal ca,^ty, even the teati eIdLX-W-often foiloivmg it in its inward movement
H the reduction does not take olaco in tl,i» „

xquence of the position of the an mal the tTri'T
""' °°'"

»a rectal, is then indicated to be p S^^d i,T'
'™"^

..for acute hernia. DifHouIt^es in !ffT .?•
''™'' '"°°'""'

«e from three causes- ,tte It the hI/m'*"'"" '^'^•

-alby the protmctog inttstines; or sel^i sTfT"

i ^^"S™ ":tSriri:r::^-~^
|%«y. and to rest on 'the side op%°th?:e.^r InT
..r the mass will not be so heavy to mani™,l»tl j „ ,

"
Mter position lo foUow the Znl^ .' v ' ^ "'" ""• " "

-Bt h pushed by theTcrotaJ t?, f/^"""™ ^ '*'«'' «
..recf/manipnlaLtitrn" ^ ^2!^'^T 'T "^

torn the cavity in which it was ira^ZZa'Zftlri'':-'^
i? 11 these precautions, this difHcuZn ih. . , .

*'''™''-

.«,,.e, the todicat^n'o, openin^^llrrrt^tor"'
"^

bj;:^rei^;'=;vLtntf'r„nS
teal position, an assistant grasps the edires of fL .

Bertal taxis may largely assist in this step of the operationliiie reduction is rendered torpossible b? the tot:^^'^ of
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obBtructions, tLe first indication will be to evacuate the intestmes

by a methodical pressure which will displace the alimentary mass

and return it toward the abdomen. The puncture made with tho

aspirator has proved very boneficial in these cumphcations.

The adhesions require the most careful .lissection especially

when they are short, and when both the Msceral and parietal

layers of peritoneum are closely united. The separation must be

done by a succession of short, limited incisions, at the expense of

the thickness of the parietal layer.

When strangulation of chronic hernia occiu's, it is due not to

want of room at the hernial ring, but to the enlarged bulk ot the

protruding organ, which constitutes the obstruction Conse

I .ntly the indication for herniotomy is not present. On to

contrary, as serious eventration is always to be feared, the only

indicatYon is the removal of the obstruction as already maicatal.

men the reduction has been completed, the occlusion o the

vadnal sac is to be obtained by the application of the clamp,

ap?i^ed as high up as joossible, as in cases of strangulated acute

^'™in cases of inguinal, complicated with ventral hernia, attempts

at reduction may be made by placing a long clamp over the cov-

erings of the latter, involving with them the hernial sac and ts

cutaneous envelope, as practiced in some cases of the uinbilicd

^''' We need but briefly to refer to certain different modes of treat-

ment of the various forms of he. lia by the use of xndages, re.-

rmmended by Petard, Grau, Klinger aad Marlot, together .it

th appUcationof sutures upon the edges of the mgumal cand

pltroled by Hertwig and Dieterichs, to say that none of tbese

intrr^^^^^^^^^ some others, borrowed from human sui-gery can

g°fe more satisfactory results, or be employed wth grc. e^^^^^^^^

^nd effect a radical cure better than the use o the clamp and the

castration by the process of the covered testicle.

Inguinal Hernia in Geldings.

Although inguinal hernia in the gelding iB«ertainly less com-

Aiinou^u x"b
-i. •„ ,,^4. fhorofo'-e of imposwible occur

S;- to bt::*ota, and therefor. neg.«cted, »itl> .....lar

«
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, it is due not to

stage of
results to those in the staUion, when it reaches tht
strangulation.

From the fact that, as the result of castration, the superior
openuig ot the testicular sheath is more or less closed, it becomes
a matter of rational inference, that hernia m a geldiug is not of
posterior occuiTeuce to castration, but that its existence is due to
a congenital disposition, and >.hat by the operation of gelding they
kve been reduced to their smallest proportions, in relation to the
dimensions of the intra-vaginal dac, to the dimensions, in fact
of a bubonocele, which continues unobserved in consequence of the
smaUness of its size, and the depth of its location.

These hernias are detected outwardly by a physical symptom
10 wit, the existence in the ingumal region, on either side of the
penis, and above the cicatrix of castration, of a tumor about the
size of an egg, soft, depressible, altogether painless, sometimes
elastic and at times puffy. It varies much in size, diminishing
with rest and quiet, and increasing with effort and active move
rnent. It may, in facv, under the first condition, entirely disap-
peai-, to return as soon as the animal is put to work. In a word
it has the true character of being intermittent. Aside from these
symptoms, rectal exploration fm-nishes positive data of its exist
enee, by the abnormal dUatation of the ring, easUy detected, and

j

by the pressure of the intestines lodged in it.

This hernia is also susceptible of strangulation, and is then ac
companied by violent abdominal pains, which must not be ignored
aa to their possible diagnosis and significance. The indication
for cai-eful examination m that direction must, indeed never be
overlooked in cases of violent coHcs in geldings. If these coUcs
are due to strangulated hernias, the presence of a round, tense
resistant and painful tumor will be detected in either of the in'
gmnal regions, and, according to Bouley, more commonly on the
eft than on the right side. The strangulation in this class of
hernia is generaUy irreducible, and becomes rapidly fatal; if not
reHeved immediately, it is not reheved at aU.

The first indication of treatment is the reduction of the hernia
by Bimple, external taxis, or by combining with it the rectal taxis.
The reduction wiU be followed by the disappearance of all the
symptoms, and the animal will be apparently well, until a second
attack takes place. After the reduction, steps must be taken to
prevent its return, by an operation similar to one of those used in
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umbilical hernia, to obtain the reduction and retention of tLe in.

tostine, by the ai)phcation of a proper clump upon the sue cun-

ered by the scrotal skin.

The treatment of the gelding for strangulated hernia dots uot

differ from that of the stallion. Ordinarily, the taxis is suiHcient

to reduce such complicated hernia, but in case of failure in ol)tum-

ing rapid success one must be careful not to carry on the luuuipu-

lations so long as to encoanter the risk of lacerating or teariiii;

the tissues. The wiser and safer plan will then be to have rocourse

to the operation of herniotomy, an operation which shoukl be I

performed with the greatest care in separating and dividing the
I

existing cicatricial adhesions of castration. The clamp is after-

wards placed upon the hernial sac, with its cutaneous covering,

Inquiring a longer time to slough, and constituting a meiuis of I

retention most favorable to the success of the operation.

Crural Hernia,

or tnerocele, is that form of rupture in which the abdominal I

organs make their escape through the crural ring. It is a rare
|

affection among our domestic animals, but has been seen by La-

fosse, Jr., in the horse, by Girard, Jr., in the dog, by Daiulrieu in I

cows, and by Hertwig in horses, donkeys and dogs. It is said to

be more frequent in males than females. It results from violent

muscular efforts, and especially from the slipping apart of tlie legs

when already separated or straddling in abduction. It is char-

1

acterized by a somewhat well deiined tumor, of moderate size,

situated behind the inguinal ring, towards the middle of tbe Ml

part of the thigh. When the rupture is recent, the animal is some-j

what stiff in his gait, especially on the affected side, and carries

his leg in abduction. There is also a degree of lameness. Accord-I

ing to Hertwig, the tumor is easily reduced, and not very painfull

In a ff V cases it may be complicated with strangulation. Tliej

organs which have been found in the sac have been portions ofI

the small intestines ; the omentum, as reported by Hertwig, and theI

bladder, in one cow, according to Dandrieu. The prognosis in

j

cases which receive early attention, is not serious.

The treatment consists in reducing the rupture, and afterwaitls

closing the passage through which it occm-red. This is effected

by making an incision through the skin over the tumor, and closing]
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the ring with a few stitches upon Poupart's Ugament and the small
ftildiu'tor of the leg. A good bUster rubbed over the enlargement
completes the treatment. Accortling to Zundel, three weeks of

1
6ubse(iuent rest are required to assure recovery.

Perineal Hernu.

This is a very rare lesion and, as Zundel describes it, is the pas-
sage of the peritoneum and viscera through the vasculo-aponeur-
oticfloor of the bottom of the pelvis. It is, however, reported to be

I commonm dogs, in which animal it is situated between the ischium,
I the sacrum, the anus and the urethra, and is often mistaken for an
labsceHs. It is more frequently formed by the bladder than by the
liDtestines.

Pancreatic Hernia.

This hernia was first observed by Prinz, and afterwards noticed
bvHusson, Roell, and others. It is caused by the strangulation
of the jejunum and the anterior part of the ileum through the

jbiatus of Winslow, the orifice above the right angle of the pan-
Icreas, and of the vena cava, in front of the right kidney. It is
laccompanied by symptoms of intestmal congestion, and cannot be
[reached by any form of treatment, if indeed it can be accurately
iJiaguosed during life.

Pelvic, or Internal Hernia of Oxen.

This-form of hernia is principally described by Zundel, from
lihom we extract the following : " It is the strangulation of a loop
lofmtestmes, which has pushed through the ruptured peritoneum
lirom before backward, between the testicular cord and the lateral
IfaUof the pelvis, the rupture of the peritoneum Laving resolved
tkmg some of the manipulations of castration from excessive
litretching of the cord, as in the operation by tearmg. It is, there-
Ifore, exclusively a lesion of the ox, and cannot affect the bull. It
liB quite common in Germany, and has been met with in England
IMecklenburg and Alsace. It was first described by Oesterten, in
imjoUowed by Anker in 1824, and later by Zundel, Ostertag
Ijnd Tues. It is comparatively often seen, and in many cases over-
iooKed, The first intimation of the presence of the disease appe.ars
Im the onset of symptoms of a violent attack of cohc. The animal
Ibecomes anxious and restless, lies down hastily and rises again
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suddenly ; turns about, moveB to and fro, laahea with Lin tail, au,],

in u word, betrays i'U tlio UHual bif^UH of intense Hutteriug, and it

becomes difficult, if not dangerous, to ai)proach him in ordir to

make a proper examination. The temperature of the body is d(.

vated, there is some perspiration, the nose is hot, thoiii^ii still

moist; both respirati' a and circulation are accelerated. TIk uni.

mal refuses food or drink, rumination is suspended, and tiiou^L

defecation has not ceased, the freces are hard, blackish and ciiateil

In from six to twchf hours, this state of t.brile excitcnieDt

subsides, and the animal becomes dull and (piiet, gazing towanls

its flanks, the ears dropping, the hind leg corresponding to the

side of the hernia is extended backward, and at the same time the

lumbar region is relaxed downward. If the animal is lying down

be may remain quiet for a while, with his hind leg still extc udt,!,

but will presently spring to his feet with his back arched as bffon,

at the lumbar region, but which drops again and straight) ns im-

mediately. When he walks it is with a stiff action, i)riii(ijiiillv

towards the diseased side ; the extremities are cool, the pulse is

small and insensible, respiration is accelerated ; const ipittion at

length becomes complete with mucous and bloody passages, per-

haps accompanied with flatvJence, but mictui'itiou is still easy.

Two or three days later there are other changes. The period

of calm terminates, ^ ":d is succeeded by a season of altcniating

agitation and repose—action and reaction of the fluctuating in-

flammatory process.

The animal now and then utters grunts of pain, his pulse In

comes smaller, and is at length imperceptible, and all the an

favorable manifestations are exaggerated. Either gangrene has

supervened, or, as some would judge, enteritis, and all tlie symp-

toms point towards the more fatal termination.

It is only by rectal examination that the diagnosis can be posi-

tively established, and when this has been carefully and success-

fully made, he wUl have discovered what may be thus described

:

a puffy mass, indefinite as to size, situated usually nearer tlu

sacrum than the pubis, on the side of which, generally the right,

a portion of the intestines has slipped under the testicular cord—

this being the definition of a crural hernia. It may be a simple

protrusion of the intestine, and again, this maybe twisted around

the spermatic cord, a condition particularly likely to terminate in

strangulation.
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ion of iiltcniutiii'

This lesion may continue as long as nine days, four to five

I
being the average duration, and it nmy teriuiuute by spouttuieous

reJuction, but the trustful surgeon wiio too confidently and too

[often expects to find that Nature has dispensed with his aid in

|tlu8 kindly way, is doomed to encounter many disappointments.

Or it may end in gangrene or enteritis.

The fact that the disease, if not interfered with, may terminate

I

fatally in so brief a period as five days, of course renders the

proguosis quite a seiious one, unless the nature of the ailment

I ban had an eai'ly identification and measures have been taken to

avert the danger. The gravity of the prospect is, of (iourse, in-

creivsed when the complication with strangulation or enteritis, as

[before mentioned, enters into the case.

The treatment, as in other cases, consists in the reduction of

I
the hernia. With a small proportion of patients this may be

effected by the simple act of causing the animal to walk down a

steep decli\ity—a sort of spontaneous, or semi-spontaneous cure,

from which, although founded on anatomical ininciples, too much
must not be confidently expected. We copy from Zundel his de-

I
scription of other and more scientific methods

:

(a) Reduction by Simple Taxis.—The animal is placed on an

I

inclined plane, with his hind-quarters raised, and an assistant on

one side of him ready, at a given moment, to press on the loins.

The operator, with his hand in the rectum, searches for the in-

testinal loop, and when he has found it, holding it in the bottom

of liis hand, he feels for the opening under the spermatic cord,

which he dilates with his fingers, and now, while the assistant

presses hard on the loins, as just mentioned, the intestine may
be readily felt moving downward and forward under the cord, to

I

resume its normal position. Although simple, and, in the ma-

jority of cases, successful, this mode has the defect of leaving the

I

animal exposed to a return of the hernia.

[h) Jleduction by Laceration of the Cord through the Rectum.

I

-This method is recommended by Metzger, Eisele, Schenck,

1
Gierer and Ostertag. It consists in tearing away the adhesions

formed by the stump of the cord after castration, and loosening

[

it from the inguinal ring. It is, however, difiicult to do, and not
without danger. The hand being introduced into the rectum,

and the opening found, the fingers are closed in the form of a
'vedge, and with a slight movement of rotation pushed through
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the opening, and the cord thus separated from its adliesions.

After a while, the pressure, which was quite firm at first, dimiij.

ishes, and i\ie intestine gradually returns to its position. Tkis

mode is slow in its steps, but it is successful in its results, even

in cases of obstruction and of strangulation. \Mien it fulls, it is

because of the strength of the adhesions between the cord anj

the abdominiil walls, or the inguinal canal.

(c) Division of the Stricture through the Rectum.—To per-

form this operation, invented by Schmidt, a trocar about sixtv.

five centimeters (some thirty-five inches) >ng is nrcessarv. Tliis

trocar has its point attached with a screw, in order to ijoriuit its

removal and the substitution of a blunt bistoury. With the left

hand in the rectum, a fold of that intestine is secured a little be-

hind the point of stricture, and the trocar pushed throucrb it

The stylet of the instrument being then withdi'awn, lt'u\iii" the

cauula in place, the point of the trocar for the bistoury is tlieu

inserted, while the hand, still in the rectum, leaves the rectal fold

loose, feels for the spermatic cord, raises it and guides the bis-

toury against it, which with comparative ease completes the di-

vision of the stricture.

{(T) Divisio7i of the Stricture after Incision of the Flank.—

Through an incision made in the middle of the right tiank, tbe

hand is introduced and grasps the spermatic cord, which is then

divided with a bistoury cache, or, which is better, \Wth the inside

edge of a hook kept sharp, similar to the hook used in some cases

Fio. 390.—Sharp Hook lor the Section ol the Testicular Cord.

of distokia. The hernia being reduced, and the wound in the

flank brought together with sutures, a circular bandage is applied

around the abdomen. With the reduction of the hernia, what-

ever may have been the means of accomplishing it, the symptoms

subside and the treatment i« comj^leted by the administration

of laxatives or sedatives, rectal injections, etc., as tke indications

may require.
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Umbilical Hehnia.

fiubilical hernia is tho protrusion through the non-obUtcr-

ateil umbihcul hug of eithrr tho oiuentum or tho small intestine,

or both. It is also known as an tu-omp/ialiis or otnphitlooele. It

receives the name of e)iteroinph(dut< or epiplotnphaluH when formed

by the displacement of the intestines, or that of the omentum
separately, and when both of those or-ai, are implicated it be-

comes an fntero-epiploHiphalKs. U abihcal ) ernia is quite com-

mon iu hor lS and dogs, not less s< in boviuo. and has been no-

ticeil iu swine and sheep. It is mo. t <ommo> in young animals,

especially soon after birth, is at times jj-.-uital, and may be long

continued, even to adult age, or for eigiit, ten or twelve years.

UmbiUcal hernias are either congoiital or accideutol. The
former are formed during fa^tul life and continue at birth, al-

though, according to some authors, they arc, strictly, not so

much congenital as accidental, and are, in fact, the result of the

pulling' iind stretching of the umbilical cord during tho act of de-

livery. However this may be, they do usually, in fact, make their

appearance during the second and third months following birth,

when through the persistency of the opening, and the imperfec-

tion of the umbUical cicatrix, the intestines are enabled to pro-

trude through the ring, and subsequently to prevent its closing

by their presence. But again, v/hile the cicatrix is weak, the ac-

tive exercise and forcible movements of the young animal while at

play may cause the rupture ; and still, again, the protru'»iou may
be caused by intestinal derangements. Indeed, all traumatic

causes, such as contusions, blows, and any violent efforts taking

place dui-ing the period of consolidation of the closing cicatriciid

tissue, may become an originating cause of this lesion. Animals

of low and lymphatic constituti m are much predisposed to this

trouble, especially such as feeble colts, bom of mares badly cared

for and insufficiently fed during gestation. Heredity fills a large

place among the predisposing causes in low-conditioned mares with

feeble organizations, and suffering with similar trouble when young,
dams of this class naturally bringing forth foals of defective stam-

ina, liable to perpetuate the same constitutional tendencies.

The BjTnptoms of umbilical hernia are generally exclusively

local. It is characterized by a semi-globular or pyriform tumor
situated on the median line of the abdomen at the umbilical ring,
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and varj'ing in dimensions from the size of a hen's e^g to that of

a child's head—dimensions which may vary according to the cor..

dition of vacuity or fullness of the intestine ; the position of the

animal, whether standing or Ijdng, or according to the length of

time it may have existed. The consistency of the tumor is verv
1

variable. It may be soft, easily depressed by the finger ; elastic,

when distended with gases ; or soft and puffy when cdutaiiunf
]

alimentary matter—these changes being accounted for by the na-

ture of the organ. An enteromphalus will give the sensation of
j

an elastic mass, while the epiplomphalus will form a puffv swell-

ing. This species of hernia is almost always painless, and oxhil).

its as one of its pecuUar and constant symptoms the character of
j

being reducible. In the generaUty of cases, it can be made to

disappear temporarily by the taxis and by forcing the protrudini'

portion back into the abdomen, but only to reappear at once as

soon as the pressure is withdrawn, especially if the animal is on

his feet. On being thus reduced, the opening of the ring can

readily be detected, and the fingers may be freely introduced

through its diameter and its form and dimensions ascertained

shewing it to be sometimes elliptic, sometimes circular, and some-

times irregular, the originating cause of the hernia itself deter-

mining the difference.

Besides these more common symptoms of umbilical hernia,

there are others which can be detected by more careful examina-

tion. For instance, on applying the hand over the tumor, the ver-

micular motions of the intestines may be recognized, and by feel-

ing in the hernial sac, the presence of f;ecal masses may be discov-

ered ; and it ma; be possible by auscultation even iio detect the

presence of borborygmus through the displaced intestines, and

even to obser e its true nature, by reason of the transparency of

the sac and its envelopes. These are the most ordinary symp-

toms of an exomphalus, although it is subject to complications,

nnd the symptomology will vary accordingly.

There are case,-;, but they are rare, in which the hernia be-

comes irreducible. The most serious of these are such as are

found to have become so in consequence of the formation of ad-

hesions between the protruding organ and the hernial sac—a very

infreqr nt occurrence. The most common cause will Lf- the pres-

ence of undigested masses of food accumulated in the intestines,

such as hard balls of feeces or sand.
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en's egg to that of
Inflammation of umbilical hernia may follow blows or bruises,

though such a result from these accidents is not a common one,

and its occurrence will naturally be accompanied with changes

in the appearance of the tumor, such as the usual phenomena
attending inflammatory action, as increase of temperature, ten-

derness or pain, oedema, etc., which may even at times so com-

bine their effects as to render the hernia irreducible. Enlarge-

ments and strangulations, however, are very rare compUcations

of this form of hernia, a fact easily understood when it is con-

sidered that the neck of the hernial sac is formed by the umbilical

ring itself.

An exomphalus is usually an affection of little gravity, and
often disappears spontaneously, or if it persists after the period

of weaning, is easily radically cured when the animal grows and
develops. Yet even if undisturbed and unchanged, they persist

in remaining, their existence is not incompatible with perfect

health and full ability to labor, however they may reduce the com-
mercial value of the animal. They are less injurious to young
animals than to adults, and less dangerous when small than when
assum'ng large dimensions. When simple, they are easily amen-
able to treatment, but if compUcated they become dangerous, es-

pecially so when the capacity of the ring is so disproportioned to

the dimensions of the protruding intestines that strangulation be-

comes an accident of easy occurrence Reducible hernia is at-

tended with but little hazard, while the danger arising from the

possible formation of adhesions in cases which have passed into

the iiTeducible class becomes a matter of very serious import.

If it is an admitted fact that animals suffering with umbilical

hernia do often recover spontaneously, the recovery being a normal
incident of the natural development of the animal, due to changes
of position in the abdominal contents, not to specify other effi-

cient causes ; then the question of immediate or early interfer-

ence imdoubtedly receives and justifies a negative answer. Our
own testimony is that we know of cases where patient waiting,

even for a period of twelve months, has been rewarded by the

radical disappearance of the hernia. But the objections to such
long waiting are of a tangible and serious nature, and surgical

iuterference becomes imperative and indispensable. The persons
are few who are able or willing to nurse an idle horse for a year
for liie sake of saving him from the pain of an operation.
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The object of all treatment ie, of course, the reduction and re-

tention of the hernia, but the means of doing so are viirious.

They are mainly included under four heads. The first method is
i

by bandages ; the second, by external or to2ncal appUvntions;

the third, by surgical operations for the constriction of the tumor;

and the fourth, such special treatment as may be requu-ed to meet
{

comjMcations.

1st. Jiatidages.—The bandage of retention is essentially a lilt I

buckled around the body, by which a pad is kept over the oijcu-

ing of the umbilicus to prevent the escape of the abdoniinul ion-

tents, and temporarily perform their office in the subcutaneuus

hernial sac. It is designed to aid in the mechanical closing of the

umbilical opening until that takes place by the process of physio-

logical change in the sac and its borders.

The forms of bandage in use are many and various, among which I

Peuch and Toussaint name four principal kinds. A most import-

ant requisite in all of them is that while they possess the solidity

and fixity necessary to retain the reduced hernia in phue, they

shall cause the minimum amount of discomfort to the patient.

The bandage of Marlot, according to Zundel, is the one which I

best fulfills the three conditions of soUdity, fixity anJ ehxstioity.

It consists of a kind of padded saddle, with straps at its four
|

corners, buckling on two belts, the anterior or 2iectorah which sur-

rounds the chest like a girth, and the posterior or ventral, which]

presses the retaining pad against the umbilicy. This pad is a

wide hair cushion of a moderate thickness, kept in place and jjrt-

vented from slipping back by a longitudinal girth connecting the
|

pectoral and the ventral belts.

The bandage of Massicra is much recommended iu Italy. This i

^80 is a small saddle with two wide girths passing under the

thorax, and pressing agaiust the sternum and the epigastric re-

gion, with a steel band corresponding at its posterior extremity
|

with the umbilical ring, forming a plate padded with a hair cushion.

The apparatus of Strauss, used in Germany, is niaile somewhat I

on the same principle, but is reinforced by a kind of breeches
|

which prevents it from slipping backward.

The length of time necessary for a patient to wear a bandage I

will vary with the dimensions of the hernia—from one to tiiree

|

months, according to Lafosse, being required to obtam a radical

cure. Marlot claims that an average of thirty-two days is all that
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isnecessary The bandages must be appUed only after the perfect
reduction of the hernia, and the most accurate adaptation of the
pad to the umbihcal opening. These appUances are of difficult
adjustment and are unavoidably uncomfortable to the animal from
theu- hability to chafe and excoriate the skin. Thov therefore
constitute a mode of treatment which mu. necessarily be attended
with uncertainty, and, therefore, as justifying only a careful and
modified recommendation. Still, it has in the hands of many prac
htioners given very satisfactory results.

2a. Local Applications.—^\x^ treatment by u-ritaung local med-
ication aims to produce ia the tissues surrounding the hernial sa^-
an mflammation which will end in a serous infiltration which will
crowd away the protruding or-an, prevent its return into the open-
ing, and subsequently facilitate the obhteration of both the sac
and the ring. This result is obtained by the use of certain chem-
ical agents, which applied on the hernial tumor tend to produce
vanous degrees of inflammation, from simple rubefaction to com-
plete eschariiication of tissues. In former times sulphuric acid was
recommended, and as late as 1833, Hertwig employed it in appli-
cations made durmg two or three day.. Blisters and their con-
geners have had their day. Astringents have also been recom-
mended, as also caustics, principally in the form of ointments, as
that of chromate of potash, in the proportion of one part in eight
as recommended by Fcelen-these also have had their advocates!
But of all these, nitric acid, applied externaUy. is the one which
ias proved most satisfactory and least dangerous.

Tbe treatment consists in applying acid upon the tumor of the
exomphaJus, m sufficient quantity to produce an escharotic effect
and afterwards promote the sloughing of the cutaneous sac. The
mode IS thus described: After positive diagnosis of the nature
and character of the tumor, the animal being kept in the standing
posture, the hairs cut short, the acid is applied over the entire sur-
face of the sac, by rubbing it in with a brush, or a small ball of

1

oakum secured at the end of a stick, and dipped into the acid-
winch should register 34" to 36° Baume-first passing it circularlv
over the base of the examphalus to define the place where its action

I 'srequu-ed and then including the entire surface. A sufficient
qu.^tity of the caustic must be applied, and with enough energy
produce the disorganization of the skin m its entire thickness,

anclpositively produce its mortification. Experience has proved
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that the deeper the action of the caustic, the more successful tlit

operation is likely to be. It is said that ne-rly one ounce of the

acid is required for a tumor as large as a man's fist, and that the

friction should be continued from three to five minutes. The

dm-adon of the friction and the quantity of the acid to be used

must, however, be guaged by the dimensions of the tumor, and

also with careful consideration of the thickness of the skiu. Dayot,

to whom is due the positive and practical introduction of this mode

of treatment, proposes to apply the acid in instalments, and recoui

mends that the apphcation be repeated once or twice au hour,

according to the thicknest --^ '''
. skin, until the desired effect is

assured. The result of our vwn experience is a conviction tbat as

a' rule only a ningle apphcation is necessary. Nitric cauterization

produces a yeUow eschar, which ordinarilyremains for along tiiue,

soft, supple, and unctuous to the touch, but the epidermis of vliich

is easily lacerated. In some cases the formation of the escLar is

followed by a large swelling of the cauterized parts and the sur-

rounding tissues. Sometimes it makes its appearance immediately

foUoAving the operation, but more commonly it appears at a later

period, gradually inci 'sing during the first houx-s followiug the

cautery, although again, ir ther cases, this swellmg is altogether

absent The oedema is the direct effect of the action of the caustic

upon the subcutaneous cellular tissue, which becomes iutiltrated;

and in this condition apphes a uniform pressure in all directions

upon the peritoneal hernial sac, crowding back into the abdominal

cavity the displaced intestines and preventing thek return by the

kind of retentive bandage which is formed by the engorgement

which takes place around the eac.

In the days following, after reachmg the maximum develop-

ment, the oedema graduaUy diminishes by resorption, becomiu.'

at the same time somewhat harder, the portions of cauterized skiu

which is in its center meanwhile gradually di-ymg, and becoming

transformed into a dry, hard plate.

In place of the hernia there now remains a fibrous mass of new

formation, which gradually diminishes and is soon more or less

resorbed. In the meantime, while these phenomena are taking
j

place, the process of the separation of the eschar has begun and

progressed, and on the eighth day, on the boundary between the
j

dead and the Uving structures, a fissure shows itself, and minute

granulations appear. The separation goes on slowly, from the

,
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circumference to the center, leaving, when complete, a rose surface,
granulating evenly, small fibrous formations sometimes appearing
iu its center. This wound heals rapidly, leaving a contracted
cicatrix, which assists in keeping the hernia in its place, while the
iutlurated skin, which for some time remains adherent to the still

fibrous, abdominal, subcutaneous tissue, contributes to the com-
plete obhteration of the ring. After a month the cure is radical,
iuid in place of the hernia, there remains only a hairless cicatrix'

often without jiigment.

Though this treatment is simple, and has, by the results it has
shown, justified the credit it enjoys among those who have had
experience and knowledge of its working, it must not bo at once
accepted as infallible, or unattended with danger. Cases are on
record which negative such a claim. For instance, too severe a
cauterization may be followed by the entire sloughing of some
portion of the abdominal walls, followed by a large eventration

;

aiiJ peritonitis, tetanus and intestinal fistuliB are comphcationa
wliich have sometimes disappointed hopes which seemed to be
well founded.

Animals to which this treatment has been applied must be
carefully watched for some time during the period following the
cauterization. They must be especially prevented from indulging
the tendency they often betray— to bite, or scratch with their
feet or legs, the irritated, cauterized surface. A cradle or aprons
hanging in front of their hind legs, or even bandages may prove
effectual to prevent this suicidal habit.

The topical remedies we have mentioned before, might in
strictness be considered as coming under the head of external
treatment, since they have all been applied to the surfa'-fi of the
skin. There is, howevor another mode of application which is

subcutaneous, and which is represented b> the method of Dr.
Luton, and employed in the treatment of the same i^n e.;t in
childi-eu. It consists in injecting subcutaneously, at each caidinal
points of the heraial sac, a few drops of a saturated solution of
chlorides of sodium (kitchen salt). We have had but one oppor-
tunity to try t]ie value of this treatment, which we improved by
injecting ten drops of this soluti(n at each point of a hernial
tumor. We produced an enormous swelling, followed after several
weeks by resorption and complete disappearance of the hernia.
According to Peuch and Toussaint, our friend M. Cagny has
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made the same experiment, but failed to obtmi a successfi

result.

3d. Surgical Operationsfor the Constriction of t/ie Tumor - -

Modes of surgical treatment are numerous, usui,l:y having in vit-w

the destruction of tlto hernial t ic . by the process of mortification,

so controlled and dij coted as \-> bring about the Docessary work

of adhesion between the walls of tae sor. abov; the Une when lUe

mortification begins, wiih the formation of a secondnry cicatriza-

tion between the edges of the skin, where the mortifiea sac lias

dropped ofi'.

.Beii..fe casting the animal, without which the operation ciirinot

be perff.'i'med, tho turgeon must satisfy himself that the hernia is

reduoH lo, and that there is no adhesion, and should carefully

meapuro the dimensions of the sac in ordor to know accurately

where the constriction must be applied. The animal mu,st be

placed well on his back, with his hind quaii.Ts elevated—a posi-

tion which is sometimes sufficient alone to <^nable the hernia to

reduce itself. If that fails to occur, the sac cm be evacuated by

the taxis. It is then to be well stretched, and the application of

the means of constriction proceeded with.

These means •> many, but maybe considered under the three

heads of the ligature, the clamp and the suture—all of which are

occasionally combined in use, as the ligature with the suture, or

the suture with the clamp.

(a) The Ligature.—This old mode of operation consists in

the appUcation- -the hernia having been reduced—of a strong

cord, firmly tied at the base of the hernial pouch.

The modus ojierandi is very simple. The hernia being already

reduced, either by the taxis or by the power of gravitation, as

before mentioned, and the horse in the right position, un his back,

the sac is raised from the abdomen, and a strong ligature, firmly

tightened, is applied at its base, a strong fishing line forming the

best of ligature for this purpose. The degree of tightness of the

ligature must be such that the mortificatio oi the sac will be a

gradual process, and that it does not slip the walls of the

sac, on account of the progress of the .' • -lu-matoiy swelling.

Still thi ^nstriction must not be j tv: I ed to become so ex-

treme as ' produce too rapid a slougiiing of the skin, with the

possible result of a calamitous evontrrti

In order to prevent the displacen;; « v" the ligature, some
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lie ligature, some

practitioners recommend the introduction of two smaU wooden
pms just under it, either paraUel or crossing each other, through
the base of the sac.

*'

If the hernia is very large, instead of employing this mode of
simple hgatm-e, 6n masse, the operator may use two ligatures.
By pushing through the middle of the sac, close to the abdomen,
a clog seton-needle, carrying a doubled cord, and converting it
into two parts m cutting it from the needle, each length will serve
to embrace half of the tumor, in the manner practiced in the pro-
cess of removing large, hard tumors by hgature. Legoff has rec-
ommended he use of several ligatures dippedinto ammonia, placed
one above the other upon the whole length of the sac, from its
bottom to Its base, tightening them more and more as they ap-
proach the abdomen. By this process he combined constriction
with cautenzation.

This mode of treating umbilical hernia is a simple and easy
one but j-^t It IS not very frequently practiced. The uncertainty
of Its results the possibihty of the sloughing of the skin at too
eaily a penod, with the danger of eventration, as well as that of
mjui-ing the intestines with the wooden pins or the needle, have all

fTopemlrV"'^'^
'*' ""''^^ "^^ discoui-age its use among care-

(b)aamp.-In this process, which dispenses with the caustic,
af er the reduction of the hernia, the skin is stretched and pressed
between the branches of a wooden clamp or of a speciaUy adapted
foiceps. The clamp is a simple implement, and may be made with
a mrve in which case its convexity is made to adapt itself to that
of the abdomen When apphed, it is pressed close to the abdom-md vails, and Its branches brought together with nippers adhoc,^ds cured with a stxong cord, as in the process of castration
The clamp is left on from nine to fifteen days. In many cases
the displacement of the instrument is prevented by usL the

Ilonrw!"^.'-^"'
^''''^ *'^°^^^ *^««^ below if, the

end8 of the latter bemg bent over to keep them in plac ihis
operu^ion possesses some great advantages, but offers also some
spcial dangers, among which is the instinctive tendency of the
patient to get rid of the irritating appHance by tearing it off

ro.ihio,ome «;.curi,«ions of the sheath by the friction which
>t necessarily occasions. Benkert and Brogiez have advocated
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the use of metallic clampH, but an important objection is fouiul in

theii- weight. Borhauer had the branches of the wooden cliunp

perforated in several places for the introduction of the pins ^vlli,.L

held it in place. Bordonnat has invented a special form of me-

tallic clamp or rather forceps, with sharp points on the inner b(.r-

I 1 I t I t

Fia. 391.—Clamp of Bordonnat.

der of one of its branches about one-half or three-quarters of an

inch apart, and in the other a corresponding number of holes into

which the points are designed to fit when the instrument is closecl.

Each branch has a prolongation at each end, which on one carries

a vertical projection cut with a screw-thread, while m the other

there are hole* corresponding with the projections, and there are

nuts to fit the screws. When the instrument is apphed, and the

projections passed through the holes, the nuts not only hold it

in place, but are adapted to fix the pressure at any desired point.

or change it at pleasure. The umbihcal forceps of iMaiiot is

made of two small wooden plates, slightly curved lengthwise, and

brought together by means of gooves in their do^o-tailed extremi-

ties, through which screws are fastened. This instrument, Hlv

the' metaUic clamps, is objectionable principally on accouut of

its weight, and is generally less practical than the ordinary t4amp.

(c) Sutures.—These are of various kinds, aU agreeing, bow-

ever, that the stitches upon which they rely shaU be so close and

tight that the circulation wiU be so effectually cut off iu even-

part of the hernial sac that mortification cannot fail to follow.

The Quilled ,'^uture.—This consists in placing the sac between

two smaU rods of hard wood or metal, and tjdng them before and

behind with strong cord twisted and roUed around their extremi-

ties, and also by passing here and there in thek length sutures of

double the strength of those which are apphed m cases of ordi-

nary quiUed suture. Acting somewhat by pressu- this mode

much resembles the treatment by the clamp, but is little used at

present, notwithBtanOmg some small advantages which it may be

thought to possess.
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Tmmed Snures.-^\,.^ oonHists in applying upon the hernial
sac several stitches of strong cord in order to keep the reduced
hernia m statu quo. It is sometimes used in dogs, but is uncer
tain and dangerous.

Suture ofJJelamgne.-ThiB is another dangerous mode of
operation, no longer in practice because of the hazard of iniurv to
the intestines. It consists in applying a strong double suture at
the base of the sac in the following manner : With a small needle
like that used by harness makers in sewing leather, a thread is
passed through and through on both sides of the flat, cutaneous
surface from right to left, or vice versa, then carried back the re
verse way at a small distance from the first puncture, and the
sutures firmly tied. This is repeated until the entire sac is in-
cluded and the sutures have gone beyond the umbilicus From
bfteen to twenty days are said to be sufficient to effect a radical
cure.

Method ofMangot.-To make a closmg suture on the hernial
sac, without danger to the intestine, Mangot has recommended
the use of a perforated plate of lead, by which to aid in the reten-
tion of the intestmes in place and accurately define the hne upon
which the sutures are to be applied. The plate is made to cor-
respond m dimensions with the opening of the umbUical ring but
somewhat longer and wider. Besides the longitudinal slit in its
center, It also has an eye at each corner for the attachment of
stnngs to secure it in place by tying them over the back The
hernia bemg reduced, and the plate put in place by pushing the
shn-of the sac through its longitudinal opening, the operator ap-
phes a continued suture over and on the outside of the plate to
keep it m position, with the flap of sewed skin hanging below it
the entu-e apparatus being securely attached to the abdominal
walls by two pins running through the sac at the extremities of
the suture.

During the first days there is much inflammation. About the
tliird or fifth day the pins are removed and the skin below the su-
ture excised, leaving the plate to be retained only by the strings
when pass over th. r ck. These are sufficient, however, to keep
tmplace^^and it. - aoval will not be necessary untU inflamma-
tion is weU estabUbhed aU around them. A simple dressin-, held
m place by a bandage, will help the cicatrization, which is said to
take place m from seven to eight days.

*«%
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3/et/iod uf IlatwoH.—The ntodiii^

operinidi here indicated docH not vaiy

from that of Mangot, except in being

moditicd by the use of the quilled su-

ture, as before describ' "!
,

'

<
^ of

employing the transversal pins of Man-

got.

Method of Mig7ion.—This is a com-

plex mode, consisting of a combination

of the ligature, the clamp and the suture.

Like Mangot, he passes the skia through

aplate of le;id, attaches perforated clamps

on the protruding >,ac below it, and pass-

es the stitches or sutures thi'ough the

perforations in the clamps.

Method of Benard.— This is strictly

speaking, the application of the crossed

suture, a stitch exactly resembling that

of harness and shoemakers in their re-

spective trades. In making it, a peculiar

forceps is used, which is apphed like a

clamp, and serves not only to keep the

sac closed and s cured, but also to pre-

vent the return of the int( tines into its

cavity, m1 to af^ -ist in g ling the hwo

needles -.th which the suture is made.

Its branches are at one end articulated

together, n r c. .xlso at the other in order

to fit into ncndles. It is tw caty-two cen-

timeters in length, without includiag the

handles ; two centimeters iu ;.eiglit, and

one and a half in thic' 'ss. The branch-

es are brought toget - tig ' y by a spe-

cial screw an-angemi aea-t e handles,

and each has a number of holes, placed

regularly, one centimeter apart, and uni-

ted by a groove. Two strong straight

needles and strong waxed thread are re-

quired, lu operating, the hernia being

first reduced, the skin is well stretched fio.

/oil

(2

!,—Nippers ti[ Benard.
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l,ctw..en the branches of the forceps, then these are tk-htened bv
tae «crew manufe^ement of the handle», and next the inHtruuient
iscoiiiimtted to the care of an assistuut. The crossed suture is
then made by the siumltaneous passage of the needles throu-^h
,he boles in the branches of tb.. instrunient. The chrections "to
insert the needles simultaneously must not be overlooked If
dm-arded, the penalty hable to follow will be the tearin.^ of the
..xed thread with the points of the instrument, and also^'a tan.--
tog of the thread. This method gives a stronger ligature than
Miiuyot s, but It lacks the support fur,,: ,„j ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^.^
Method ofMarlot.--The methods ol Ben^rd and Mangot are

hero combmed. A pecuhar thin forceps i. used having dotted
grooves on Its out(,T sm-face to mdicate where the stitches are to

Fio. 393.—Plate and Nippers of Marlow

be placed. When the suture is finished and the forceps removed
aplate of zmc like that of Mangot is appUed, as a means of reten-
tion, the zmc plate being thought to be an improvement upon that
of lead, on account of its adapting itself better to the parts
\mwdof Chedhonvne.-'Ihe animal in this method is kept on
bsfeet, properly secured, and a plate of had applied, as in the
process of Mangot. The hernial sac, folded in two on its longitu-
dinal axis IS thexi passed through the opening of the plate, th..
operator making the least possible traction untU the remaining por-
f'on of the umbiUcal cord, which is still quite large, is firmly held
Ntween the thumb and the index finger of the right hand. Then
[astronger fraction is made upon the s t., at the same time moving

i:

^
various oirectionfl, while ^^ ith the left hand the plate is

yyj pressed towards the ab<iominal waUs. Then with the
>«eshnes entirely replaced, the operator grasps the sac with the
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left hand, and with tho right, iutroduccB a wtron-,' noedlo whicli i^

puBhed til iuyli and through ut each extremity of the huc, ainl

an elastic ligature passed three or four times arouiid its Imn

Towards the tenth day the slough is completed, and only u Mimli

woimd remains, which cicatrizes rapidly.

Direct Sutiirt', of the, uitihilieal rhuj.—Director Degiv(> ixcom-

mends for the treatment of umbilical hernia in young doys, tk

direct interrupted sutures of tho ring, the number of stitthi

,

varying with its dimensions. After bringing tho threads t();^'(tLfr

the wound in left open until they have safely eliminated themsi Ivts,

We have employed this mode of operation for many years in tin

hospital of the American Veterinaiy College, using antisciitic [«.

cautions, and with the best results. Making a longitudiiKil line

on the median lino of the sac, and having carefully puslnd baik

the intestines, the edges of the ring are sewed together with two

or three stitches of cat gut hgature. The parts were tbcu thor-

oughly washed with a solution of bichloride of mcrcuiy, ami the

edges of the skm brought together v.ith silk sutures and ii com-

pressing bandage applied for the protection of the wound fromtk

patient's own teeth. Complete cicatrization follows in a few days,

Whatever may be the original mode of treatment the strouclarv

eflfects are about the same in each case. They consist of irritutiou

of the par' ;, more or leys marked, and betrayed by the patients bv

varying degrees of restlessness, and possibly, in some cases, bv

abdominal pain or colics.

After a few hours the swelling of the part begins. A diffused

oedema takes place above the point of compression, and the heruiid

sac is slightly swollen and warm and becomes covered with little

phlyctenoids, indicating a commencing necrosis. Perhaps a little

fever is manifested and there is great thirst. By the third dav

the swelling is quite large, and in males it may invoh e the sheatli.

The sac then becomes cooler, the fever subsides, the appetite re-

turns, and the animal which has instinctively kept his feet, rests

himself by lying down. On the fourth or fifth day the skiu of the

sac is insensible, cold and flabby, and the sloughing process between

the living and the dead skin has begun. Little by httlc tliis pro-

cess becomes more active, and the separation becomes mure and

more marked, the secretion around its opening apurulcnt cliaracter,

and from the sixth to the tenth d the complete slouLfhiiig ^vill

have taken place. The wound that remains is now granulatin;;
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ItH length oxcecdH itn width, nn,l it is Homewhat deprcHHod in its
venter It progroHHes rapidly towardn cicatrization, only a Huiall
.au-remammg, and this is readily concealed by the growth of tho
surrounding hair.

(./) Operation in Cases of Complications.-It the hernia is
reducible and there is strangulation, the enlargement of the ring
must be carefully made with a curved, blunt bistoury, having a
short, guarded sharp edge, men the reduction is prevented by
iJhesions, the operation necessaiy for their division wUl demand
the exercise of the utmost skUl and caution to avoid injurv of the
|>ntoneum, and there should especially b.> no neglect or parsi-
mony in respect to the employment of antiseptic precautions In
!«-t, It would in many instances be wiser to leave the animal to
tlie resources of nature than to undertake an operation of so much
delicacy and importance, and which involves so many serious con-
sequences, without amply providing every resource of skill and
knowledge, and anticipating every contingency of accident or dan-
ger, In some cases, when tho strangulation has been due to the
lormation of gases in the protruding intestine, we have used the
aspirator for their removal, and then have met with no difficulty
mreducmg them by the taxis. This is a means, however, which
isHko recommended in the treatment of strangulated inguinal
hernia, and is discussed in the chapter appropriated to operations

I
in that region.

Diaphragmatic Hernia.

A diaphragmatic hernia, ox cliaphm,jmatoeele, is formed by the
^placement of one of the abdominal organs, and its intrusion
into the pleural cavities, through a laceration of the diaphragm Ith necessarily an accidental opening, through which such a "dis-
pacement takes place. One case is on record, and onlv one,
wtee he hei-ma passed through a normal opening, viz., the ceso-

1 1 ^!?^^T
"^^'^ ^""^ "'^ *° ruptures of this kind may be

feihed under thi-ee heads: first, external violence; second, pow-
rfid contraction of the expiratory muscles wlule making a violent

ll T i '

*^' '^''*^°" ^^ ^°"^" ^^^ Pr^^^'^re upon the dia-
ipnragm by the organs, situated on its posterior face.

L r. " '•^^"^^•---I^ofemost m this category are blows
or contusions on the posterior costal region, such a! may be made
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by the shafts of vehicles with either the blunt or broken ends,

The laceration of the diaphragm may occur either with or without

involvtug the fracture of the ribs. Several cases of this kind Lave

been seen and recorded by Professor Barrier.

(b) The Foioerful Contractions of the Expiratory Mmdu

durhig Violent Muscular Efforts.—It may result from the vio.

lent and concentrated action of the abdominal muscles, compress.

ing powerfully the intestinal mass, and crowding it agaiust the

diaphragm, untU it destroys its continuity at one or more points,

sufficiently to admit of the passage of the abdominal organ into

the thoracic cavity. Dui-and has seen it in a six-montbs-old colt;

Didry and Fabey have reported cases where the hernia took place

during violent efforts in hauling a load, and Franconi mtt with a

i

case of a similar character to the one referred to in which tberup.

ture opened into the oesophagus. Schild has seen it associated
|

with the efforts of parturition.

(c) Viole7it Action and Pressure upon the Diaphraf,)» hy tk

Organs Situated on its Posterior Eace.—The obhquity, forward

and downward, of the inferior plane of the abdomen, is shared

forward upon the posterior face of the diaphragm by the organs

related to it, as the liver, the stomach and the anterior curvatures

of the large colon. These are bulky organs, and their united

weight being very considerable, the pressure it exerts upon the

diaphragm, under any extra impulse would tend directly and nt,

urally to the disruption of iae weaker muscular fibres of the

j

midriff, and these yielding, the hernia would immediately become

developed, and thus we have the generation of this kind of hemii i

A sudden fall might easily brirg this to pass, in a second or two

of time. Bouley has recorded a case in which this uccident oc-

cured in an animal cast for a surgical operation. PiUou has seen

it take place in an animal falling down while butting against a

|

slope of ground.

Diaphi-agmatic hernias, like others, are either acute or cbronici

or convertibly, recent and free, or of old standing, with adhesions. I

The distinctions of hepatocele, splenocele, stomachocele and tnlm

cele are of but Uttle importance, none of these differences beij]g|

discoverable in the living animal.

The symptoms of acute hernia of the diaphragm differ, accord-

1

Ing io the extent of the laceration of the muscle, and tiie sizeoi

the dippL.oed abdominal mass. There are cases in which thek-
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jury is of so aggravated a character from the first, that a fatal
result immediately follows the formation of the heraia, the only
characteristic symptoms present being those of rapid asphyxia.
In other cases, though death must inevitably follow, the life of
tiie animal may be prolonged for several hours, or even several
days. And again, there are recent hernias which have been formed
under such conditions that they are stiU compatible with the sur-
vival of the animal. These assume the chronic character, and not
infrequently escaj)e discovery.

The horse afiected with diaphragmatic hernia becomes dull,
anxious and uneasy, avoiding his manger and avoiding his food!
He paws in the stall, giving evidence of suffering from abdominal
pains, Int which betray no pecuHar characteristics, and possess
no special or positive significance. Very often cohcs precede
tk hernia, and its formation compUcating the case, the colics be-
come more violent. During these cohcs the animal hesitatingly
and carefully lies down, roUs much, and assumes various attitudes
of no special significance, though the dog-sitting posture is some-
times held to be characteristic. During these coUcs, which are

I

more persistent than those due to intestinal indigestion, the pulse

I

remain strong and quite regular, and respiration is not only ac-
Icelaated, but difficult—the physiognomy is anxious, with an ex-
Iprfssion of apprehended suffocation, the nostrils are tetanically

j
dilated, inspiratory movements are performed with effort, and
xiration is of twice or three times its normal frequency. The
cop:(i«tenee of this condition of the respiration with the colics is

ja sign of great importance as an element of the diagnosis.' At
jtimes auscultation furnishes valuable data. Borbory-gmus may be

j
detected in the thorax, where the respiratory murmur ought to

Ibe heard, and dullness on percussion takes the place of the nor-
jmal resonance, where the respiratory murmur has disappeared.

j
Bouley, though he recommends this means of diagnosticating,

considers it to be applicable only for hernias of large size, in which,
laccordmg to Lafosse, an increase in the size of the thorax, a well
jffiarked projection of the cartilaginous circle of the ribs, and to-
jgether witli these, a reduction in the size of the abdomen would be
Inohced. ^\^len the hernia is small, the respiratory function is
|nnaltered.

Acute diaphragmatic hernias, not necessarUy of fatal tendency
|are more difficult to detect. Probably from their rareness they
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often escape iliscovery, notwithstanding a somewhat positive exhi-

bition of abdominal and thoracic symptoms. And if this is su

with the acute form, it must necessarily more frequently occi ;r witii

chronic cases, which not only do not jeopardise Ufe, but oven fail

to interfere with the usefulness of the animal. The horse thus

affected not only has the double expiration of his emphysematous
1

lungs, but he continues to be subject to intermittent (Hjlics, unj

especially if the hernia is formed by the intestines, and they con-

tinue to suffer from occasional obstructions. To this coini)li(atioii
I

of occasional actual obstruction must be added a perpetual linbilitv

to become strangulated, with a certainty of sjaeedy death following

that accident.

The lesions found at the post-mortem examinations of ani-

mals which have died with this description of hernia varies. Tiie

accidental diaphragmatic openings may exist in differeut parts

of the central aponeurotic portion or in the peripherical luuscular

zone, and may assume various forms, being at one time round, at

another eliptic or triangular, or indefinite and irregular, iit tiiui'

very narrow, at others so extensive that the abdominal and thoradc I

cavities are no longer distinct. Between these two extremes there
|

are many degrees and ample scope for the formation of cbroiiic

hernias of a non-malignant character. When the hcniia is recent

and has existed before death, the borders of the laceration wlietber
|

muscular or aponeurotic, are irregular, thready, infiltrated and

bloody, with small blackish clots adhering to the extremities 0!

the red muscular fibres. But when the rupture is of post-mortem 1

formation, resulting from excessive meteorism, there is no truce of
|

capillary hemorrhage upon the lacerated edges of the aperture.

With a chronic hernia these edges have various aspects;

times thin, at others in thick cords ; now torn in scallops, and
j

again with a regular edge, th v are always smooth, hard, of fibrous

consistency, and even preseuliiig a cartilaginous aspect. There is

j

never any formation of a special serous sac for these hernias, even
j

for those which take place through the normal openings. The
j

organs most commonly met in these diaphragmatoceles are the

omentum, the small intestines, the anterior curvature of the large

j

colon, and more rarely, the spleen and the storaach. If not con-

gested by pressure in passing through the^opening, they continue
|

to perform their functions.

In these injuries the prognosis can never be coulideutly favor
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je contiileutly favnr-

able. It is always serious. Some kill immediately, while with
others there may hv a respite of several hours or days, and with
those which are chronic, there may be no apparent impairment of

life or health. But whatever may be the character or the aspect

of a given cas,
.
ind however the prognosis may vary, it must

never be forgotten that diaphragmatic hernia has this invariable

( ktuacter, that its eftect is always to interfere with the respiration

;

tliiit the horse is at the best permanently affected with heaves, is

unable to perform any active or laborious service where strong
lungs are needed, and is always more or less liable to engorgement
auJ strangulation. Diaphragmatic hernias are incurable, their sit-

uation, in the deepest interior of the anatomy, rendering it impos-
sible to apply any means of direct therapeutic treatment. They
cannot be reduced, and even if that were practicable, they could
not be secured and retained in situ. Attempts have been recom-
mended by Bouley to reduce them by making an incision through

I

the flank and replacing the protruding organ in its proper posi-

tion by the taxis with the hand in the abdominal cavity. Whether
in our days of perfect antiseptics such an operation could be suc-

cessfully performed on the horse is a question not yet solved. The
experiment might be attempted with better chances of success in

cattle. In any case the operation will be justifiable only as a
last resource, and when the life of the suffering animal is abso-
lutely in jeopardy, in fact, as a final alternative, a dernier resort.

Ventral Hernia.

This term includes all hernial tumors produced by the pro-
trusion of one or several of the abdominal organs through an ac-
cidental opening in the muscular and fibrous walls of the abdomen,
under the skin, which remains intact. The opening through which

I

this kind of ruptui-e takes place is always accidental, unlike those
which pass through the natural channels, as the umbilical or in-

j

guinal, but still, in common with them, has a peritoneal lining.

"ventral hernias are of quite common occurrence, principally

1

however, in large animals, while m small quadrupeds they occur

I

less frequently, and they may take place in any part of the abdo-
Ken. They are known by distinctive names, corresponding with

I

those of the ])rotruding organ, as gastrocele, hepatoceJe., enterocele

I

and (piploot'i'h', etc.

They usually originate as -iu-ect causes in blows or contusion
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Kiu. ;)«<.—Ventral Hernia.

upon the abdominal walls, made by blunt bodies, which. lackia

force to pierce through the elastic skin, are yet Hufficient W kcJ

rate the interior abdominal walls. An example of this o«urs in
j

thrust from the shaft of a vehicle, or its broken end, in caRt>

a fall, or of kicks or horning among cattle in the field In coltj

they are more commonly found in the lower wall of the abdomea

the animal frequently indicting them upon itself by attemptm- 1«

high a jump over a picket fence, and failing to clear it proper!^

Serres says that in cattle they may follow a severo distension c

the abdomen under the mfluence of tympanitis, abdominal drop

or gestation

The character of a case of ventral hernia wiU vary in respe<

to ita bei&g acute and recent, or chronic and old. Indeed, i

lapse of Mit a few hours will materialiy change its clinrafter trod

one to th* other. If seen immediately after the inHiction of tl;|
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injury, it is in the form of a round, soft, elastic tumor, well-

ilefined in its outlines, and easily reducible. But if not examined
until after a season of delay, the definite configuration disappears,

ami it is changed into an inflammatory swelling, osdematous, warm
aud painful to pressure—in fact having the aspect of a warm ab-

scess. In the recent cases, the edges of the torn abdominal wfiUs

may be identified through the thickness of zke skin, but the sur-

geon will vainly try to maht oat this <- zidi-on if the inflammOr

tory process following the l<-siom has , stablished, and the
gerosity and the blood have .^come ^ _: lenu.- infiltrated into the
cellular tissutj to make the _iaai- - ;-- nbed. Aft^- a h:-w days,

if the hernia is not situatt- :
«. [k w ji. ate abdomen, the swdling

moves downward toward a auore dei>ei2!,itent spot, and gradually

abating disappears in about t-ro av
'~ on retteiiing this

point, the hernial tunics' m om - _ <
. __:. _i, constrtutiiu^. as

it does, the exclusive mamfeh f tkie displacement )f tm^ m-
testinal mass, and its presence onm^de of its msturai, cavm-. It is

recognized by its changing •'(ondiiions—eiaHtic - In ' - inr-estine

isemptT : soft and puffy during digestion ^ by itn - iision,

increasiug with effort, amid by being paioteBB- (Kpressu - -.^^d re-

Uucible. TMien reduced, the edg«s a# liie opeaaing are easilv

made out, but it is not anccimmimiy foiiad. upcm tke smbaidaiiee

of the iutlammatoi7 proeesb. that, during tli*- ccaatiaaKnee of tlMt

state, adhesiom« of the protEmding organ with Hut kwUs <jf idle

sac have formed, send the b^cma has become izredndife In their

(limens\on8. vemtrai hernias vary cammirnnhly. Thuy mmr measure
from the sizt'of a large nut to that of» man h head, or *BBeft.exceed

that. Zuncfci reports a <ease wlsere th« jramen h&d {lenialMisd imm
the sac, which huuig almo«t to the gromaaKi. and tuid prodowd m, im-
placement of the mammaf;, crowding thesm in a mass towwrd the
right Bide of the ab*k)men.

Although the diagnosis of ventral hernia is not difficult, it H
fitiflnot impossible to mistake a recent case for certain <-cber affec-

tions of the abdominal walls, such as tumors of bacteiiau anthrax,
or those of a bloody nature, or with phlegmonous or Oidematous
growths. The reducibility and elasticity of the tumor, the bor-
korygmuH, and the presence of the opening through the abdomi-
nal whUh, are intelligible signs by which to recogmzp: the veMral
tieraia, Aspiration of the tumor nmy sometames lj« performeci,
f'Si rectal examinati'-m will also be jf great msistrntm ^o\ided
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tho injurj' is not beyond the reach of exploration with tho band.

Certain comphcations are not uncommon in ventral Jaeniia.

Besides irreducibility already mentioned, excessive injlai/iniatioi,

has sometimes been followed by traumatic peritonitis. Znrcm.

tio)is of the displaced organs have proved fatal. Internal lienior-

rhages, fistulas and consecutive eventration have also been roccrd-

ed. Strangulation is not unknown, though it is comparativeh

raxe.

But with all these possibilities, it is not a rare circumstance to

meet with animals a£fected with ventral hernia, even of Luge di-

mensions, which have reached a good age with all the appearance

of perfect health. From data like these upon which to found ii

judgment, it ought not to be difficult to deduce a prognosis wliicli

should never be far wrong. But, although compatible with the

life, health and utilization of the animal, such a lesion must neets

sarily detract more or less from its commercial value. Uudor

any circumstances, it is a blemish. The least dangerous of this

class of ruptures are those which are situated on an elevated 2)oint

of the abdomen. Recent and uncomphcated, they are amenable

to treatment more or less, according to their extent ; if old or

chronic, the chances of success are reduced ; if strangulated, they

are generally fatal. Usually, a ventral hernia, to be curable,

must be treated when it is recent, and before sufficient time has

elapsed for the intestines to become, as it were, acconuuodated to

their new position, and especially before the cicatrization of the

borders of the lacerated openings has taken place. Recent and

free from complications, all that is required is their reduction

and retention in their proper place.

"When reduced, whether by rectal taxis or by external pres-

sure, the parts are covered with a mixture of pitch and Venice

turpentine melted together, upon which is spread oakum out in

small, short threads, which is to be covered with a se eond appli-

cation of the pitch, after which a sheet of pasteboard, itself also

impregnated with the pitch mixture, is placed over the opening.

The whole is then covered and held in place by a broad bandage

carefully rolled around the abdomen. Leather is sometimes used

in lieu of the pasteboard. This bandage, when applied upon male

bovines, requires to bo carefully adapted in order to avoid aiiv

possible interferouce with the penis, and its freedom of motion m

the act of micturition. The complications of swelling or bUwdy
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extravaBations must not i^revect the immediate application of the
bandage.

lu cases of chronic hernia, compression is no longer sufficient.

Jannet recommends the use of clamps as in umbihcal hernia, and
reports having reUeved a case where the tumor was as large as a
child's head. Leblanc advises the quilled sutui-e, and Schwane-
feld cured by this mode a hernia twice as large as the head of a
man. Hertwig speaks favorably of the application of Delavigne's
method in exomphalus. Going, Lafosse and Hertwig have ob-
tained success with nitric acid injections, and Krantz anu Schutt
with bUsters. Peyon, Dandrieu, Terrien and Obich have had
good results with the dixect suture of the ventral walls in bovines,
and even soLipeds. Bouley objects to the suture of the edges of
the opening, and also to injections into the evacuated sac of irri-

tating substances, to excite inflammation and produce the adhe-
sion of its walls. We have ourselves experimented several times
with the subcutaneous injections, but every attempt has resulted
in failure. According to Peuch & Toussaint, if old ventral her-
nias are to be treated, the best plan is to have recourse to bandag-
ing, as employed in the treatment of exomphalus.

EVENTRATIONS.

An eventration may be defined as a compound hernia, and it

constitutes an accident of the first degree of severity, consisting
in the formation of a hernia, of indefinite dimensions, taking place
through an opening involving the entire thickness of the abdomi-
nal walls, the skin included, in such a manner that some portion
of the abdominal viscera, but most commonly the intestines or the
omentum, become directly exposed. Ordinarily they are due to
some traumatic lesion, such as a thrust from or a fall upon a sharp
body, or they may be produced by stab wounds, or punctures with
a fork or a knife

; or again, by kicks inflicted by other animals, or
liorn-blows, when cattle are crowded into too contracted a space
and struggle for more room, or quarrel when herded in pastures.
And they quite commonly end the career of the wretched victims
of baibarity which are compelled to assist in the bloody and cruel
^portoi the Snanish bull fio-hf. Tliov nrp "lan fiKo^«„c-i -a a--

following severe surgical manipulations, as in castration, during
tlie operation for strangulated inguinal hernia, after the eflforts of
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distokia. They may also form one of the complications of some

of the forms of the treatment of umbilical hernia. In the

smaller animals, such as dogs, they may be produced by a severe

bite by a larger animal.

The pathognomonic symptom of an eventration may be con-

sidered the protrusion of a portion of the abdominal contents

through its lacerated walls. If the opening through Avhicli this

takes place is small, the viscera will appear as a small round tumor,

which presently becomes transformed into a lai'ge mass of intes-

tinal circumvolution, which itself varies in dimensions, according

to the extent of the laceration. As the exposed intestines begin

to protrude, they for a period retain their physiological appear-

ance and normal color, but they undergo rapid changes, becoming

progressively darker, blueish and then black, and grow cool to the

touch. The viscera as they protrude from the abdomen may be

quite intact, but they often are injured, bruised or torn, the con-

ditions varying according to the peculiar circumstances attoudinf

the accident. And not only is this so, but the sequel of the case

must be especially considered, since an eventration which jJosHibly

might be susceptible of cure, if carefully tended from the lirst.

may become so aggravated and exaggerated as to preclude all

possibility of remedy, as when the wounded creature, frantic with

pain, from colics and otherwise, in rearing and struggling, forces

his entrails more and more out of their place, and tears and tram-

ples them upon the earth until they become a mere mass of cinisbed

and bruised viscera, ground into the earth. And yet, colics are

not always present in eventrations, even in horses whose irritable

temjwr, combined with the condition of the injured parts, would

naturally tend to render their occuiTence quite inevitable.

The prognosis of their injuries varies according to the species

of the animal, and also under the special condition and circum-

stances of each case, as judged by itself. In hcn-ses, it is, in the

majority of cases, a fatal accident. The sensitiveness of the animal

to impressions upon the nerves, and the delicate susceptibility of

the peritoneum account for this. In ruminants they firo less

serious, and certainly still less so in carnivorous animals, where

sometimes the whole intestinal mass may be seen hanging-- through

the laceration, »nd with extensive co-existing inflammation, with-

out the ocovurence of a fatal termination.

Swine are also very sensitive to this kind of injur}', though the
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prognosis may vary with them, according to the condition of the
lesion, being more or less favorable according as the bulk of the
protruding viscera is less or greater. The chances of recovery

will also vary in the ratio of the degree of the exposure of the vis-

ctTal organs to the atmospheric ah-, or to the severity of any
traumatic accidents they may have encountered.

The indications of treatment suggested in these cases is obvious.

The iirst is always, when practicable, reduction. To retm-n the
intestine to the situation designed by nature for its occupancy is

the first step to take. If it has not been seriously woimded, and
is in a state of cleanliness, and has escaped contact with the earth
aud other soils and stains, simple washing may be attended to at
onoe. But if, on the contrary, it is bruised, soiled and inflamed,

it must be carefully cleansed with warm water, before being re-

turned to its position. This reduction must be carefully per-
formed by the taxis, and if the opening of the abdomen is too small
to allow this to be accomplished with facility, it will be good prac-
tice to enlarge the opening with the knife, rather than to hazard
the too free manipulation of the tender parts which will form the
ilangerous alternative which may become the exciting causes of

consecutive inflammatory, and perhaps gangrenous sequelte. If

instead of the intestines the eventration allows the exit of the
omentum, this also must be cleaned and washed, if necessaiy, and
returned, though in some instances it may be torn or cut off after

ligating its large blood vessels, or better yet, ligating the whole
mass with animal ligature. The second step of the operation con-
sistji in apph-ing means of restraint to retain the returned organ
and prevent a second exit. The quilled suture is at this juncture
the means which always first suggests itself to the surgeon's mind
The clamps have then- advocates, but Zundel prefers the metallic
interrupted sutures. The entire application is to be supported,
reenforced and protected by a wide bandage, similar to some of
those recommended in umbiHcal hernia.

injur}-, though the

LAPAROTOMY.

This operation, which consists in the opening of the abdominal
cavity through the loins or flanks, is one which, considering the

.noicaiiiun ^k^l •.vuiuii ii la pcnormed in human surgery,
has foimd but little appHcation and occupi"s b, ! a small place in
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veteriiihry practice. According to Director Degives, who furiii>lio8

the only description of the operation to which we have been nl)le

to obtain access, the indication for luparotomy occui's in casi s of

in'iestinal invagination, internal hernia and intestinal straugulalion

and for the removal of fort-ign bodies from the abdominal cavity

or the intestinal tract.

Once a celebrated surgeon of New York had decided to pnu'-

tice it upon one of his valuable dogs, which was suft'eriiig with

impactioj caused by the lodgement of a mass of hair in the intes-

tines, which we fortunately succeeded in softening and reiunviiig

by internal treatment. The indications for the operation arc iiu-

perative as soon as a fatal result becomes imminent and ciitain.

The instruments necessary are a convex bistoury and suture needles.

Dr. Degdves brieily describes the operation as follows :
*' J'axt-

tion and liestrauit of the animal standing up, or in stocks, or

resting against a wall or its equivalent. If the animal is restless

let bim be thrown do^vn on the side opposite to that of the opera-

tion, wliiffh is divided into three steps.

/•Vr.'.* Step, opening of the Jiank.—The abdominal opening

Hon:-)*, h* "a the upper part of the flank, upon a line between the

hip fijiu ihe last rib. This opening may be made in two wa\s:

Ib;, or Simple Method.—It consists in making an incision

through the various anatomical layers, in the same direction, in

order to form a simple vertical wound, large enough to admit the

hand. The parts having been shaved, the division of the skin, the

abdominal muscles and the peritoneum is made successively with

the convex bistoury. The incision of the deep layers alone pre-

sents any difficulty, and this requires some attention, the hemor-

rhage being sometimes troublesome ; but when the peritoneum is

exposed, the incision is increased, from without inward, with

either a blunt bistoury or the straight bistoury controlled by a

grooved director, an assistant protecting the intestines from the

contact of the instrument.

2d, or Neio Method, by Complex Incision.—In this each mus-

cle is divided in the direction of its own proper fibres. Thus,

the first is a transverse, cutaneous incision ; second, three luuscu-

lar divisions, running in dii-ections more or less opposed to each

other ; the first, obliquely downward and backward ; the second,

obhquely forward and downward, and the third transversal auil

parallel to that of the skin. These incisions are very easily made,
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little more being necessary than a himple lacfratiou of the intcHti-

ral tinsue with the fingerw—there is httle or no hemorrhage. Th«
)pening thus made admita the Imud into the abdomen, and when
it 1.: romoved the fibres of each luuHcle having a tendency to come
together spontaneouwly, the opening in more or Ichh effectually

closed.

Second step.—This varies, to con-espond witli the obiect of the

operation ; Ist, whether the extraction of a foreign ^
in the

abilomen or intestines, or 2d, the reduction of an in , .ution or

of lui iutemid hernia (diaphragmatic, mesentoric, epiploic, or pan-

creatic), and, 3d, the displacement or removal of a tumor involving

the intestines.

In the reduction of an internal hernia, it may be necessary

either to pull or to push upon the displaced organ. In some cases

the hernial ring must be eidarged, and if that cannot be done with

the fiugors, the bistoury must be used. The reduction of an intes-

tinal invagination is obtained by the combined action of a slight

traction on the invaginated part and a steady external pressure

upon the enlargement formed by it in the portion of the intestines

in which it is enfolded. When the sweUing of the organs or the

presen(!e of abnormal adhesions prevent the reduction, the traction

must be increased and in opposite directions—the invaginated por-

tion in one, the enfolded portion in the opposite.

If a stone, a calculus, or any foreign body is to be extracted,

the intestine is to be incised at some distance from the insertion

of the mesentery, on its lateral face, between the two curvatvures.

On the removal of the body the intestinal suture is to be applied.

Third step, Closing the Parietal Wound.—"\Mien the complex

incision has been made, a strong cutaneous suture is all that is re-

quired. When the division has been a simj^le one, the edges of

the muscular wound are brought together by ordinary inten-npted

sutures, and the skin is afterward sewed up. The drainage at

the lower part of the wound is always advantageous."

As enteritis and peritonitis are common sequelae of this opera-

tion much care and watchfulness devolve on the surgeon in direct-

ing the regimen and nursing of the patient in order to prevent the

possibiUty of their access from becoming a certainty.
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CHAPTER IX.

OPERATIONS ON THE RESPIRATORY
APPARATUS.

ON THE GUTTURAL POUCHES—HYOMi:RTEBROT( ):\rY

This term fails to meet the approval of Zundel, who has i)ro-

posed that of Hyospondylotomy as a substitute, in order the bettor

to indicate the punctui'e of the sac of tue guttural j)ouches wliioli

it signifies. The former name, however, has been generally ac-

cepted, and while its etymology woilld point to the operation l)y

which the puncture refeiTed to is made between the hyoid l)one

and the atlas, it is still used to mean generally, the puncture of

the pouches, at whatever point it may be made.

These guttural pouches, which exist exclusively in the sohpeds,

and are two in number, are situated between the cranium, the

pharjux and the atlas, resting \\\)orL each other on the mechau

hne, each one, by an expansion of the mucous membrane of the

Eustachian tubes, forming a sac and filling the triangular space

situated posterior to the pharynx and extending to the larynx. The

mucous membrane which forms them is easily stretched, and the

cavity may thus become greatly distended by the accumulation of

pus, and when this is the case, the pouch extends below the laryux

and the lower extremity of that organ. Thus situated in the parotid

region, these two sacs sustain important relations to other points.

varjdng according to the position, whether of extension or flexion,

of the head upon the neck, and are covered by seven separate

tissues, as represented in their order from without inward, by

1st, the skin ; 2d, a layer of subcutaneous connective tissue, more

or less abundant ; 3d, a thin expansion of cutaneous muscle with

the parotido-auricularis muscle; 4th, the parotid gland, whose

internal face is moulded upon the muscles and blood vessels un-

derneath ; 6th, the following muscles in the order as named from

above downward, viz., the small oblique of the head—the stylo-

hyoideus, which fills the space left between the anterior border of
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triangular space

Fio. 395.—Antero-PoBterlor Section of the Head, showing the Mouth, Fances,
and Nasal Cavities.

1, genio-glossuB muscle; 3, genio-hyoideus muscle; 3, the velum palatl; 4, pharyn-
geal oavily; 5, oesophagus; 6, guttural pouches; 7, pharyngeal opening of the Eustach-
iau tubn; 8, laryngeal cavity; 9, lateral ventricle Of the larynx; 10, trachea; 11, ethmoi-
dal turbinated; 12, maxillary turbinated; 13, ethmoidal volutes; 14, cerebral oompart-
mont of the cranlan cavity; 15, cerebellar compartment of the same; Ifi, falx cerebri;
ir, toutorium cerebelll; 18, superior Up; 19, Inferior lip.

the styloid proces.s of the occipital bone and the superior border
of the long branch of the hyoid, through which the puncture is

matlo in order to enter the guttural pouches, and back of this the

stylo-hyoideus and the superior border of the digastricus ; then,

Gth, on the deepest layer, the guttural pouches are found supe-
riorly, resting intimately on the internal face of the stylo-hyoideus
muscle, mferiorly closely cemented with the posterior face of the
pharynx and posteriorly with the superior extremity of the long
muscle of the neck ; and 7th, the numerous and important blood
vessels and nerves belonging to the parotid region.
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Fio. 397.—Parotid Region—Suporflcial Layer.

P P, parotid gland; Mpa, parotido-auricular muscle; 8, transvoral artery of tho face;

4, maxlUo-muscuIar vein; 7, jugular vi^in; 8, gloBSo-facial vein; 9, transvers.-il vin of

the face; 10, maxillo-muscular vein; 12, posterior auricular vein; 1,3, facial iiorvp;

15, auricular branch of the ad cervical pair.

The arteries are the three divisions of the primitive ciirotiJ

;

1st, the occipital, which, by its mastoid branch, runs over the fx-

ternal surface of the styloid process of the occipital bone ; 2d, the

internal carotid, which runs upward through the thickness of the

fold of the mucous membrane which forms the guttural sats ; 3J,

the extern.-il carotid, with its parotid branches, the maxillo nms

cular, the posterior auricular, the superficial temporal trunk and

the internal maxillary. The veins, which are numerous, ciiiptv
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oral artery of thn fai-e;

9, tranavers.'il vinof
'Pin; 13, fai'ial iiorvp;

primitive caiotiil

:

runs over tlic px-

ital boue ; 2(1, the

3 thickness of the

[uttural sacs; 3J,

the maxillo urns

nporal trunk and

lumerous, t'liipty

Fro. 397.—Parotid Region—Middle Layer.

P, parotid gland; D, digaatrlcus muaolo; Sh, ocoiplto, or Btylo-hyoidous. muscle-
^m, Bterno-maxiUariB mu«oIe; P, thyroid gland; H, posterior border of tho groatmnoh of the hyoid bono; 1, primitive carotid artery; 2, external carotid artery
i, tranBvorsal artery of tho face; 4, ma.^llIo-muBc..lar artery; 5, posterior auricular
artery; Mhyro-laryngeal artery; 7, Jugular vein; 8, glosso-faWal vein; 9, tranavorsalvemo ,he ace; 10, maxIllo-muBcular vein; 11, anterior auricular vein; 18, posterior
auricular vein

; 13, facial nerves ; 14, anterior auricular nerve.
Posienor

into the jugular or its different branches. The principal nerves
of the i)arotia region are tho facial, the pneumogastric, the spinal,
the superior cervical ganglion of the sympathetic, the great hypo-
glossua and the glosso-pharyngeal. These nerves, with the exception
of the facial, are situated on the external face of the pouches below
the long branch of the hyoid bone and the stylo-hyoideus.
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This rapid summary of the anatomy of the parotid region will

sufficiently indicate the dangers which the surgeon is likely to

encounter at successive steps of the operation, and especiully if

he duly considers the location of the occipito-hyoideus, which must

be reached before the puncture can be made, and again, the i)ecu-

liar course followed by the posterior auricular artery as it enurges

from the parotid to reach its destination.

Hyovertebrotomy is indicated in all cases of repletion of the

guttural pouches resulting from a purulent collection and main-

tained by a process of chronic inflammation. It is principally

when horses have become Uable to be attacked with strangles that

these purvdent collections are formed. They are marked by an

increase of size in the pouches, gradually augmenting with the

continued formation of the pus, and interfexing more and more

with deglutition and respiration, sometimes assuming such pro-

portions as even to threaten suffocation. Attacks of pharj-ngitis

or larymgitis, or catarrh of the anterior chambers of the respira-

tory apparatus and nasal cavities, or sinuses, are at times noticed

in connection with this affection.

To revert to the anatomical arrangement of the parts : The

gittural pouches, opening into the cavity of the pharynx by a

narrow slit, are situated on the lateral surface, and thus allow any

collection of pus they may contain to flow without interruption

into the pharynx,and hence into the other nasal cavities. We

have here an explanation of the fact that a discharge from the nose

in any one of a variety of affections, such as suppuration of the

guttund pouches, pharjTigitis, laryngitis, catarrh, and also the clis-

char^e of glanders, may all possess different characteristics, and

each exhibit a different aspect, and therefore demand a different

diagnosis and require different treatment.

The discharge from the guttural pouches is whitish, glaii-y, more

or less mixed with mucosities, inodorous, non-adhesive to the wing

of the nose, and intermittent, being marked during mastication

or deglutition, and especially while swallowing liquids—in all form-

ing an assemblage of characteristics which should be sufficient to

distinguish the affection from all others. There is, besides this, a

negative point, in the absence of chancres, which with the distinct

nature and peculiarity of the discharge, and the characters so

typical of the maxillary lymphatic glands in that disease, will

largely aid in determining the difference between the two affections.
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In respect to glanders, moreover, the bad odor, the thick, gru-
mous nasal discharge, and the soreness and dullness on percussion
of certain parts of the face, will in many cases serve to identify
antl distinguiwh a pathological condition of the sinuses very dif-

ferent from that of the disease we are considering. Gohier and
Vatel also refer to guttural tympanitis, or dilatation of the pouches
by air, as a feature of their disordered condition. The amount of
pus collected in the pouches varies in diilerent cases to such an
extent that from only a triflmg degree of dilatation it may be suf-
ficiently extensive to produce a sensible projection of the sac below
the parotid. This dilation furnishes a guide for tlie determination
of the proper point at which to make the puncture, whether in the
upper, in the middle, or in the lower part of the pouches. The
upper operation is hyovertebrotomy proper. Besides these three
modes of operation, Gunther has proposed a fourth method which
consists in penetratmg the pouches through the nasal cavities.

Upper oiieration^IIyowrtehrotomy proper.—k.'g, described by
Chabert and Fromage de Feu^^'re, this is one of the finest and most
delicate operations of veterinary surgery. Extremely so when per-
formed on horses whose pouches are healthy and normal in size,

it loses a great deal of its apparent difficulty when these are full of
pus with prominent and well developed walls. The nerves and
blood vessels which surround them ai-e then easily pushed aside
from their position, and the lobules of the parotid are more or less
separated.

The instruments required for this operation are: a pair of
scissors, a convex and a straight bistoury, a dissecting forceps, an

Fig. 898.—Curved Trocar, or Hyovertebrotome.

S probe, or preferably, the curved trocar, the hyovertebrotome
(Fig. 398), and a piece of tape. Artery forceps and ligatures
ought to be alw.ays within reach.

Bouley, Zundel and others recommend that the animal should
be kept in the standing position with sunply a twitch on the hp,
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but our experience Las taught us that the recumbent position is

the safest, especially if there are plenty of assistants at hanil, with

instructions to keep the head of the animal steady, and in a mode-

rate state of extension on the neck.

The operation is divided into three steps; 1st, The incii^J,m of

the skin ami dissection of the j^arotid ; 2d, 'The jmncti/re <>/ the

pouch through the occipito-hj/oideus muscle; and 3d, The rstab-

Ushmeut of the counter-opeving.

Before considering these three steps, it will be well to answer

sundry important questions put by Lecoq in the first good de-

scription of the operation, made in 1841.

Where shall the puncture be wade?

The anatomical disposition, whi|ch we have already examined,

suggests as an answer to this querj', that the occipito-hi/nlikus

muscle is the proper place for the puncture. Its inner side is

lined with the mucous membrane of the pouches, and as lias al-

ready been remarked, when this is distended by fluid and becomes

tense and resisting, it is in a much better condition for the pass-

age of the knife through its thickness than when flabby aud soft,

and therefore movable and shifting, as if endeavoring to evade the

knife. At any other point the pouches are so surrounded by im-

portant blood vessels and nerves that the operation is precluded

by the danger which would be incurred by attempting it.

Where must the Jirst incision be made to reach the occipito-

hyoideas muscle?

It would be easy to reach the muscle by a di^'ision of the paro-

tid gland, but this would involve the formation of a fistula, and a

wound difficult to heal, to avoid which the gland must be raised

out of the way. This should be done by raising the posterior bor-

der, where it is loose and free from blood vessels or nerves of

importance, in preference to doing so by disturbing the anterior

border or superior extremity, where the posterior auricular avteiT,

the facial nerve and the sub-zygomatic ai-tery are situated. The

superior extremity of the incision must begin near the inferior

border of the tendon common to the splenius and small com-

plexus muscles, a little in front of the transverse border of the

atlas, and extend downward for a space of two or three incLes.

Upon \ohat point of the muscle must the puncture he nm(W

The answer to this is—upon the central portion of the muscle.

The introduction of the bistoury into the superior part of the

j
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muscle wUl involve possible danger to the posterior auricular ar-
tery, and the risk of the division of the facial nerve.

In what direction must the sharp c(I<je of the bistoury be

The reply to this is the point ofminimmn danqer from irregu-
lar motions of the instrument, caused by the struggling of the
patient; and this result is most likely to be aecomphshcd by carry-
ing the bistoury towards the tuberosity of the hyoid bone, and
consequently in the direction of the patient's nose. With the
instrument turned towards the ear, there would be possible dan-
ger of dividing the posterior auricular artery, the facial nerve or
perhaps, the internal carotid.

'

In carrying it toward the atlas, the internal carotid, and the
nerves surrounding it, would be the endangered parts, if any If
directed downward, toward the lar;yTix, a division of the great hy-
pogloHSUs, and possibly of the external carotid, might be possible.

What must he the direction of the instrument f
If the bistoury is pushed through the occipito-hyoideus muscle

and in a du-ection perpendicular to it, there wUl be great danger'
at a certain depth, of reaching and penetrating through the in'
ternal carotid artery; but if an oblique direction be given to the
instrument, not only is this danger avoided, but no accident be-
yond some Blight muscular injury, of no importance, need be ap-
prehended. ^

Where is the counter-opening to be made?
The right place will be the most dependent part of the pouches

and the mstrument used must be either the S probe or the trocar'
as will be hereafter described.

'

These preliminary pomts being understood, we shall the more
intelhoently follow the description of thasthree steps of the opera-
tion, which we now proceed to give.

1st. The Incision of the Skin and Dissection of the Posterior
Border of the I\xrotid.-T\As incision is made a little in front of
the transverse process of the atlas. It includes the skin and some
subcutaneous aponeurotic fibres, and extends to the posterior bor-
der of the parotid, which is at this point exposed. With the
straight bistoury and dissecting forceps, the parotid border is
dissected, and under it the aponeurosis of the levator-humeri is
divided The finger is then pushed between the aponeurosis and
the small obhque muscle of the head, in order to reach the occipito-
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hyoideus, which is readily identified by feeling for the styloid pro-

cess of the occipitiil bono and the superior border of the long

branch of the hyoid. Some little hemoiThage and some hlrup-

gliiig of the patient may follow this incision, caused by the dins-

ion of the auricular vein and nerve, but the consequences will not

be serious.

2d. J'imctitre of the I*ouch throiif/h the Muscle.—The ccntnil

point of the muscle being identified, the operator, with a straiglit

bistoury held in the maimer of a writing-pen, introduces it under

the parotid, obliquely, from above downward, and from behind

forward, and thus divides the muscle through and through, and

penetrates the pouch. If the puncture proves to be sufficiently

large, the index finger is introduced into the opening for explora-

tion, and, if necessaiy, for its further dilatation.

If the collection of pus is not very abundant, and the mucous

membrane Iming the sac not greatly distended, it will be important

to have a very sharp-pointed instrument, which will make its work

of incision sure, instead of merely pushing the membrane awav

from the internal face of the muscle—an accident which might

lead to serious resvdts.

But again, when the collection is abundant and the pouches

much distended, the use of the bistoury may prove unnecessary,

the pimcture being then readily made by pushing the index linger

through both the muscle and the mucous membrane of the pouch.

3d. Mak'mg a Coimter- Opening.—The S probe, or curved tro-

car (Fig. 398), is introduced through the opening made, and is

pushed down to the bottom of the pouch, where the mucous mem-

brane is easily torn ; it is then carefully directed toward a point a

little below the glosso-facial branch of the jugular, back of the

thick border of the maxillary bone, and pushing against it with

sufficient force, the instrument forms a prominent point under

the skin. If the S probe is used, an incision is made with the

bistouiy through the skin, and the instrument is exposed. If the

curved trocar, it is by a strong pushing movement passed through

the skin and brought outside. Whatever instrument may be used,

a piece of tape or kind of seton is introduced from the lower

through the upper opening, and the continued escape of pus thus

facilitated and ensured. The extremities of this piece of tape are

secured together by tying them with the knot used with the or-

dinary seton.
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The attention required by the patients after the operation is of

the simplest kind, consisting in keepuig the wounded surface

thoroughly clean and keeping up the flow of the pus This will

at lirst make its escape through the upper opening, but will soon

tind its way through the lower one, and so long fts it is discharg-

ing the opening must not bo allowed to close, nor must the seton

be moved.

I'imcture in the Middle and the Lowrr Rcf/i'ms of the

Parotid.—These modes of operation are so nearly identical that,

with H. Bouley, we think they may with propriety be jomtly con-

sidered.

In these cases but httle attention to the anatomy of the part
is required. The growth of the purulent collection tlistends the
pouches, displaces the blood vessels and nerves, separates them
more or less from the parotid, and becomes more superficial, and,

in fact, may ulcerate through the skin and empty itself spontane-

ously. But this process is a very slow, tedious and painful one,

imd subjects the patient to such a degree of suffering, that it be-

comes a duty imperative to interi^ose the resources of surgery for

its relief.

The puncture in this case should be made as early as possible,

and at the fluctuating point, as with an ordinaiy abscess. It is

made with the bistoury, or, what would be better, with the olivary

actual cautery, by which the prevention of hemon-hage will be as-

sured. The opening thus made and cauterized, will, moreover,
have less tendency to close too rapidly, besides which thr - modify-

ing elTects of the cauterization will have a highly advanta-ei.us in-

tiuence upon the healing process.

The opening of the pouch at its lower extremity has been
recommended when the purulent collection is small, or when con-
cretions of inspissated pus are supposed to exist m the cavities.

It is done by first dissecting the wide and thin lower portion of
the parotido-auricularis, then of the base of the parotid, under
which the distended pouch is seen and punctured.
We remember a case where the collection in both cavities was

such that we had no difficulty in opening them on each side of
the neck, about on a level with the thyroid glands, the lower
operation with emphasis

!

Puncture Through the Eustachian Tubes.—Gxmihev has in-

vented a tube, rounded at one extremity, a sort of hollow bougie,
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which ho introduccH into the gvitturivl pouches by passinj,' it

through the iuvhuI cavities and the Eustachian tubes. Althouj^'L

in performing this operation the animal is thrown down, it is \iry

dilHcult toacconii)hHh, and requires to be preceded by the operatidu

of tracheotomy. It also requires to be repeated several times, bv

reason of the liability of the collection to return.

The mode of operation is a matter of no importance, sinci- tlit

solutions of continuity resulting from it seldom assumes u I'uiip

more serious than that of an ordinary simple wound, and recjuir.

ing no special directions as to treatment. Even ordinary di'.

tergent washes are scarcely necessary.

l^
^

•- ^?

LARYNGOTOMY—ARYTENECTOarS.

The history of suigieal interference at the larjTix, to relieve the

peculiar difficulty of respiration known as roaring, depemliug

upon paralysis of the laryngeal muscles, dates as far back as 1845.

when Professor Gunther, of Hanover, attemjited, in succession, >!if

reseetion of the vocal cords, the ronoiHil of the vocal cord of thf

paralyzed side of the lari/?i.r, the partial excision of the arytounil

cartilage, the entire extirpation of that cartilage, the rernoral of

the vocal cord and of the corresponding laryngeal ventricuh, ami

finally thefxafion of the arytenoid, by an, anchylosis at itn urtic-

idatio7i vith the thyroid cartilage. The results obtained by Gun-

ther were more or less successful.

These experiments Avere repeated by Gerlach, H. Bouley,

Stockfelth and Bassi, but subsequently repudiated and iguoied,

But in later years Professor Moller, of Berlin, and George Flem-

ing, of Loudon, have turned their attention to the subject, with the

suggestion of various new modes of operating, which have yielded

results more or less encouraging. The matter has been followed

up by other veterinarians in various parts of the world, and re-

cently especially by Professor Cpdiot, and the successes which

have been recorded, tho'igh not always perfect, seem to justify the

prosecution of further inquiries and new trials for the relief of a

disease which has thus far baffled the skill of veterinarians, and

consigned many a valuable animal to the hands of the knacker.

The operation of Professor Moller, also recommended by Pro-

fessor Cadiot, as at present pi'acticed, is the excision of tlie para-

lyzed cartilage. That of George Fleming is the removal of the
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• Rearing in HurseH," by the fonner, and "The Surgical Treat-
ment of Chronic Kouring," by the latter.

TIk' Fletnbuj Method.—The Hi)ecial mstruments necessary
:ire small ordinary forceps; scalpels: bull-dog forceps; tracheal

Fio. 39tf —Tracheal Tampon Canula.

tampon
; a canula, formed of a long tracheotomy tube, with an

iiidia rubber bag surrounding its middle. This bag is inflated
by means of an india-rubber ab-pump, after the insertion of the
tube into the trachea, and is useful in preventing the flow of blood
iiiio the bronchii during the horse's getting up after the operation,
and for half an hour subsequently. Other instruments required
are a razor-shaped knife, with which to excise the cartilage ; a bent
knife with which to remove the muscles from the outside of the
arj'tenoid cartilage ; a hook to seize and raise the lower end of

Fio. 400 Razor-Bhaped Kulfe.

Fio. 401.—Beut Knife.

Pio. 402—Hook to Secure the Cartilage.

ill,
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Fio. 404.—Curved Scissors.

Via. 405.—Retractor

Fig. 406.—Electric Lamp.

the cartUage ; a special forceps with toothed ends, to seize the

body of the cartilage ; curved scissors to cut through the mucous

membrane ; two retractors to keep the trachea opened dunngthe

operation ; and an electric lamp to iUuminate the interior of the

^"'"^rfeming describes the operation as foUows: "The horse

should be well fed for a day or two preceding the operation, bu

have Uttle or no food or di-ink for some hours before its actual

performance. In the case of thoroughbred horses, a dose of tour

ounces of tincture of opium in a pint of water, half an hour b^

fore operating, is advisable. The hair must be removca close y

from around the upper part of the trachea and larynx, before the
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animal is cast, and he is thrown in the usual luanner, on a good
bed of straw or moss or litter. The chloroform bag is put on, and
wlieu the requii-ed state of narcosis is induced, the animal is placed

on his back, and maintained there by sacks filled with straw, placed

cloHB under each side of the body. The nock a7-.d head are ex
tended in a line with the body, the head placed on the vertex and
kept steady by an assistant. The operator places himself in a
kneeling position, on the off, or right side of the body, if right

handed, beside the neck, with his back to the shoulder and face

toward the head."

The operation is divided into three stages

:

First Stage.—" With a scalpel, an incision of from four i^ oix

inches in length is made through the skin, the midiUe line of the
larynx and trachea, opposite the posterior border of the lower jaw,
extending from the body of the thyroid cartilage* to the second or
thii-d tracheal ring. This exposes the subscapulo-hyoid, sterno-

hyoid and sterno-thyroid muscles, which are incised to the same
extent, and as close as possible to their lino of junction {raphe)

in the naiddle, the section being then cai'ried through to the larynx
and trachea. There is a variable amount of hemorrhage now to

contend with, which, if only oozing, may be checked by sponging
it thy until the blood has ceased to flow ; and if it comes from
twigs of arteries or veins, they may be seized, imd twisted, or
hgated.'"

Second Stage.—"The middle crico-thyroid Ugament, cricoid car-

tilage, and one, two or three tracheal rings are cut through, in a
straight hne, exposing the interior of the larynx imd trachea. If
blood vessels are cut, they should be taken up. A retractor is

appUed to the sides, and these being pulled gently apart by an
assistiint, there is ample space in which to manipulate. The con-
vex lower border of the arytenoid on each side can now be seen,
and if the respiration is deep, that which is next the operator (the
right), will be observed to move actively from the side towai'd the
middle

; while if the roaring is due to paralysis of the left dilator
muscle, there is no movement in the opposite cartilage. "When the
breathing is very tranquil, which is often the case, the right carti-

lage moves almost imperceptibly, and it becomes necessary to as-
rertain whether the left one is really immovable. This can be
(lone by passing the finger, or a long probe, up toward the epi-
glottis, when the act of swallowing will be excited, during which
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the right arytenoid cartilage is energetically jerked into the mid-

die of the cavity; but the left one is either motionless or only

feebly stirs, depending upon the degree of the wasting of the con-

strictor muscles on that side.

" If any blood lodges in the trachea, it can be removed by

large or small (handled) sponges, which may be passed to the

operator by an assistant who receives and washes them. As the

I Drse is now breathing through the wound, the chloroform Iwg

may be removed.

"It is always advisable to examine the interior of the larynx

carefully, in order to ascertain its exact condition, as there maybe

something more in the case than an immovable cartUage. For tliis

purpose the electric lamp is invaluable.

Fio. W.-Left side Sectlor. of Larynx, showing tUe Parts excised In the Operation

for Roaring.

« The left arytenoid cartilage may be excised by commencing

at the lower convex border, or at the upper part, where it meets

the right cartilage (Fig. 407). If the latter method is selected,

then a cut with a razor-shaped knife is made through the mucous
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Ised In the Operation

membrane, into the arytenoid ligament and arytenoid muscle, as
close to the margin of the cartilage as possible, beginning between
the cartilage of Sautorini, downward and then upward and the
vocal process at the insertion of the vocal cord (Fig. 407). The
hook is inserted in the vocal process, which is raised, and the
vocal cord is separated from the cartilage by the scissors ; then
the muscles on the outside of the cartilage are cut with the bent
knife, or, what is better, pushed from its surface as close as possi-
ble. The hook is removed, and the body of the cartilage seized
with the rachet forceps. The mucous membrane connecting the
cartilage with the vocal pouch is divided, with the curved scissors,
cutting as close to the cartilage as possible, to save the membrane!

"The arytenoid cartilage is now free, except at its articula-
tion with the cricoid, and it may either be disarticulated or cut
tkough with the scalpel at this point, care being taken to leave
110 loose portions or shreds. The cartilage beingnow only retained
by the soft parts at the upper portion (or base of the arytenoid
cartilage), these ai-e cut through, close to it, with the scissors, when
it is altogether detached.

" Care must be taken to avoid wounding the other cartilages,
or the pharyngeal mucous membrane, and to spare that membrane
iu proximity to the arytenoid cartilage as much as possible, remov-
ing only that which covers its sui-face and the cartilage of
Santorini.

"The vocal cord is now removed close to its attachment to the
thyroid cartilage, in front and at its fixed border (Fig. 407). This
can be done with the scissors, a finger being passed to the bottom
of the ventricle to facilitate the excision ; or the cord may be
tbawu from the side by inserting a hook in it, to aUow plenty of
room for the scissors.

" If the hemorrhage is troublesome, which it seldom is, the
blood can be mopped out of the trachea with the sponges. It
cannot pass down that tube, owing to the position of the neck.
If necessaiy, the electric lamp may be employed to ascertain how
the operation has been performed, or even during it performance

;

but after a little experience this is unnecessary."
Third Stage.— '"The trachea being completely freed from

blood, and the tampon canula introduced, the bag being inflated
after it has been properly placed into the trachea by men-u- of the
air-pump, the canula is secured in position by a tape arjuud the
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neck. It is only requked for about half an hour, until the hemor-

rhage has ceased, as it will prevent the entrance of blood into tbe

lungs while the horse is getting up, and for a short time after-

ward respiration being carried on through the tube. It ought

not to be left any longer, being liable to injure the interior of tbt

trachea. The blood being again removed from the larynx, ono or

two syringe-fulls of the common salt or borax solution are inject-

ed into it and the pharynx. This washes out these cavities iiu.l

the sinuses of the head, a necessary precaution, as putrefying

blood in them sometimes gives rise to troublesome consequences.

Swallowing should be induced by touching the epiglottis, and

then the horse may be turned on his side, the lower margin of the

wound being depressed, to allow the remaining blood and water

to flow out. This completes the operation.

" The horse is now allowed to recover from the chlorofcra^

and when ready he may be assisted to get upon his feet, cart

being taken that the canula is not displaced while doing so. The

wound is kept open with the finger for a short time, to allow any

remaining blood to escape, and it is afterward cleansed away froni

around the wound, the face and nostrils sponged to refresh the

patient, and if the weather is cold, the body clothed and the legs

bandaged."

Method of Cadiot.—The special instruments required are a

««ji*«

Fig. 408.—Blunt Bistoury.

^

Fio. 409.—Curved SclBBora. Fio. 410.—Spring Tenaculum, or Dilator,

blunt bistoury, curved scissors, whose blades are nearly perpen-

dicular to the branches, a spring tenaculum, a hooked or long

bull-dog forceps, a canula tampon, like that used by Fleming, a
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X blood and water

its required are a

Fio. 411.—llookod Forceps.

peculiar curved needle, shown in Figure 418, straight, long and
ordiaai'v curved scissors, bistouries, dissecting forceps, artery nip-

pers, loose and fixed sponges, thread, cotton, pheniated or iodo-

formed gauze, and antiseptic solutions.

The preparation of the animal is similar to that in Fleming's

method.

First Stage.—Incision of the SJcin (md Muscles covering the

Lm-ipui:.—The incision must be made on the median line, and ex-

tend from the body of the thjToid to the second or third tracheal

ring. This is done with the convex bistoury, first dividing the

skill in its whole length, when the edges separating show the

raphe of the sterno-hyoid and omoplat-hyoideus muscles. The
muscular layer can then be divided exactly upon the median line.

The division of the prelaryngeal connective tissue closes the first

stage. The hemori'hage is always light and easily controlled.

Second Stage.—Incision of the Larnyx and of the I'irst Two
Rings of the Trachea, Introduction and I^ixation of the Can-

»/(7.—The incision may be made by a single stroke of the knife,

dindiag the crico-thyroid, and with it, successively, the cricoid

and the crico-tracheal ligaments, and the first rings of the

trachea. But by this mode of operation, the vocal cords may be

injured, and to avoid this, the bistoury held perfectly vertical,

with the edge turned backward, is inserted through the crico-thy-

roid Ugament, immediately in front of the cricoid cartilage, and

this is dinded with the crico-tracheal ligament, as well as the first

ring of the trachea. The edges of the laryngo-tracheal incision

are then opened with the spreaders, or the spring tenaculum, and

the division of the thyro-cricoid ligament is completed, from be-

hind forward, and from within outward. As by the act of inspi-

ration the vocal cords move more or less outward, this movement

should be carefully watched while making the incision of the

crico-thyrnid membranes to save them from injury. The canula-

tampon is then introduced, and when in place, is moderately in-

dated by an assistant, the operator measuring the degree of dila-
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tation with his iiiigers in the superior part of the trachea. ^\'b( n

it is sufficiently expanded, a ligature is applied upon the India

rubber tube, and this is cut oft". Though the tampon is intiated.

.5*
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'J Pig. 412.—Arytenectomy. The second step is over. The crico-thyrold ligament, cri-

coid cartilage, orico-tracheal ligament and the two first tracheal rings are divided
The oauula and the tenaculum are in place—cr. Cricoid Cartilage. ll{. First Ring of

the Trachea.

the canula has a tendency to slip in the laiTnx, and for the pre-

vention of this accident should be secured by bands or strings tied

backward over the neck.

Third Stagv.— Ablation of the Arytenoid Cartilafje. —Tdi
ablation of the cartilage is effected by several steps

:

(a) Incision, of the Mucous Membrane along the ^Superior

and Posterior Borders of the Cartilage.— ^^\ih a blunt bistoury

and a shght pressui-e, an incision is made in the mucous mem-
brane along the side of the superior and posterior borders of the
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arytenoid (see Fig. 413), the instrument being then carried into

the larynx on the median line, from before backward to the cri-

coid, and thence from within outward and from below upward, as

fai- as the insertion of the vocal cord. To save the mucous mem-

Fio. m.—3d step, a, Incision of the Mucous Membrane along the Superior and Poa-
terior Borders of the Arytenoid.

brane, the incision may be made at some distance from the bor-
ders of the cartilage, but the division of the membrane must be
complete.

{!)) ^Section of the Vocal Cord ; Disnection of the Cartilage
on its Inferior and Anterior Borderti and External /'ace.—With
long, sharp, straight scissors, the vocal cord is excised at its in-

sertion upon the arytenoid (see Fig. 414). The cartilage is then,
by small nips of the scissors, made from behind forward, dis-

sected in di\'iding the mucous membrane along its inferior bor-
der, aiid the muscular fibres of the erico-arytenoid and thjTO-ary-
tenoid, inserted on its external face (Fig. 415); the mucous mem-
brane, which covers the anterior border, being divided from above
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Fia. 414.—S(i step. 6, Section of the Vocal Cord.

downward wi*^^h the scissors. To facilitate this part of the oper-

ation, the cartilage must be firmly held with either the hooked or

the bull-dog forcej^s, and cai'ried toward the median line, when

the inferior border and the external face are dissected, and drawn

backward and upward when the dissection goes on, on the ante-

rior border. The only important or particular caution needed

here, is to hold the point of the scissors always in contact mtb

the cartilage, to keep close to it, to save the mucous membrane.

and to avoid the laryngeal ventricle as well as the tissues loosened

from the external face of the cartilage. Toward the end of this

third step, when the cartilage is separated from the fibres of the

thyro-arjiienoid muscle, a hemorrhage takes place from the di\id-

ed laryngeal branch of the thyroid artery (Fig. 416). This must

be controlled by torsion or artery nippers.

(c) /Section of the Cartilage near its Articulation loith the
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iculation with the

Fio. 115.—S(/ Stej). 6, DlBBectlon of the Arytenoid at Its Inferior Border and
its External Face.

Cricol'l—'R&ised and immobilized with a strong forceps, or the
hook forceps, held with the left hand, the arytenoid is separated
from without inward near its postero-superior angle, the articu-
liU', with the blunt bistoury. Held in a vertical direction, or some-
what obhquely downward and forward, the bistoury is moved to-
ward the external pai't of the arytenoid, immediately in front of

[

the cricoid, and the section is made by a Umited and careful saw-
ing motion. When the arj'tenoid is partially ossified, which is a

I condition encountered in nearly one half of the patients, some
force may be used. A feeling of cessation of resistance, and an
mcreased mobility of the cartilage, indicates the completion of the
section.

((/) JJlsseetion of the Cartilage by its iSiq)erior Face (Fig. 417).

I

-This is done with the curved scissors. The cartilage being we"
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Fig, 416.—S<i Wep. c, Section of the Arytenoid near its Articular Angle.

-4, Laryngeal Branch of the Thyro-Laryngeal Artery.

raised with the forceps, the scissors are introduced under its poste-

rior portion, with the branches held almost vertically, and close to

the cartilage, from behind forward, and the fibres of the arytenoid

muscle are nipped oif. With careful attention, the perfect dissec-

tion of the entire curtilage, including its beak, may be effected.

During this part of the operation, blood and i)har>Tigeal nmcosi-

ties may interfere with the manipulations, and must be removed

with pieces of soft cloth, wadding or sponges.

When these various manipulations have been well executed as

described, the surface left by the loss of substance presents a neat

and smooth apjiearance, not only on its borders, but over its en-

tire extent. Professor Cadiot, in this step of the operation, omits

the excision of the vocal cord, which he considers unnecessary.

Fourth Stage. Suture.—The borders of the Avound are brought
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FIG. 417.—Sd Step, d. Excision of the Cartilage with the Curved SclsBors,

together with two or three interrupted catgut sutures, made with
a special needle (Fig. 418). Three of these are generally re-

1

quired (Fig. 419).

After cleansing the larynx of the blood, it is di-essed with wad-

I

ding or iodofonned gauze. The edges of the external wound are
brought together by two interrupted sutures, one upon the mus-
eulai- coat, the other on the skin, the latter being so placed as to
prevent the displacement of the canula.

The care of the wound, aside from the matters of cleanlmess
and the application of antiseptic measures, varies according to the
two modes of operation. But they agree in advising the early
removal of the canula at a period not later than the day following

I that of the operation.

Cai-eful diet is indicated, but Fleming advises strict fasting

j

from both food and water for two or three days, vrhile ^adiot per-
mits the animal to have his ordinary diet without interruption.
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PlO. 418.—ifA S^«'?). How to Apply the Sutures.

There : uo serious febrile reaction, aucl after three or four weeks]

the cicatrization is complete.

The result of the operation cannot be fully ascertained uct'

about three months after the operation, Aslien the animal can be I

tested.

The apphcation of the sutures constitutes an improvement, we I

believe, on Fleming's operations for assisting the cicatrization of

the laryn[;eal wound, which, however, can be more easily watcbeJ

if the ext'- 4 sutures recommended by Cadiot are dispensed

with. Ex;^esh .. <:.;nuit't:'ons, when detected, must be cauterized
[

with chloriJ- o ac o*- jatrate of silver.

Among i>c ;-' :J: uts and c r.pHcations that may follow an-

1

tenectomy, >u 6. wLjL are mentioned by Fleming and Cadiot, are

wounds of the mucous membrane and of the arytenoid left in tk

larjTix, incomplete deglut^on of the dressing, pneumonia from
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Qio. 419.—Tbe Sutures are in Place ; throe are necoBsary.

foreign borlies, excessive granulations of the cicatrix, pyemia,
tetanus, besides those which result from tb<^ division of the carti-

I'lginous structure, such as deformity of the tracheal rings, and
If; I', ntraction '^f tbe tracLoal diameter.

an improvement, we
|

• the cicatrization of

nore easily watcbed

idiot are dispensed
j

must be cauterized
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TRACHEOTOMY.

This term represents an operation consisting in making a

methodic opening of varying diiueusions, in the cervical position

of the trachea, in order to provide a free channel for the atmos-

pheric air into the respiratory tract. Its ultimate object is either the

removal of foreign bodies, or of tho abnormal growth from the

lannx, or to facilitate the passage of the air necessary to respira-

tion. Its subjects are princi]iaUy the large domestic animals, more

especially the horse, and it has also been employed with advantage

on ruminants, and often successfully on dogs.
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The importance of the operation, with its utility, is readily

demonstrated by studying the effect of its performance, and csti

mating the rehef which immediately follows, in some special cases

of ailment or accidents, complicated with the danger of immi-

nently impending suffocation. It is perfonned in the middle of

the inferior border of the neck, in that portion where the trachea

i^

m

FlO. 520.—Tracheal Region. T, Trachea; A A, Sterno-HyoideuB and ThyroldeuB Mus-

oleB! SH, Sub-ScapuloUyoideus; *. 3f, SternoMaxillarlB ; ./, Jugular Vein.

being most subcutaneous, can be readily felt, in the lozenge

formed by the diverging branches of the stemo-maxillary muscles

below, and the two converging sub-scapulo hyoideus above. The

trachea is here merely covered by the subcutaneous band of the

stemo-hyoideus and sterno-thyroideus, and the whole is wriipi)ed
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by the thin expansion of the cutaneous colli. lu this middle third
of the neck, the cartilaginous rings of the trachea, with the ligo-
meuts between which unite them, are readily iilontified.

The indications of tracheotomy, which are quite numerous,
are enumerated by Zundel, under five principal heads : 1st, when
an obstacle exists which interferes with the free iiccess of air to
tlie lung, as in case of contraction or obstruction of any portion of
thf air passages, including all the diseases of tlio upper part of the
respiratory tract, and acting directly, such as acute lai-jngitis,

cedeiua of the glottis, and polypi or paralysis of the larynx; or to-
gether with those which act indii-ectly, as strangles, purulent col-
lections in the guttural pouches, anasarca and purpura hemorrha-
gica

;
2d, when foreign bodies have become lodged in the fauces or

the larynx, in order to facilitate theii- extraction, either directly, by
means of special forceps, or indirectly, by pushing thorn back into
the mouth to enable the surgeon to grasp them with bis hand ; 3d,
to remove tumors, polypi, cysts or cancerous growths

; 4th, in cases
of fractures of the bones of the face, of the cartilage's of the larynx,
or of the trachea

; and 5th, again, when the trachea has become
the seat of any specific lesions, such as traclieocele ; caries of the
tracheal cartUages, or of deformities, such as may result from frac-
tui'es, ossifications and contractions.

The operation is, however, contra-indicated when the cause or
object which impedes respiration occupies a point so low in the
passage as to be beyond reach by the tracheotomy tube ; or when
the difficulty in breathing and the danger of suffocation are due
to a diseased condition, either of the lungs or of the heart.

The instruments required for the operation are : a pair of
curved scissors, a convex and a pointed bistoury, a sharp-pointed
tenaculum, a bull-dog forceps, two blunt tenaculumH and a trach
eotouiy tube. Some special instruments for the divisitm and am-
putation of the trachea have been invented, but tlu) tratiheotomes
as th(^y are called, do not generally serve as good a puri)08ea8 the
ordinary instruments already named.

Tracheotomy tubes are of various forms and devices. Some
are of very simple construction, and others are more or less com.
phcated. The ordinary tube consists of a bent and (uirved can-
ula, made of various diameters, more or less cylindrical, and
secured on a square plate, nearly flat, or witli a curve in order
to adapt it to the convexity of the neck, and with an eyelet or
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Fio. 431.—Ordinary Tracheotomy Tube, front and back view.

slit at each corner, for tlie attachment of bands or straps. Those

tubes are generally made of silver or nickel-plated metal, though

gutta percha is the material sometimes used, its lack of sohdity,

however, I'endering the instruments composed of it uncertain aud

dangerous. Besides this ordinary tube, there is a long catalogue

of others, among which we have those invented by Dieterichs.

Gowing, Spooner, Vachette, Pradat, Brogniez, Leblanc, Renault.

Peuch, Imlin, Trasbot, and these do not exhaust the list. But

among all this host of instruments of this class there is probably

none which fulfils its purpose better than that of Director Dcgives,

somewhat modified by Professor Peuch (Fig. 430), which, by its

simpUcity, and especially from the fact of its being a self-holder,

has proved itself to be the most convenient of all for general prac-

tice. "When once inserted and adjusted, this tube may be left in

place without danger of removal or dropping of itself, while the or-

dinary tube, which requires to be secured by strings tied over the

neck, can never be as safe as the self-retaining instruments, which

hold themselves.

There are two methods of performing the operation, one of which

may be called the classical, and the other the immediate method.

In the former, two adjoining tracheal rings are divided. m\i\ re

moved, in part or totally ; in the latter, a longitudinal incJKion is

made through the rings without loss of substance (Fig. 433). In
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back view.
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Fig. 422.—Tube of Dleterlchs
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poBterior view.

Fro. 423.—Qowing'8 Tracheotomy Tube.

Via. 424.—Spooner'B Trachootomy Tube.

either case the anima' is, if possible, kept on his feet, with the head
elevated by a twitch apphed on the lower lip. It may sometimes
he necessary to place him in stocks ; to hobble his fore legs, or
perhaps only to raise one of the fore feet. In some instances the
patient is unable to stand, and, in fact, is already down when the
surp:eon is called, and this is probably one of the only conditions
when the longitudinal incision is fully justified.

Classical Method.—This includes three steps, the object of
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Pig. 426.—VacUette'8 Tube. Fig. 426.—Tube of Pradat.

Fig. 427.—Tube of Brognlez.

the first being the the exposure of the trachea ; of the second, to

open it by removing a circular portion of the organ ; and tlit

third by the introduction of the tube into the aperture prepared

for it.
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FlQ. 428.—Tube of Leblauc, mounted

36.—Tube of Pradat.

Fio. 429.—Tube of Renault.

Pig. 430.—Tube of PeucU.

The operator stands facing the aninuJ, slightly on the right.

Grasping the trachea (the hair having been closely cUpped), he
tixesand stretches the skin with the left thumb and fore finger, at

about the middle of the tracheal region, and incises it with a sin-

gle stroke of the convex bistoury, cutting through the skin and
tbc cutaneous muscle. The incision is about three inches in

length, and exposes the stemo-hyoideus and thyroideus muscles.

These must be carefully isolated from the face of the trachea by
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FlQ. 431.—Tune of Imlln.

Fig. 482—Tube of Trasbot.

Fio. 488.—Trachea, open for the introduction of the Tube.
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of the Tube.

the dissection of the cellular tissue wbich confines them, tiutl drawn

apart by means of two blunt tenaculums, leaving a gaping wound
througb Avbicb to reach the trachea, which is thus exposed, and

in readiness for the second step of the process.

Second Step.—In the second step portions of the two cartilages

which have been selected, are held by the pointed tenaculum, passed

through the connecting ligament, are excised, and a circular open-

ing established by the removal of a semilunar segment from each

ring. It is necessary at this point to be certain that the isolated

valvi' is securely held, to guard against the forct; of suction, by

which it may be liable to be drawn into the trachea as the new
breathing place is suddenly opened.

Third Stejj.—This consists in the insertion of the tube into

theaperture prepared for it, and is the simplest and easiest part

of the procedure. The only ditliculty likely to occur is from the

neglect or error of the operator in measuring the dimensions of

the opening, and securing a perfect coaptation between that and

the tube. If the opening proves to be too narrow, it must, of

f'ourse, be enlarged, with the caution before mentioned against

losing any detached portions by the suction of the trachea. The
bull 'log forceps is of value here. If the tube is of the self-hold-

ing- kind, its introduction completes the operation ; but if the or-

iliuary tube before described is used, the tying over the ueck of

the tapes attached to the flat plate becomes the final manipulation.

If no tube is at hand, the wound must be held apart with tapes

appUed upon its edges, and tied over the neck.

Iiinnediate Oi^eration by Lonejitudlnal Incision.— This is

(lone with, the sharp straight bistoury, passing it at once through

all the tissues, penetrating the trachea between two cartilages,

and making a vertical incision of two or three rings. This mode,

as we have said, is principally justifiable in case of emergency

when sufTocation is imminent, and no time can be lost in procm*-

ing the instruments necessary for the classical operation.

There is still another mode of operating, credited to Kris-

liaber, which, from the location where it is performed, is better

known as suh-cricoidcan tnicheotonii/, and which consists in mak-
ing the opening through the crico-tracheal ligament, which unites

the cricoid cartilage to the first tracheal ring. It includes three

steps, comprising the incision of the skin and dissection of the

underhing muscles, the incision of the ligament, and the inser
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tion of the tube. This mode of operating is simple and of i asv

performance, especially in the absence of any swelling of the re.

gion. It prevents perichondritis, and is not followed by chaii<,'es

in the diameter of the trachea. It has, besides, the advantiii'c

of allowing the tube to be, to a great extent, concealed, aud

thus removes one of the principal objections urged against the

operation in cases of chronic roaring, for which it might well be

recommended.

The subsequent measures vary somewhat, depending ui)oii

whether the operation has been performed as only a tempoian-

expedient, or as a permanent means of rehef for the difficulty in

breathing. In the first case, it is not necessary to remove the

tube before the acute symi^toms, which have required its intro-

duction, have subsided, which is a condition which generally does

not continue more than two or three days. If, however, during

that time the canula of the tube should become closed by the dis-

charge or other pathological secretions, it must be removed.

cleansed and replaced, to be left until its use becomes unneces-

sary, which will be readily discovered by the restored reguluritv

of the respiration when the tube is removed or its canula becomes

occluded.

If the tube is t"> be worn permanently, careful attention should

be paid to its proper fit and adjustment, and its daily removal

and thorough cleansing should never be overlooked. It should

be ascertained that the instrument fits properly, being held with

sufficient firmness in the opening, and making a safe and moder-

ate pressure, on the soft tissues around. When the instrument

has been worn for a (variable) time, the opening of the trachea

has a tendency to contract, and becomes smaller by reason of the

development of the granulation of the edges of the wound. In

this case it may become necessary to enlarge the opening, by the

excision of the granulations, sufficiently to allow of the ready re-

introduction of the tube. When it becomes desirable to close the

wound, the removal of the tube, and the application of an ordi-

nary dressing, protecting it only by a pad of antiseptic oakum,

kept in place by a few turns of bandage around the neck, is all

that is necessary. Usually, after two or three weeks the cicatrix

is complete.

The operation of tracheotomy may be accompanied or followed

by vaiious accidents

:
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anied or followed

TTemorrhage is rare, the small amount of bleeding which

occui's proceeding from the division of some of the arterioles,

branches of the carotid, passing between the cartilages over the

surface of the inter-cartilaginous ligament. It ceases spontane-

ously, and never requires any special attention.

Emphysema of the neck may take place when the cellular tis-

sue is very loose and the edges of the skin overlap the tracheal in-

cision. It generally subsides without interference, or by moder-

ate, regulated pressure.

Tracheocele.—Renault so denominates certain growths which

appear on the tracheal mucous membrane, as the result of the ir-

ritation produced by the friction of the branches of the tube which

come in contact with it. He claims to have noticed their appear-

ance six weeks after the removal of the instrument. The nature

of the tumor varies much. They may be purulent, but they are

more commonly fibrous and of slow growth ; and may sometimes

take the character of ossification of the cartilages, ^f these ob-

stmctions appear above the seat of the operation, the trouble is

easily remedied by the reintroduction of the tube, but if, how-

ever, they are found below that point, it is a more serious com-

plication, since it requires a second operation at a point below

that of the first.

The obstruction of the trachea by plastic exudation above and

below the seat of the operation, or its contraction, caused by the

overlapping of the divided ends of the rings which may have been

incised, may also be met with, and can only, as in the former case,

be overcome by a second operation. We personally remember a

ease in which the formation of a post-tracheal abscess, which had

produced extensive contraction in the calibre of the trachea,

proved fatal through the impossibility of the introduction of a

tube after a second operation. The patient had been treated sev-

eral weeks previously for an attack of strangles, which had re-

quired an operation, and some six weeks after his recovery was

brought back suffering with a severe attack of roaring. As he

entered our hospital he fell to the ground, and the second opera-

tion was rapidly performed by a longitudinal incision, but the

tubes we had at hand were all too large, and in a few moments

the animal died. At the post-mortem a largo abscess was found

behind the trachea, just opposite the seat of the first operation,

and the pus in collecting had so compressed and deformed the
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trachea that the index finger could scarcely be inserted into the

jiaHsage.

THORACENTESIS.

Tho usual intention of this operation is the removal from tie

thoracic cavity <»f Hupi)urativu matter (<)iqii/e»i(t) or blood or sc

i-ouH liuid, by puncturing the -walls of the chest. It is iiidiciitpd

in hydi'othorax and in some traumatisms of the chest, and -w lun

ever there is a large collection of bloody or other fluid in the thoiux;

in all cases, in fact, where the orchnary forms of treatment liu\(

failed to relieve the patient thus affected. Although exteusJM h

performed in human surgery, where the advantages and facilities

of operating are so many and so manifest, it has naturally proved

less beneticial to veterinary patieiits. And still, though probulilv

in the majority of the cases in which it has been emjjloyod tho

rehef which has followed it has been of only a temporary cLaiuc-

ter, and served only to prolong briefly the life of the animal Hiib-

jected to it, some few cases are on record in which it ha ,. iven

very excellent results. The researches of St. Cyr have, nioveuver,

demonstrated that the operation is perfectly harmless, contrary to

the opinion formerly held, and that a large proportion of its fail

urcs to effect recovery are due to the fact that its application Lad

been too long postponed to justify a reasonable expectation of

success ; when, in fact, it had been deferred until the accuuuila-

tion of fluid had already become too abundant, and the pleural

membranes had akeady assumed the condition of a tendency to

pyogeny.

On this point, Peuch and Toussaint remark that if the i)imc-

ture is made when only the lower thii'd of the cavity is full, and

if after the evacuation of the liquid a diluted solution of tincture

of iodine is injected into the pleural sac, as is done in human

surgery, perhaps more satisfactory results might be realized.

Our own view, however, is that the disposition of the pleura aud

of the canities, which they form, would scarcely justify the iu-

jection.

The instruments required are a straight or convex bistourv,

and a small trocar, straight or slightly curved. Reul has invented

a pdraeento-hijcctor trocar (Fig. 434), which is used for both tbe

puncture and the subsequent injection of the medical compounds.

The use of the aspirator (Dieulafoy) is also recommended.
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inserted into thi

Fio. 434.—Trocar parac!>uto-in]ecteur de Itoiil.

According to St. Cyr. tbo proper

place for the puuctui'e is bot .vein the

seventh and eighth Htei-nal ribs, a

little above the spur vein, this point

permitting the removal of a larger

quantity of fluid than any other, -with

the tidvautage also of oflfering a wider

space between the ribs, and a dimin-

ished thickness in the muscular sub-

stance. Unless there are special rea-

sons to the contrary, the puuctui'e is

made on the right side ; if operating

on the left is indicated, care must

be taken to avoid injuring the licart.

For this reason the i)uncture is made
between the
eighth and nhith

ribs, wi t h the
point of the in-

strument turned

backward. The puncture is made \ni\i the patient on his feet.

auJ he rarely needs any apparatus of restraint, though it will

(.'hvays be judicious to apply a twitch on liis lip.

St. Cyr describes the operation as follows •: " The operator

makes an incision with the bistoury, about one inch long, near

the anterior border of the eighth rib or of the ninth, if he is on

the left side, dividing the skin and superficial muscular layers

until he reaches the internal intercostal muscle, which he leaves

iutac't. In piercing the cavity, he holds the trocar with the right

hand, guarding against its entering the chest too deeply by keep-

ing his fingers sufficiently near the point to gauge and control its

ileptli through the remaining undi\'ided muscle. What remains

thou is to withdraw the rod from the trocar, and keep the latter

in place while the fluiti escapes. Any albumuio-fibroid clots,

which may enter the canula and obstruct the flow of the liquid,

may be dislodged by introducing a blunt stylet into the tube.

^Mieu the canula is withdrawn after the escape of a sufficient

amount of fluid, the wound is closed with a single pin suture.

The trocar of Mr. Reul is inserted (Figure 434) in the usual

maimer, with the nut E closed, and after removing the desired
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quantity of fluid, the nut F is cloHcd and E is opened. In the

I'uniH'l D, the diluted tincture of iodine ia poured and carried into

the chest as slowly as the operator thmks proper, where it iiiixis

with the remaining portion of the fluid. Whv:n the injection re-

turns in the instrument to a level with the Uttle piece of glass C,

the nut E is closed, and the instrument removed, thus guiii.liuK

entirely against the introduction of air into the chest.

In respect to the quantity of fluid that can be safely removed

at once, there are varying opinions. Some practitioners hold timt

the cavity ought to be entirely emptied, or, at least, so far as the

location of the puncture allows, while others favor the method of

discharging the contents by installments.

According to St. Cjt, who has experimented very extensively

in this matter, the removal of a small (quantity is followed by a

negative result, the fluid forming again in a very short time ; while,

on the other hand, if the entire accumulation is taken away at one

time, amounting, perhaps, to forty or fifty quarts, it must be at

the hazard of encountering, as supervening disorders, syncope,

rupture of the pulmonary vesicles, congestions, or splenic or hep:

atic hemorrhages, with an ultimate fatal termination.

The question thus remams unsolved, and if recoveries have

been recorded by Lafosse, Jr., Strauss, Massot, Bar and others,

failures have followed the operation in the hands of Gohier,

Pilger, Bassi, Dieterichs, Prudhomme, St. Cyr, etc. Pelle and

Sewell have obtained recoveries when removing all the fluid at

once. Our own experience has been negative in the cases in which

we have observed both conditions—that of partial, and, as well,

that of the entire removal of the fluid.

Supplementing the operation with medicinal injections of

some sort has been recommended. Hertwig has used astringent

solutions ; Leblanc, Bouley and Prudhomme have favored the use

of tincture of iodine, and the following prescriptions, used in

human surgery, are recommended by Peuch and Toussaint

:

Weak Solution—-^—Tmei. of iodine, 10 parts; iodide of

potass., 1 part ; distilled water, 100 parts.

This is first used, but, if it fails, the following is injected :

Stronff Solution—B—Tinct of iodine, 30 parts; iodide of

potass., 4 parts; distilled water, 100 parts.

The general treatment recommended for those forms of dis-

eases in which these liquid accumulations originate, must be per-
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severed in after the thoracenteHis, including the counter-irrita-

tions, diuretics, tonics, stimulautH, olterativcH, etc.

The operation is performed on the dog also in the same man-

ner lis on the horse, but either with smaller trocars, or, what is

better, with some one of the aspirators recently invented.

With this animal the results are more satisfactory on account

of the simplicity and unilateral development of the pleuritic

ed'uiiion.
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ON THE CIRCULATORY
SYSTEM.

BLEEDING—VENESECTION.

The term bleeding, or venesection, signifies the opening of

certain veins for the escape of a portion of the blood, for ii tlicr-

apeutical, or experimental purpose. If it is designed to reduce

the volume of the circulation, it is known as general, and is per-

formed upon some one of the larger blood vessels ; if practiced

to remove blood only from a given region, it becomes locaK ainl

in that case the smaller vessels are divided. A better division is

that which is based on the nature of the vessel which is opened,

and thus it is 'phlebotomy, if a vein is opened; artcr)otoii)ii,'\[

an artery ; and ccipillwy, or arterio-2Mehotomy , when the opera-

tion is practiced upon the capillary system.

There has been much discussion upon the question of the

utihty of blood-letting, and strong advocates and earnest oppo-

nents, who have argued its benefits and denied its usefulness, aud,

in fact, asci'ibed evil results to its practice, whether the depletion

affects the general circulation or a limited region. But upon this

we shall not enter. Those who maintain its practice cousiikr it

to be indicated when it is desirable to reduce the activity of the

circulation, or, on the contrary, to stimulate it in parts wliere,

from different causes, it has been temporarily suspended, and to

stimulate absorption, or to relieve the organism of foreign ele-

ments.

It is, however, contra-indicated in^11 eruptive fevers, in antemic

patients, and in those suffering with typhoid diseases.

The old fashion of " taking blood" as a prophylactic measure,

or at a certain season of the year, is simply the result of an ij^fuor-

ant delusion.

The quantity of blood that can be removed must varv. of

course, with the size, the nature and the condition of the animal.
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Gourdon recommends the foUowing scale rh rcprcHonting the aver-
ago bleeding, proper, for the animals named :

The horse, between 4 and 5 pounds; large ruminants, 5 to 6
pounds; pig, 1 to 1| pounds; sheep, 6 to !) ounces; dog, 3 to 6
ounces. °

PHLEBOTOMY.
Phlebotomy, or the opening of veins, is th., mode universally

adopted for general bleeding, and is generally performed upon
superficial veins.

The instruments necessary are fleams, lancets, Hcissors, bleed-
ing-sticks, pms, pin-holders, graduated jars or vases, and a piece
of silt, and, for small animals, bandages.

The fleam, made in various forms, resem[)los a smaU lancet,
and IS secured on a steel support received into a metaUic, horn or
gutta-percha handle. Ordmarily, two or three lancets of different

Pig. 435.—Ordinary Fleam, with three blaUoB.

sizes have one common hancUe, upon which they are so mounted
us to be used singly with facility.

Home of them, of German make, or of English invention, or
ot ii Belgian pattern, act with a spring, like the phlebotome of
Bi'ogniez.

Tlie bhedinf/stick is simply a stick of hard and heavy wood, a
toot or more in length, with which to drive the fleam into the
vein.
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Fia. 436. Fro. 437.

Figs. 436, 437, 438.—German and English Spring FleamB.

T^^
I ^^
m£/d

Fig. 438.

FlO. 489.—Fleam of Brognlez.

Fig. 440—Bleeding Stick.
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The (iraduated vase is to receive the blood, and at the same
time measure its flow. In ordinary practice a pail is Bubstituted.

The JH71S must be long and strong. The piiUuMev va used to
assist in the introduction of the pin when the suture is made and
the bleeding terminated.

Sponges and cold water should be accessible.

Modus Operandi.

Position of the Animal—The standing position is the one
generally preserved. The animal is held well in hand by an as-

sistant, and if he appears to be excited and unwilling to stand
quietly, and soothing treatment has no effect, a twitch is placed

on his nose, or a cap on his head.

The operation consists of three steps:

Ist. J^reparation of the Blood Vessel:

This consists in applying sufficient pres-

sure upon it to temporarily interrupt

the circulation and cause it to become
more prominent under the skin. This
is done with the fingers, and some-
times with a ligature, when the loca-

tion of the vessel permits it. In some
blooded and thin-skinned animals, a
httle brisk exercise is sufficient to stim-

ulate the circulation and render the
veins prominent.

2d. Opening of the Fesse^.—This
is done with the fleam, the lancet or
the bistouiy. The fleam is more com-
monly used for large animals. Held as
in figure 441, it is brought ojjposite the
vessel, parallel to its course, and per-

f'^ctly perpendicular to it, and at such
a distance from the skin as to approx-
imate very nearly, but without forming
an actual contact with it. When in

this position the fleam is made to pen-
etrate the vessel by a smart blow with
the bleeding-stick on the back of the
blade; some practitioners, instead of

Fio. 441.-Manner of Holding the
Fleam.
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striking witli the stick, apply the blow with their hands, but

with cattle, the stick is indispensable. The moment the blow

has been appUed properly, the stream of blood escapes freely;

when the blow has been too hght, and the skin only di\'ided, with

but a scanty or no escape of the blood, it is called a v^Mte bh
-
J.

ing; and slahhery when the opening is not large enough for the

escape of a fuU stream, or when the openings of the vein and of

the skin are not in apposition, which wiU be the case if the fleuiu,

instead of being held perfectly perpendicular to the skin, lias

been held obhquely. The opening of the blood vessel with the

Bpiing fleam is performed in the same manner, except that the

lancet receives its impulse from the spring instead of the stick.

T?je puucture with the lancet or bistoury should be made with a

single stroke of the instrument. In large and superficial veins,

the spring lancet is as easily and safely managed as the fleam.

3d. Closing the Blood Vessels and Stopping the Flow.—

When a efficient quantity of blood has been drawn, and the p. as-

sure upon the vein, which has been continued during the flow, is

era lualiy relaxed, the stream ceases, more or less completely. To

terminate it entii-ely, a simple stitch of pin sutm-e is apphed. It

is to be preferred to aU other means, such as pressure, bandaging

or adhesive plasters. The suture is made by grasping the two

edges of the skin with the thumb and index finger of one hiuid,

and slightly raising them, then transfixing them with a long pin

through their middle, with either the hand or the pin-holder, in-

cluding a fair amount of skin, and completing it by a special knot,

made with silk or a loop of the long hair of the

mane or tail of the animal. In appljing this

suture, the skin must not be pulled away from

the body too far, nor the knot tied excessively

tight. To keep the wound clean and prevent

FIG. 442.-Suture after the animal from rubbing off the dressmgs is <all

Bleeding.
^jj^^. j^ necessary, for a few hours, after the

operation. The wound heals by first intention, and the suture and

the pin can be safely removed after twenty-four hours.

Phlebotomy in Solipeds..

Four of the principal superficial veins are selected for this

operation in soUpeds ; the jugular, the cephahc, the subcuraneouH

thoracic and the internal saphena.
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Phlebotomy at the Jugular.

This vein is usually selected on account of its size, its situation,

and the facUity with which it can be opened, and the wound of

the skin closed. It is, however, contra-indicated when the vessel

is in any degree diseased, or when the animal is suffering with

itching skin diseases.

Formed by the superficial temporal trunk and the internal

maxillary vein, the jugular descends through the parotid gland to-

ward its inferior extremity, recei\-ing severiU collateral veins, and
reaches the groove of the lower part of the neck, which from its

presence is called the jmjular (jroovc, until it reaches the lower

extremity of the neck, when it enters the chest. In its course in

the groove it accompanies more or less closely the carotid artery,

• "',W\V

Fig. -H3.—Anatomy of tho Jugular Yoin and (Esophagus In tue Horse. J J, jugular
vein; f, carotid artery; O H, omo-hyoideus muscle; D, cosophagUB; 8, sterno-mazlUaris
muscle; M, luastoldo-humeralis muscle.
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but in the mid(Ue thii-d of its length becomes separated from it Ijy

the Hat ribbon-like structure of the sub-scapulo or omo-hyoideus.

whose fibres pass obliquely between the two blood vessels, from

below upward. It is, therefore, in the middle third of the neck

that the bleeding at the jugular must be made, in order to avoid

wounding the carotid artery.

Besides the general rules already stated, this special bleeding

requires peculiar measures.

{a) J^osition of the Animal—Re must be kept well in haiKl,

with the head somewhat elevated, and must be prevented from

seeing the various movements of the operator, by coveiing his

bead with the cap or mask, or by having the eye, on the side of the

operator, covered with the hand of an assistant.

{b) The fleam is generally employed, the size of the blade vary-

ing according to the thickness of the skin and the condition of the

blood vessels. The left jugular is generally selected, unless contra-

indicated for some special reasons.

{c) Freparatio7i of the T'eiw.—The application of artificial

pressure for the dilatation of the vein is not only unnecessar> iu

solipeds, but has in some cases proved dangerous. In this step of

the operation the hand is to be preferred as safer and more reh-

able than any hgature or bandage can possibly be.

The compression is made with the fingers of the hand which

holds the fleam, applying it in the jugular groove, below the point

where the incision is to be made. The" projection of the vein may

be made more distinct by moistening the hair over the spot to

be punctured, with a wet sponge. The improper habit to which

some practitioners are addicted, of doing this with their saliva, by

spitting upon the neck is to be severely condemned. If the bleed-

ing takes place on the left side, the pressure must be made with

the left hand, the operator tummg his back toward the hind parts

of the animal. If it takes place on the right side, the pressure is

made with the fingers of the right hand.

(f?) Opening of the Fern.—Placed as we have described, at

the side of the neck of the patient, his back turned toward his

hind parts, and pressing with the fingers of his left hand which

holds the fleam, as before stated, the operator grasps the bleeding-

stick, and striking upon the fleam, opens the vein, and the blood

escapes in a gooJ, fuU stream. Maintaining the pressure on the

vein throughout the flowing of the blood, he lays aside the stick
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and the fleam, and attends to the flow of the blood into the grad-

uated jar, or the pail provided to receive it.

(e) Keeping the Stream.—As we have said, the pressure upon

tbe blood vessel must be sustained from the beginning to the end

of the operation. ReHeving it but for a moment is tui error,

likely to be followed bythe introduction of air through the wound
into the vein. Not only must it be kept up continuously, but it

must be steady. The habit which largely prevails of mo\ing the

fingers or the vase up and down along the vein while the pressure

is appUed, and with the idea of stimulating the flow of the blood, is

most dangerous. If the blood does not escape freely, though the

operation has been properly performed, an increased circulation

may be stimulated by making the animal move his jaws, or shak-

ing the bit in his mouth, or placing the bleeding-stick or a finger

of the assistant, into the mouth over the bars, and quietly moving

them.

(/) When the bleeding is to be stopped, the operator applies

one of his fingers over the wound of the skin and gradually re-

moves the pressure made below it. When this has been done, he

proceeds to the appUcation of the suture, always introducing the

pin Avith the head turned upward, irrespective of the side on which

the operation has been performed.

{g) Subsequent Care.—This is the same as in other cases, but

we may add that an animal that has been bled at the jugular is

unfit to work for three days, in order to give time for the wound
to heal completely.

Phlebotomy at the Cephalic Vein

Tbe cephalic is one of the terminal branches of the median
subcutaneous vein, and runs upward and forward to pass toward

tlie lower extremity of the coraco-radialis, where it crosses the

tendinous band which this muscle sends to the anterior extensor

of tbe metacarpus, running in the space which separates the sterno-

liumeralis muscle from the levator-humeri, and emptj'ing into the

jugular, a little in front of the confluent of those two veins. In
tliis course, the most accessible portion is that which rests on the

inferior extremity of the levator-humeri. The fibroue band of the

eoraco-radialis is the guide indicating its position, viz., a little in-

side the forearm, on a level with the anterior and obUque fold

which separates the arm from the forearm.
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Pig. 444.—Anatomy of the Cephalic Vein, m, Median subcutaneous vein; 6, basilic

vein; c, cephalic vein; </, inferior extremity of the coraco-radialis; t, aponeurotic baiiil

extending from the coraoo-radlalis to the anterior extensor of the metacarpus; .«, ater-

no-humeralis; ft. mastoido-huineralis; a, space between these two muscles; /, humeral
vein.

On account of the i^resence of the other terminal branches of

the main vein, from which the cephahc rises, viz., the basUic, pres-

sure upon the cephalic does not allow of its dilatation. To obtain

this, the animal must be exercised for some time, and when

brought to stand still, to raise the opposite leg, or to carry the

leg to be bled forward.

As the vein is easily displaced from its position, it is hardly
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ition, it is harcUy

safe to attempt to open it with the lancet. The fleam is always

preft^rable. If the bleeding is horn the left vein, the instrument

is held with the right hand, the operator is placed against the

shoulder, fleam having its blade turned downward, the fingers

resiiiig against the chest, and with a blow of the stick the vein is

optued. This bleeding is often accompanied by the formation of

ft
bi'iuatoma over the course of the vessel, due to the fact that

verv often the fleam has opened the vein through and through.

This, however, is not a matter of any serious consequence.

Phlebotomy on the Subcutaneous Thoracic.

This vein rims on the side of the thorax, on a level with the

sleruo-trochineus muscle, and is readily discovered toward the

sixth or seventh rib. To render it more conspicuous, a bandage

call be apphed ai-ound the chest, as suggested by Chabert, or by

ciirryiug the leg of the side to be bled forward, and by rubbing

liaid the tract of the vein, or even by simple pressure with the

fingers.

The operation can beperformed eitherby a simple puncture with

a lancet, or with a fleam, held parallel with the course of the ves-

sel, and between two ribs, to avoid breaking the instrument against

one of the bones. The bleeding is stopped in the usual way. It

is not unfrequently followed by the formation of a thrombus,

which generally disappears by pressure, or astringent local appli-

cations, and often by spontaneous absorption.

Phlebotomy at the Internal Saphena.

The comparatively large size of this vein, and its superficial

position, both explain and justify the fact that next to the jugular,

it is the r,ne most commonly selected for the operation. For this

reason plilebotomy is indicated here, when it is contra-indicated

upon the vein of the neck.

The saphena is formed by two branches, and in its course

crosses slightly the direction of the tibia in running upward on

the surface of the tibial aponeurosis, arriving at the flat of the

thigh, formed by the short adductor of the leg, and then dips in

the space left between this muscle and the long adductor, where

it empties into the femoral. In this course the vein is superficial,

covered only by a thin skin, from which it is separated by a thin

aponeurotic layer. It is at a pomt where the vein passes over the
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Fig. 448.—Anatomy of the Internal Saphena Vein. «, Internal saphena vein; e, Its

anterior root; t, ItB posterior root; /, femoral vein; g, deep inguinal lymphatic glands;
c, short adductor of the leg; I, long adductor of the leg; a, Bubcutaneous aponeurotic
layer; r, fascia lata.

flat of the thigh that it must be opened. If the operation is per-

formed with the fleam, the higher the better; if with the lancet,

it can be done as the vein passes over the tibia, where it is more

accessible.

In operating, the leg opposite the one to be bled is held up

and backward by a strong assistant, in the posture of the black-

smith about putting on a shoe.
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If the lancet is used, the operator, placing hiniHelf on that

giile also, bends down, and, looking from under the abdomen of

the horse, brings the inHtniment close to the vein, opening it by a

rapid stroke, and enlarging the oiifice by a slight incising motion

i,f the instrument.

If the fleam is used, the operator assumes the same position,

and applies it precisely as has been described in the cases akeady

considered.

Operating on the right side he holds the fleam with the right

liaud and strikes with the bleeding-stick in the left, and vice versa.

This position of the operator is awkward, and not without

danger, exposing him to the chances of a blow with the stifle of

the leg which is held by the assistant. To avoid this, Peuch and

TousHoint suggest that the assistant, instead of holding the leg

biickward, should carry it forward, anil that the operator should

place himself behind the animal. It is also claimed that in that

position the vein is more easUy exposed. The operation is per-

formed in the same way, except that the instrument is held with

'he right hand if one operates on the left leg, and with the left

band if the bleeding is done on the right leg,

The flow of the blood in this bleeding is generally slabbery,

and the introduction of the pin of the suture quite painful, and

means of restraint are, therefore, often necessary before the ani-

mal will submit t J the application of the suture.

Phlebotomy on Other Superficial Veins.

Others, besides the veins which have been described, are also

subject to phlebotomy, but its performance is more with some

local object in view than that of a general bleeding.

All are performed with the lancet, the region (Fig. 446) where

they occur being at the transversal of the face, a ; the angida) of

the eye (b) ; the facial or glosso-facial, d ; the superficial nasal.,

(c) ; the posterior auricidar (e) ; the deep lingual; the inferior

emidaf, and the median subcidaneous of the forearm. If required

by tbeir size and position a pinned suture is applied after the

bleeding, but in several instances pressure alone is sufficient.

Phlebotomy in Large Euminants.

The operation is confined to two principal veins of the large

ruminants. These are the jugular and subcutaneous abdominal.
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Fig; 446.

Phlebotomy on the Jugular.

It is performed in the same manner essentially as in the soli-

peds, and with the same instruments. But as cattle are less sub-

missive to the preparations which precede the operation, moaus

of restraint must be used with them, and they must be tied to a

tree or a post. The jugular of cattle has thicker walls than

that of sohpeds, its diameter is much greater, and it is sepai ited

from the carotid in its whole length by a thicker layer of muNcle.

For these reasons a larger fleam becomes necessary. Ti ' liilate

the vein a strong ligature is applied tightly on the neck, the pres-

sure of the fingers never being sufficient to furnish tho necessary

force. To open the vein the blow of the stick must be header,

and when properly given is followed, as in sohpeds, by a strong

stream of blood, which rapidly ceases when the hgature is loosened

or removed. It is not always necessary to apply a pinned suture,

but it is always safer and more j^rudent to do so, though the in-

troduction of the pin is rendered difficult by the toughness and

thickness of the skin. The value of the pin-holder is demon-

strated in this case.

The thrombus which so often follows this operation is not

serious, and, in fact, its formation is stimiilated by some practi-

tioners.

Phlebotomy at the Subcutaneous Abdominal.

This vein is of enormous volume, extending from the udder to

the xyphoid cartilage of the sternum, at the side of the abdomen,
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to tprminate in the internal thoracic vein. It is, therefore, easily

recognized, and particularly ho in milch cows, and it Ih, therefore,

unucceHsaiy to uhb the ligature or any other means to swell its

iliiiu'iisions, the pressure of the fingers being more than sufficient.

A ticiim of medium dimension is preferable to the lancet in this

caHC. The animal is firmly held by the head, and to prevent his

idoking, is pulled forward by its tail passed between its hind legs.

lu opening the vein the operator places himself forward of the

shoulder, his back turned toward the head of the animal, holding

the fleam with the hand corresponding to the side of the animal

against which he is placed. The bleeding is stopped with a pin,

(ir. what is better, a bandage, to prevent the formation of a

thrombus.

Phlebotomy on Small Animals.

Bleeding is seldom performed on sheep. When it is indicated

it is performed on the /'acial, i\xe jugular, the cephalic, or the ex-

knuil najj/iena. The vessel is opened with the lancet, the wool.

PlO. 447.—Position of the Facial Vein In Sheep.

if necessary, having been clipped off from the place of puncture,

and the wound is closed with a pin suture.

In swine two sets of veins are eligible for the operation, the

Interior auricular, as it runs at the internal face of the ears,

and tile external saphena, where it passes along the tendo Achilles.

The lancet is uned upon both. The first stops bleeding without

help ; the second is closed with the pin suture.

In dofjH, the jugular is sometimes op<>ned. This vein, from its

position, requires the application of a string around the neck to

swell the vessel. The puncture is made with a small fleam or a

lancet, and the wound closed with a pin. The external saj^hena
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beiny quite large is chosen in preference to the internal, whioli is

very small. The place of selection is the superior part of tht

vdn, when it nearly reaches the posterior border of the leg. A

bandage is applied to stop the hemorrhage. The cephalic uiight

be opened as it jiasses toward the interior third of the humerus,

the wound l)eing closed by a stitch of twisted suture.

Z'C.
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ACCIDENTS OF BLOOD-LETTING.

The operation of blood-letting may be followed by several

complications, some being of little importance, while others may

be sufficiently serious to compromise the life of the pjitieut.

Among them may be named: The Avhite and the slabbery bleed

ing; wounds of surrounding noh-vascular organs; the throiubus;

inflammation of the vein, or phlebitis ; wound of the carotid, and

the introduction of air into the veins. Others, such as the Icsiou;,

of nerves, syncope, etc., are seldom, if ever, encountered tu veter-

iuai-y practice.

1st

—

White and Slabbery Bleeding.

It is a question Avhether these, properly speaking, should be

classed among the true sequelae of blood-letting. We already

alluded to them when describing the various methods of perform-

ing phlebotomy. They are often the result of the disposition of

the jDarts, the vein being deficient in size, or more deeply situated

than natural, and thus imbedded in the loose surrounding cellular

tissue ; or, perhaps, the cause is an unguarded movement of the

animal ; and it is often known to be the imperfect manipulation

of the surgeon in sticking the fleam too lightly, or not verticallv,

and so failing to bring the openings of the skin and the vein into

exact coaptation.

These accidents are, however, of an unimportant character,

and are easily obviated by exercising more care and deliberation,

2d

—

Wounds of Surrounding Non-vasculau Organs.

{a) Wounds of the Trachea.—The improper action of the

surgeon is generally chargeable with this accident. He may have

erred in using too large an instrument, or the error may have con-

sisted in making excessive pressure when ligating the neck with

the cord used to effect the distension of the jugular. It is a lare
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JLAR OeGANS.

accident, but may be easily recognized by tho flow of blood which
escapes through the nostrils, and possibly by the changes which
may affect the respiration by threateuiugs of strangling, suffoca-

tion, etc. In this serious case the ligation of the blood vessel is

the only means of stopping the hemorrhage.

(/>) Wounds of the Caudal Musdes.—Tlm is comparatively a
common accident with cattle, but is seldom attended with symp-
toms of a serious character. The principal danger consists in the
possibility of the formation of fistulous tracts, more or less re-

bellious to treatment, as besides the muHcles, the tendons, and
even the bones may have been injured by the instrument.

3d

—

Thrombus.

This is understood to be a bloody tumor, or hematoma, which is

formed around the opening of the vein by the a((!Uumlation of the
blood m the surrounding cellular tissue. It appears when the
opening of the vein does not accurately correspond with that of

the skin, or when the incision of the tegument is too smidl to allow

a free flow of the blood through it. It often ajjpc^ars when the
animal is allowed to rub himseK after the operation, or when the
opening of the vein has involved a section of one of the valves.

Some veins, as the saphena, the cubital, and the subcutaneous
thoracic, are more exposed to thrombus than others, even when
the operation has been well performed and completed. At these

veins, they are generally not serious, and are readily subdued by
simple treatment, if they do not spontaneously disappear.

But the thrombus, which is sometimes encountered at the jug-

ular, is of a more serious character, and is not unfrequently com-
plicated with phlebitis.

The symptoms of this lesion are essentially local, and the
symptoms and the disease are, in effect, one, consisting of a tumor
of uncertain dimensions, according to the cpiantity of blood col-

lected under the skin. In the beginning it is round, well circum-
scribed, soft, and slightly elastic to the touch, but the swelling
soon becomes hard, perhaps edematous, or somewhat diffused,

when it has been caused by rubbing on the part of the animal.

The simplest cases gradually disappear after two or three days.
But at other times they are not so tractable, and Herious trouble
may ensue, the tumor becoming stationary, or i)erhai)8 increas-

ing in size, and then changing its character. It becomes warm
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and painful, assumes aspects of a phlegmonous nature, and \k\.

haps becomes complicated with hemon-hages. It is not yet too

late to look foi' resolution, but if it does not soon take place, uud

if the symptoms increase, and the swelling extends, the vein is

changed into a hard, large cord, and a case of phlebitis is estab-

lished.

Absorption and resolutiofi are now the two most favorable ter-

minations of thrombus, but they are of unusual occurrence, except

when the tumor is of small size, and promptly attended to.

Suppuration, is the more common event, and if this continues

to be superficial, recovery may be looked for without obUteiation

of the vein.

Phlebitis, which commonly accompanies a deep suppurative

thrombus, is always a serious termination. Abscess of the tbroiu-

bus, however, may assume various modifications, and may puss tc

a chronic condition, or that of induration, or one of still more

serious nature, that of ganr/retie.

When it has become developed, the animal must be immedi-

ately secured to prevent him from rubbing the parts, and as early

as possible the treatment should be directed to the limitation of

its development and the promotion of its absorption. Loeal ap-

plications of cold water ; astringent compresses, moistened with

vinegar or lead solutions ;
poultices of clay, of soot, or of elialk,

mixed with vinegar, will very often be sufficient to control or re-

move the growth. Sometimes, however, the absorption will be

more effectually stimulated by frictions with cantharidis oint-

ment, and in a week or ten days the thrombus will have entirely

disappeared. The Girard ointment, of Venice turpentine and

bichloride of mercury, is sometimes also very effective.

If the tumor assumes the nature of an abcess, and tbis re-

mains superficial, it may be opened with the bistoury, or the actual

cautery, and should hemorrhages occur they must be principally

controlled by pressure.

4th

—

Phlebitis.

The first effect of the inflammation of veins is the coagulation

of the blood and the formation of a clot in a given length of tlie

vascular canal, adherent more or less to the walls of the voshcI, tlie

result being the partial or perhaps complete obliteration of the

vein, and hence a certain disaiTangement of the circulation, which
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may be supplemented by the anastomotic action of coUatcral ves
selH above and below the occluded portion. Or, again, the circula-
tion may be entirely obstructed, and, as a consequence of the in-
tlammatory changes, adhesions follow, between the clot and the
venous waU, the clot being resorbed, and the obhterated vein
transformed into a fibrous cord. So long as the inflammation is
limited to the internd waU of the vessel, phlebitis is known as
adhesive; but if it extends to the external or even to the middle
structure, and becomes suppurative, it is so distinguished. Either
of these forms of the disease may be changed by a third modifica-
tion to that of hemorrharflc phlebitis. These three forms or diver-
sities of the disease have been estabhsliod by Peuch and Tons
saint, whose views touching the tr. -, ent of the affection we also
reproduce, referring our reader - ,^^ pathological history of
the lesion to the various works ioxutmg to it.

iBt. ^^dhesive Phlebitis.—kiihehegmnmg oiihe di\mme the
amiual must be placed under such conditions as will tend most
favorably to influence the process of organization between the
clot and the venous walls, and to prevent the establishmont of
suppuration. To effect this object, the enforcement of a state of
immobility m the patient is most essential. His head must be
lirmlj- secured on both sides, and his mastication made as easy as
possible, by suitably regulating the consistency of his diet in
order to diminish the force of the circulation, and so far ob4te
the danger of the displacement of the clot and possible resulting
hemorrhage. The diseased parts should be treated by local ap
pKcations, among which lotions of lead water, with continued cold
water irrigations, will give excellent results. But ointments of
auy kind should be avoided, especially in warm weather, from their
habihty to become rancid and irritant, and to stimulate the patient
to rub himself. The use of cooling applications must be perse-
vered in, m preference to the frictions with vesicatories, which
osppciaUy m nervous animals with tender skin, might be liable to
encourage the suppurative process. In tougher-skinned animals
and those of a lymphatic temperament, in which the inflammation
lias a tendency to become chronic, resolvents, blistering, liquid
Imimeuts, and alteratives are inditmted, and of these, and first in
urder, must be named cauterization with the red iron The
conical cautery is applied on closed, fine points, and arranged
qumtuply, every second point being deep, while the others are

i'l-

i
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only superficial. By this peculiar mode of firing the absorption

becomes greatly stimulated, and the resorption oi the tumor ver\

rapid. Cauterization, however, if beneficial in chronic, is not so in

acute cases, having in the latter a tendency to be followed by sup.

puration,

2d. Suppurative Phlebitis.—For this form of this serious af-

fection several modes r '^ treatment ai"e proposed.

(a) Exjtectant Treatment.—This is the plan by which the phy-

sician or surgeon, administering palhatives only, trusts to the ?'/.v

cons^rvatrix for cure, watching meanwhile the development of the

disease, and waiting for and expecting the guidance of nature in

respect to his o^vn interference.

{b) Sim2)le Incision.—This is the simplest of surgical inter-

ferences, and means nothing more than the opening of the abscess,

the enlargement of the fistulous tract, and the formation of an

exit for the pus and coagulated blood which it contains. This is

done with an ordinary bistoury, guided by a probe or grooved

director.

(c) l)>jections.—The fistulous tract which exists on the plile-

bitic tumor is washed with a detersive injection of solutions of

tincture of iodine, or perchloride of iron ; or of corrosive subli-

mate, from 5UU to toVb. These are intended not only to remove

any remaining clots softened by the suppuration, but also to

stimulate the granulations and the cicatrization.

{d) Enlargement of the Fistula and Introduction of a Scton.

—An S probe ia introduced into the fistula, and when it has

reached the upper part of the swelling formed by the vein, ilose

to the obturating clot (which must not be disturbed), an incision

is made over its blunt end to enable it to pass out through tbe

skin. The fistulous tract is then enlarged with the straight bis-

toury from below upward to a small extent, and between the t^yo

openings a small seton is passed by means of the probe, and se-

cured in place by knotting the ends. The movement of the scton

by drawing it to and frc, effects the removal of such portions of

the clot as may remain in the wound.

((') Enlargement (f the Intra Venous Eisttda in its W/iok

length.—This consists in opening the tract from its comiutnce-

ment to its superior eul de sac, as far as the adhesion between

the clot and the vein extends, the incision sometimes roucbing

below the opening made by the fleam. Thus exposed, the tract
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)f tliis serious af-

is washed out with the tincture of iodine ov perchloride of iron

solution, or even destroyed with the actual cautery. The last two
forms of treatment, however, are dangerous, from theii* liability

to occasion consecutive hemon'hages.

3d Hemorrhagic I^hlebitis.—The most serious incident of

phlebitis, proceeding, as it does, from both the adhesive and the

suppurative forms, is the more or less abundant hemorrhage,
which, resulting from any of the various causes which have been
mentioned, may interfere with the cicatrization or obhteration of

the venous wound. Three modes of treatment are practiced for

their suppression. These are the twisted and the quilled suture,

and the ligation of the vein.

(«) The 7\oistecl Suture.—This consists in the combination of

several (two or three) long pin sutures, placed upon the wound
made by the fleam, and including a larger portion of the skin at

the sides than the single pin suture of an ordinary bleeding.

Sometimes wooden pins are substituted for those formed of me-
talHc material, and when the sutures are completed, the wound is

strengthened by a coating of some strong, adhesive mixture.

Some practitioners, however, prefer to this the application of a
severe blistering friction, which, by the pressure of the swelling

which it produces upon the internal circumjacent parts, secures

practically all the effects to be obtained by a compressive bandage.
(b) Quilled Sutures.—These are applied on each aide of the

wound, securing a good hold by placing them at some distance

from the edges, and embracing tightly between them a thick por-

tion of the skin. This point is important, for the reason that this

portion of sldn is destined to be sacrificed by being left to slough

off, and this must not take place until the obhteration of the wound
is entirely completed.

(c) Ligature of the Vein.—The success of this operation, to be
assured, requires the selection of a healthy portion of the vera on
which to place the ligature, even if it become necessary to look

for it among the original roots of the jugular, viz., the facial and the

glosso-facial. In performing it, the animal must be secured in the

recumbent position. A single incision is made through the skin,

the whole extent of the obhterated vein, parallel to its axis, and
the veHsel exposed and separated from the Burrounding tissues.

The separation, which requires skillful and cautious manipulations,

can he effected by means of either a director or a loug probe. It
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will be no more than a wise precaution to apply a second ligature

below the clot, to prevent the possibility of the escape of suppurur

tive matter into the general circulation. The material of the

ligature may be either ordinary linen cord or silk. Our own pref-

erence is for sterilized catgut. The resulting wound is treated in

the manner proper for all sunilar wounds, and in from twenty to

twenty-five days complete recovery may generally be looked for

4th. Wourdofthe Caro<«(Z.—This compUcation of phlebotomy

at the jugular is not of common occurrence, but is jasily possible.

It may become one of the consequences of using a fleam unneces-

sarily large, and out of proportion mth the dimensions of the vein

and the thickness of thi skin; or it may be caused by the exhilji-

tion of needless ^dolence, in striking too heavy a blow with the

bleeding- stick. Nor are these the only causes to which wounds of

the carotid may be referred. An abnormal anatomical disposition

of the artery', either permanent or temporary, may cause it to re-

ceive the woimd designed for its neighbor the jugular.

The symptoms pertaining to this accident are very character-

istic. The color and volume of the blood, and the rapidity of the

per saltum flow of the stream are sufficient evidences of tlie

arterial and non-venous source of the hemorrhage. Concurrently

with this, a swelling takes p^ace around the edges of the wound,

increasing with greater or less rapidity, and nearly resembling the

ordinary thrombus of venous extravasation, though differing from

it by the rapidity of its formation.

This false aneurism is now subcutaneous, and has a tendency

to extend itself downward toward the lower part of the neck, and

has, indeed, been found extending as far as the entrance to the

chest.

This accident is generally one of a serious nature, not alone

in itself, but often because of the specific manipulations which it

necessitates in order to overcome it. There are, however, sjeveral

fatal cases on record. The indications of treatment may be either

quite simple, or, at times, of serious import. If the pvmcture of

the artery is but a small one, and the flow not abundant, one or

two strong pin sutures may be sufficient to control it, especially if

associated with it steady and firm pressure is estabUshed directly

upon the coiu'se of the vessel, either by compressive bandages, or,

what is better, with the fingers firmly pressing in the jugular

groove. If, however, the wound is large, and accompanied by a
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corrtHpondingly profuse hemorrhage, it becomes necessary to have
recourse to the du-ect applications of a hgature. A description
of this operation will be made the subject of our chapter on
hemostasia.

5th. Introduction of Air into the Fe^•>ls.—This is one of the
mowt remarkable of the accidents attending thf, operation of phle-
botomy. The phenomenon has been observed as early as the seven-
teenth century, but it was not until 1806 that it w..s observed and
recorded as belonging to the category of casualties connected with
the familiar act of blood-letting in an animal. The first author to
put the occurrence on record m this connection was Vemer, who
reported a case in 1806, and he was soon followed by others with
accounts of their experience with the same lesion and operation in
humiui practice.

There are two principal causes to which this accident can be
attributed. One of these may be an unnecessarily large aperture
in the vein, but more commonly it follows improper manipulations
on the part of the surgeon, particularly the irregular pressure
made upon the vein during the flow, by many practitioners, who
lla^e formed the habit of rubbing the vessel along its length,
under the erroneous idea that by this movement they accelerate
the bleeding. Again, and perhaps principally, the casualty may
be the result of neglecting to close the wound of the skin with
tlie finger below the point from which the current proceeds, before
tu. 'fessure upon the vessel is stopped.

The occuiTence is made known by a peculiar gurgling sound,
which is made more evident by auscultation of the heart. In the
meantime, the animal is attacked by shiverings; the respiration
becomes accelerated; there is a rapid heaving of the flanks ; the
body becomes covered with perspiration ; the action of the heart
is quickened

;
the countenance becomes anxious ; the animal is

seiz 1 with convulsions
; falls down and dies, vmless by the con-

tinuance of the flow through the open vein the air may be carried
out through the same channel by which it entered, or unless the
quantity has been veiy minute. As the result of our own study,
tested by many experiments, we have become strongly incUned to
beheve that the quantity of air necessary to produce death must
be very large, more, in fact, than a careful operator would aUow
to enter without attempting to prevent it.

The possibility of the occurrence of this accident may easily
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be obviated, seeing that it merely requires careful attention to

the execution of the few details which constitute the act of vene-

section. But when it has taken place, the simplest and most ob-

vious thing to do is, if possible, to remove the air from the vessel

in which it has intruded. The means of effecting this consists in

reopening the closed vein, and permitting the blood to resume

its flow. The loss of three or four pounds of :^lood additionai

is usually sufficient to insure the escape of all the air. Gourdon

recommends, in addition, showering with cold water, stimulating

frictions, and even., if the case seems to require it, artificial

respiration.

ARTERIOTOMY.

Bleeding from an artery is so termed to distinguish it from

phlebotomy. It is not commonly used in practice, being princi-

pally resorted to as a means of local depletion, and is performed

only on some of the most superficial of the vessels. In fact, there

are but three of these eligible by their position to the operation.

These are the transveral of theface, the posterior auricular, and

the middle caudal.

The modus operandi differs but little from that of phlebot-

omy, except that there is usually no need of the apphcation of ar-

tificial means to swell their bulk or increase their rotundity, their

position, and their distinct and characteristic pulsation, so readily

detected, sufficiently revealmg their location and course. In open-

ing arteries the fleam is seldom used, the lancet or a poiuu d bis-

toury being a much more eligible instrument. The incision of the

vessel is made across its course instead of longitudinally, as in

phlebotomy, and the flow of blood must be arrested by means of

pressure with compresses or bandages.

{a) Bleeding at the Transversal of the T^ace.—Though the

position of this artery is nearb- correspondent in all animals, it is

principally with solipeds that it is chosen for blood-letting. It is

situated below the temporo-maxillary articulation, and crossing

the direction of the fibres of the masseter muscle, where it is cov-

ered only by a fine skin, it is opened at the same level with the

place where phlebotomy is usually performed. Some operators

prefer casting the animal, others the standing position.

The appearance of the vessel is that of a small, round pulsa-

ting cord, and, as before stated, it is incised, not as the veins and
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opened, but in the direction of its axis. The stream differs from

that which flows from a vein, and instead of issuing with a regu-

lar flow, escapes per saltuni, or by alternating leaps, synchronous

with the action of the heart. It also differs from that of the veins

in color, being of a lighter and brighter red. As the application

of a pin suture will scarcely be sufficient to perfectly suppress the

flow, pressure must be resorted to, either by direct application

over the posterior border of the maxillary bone, or over the place

where the artery passes, or by covering the incision with a pad of

oakum, retained by means of a circular bandage passing by sev-

eral turns over the upper part of the head. The animal should

be tied up for several days after the bleeding, or until the closing

of the artery is fully assured.

{b) Bleeding at the I^osterior Auricular.—Though the trans-

versal of the face can be opened in large ruminants, as well as in

horses, arteriotomy in those animals is more commonly performed

upon the posterior auricular, where it is attended by all the con-

ditions of size and position reqxiired to serve the convenience of

the surgeon. In cattle, upon which it has been practiced for both

its general and local effects, it has been recommended in diseases

of the brain, and for affections of the eyes and other parts of the

head. The posterior auricular runs under the parotid gland from

the base of the concha upward on its external face, near its supe-

FlO. 448.—Anatomy of the Posterior Auricular Artery In Cattle.
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rior border, where it loses itself. It is most superficial toward

the base of the cartilage as it issues from under the jjosterior cer-

vico-auricular muscle.

The operation is comparatively simple. The animal being firmly

held or tied to a post or a tree, hard friction is applied to tin

ear to stimulate the circulation and render f lie artery more proini.

nent. The concha is held by the left hand, \vith the index fiii^o'

in front and the thumb behind the artery, the incision is nia.I>'

by piercing the vessel with the lan(;et held perpendiculaiiy to tin.

concha, the artery being cut directly across, and the incision en-

larged by a downward movement of the instrument. This is f( il-

lowed by the appearance of a few drojis of arterial blood, Liit

•which soon stoj^s unless the flow is assisted, which is done by the

operator, without releasing the ear, by striking light blows or ^^y-,-,'

with a small stick along the course of the artery between the in-

cision and the animal's head. This last step is indispensable to

obtain a good, free flow, ^>^r saltuni, of coui'se. This whipping

process is continued until the stream becomes abundant, but may

be susj)ended when it reaches that point, to be renewed again,

however, if the hemoiThage diminishes. Artificial means to close

the incision are not usuidly rec^uired, the flow generally ceasing

spontaneously, but when that fails to occur a pin suture or a

bandage at the base of the concha, or final. the ligation of the

artery, if necessary, will effect the object. The animal must be

kept confined for some time, to prevent him from rubbing the

wound or shaking his head too violently.

In swhie, this artery is so easily reached that it is often se-

lected in preference to other blood vessels which may be more or

less imbedded in the fat of the animal. The knowledge of its

position is very important, as it is very small and difficult to find.

Running vertically between the temporo-maxillaiy joint, it reaches

the base of the concha, and passes by the side of its convex sur-

face towards its point. It must be opened at the lower third of

the cartilage, where it presents its largest dimensions. The artery

must be cut transversely with the lancet. The bleeding ceases

spontaneously, or, if necessary, may be treated in the manner in-

dicated for cattle. (Fig. Ud.)

(c) Jileedlng at the Median Caudal.—In cattle this artery is

quiie large and very superficial. It runs ulcmg the inferior face of

the tail, being covered at the base of that organ by the inferior
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Fio. 44i).—Anatomy of the Posterior Auricular Artery In Swine.

caudal muscles, then becoming superficial and readily accessible

to the end of the member. In opening it, it is pierced by the

laucet in the longitudinal axis of the vessel, the tail being kept

ilevated. Ordinarily, however, not only is the arteiy cut directly

aiioHs, but the skin or surrounding muscular fibres are included.

The incision must be made on a level v?ith the superior thu'd of

the tail ; higher up the operation may be complicated with abscess,

ilisease of the vertebne, sloughing of the taU, etc. If it becomes
uecessaiy to stimulate the flow of blood the same "whipping"
process may be employed that was recommend(;d in bleeding from
tlie posterior auricular. A bandage may be applied round the tail

to stop the hemorrhage, though it is not commonly needed.

A few practitioners jirefer to operate with the fleam.

CAPILLAKY BLEEDING.

The consideration of the operation which consists in the de-

pletion of the minute extreme vessels natundly and logically fol-

lows that which treats of a kindred procedure with the veins and
ai'teries. The intention of the treatment instituted for all is the

same, and their curative effects are adapted to similar ailments.

These are principally local, and may be divided into two classes,

to wit
: those which have been in a great measure discarded from

general practice, and those which still retain their place in the

domain uf veterinary surgerj-. The former includes bleeding at

the palate, the coronet, and the foot, and the latter comprehends
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the p\,iicture8, the scarilicatioiib, the vetitotiaes, or cupping,

the leeching, of regular current practice.

(a) Punctures and iScuriJI' utUms.—Those are niethfxU of

producing small Huperficial wounds through the skin and the miIi-

cutaneouH cellular tissue, to obtain the efloct of a local bleoiliug,

or the escape of any other fluid contained in the subcutiu/i ous

substance. They are indicated against local sweUings and sciioiw

eflfusions, or cedema of the cellular tissue. They can be api lad

upon any part of the body, and though they take eftect in th,

escape of but small quantities of fluid, their action may be HtUiUi-

lated by additional local apphcatious, such as wai-m poultices.

warm water fomentations, or dry, stimulating frictions.

Punctures, however, are priijicipally effective when empluyed

to overcome oedematous sweUings of the extremities, and of the

genital organs, while scoi-ifications are prescribed with better lul-

vantage to obtain the resolution of cold or chronic sweUings, or

to control the inflammatory process in cases in which the tissues

are largely swoUen and threatened with gangrene.

Both the bistoury and the lancet, and, in rare instances. tL(

fleam, are used in fulfilling these indications.

In making punctures the skin and ceUvdar tissue are pricked

or pierced to the depth required, with the bistoury or lancet, by

rapid thrusts distributed over the entire surface of the swelliiij,'.

and when the fleam is used it is manipulated precisely as when

used in bleeding, though, of course, with quick repetitions.

{b) Scarijicatlons may be defined as rather small incisions, made

with a convex bistoury, with which the skin is cut from without

inward, in parallel series, but which, in some instances, when mi

increased effect is desired, are doubled by a second series crossing

the first at an angle.

(c) Cu2)innfj.—TlhxB mode of obtaining capUlary bleeding is

very seldom employed in veterinary practice. The cups are, how-

ever, indicated in subcutaneous inflammations, accompanied witli

swellings, and resulting from blows, contusions, kicks, and other

and simUar traumatic causes, and are often preferable to blisters

They are recommended in arthritis, ostitis, and even m internal

phlegmasia. They render valuable aid in emptying some forms

of abscesses, and are credited with the possession of power to

arrest or prevent the absorption of virus introduced into wounds

or deposited on their surface.
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8, or cupping, luid There are two modes of cupping, the <//•// and the nearijied, or

wet. The dry cup couHiHta in tho simph) iipi)lication of the in-

strument upon the skin to produce a Hwelliug, accompanied with

more or less injection of the capillary vessels, and a local irrita-

tiou, which generally rapidly subsides.

The operation of scarified cupping consists, first, in applying

the instrument to produce the swelling, and when the t"^ni!-^fMj-

tion is sufficient following it with the scarificator. In r jinpletiug'

the tirst step, which is the sai'^o as for the dry cuppit ^'h -tovera.,!

meiuis are used. The skin being prepared by clipping «. r -uiving

off the hair, a small glass globe, tilled with heated air, is 'lfv.;-ja

over the spo "; selected for the operation. A siiiall ball of wadding

or oiikum, either dry or moistened with an inflammable Uquid, is

placed in the glass and lighted, and as it begins to burn the glass

is pressed upon the skin. To avoid burning the skin, puniphig,

or vacuum-cups, have been de.ised, some of which are provided

with Hcarificating blades. These are, however, too complicated

for our general practice. When the eft'ect of the cupping is com-

pleted, the red and tumefied skin, which is exposed as the glass

is removed, is scarified with instruments ad hoc, as the lancet or

the biHtoury, and the cup is immediately reappUed over the same

spot. The blood then escapes freely from the incisions, and con-

tiuu<'H to flow until the cup is filled and removed.

{(/) Leeches are not as frequently used in veterinary surgery

as tboy might be with profit. They are well adapted to small

animals, such as dogs, whose fine and vascular skin yields readily

to their application. For applying them the skin is first smeared

with a Uttle mUk, sugar, or blood, and the leech, placed in a small

glass, or cup, or clean pill-box, is brought in contact with the skin

by reversing the cup or box upon the chosen plai"<'. Usually it

attaches itself at once, and remains until it becomes gorged -with

blood, when it voluntarily releases its hold. Sometimes, however,

it is better to place them upon a thick compress, moistened with

tepid water, and to apply this over the skin. In applying them

on the leg it is a good plan to cover them with a cloth, secured

with a string tied about the leg above and below, forming a sort

of bag.

When the animal faUs to dj-op off. after beinic thorouD'hlY

gorged, a sprinkle of salt speedily causes him to release his hold.

The succeeding hemorrhage will ordinarily cease after a short
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time without aid, but if it is desirable to continue it, the parts mav
be fomented with warm water, or covered with a warm poulticf.

(t) Jikeding at the Palate.—Bleeding in this region of tlu

mouLh is done by a division of the capillary network which rests

between the mucous membrane and the fibrous coat which lints

the bones forming the palate.

The bones represented by the inferior face of the palatine pro-

cess of the great maxillary bone, and the i)Osterior face of the

short jjrocess of the anterior maxillary, are covered with a fibrous

coat, which extends over theu' whole sm-face and the cartilage

that fills up the incisive slit. On each side of the palate run the

palato-labial arteries, which, forwai'd, form

an arch, aiid anastomose together, and give

rise to a single branch, whic^ enters the io-

cisive canal formed by the internal face of

the two small maxillaries. The veins, which

are very numerous, form a large network

which fills the space left between these two

large arteries. The whole is covered by the

mucous membrane, which is white, rosy,

thick, adherent to the fibrous coat, and

showing a number of rugae, about twenty,

curved forwai'd and diminishing posteriorly

in size and prominence. Anteriorly they are

very large, by reason of the presence of a

certain amoimt of cellular tissue, which di-

minishes by degrees, from before backward.

The anastomosis of the arteries takes place

about on a level with the third rj;ifa3 of the palatine surface, and

it is, therefore, posterior to this that the bleeding must be per-

formed to avoid wounding the arterj'.

The instrument required is the simple bistoury, or the one rep-

resented in figure 45^. The operator, facing the animal, and hold-

ing the tongue with the left hand, draws it out of the mouth on

the right side, and r ith the edge of the knife turned backwai'd,

makes a small incision from before backward, in the middle of the

palate between the fourth n^d fifth rugse. There is no danger of

wounding the arteries if the incision is made at the proper place

and on the median line. When LJaat is the case, the hemorrhage,

continuing for a variable length of time, Bubsides by degrees.

Fig. 450.—Circulation

of the Palate. »«, Pala-

tine mucous membrane
*, grooves of the palate;

a, palato-labial artery.
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Fio. 458.—Apparatim to Apply Pressure
to Htop tho Illiwiaing lit the I'alato.

Pig. 451.—Lancet to Bleed at the I'alato.

If. on the contrary, an artery has been divided and the flow of

blood becomes sufficiently abundant and continuous to become
iilanning, it becomes necessary to employ liomostatic means.
These may be a small sponge compressed or moistened with cold

water or an astringent solution ; or, if necessary, a pad of oakum
can be applied and secured with a bandage passed through tho

mouth and around the maxillary bone, and tied on tho face. It

can also be accompUshed by means of a peculiar bit, represented

in Fig. 452. This bit has a small board in its middle, and on each

side of the bar two straps, one to

act as the check-piece of a bridle,

the other being passed o-\er tho

nose where they are buckled to-

gether more or less tightly. The

board of the bar is padded, and

is applied directly over the place

of the incision. The pressure should be continued for several

hours.

This operation was first recommended in cases of stomatitis,

in the [.eculiar form known by the unmeaning name of Imnpas,

but is reported to for a much better pui*pose in apoplectic conges-

tion of the head.

(/) Bleeding at the Coronet.—In the " Dictionary of Veterin-

ary Medicine and Surgery," Bouley says: "There exists on each
side of the coronet, a rich superficial venous plexus resting on the

cartilaginous plates of tha foot, formed at this point by the union

of numerous veins of the digital region. These veins are united

by larg(; commimicating vessels, running on the anterior and
posterior faces of the second phalanx. Nothing is easier than

to open one of these vessels by plunging the point of a bistoury

tbrnugli the skin ; the puncture being followed l)y an abundant
fiow of blood, and, if it is repeated, a largo bleeding, quite as

abundant as that obtained by the opening of another large vein,
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can be gained. But it is not a matter of indifference whether the

puncture is made in front or behind, or upon the sides of the re-

gion. It must never be made on the sides, because of the danger

of injuring the cartilage, several cases of cartilaginous quittor

havinff been known which were attributable to no other cause tban

bleeding on the side of the coronet. In front the operation is less

dauo-erous, although a wound of the tendon of the anterior exten-

sion of the phalanges is possible. It is safer to bleed on the pos-

terior part of the coronet, where no danger can be looked for.

This bleeding has been principally recommended as a local

operation in cases of acute laminitis.

iff)
Bleeding on the Foot.—The toe is the part selected when

bleeding is performed on the foot. It is an operation which' has

been known for many years, and under various forms, and with

different apphcations has been described by Virgilius, Columelle.

Absyrtus and Vegetius. It consists in the incision and removal

of a portion of the sole of the foot. It is indicated in all cases

where local bleeding is justified, and has, therefore, been rccom

mended in all congestions and inflammations of the foot, such as

bruises, bui-ned soles and acute laminitis, though in this latst case

its execution is rendered difficult by the unwillingness of the ani-

mal to support its weight on one leg dming the operation. There

are several ways of bleeding at the toe.

Ist. The Chahert Method.—A special shoe must first be pre-

pared; it may be simply an ordinary shoe notched on its inner

Ijorder, which, without being removed, permits both the opera-

tion of bleeding and the subsequent api)lication of a di-essing.

In operating, the sole i« pared out and a groove

made between the point of the frog and the toe of

the wall, with a drawmg-knife, until the soft tis-

sues are reached. An incision is then made with

the curved bistoury at the bottom of the groove,

between the wall and the inferior border of the os

pedis, and an incision made dividing all the ves-

sels that como in contact with the instrument.

"When the flow of blood has been sufiicient, the

hemorrhage is suppressed by a compressing dressing of oaJjuni

kept in place l>y bimdages, or with plates, according to the comli-

tion of the foot, and whether it had been shod with the uotclied

shoe, or had remained entirely shoeless.

Fio.453-Shoefor

the Bleeding at the

Ton, iK'i'ot'dlug to

Chabert'B MetUotl.
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a dressing.

Plo.453-Shoefor

the Bleeding at the

Too, iii-'oordlng to

C'habert's Method

2d. The Valet Method.—After the preparation of the foot, as

with the other method, a groove is made. It is posterior and

pai-allel to the line which marks the separation of the wall and the

sole, and the incision is made transversely, with a bistoury or a

sage knife. It is usually followed by a good flow of blood. \ji

ordinary shoe is then placed on the foot, and a compressing ditss-

in(r of oakiun put on and kept in place by plates.

3d. Orepin's 3Iethod.—The difference between this and the

other processes consists in making the incision with a nanow draw-

icg-kaife, which provides a larger opening for the escape of the

blood. A wide-webbed shoe, with a padding of oakum over the

wound, suffices to control the hemorrhage.

All of these methods have the same object in view, but many

veterinarians prefer to make the incision a little back of the hne

separating the sole from the wall, and right at the toe, and they

sometimes remc<ve a small portion of the sole with the sage-knife

or the bistoury.

The dressing v^hich is required in these cases must be care-

fully applied, as protruding granulations may sometimes make

their appearance, and interfere with the cicatrizing process. If

the hemorrhage which accompanies the operation should be con-

sidered insufficient, it can be stimulated by placing the animal in

a foot-bath of blood-warm water.

SURGICAL HEMOSTASIA.

The extraneous hemon'hage, whether it be avoidable or un-

avoidable, which may occur during an operation, fonns one of

the most embarrassing of the interferences to which the sur-

geon is liable, not only from the difficulties it intei-poscs in the

way of the success of the operation, Ly disturbing his manipula-

tions, but as well, sometimes, by the effect of the loss of blood

upon the patient. It may happen, indeed, that instead of ceasing

spontaneously, or yielding to the effects of the ordinary dressings,

the hemorrhage becomes so obstinately persistent as in itself to

constitute a serious, and, if unsubdued, a fatal accident. It be-

comes necessary therefore for the operator, as one of the practical

flrmeniary incidents of his calling, to be always prepared in an

emergent case to arrest the rebellious circulation by prompt and

efficient measures. Hemorrhage being an essential danger in all
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operations of considerable magnitude, the means of subduiiv 'f

should always, especially in ca-^es of that class, be included umomr
the customary instruments and ajipliances of the working siu'rcoa

The flow may proceed from any of the blood vessels, the artorifs,

however, from the nature of theii- functions and the force of tlicir

action, requiring more frequently and more particularly the ajipli-

cation of precautionary and remedial measures.

•olIMI

': 'Ml

Temporary or Preventive Hemostasia.

This becomes necessary as an occasional ex^ . urut, when tbe

presence of the blood is likely to become an obstacle to the opera-
tion, and the preventive means may be applied either before or

dui-ing its performance. Included under this general head is the

circulai- compression, or ligation e?i masse, when the situation aud
the form of the region render it practicable. The effect of tiiis

being the flattening or collapse of the vessels, and the tempoiiuy
closure of their cahbre, one of the necessary conditions of its sue-

cessful application, especially with the superlcial vessels, is that

they should be situated neai- enough to so'^ utructure suflicieutly

hard and solid to furnish an unyielding ^?oin« ^jjmi to the com-
pressing agent. If, from the position of the artery, no such i)oint

of resistance can be made available among tiie surrounding parts,

resistance can be estabhshed by a double pressure made in op-

posite directions, in such a manner that the compressing jjowers

can furnish mutual support, each to the other. By this plan com-
pression can be effected in four different ways.

1st. By Digital Pressure.—'m^^n. this can be appUed and
proves sufficient, it is the simplest and the best mode. While it

serves to obstruct the circulation, its action is limited to the ves-

sel which alone needs it, aad the tissues are not contused in- the

pressure; it can, moreover, be suspended or renewed at will, and
can be managed by an assistant who may be placed in a position in

which interference with the operator can be entirely obviated, and,

indeed, can sometimes be performed by the surgeon himself. It

is obtamed by pressing the vessel with the tips of the fingers

placed either vertically upon the vessel itself, or along its course;

and only such a moderate degree of force need be employed as will

prove sufficient to close the calibre of the vessel, without fatiguing

the hand by unnecessary pressure.
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2A Compression irlth the Circular TAgature.—Either a band-

age or a circular string of sufficient strength may be emi^loyed in

this method. If needed upon the leg, it should be placed upon
the lower part of the limb, either dry and moderately tight, or

moistened with cold water. If kept in place for a certain lenf^th

of time previous to an operation, the effect will be to so reduce

the force of the circulation in that part as to render the perform-

ance comparatively a bloodless one. This proceeding is often

associated in veterinary practice with the operation of neurotomy,

lu operations upon the foot, comparatively perfect hemostasia

may be obtained by circumscribing the coronet with a Hgature

Fig. 454.—Tho Adstrictor of Brognlez.

formed of a strong circular string, tightly drawn, but as a substi-

tute for this, a special instrument has been invented by Brogniez,

which he calls the adstrictor, which secures the same results.

3d. Compression by the Tourniquet.—The adstrictor of Brog-

niez is but a peculiar form of tourniquet, which is composed of

two oval cushions or pads supported by metallic plates, and se-

cured on the inner face of a circular band adjustable as to its

Pio. 455.—Tourniquet.

length, and secured by a common buckle. This band is buckled
around the leg, and the pressure is made by the pads, which are

laid directly over the course of the vessel.

4th. Compression by EsmarcKs Method.—Another mode of

compression, borrowed from human surgery, that of Proffssor Es-
marck, is designed to wholly prevent the loss of blood, and enable
the surgeon to perform a perfectly dry or bloodless operation. It
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consists of a roller of India rubber, to be so applied aroand the

seat of the operation as to cause tlie 1>lood to rt tede toward the

center of the body, its return being pK vented V>y (irmly plncmg

a ligii^ure just above the point of iiicMfeion. Tne pressui-e pro.

duced by this band can be regulated by means of ii tovr Tii(|uo

or a pie<'e of elastic tubing, or an ordiuiuy string tliat max be

twistp<^. with a stick. This mode of compression is adapttu to

cases of amputatiou of the limbs and of the tail, or the reraovui of

tumors.

Perma.nk.\t, -.iH DrJ-ixiTi', Hemostasia.

The arrest of hemor' hiige ra;vy become necessary at any fep

of an operation, lut it U ordinarily when it has been complciid

that the indication must be fulfilled. It is true that in many . i.

stances, even after extensive lesions, the hemorrhage will ceiv/

spontaneously, but it is equally true that at other times sptciiii

interference becomes a necessity. If the hemoiThage is capillarv,

the surgeon may safely overlook it, and lea/e it to subside under

the influence of the retractihty of ^^V.-^ tissues; but if it is of ve-

nous origin, it cannot be safely left . > spontaneous action. Still,

usually it is only when one of the larger veins is the seat of the

bleeding that danger becomes imminent, as with those situated

near the center of the cii'culatory system ; but serious accidents

are seldom to be feared. If the vein is cut across, moderate pres-

sui'e upon the orifice will generally insure the formation of a clot

which will constitute a sufficient plug, or if the vein is opened

longitudinally by a lateral incision, pressiire at the point of the

wound, though not strong enough wholly to stoj:) the circuliition

within the vessel, may still be sufficient to assure the rapid obliter-

ation of the wound. But when large veins or arteries are opened.

or even when the capillary hemorrhage is usually abundant, more

complicated means of hemostasia must be resorted to, and not

only applied carefully and securely, but also with celerity. T

means of obtaining permanent hemostasia are of two kinds—

r

taking eflfect through the jo/.;'/ 'co-chemical action of spe' " ] a.""

the other including thpse ch are known as surgic.a y/iu-

-

proper.

Physico-Chemical Hemostatics.

Among these must be considered the refrigerants, ahsorhi .

astringents or styptics, saiii jyotential and actual cauterizatioi
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Ist. Befrig* rants. — The agents included in this class act

almost exclusively by depriving the parts upon which they are

ap2)lied of their heat, and in producing a certain excitation upon
.he vaso-mctor ntrves, followed by a toxic contraction of the mus-
cular libres nf the vessels, and the diminution, or sometimes the
,'( 'uplttte an est, of the bloody flow. Their action is principally

<fii('sii!iouH on vessels of small calibre, such as the capillaries.

Cold water, snow, cracked ico, and the very volatile hquids, as

ether, chloroform, and freezing mixtures, fill an important place in

this categoiy. In veterinary surgery, cold water, being the sim-

l)lest, the most accessible and abundant, and the easiest to apply,

heads the list. It is used in the form of douches, baths, lotions

and injections, or by means of compresses, pads, or cushions of

oakum laid upon the seat of hemorrhage. The saline mixtures,

and the snow or cracked ice, are placed in cloths, bags or blad-

ders, but their action must be watched in order to obviate the

possibility of congelation and mortification of the tissues, quite a

possible result of excessive refrigeration.

Refrigerants are generally considered as forming the least ef-

fective of hemostatics, but their facility of apphcation has brought
them into common use. They are principally indicated against

external capillary bleeding, or that which escapes from a small

vessel, but would generally prove insufiicient against a hemor-
rhage from a large vessel. They, may, however, prove advanta-

geous against some internal hemoiThages, which, though they

may be controllable by other du'ect means, yei can be reached by
the water without difiiculty or danger, and act dii-ectly or by con-

tinuity in producing the necessary contraction. In this manner,

injections into the nasal cavities, or the uterus, or rectum are

often efficacious in aiTesting a hemorrhagic flow suddenly occur-

ring. But in any case, refrigerants should be applied with care,

and their effect watched. If they are allowed to remain too long
in place, or the temperature be too low, they may induce t a in-

flammatory reaction and local gangrene, or produce other dan-

gerous general effects upon the internal economy. On the other

hand, if imperfectlj applied, and without a sufficient degree of

cold, their action, already weak, will become a mere useless nega-

tion, if not worse. Betv.'een tlieBe two extremes thcro is a middle
course, which the competent surgeon will be able to observe by
exercising his discretion, and an appeal to his own experience.
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2d. ylJso?7>en«s. — Hemostatic absorbents proper are agents

which by their capillary action suck up or soak in the sanguineous

element from traumatic surfaces, and having their structure

thickened and condensed by the presence of this contained hquid,

coagulated in their mass, oppose thereby an invincible obstacle to

the escape of the blood. Oakum, charpie, punk, spider-webs,

flour, fuller's earth, sponge, and various vegetable powders be-

long to this catalogue of medicaments. Oakum, which is the

substance which meets with general favor and is most commonly

used, is applied in the form of balls, dry, or soaked in cold water,

and packed over or into the depth of a wound, and kept in place

with bandages or compresses.

Compressed sponge has proved, in our hands, an excellent

hemostat, not only in capillary bleeding, but in that also of me-

dium-sized vessels. There is, however, an objection to its use in

the fact of its liabihty to become adherent to the tissues with

which it is in contact, and the consequent danger of renewing the

hemorrhage when removing it.

3d. Astringents, or Styptics.—TheBe agents produce the co-

agulation of the blood, by a chemical action, resulting from the

combination of the astringent's substance v/ith the hving tissues.

Their action differs essentially from that of the refrigerants in

the fact that they possess the special property of producing, by

their power of fibrillar astriction, the occlusion of the vessels

through the coagulation of the blood in their interior.

Astringents are used in both the solid and the liquid form.

Burnt alum in powder, and certain vegetable powders, belong to

the first class. The solution of sulphate of iron, sulphate of

copper, alum, acetate of lead, aJcohoUzed water, solution of tannic

acid, etc., are included in the second. They must be judiciously

used, however, because of then- liability sometimes to excite local

inflammations, more or less active. The action of the liquid as-

tringents is deeper, more energetic, more lasting, and more dur-

able than that of the solid, and they are for that reason sometimes

more reUable for the control of hemorrhages from large vessels.

Their consistency renders them, of course, alone available for

moistening compresses, balls, the tampon, or pads of any descrip-

tion. The most powerful of this class is the perchloride of iron,

which is remarkable for its power of coagulating the blood almost

instantaneously. When applied with oakum upon a bleeding sur-
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face it forms, with the b^ood, a blackish magiua, and a resisting,

svrongly-adherent clot in the cavity of the vessel.

4th. Potential Caustics.—The chemical astringents have gen-

erally the same mode of action. Upon being placed in contact

with the tissues they enter into combination with their elements

and form a coagulum, and it is the presence of this clot which

produces the hemostatic efl'sct. They are but little used, how-

ever, in veterinary practice. The nitrate of silver, some of the

minera] acids, as sulphuric, nitric, or arsenious, or bichloride of

mercury, are the potential caustics which are occasionally used,

though it should always be with great caution, in view of the

possible danger of producing an excessive effect.

5th. Actual Cauterization.—Cauterization with the hot iron

is the oldest and principal hemostatic in use in the surgical treat-

ment of the domestic animals, and in many instances may be made

to supersede all the chemical agents we have considered, more

especially in cases of capillary hemorrhage. It is applied with

the ii'on heated to a white heat, and laid upon the bleeding sur-

face, where it immediately creates a thick, impermeable eschar,

adherent to the wound, and off'ering an insurmountable barrier

to the escape of the blood.

To obtain all the effect desired the wound must be thoroughly

firee from all extraneous substances, liquid or sohd, that nothing

may interfere with the rapid formation of the eschar. The blood

should be well soaked out, a plug of oakum firmly pressed upon

the wound, and the iron pressed perpendicularly upon the tissues

;

this rapidly forms the eschar. The application of the cautery

must be continued for a few seconds only, on account of its Ua-

bility, while cooling oft", to adhere to the tissues and to the eschar,

with the consequent risk of reopening the wound and renewing

the hemorrhage upon attempting its removal. It is better if the

eschar is not sufficiently thick, after a first application, to renew

it a second, or even a third time, always taking the same precau-

tions, and being careful to avoid contact with sound tissues.

In this operation it is essential that the temperature of the

cautery should be at its maximum. '" df-heated, or cooled oflf by

blood, not only is the applicatlc . ijore painful, but the eflfects

are incomplete and the hemorrhage is likely to return. If the

blood escapes too freely, or coagulates too slowly, the eschar not

forming, it may sometimes become necessary to carbonize the

i^l
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bleeding surface by men i.- of EC-no (urabudtible Bubstance which

will furnish more Boli<'. miiterials for thd protective scar. A loop

of hair, or some pulv< lized rosin, placed upon the wound, and

burnt with the cautery, often fulfills the retiuirements. For hfm-

orrhage from parts below the surface, the edges of the wuiu, i

must be separated before the cautery is introdnc - prevent i\ s

cooUng befon reaching the proper point of apphcation. VVlu u

the eschar is W( 11 formed and cstabUshed it should be left without

interference 'i o complete the process of sloughing.

The ther- no-cautery, with which the required heat can be re-

tained at a uniform degree, is one of the best instruments for

the appli<'ation of this mode of hemostasia, there being no nee 1

of remo'. inf? it until an eschar of suflicient thickness has been ob-

tained.

Surgical Hemostatics.

Among the nur^erous surgical means n obtaining both per-

manent and definitive hemostasis, there are three which principally

merit our attention: compression, ligature and torsion.

(A) CoMPKESsioN.—We have akeady referred to this method

while considering the subject of temporary hemostasia. There

are cases in which it acts as an excellent mode of permanently

controlling hemorrhage, whether proceeding from arterial, vriious

or capiUary sources, and equally whether from a large surface or

from a deep cavity, where the origin of the hemorrhage cannot be

distinctly located. Still,
'
-r arteri 1 hemo hages it If only effica-

cious for vessels of small o- medium size, or when the wounds are

of smaU dimensions. There ai-e secondary circumstances wbicb

determine the designations ^ ^rtain variations of pressure. One

is the situation of the vessrl, relatively to that of the bleeding

orifice, when the pressure, to be eflfective, muf3t therefore be <J!)'"t

or lateral, and with the latter, either mediate • cmnediate. Some-

times, again, it is apphed at a distanr 'rom the bleeding point,

and in an indirect manner, and invoi a^ iltemative bet '••n

jyluqgii,'/ and direct compression. 1 is . ,
pUed to the wound

itseii when the vessel has been cut directly across. It is usu; 1lv

effected by covering or filling the wound with a dressing of

baUs of oakum apphed durectly upon the bleeding orifice, and

covering these with pndH, increasing in dimensions as they become

more superficial. The whole apparatus is subm'tted to pressure
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.gainst hemorrha^

is applitnl directly

l)V approximating the edges of the wound, an much as possible,

bv means of interrupted, pin, or a quill suture ; or sometimes

R circular bandage of dry or compresHed sponge, cut into small

pieces, may be used in the same manner as the oakum with ex-

cellent eft'ect, especially when the hemorrhage is abundant, or

ligation become impracticable.

The objection to the mode of compression, generally speaking,

is its liability to become loosened in consequence of the softened

and yielding condition of the surrounding tissues. For this rea-

son the mode of applying the force directly is not often practiced,

or, at least, is adopted only when the hemoiThages are small and

controllable by slight pressui-e, or in case of the sect i of an in-

compressible artery, like that of a bone.

In order to increase the effect of direct pressure the surgeon

soiuetines has recourse to the joint use of some of the physico-

chemical hemostatics before mentioned.

(a) Immediate iMteral Compression.— This is practiced

H duo to lateral wounds of blood vessels, and
' on the opening in the vessel. The method

of its application dc not differ from that of direct compression,

and it is liable to the s.rne objections in its irritating effect upon

the surface of the wo^ i, and consequent interference with cica-

trization, and the duuger of renewal of the bleeding. More-

over, ?f the vessel is without lid resting-place, and there is no

sufficient resisting point, hemoriuagc is not arrested. But again,

in a contrary condition, it may be followed by gangrene or the

obliteration of the vessel, and if the wound is of such a form that

tlii8 last accident cannot be avoided it is better to have immediate

recourse to the ligature. It remains, then, that this mode of hem-

ostasia is only advisable when the wound is small and the artery

amall imd superficial, or in such a position that it cannot be ligated.

luiiuediate lateral compression, however, can be made with

great benefit with the finger upon the wound, pressing with the

nect sary force to prevent tho escape of the blood, without clos-

ing the calibre of the vessel. The finger is kept in position for

one or two hours, with an occasional inspection to discover whether

the hemorrhage has ceased, and when it is removed there remains

but a simple wound, easy to dress.

This mode of comuression has the advantase <'( obviatinir the

accidents that may occur from excessive external pressure main-
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tallied by ligaturcH and dressings, such as the division of the skin

and the possibility of gangrno. The vahie of this measure of

digital compression may be ostimated by the fact of its successfn'

application to a vessfl of the dimensions of the carotid artery in

a case of a wound by pricking.

(/>) Mediate Latenil Compression.—The compression here is

applied outside of the solution of continuity, in such a maimer as

to leave a certain thickness of the tissues between the injured vojj-

sol and the compressing apijaratus. It may take effect either

diiectly upon the wound itself, or elsewhere along the course of

the vessel. It can be effectively made only upon superficial \(s-

sels, principally arteries which, like those of the extremities, lie

upon or near enough to resisting surfaces to fiu-nish a means of

support to the pressure. The manner in which temporary ami

l^ermanent hemostasia can be obtained is the same, excepting that

the cords, bandages and tourniquet are replaced by graded com-

presses, supported by rollers or appropriate bandages, which aie

continued only duriug the existing necessity.

The objection to this hemostatic method, and which it shares

with all the other processes of compression, is, that when a large

vessel is to be compressed, and a certain amount of force becomes

necessary, other tissues, with other vessels, veins and nerves alike,

must participate in the same pressure, and, as a consequence, dis-

turbances of vaaying degrees of severity will occur in pai'ts situ-

ated beyond the compressed surface, proportioned to the duration

of their exposure to the acting cause. Hence the indication, in

applying the apparatus, to begin at the peripheric portion of the

region, to caiTy it toward the center, in passing over the wound

already protected and covered by the balls, pads or compresses,

which constitute the true means of compression.

The principal objections to this process of hemostasia can be

obviated by leaving on the apparatus only for the minimum time

necessary to obtain the cicatrization of the wound of the vessel.

which will, of course, vary according to cu-cumstances, and will

be especially influenced by the consideration whether the calibre

of the vessel is to be preserved or obliterated.

If the vessel be a small one, the wound of small dimensions, and

the continuity of the channel ia to be preserved, a few hoiurs will

be sufficient ; or, if otherwise, it ia to be obliterated one or twu

days will be required, or even at times one or two weeks.
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(e) Plugging.—This mode of compreHHion is choseu as a per-

manent LeraoHtiitic to arrest LemorrUafi;pB which occur upon the

surface of uaturul cavities, or upon woundn whfrc the injured

vessel cannot be reached. Thiw is done with ballM, or pU'dgcts of

uttkuiu or Hpoug< , cai'ried with a forceps to the bottom of the

cavities, or with sac'hets, arranged in the manner of the tampon,

impregnated with an astringent solution or a cold mixture, the

whole being kept in place by the dressing which closes the cavity.

It iH used in cases of epistaxis and hemorrhages from the uterus,

or those following castration. But with all its advantages it is an

uncertain mode, and opposes but a slight obstacle to the heraor-

rkige ; besides which it in'itates, by the pressure of the plugging

material on the parts with which it is in contact, where it acts in

the manner of a foreign body, which in fact it is, giving rise to

some pain, and perhaps stimulating muscular contractions, and

thus exciting the hemorrhage anew. However, these objections

lire not of sufficient weight to contra-indicate its employment

ii;. II ready and efficacious means of hemostasia, or to prevent

it Irora being wisely appreciated and largely employed by the

surgeon.

(B)—LioATiTRE.—The ligature is the typical and obvious means
of hemostasia—the hemostat par excellence—perfect in its sim-

pHeily, though consisting simply in tying a circular thread or

cord around the wounded vessel with sufficient tension to close its

chaimel, suppress the circulation, and convert the tube into a

cord. It can be applied either on the cut extremity of an artery,

or upon its continuity. It is seldojn apphed upon veins, however,

t'rmu its liability to induce phlebitis, but still, it is resorted to in

ffouiuls of large veins, or when the hemorrhage cannot be con-

trolled by other means.

As with compression, ligature may be itmnediate or mediate,

and may also be divided into temporary/ and jternuiNcnt—tem-

jiiininj, when its continuance depends upon some contingency

—

jiemudieitt, when it is to remain until it is eliminated by suppura-

tion, or becomes organized and absorbed, as when the ligating

thread is composed of some special animal fibre—which is the

kind most commonly used.

The instruments required for this operation are : tenaculum,

aneurism needle, ligature materials, ordinary dissecting or bull-

dog forceps, scalpel or bistoury, and the grooved director.
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The kind of forceps used are known as artery forceps, and

are of numerous varieties.

in

: aw

Fio. 457.—Cooper Needlea, or Tenaculum.

The tenaculum, or aneurism needle, is a kind of blunt tenacu-

lum with an eye at its end, and is used to seize or secure the

vessels.

The suture mateiials are linen thread, silk, animal hgatures,

such as catgut or tendinous fibrilla, and sometimes very fine me-

tallic wire. Ordinary linen thread and silk, well waxed, are most

commonly used in veterinary practice.

(a) Immediate Ligature.—This is the surest of hemostatic

means. It is applied principally upon large arteries surrounded

only by then* ' ellular sheaths, and a difference is made in applying
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artery forceps, and it between vessels which are perfectly intact and those which
have been partially cut through or otherwise injured.

The immediate ligatitig of an artery entirdy dlvkled includes

but two steps; the prehension of the artery and the adjustment

of the Ugature.

When drawn out of its position with the* i)ropt'r forceps the

artery must be carefully examined for posniblo adhesions, and
especially any nervous threads which may bo uttac^hed to its sur-

face—all of which must be dissected.

In placing the ligature many operators carry the thread, form-

iflg a loop, with the forceps, and on seizing the artery and seeing

that it is clear from the surrounding tissues, they slip the loop

down over the instrument upon the vessel, to bo tied by an assist-

iint. The apparent simplicity of this movement is deceptive ; too

often the loop of the hgature adheres to the wound, the ends roll

er themselves and one another, the Ugaturo ciumot be properly

jilaced over the vessel, and the knot is tied over tho forceps before

the thi-ead has reached the artery. To avoid this it is better, when
the vessel has been well secured and isolated, to have tho assistant

apply the ligature by its middle upon tho jaws of tho forceps, be-

hind the hand of the surgeon holding them, in order to be free in

his movements. Then making first a simple knot, without twist-

ing the thread, and tying it close to the forceps, he thou, with the

ov

Pio. 458.—Applying tho Llgatuni.

thumbs, pushes the thread further along tho artery, and ties it by
pressing the thumbs together with sufficient firmness to rupture

the internal membrane of the vessel. If tho wound be deep, ia-

5t«ail of the thumbs both indexes are used to carry the thread

along the artery and tie it. The forceps is then removed and
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Fig. 460.—Improperly-made Knot.

a second straight knot is made (Fig. 459). The knot represented

in Fig. 460 is improperly made and Uable to become loosened.

The extremities of the thread are left of a sufficient length to

aUow their being turned toward the most dependent part of the

wound. If they are cut too short they are liable tc become lo(m

in the tissues, and be covered or concealed by the granulations and

become the center of a suppurative gathering. Ligatures intended

to remain in the tissues, must be made of animal material.

The wound of an artery always involves the application o^ a

Ugature on both extremities of the course, the central and the

peripheric.

Wliere the artery cannot easily be raised or dissected from the

tissues into which it is retracted, the pointed tenaculum can be

used to draw it out of its position ; this instrument is more suita-

ble for small than large vessels, the coat of which it is liable to tear.

In the immediate ligating of an intact artery, and without a

solution of continuity, the vessel is exposed by means of im in-

cision, either parallel or sometimes obhque, and at others perpen-

dicular to the artery, according to its situation and the nature of

the subjacent tissues, carefuUy noting any projections of the

bones, muscles, or tendons which can be made available as points

de repire; observing, indeed, aU the anatomical onnections exist-

ing bet^veen the different structures. When the artery has been

nearly reached, in order to avoid injuring it, it should be separated

by dissection with the forceps and the bistoury from the tissues

covering it, or by introducing a blunt, grooved director under

them, as a guide, and dividing them with the knife. The sbeatli

of the vessel is also carefully divided and separated from the ves-

sel itself, which is then carefully isolated from its vcIb or surround-

ing adhesion, and the blunt-eyed tenaculum, or the aneurism
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nproperly-made Knot.

needle passed under it. Sometimes this is easily done, but in

other cases the density of the connective tissue surrounding the

artery is too great to allow the neetile to pass readily under it.

iu which case the obstacle can be removed by scraping it awa}

with the finger-nail, which will ob\-iate the application of extra trac-

tion upon the vessel. The ligature can then be adjusted around

the vessel by means of the tenaculum, and the operation completed

as usual.

(b) Mediate Ligature.— This operation comprises including

iii the ligature of the vessel a certain portion of the surrounding

tissue—a portion which should be as small as possible.

It is done with a curved needle and a ligature of single or

double waxed thread or silk. The needle is introduced into the

thickness of the tissues, at a small distance from the artery, and

passed around it with the ligature, which should be firmly tied in

the usual way.

The ligature is quite painful in consequence of the pressure it

makes upon the nervous fibres which accompany the artex'y, and it

is less safe than the immediate operation, exi^osiug the vessel dur-

ing its performance to the risk of wounds from the needle, and

requiring, besides, a stronger traction upon the ligature and the

iinot, from the increased bulk of tissues involved ; and there is,

again, great uncertaiiity as to securing a sufficient division of the

internal and middle coats of the artery. For these reasons it is

less adapted to large than to small arteries.

The effects produced l)y the application of a ligature are not

wholly mechanical. It is also followed by certain peculiar changes

iu the condition of the vessel, and by specific inflammatory phe-

nomena which resvdt in the permanent obliteration of the tubular

character of the artery.

When an artery is tied with the ligature the internal and mid-

dle coats of the vessel are also divided by the compressing thread,

and by their retraction above and below it they form a double

cone, the apices of which rest on the ligated spot, the external

coat resisting and arresting the flow of the blood. A clot is then

formed, and the irritation produced by the pressure of the ligature

stimulating the proliferation of the cellular elements of the walls

of the vessel, adhesions are boon established between them and
the coagulated blood, and the termination is the solidification of

the former tube.
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The presence of the Ugature and its ei^ect on the surroundings

of the blood vessel give rise to a process of elimination, by whicL,

after a certain time, the hgating thread is expelled, carrying with

it the vascular stump situated beyond the hgature. At the same

time, and while these phenomena are taking place outwardly, tin

clot, adhering more and more to the vascular surfaces, soon be-

comes the seat of peculiar absorbent changes, and gi-adually diniii.-

ishing in size, at length disappears.

As the resorption of the clot takes place the walls of the

sel contract until at length the cahber of the artery becomes -l

tirely obhterated, and the former tubular canal is trannfon/ied jr.to

a fibrous cord, extending from the point of the ligasure to the

nearest collateral vessel.

This obliterating process of the arterial canal may, however,

be defeated by the interference of too active an mtiammation, pro-

ducing the prematui-e sloughing of the Ugature, or by the exist-

ence in too close proximity to the point of hgation of a colLitcnil

arterial branch. In both cases hemorrhages may follow ; iu the

first, because the adhesion of the clot is imperfect, and in the

second, because no clot has been formed.

(C) Torsion.—This hemostatic process has beenknown from an

early date, but was not methodically described until about forty

or fifty years ago, by Amussat, who recommended it in prefereuee

to the method of ligation. But daily experience has demonstrated

its inferiority, and proved it to be a less powerful hemostatic meas-

ure than that of the hgature, and, moreover, that it is only ivail-

able for hemorrhages occurring in small vessels.

There are several ways of applying torsion. Amon^ tbe

principal is that reiognized by Amussat. It requires four forcep.s,

two ordinary amtoti^fnd, another whose branches are termiuatii

by smooth "cylindrical jaws, and the fourth the arU'ry-twhih„j

forceps^. The artery is held with one of the ordinary forceps

:

with the other the tissues surrounding it are separated from it

;

then the twisting forceps grasp the artery at its extremity in

place of the one first used, keeping it out of tht^ wound, and wliec

thus secured the instrument with the smooth transverse jaws is

applied above it, close to the tissues, and firmly pressed upou tlie

COatK WI iiiC aiicrj. iti -—r- ^1 ^.-!.i^ i -« _ j. ^ ^

a rotwy saotion upon its axis, m if the vessel were to be ro\M

over its extremities, and is t.wjstf'l upon itself by neven or eight
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Pig . 461.—Artery Forcepe for Torsion.

:
turns. The smooth-jaw forceps is then removed, and the stump
of the artery is released and pushed into the tissues, unless the

torsion has been sufficiently severe to produce the laceration and
retrar'-on of the vessel. As the result of these manipulations the

twu internal coats of the torn artery retract upo!i themselves and
the external coat is elongated and rolled upon iteielf-—all in stidi

a manner that the cJot ie arrested by the retracted iotemal m«n-
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branes, as well as by the support contributed by the pseudo-plug-

ging, -which results from the twisting of the external coat.

This process is a compUcated one, but it has been modified in

several ways. In one process only two ordinary arterj' forceps are

used ; one applied at some distance from the end of the ai'tery,

transversely to its axis, and the other holding the vessel by its cud

in continuity to its length. Keeping the first tight on the vessel,

the torsion is made by ten or twelve complete rotations of the

second.

Another still simpler mode consists in grasping the mouth of

the bleeding vessel, and giving it a number of rotations Avith n

strong artery forceps, the artery being thus twisted without tear-

ing or entirely dividing it. Nothwithstanding all these modifica-

tions, torsion is not applicable io large arteries, and cannot super-

sede the ligature. It is slower in performance ; it is more painf il

;

it requires a greater isolation of the vessel ; and the possibility of

untwistmg, and with it, secondary hemorrhage, is always to be

feared.

•-J

i. 3
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CHAPTER XI.

OPERATIONS ON THE NERVOUS
SYSTEM.

PLANTAR NEUROTOMY.

Although the word neurotomy, when correctly defined, means
in u general sense, the dissection of nerws, it has in surgery an-
other signification, and is appUed indifferently to describe the di-
nsion, the resection or the amputation of a nerve, according to
the Hpecial manipulations of a given case. In veterinary surgery
It IS held to be strictly applicable to the operation which consists
m the dissection and removal of a portion of a nerve, and as the
present chapter proposes to treat principally of affections of the
toot, it IS simply correct to employ the term ijlantar m a prefix to
the title, as we have done. The design of the operation is the
destruction of the susceptibihty of the region or organ imphcated
in the treatment, and to subdue the pain, if not permanently, at
least tor a period of time sufficient to restore a working animal to
his abihty to labor, which, without such a relieving operation,
would have been lost to usefulness and comfort.

This curious and important operation has a compai-atively
recent histoiy. It is of English origin, two British sm-geons
ckmmg priority in its performance. These rival contestants are
3Ioor.roft and Sewell, who put it in practice, the former in India
and the latter in England, at about the same time. After its in-
troduction, it was frequently performed by Enghsh veterinarians,
among who«e names occur those of Goodwyn, Coleman, PercivaU

I

Spoouer and others.

Its introduction on the continent was in France, and is credi-
ted to Crirard, Jr., who deHcrihed it in 1821, and from that dnie it
continued to be a subject of experiment at the hands of many

I
veterinarians. We say expend,, Nt, because it was only after a
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long series of trials, and as the resvdt of much discussion of its

merit and value, that it secured an affirmative verdict from the

magnates of veterinary practice, and became an estabhshed posi-

tion in our science. Yet the objections which it encountered m

Europe have not to this day been whoUy eradicated, and on this

side of the Atlantic there are few practitioners who stiU dccliue

to give it their confidence and adopt it in their practice. Tlu>

opposition which it has encountered is founded principally upou

the failures, the accidents and the unfortunate sequehe, wUich

were not rarely met with during the period immediately following

its original introduction. These objections we now procet- . to

Stumhling has been mentioned as one of the first effects of

the loss of the tactile function of the foot, by the destruction of

its sensibility. The animal which has lost the sohdity and the

certainty of his gait, will only after a long time become accus-

tomed to the proper use of the comparatively mert mass repro-

sentcd by so indispensable a part of his organization as his fo<M.

so complicated in its arrangements and adaptations, and so per

feet a portion of his anatomical structure before the extiri^ation

of its nervous sense. And yet, while this condition of stuiub-

ling must be fully appreciated by those whose anatomical b.uwl-

edge enables them to take into full and careful consideration

the physiology of the part, and who have verified the objediou

from their own observation, there are also veterinarians cf large

practice and long experience who have operated in numerous

cases even upon animals used for fast work, where the muscular

effort is of a comparatively violent character, who have met with

the accident onlv in very rare and strictly exceptional cases. It

must rationally be infeiTed that an unskilled operation of such a

character would leave the patient in a condition of which an awk-

ward and stumbling gait would be bat a natui-al and mevitable

sign But it would also be in the course of a natural and hialthy

reaction for a horse to educate himself rapidly to the situation.

and acquire a new certainty of movement and confidence m the

use of his feet, which would soon restore him to his former abil-

ity to labor.
. . • ^

The eaMina off of the hoof, as a compUcation or termmation

of the operation in neurotomized horses, is one necessaruy ui u

j

fatal character. This fatality has, iu some instances, foUvHvea the
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operation within a period of from one to two months, but on the
other hand its occurrence has been deferred in other animals for
uiirs. Evidently, these varying results must be considered as
the effect of different and quite disconnected causes. The truth
!S, indeed, that in the first instance it is due to a gangrenous dis-
orgamzation of the tissues within the foot, and in the second in-
stead of being the result of insufficient vitality, or arising from
lack of nutrition of the parts, it is more probably the consequence
of the unregulated force of the concussion when the foot strikes
the earth-unregulated because of the loss of the discriminating
mstmct formerly exercised, but now lost with the missing nerve-
eousciousness which once controUed all the movements of the limb
It could scarcely happen that such a condition of things should

j

fail, after years of continuance, to encounter some susceptible
temper m which to exhibit its baleful influence.
A reason which must not be overiooked in relation to the cast-

ing off of the hoof is the fact that m the neurotomized animal
the essential symptoms of the first development of any lesions
which might give rise to it, are missing. The first of these symp-
toms 18 the pain which is normally manifested by the lameness
and for that reason it is that the care and attention required by
the foot of a neurotomized horse are at once so important and so
commonly overiooked and omitted. But without ignoring the
possibHity of this accident, the question is presented, whether it
IS of such common occurrence that its frequency constitutes a
cogent reason for aboUshing the operation.
Our answer to this, founded on the showing of the record

must be given in the negative. To quote but one among many
authorities-Professor Nocard says that out of more than one

I thousand operations, he has never met with that accident. For
loiu'selves, in a practice of many years, with a number of neurot-
omy cases which we can coimt by the hundreds, we also have
never encountered it. In the only case we have seen, other causes

I existed in the form of suppurative corns, which were overiooked,
land which were, moreover, comphcated with gangrene of the vel-
jvety and podophyllous tissues.m Softetiing of the Perforans Tendon and its subsequent
|rapturp. 18 also a very severe sequelse of neurotomy. This may

if place almost immediately after the operation,' or it may bo
wstpon.Hl until after a U^^ months, when the animal has resumed
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his work. It has, indeed, been rluirged to undue haste, in com-

pelling the animal to labor without allowing sufficient time for the

healing process to be completed, and it is also alleged that it is a

consequence of the performance of the operation on both sides of

the leg at once. It is both a possible theory and a plausible argu-

ment that the failure of the tendon is the result of the shocks in-

flicted upon it whUe in a condition of disease and unconsciousucBs,

and this may explain thi possibility of the accident without any

reference to the circumstance of putting the animal to work. But

this falls far short of proving that the neurotomy exercised any

potent agency in bringing on the softening and rupture. And as

to the effect of performing the double simultaneous operation, our

opinion wiU be readily inferred from the fact which we here state,

that out of the large number of neurotomy cases which have passed

through our hands, we have seen but a single case of softening

and rupture of the perforans tendon, and that was associated :vith

a fracture at the os r-ri«. The horse had been operated on upon

both feet, and on lib u des at once, for navicular disease of old

standing, and on tL tiurd day foUowing he was found m his box

standing on boih iVtioeks. He was destroyed and it was found

that the tendons of ihr perforans had given away m both feet, with

a fracture of the navicular bone and os pedis on one foot, and of

the OS pedis alone at the semi-lunar crest on the other. It is our

constant habit to operate on both sides, and with this sole excep-

tion, we have never met with softening of the tendons.

Sprinahalt.—Bengnoi and Eenner report cases in which the

performance of the operation on the hind feet was followed by the

appearance of springhalt.

In addition to the points we have been discussmg, other

alleged objections exist, which may claim superior force and value

but there are none among them of sufficient weight, m ^lew of

the many benefits reahzed from the operation, to justify its repu-

diation and abandonment.

Among these may be mentioned the theory that the footde-

prived of its sensibiUty by neurotomy is more exposed to the s^

quel* of pricks, contused wounds, corns, etc., from the circum-

stance that there is no betrayal or visible manifestation of the

lameness which is usually indicative of lesions of that orfvau.

It iB fm-ther objected that in many instances the laraenesi

shows, sooner or later, a tendency to relapse. But there is httl-
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validity in this allegation, from the knovvn fact that in a majority

i)i cases its early recan-ence is mainly due to imperfect methods or

an unskillful perforuiance of the operation, and tanuot, for that

reason, be considered a jiroper incident of the case, but simply

an accident, which may be obviated by care and precauti<Mi ,
imd

II) judging the transaction, must be eliminated from the argu-

ment.

Probably the most important and most nearly valid objection

is that the suppression of the nervous influence has more or less

effect upon the nutrition of the digital region. Notwithstanding

the observations of Braael, the question of the direct influence of

the digital nerves ujion the nutrition of that region is a point

which has not yet been thoroughly comprehended by our physiol-

ogists. For this region this objection, and the points involved in

it, call for further study, and it is nearly certain that when it has

received this the end will be the removal of the reproach brought

against neurotomy of interfering with the vegetative life of the

digital region.

Having thus examined the objections which have been urged

against neurotomy, a consideration of the advantages claimed for

it will come next in order of mention. Leaving out of view the

few failures to which the operation, in common with every human
act or endeavor, whether in great matters or small, is from the

constitution of things, liable, we proceed to the facts which demon-

strate the usefulness and value of the treatment, with a descrip-

tion of the various modes of procedm-e practiced by different sur-

geons. The facts of the direct and successful results which be-

yond question have been secured, are so numerous and so patent,

and they so far counter-balance all possible accidents, that no

conceivable array of abortive cases, if reported truly and with-

out prejudice, can impair their force anl significance. It would

be impossible to reach even a proximate estimate of the value

saved and the loss prevented by the restoration of unnumbered
useless and suffering animals to contifort and usefulness.

And these are what might be called the positive or direct ad-

vantages of neurotomy. But besides these, there are other advan-

tages in the secondary effects of the operation, of which the im-

portance cannot be ignored, especially when they are commended
to oiu- attention by such authority as that of Professor Nocard, of

Alfort, when he says :
" In several cases I have noticed a great
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"1

diminution in the size of exostoses (ringbones), which we treated

by neurotomy ; . . .
" and again, " Neurotomy, by removing the

pain existing in the posterior parts of the foot, removes the cause

for knuckling, and prevents the retraction of the tendons ;" iuid

further, " It prevents also the serious accidents, so frequent after

firing of the coronet, sloughing of the skin, cartilaginous quit! .,v,

necrosis of tendons or ligaments, opening of joints, etc., all being

accidents likely to follow the severe cauterization which, to be suc-

cessful, is required in the treatment of those exostoses."

Speaking of these advantages, Zundel says :
" In rare cases,

besides the removal of the lameness, the recovery of the disease

which gave rise to it, may also be observed. Thus, after neuro-

tomy, contracted feet have, after a few months, regained their nor-

mal form, and exostoses have stopped their growth and even di-

minished in size."

Having thus considered this matter, both pro and eon, giving

on one side the objections urged against it, with the alleged facts

and inferences with which its opponents seek to maintain their ar-

gument, and on the other hand, shown the reasons which influence

the friends of the operation in advocating and putting it in prac-

tice, with their statement of its utility and the important bene-

fits it is capable of conferring, we are prepared to examine into

the conditions which indicate or counter-indicate this particular

method of surgical interference.

Bouley, speaking of its indications, said: '.'When the digital

region is the seat of a chronic disease, manifested by pain and

continued lameness, provided the alterations of structure are not

of such a nature as to interfere mechanically with the execution

of the function of the region, neurotomy is indicated." And

speaking of lameness, the seat of which is not located, Messrs.

Hardy and Hugues go farther, for with them "neurotomy can and

ought to be performed when a lameness from an unknown cause,

and whose nature is not recognized, has for a period of more

than three months resisted ordinai'y therapeutical and surgical

means."

Taking these as axiomatic rules, laid down by such authorities,

and substantiated by the results obtained by their observance, it

becomes evident that in all cases of lameness of the nature de-

scribed by these writers, or, to repeat, lameness and pain from an

unknown cause, neurotomy is the indication, and if it fails to cure
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In contraction of the heels, or in feet subject to chronic corns,

88 result of their conformation, and in some cases of chronic

laminitis, where there is either no alteration of structure, or very

little, as well as in keraphylocele, here also neurotomy is bene-

ficial. But it is principally in naviculai* disease that its advan-

tages are best illustrated. And next to these, as best adapted to

prove and exemplify its benefits, must be classed ringbones and
gidebones, the characteristic exostoses of the digital region.

Excellent results have followed it when performed for the relief

of the lameness which often supervenes upon severe injuries, or
operations about the foot, such as fractures of the phalanges, crush-

ing of hoof, or any of the sometimes violent acts of surgical inter-

ference necessitated by the diseases of that region. The question

has even been discussed of the probability of obtaining beneficial

results in tetanus, following traumatic lesions of the foot ; especially

in punctured wounds.

A glance at the counter-indications of neurotomy will furnish

a plausible explanation of the objections alleged against it in its

earlier history. In the fact that the complications now recognized
as thus related to it were then imknown, and consequently un-
recognized, and the operation performed notwithstanding, we
at once discovered a sufficient reason for the failures and bad
results of the treatment, and the consequent odium into which it

naturally fell. It was not yet adequately comprehended—it was
misappHed—it was, perhaps, unskilfully performed

—

it failed. A.

very logical formula; but it ought not to have been denounced.

Neurotomy is indicated in navicular disease, and for some in
the very incipiency of the attack, all other modes of treatment
being only paUiative and temporary, and when it has advanced to
its chronic stage an operation will be of httle advantage, or wholly
unsuccessful, if at this period the bone has become extensively

diseased, and the tendon reduced to the condition of a mere mem-
braneous peUicle. It is also contra-indicated in all forms of acute
inflammation of the foot; in badly formed feet, such as the flat or
pumiced of chronic laminitis ; and, again, when the lameness origi-

nates in a very large exostosis or other bony disease likely to be-
come a mechanical obstruction to the movements of the articula-

tion, or to the play of tendons, or to produce anchylosis. To

:iiij11
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resume, it may be said with Bouley, " one must not ask from neu-
rotomy more than it can grant, by applying it to cases where the
lameness must necessarily persist, even after the removal of pain
in the diseased parts."

One important practical point in the performance of the opera-
tion is the determination of the place where it is to be performed
A reference to the anatomical disposition of these plantar nerves
will aid us here. In the forelegs both the external and intor-
nal plantar nerves form branches about equal in size, running on
each side of the leg, with an identical disposition. Each of those
nervous branches is situated along the tendon of the perforaus

Pio. 462.-Plantar Nerves In Digital Region.

rrr'o^i'^l!" "T"' ;^'
°'''8''>al »' the digital nerveB; BBB, cartilaginous branch;C C C. cntaneouB branch; V, digital artery, with tho norvo back of It; K E. ramifloationn

of the cartilaginous and cutaneous branch; FP. bulbous branches; G, Transverse
branohes back of the fetlock Joint; V, digital vein.
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muscles, then, at a point a little above the fetlock, they ramify

and divide into three brancihea, or dijjfital nerves proper; one prin-

cipal, posterior or continuation of the main trunk, running towai'd

Fio. 463.—Plantar Nerve on the Posterior Pace of tho Phalanges.
P. plantar uorve; A, origin of the plantar norve above the BHsaniolds; B, cartllagl-

nous hranch
;

C, cutaneous branch ; D, digital artery; H, branch to the cartilaginous
biillw-8oiui«tim.'Babsont; I, bran<-h of the plantar cushion; K, transversal coronary
brauoh; .M, podophyllous ramiflcation: O, pre-plantar nerve; Q. branch to the pattlobe
imiui'uco: K, arterial branches; V, vein which Is sometimes found running back of the
plantiir nerve.

the middle part of the lateral cartilage of the foot, under which
it passes ; a second, anterior, smaller than the posterior, which is

divided toward the middle of the first phalanx, into several

branches, ramifying in the tendon and other parts of the anterior

region of the foot ; and a third, or middle branch, which goes to

the coronary band and podophyllous tissue. The consideration

of the relation held by these plantar and digital branches to the

blood vessels constitutes an important practical point in the opera-

tion. Artery, vein and nerve descend on both sides of the fet-

lock, in such a manner that the vein is situated in front, the artery
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lllO
in tlic) middle, and the nerve ])phind—the vein being on a pL
somowbut more superficial than tiio artery, which is a little deeper.

OouHoquently the operation may be performed at any one of four
pointH, and on either side of the leg.

ThfiHO are, first, above the fetlock, on the plantar nerve proper;
flocond, below the fetlock, on the posterior branch ; third, below
tho fetlo(!k, also on the anterior branch; and fourth, accordin-' to

Nocttrd, above the fetlock, on the anterior branch. The first or

Hocoud of these locations is more often selected for the operation,

and forma either the high or low process.

For each of these operations there is a point of selection. lu

tho high process this ia immediately above the fetlock, where the

nerve ia most superficial and most easily exposed, on the outside

border, and a little in front of the perforans tendon. In the low

method it is below the fetlock, in the middle of that part of the

corouot region where a depression is felt between the tendon aiul

the first phalanx.

Tint (Question of preference between the high and low opera

tiouH has been made the subject of much discussion, and it re-

nioina still unsolved. With many the high operation is that wliicli

yields tho best i ^sults; others hold that the object especially con-

templated in any given case must determine the point as the oc-

cttBiou presents itself. It is only just to say, however, that the ma-

jority of practitioners prefer the high operation ; not only because

it is easier to perform, but also because it is more likely to be

sucoessful.

Personally, we beUeve that the high operation, with «oiue

few exceptional cases, is that which will prove almost geuerully

beneficial.

Tho instruments necessary are, a pair of scissors, a couvex

bistoury or scalpel (we prefer the latter), a narrow, straight bis

toury, two dissecting forceps, a pair of blunt tenaculumw, with

ivn olastic baud (Fig. 464), an aneurism tenaculum (Fig. 4fio),

needloH, thread and sponges. Those who are familial- with the

operation highly commend a new instrument, the neurotome (Fig.

406), which has been invented to take the place of the straight

bistoury.

Neurotomy is a simple operation, but a very painful one, and

it is lUHinHsary, therefore, to have the luiimal well secured from the

commencement of his struggles, which may endanger both himself
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Elastic Band.
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Tenaculum,

Fig. 466.—Right and Left Neurotomea.

and the surgeon and his attendants. We fully agree ^nth the
admitted rule that animals undergoing surgical operations should
be thrown and properly secured. We, with other practitioners,

however, have succeeded so well in obtaining complete local an-

esthesia by the use of cocaine, that it has enabled us to perform
the operation in the standing position. We, nevertheless, can
scarcely see the necessity for general anesthesia when, as we be-
Heve, the intense pain which occurs the moment of the division

of the nerve can be mitigated by careful local anesthesia after the
nerve is exposed, should the operator think it necessary. A careful

consideration of the various methods recommended for securing
an animal, when cast for operation, has induced us to adopt the
following as the simplest, the safest and the easiest to apply and
control: The animal is thrown upon the side of the leg which is

to be operated upon, and, both legs being bound together above
the knee with a few twists of a flat rope in the form of a figure 8,

the leg to be treated is removed from the hobble and drawn

III
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forward with a rope attached to the foot. In this manner the

inside of the leg is first treated, after which the animal is turned

over and the process repeated on the outside. If the operation is

to be performed on both legs, the patient may be thrown on either

side indifferently, and his legs secured as before described. The

under leg is then first released and dealt with on the inside ; then

rebound to the hobble and the upper leg liberated, and the process

repeated on the outside. The horse is then turned over, and the

inside of the second leg operated upon is neurotomized and

returned to its hobble ; and finally, the upjDer leg, which was on

the under side at the beginning, is operated on upon the outside.

Our mode of operating may differ somewhat fi"om those prac-

ticed by others, but the general plan is the same.

The patient, having always been prepared by local treatment

of his fetlocks, which have been soaked and firmly bandaged for

twenty-four hours, is cast and secured, as before stated, the hair

is closely clipped with the scissors, and the parts thoroughly

washed with an antiseptic solution (bichloride of mercury).

Having carefully felt for the location of the nerve, which, in many

cases, can be discovered by feeling the pulsations of the artery,

an incision is made through the skin with, if possible, one stroke

of the convex bistoury, measuring from an inch to an inch and a

half in length. It is an advantage to have the incision slightly

oblique to the direction of the nerve. Then, with a forceps in one

hand, and the handle of a bistoury or scalpel in the other, the

cellular tissue is lacerated from the edges of the incision, in order

to allow the application of the two blunt rubbered tenaculums,

which, when in position, hold open the wound; or sometimes

threads are used instead, being passed through the edges of the

wound and tied on the opposite side of the leg. If the incision

has been made in the proper place, after sponging away the trifling

hemorrhage which obscures the wound, the nerve may be seen at

the bottom, or it may be found surrounded with more or less

condensed cellular tissue, and the next move is its dissection.

With a dissecting forceps in each hand, we firmly grasp the con-

nective tissue with one, while with the other we tear it away

immediately over the nerve, removing it by two or three small

portions at a time until the nerve is exposed, lying more or less

closely to the artery. Then, with a gentle two-and-fro movement,

we isolate the nerve from its attachments with the cellular
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structure, and when it is loosened, a fact easily recognized by
an apparent shrinking in its length, it is ready for the division.

At times we pass under it the blunt aneurism tenaculum, carry-

ing a thread with which to secure it, and when secured, passing

the pointed bistoury under it, we divide it with a single upward
stroke of the instrument. In other instances, instead of the ten-

aculum and thread, we use the neurotome, which, having a curved,

blunt end, enables us at once to isolate the nerve, and with a
simple motion of the sharp edge to divide it from below upward.
Upon making the section the lower end of the nerve is secured

with forceps, drawn out of the woimd, separated from its adhe-

sions by scraping it with the bistoury, and when a portion about
an mch or an inch and a half in length has been dissected, and
the resection ia completed, either with the neurotomy knife or the

bistoury, the wound is to be cleansed with antiseptic washes.

The edges are in a very few instances secured by a stitch of

suture, but we often prefer a simple antiseptic dressing and a

bandage.

There is, of course, no doubt that animals will often struggle

during the operation, and especially at the moment when the liga-

ture is tightened upon the nerve, or Y,hen the nerve is divided,

but the pain in either case is so transient that while we appreciate

the value of anesthesia, we cannot recommend, in ordinary prac-

tice, general etherization or chloroformization. If it is necessary

to have recourse, as some do, to the tourniquet, or of any other
means, to control a possible hemorrhage, a large experience in the

practice of this operation has failed to show us a single case

where such practice would have been of advantage.

The various details of the operation are substantially the same,

both for the high and the low process. It must be borne in mind,
however, when operating below the fetlock, that the nerve is often

concealed by a little fibrous band, which a careless operator might
mistake for the nerve itself.

There is probably no special attention required as supple-

mental to the operation. The wound heals more or less rapidly

by first or second intention, and, as a rvde, after two or three

weeks there are no signs of the occurrence excepting a simple
linear cicatrix remaining. Of the accidents which may be en-

countered during the operation, hemorrhage is the most import-
ant. Generally this is referrible to an error on the part of the
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operator in dividing the artery or the vein, and usually it is not

dangerous, though it may still prove very troublesome. If the

artery is divided the hgature must be appUed on the truncated
ends ; if the vein, pressure will be sufficient.

The last important point involved in a case of neurotomy is

the length of time required by a neurotomized animal to recuper-

ate before he can safely return to his work. It is undeniable that

to a too hasty return of the patient to his accustomed labor most
of the objections and alleged complications of the operation may
be traced, and for this reason the answer to the question bow
long a rest shall foUow the operation must be as long as circum-

stances will permit.

Zundel, Gourdon, Fleming, and others, make a month the

minimum period within which no considerable exertion should be

undergone; we would sometimes be still more liberal in allotting

the length of the vacation.
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CHAPTER XII.

OPERATIONS ON THE GENITO-URINARY
APPARATUS.

CATHETERISM OF THE URETHRA.

The object of this operation is the exploration of the interior

of the bladder, and consists in the introduction of a catheter,
species of canula, or through the urethral canal into that organ,
for the purpose of ascertaining and removing its contents. Al-
though the urethra of the male has great length, with an acute
curve at the ischial arch, the operation is not a difficult one. It

is deHcribed as the partial and the complete, according to the dis-

tance to -which the instrument is inserted into the canal, being
partial when the catheter is pushed in the urethra only as far as
the pelvic portion of the passage, but complete when it is carried
completely into the bladder.

The operation is employed in animals of both sexes, and is

indicated in cases of retention of urine, due either to the pressure
of calculi, or to the spasmodic contractions of the bladder, which
accompany some cases of colic ; or, again, when in attacks of
paraplegia the animal is unable to micturate naturally. It also
constitutes one of the first steps of the operation in urethrotomy,
in cystotomy, and in lithotrity.

"We shall consider the operations separately as performed in

males and in females.

Ill Males.—The catheter used in veterinary practice for male
soiipeds is composed of a tube of wire, twisted in close spirals,

and covered with a species of thin oil-cloth, making the outer sur-
face perfectly smooth, and forming a perfect canula. It is fur-

nished with a stylet made of flexible rush broom, or whalebone,
which can be readily withdrawn from the cavity of the instru-
ment.

Metallic catheters, invented first by Brogniez, and improved
on the plan of those used in human medicine, may also be ob-
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Fio. 467.—Catheter.

tained, but they are not in as general use as the simpler and

cheaper kind above described. Indijwrubber instruments, more

or less pliable, constructed on the same general plan, are also

made.

In soUpeds, urethral catheterism can be performed either vrhon

the animal is standing or in the recumbent position. In the first

case he is kept quiet by the application of a twitch on one lip lunl

of the hobbles on his hind logs. This done, the first step is to

secure control of the penis by drawing it out of the sheath, wbich

must first have been thoroughly cleaned and washed to remove

all the sebaceous secretion which by its greasy consistency renders

this step of the operation quite a difficult one, many animals

resisting the attempt to accomplish this with all their force. But

by obtaining and retaining a firm hold of the penis above the

glans, and drawing upon it slowly, firm!y and steadily, the resist

ance of the animal may be at length overcome, and the organ

brought into full view. The operator then, guided by the little

protrusion of the urethral canal, in the middle and a little toward

the lower border of the glans, carefully introduces the instru-

ment, which should be freely lubricated with oil or vaseline,

pushes it slowly toward the ischial arch. When the instrument
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rpaches tho iHchial space the stylet must be withdrawn in order to
avoid the dimculty of bending tlie catheter over the curve formed

I

lit that point in the urethra. At this moment a g.iitle but firm
imd steady i)n'8Hure upon tho end of tho instrument (easily felt
at the ischial arch), made by an assistant bending it forward, will,
«ith a little careful pushing, effect its entrance into the bladder.'
TliiH will, of course, become known at once by the cessation of
the resistance, and by the escape of the urine \vhich may be con-

I

tained in the bladder.

The removal of the instrument is effected by simply drawing
it carefully from the passage.

Sometimes simple pressure over the ischial arch is insufficient,
iiml the bending of tho instrument into the proper direction is to
!.< made through the rectum, and hence the indication of having
that organ well emptied before proceeding to the operation.

The indication of great caution in this operation is suggested
by a consideration of the fact that (if the canal should ch°ance to
be of unusually narrow diameter or its walls softened by disease)
there is sometimes danger of forming false passages, by punctur-
ing the mucous membrane, and forcing the catheter into the
erectile tissue which surrounds the urethra. This is an incident
Khich, however, can be avoided by removing the stylet from the
ciinula before its introduction into the urethra, the canula itself
being terminated by a perforated ovtd bulb, perfectly smooth, and
thus incapable of inflicting injury.

In Catheterizing Female.<<, a smftU catheter may be and is
sometimes used, but as a rule, the metallic instrument is prefer-
able, the conditions of the method, the shortness of the passage

PiO. 488.-Female Catheter.

and its comparatively large diameter, with the facility with which
lit can be entered, rendering the metallic on all accounts more
jehgible than the composition or the rubber tube.

The instrument, being lubricated with oil or vaseline, the oper-
ator opening the vulv.iwit.h the left hand, introduces his right
holduig the instrument, into the vagina, and carries it forward to
the meatus urinari«s, which he can feel at about six or seven
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inches in front of the \'ulva. While thus holding the instruuieut,

he feels, with the middle finger of his right hand, for the mucous

valvidar fold which covers the meatus, pushes the finger un(l(>r it,

and then, bringing the bulb end of the catheter to the opening df

the urethra, inserts it into the bladder.

The accidents that may arise from carelessness, or otherwise,

in the catheterism of males, are not met with when treating

females.

URETHROTOMY.

Incisions of the urethral canal are made for various purposes.

The removal of foreign bodies, usually calculi ; the restoration of

the suspended power of micturition when is has been caused Ik

the closure of the passage; the estabhshmeut of an artiticid

urethral opening ; and the penetration of the ca\ity of the bludctr

when necessary for surgical purposes—these are among the

reasons for which this important canal is incised by the surgeou

It is principally performed on males, the dimensions, aside from

its shortness, of the urethra in females being, as a rule, ample,

and the organ sufficiently dilatable for the removal of calculi,

or other objects, without involving the necessity of an operation.

Among the males, the ox is the animal which most frequently re-

quires it, by reason of the peculiar liability of this animal to sufler

from a constitutional tendency to the formation of calculi and

the fact that these accretions are often arrested in the urethra, in

consequence of a peculiar double curvature, or S formation, in tbe

penis.

With horses, it is in some districts quite a common operation.

In these animals, however, the calculi, though of rare fornmtiou,

are larger and are more genertilly retained, either in the bladder

or in the first portion of the urethra. In smaller animals, calculi

are also quite common and troublesome, especially in do<,'R, on

accovmt of the presence of the bony formation in the structure of

the penis.

In the horse, the principal operation is performed in the peri-

neal region, or the part extending on the median line from tbe

anus to the scrotum, bnunded above and on each g

ischial tuberosities, and below by the flat of the thighf

The skin of the perineum is very fine and thin, ant

llV tllf
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Fl«. 469.-Anatomy of tho Porineal, Anal and Caudal ReRtone.

11. Tht) Hkln. 3.—Portion of the apoucurotic sUeath of the coc-cygeal muBcles.
33.-liifiTior Baoro-coooygoal niUBi'les. 4 4.—Lateral nacroHJOooygeal luusoleB. G 5.—Is-
chUHtHvygi'al musclos. 6.—SuspouHory llgainimt of the anus. 7 7.—Lateral caudal
artanos. S. -Doup caudal voln, BatcUito of iho median artery. 9.—Median caudal
srtsry, 10 lo.—liiferlor ciuuial nerves, ll. -Lymphatic glaudti. laia Suiieinolftl
caudal veins. 13'.~Onoof tho BUperflclal caudal velnB. 18.—Portion of the perineal
aponeurosis. 14 14.—Seml-merabranosuH muscle. 15.-8phincter ani. 10 16.—Ischto
I'STermnis muscle. 17 17.—Bulbo cavernous muscle. 18 IH.-HuBpenBory ligaments of
the IMiii.s. 191!i.—Bulbou8 or internal pubic arteries, ao.—Incision of tho urethral
I'liuai lur urethrotomy. 81.—Anus.
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below the anus, but downward and on the sides, is is covered with

short hair. Below the skin are found the two principal layers of

aponeurotic covering, divided into the superficial and the deep.

The former, of fibro-elastic texture, is the continuation of the dar-

tos, and covers the perineal region, thinning down as it nears the

anus, to disapi:)ear at the sphincter ani. Its most superficial fibres

give attachment to a subcutaneous muscular fasiculus, which

from the splineter ani runs downward to lose itself about lliree

inches below. The latter plane, or deep aponeurosis is fornvd of

white inextensible fibrous tissues. Intimately adherent by its

external face to the superficial layer, it covers and unites witli the

accelerator uriuae, and the ischio-cavemous muscles, as well as

with the suspensor and retractor ligaments of the penis. It tben

passes between the ischio-caverbous and the semi-membranosus,

to attach itself above on the ischial tuberosity and become lost

downward on the thighs. Some of its fibres directly suiTound

the fixed portion of penis, and join the aponeurosis common to

all the muscles of the flat of the thigh.

The suspensor and retractor of the penis form, in the upper

perineal region, that is, from the anus to the ischial arch, an ex-

pansion of sufficient width to form a true anatomical layer. Below

this they represent bands about half an inch wide, situated on the

median line, and covering the accelerator muscle. They are

formed of white muscular fibres. The blood-vessels and nerves

of this region, with the other parts pertaining to the anatomy of

the urethra, have already been considered.

The pecuHarity that belongs to the penis of ruminants must

not be overlooked, when the question of urethrotomy in these

animals is under discussion. Their penis is very long and thin, and

is surrounded in the perineal region by a complete aponeurotic

sheath, and on a level with the pubis it has two curvatures, which

give to the organ the form of an S. On a level with the second

curvature it gives attachment to the suspensory ligaments. Tht

free portion of the organ is elongated, strongly filiform, and

covered by a fine, rosy mucous membrane. The peculiarities

possessed by the penis of the horse do not exist in cattle.

The operation of urethrotomy is classified and designated with

reference to the part of the urethra, which is to be divided, and

this is of course determined by the location of the body to be re-

moved, making the designations principally regional ; and it is
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therefore said that the operation can be performed in three ways,
though three places would be the more accurate phrasse.

Thus we have first, the incision at the point of the penis, or
pnputial urethrotomy ; second, the division in the scrotal region,
or scrotal xirethrotomy; and third, the incision below the anus,
or ischial urethrotomy.

Preputial Urethrotomy.

In horses and dogs the urethra becomes more or less con-
tracted toward the full extremity of the penis, and calculi are
therefore apt to become arrested in that locahty ; in other cases,
masses of sebaceous matter will collect in the navicular fossa. In
sheep, sahne concretions are found, either in the prepuce or in the
urethra. All these conditions involve a contingency of surgical
interference. To remove them in the horse and in dogs, a trans-
verse incision is made with a bistoury over the spot where the
presence of the foreign body is detected, and it is readily disposed
of. If the erratic substance is in the urethra, an incision is made
through its membranes and it is removed in entirety, or sometimes
after having been reduced to fragments by means of a probe or
of a curator. In sheep, the simple amputation is recommended
by some. The wound made in these cases heals without trouble.

Scrotal Urethrotomy.

Scrotal urethrotomy ean be performed either on the front or
behind the testicles. In cattle it is ordinarUy posteriorly that the
calculus is lodged, more commonly in the second than in the first
curvature, and hence the indication for selecting this place for the
operation. Yet there are practitioners who prefer the anterior sec-
tion, because the penis being more superficial at that place, there
is less cellular and adipose tissue to be divided before exposing it.

In either case, the animal is thrown, with the hind leg carried
forward and secured as for castration. If the operation is to be
performed behind the testicular mass, an incision is made on the
median hne, measuring about three inches in length, the ceUular
tissue divided with the knife or the finger and the penis drawn
out through the incision. The calculus is extracted through a
longitudinal incision. The canal should then be examined with a
probe or bougie, to ascertain whether any more oflfending bodies
are present, and if so, they are of course also removed. The

I
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wound may be either closed by sutures, or, preferably, left without

interference, to obviate tlie possible danger of the formatiou of

future scrotal abscesses.

In the pre-scrotal operation, the hair is first clipped short, .and

an incision made through a transverse fold of the skin, to expose

the penis. The concluding steps are the same as those in the

former case.

It is, however, always advisable, when the animal is secured.

and before dividing the tissues, to insert the hand into the pic-

puce to draw out the organ. By thus straightening it and remov-

ing the S curvature, it is possible, and sometimes occurs, that

calculi are disjilaced and extracted without the necessity of resort-

ing to the knife.

The urinary fistulas which are among the sequelae of scrotal

urethrotomy, are of two or three weeks' duration, seldom continu-

ing longer. Care must be taken to protect the skin from the

irritation produced by the dripping of the urine through the

wound.
Ischial Urethrotomy.

This is the most common of the three operations, and is ajjph

cable to all males.

It is performed without casting, with the animal hobbled on

both hind legs and a twitch on his lip. (Fig. 470.) The decubi-

tal position is seldom required. The free use of cocaine has

enabled us to operate without any means of restraint, not only in

horses, but in camels, which are very awkward and uneasy animals

at the best, and especially when in the hands and under the knife

of the surgeon. The insertion of a catheter has been recom-

mended by many, to serve as a guide to the dissection of the

urethra, while others prefer the artificial dilatation of the canal

by the injection of water. In some cases, however, neither of

these expedients is necessary. The presence of the calculus and

the dilatation of the urethra above it, by the confined urine,

greatly assists in the location and puncture of the canal.

The incision must be made on the main line, on a level with

the ischiatic arch. The structures to be divided are first, the

skill, then the subcutaneous cellular tissue, the aponeurotic layers,

and the aecelator ui'inoe; which being completed, a straight

puncture can be made in the urethra between the two suspen-

sory ligaments. The incision is then extended upward or down-
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Fio. 470.—Secure for Ischial Urethrotomy.

ward, as may be required, with the bistoury, guided by the
grooved director, a blunt bistouiy being sometimes chosen from
the motive of prudence, in order to avoid possible injury to the
suiTounding blood vessels.

In our experience we have secured very satisfactory results by
adopting the method recommended by Bouley, of making one
comprehensive puncture, which penetrates the canal without any
prehminary dissection of the incumbent parts, especially when a
catheter has been placed in the ui-ethra for the guidance of the

knife. The hemorrhage, which generally accompanies this mode
of operation is of no great importance, often subsiding of itself,

and seldom requiring external hemostatic applications.

We believe it to be the better course, when the object in view
has been realized, to leave the wound to itself, without interfering

with the healing process by seeking to facilitate it by the applica-

tion of sutures. It gradually granulates and closes without any
special care beyond tho observance of cleanliness and the neces-

sary measures to prev< nt irritation of the skin from the contact

of the urine as it "leaks " through the wound.

"When the urethra has been opened, in whatever region of the

penis the offending foreign body may be lodged, it is readily

Mil
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straight. Curved.
Pl08. 471, 478.-Forceps to remove Foreign Bodies from the Bladder.

extracted with straight or curve forceps. These can also be em-
ployed to seci.re those of comparatively smaU size that maybe
found in the bladder, and answer veiy weU hkewise for those
masses of a sedimentary nature that are commonly seen in mares.

There may sometime be some peculiar pathological conditions
which render it necessary to prevent the closing of the wound in

coses of ischial urethrotomy, and when the formation of a perma-
nent artificttl opening should, perhap, be attempted.

The entire closing of the urethra, in its anterior portion, re-
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mpted.

anterior portion, re-

sulting from some special trauma-

tism would be such a case ; or again,

when the formation of calculi has

become an established constitutional

habit, and the results of this perver-

sion of the nutritive and assimilative

function are always present and con-

tinually renewed. In view of this

unfortunate state of things, and to

prevent the closing of the wound,

Troeber recommendis the use of a

peculiar tube, which, when intro-

duced into the urethra can be per-

manently retained in place for an

indefinite length of time (Fig. 473).

We have attempted the formation

of an artificial urethral opening, by Pia473.—Tube of Troeber, for ischial

sewing together the mucous mem- Urethrotomy in Bovlnes.

brane of the canal and the skin, but the results of the experiment

were of the most transient character.

CYSTOTOIHY.

Improperly known also as lithotomy, is an operation which

consists in the incision of the neck of the bladder to remove cal-

cuU of dimensions too great for removal intact through the

urethra. This operation has np longer a place in our surgery,

and, in fact, there is no existing reason for its performance. If a

calculus is of small or of medium size the neck of the bladder

can always be sufficiently dilated to permit its passage, and if it

should be of greater dimensions, and rendered impossible of ex-

traction by its size, the operation of lithotrity is always available,

and in experienced hands as nearly certain and safe as can reason-

ably be expected.

LITHOTRITY.

This term designates the operation of crushing, or piercing,

or drilling stones in the bladder, in order to reduce them to frag-

ments, preparatory to their removal by means of forceps or cur-

ates, or by washing them out of the bladder with water. It

mostly corresponds with, or rather, includes the lithotomy of
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Fio. 474.—Litbotritor of OuiUon.

human surgerj-. It was per-

formed for the first time by
H. Bouley in 1858, witb thv

assistance of a practitioner

of human surgery, Dr. Guil-

len.

Horses are more specially

the subjects of this opera-

tion in cases when the cal-

culi are too bulky and too

hard to be broken and re-

moved with the forceps

alone. In ruminants, on
the contrary, vesical calculi,

though more common, and
more numerous in single

animals, are generally of

sufSciently small size to

permit the relief of the jm
tient by the simple opera

tion of urethrotomy.

The instruments neces-

sary for this operation are

the lithotritor, or Utlion-

triptor, \i\i\i also ihecrunh-

hig forceps. The lithotri-

tor of Guillon (Fig. 474),

or the crushing forceps of

Bouley (Fig. 475), are those

generally used. We are con-

vinced by our experience of

these instruments that tlie

^. principal, and probably the

only objection that applies

to them lies against tlieir

mechanical construction.

We consider them to be too

clumsy, too l.irge and too

heavy; objections, however.

which are very easily obn-
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ical construction,

lider them to be too
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objections, however.

re very easily obn-

ated by any competent instru-

ment-maker.

While they must necessa-

rily possess sufficient power to

crush the calculi, we fail to see

that a proper attention to the

features of symmetry, finish,

and convenience of manipula-

tion can involve any sacrifice

of efficiency. The instrument

can be made to possess ample

strength, while still more easy

to handle when introduced in-

to the bladder through the com-

paratively small opening of is-

chial urethrotomy.

A bivalve speculum (Fig.

476) to dilate the wound of the

urethra is sometimes of great

value. A large syringe, and

plenty of water, or what is

better, an irrigator for douches

to wash out the bladder, will

complete the series of neces-

sary instruments. The opera-

tion is performed with the ani-

mal in the standing position,

secured as for urethrotomy, or

cast if the operator so prefer

it, and placed under the influ-

ence of general anesthesia.

We borrow from H. Bou- Fio.475.-CruBhlngPorcepBof Bouley.

ley, the father of the operation, his own description of the modus
operandi

:

Access to the bladder having been obtained by the process

already described, the essential operation is divided into three

principal steps

:

Ist. The introduction of the lithotritor, and searching for and

grasping the stone ; 2d, crushing of the calcvdus ; 3d, removal of

the fraeinents.

ms-ii:'

WW-
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Fig 476—Blvalvo Speculum,

1st. Introductio7i of the mstmtnent for searching and grasp.
ing the sto^e.—This step varies with the instrument, as to whether
the hthotritor or the crushing forceps is used. If the first, the
instrument, well greased and kept closed, is inserted through the
urethral incision, with its concavity resting on the convexity of the
ischial arch, and is pushed obliquely forward and downward
through the pelvic portion of tte urethra and the neck of the
bladder. ^Tien in this cavity the branches of the instrument are
opened, and by a shght and slow movement made to traverse the
cystic space untU it comes in contact with the calculus, which then
drops into the hollow of the branch adopted by its shaUow form
to receive it. The jaws of the instrument are then brought to-
gether and the stone firmly secured.

The same description, in every particular, applies to the ma-
nipulation of the crushing forceps.

In some cases, however, it is necessary to disarticulate the in-
struments, and to introduce the branches separately, uniting them
when both have been inserted.

It is important, in every case, to leave a small portion of urine
in the bladder to facihtate the movement of the stone and aid in
its seizure without grasping and pinching the lining membrane of
the organ. If the bladder is empty a portion of water might be
injected.

2d. Crushing of the *<ftone.—This is done by slowly approxi-
mating the jaws of the instrument. It is not necessary to reduce
the stone to very minute particles. It wiU be sufficient if their
dimensions are not too great to permit their free escape through
the urethral passage.

In removing the instrument after accomphshing the crushing,
a great deal of the comminuted calculus is extracted between its

jaws.

3d. Bemoval of the Fragments.—TXlaimg the urethral wound
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with the bivalve speculum, a stream of water is then thrown into

tao bladder, either with the syringe or the tube of the irrigator.

The water ought to be tepid and antiseptic ; and a baud iutro-

tluced into the rectum and manipulating the bhidder, will facili-

tate the repulsion of the larger fragments, and the washing out of

the smaller. The general attention required in all cases of serious

operations will bo necessary after the performance of lithotrity.

In respect to any special dressing, they are the same as those in-

dicated in simple urethrotomy.

Serious, however, as this operation is, it is comparatively free

from dangerous secpielte. Hemorrhages of easy control have been

met, urinary abscesses, with infiltration, have occun'ed, serious

wounds of the urethra, of the rectum and of the bladder may also

happen, but they are of rare occurrence, and can be avoided by

careful manipulation through all the steps of the operation.

AMPUTATION OF THE PENIS.

This operation is indicated in the horse when the penis becomes

the seat of warty growths; of epithelial, papillomatous, or can-

cerous degenerations ; of fracture ; of paraphymosis, or of paraly-

sis. Warty growths are usually found covering more or less the

frto part of the penis ; or its free extremity ; or the glans penis

;

and are also sometimes met with on the inside of the sheath, their

presence being accompanied with an offensive and very irritating

sebaceous discharge, becoming -at times so painful as to interfere

with micturition. They resist the severest forms of treatment,

and it is not unusual for them to develop into forms of a more

alarming nature, notably those of chancroid degeneration, of

which, in fact, these epithUial growths are but the seminal origin.

In other cases the erectile tissue of the glans penis becomes the

seat of ulceration, extending in depth, spreading in such a manner

over the penis that the free portion of the organ becomes a mere

mass of bleeding surface, of irregular aspect, macerating in the

pus which abundantly forms, andwhich escapes with its pecuUarity

of bloody saniousity, Avith the most repulsive odor and irritating

effect, rendering the act of micturition most painful and difficult.

In many instances the animal so dreads to bring his penis out of

the sheath that he urinates within the cavity formed by the folds

of the skin, adding another source of irritation to that already
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existing. AuJ if tht p.ui,.. 1/ still allowt-a to pasH out . f the
sht'iitli, the micturition Ib made with u crooked Htreuui, which iii-

Kteod of CHciiping forward is, on tho contrary, diwchiu-ged ba(;k
ward. In Huch a case no treatment will rehevo the dilKculty but
the removal of tho entire diseased structure.

In fractures of the jx-nis ; in many conditions of poraphymosiH

;

or in those of paralysis, the organ hangs susi)ended outside of the
sheath, and cannot be restored to its cavity. If pushed back it

soon returns to its abnormal condition, and even if retained hv
artificiiU means, w ill continue in place only while tho means are
continued to enforce it, becoming displaced again whenever the
restraining agency ceases to operate. This serves to render the
animal useless, in consequence of its ai)pearance being so repul-
sivp ns to preclude his employment in public view. Of course the
onl .dica ire for such an ailment is the knife or its equivalout.

The opeiation usually consists in the removid of tho free jxir-

tion of the penis, the necessity for going beyond this seldom
occurring, yet in order to reach the diseased ptu-t it is somciinies
necessary to divide the sheath along the median line.

The general anatomy of the organ, as far as it relates to the

operation, is very simple. The penis it formed by the corpus

Fio. 477.—Penis in Normal Condition.

cavemosum, a long, erectile structure, flattened from side to side,

and grooved on its inferior be n- dr the reception of the corpus
spongiosum urethrse. TermiuD' . ; . eriorlv by a blunt point,

tliis corpus cavemosum dips in!..; {.. or<.!?f:;ie tissue of the uretlira.

After passing out of the pel le c; vc;- by the i^r-M arch, the

spongious portion of this canaj, 's received into the groove of flie

corpus cavemosum, at the anterior part, and also extends beyond
it. The mucous membrane is covered externally by the tissue
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which givoH to this part of tho urethra its iiamo, and this erectile

tiHSue toriiiinates iiuteriorly in an euhirgonicut, more or less

di'Vt'loptd, forming the head of the peuib, or the ghms penis.

The urethra proper protrudes a little b<>lo\v thn center of the

lifad of the penis, and shows in a cavity undtrmath, the urethral

fos-^a, more or loss filled with a sebiceont secretion. The blood

vchhcIh which ramify in these ( rrctile structures are the two dor-

Hiil arteries of the penis, anterior and posterior, and the veins,

which form large branches, running also upon the dorsal border

of the organ.

Zuudel very wisely insists upon two principal conditions (to

which we shiUl again refer) to realize in the operation, .AVs< to

manage to leave a free means of exit for the ui'ine, by cutting

away less of the urethra than that of the cavernous body, and

sirond, to avoid the hemorrhage, which is oripecialiy liable to take

place in horses, on account of the abundant circulation in the

erectile tissues.

The jmimal if to be placed in the recumbent position, as in the

operation for castration, that is, on the left side ; or it may prove

advantageous to place him on his back.

Five modes of operation are described by different writers on

the subject—1st, the ligature ; 2d, cauterization ; 3d, excision

;

4th, by scraping; and 5th, by crushing.

As an adjunct to the various instruments which these different

operations may require, metallic catheters are also necessary.

77ie Ligature.—The catheter being introduced into the urethra,

beyond the point where the amputation is to be made, a strong

ligatui'e ill ap^ilied at that po'nt and tightened sufficiently, if pos-

sible, tn fltrrn^u)ftte the j ortlon of the penis which is to be

rt>mov« ' .f'.t!! from twenty-four to forty-eight hours, the

external layers of the tissues will have become mortified, even to

a certain depth in the penis, and a new ligature is then applied,

and strongly tied like the first one. The deeper layers of the

penis are also, after a day or two longer, so mortified that they

continue attached to the tissues above the ligature only by a

small particle, which can be divided with the knif( . The catheter

may then be removed or it may be allowed to remain in place a

ffiw (lavs lonn^er. No sneoial Hubaequent treatment is required.

If, after a few days, micturation seems to become difficult, the

urethral opening may be enlarged by the introduction of a bougie
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or a catheter, or again enlarged by an incision with the bistoury

Instead of the ordinary string, an elastic ligature may be sub

stituted with the advantage of maintaining an uninterrupted pres

sure upon the tissues up to the moment when mortification is

established in the part to be amputated.

Cauterizatio^i.—No catheter is required with this plan. Two
ligatures are applied, one anterior, by which the penis is kept out

of its sheath, and one posterior, acting as a hemostatic, placed

above the point where the division is to be made. The operator

then with a flat and sharp cautery, heated to white heat, makes a

complete section of the penis.

But, says Zundel, " as the urethra is especially deUcate and

sensitive, it is better, in order to avoid its retraction, to separate

it fi'om the cavernous body about half an inch in front of the place

where the section is made." A hollow bougie of india rubber

inserted into the urethra will also prevent its contraction.

Professor Nocard has recommended the use of the galvano-

cautery, to obtain an easier division of the tissues, a more perfect

hemostatis and to shorten the duration of the operation.

iJxcislon.—After introducing a metallic catheter, a rapid sec-

tion of the organ is made by a single stroke of the knife. Again,

says Zundel, " when the urethra is reached, it must be dissected

a little forward, toward the glans penis, and caused to protrude

about half an inch beyond the point cauterized."

Scrapiuff of the penis.—This method, which was put in prac-

tice in 1829 by Moiroud and Delafond, consists in scraping tbe

penis with a bistoury, in such a way that the remaining portion of

the organ forms a cone, with its apex formed by the urethra. A
catheter may be introduced into the canal previous to the opera

tion and left in place for awhile ; or again, it may, if thought

proper, be entirely dispensed with. This mode precludes the

danger of hemorrhage.

Crushing.—By operating with the ecraseur, the amputation is

perfected without danger of hemorrhage. The chain of the

instrument is applied at the point of amputation, and by slow and

gradual action, cuts through the tissues until the diseased part

drops off. The danger attending this method is that the chain

may break during the process, in consequence of the resistanvT- d
the cavernous tissue. This accident has certainly been encoun-

tered by many practitioners, and we have ourselves Avitnessed it
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in two instances. On one occasion it was found necessaiy to re-
place the chain twice, and to complete the amputation with the
knife.

Reynal has modified the crushing operation by making the
action of the ecraseur slower. He has invented a small instru-
ment (ecraseur) which is left in place for two or three days, being
tightened every day, or several times a day, until the mortification
is complete, and the diseased penis sloughs off. In this method,
a mc^aUic catheter is placed in the urethra ; in the other the
catheter is not required.

In reflecting upon the various modes of operation we have
tbus described, and noting especially the two very important, and
indeed, essential requirements referred to by Zundel, in respect to
the matters of micturition and hemorrhage, we are struck with
the fact that in none of those methods are these obvious requu-e-
ments complied with, or if they are, it is in a manner so faintly
iuiphed, and so indefinite and unsatisfactoiy as to be scarcely
intelligible, and certainly to leave no distinct impression on the
mind, of the importance of the points referred to.

In every case the danger of possible subsequent interference with
micturition is threatened, whether the catheter is used during or
after the operation, or even, we fear, if left in the passage " at least
two months," as recommended by Peuch and Toussaint. We can
remember cases of our own which, with even a longer retention
of the catheter, were followed by failure. We have attempted the
formation of an artificial urethral opening below the ischial arch,
and with no better result.

We are tempted to believe that the hemorrhage is less danger-
ous than many think, and we believe it could be controlled by
ordinary pressure, or by plugging the sheath afterward, or by
still other means of hemostasia.

Taking all this into consideration, we cannot but think strange
of it, that the process used in human surgery, which we find
merely mentioned in some European works, but which we beUeve
has been performed by Gerlach, and which we ourselves adopted
more than fifteen years ago, should be practically ignored or
rejected by writers as well as practitioners. We have jiracticed it

during the period mentioned without havin"- encountered the
slightest complication or troublesome sequelre.

We refer to it as the only safe, and as, therefore, the best mode
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ofoperation for the aniputation of the penis. It cliifers from aiiv

that have been previously reconunended, and is as follows :

The animal bciii;^^ prepared for the operation in the ordinary

way, the penis is secured with a ligature at its end and drawn
out of the sheath, and another ligature tightly applied on the

upper part of the organ. An incision of the skin covering the

penis is made entirely around the (n-gan and down to the cavern-

ous body, with the precaution of drawing the skin slightly buck-

ward, so that when the amputation is completed, and the skin

allowed to return to its position, it will slightly overlap the stump
of the penis.

We divide the cavernous body, carefully avoiding injury to the

urethra, and when this organ is reached it is dissected from

its groove forward into the cavernous body (Figure Alia) for a

FlO. 4770. —Amputated Penis, with the Urethra Protruding.

length extending between one and one-half to two inches, when

the division across the urethral canal completes the amputation,

The removal of the diseased tissue being thus made, we have before

us the stump of the cavernous body, almost dry, the hemorrliage

being prevented by the upper hgature, which moreover, secures a

good hold and good view of the mutilated organ. The urethra is

then slit on its inferior border on the median raphe and both titii)s

turned upward and brought in contact by interrupted sutures with

the skin which has been so divided as to overlap the stump

(Fig. 4tllh). These sutures are made close to each other, of strong

silk or catgut. The result is that the stump of the penis carries

at its lower margin a slit of from one to one and one-half inches

in length, which, after allowing for all shrinkage of cicatricial

tissue, will always be sufficient to jiermit thorough micturition.
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Fig. 4776,—Stump of Amputated Ponls, with Stitches uniting Urethra and Skin.

The sewing done and the up^^er ligature removed, the penis re-

tracts within the sheath, and (Lu animal is allowed to rise.

We have been perfor'ning tliis operation for fifteen years, and
have never yet met with the (slightest complication or disappoint-

ment.

In dogs the amputation of the penis is indicated for about the
same diseased processes as in the horse. The amputation, however,
does not include only the soft tissues, but also the bone of the penis,

which is divided with nippers or a saw. The division of the cav-

ernous body is done with the ligature or the ecraseur. Strictures

of the urethra are of common occurrence after this operation, and
can be overcome only by the repeated introduction of the catheter,

or the enlargement of the urethral opening with the knife.



CHAPTER Xin.

OPERATIONS ON THE FOOT.

ANATOIVIY.

In our domestic animals we call the foot the extremity of thu

leg, and even only the extremity of the digit, for, considered iu a

zoological point of view, the foot extends from the carpus or tar-

sus to the last phtilanx, inclusive.

The foot of the horse forms an extremely important study on

account of the numerous diseases to which that member is sub-

ject, and also of the value of the motor powers required from the

horse ; the old horsemen expressed this importance by the aphor-

ism, " no foot, no horse." This truth finds daily its sad apphcations

in the premature ruin of large numbers of horses rendered useltss

because of the defects in their feet. All the qualities of a horse

are, indeed, considerably diminished and can even be entinly

destroyed, by the bad conformation or accidental alterations of

these essential organs. The study of the foot of the horse lias

been the object of many voluminous works, such as those of Gir-

ard, Bouley, Bracy, Clark, Anker, Leiseiiag & Hartmaa, Lafosse,

Gourdon, Eeynal, Defays, and many others, to which we refer for

the more complete description of the orgtmization of the foot.

The organ is composed of two orders of parts, some interxid,

organized and sensitive ; the other external, formed of a horuy,

organic substance, the hoof, but entirely void of the property of

\-ital sensitiveness. The internal parts are bones, three in nuiu])er,

the second and third phalanges, and the small sesamoid, whicL

form by their reunion the articulation of the foot ; special liga-

ments, which maintain the connections of these bones ; tendons,

which fill the triple office of agents of transmission of motion.

iirticvdar ligaments and organs of support of the weight of the

body ; .1 fibrocartilaginous apparatus, superadded to the third

phalanx, and which completes, so to speak, posteriorly, and

increases the surface by which it rests on the hoof and transmits
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Fia. 478.—Longitudinal Section of the Digital Region.

A.—Lower part of the plantar cushion. B.—Ligamentous bands of the fibrous
layers of the plantar cushion. C—Fibrous membrane of the plantar cushion. I).—In-
sertiou of the plantar cushion to the Inferior face of the os podia. E.—Spongy tissue of
oscorontB. F.—Articulation of first and second phalanx. II.—Perforatus tendon at-
tached to the OS coronuj. I. —Insertion of plantar aponeurosis to the semi lunar crest.
K.—Spongy structure of os'suffraginis. L.—Section of perforatus tendon. M.—Yellow
fibrous band uniting the anterior face of the perforans tendo:i to the posterior face of
theoscoroniB, N.—Synovial sac of the sesamoido-pedal articular. O.—Tendinous sosa-
moid sheath. P.—Synovial capsula of the articulation of the foot. T.—Perforans ten»
don. Y.—Motacarpo-phalangeal Joint.

to the ground the pressure which it receives. These are the lat-

eral cartilages and the plantar cushion ; arteries, veins, lymphatics

and nerves, remarkable for their number, development and dispo-

sition; and at last, a ligamentous, sub-horny membrane, or kera-
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Via. 479.—Plantar Nerves in Digital Region.

__ P.—Plantarnorvo. A.—Origin of the digital nerves. RB.—Cartilaginous branch
p 0.—( utftiioomt branch. D —Digital artery. G.—Transverse branches, back of the f.t-

19*''' J.*?"."'
'—Nerve of the plantar cushion. L.—Lateral band of the iilantar cusUiou

v.—Digital vein.

togouiAiH apparatus, forming a continuation of the skin, wLich

BurroundH the parts of the foot like a stocking, and upon wliich

tbo foot rests, as a shoe on the human foot. In this appai-atus are

found ! 1st, the coronarj' band, which forms a rounded projection

at the Hoporation of the skin and hoof, and which serves as a

matrix to the periople and the wall ; at its surface are seen numcr-

OUH villositios or papilhe ; 2d, the podophyllous or laminated tissue

which in spread upon the anterior face of the third phalanx, and

is remarkable by the sheet of parallel laminae which it presents at

its surface!, separated by deep furrows in which are received the

analogous lamineo of the internal face of the wall (Figure 481);
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Fio. 480.—Arteries of the Digital Region.

AAA.—Digital artery. B.—Transversal branch in front of fetlock joint C—Per-
pendicular artery of Percival. D.—Its ascending branch. il.-The descending branch.
P.- Branch to form the suporflcial coronary circle. G. -Posterior transverse branches.
Ii.-Art6ry of the plantar cushion. P. -Circuraaes artery. CC-Ascending terminal
branches of the digital artery.

3d, the velvety tissue or villous tunic which covers the plantar
cushion at the interior face of the foot, and is the secretmg organ
of the sole and frog, its surface covered with villosities similar to

tiiose of the coronary band, and like them, of vai-ious sizes, are
lodged in the porosities of the internal face of the sole and frog.

The external parts of the foot are four in number : the wall,
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Fia. 481.—Portion of Uio Keratogouous Apparatus.

A.—ThcBkiu. B B.—Coronary band. R.—Its villosltles. P.—PoaophyllouB tissue.

Tio. 482.—Section of the Hoof.

1.—Periople. 2.—Cutlgeral cavity. 3.—Keraphillous tissue. 4.—Wall. 5.—Contin-
uation of the periople with the frog. 8.—The sole. 7.—Union of the sole ami wall,

8.—Frog stay.

the sole, the frog and the periople (Fig. 482). These form,

together, a homy box, the nail, or hoof, which is adapted exactly

by its internal cavity to the external contour of the sub-lioiiiy

membrane, contracting with it an intimate union by a reciprocal

reception, and thus completing the structure of the foot, furuisli-

ing to the sensitive parts an apparatus, thick, hard, resisting and at

the same time elaHtic, which m.akea one with them, and protects

them against violence from the substances with which the foot,

from the nature of its function, must necessarily come in contact.
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The homy substance which constitutes the hoof has a fibrous

aspect ; it is hollowed all over by cylindrical canals, whose superior

extremities, widened into a funnel shajje, cover the papilhu of the

matrix of the hoof, either at the coronary band or velvety tissue,

vliile the inferior open in the wall upon the plantar boi'dcr, in the

solo and frog, at the external or inferior face. These canals are

rectilinear, excejjt those of the frog, Avliich are flexuous ; their

diameter varies from 0, 02 to 0, 2 or O-l™''"' These tubes are not

only hollowed in the horny substance ; they have also proper walls,

of very great thickness, formed of numerous concentrical layers,

received into each other. These are lamelho of pavimentous

epithelium, which constitute the horny tissue ; in the walls of the

horny tubes, they ai-e grouped flatwise around their inferior canals,

and stratified from within outward, so as to form successive and

concentrical layers; in the intertubular horn, these lamellic are

not stratified in a direction parallel to that of the tubes, but at

right angles with it. Ai'ound the tubes, the lamellre have an

oblicpie intermediate direction. A granular opaque substance fills

up the space lying between the horny tubes and the papilhe.

The hoof, which is a part of the epidermis, develops similarly,

that is, by the constant formation of cells in the layer which cor-

responds to the mucous malpighian body, at the expense of the

plasma thrown off by the numerous blood-vessels of the keratoge-

nous membrane. The velvety tissue is the stai'ting point of the

elements of the sole and frog ; the perioplic band is the organ

secreting the periople ; and the coronary band proper, the matrix

of the wall. Upon these difierent parts, the epithelial cells multi-

ply and flatten into lamellie, in the direction of the surface of the

keratogenous membrane, as they spread from it. The wall then

grows from its superior to the inferior border, and the other parts

of the wall from their internal to their external face. The viUosi-

ties of the coronary band and of the velvety tissue are the organs

around which accumulate the epithehal cells ; their presence

detlues, consecjuently, the tubular structure of the horn.

The laminae, in the physiological state, do not co-operate in a

sensible manner with the formation of the wall ; the keraphyllous

laniinaj form themselves at the coronary band, at the origin of the

podophyllous ; they descend with the wall, gliding at the siirface

of the layer of cells which separates them from the laminated

tissue, a movement of descent which is facilitated, however, by the
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multiplication in the same direction of the said cells. "When tl>e

podoi)hyllou8 tiwHuo is inHamed, whether exposed or not, its Ititcnt

activity soon manifests itself. It gives rise to a great quantity uf
hard horn, hollowed, as seen by Gourdon, with tubes, and oblique
in a direction backward. These tubes, more irregular than those
of the noi-mal wall, are disposed in a parallel series ; they are iu

form round, villo-papilhe, which have developed on the face bordd-
of the laminc-B. In these cases of production of horn by the action
of the podophyllous tissue ahme, one never sees, between the
sensitive lamina', distinctly formed horny laminre in the middio of
the other cells, as it is observed in the Avail proceeding from the
coronary band. The horn which rises on the surface of the
podophyllous, immediately after the removal of the piece of the
wall, is not a permanent one ; it must be replaced by the hoiji

of the coronary band. This change is complete, microscopuul
examination proving that the wall which descends from the
coronary band, proA-ided with keraphyllous laminae, engages itself

under the temporary wall, and slides by the action alreatly

described over the surface of the soft cells of the laminated tissue
As soon as this tissue, modified by inflammation, is covered over
by the permanent wall, its papilhe become atrophied, and its action
returns to the limited boundaries of physiological condition.—
{Chauveau.)

The foot is an organ of support and an apparatus of elasticity;

it is through it that the whole animal machine maintains its rela-

tions with the ground, and that it adapts itself in its various move-
ments, so to speak, to its roughness. It is this that, as a lust

spring, distributes and modifies the force of all the movements of

the horny mass of the body, whose columns, the legs, may be
considered as the resultant. Intermediate with the body and the

ground, the foot transmits all the actions of weight reaching it.

and also between the body and the sensorium, toward which all

sensations resulting from its contact with surrounding external

substance return, the foot then becoming at the same time an oryan
of feeling. To adapt it to this triple formation, nature has given

to it three properties, in appearance incompatible with each other,

which has, however, harmonized, viz.: first, a very great external

hardness, due to its horny envelope ; second, a certain aranujit of

flexibility, the combined result of the physical properties of its

cortical envelope and of its mechanical disposition of its difi'erent
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parts, and thirdly, a highly developed sensibility resulting from

the high organization of its teguraentary membrane.

—

Jiouleij.

DISEASES AND DEFECTUOSITIES OF THE FOOT IN S0LIPED8.

Of all the domestic quadrupeds, the horse is the most exposed

to diseases of the foot, which are moi*e or less frequent in him

according to the woik he is subjected to, the places he lives in,

an<l the nature of tl t ground upon which he travels. As rare as

are those accidents. ;j) farm horses, ho common are they among
horses in cities, oi heavy draught, and also army horses ; in all, in

fact which travel continually on hard, paved and stony roads, and

especially in large cities, where all those injuries can but be the

result of their constant work on stone pavements, always so rough

and slippery. If to these conditions are added the very numerous

accidents resulting from bad shoeing, so badly carried on, one will

be let3 Huri^rised to see the foot becoming deformed and altered

in di&fcient ways, deteriorated, and preserving with difficulty, and

for a short time, its state of integrity, and becoming the seat of

numerous aflfections.

We shall distinguish the diseases 2)}'02>er and the vices of
co)iformatio7i of the foot. The former are generally sufficiently

serious to merit special description. Among them some are su-

perficial, as the false quarters, uncomplicated cracks, or solution

of continuity, thrushes, canker; others of deeper interest, specially

those of the keratogenous apparatus, such as laminitis, with its

complications and sequela?, keraphylocele, seedy toe, and separation

of the wall, which may extend as far as entire sloughing of the

hoof ; accidents then due to the suppuration accompanjang several

diseases of the foot. Some maladies are specially the effects of

wounds, of contusions such as overreaching, quittor, bruised sole,

hruised heels, corns, punctured irounds; others are results of

shoeing, pricked, tight shoe, burned sole; others are deep alto-

gether, such as bionions, navicular disease, and, \&Bi\y, fracture of
the OS pedis, or of the navicular bone.

VICES OF CONFORMATION.

Among the vices of conformation some are serious, as eonfrac-

Ho» of the heels, flat foot, pumiced foot, club foot, crooked foot,

rauimyfoot, and, lastly, ihefoot toith bad horn.
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(a) Flat foot (Germ. Plfttfuss).—By this is understood I he

foot in which the hoU>, instead of having the natural concavit\-. is,

on the contrary, Ihit, and by its whole surface about onahMl
with the border of the wall and the base of the frog ; ordiiiniilv

this is acconii^anied with low heels, more or less contraction, auil

a well-marked oblicjue direction of the wall.

Flat foot is generally observed only on front feet, and is vciv

common in lymi)hatic animals or of low breed, raised in low inul

damp soils ; it may be congenital. Large feet, badly shod or usiil

up by very heavy work, are predisposed to it. It is claimed

that the weakening of the sole by too repeated and deep parimr

of the sole will ultimately bring it on ; it is said that abuse of

poultices may produce it ; it follows excess of the hollowing of tlit

shoe by the upper surface, which, pushing the wall outward,

obliges the sole to drop lower than its normal level.

The horse with flat foot rests on all parts of the sole at oiico

;

there is no elasticity of the arch of the sole, and percussions tiike

place on it entii-ely. The actions of the animal are heavy, espe-

cially as it is commonly seen when the feet are large. When tLe

foot is somewhat tender, the animal lames easily, especially if the

shoeing is bad, or if the animal rests on the sole or is obliged to

trot on rough or stony roads, which render the percussion \erv

painful. There arises some irritation, which keeps on increasing,

and produces several accidents, such as bruised sole, coiiis,

pumiced feet.

The horse which has flat feet often has weak walls, and as the

nails of the shoe become loose, this is often cast.

By shoeing one may remedy this bad condition of the foot.

For this, the foot must be pared flatways, the sole spared, the wall

relieved only of what is broken off; the frog must be left alone,

the heels also ; a shoe somewhat wide in the web, protecting,

therefore, the sole more than an ordinary shoe does. It will be

adjusted so as to rest on the border of the wall only, and not on

the sole ; still, care will be taken not to hollow it too much or to

excess. Sometimes a thick shoe only is necessary, without iu-

creased width. Soles of gutta-percha or felt are also used, as

we will see when speaking of the pumiced foot.

(b) Pumiced foot (Germ. Vollfuss).—Thus is called the foot

whose sole projects beyond the level of the wall, and presents a

convex surface, extending beyond the plaoitar border, upon wbicli
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the horHe rests. It in the cxaggoration of the flat foot. In the

pumiced foot the wall hiin a groat oblicjuity, Bometimi'H even

asHuming a nearly horizoutal direction.

The horse is never bom with such feet ; this is a malformation,

accidental, or resulting from various causes. One of the most

common is lack of care of the foot, of necessary caution, for

iuHtance, in paring, or shoeing in such a way as to bring the rest

of the foot on the circumference of the under part in such a way
that the sole does not touch the ground, and ceases to be pressed

by it. Too much concavity of the shoo may bring on this result,

by resting only on a too narrow part of the inferior border of the

foot ; and by opposition, not enough concavity will compress the

tissues, irritate them, and produce the same alteration. Feet

become pumiced by laminitis, but this is complicated with seedy

toe. Never, then, is the foot pumiced in its whole extent ; its

deformity stops always at the limit of the inferior border of the

bars ; beyond them, behind, on each side are seen the excavations

of the lateral lacuna) of the frog, so much deeper that heels are

higher. The hoof does not preserve its circular shape. It atro-

phies on the side, and presents at the toe an excess of thickness

in the wall; the heels assume a greater development.

This deformity is very serious, and disables the horse easily;

rest takes place only upon the sole and frog ; after laminitis, upon

the sole and heels ; it is always very painful. Work upon hard

ground and pavement is next to impossible. After laminitis, one

sees, during walking, that the foot rests upon the heels, and then

by a motion from backward to forward. An animal with pum-

iced feet has a tendency to forge and interfere; the slightest

bruise of the sole gives rise to serious complications. One often

observes wounds, suppurations, etc.

The indications ai'e analogous to those of the flat foot; the

sole ought to be spared as well as the frog, the walls only ought

to be slightly trimmed ; the shoe must be made so as to carry

the rest upon the border of the wall and protect the sole. AVhen

the foot is not pumiced to excess, one must use a broad web shoe,

sufficiently concave to allow the sole to rest in it ; but it must

not be too excessive, as then the base of the rest would not be

very firm. A sheet of gutta-percha, or felt, with tar and oakum,

may be placed between the shoe and the foot.

(c) Clubfoot (Germ. Bockhuf).—This is the foot in which the
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wall is straightened more or less perpendicularly, or even obliquely

backward, so that the superior border of the wall is more forwurd

than the inferior. The superior levers participate always in this

vicious direction, which constantly brings back the rest of the

foot toward the anterior part of the wall, and, according to its

degree, makes the animal walk more or less on the toe, even some-

time obliging him to rest on the anterior face of the hoof ; the

heels are raised from the ground, and the fetlock, instead of bointr

open forward, seems to be turned backward. This deformity,

which exists especially in the hind legs, is very common, and is

even natural in mules, and suj^poses, with its presence, high htels,

which throw the rest on the toe, which is always very thick. It

may also exist with low heels, especially when due to overwork or

other accidental cauhe. Horsey which, like mules, are club-footed

only by a peculiar condition of the parts, walk with firmness, and

even pull better and work better in hilly countries. If they are

unfit for the saddle, it is because their reactions are hard, and that

they tire the rider. It is not so with those which are club-footed

from hard work ; they continually stumble, are subject to knuck-

ling, to interfering, or even to falling ; and for these reasons do

they always require a mode of shoeing which would give them the

missing soUdity, and render their walk more steady. This cir-

cumstance indicatets the necessity of sparing the toe, and throwing

the weight back on the heels, which, however, must not be pared

off too much. The best shoe for such feet must be short, thin at

the heels, with a thick toe, slightly raised upward, and prolonged

beyond the level of the border of the wall ; small heels to the shoe

are often advantageous, as giving an opportunity for rest aud

relief. The shoe with truncated branches of Lafosse (slipper),

which is a short shoe, not extending beyond the quarters, aud

leaving the heels free, is sometimes used. This shoe is very thick

at the toe, and very thin at the heels. It is unnecessary to oay

that club foot is often cured by tenotomy, or by treatment of the

tendinous retraction.

(d) Crookedfoot.—We call by this name the foot whose sides

are aot of the same height ; it may be crooked outward or inward.

This deformity may result from a vice of direction of the regions

above ; ordinarily, however, only from a de\iation of the phalan-

geal one. Sometimes it is due to bad shoeing, to bad paring of

the feet ; sometimes it fellows unequal wearing of the foot, it being
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without shoe. Colts which have never been shod, and are walking

for a long time on hai-d and rough ground, often present this con-

dition.

The horse with crooked feet inward, specially if the deviation

is much marked at the toe, is exposed to cut himself with the

internal heel of the shoe—to bruise himself ; the horse with crooked

feet outward cuts himself with the inner toe. Besides these,

lameness, from lacerations of articular ligaments, may often follow.

This is relieved, especially in young animals, by lowering the

side of the wall which is the highest, and sparing the other ; the

proper shoe for this condition must be thicker in the branch cor-

responding to the lower side of the foot. The shoe ought to be

changed quite often, in proportion to the existing difference in

the height. If the foot is very crooked, it is difficult to straighten

it by having a greater thickness of the shoe ; it would make this

too heavy. Sometimes it is better to use nails with large-sized

heads on the lower side of the hoof ; and in these cases one might

put on corks at the heels, external or internal, as required.

(t) Mammy foot.—This is a defectuosity of the foot, always

accidental, in which the surface of the wall offers more or less

numerous circles, above each other and running from one quarter

or heel to that of the other side. These roughnesses, arrranged

in rows, rise always from the coronary band, and form as many
elevations gradually descending and disappearing toward the in-

ferior border of tlie wall. They are so much more serious that

they are deep, and sometimes are accompanied with lameness,

especially when in great number, close to each other, and when
the foot is narrow and long. These circles are sometimes seque-

lae of laminitis, and accompany seedy toe ; the rings are then in

the middle of the toe, which is more or less roughened, like an oyster

shell, and they disappear only when the primitive alteration is

removed. When they are small, not numerous, and grow down
without being replaced by new ones, this favorable disposition of

the Willi must by stimulated by all the means whichmay stimulate

and keep up the suppleness, by light blisters over the coronet. A
light shoeing, often changed, is the best in those cases. Circles

which reappear continually are due to an intimate and continued

alteration, and are in company with other defectuosities, such as

contraction, pumiced foot, etc.

(/) Foot with bad hoof.—A hoof may be too soft or too dry.
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When too so/(5, too greasy, it contains too much dampness and is

lacking resistance. Horses which have this weak hoof, as said

Lafosse, have the foot tender and unfit for long walks on hard uiul

stony ground ; they are, besides, much exposed to lose their shots,

because the hoof breaks up at the nail-holes. This fault is quite

common in large feet, frequently seen in Northern lymphatic ani-

mals; especially in those which come from marshy districts ; if, then,

those horses are_ submitted to stabulation, their hoof becomes dry

to excess, which gives rise to narrow and contracted feet. The
lower part of the foot must be pared with care, as it has but little

thicknes s ; the appUcation of the warm shoe while fitting must he

as short as possible. An ordinary thin and light shoe must he

used
; the nails will be as light and thin as possible, and ham-

mered in carefully.

2ho dry hoof is liable to break, because it has lost its physio-

logical suppleness ; this brittleness is often met in animals wL se

feet have been much in water and afterward are placed on ihv

ground ; it seems as if the water had dissolved the adhesion of the

horny cells. The same condition follows the excessive use of

poultices and also of strong grease in shape of ointments. It is

wise to grease, but previously the old crust must be remo\ed.

Hoof ointments of wax, turpentine or tar are better. The foot is

called de'rohk (broken) vhen by the use of a thick nail it is more
or less broken at the edges of the wall. These feet lose the shoe

easily ; animals then go on bare feet, and then it becomes \ cry

difficult to put other shoes on. It is necessary in these cases to

punch nail holes on the shoe corresponding with parts where the

hoof is sound. In paring, all the pieces of broken horu are

removed, oi- at least as much as can safely be done. Nails are

secured as high as possible ; shoes must be changed as often as

possible, and the hoof is to bo kept supple by unctuous applica-

tions. When the breaks of the horn are too large, softened gutta-

percha, or a mixture of guttarpercha three parts, with one of gum
ammoniac, melted togeth< r, can be used to fill the anfractuosities,

all grease having been first removed by a wash with ether : the

putty hardens, and the shoe can be tacked on solidly. Nails can

even be punched through the gutta-percha.
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tre, as it has but little

Instruments.

The surgery of the foot requii-es special instruments for the
operations which influence action upon the hoof, as also for those
which are to be performed upon the tissues of the foot proper

Besides those which are commonly required in ordinary sur-
gery, such as curved scissors, probes, bistouries and forceps,
others are needed of special forms and for special purposes

'

among those most commonly used are the different sage knives
ana drawing knives.

Sage knives are lanceolated blades secured to handles and
are either double or right or left. The blade, which is curved
upon Its long axis, may be sharp on both edges, as in the double

PlO. 485. Fio. 484.

SAGE KNIVES.

Fig. 483.

(Fig. 483) or on only one or other edge, whea it is known as a
nght (Pig. 484) or left (Fig. 485) sage knife, being thus adapted
to use by either the right or the left hand.

Drawing knives, which are made somewhat Hke those used by
blacksmiths in the ordinary method of paring the foot, vet differ
^:um those m being straighter in their attachment to the handle
anc also on being curved on their long axis, being also sharp on
both edges. The groove of the instrument is made to vary in
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width, and tlius cau be used as the different steps of the operation

may require (Fig. 4S6). Sometimes the drawing knife resembles

more that of the blacksmith, as being sharp on one edge only (Fig.

487), and in this case the groove of the blade is generally much

narrower than in the others. Some special operations require

peculiar forms of drawing knives ; for instance, those which are

t\a. 4S7 Fl«S. 486.

DRAWING KNIVES.

1' lU. 488.

made v^ith a blade perfectly straight and narrow, very slightly

sharp on the edges, but having a very narrow groove at the ex

tremity (Fig. 488). These are used prmcipally in the scraping of

di.'eased bone-structure, in deep punctured wounds of the foot.

and in cartilaginous quittor, when small sections of cartilage are

to be removed from the lateral border of the os pedis, which coiild

not othewise be accomplished.

Other instruments are also required, the description of wliicli

will be given as we refer to the different diseases where they tiiul

their applications.

General Operations.

Removal of the sole (Germ. Absohlen).—This is an operatiou

by which the sole of the foot is removed by severing it from the

living tissues underneath. In times gone by this operatiou was

extensively performed, beuag considered indispensable as soon as

the shghtest lesion under the sole existed. It was alleg(d that
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iiuless this was done the suj^puration would be likely to spread
lUKlerueath the horn. In our days it is rarely performed, as it is
cuiisidered that it presents but Uttle advantage, so far, at least, as
it involves the removal of the entire organ. Sometimes, however,
portions of it have to be taken off, as in some special diseased con-
dition of the foot, such as in punctured wound, pricking by the
blacksmith, burnt sole, etc., the modus operiuili of which will be
considered when treating of these diseases.

Ronoval ofportion of the vmll.—Ktevf morbid conditions of
some parts of the foot require in their treatment the removal of a
portion of the wall, in order that the escape of pus, the removal
of diseased tissue, or the sloughing of necrossed cartiligiuous or
bony structure, as in compUcated cases of suppurative corns, of
quarter-crack or in cartilaginous quittor. A similar operation is
sometimes required in cases of toe-crack, complicated with disease
of the OS jiedis.

These w-Jl be further considered when treating of these special
subjects.

Dressings.

As nearly every operation of the foot requires a mode of dress-
ing pecuhar to the manipulations which have been necessary, we
shall, when speaking of the different diseases, where parts of the
walls have been removed, include also a description of the peculiar
dressing they require.

There is one, however, which is thought much of in veterinary
surgery, and of which we will have to say more when speaking of
punctured wounds of the foot. This io the di-essing with plates,
wliich serve to retain the plantar surface, the balls and pads of
oakum, which are placed to protect the wound. The application
of these plates is far superior to the leather sole, because of its
easy removal when the parts are being examined, and of their easy
replacement

; thus allowing the surgeon to change the dressing
whenever he sees fit, Avithout being obhged to remove the shoe.

DISEASES.

Canker of the Foot.

(Germ., Strahlkrcbs, Hufkrebs).—Under this somewhat un-
sdeutilic,* though accepted name, is designated a pecuhar disease

* Crwpaud of the French.
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of tlu) fiU'f, of Holipeds, seated in the secreting tissues of the horny

box, alwajH beginning at the frog, and characterized by alteration

of <ho horny secretion. Names of a more scientific meaning have

fr(Hiuontly been proposed, such as gnamuff ulcer (Bourgebit ..

Hi'/urruHor vancerouH vitrcinoma of the fn^g, carcinoma of the.

reticular tisfiue of the foot (Vatel), darter of the plantar cash in,,,

chronic podoparcnchyiJerndtis (Mercier), and epithelioma of tln<.

frog (Fu(^hH). None of these has ever been accepted, and the old

hippiatric name has been retained.

itlHtory.—li is conceded that the old veterinarians were ac-

quainted with canker, and Vegetius evidently speaks of it, but not

until the time of Solleysel do we find a description somewhat

coniploto of the disease and its treatment ; Garsault, La Gueri-

nicre, Woyrother and others ppoke of it, and have expressed

various opinions as to its etiology, and especially as to its treat

mcnt. So little progress was discernible in the writings of Boar-

gelat, Chabert, Huzard and Girard, on that very question, and so

many false ideas were admitted, that Chabert in despair has called

canker the op2irobrium, of veterinary medicine.

It is but recently that serious research as to the nature of

tho disease have thrown some hght on the question, and estab-

lished the important fact that its seat is not in the disorganized

horn, but in the secreting organs, and that there is an alteration

in tho products of this secretion ; that it is consequently to these

that remedies must be appHed.

\V(i might refer to the writings of Jeannie, Crepin, Hurtrel

d'Arboval, Prevost, Mercier, Plasse, Percivall, Dietrichs, Eichl.aum,

Wells, H. Bouley, Reyual, Haubner, Fuchs, Key, Megniii. etc.,

each of whom has furnished his contingent, while still tho inti-

mate nature of the disease remains but imperfectly known, and

there is but little certainty either in the treatment or its results.

Let us observe, however, that in our day canker has become

comparatively a rare disease, especially in cities, which, doul)tless,

w because of the cleanliness of the streets. In the beginning (^f

this century, canker and grease—closely related diseases—were

fr(!(iuent m Paris; then horses were obUgod to travel through

doop gutters of mud, while to-day these affections are exceptional

occurrences (H. Bouley). The same thing has been observed by

Percival in England. "SMien hygienic precautions were not as

well understood as they aie to-day, in establishments employ-
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mg large numbers of horses, when the stables of mail and stage
coaches, and even those of military garrisons, were small, ill-venti-

luted and dirty, among horses standing in filth and soiled manure,
these affections were relatively common ; with hygienic improve-
ments, they have almost disaiipeared. In the army, canker was
the cause of considerable annual loss, almost as serious as those
from ghmders ; to-day it is rare and almost unknown.

Improvements in the difiertrnt breeds of horses, either by bet-
ter choice of reproducei-s, or by changes in the mode of feeding,
resulting from the progress of agricultural processes, the suppres-
sion of common pastures, etc., have contributed to render the
dibease less common.

S)jmptoms.—li is seldom that the symptoms of canker can be
obst. -ed from the start; slow in its progress, and not surexciting
the sensibihty of the parts, the disease may progress without
manifesting any ill effects, and consequently escape notice by the
owner or groom, nothing appearing to call his attention to the
affected foot. Thus, in a majority of cases canker is only dis-

covered after it has been in existence for a considerable period,
and when serious alterations have already taken place. It is

often at the shoeing shop, when the shoes are changed, that in
the laminee is observed a moisture more or less abundant, giving
rise to softening and raising of the hoof. The disease sometimes
attacks only one foot, often several feet at a time ; at times when
one foot is cured, another becomes affected, and the disease thus
appears traveling alternately from one foot to another.

Usually the disease begins with the inflamation of the kerato-

genous membrane which covers the median lacunse of the plantar
cuwhion ; the hoof covering this is softened, raised by a serous
moisture, and once loose, is not renewed, the tissue producing it

having lost its function of secreting the horny substance, and now
secreting a serous element, which becomes the caseous matter of
which we shall speak hereafter.

Sometimes the disease begins by moisture in the hollow of the
coronet, by a kind of grease, a disease which we shall see to be of
the same nature as canker. The is an oedematous swelling, warm,
somewhat painful, of the phalangeal region, first serous, then be-

coming opiuoBcent, which seems to filtrate thiough the softened,

but not yet raised, epidermis. This inflammation, spreading little

by little toward the hoof, extends to the plantar keratogenous
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membrane, and gives rise to an exhalation of the same nature as

that of the skin which produces the separation of the hoof, ami

the first marks of canker.

Sometimes one may observe at once, a fungoid growth of ficus,

formed by an hypertrophy of the tissues underneath ; this growth

is more or leas moist and offensive, bleeding easily, having tlio

aspect of cauliiiowers, and protruding through a break of the

softened hoof, and forming a thready detritus to be subsequently

studied. Commonly, the hoof is more or less loose, and imder it

is a caseous matter, greasy, ordinarily of a ffjetid odor, easily re-

moved by scraping, being non-adherent to the tissue which

secretes it. If the parts are well cleaned from this, the velvety

tissue of the pyramidal body of the frog, appears to be covered

with a smooth membrane of a slight whitish color ; the external

layer then appears formed by a jx^llucid epidermic covering, show-

ing through its transparency the purplish color of the capillaries

underneath. The velvety tissue is diseased, but still retains its

functions, which, on the contrary, are increased but perverted,

and instead of secreting a horny substance which adheres to the

surface of tbe keratogenous membrane, produces the caseous mut-

ter already referred to. The break in the hoof frequently seems

small in size. Nevertheless, the alteration of the keratogenous

tissues, viz : the substitution for its normal, of a pathological fie-

cretion, whose product is this loose caseous matter, is far ad

vanced. There is then an extensive, though a concealed separa-

tion of the hoof. One then must not allow himself to be deceived

into supposing it to be a limited diseased process, by the apparent

external integrity of the horny box.

The characteristic of canker is its tendency to spread, like cau-

cerous affections. Once manifested in any part of the sub-horny

tissues, the special changes which characterize the disease seldom

remain circumscribed; on the contrai-y, they generally extend

from that part as a centre, throughout the whole circumference,

and little by little, attack slowly but continuously the whole ex-

tent of the secreting apparatus, and thus loosen the entii'e horny

box—starting from the median lacunae, or the glomes of the frog,

it extends to the branches and the body of the plantar cushion

;

then spreads at the side, in the lateral laminae, from there all round

on the velvety tissue, then by degrees reaches the inferior ex-

tremity of the podophyllous laminee and going upward, reaches
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the coronary band, the last point, where, in extreme cases, the

hoof preserves its adhesions with the tissues which form it. In

this condition the disease process progresses more slowly than be-

tween the sole and the velvety tissue, and then it secuis to remain

stationary ; otherwise the dropping of the hoof would be possible.

We have seen that often at the beginning, but especially as the

disease progresses, there ai'e growths called fici, found principally

round the lamiuse, the frog and the sole. These are of whitish

color, opalj varying in size and in shape ; they constitute an

irregular mass, formed of those fici pressed together ; some of

these growths have a wide basis, others are somewhat peduncu-

lated ; sometimes they are single, tubercular, slightly elevated ; at

other times elongated bodies, true fibrous bundles. The fici are

nothing more than the normal villosities of the keratogenous tissue

which have become tumefied and hypertrophied, and are found

principally where, in the normal state, the villosities of the velvety

tissue are themselves more numerous and more developed. "WTiere

these vegetations are confluent, as upon the sharp edge of the

bone, they are separated from each other by a kind of deep sinu-

ous grooves, filled with the caseous matter secreted by the diseased

keratogenous structure. These growths bleed easUy and grow

rapidly again when excised. Those most developed, and which

seemed to form a homogeneous mass, constitute, however, an

aggregate of smaller vegetations united in a certain part of their

extent, and continued at their bases.

Besides the vegetation of the living tissues, the plantai* sur-

face of the foot presents, in old caukei's, isolated fasciculi of solid

lioniy substance, of thready appearance, soft, analogous in their

form to coarse brushes whose hairs are glued together. These

isolated, still adherent, brushes are seen spreading toward the

sole ; they correspond with parts of the velvety tissue which have

maintained their soundnt ss in the midst of the diseased surface,

and there continue to secete healthy hoof. These homy growths

are ordinarily multiple, and are of various shapes, often twisted,

and give to the plantar surface a peculiar aspect, so much so, that

their brushy masses sometimes retain the mud of the streets and

are fiUed at their bases with a black and foetid substance of an

ugly appearance.

"WTien canker has arrived at a very advanced period, it is char-

acterized by the deformity of the whole horny box, whose length
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and wiilth is considerably increaHfcl. The last of these conditions
IS a sure sign that the disease has spread under the wall of th,

quarters and of the heels, and has i^roduced the complete separa-
tion of the bars from above and below. V^hen percussed, Hr.
hoof at the heels gives a dull sound. The excessive length is only
an indirect consequence of the disease, and is du.' to the fact
that, so as to keep the animal at work, the walls are spared u-s

much as possible by the blacksmith, so as to avoid the contact of
the protruding parts with the ground.

Physiological signs ai'o almost entirely absent in canker. It

is a curious fact that the sensibility which is generally highly in.

creased in all affections of the foot, even in chronic diseases, n-
malns always so obscure in canker that animals may be used for

a long time without lameness, though the sub-homy tissues have
become quite unin'otected over a large surface.

Complications.—Very frequently, canker is complicated by n

disease of the skin, analogous to it, known as ffrease / a disease
which, if not entirely of the same nature, as admitted by Plasse,

Megnin, etc., is closely related to it. It is often through this

that canker begins, and very often the two diseases exist together
in the same animal, one sometimes following the other, just as

canker of one foot follows that of another.

Among the compHcations of canker, as generally admitted, are

some injui'ies of the plantar cushion : inflammation and necrosis

of cartileges, ligaments or tendons, and even caries of the os pedis

and anchylosis, which are sometimes observed ; however, a close

examination of the facts allows us to say that these accidents do

not arise under the simjjle influence of the disease alone, but that

they are due to the improper use of sharp instruments, of the

actual cautery, and especially of potential caustics. As La Gueri-

niere said, the deep lesions of tendons and of the os pedis, whicli

are observed in severe cankers, have no other cause than the

action of too powerful dessicatives.

Duration, march, termination.—Canker is an essentially chronic

disease, and may be of long continuance, even lasting for years.

Still, under this heading there are many variations, whose cause

it is difficult to find. There are horses whose disorganization of

the hoof is complete after two or three monthp.. There are otliors

where the disease remains stationary for more than a year. "We

have seen it remaining limited to one lacuna for months, and all
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Generally, animals ati'ected with canker feed well, and for a

long time retain a good condition ; toward the end, however, they

lose flesh and exhibit symptoms of septicohemia, especially if

aft'ected with grease. AVo do not admit that, as advanced by

some, canker can give rise to such virulent diseases as glanders

and furcy.

DuK/nosis.—At the beginning, canker may be confounded

with thrushes, and many veterinarians have considered this as the

tir.st stage of canker. There is, however, a great diiference be-

tween the two : first, as to the anatomo-pathological point of

new, inasmuch as the pultaceous, fcetid secretion is less abund-

ant ; that the loosening of the hoof is less, and that there are no

tici; and again, especially in the point of view of the treatment,

where single cases of cleansing, with or without dessicatives,

easily control it, while canker remains rebellious to them.

J'rof/iiosltt.—The prognosis varies. Where the animal is

young, well fed, and the disease is not too old, it is favorable.

Yet it remains uncertain, as often the most benign form may last

long and remain rebellious to all treatment. The severity and the

extent of the internal lesions cannot be estimated by the altera-

tions or deformities of the hoof, as these appearanc'es are often

tk'ceptive. Canker, though considered incurable for a long time,

is not absolutely so—far from it ; with rational treatment, prop-

erly carried on, it is curable in the majority of cases. There are

cases, however, not very rare, where relapses and useless attempts

have discouraged the owner as well as the veterinarian, and where
it has been more advantageous to destroy the animal rather than

to submit him to a long, tiresome, and always expensive treat-

ment.

Pathological Anatomy and JVattire of the Disease.—It has

always been considered that a morbid condition susceptible of

producing disorders so severe as those produced by canker, must
necessarily be a deep affection, essential and important to the

organic structure, and depending on a complete transformation in

its texture. And, indeed, it is the impression which predominated
h'o.m the time of Solleysol down to the foundation of veterinary

schools and which still exists with Girard, who considers canker
as a gnawing ulcer which changes and alters the tissues it invades,
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and even with Yatcl ami Hurtrel d'Arboval, who looks upon canko'
as the carcinoma of the reticular structure of the foot.

It is but recently that these ideas have been abandoned. Dn-
puy, in 1827, considered canker as a hypertroi)hy of the tibrcs ,.|

the hoof, admitting at the same time the disintegrations aii,l

softening of those same fibres occasioned by an ammoniacal siii-

onization produced by an altered secretion.

In 1841, Mercier expressed the opinion that canker is nothiu-r
more than a chronic mllammation of the reticular tissue of tlu.

foot, characterized by diseased secretions of this apparatus.
It is now known that there is in canker no essential alterations

of the sub-horny tissues ; no radical change of their substance,
and no deposit of heteromoriihous molecules in their struct lue.'

This last mentioned fact was well observed by Tlobin, who in bis
microscopical remarks constantly observed the absence of tlie

characterizing elements of canker. Hertwig and Haubuer, wbo
have made researches in the same direction, arrived at the same
result and have noticed the absence of any cancerous cells in
canker. This opinion is, however, doubted by Glisberg and Fuebs,
who look ui)on canker as an epithelioma, though they bring no
sufficient evidence to establish it.

Except vegetal parasitism, of which we will speak hereafter,
and which makes of canker a true dartre, an herpetic disease, m
demonstrated by Megnin, there is only in canker a chronic' in-

flammatory condition of the sub-horny tissues which is launi-
fested by a perversion in their secretion, and is comphcated by
a morbid hjiiertrophy of the viUous processes by which then- sur-
face is normally covered. Robin has seen in the ii.i, papilL-e made
thicker and more brittle by the plastic infiltration which moistens
them; he has observed besides, that at the points where the secre-
tion is good, it is so active, that instead of drj-ing in sheaths, to
scale off afterward in transverse pieces, as normally occurs in tbe
frog and sole, the epithelial cells grow lengthwise, as those wliicb
form the waUs of the foot. Hence these long, homed, twisted
threads (epithelioma?) which are seen rising from the sole of long
affected cankerous feet.

It has sometimes been admitted that fici had deep roots iu tbe
tissues, and even in the plantar aponeurosis, which is an error

;

injections and macerations having shown that there are no essen
tial changes in the anatomical structures of these parts, and that
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what havo been considered ivh the roots of fici were only cellular

tissues, which has become induratetl under chronic intlammation

(Douley). Fici are only fasciculi of villosities whose vascular net-

work is no longer retained by the thick horny box which encloses

tbeiu and which is infiltrated with plastic material.

Bouley has already admitted that canker could not be better

classified than among skin diseases, with and after dartroid afiec-

tions, and thus gave reason to Huzard senior ; Plass also found

that canker had the greatest analogy with grease, and that in it

the nutiition of the horn underwent the same alteration with nu-

trition of hairs in the second affection.

Megnin, in 1864, observed, in ojierating upon fresh pieces

taken from the living animal, and from one which had not received

any treatment, that in canker there is constantly a cryptogam, as

in favus, and that canker is a parasitic affection.

Examining the caseous product of the abnormal secretion which

cliaracterizes canker, Megnin found in it a large (quantity of very

animated vibrios, swimming in a litjuid having in suspension nu-

merous epidermic cells more or less advanced in dissolution ; he

found besides rounded corpuscles, which he recognized as the

spores of the cryptogam, and from which the vibrios escaped a<

the maturity of the granulations there contained. In examining

the fici, he has recognized them to be au aggregate of hypertrophied

\-illo8ites, at the base of which were found in the mass obtained

by a slight scraping epidermic cells or parts of cells enclosed in a

net-work of inter-crossed, ramified threads, appearing to rise from

certain centers marked by an agglomeration of spores, forming in

their whole a yellow spot. In the water of the uncroscopic prep-

arations, one finds also several of these isolated threads, epithelial

cells, globules of lymph, of blood and finally spores ; very rarely

ribrios ; oftener micrococci. These threads are nothing more than

the parasites, the mycelium product of the vegetation of the

spores ; those contained in the eerosity, swell, break up, and the

granulations which escape from tu^m become for some time the

vibrios, or as we prefer to call them, pseudo-vibrios ; as soon as

the brownian motion, which for some time animates the granula-

tions, ceases, the cells which have proceeded from them (the micro-

cocci) gather together in chains and form thti characteristic threads

of the mycelium.

This parasite of canker has been named by Megnin the kera-
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27/ii/km or parasitic plant of the born, by analogy with the triclio-

phyton, the parasite of the hair. We consider this name very
appropriate and prefer it to the name of odium batracosis, parasite
of the canker, which Mr. Megnin has also proposed.

Etiology—The causes of canker ai-e yet but little known;
there is one, however, which cannot be ignored, and which, if it

does not produce the disease, assists materially in its develop.
ment and is indispensable to its existence. We refer to the con-
dition of dampness. It is that influence of dampness which
explains why the disease is so very common in the marshy lands of

Poitou
;
in the pastures of Holland, and in general in low grounds

and why it is more frequent in northern than in southern conn'
tries. Canker is incomparably more frequent in rainy seasons than
in those where dryness predominates. We have already seen in

the history of the disease that it is since the streets and the stables
of admmistration are kept more free from dampness that canker
has become less common.

Sometimes the action of dii-ect irritating causes has been
admitted, and then the canker has been attributed to irritatino

muds and the excrementitial liquids of stables ; their contact often
giving rise upon the skm, upon the glomes of the frog, to an ery-

thematous inflammation, soon followed by a serous flow, which ex
tends to the sub-horny structures and gives rise to an exudation
in the laminae of the frog. This cause produces the rotten froo-

(thrushes) but not canker. We believe that this cause has princi-

pally been admitted by veterinarians who look upon thrushes as
the first stages of canker, but this is not so, and for canker to

develop itself under similar conditions, others are necessary, which
are as yet unknown.

Canker has also been attributed to narrow and contracted feet,

so common in horses of meridional cUmates, and in which the sole

is veiy concave, with the frog and pyramidal body shi-unk in.

Often in the laminae of these feet a sero-purulent moisture is dis-

covered, more or less offensive, which is a rotten frog, but not
canker, and but seldom followed by it.

To produce- canker a simple irritation of the sub-homy struct-

ure is not sufficient. There must be a special cause, proper to

canker, stimulating alone the characteristic changes of the cause,

This cause we find in the cryptogam which characterizes canker,

propagates it, and which has no power of spontaneous existence.
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As with other parasitic diseases, canker is communicable by

contagion ; although the examples are quite rare they cannot bo

doubted. Hutrel, d'Arboval, Plass, Blind and Megnin have ob-

served them, and in all the cases dampness has contributed to

the propogation of the cryptogam.

The lymphatic constitution in an animal is eminently propi-

tious to the development of canker, as it is observed to be, in fact,

for all parasitic diseases.

It is known by daily observation of facts that horses whose

skin is thick, with the hau-y system well developed, the feet flat,

with thick frogs, are more often affected with canker than animals

of a nervous constitution. It is more particularly observed in

horses with much white at their extremities, with stockings and

white feet, and in those where there is a tendency to albinism.

An unknown diathesis has also been considered as causing a

predisposing constitutional organic condition, but this has not

been justified by observation. It may happen that canker cured

or dried on one foot, may attack another foot, perhaps a third,

and then a fourth, to re-appear in the first ; this character of the

disease has often been mentioned as proof of this diathesic condi-

tion ; but it may also be explained by its contagious character.

The disease remama too much localized to be constitutional, as

generally in diathesic diseases we have critical eruptions upon

different organs or different tissues.

TreatmeiU.—From the preceding remarks, it is evident that

in feet affected with canker, the keratogenous apparatus of the

foot has undergone no essential alteration in its structure, that its

thickness and density have only increased by consequence of the

infiltration and organization in its net-work of the plastic products

of inflammation. And, again, the secreting function of this appa-

ratus, far from being arrested, is on the contrary, more active
;
but

the products it gives instead of being concrescible, remain difflu-

ent ; hence the impossibility for the hoof to be restored in the

regions where this alteration of secretion exists and remains.

Tlu'se important facts, says M. Bouley, must take the lead in the

chapter of the therapeutics of canker, because they teach the

practitioner that the object to effect, in the treatment of this dis-

is not to radicallv destroy the diseased tissues, as has been
pn>;o.

too often done and recommended, but to return to them their

physical and physiological properties by the application on their
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sui-face, of modifying agents which influence the nutritive aiul
secreting functions of their tissues without interfering with thvir
structure. To reach this point, the most varied phai-maceutitul
agents have been recommended, the most successful bemg those
which at the same time had parasiticide properties. We, howe^•ol
find it difficult to give the preference to any of them ; and we li.ne
now more faith in the modusfacieiidi, to the skill of the operator
to the contmued use of dressmgs properly applied, than to sucli
or such agent

;
all of those which have been recommended if

methodicaUy apphed, can cure canker, and it will be wise to em
ploy them alternatively; when one fails at first it is prudent to
try another; canker is a disease so often rebeUious to treatment
especially when confined to the lacunae of the frog, that too maiiv
remedies cannot be used.

The first indication is to remove the excess of the horn of
the wall, the length of which, we have said, is often very great-
then prepare a convenient shoe for the dressings. This shoe nec-
essarily varies, as canker is exclusively localized to the plautu'
surface of the foot or extends to the podophyllous lamime. Gen-
erally an ordinary shoe is used, more or less covered (wide) uikI
so hollowed as to allow the free apphcation of plates by whicli
the dressing is kept in place. When the condition of the disease
requires the removal of large pieces of horn, a truncated slipper
is used, proportioned in cutting to the extent of the parts of the
wall upon which it is to be apphed. There are circumstances even
when shoes cannot be used, so much does the disease extend
under the wall. It is then necessary to use a shoe without nails, or
boots, secui-ed to the coronet by means of straps. In aU cases the
rule is to take care that the dressings remain fixed in the most
exact manner, and that through them a methodic, steady, but not
excessive pressure is constantly apphed over the diseased parts.

The first step of the operation passed, the next consists m
the removal with proper instruments of all the loose portions of
the horn, either at the plantar surface, at the quarter, or at the
heels. One must avoid, in this operation, the excision of soft
parts; but the important indication is to follow the disease where-
ever it exists, and to leave no part of the horn which may have
been detached by morbid exudations. Better cut the he-Mxy
structures, and have them bleed, than to neglect to completely
expose a diseased part. This done, the horn is to be thinned as
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Upon the exposure of the disease where it exists, the fici exist-

ing on the surface and edges of the velvety tissues are to be

removed with the scissors or sharp sage knife ; at the same time

the parts of horn which may have remained are to be cut off,

avoiding, however, the healthy tissue beneath, which still retains

its normal character.

When the canker is very extensive, so that the wall is loose on

each quarter, or on all its circumference, it is of advantage to pro-

ceed in the required operations at different times.

This done, the shoe can be put on ; after which the diseased

surface and surrounding horn are to be covered with a thick layer

of the medicamentous preparation. If this is in form ' a paste, as

is often the case, it is spread over with a spatul " in powder,

it is thrown over it carefully. If liquid, balls an are soaked

with it and placed on, the whole being then kept in place by pads

and plates. The important point is that the dressing should be

so applied as to be easily changed, that an exact, regular and

sufKciently strong pressure be kept on. No better means can be

used for this than the divid'Ml plates already referred to.

In canker the dressing must be renewed every day, and even

twice daily at the beginning of the treatment. This is an essential

condition of success, whatever may be the therapeutical, agent

employed ; and this is not a simple difficulty in practice where the

patient is not always of easy access. Moreover, this dressing is

somewhat complicated, and can only be skillfully made by the vet-

eriuarian himself.

It often occurs that upon the removal of the first dressing, (the

second day) one finds the tissues already covered by a layer of

hardened horn, adherent to the surfaces. One must then, with

the linger, a spatula, or a dry pad of oakum, rub it off where it is

found loose and movable and, if necessary, renew the application

of the dressing. The same must be done at the other dressings,

cai'efuUy watching if this new horn thus formed by the influence

of the medication, is not separable from the parts underneath by

the different morbid secretions* of the diHoase. One must then

carefully scrape off all that is not adherent, and thin the edges,

and the projections of all the horn which retains its soundness

;
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the caseoua substance being also removed ; the same compressuu
dressing to be put on again.

The modification in the horn;j secretion, and the formation „f
a layer of hardened and adherent horn, are especially great in ilic

parts where podoi)hylions and velvety tissues exist; buturev,iv
slow, and surrounded with difficulties in the median and laU ral
lacunoD of the frog. After ten days of treatment, one may liuve
brought about a normal secretion on the whole cu-cumferciicc of
the sole, on the inferior face of the os pedis, and on the promiucut
parts of thepjTamidal body. But i^ the lacuuic the altenitiou
remains isoi,tLed, and resists treatment ; and it often hajipens (hat,
if neglected, it may again spread and the disease reach its foinur
extent. It is then the case, when the disease is limited to the
lacunfB, to add to the ingredient already in use and which is k( pt
applied upon the restored parts, another stronger and more active
agent, sometimes simply absorbent; here again it becomes di Hi-

cult for us to advise the practitioner, the number of recommen,,,,!
drugs being very large and the result depending less on their
nature than in the intelligent and persisting manner with which it

is applied. When caustics are used, it must bo done with great
care, to limit their action only to the thickness of the keraton(.„.
ous tissue, and not to carry it to the destruction of the bon." ,„•

still worse, of the plantar aponeurosis.

Let us glance at the drugs which have proved most successful
m the treatment of canker: First we have the diftereut pyronc,,.
ous preparations, especially wood tar, recommended by'jJniev,
Clark, Reynaland Bouley, and which give astonishing results. Gas
tar, oil of cade, petroleum and soot have also been used, but with
less advantage

; creosote and phenic acid have often shown them-
selves very useful, by penetrating easier to tha base of the villosities

where the parasite resides and thus acting more regularly
; pheiiic

acid proved very useful with Krause, Gerlach and Zundel.
After these the best recommended preparations are the salts of

iron. Hertwig seems to be well pleased with the powder of sul-

phate, and Arnold recommends the i)yroliguite of the same metiil;

Megnin advises specially the perchloride, which, like phenic acid,

is ratLer a powerful astringent than a true caustic. The prepar-
aiions of copper have also had their time, and especially tlie aer-ta-

tes, such as the cegyptiacum ointment (Girard, Schaack, Riiiiiaid

and Eey)
;
the baths of sulphate of copper were employed by
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Verrier, Jr., of Rouen ; a solution of sulphate of copper and of
zinc in water or vinegar were recommended by Dclaval and Haub-
acr; Solleysel employed the preparations of copper, but added to
tU(un arsenic and other drugs ; Eichbaum preferred the powder of
chloride of lime, and Rauch ordinary hme, while Aubry employed a
mixture of lime and caustic potash.

Caustics were well recommended by other practitioners, but
their prescriptions seem to be contrary to the rule we have laid
down in the beginning. However, one must not forget that the
tissues of the foot, especially when diseased, offer an extraordinary
resistimce to the action of caustics ; they are, so to sp(^ak, impene-
trable, and the irritation they produce remains supevticial, while
where those tissues are healthy such agents produce a. deep cau-
terization. Again, this resisting force of the indurated tissues
against the actions of caustics is Ihnited, and it is possible that
one, two or three applications may apparently remain inefficacious,

where a fourth or a fifth will give rise to extensive cauterization. The
result is explained by the repeated irritating influence of the caustic
agent, which, by gradually increasing the vascularity of the partKit
touches, increases also the means of their absorption and imbibition.

These facts must also bo present to the practitioners mind, and
it is by them that ho will be guided in their use, rendering them
at will, simply modifying, catheretic, or deep caustics.

Nitric acid was used by Percivall and Delorme, the latter con-
sidering it the best means in use. Sulphuric acid has also been
employed, seldom alone, but mixed with agents likely to reduce
its elVects and render its applications more convenient. Collignon
aud Renault recommend its reduction with alcohol ; Mercier
mixed it with four parts of oil of turpentine ; Prang(j with equal
parts of tar, and Plass made a paste of it with burnt alum. This
last remedy, very simple in its formula, was applied without any
dressing

; it has proved most excellent in a great number of cases,

but may give rise to too deep cauterization (Bouley, Mendel).
Arsenious acid was much used by old horsemen, combined with

(I'gyptiacum, turpentine and other ingredients. Hoffmann prefers
the arsenite of soda in solution ; he sold his secret to the Austrian
government for a high price. Butter of antimony was recora-
meiuled by Husjard Si., Prevost, and especially Huzard ; chloride
of zinc was preferred at the Lyons school.

The treatment of canker by actual cauterization was indicated
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by SoUoyscl, but soon abandoned by him. In applying the cai.
tery iiijon the uncovered tissues of the hoof, v,e encounter the.

cb)in<-f) of i)roducing a very severe inlhimmation, which spreadii l)y

degrees and gives rise to extensive slough of the hoof, as a am-
HOijiicuco of the serious exudation which takes place ; the acUou
of the cautery may then become either too mild or too vigorous.
Still, it has been recommended by Provost, of vaeneva. Hurtrcl
d'Arboval, who also employed it, used it in the foUowing maimer:
tho parts being covered with a mixture of gunpowder and sulplmr,
a rod-hot iron was applied to the spot, the powder burning siul-

donly and the sulphur slowly. If the combustion was too^slo^-
be increased it and kept it up by the same means. When tiie

operation is concluded the pai-ts are transformed into a black scar,

which can be easily removed by scraping, and the application and
cauterization may be repeated, and so on until it appears that a

sufficient amount of heat has penetrated the tissues to destroy the
material by which canker may be regenerated. The cauterization
being once properly effected, then in order to sustain irritation.

the foot is covered with Burgundy pitch, or resin, melted and
warm, which is allowed to cool oflf on the foot, when a dressing of

oakum and the shoe are put on. The dressing is changed as soon
as «ui)puration shows itself and renewed with the same ingredients
in the same manner until the wound becomes healthy and granu-
latiug.

It is only for the sake of the record that we refer to the ex-

clusively surgical treatment, based upon the eiToneous idea that the

fici of canker are abnormal products, deeply implanted in the

tissues beneath, and where it was advised to look for the imagin-
ary roots of these fici at their extreme limits. In this trealmeut,
not only the diseased horn was removed, but the entu-e sole, the

plantar cushion and often the j^lanlar aponeurosis was excised.

This practice, advised by Lafosse junior, was also recommeiulcd
in tlie veterinary schools by Chabert in France, and Dieterichs in

Germany. It prevailed for a long time, though experience showed
that tbo wound resulting from such an operation was of very slow

recovery, that the frog especially could not be regenerated, that

there remained a central ulcer, and that it gave rise to such a lual

formation of the foot that the animal remained lame for a loii-

time, sometimes for life. Notwithstanding these objections, ob-

served by Jeanne, Girard and Eichbaum, Ma treatment is still
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lis treatment is still

followed by a few who prefer it to the simple operations of SoUey-
sel, which consists in tho division of the loose pieces of horn and
the excision of the fungoid projections.

We have thus far only spoken of the local, without referring to
the internal or constitutional treatment of canker, recommended
by thosr who look upon the disease as constitutional. Without
believing that it can have any real curative efitect, we, however,
admit its usefulness, when the disease is of old standing, and that
the animal has suffered much by it. Ferruginous preparations
are specially advisable, and we prefer the carbonates that are used
by Delwart to the sulphates recommended by Prevost, Delaval
and Hertwig, and it is well to unite them with bitters and tonic
powders. Arsenious acid is prescribed internally by Delaval,

FeuiUette, Niederberger, Obich ; and other alteratives, such as
mercury, which we would not advise. Nor can we understand
bow any benefit is to be derived from diuretics and purgatives,

and especially from the use of external emunctories, such as
setons.

Corns.

Under this name is understood an alteration of the tissues

underneath the hoof ; of the heels of the horse's foot by lesions of

the living parts in the movements of expansion of the hoof ; by
bruises, compressions or contusions. There is then a capillary

hemorrhage which extends in ecchymosis in the hoof. A corn,

then, is a bruise of the living horn at the extreme end of the

branches of the . Ae, and especially in the laminated tissue of the

fidds of the bars. It is a very common disease, and one to which
all horses are exposed. Some have them constantly.

Corns are seen mostly on the fore feet, and on the inside

more commonly than on the external side. They are rare on the

hind feet, because in the various gaits the weight of the body is

carried more on the front legs and on the posterior part of the

foot, while in the hind legs it is the front part which principally

receives it.

I. Divisions.—Lafosse Sr., has distinguished them into natural

and accidental, while Girard considers them all as accidental. H.
Bouloy designates as essential those which come from other than
external causes. We believe that it would be better to establish

the divisions on pathological and anatomical bases, and admit a
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corn o/ ^Ae wall, or laminated, that which has its seat in the
laminse which unites the wall to the tissues underneath, viz., iu

the kerajjhyllous and podophyllous tissues of the heels and bars,

and a cor7i of the sole, or velvety, that which has its seat in the
velvety tissue which unites the sole to the fleshy parts. Tlio

laminated corn corresponds exactly to the " natural " of Lafosse
and to the " essential " of Bouley. It is due to lacerations in the

movements of expansion of a badly-made foot. The other is due
to contusions. WTiatever may be the adopted divisions, we, wit^
Girard, and as admitted in practice, recognize in each category.

the dry, the inolst and the suppurated corn.

n. Etiology.—All feet are exposed, but not all predisposed to

corns. They are more frequent in heavy feet, mth those where
the heels are high or contracted in which there is a motion of re-

traction of the hoof which interferes with the displacement back-

ward of the third phalanx at the time of rest, and hence the lacera-

tions are easy ; besides, there is a continual pressure upon the
living parts of the posterior region of the nail. Corns are fre-

quently observed in excessively long feet where the hoof does not
receive the moisture necessary to its elasticity ; it then losses its

suppleness and fails to assist the internal motions of the parts
contained within. It is seen whenever the hoof is too dry, the

posterior diameter of the feet being then diminished. Corns are

seen on weak feet, on which the hoof is too thin to resist tlie

dilating effect of the internal structure, and spreads excessively.

Wide and flat feet, with low heels, in which the interior surface of

the branches of the sole is on a level with the plantar border of the

quarters and bars, are very often affected with corns. The pres-

sure of the shoe or the roughness of the ground produce these

bruises through the sole. Here the conditions are unfavora1)Ie

to the normal dilatations of the hoof ; the ungeal phalanx, being

unsupported by the convexity of the sole, has a tendency to drop
down lower, the tissues are easily lacerated and bruised in its dis-

placement at the time the foot rests on the ground.

The most serious causes of corns arise froi) ,he shoeing, which
not only sometimes gives to the hoof a shape predisposing to that

disease, but also very often is a determining cause itself of these

injuries. "As long," says Hartmann, "as horses will have corns,

horse-shoeing cannot pass as an art, and their too frequent pres-

ence is an evident proof of our imperfect means of protection to
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the hoof." Without shoeing there would be no corns, and it is in
its irrational methods that the true causes of these accidents
originu.e. It is by the greater or less frequency of corns that one
may judge of the state of that art in a country.

The faults ai-e found, Ist, in the manner in which the foot is
pared, or in the shape which it receives ; 2d, in the fitting of the
shoe

; 3d, in its application. In paring the foot, the sole is often
weakened and thinned too much ; it does not resist the pressure,
and, at the time of resting the foot, all the weight of the body is
thrown upon the point of union of the sole with the wall. Ordi-
uarily too much has been cut away from the frog, and this not
resting any more on the ground, no longer resists the pressure,
and the lowering of the branches of the sole is then extreme, as
proved by the experiments of Leisei-ing. The custom of cutting
tlie corns, and of cutting the hoof at the heels, acts in a similar
manner; the posterior half of the ioot is weakened, and that is

the part which must carry the greatest part of the weight. One
needs only to compare a foot from which the shoer has removed
much horn at the sole, frog and bars, with one in which the hoof
has been left alone for a long time. In making a vertical and
tranverse section of the two in the middle of the frog, a little in
front of the angles of the sole, he will see at once how weak the
point of reunion of the sole with the waU has become, the means
of resistance to the pressure of the weight of the body through
tlie third phalanx being thus diminished, and consequently a pre-
disposition to bruises created.

The shape of the shoe also contributes to corns ; an excess of
uiiicavity

; a shoe which from the last nail-hole is not flat to the
heels, whose branches are too much incUned, contributes to the
lateral contraction of the foot and gives rise to corns. In this case
the shoe resists the play of the homy box, and by itself, through
the sole, exercises a great pressure upon the tissues underneath.
Too high caulks, in preventing the resting on the frog, cause an
excessive pressure on the inside of the foot, and compel it to rest
on the heels and the branches of the sole, which are too much
lowered. The opposite excess, when the shoe is thin at the heels,
as in the Coleman shoe—which is thick at the toe and thin at the
heels—produces a similar result, because in increasing the pres-
sure on the heels, it gives rise to bruises of the tissues through
the retrossal processes, which comes down too heavily. A very
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wide shoe, too thin, may also contribute to the genesis of corns,

because, then, the shoe helping, with the intensity of the reactitius

on the pavement or i>n too hard and stony roads, the shoe somi

gives under the foot, and compresses the sole and tissues beneath.

The manner in which the shoe is put on may also be a cause

of corns ; the shoo ought to rest exclusively on the inferior border

of the wall, and not touch the sole ; when it is too narrow ii, may

be a cause of contusion or of contraction ; if too wide it prevents

the naturid expansion. It is upon horses long shod that the wrong

application of the shoe as a cause of corns is observed. As a cmi-

sequence of the growth of the hoof, the shoe no longer sufficiently

protects the plantar border of the foot, the heels of the shoe beinn-

inward and pressing on the branches of the sole ; this is especially

the case when the shoe is thinned by wearing ; it yields, and easily

bruises the parts of the sole on which it rests; high caulks, on a

branch already too short, or too thin, act the more injuriously 1m -

cause, not being concentrated on the projection of the caulk, the

branch gives away sooner, and presses still more on the heels.

The shoe becomes an indirect cause of corns, when hard sub-

stances, as stones or dry earth, are found between its superior aiul

inferior face on the sole, or between the frog and the internal bi >r-

der of the branches of the shoe ; this is a secondary cause, which

was formerly considered of great importance.

The work of horses has a great influence, corns being ve. • fre-

quent in horses which work on pavements and stony antl hiud

roads. They are rare in country horses, but common in thost; of

great cities ; a rapid gait contributes to their development on

account of the great pressure on the gi'ound. The seasons have

also an influence, dry and warm weather depriving the hoof of its

moisture, and by preventing its elasticity of motion, increasing the

effect of pressure upon the tissues.

Emigration has been considered a cause of corns. Horses

coming from the north of Germany are mentioned as having been

rapidly affected by them after being in large cities. But if the

change too suddenly made from soft to dry bedding is an effective

cause, the mode of shoeing can also be considered as a stimulating

cause. The same is true with respect to the African horses, which

are generally free from the disease in their native country, but

frequently suffer with them when brought to France, and submitted

to a mode of shoeii?g so different from that of the Ai'abs.
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in. Sijmptoms.—The ordmary symptoms of corns are noticed

in the abnormal position of the leg at rest, in the lameness and the

sensibility of the region.

When lame with a corn the horse carries the ley forward of

the plumb line, and keeps it semi-flexed at the fetlock; he trios

to reUeve tho painful region by resting ; sometimes he manifests

his pain by pawing and moving his feet from forward backward,

pushing his bed under him. The lameness is not characteristic

;

it varies greatly in intensity, from a slight soreness to lameness on

three legs. IL is generally proportioned to the intensity of the

disease. However, there are horses so accustomed to their corns

that they do not go lame, while others are very much so for a

trifling injury. Sometimes it is intermittent, and diminishes when
the suppm-ation has made its way between hair and hoof. The
sensibihty of the heel—seat of a corn—is discovered by an explo-

ration with the blacksmith's nippers. Sometimes it is made known
by pressure of the fingers, the cases varying, of course, according

to the severity of the disease. There is often heat, especially at

the coronet, which may be tumified, particularly so when the corn

is of a compUcated suppurative character. To obtain an accurate

new of the disease the foot should be well pared, and this opera-

lion may be greatly facilitated by the application of poultices for

twenty-four or forty-eight hours previously.

It is only by the objective examination and the pathological

anatomy, so to speak, of the com that the moist or suppurative

vaiiety can be distinguished from the dry, and we shall find either

a simple ecchymotic spot, or a complete disintegration of tissues.

IV. Pathological Anatomy.—The lesions vary according to

the severity of the disease. In dry corn, we find an infiltration

of blood in the homy structui'e. This is blood which has transu-

(lated through the laminated or irritated velvety tissue from the

injured blood vessels. This blood gives to the hoof various tints,

more or less pronounced, not unfrequently yellowish, according to

the intensity and duration of the disease. The hoof sometimes

loses consistency and becomes brittle ; at others, it is hard and

dry, and then resembles healthy hoof minus its coloration. If

the ecchymotic spot involves the whole thickness of the horn,

from its surface to its depth, it is an evidence of the continued

activity of the cause. A deep mark indicates a recent injury ; a

superficial one is an evidence of an older corn, which disappears,
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and then it seldom j)roduceH lainent-Hs. Sometimes the marks am
arranged in hiyers, the healthy horn being ult. mated with others
which arc infiltrated w .Ai blood. This is a proof of the intermit
tent character of the acting cause which has originally product il

the com. The ecchymt^sis, however, is not the actual seat of tin-

com, which is more in the velvety and especially in the laminatcil
tissues, which are torn or bruised, the blood escaping through
the sole simply by the action of the laws of gravitation. It\
rai-ely that this Ic don is looked for in the case of dry com, and it

is usually ignored ; but in the confirmed com, a true alteration of

the laminsD of the keraphyllous tissue is obsened. This is re-

placed by a homy tumor, a kind of keraphyllocele, analogous to

that of chronic laminitis, due to a union of the laminie under the

influence of the fibro-plastic exudation resulting from the inflam-

mation, which is of yarjnng size, and presses more or less on tL(

sub-horny tissues. In some cases, this hom breaks up little bv
little, and gives rise to cjuurter crack. The ecchymotic spots of

the dry com may vary in size ; they may range from the size of a
pea to that of a ten-cent coin. At other times they may occupy
the entire space between the bars and the walls of the foot.

In moisf. corn, there is not only hemorrhage, but also inflam

mation proper, with serous exudation. The hoof is colored, as iii

dry com, of a brownish tint, due to the infiltration of blood whicli

occured at the start ; on searching deeper, one will discover be-

tween the hoof and the living tissues beneath a separation of

varying dimensions, filled by citrine serosity. Most frequently

this separation takes place at the line of the sole with the wall,

and extends under both. The horny substance is then more or

less impregnated with this serosity, and then has a charcteristic

yellow appearance and a waxy consistency.

In suppurative corn, or more properly, suppurating, the in-

flammation ends in suppuration. The pus is secreted by the vel-

vety and laminated tissues. It makes room for itself by gradually

separating the hoof as its formation progresses. Before long it

passes between the podophyllous grooves of the bars and of the

quarters, the horny are lossened from the fleshy laminae, and in

its ascending progress the pus soon makes its appearance between
hairs and hoof at the quarter, at the heels, or at the glomes of the

frog. It is not common for the pus to make its way through a

hoof of too thick or resisting a nature, unless it has first been
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sufficiently Hoftened by poulticeH and thinned down with the knife.

ThiH Huppuratiou, in the generality of caHeH, brings on Herioua

Cdiaplication, by the excessive pressure to which the sub-homy
tissues are then subjected. Gangrene of the velvety tissue near
tlio branches of the sole and of the podophyllous grooves which
have been lacerated in the suppuration, are very common compli-

cations. If the pus remains long in the hoof its gangrenous re-

fill tH may extend to the os pedis, the laternal cartilage, the plantar

cushion, luid even to the i)lantar aponeurosis, and give rise to

necrosis or caries of the bones, or to (^uittor, to a more or less

variable xtent. This sub-horny suppuration, which may some-
times be considerable, as well as the complications accompanying
it, are detected with the probe.

V. Termination and Proynoui.—Kesolution is a common
termination of corns. But their relapse is common also, especially

iu feet predisposed to them by bad conformation. A kind of

chronic condition of the disease, and one which is more liable to

become serious than the accidental variety, is the ordinary ter-

mination in this case. The mere extent of the disease is of less

importance in the diagnosis than the predisposing conditions.

Generally the dry corn is less serious than the moist one, and
especially less than the suppurative. Comphcated corns, pi-inci-

pally m flat, wide feet, with low heels, by reason of uncertain,

protracted and expensive treatment, are in general fatal, and
necessitate the destruction of the patient.

YI. Treatment.—The largeness of the space we have consumed
in considering the etiology of cdrns will compel us to be brief in

our remarks upon the j)re>;entiije treatment. Shoeing, which is so

often the cause of corns, may also be made a means of preventing

them, even upon predisposed feet, if performed with intelligence

imd proper observation, based upon the anatomy and physiology

of tlie foot. Generally speaking, one must not proceed rashly by
changing too suddenly the mode of shoeing. We do not think

that any one specified system of shoeing will with certainty pre-

vent corns, but we do beheve that each case demands its special

study and care. Usually, a flat shoe, and which has the heels

rather thin but resisting, and which rests on the wall proper, even
of the diseased one, if not too painful, is to be preferred, If the

shoe is for a low-heeled foot, the heels of the shoe should be
thicker in order to supply their insufficient height and to oflfer
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more resistance to the weight of the body. Sometimes the pro-

tecting eliect of the shoe must be completed by the use of a plate

of gutta percha or leather between the foot and the shoe ; india riilj-

ber does not answer, as by its elasticity it interferes with the re-

sistance of the shoe. It is absolutely necessary to preserve the

hoof in a sufficiently supple condition, to effect which tar, hoof

ointiients and other greasy substances are used. Flaxseed lucal,

poultices of cow manvfi-e and salt water, a damp bedding, tallow

in the hollows of the heels, all are very good preventives and

even curative means, which a careful hostler will not neglect.

Paring the feet thin, as practiced by some, is very objectionaljle,

and is a serious obstacle to the extirpation of corns. The feet

should be pared as little as possible, especially at the heels or in

thp lacunae.

As for the curative treatment, there are, according to H. Bou-

ley, four indications to follow : First, remove the acting cause;

second, treat the injury it has produced; third, reUeve the pres-

sure upon the diseased region, until it has returned to its healthy

condition ; fourth, prevent the return of the injury.

The first indication is easy to fulfill with the accidental corn,

but often nearly impossible in that due to a bad conformation of

the feet. The second indication varies according to the extent of

the disease. Generally it is advised to thin down the hoof at the

bruised part and its surroundings, so as to relieve the pressure ou

congested or inflammed parts. Still, we are not in favor of too

much thinning of the hoof, and except under peculiar conditions,

would practic ) it very slightly. Even in the moist corn, we be-

lieve in leaving to the hoof a certain protective thickness. The

pressure can be sensibly diminished by the application of chloro-

formed oil, or of tincture of creosote ; they very readily peutlrate

the hoof, and act directly upon the inflamed parts. We believe

that excessive paring, the "cutting out of the corTis," to use the

shoer's expression, is injurious, and predisposes to new corns, by

weakening the region and promoting a more rapid desiccation ami

contraction of the hoof. In all cases of dry and moist corn, one

must avoid making the pai-ts bleed, i,ne exposure of the soft tis-

sues, and all unnecessai-y cutting. Thinning is necessary in sup-

purative corn, and has to be done ver the whole extent of the

separation of the horn, and a wide channel of exit made for the

pus on the side of the sole. It is a wise rlan not to remove the
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entire mass of the loosened hoof, as by this the dressing will be
much facihtated.

Cold baths are useful in all cases of corns ; at other times
poultices of bran or other material are preferred. Hometimes
sulphate of iron or of copper are added to the bath, especially in

the moist corn. In the suppurative kind, when the suppuration

is invgiilar, and when complications are likely to follow, warm and
slightly ai-omatic baths are better, and after this, a dressing with
tincture of creosote, renewed the same day or the next. Later,

cold iron or copper baths may be used again ; if the suppuration

has broken out between hairs and hoofs, injections of Villates'

solution, after free escape of the pus by the plantar surface, ai'e

indicated.

In the complicated suppurative corn these means are iusuffi-

cient. We must cut deeper, and for this the animal must be
thrown. Then, when the diseased tissues are exposed by the

removal of the loosened hoof, the nature of the lesion must indi-

cate the requirements of the treatment. The velvety and podo-
phyllous tissues, if gangrenous, must be excised as far as their

diseased condition extends; carious bone is to be scraped, the

fibrous and fibro-cartilaginous structures, if necrosed, are to be
excised or cauterized, or sometimes left alone and watched, ac-

cording to the pecvdiar character and extent of their lesions and
the extent to which they exist. Once operated on, a dressing with

plates and bands is applied, and the animal allowed to rise.

It is by a peculiar shoeing that, for some time, the painful heel

must be relieved from supporting its part of the weight of the

body, and protected from outside pressure. This is the "bar
shoe.' By the transverse bar, which imites both branches, it pre-

sents a support to the frog and protects the heels. The resting

of the shoe takes place equally upon the wall of the toe and of

the quarters, especially the external, and it does not rest on the

diseased heels which may have been first cut away. Some veter-

inarians prefer the truncated, or the oblique bar shoe, or that with

a bar forming an acute re-enter ng angle. Hartmann recommends
the first ; Mayer prefers the bar shoe in which the bar heels have
been thinned down, and even hollowed, to avoid as much as possi-

ble the pressure on the diseased part ; this slice has sometimes
given us good results in horses with a weak frog. In many cases

ordinary shoeing answers ; then the diseased hoof is pared down.
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The branch of the shoe in this case requires a greater thickness.

Whatever may be the mode of shoeing used much advantage can

be obtained by the application of a sole of leather or of gutta

percha.

Sandcracks.

Seime of the French ; Ilornsjmlt of the Germans ; .Fistiura

of the Italians—are fissures or solutions of continuity observed

on the walls of the foot, ordinarily very naiTow, which follow tlie

dii'ection of the horn. Principally observed on the hoof of soli-

peds, it has been seen also in ruminants, but rarely, and of httle

importance.

I. Division.—They may exist on every part of the wall. On

the median line of the nail they are called tov-'^'ack, and then are

more frequent on the hind feet. They are rarely found on the

outside or inside toe (the inanielles of the French), but commonly

met with on the quarter {qtiarter-cracks), then situated on the

lateral parts of the wall, toward the heels, and more frequently ou

the fore feet, especially on the inside. They are sometimes oblique,

relatively to the thickness of the wall. Cracks are superficial or

deep, according to the thickness of the wall involved. Thoy ai'e

complete when they extend from the coronary band down to the

plantar border ; incomplete when more hmited. In this last ease,

those Avhich do not extend up to the skin are the more disposed

to recovery, and wiU grow down with the growth of the wall.

while those which extend to the coronary band are more serious,

being continually aggravated as the growth of the hoof progresses,

According to the date of their formation, they are called re'^cnt

and old. Simple cracks are those which only involve the wall

;

they are coniplicated where there is more or less serious lesion of

the tissues beneath, such as inflammatic of the lamina}, hemor-

rhage, or caries of the bone. A serious complication is that of

keraphylocele.

II. /Si/mpto77is.—Often the solution of continuity is the only

one observed, and it is the special characteristic of the disease.

But the fissure may be masked, either accidentally or by design.

It may be concealed by the hairs, by the mud, or covered by hoof-

ointment, tar, wax, or even a putty of gutta-percha. Concealed

internal cracks have sometimes been discovered, such as fissures

involving the internal face of the wall, which, cousequently, were
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not noticed from the outside, or showing but a shght depression
ou the surface of the wall. These cracks ai-e only discoverable
v^hon the foot has been weU pared down. As shght as the solu-
tion of continuity may be, it participates in the motion of dilata-
tion of the foot, and it is better detected when the foot is raised
than when it rests on the ground. This is the case when it is a toe-
crack, but on the contrary, the quarter-crack is more open when
the animal rests its weight on the leg, in which case, the sepa-
ration of the borders of the cracks may be from two to four miUi-
metres, and may expose the bottom of the fissure. Ordinarily,
cracks appear first at the coronet, and there is then but a slight
opening, but as they become older, and grow down, they have a
tendency to become deeper and more complete. When of old
standing, their borders are rough and scaly, ha^^ng between them
iin ulcerated tissue and sometunes a fungus growth, from whi h
escapes a sanious fluid. In other cases, as of quarter-crack, the
edges have a tendency to cover each other.

Superficial cracks are not always attended with lameness ; it is,

on the contrary, often veiy severe when they are deep. The pain
is generally in proportion to the depth and degree of openmg of
the tissure, and also especially to any complications which may
exist in the tissues beneath. The lameness seems at times to be
due to the injury of the deep, soft tissues, and to be caused by the
motions of the horny box when they become pmched, u-iitated

and bruised. The affected animals are especially lame when the
foot rests on the ground, and the lameness is greater on a hard
than on a soft surface. If an animal sufi'ering with toe-cracks is

moved on descending ground, the lameness is greater than on
ascending a hill, the weight of the toe in the latter case producmg
less openmg of the edges of the solution of continuity. In quarter-
cracks, the severity of the lameness is always in proportion to the
rapidity of the gait; many horses which are but slightly lame on
a jog, become much more so when the gait is accelerated, the dila-

tion of the heels being greater, and the sepai-ation of the b rders
of tLo crack increasing in proportion to the speed. When there
is lamcutss, there is naturally an increase of heat and sensibility

of the foot, especially at the seat of the crack. This is often dis-

cnycK><l oy feeling rath the hand ; old cracks arc generally accom-
panied by a thickening,' existing at a corresponding point of the
hoof. A deep, but recent crack, is apt to be accompanied with
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hemorrhage ; there is blood which sometimes exudes betveeu tlie

borders of the crack, aud flows iu abundance when the moveuunt

is rapid ; and old crack, in similar circumstances, may show pus,

sometimes mixed with blood. A misstep, a sprain, may give rise

to hemorrhage in cracks which are ordinarily dry. In toe-crack,

the solution generally involves the thickness of the wall, through

which it runs in a line almost parallel co the median plane of the

body, while in quarter-crack it is often oblique and irregular, not

exacitly following the direction of the fibres, but following the

thickness of the wall obliquely in such a way that the external

solution of continuity is more, posterior than the external. It the

crack is rather old, and the foot where it exists is contracted, it is

generally incurvated, one border covering th^ other, and s.
-

times they seem to be moulded on each other, so as to cover a^J

conceal the true crack.

III. Conuylications.—Among these we may first meritiou the

inflammation of the recticular tissue, which is first pmci'aed aud

inj ured. This may be followed by suppuration and local gaug rene.

Very often the disease is followed by necrosis of the os pedis, and

caries of varying depth. In toe-crack cases have been Ktn of

caries of the tendon of the anterior extensor of the phalanges, and

even arthritis, though rarely occuring, have been obsei 'd. Iu

quarter-crack, one may have cai-tilaginous quittor and sup^ar: '' e

corns. As before stated, these lesions are indicated by the geverity

of the lameness, the presence of the blood or pus through the crack,

and the extreme sensibihty of the part. It is especially nbeu, iu

the course of tr.'atnient, a part of the hoof has been removed, that

the keratogerous apparatus has been exposed, that the abnorma-

coloratiou of the podophyUous tissue is seen, in its swollen coudi-

tion and its sensibility to pressure, accompanied with the presence

of the pus or sanious discharge, and at times the necrosis of the

bone. Sometimes, also, foreign substances, as dirt or gravel, may

be found introduced m the cracks, and acting as causes of iriitsr

tion to the sensitive tissues below.

A complication, not so frequent, however, according to some

authors, is that known as Keraj^/u/loeele, aud which consists iu an

hypersecretion of horn, from the coronary band on the inside of

the crack. Sometimes the horny growth remains separate from

the borders of the crack, and is adherent to the wall only by its

base, towards the coronary band; this is especially the case when
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the wall has been thinned down or partly removed. In other
cases it is adherent to the two borders of the crack, and this forms
a natural cicatrix. This horny column, of varying length and
strength, according to its age, presses upon the tissues beneath,
and gives rise to severe lameness. AVith tiiue there is correspond-
in;,' atrophy of the podophyllous tissue, or even of the os pedis.

This is often followed by a marked deformity of the hoof, and
especially a deep fissiure, parallel to the direction of the crack.

The soft tissues under the keraphyllocele often in time become
harder, in consequence of the disappearance of the papillaj ; the
hoof then is no longer adherent to the tissues beneath, and so
incurable cracks are the result. A double wall or false quittor
have often also been obberved. Thus defoi-med, the foot is always
subject to lameness, even if the crack is cured. Contraction or
atrophy of the frog have been observed with quarter-crack.

IV. Progress, daration, tcrminatio7i.—OYdimim\y, cracks once
existing become worse. From being superficial and imperfect
they become deep and complete as a natural result of the ordinary
motions of the foot. If rest and some hygienic attention can be
given, they may recover spontaneously, and disappear by the nat-

m-al downward growth of the hoof. This fortunate termination,
however, is principally obtained when the crack is due to acci-

dental causes, without deformity of the foot.

V. 7-';v>r//ias/6'.—Simple cracks, superficial and incomplete,
especially arising from the plantar border, almost always recover
under rational treatment, which has for its principal aim the pre-
vention of increase in the size of the fissui-e. Cracks starting from
the cm-onary band are always of a more serious nature, with a ten-

dency to increase easily. Still they are no longer to be consid-
ered iiK'urablG. Cracks in which the borders are much separated
by tlie motion of walking; those which are oblique ; those whose
eilges are incurvated inward ; those where a portion of the wall
is loose ; those which bleed, and those where there is a continued
initiition of the sub-horny tissues, are the most senous ; and so
much so, that they may require quite serious surgical interference,

and after all baffle the best skill of the operator.

VI. Etiology.—The causes of cracks vary greatly, and are
often multiple in a single case. Seldom the result of accident,
thev are most commonly the combined effect of both a predispos-
ing and an extraneous cause. A frequent one among others is
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tli<» relative drjTiess of the hoof, which then becomes excess!vdy

brittle. AVe have seen the conditions in which the hoof loses its

natural flexibility, and shall here only state that alternate changes

from dampness to dryness have as much influence as the dryuess

alone. Cracks are more frequent in animals working along di,;D|,

than in those pulling in dry and stony roads. They lu-.i comuu •.

in animals which after being kept in pastures are placed in ^(jo.i

paved stables, with di-y bedding. It is principally in these coiuli-

tions we find the quarter-crack. During some seasons, while a

tenn of dryness foUfuvs continufd wet weather, the conditions are

favorable to their formation, and fiey often assume an epizootic

form. Emigration to dry climater. .
-i a fr< qtient cause, by produc-

ing the contraction of the ungueal struc! are. This last circum-

stance explains why cracks are mot's .^-mmon in army horses,

which are called to go on long journt- .in during the warm days of

Hummer But if the European hcr»e taken to Africa suflfers less

from the disease, a similar result occui-s to the African horse when

brought to our climate. The Arabian horse readily con tmet

s

(juiirter-cracks in our stable;-;, and with our shoeing. Animals with

Binall feet, r with hard and thick hoofs, have a natural predispo-

sition, which is also found in Hungarian, Russian or Tartar ani-

mals. Feet excessively large are also easily afft • ed with the

disease, especially those which have canker or grease.

Unskilful shoeing may predispose to cracks, and this is princi-

pally the case if the wall is thinned or rasped down too much

;

the same result is obtained from shoes which are too wide or too

heavy, ov whi*h are kept on by too heavy nails.

Feet with toes turned outward are predisposed to it, as in

those the weight of the body rests more on the internal quarter,

wliich being thinner than the external, give way the easiest. Con-

tracted feet are subject to it. Quittor, suppurative corns, and

some other diseases, are also predisposing causes. Among oeciv

sional or accidental causes may be mentioned traumatism, contu-

sions of the foot and blows during work. The ser\-ice of heavv

trucking for heavy horses exposes the hind feet to to* -cruck.

ospcc^ially if the pulling is done in going up hill or on alii)perv

pavements; mules' feet are very subject to it, and heavy falls in

jumping and rxtemal blows .are occasional (-.uses.

//erciflff/ hi cracks has been mentiot '. We do not admit

this, except so far as it belongs among the predisposmg causes
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which miiv be t''anemitted, and we sliould object to an animal for
breeding purposes tli<mgh oiiu-rwise well-formed, if he were
affocted with rrarked f' st.

Vn. 2V' aiwteMi!—Prophvlsixy ought to be the principal treat-
ment of cra< ki. It is not always easy, however, to prevent them,
and ii becomes important therefore, to treat them as soon as they
aiDpeai'. One onght at least to D-y to prevent them from becoming
foriplete -nd deep. This form of treatment may be called the
by,':ieni',', as it is not properly curative, and so long as the crack is

uoi yef completely l-.i-ned, the animal may be kept at work as if

evtjyth hig wa>- noiTaal. Curative treatment is that which is

apphed to the deep or complete disease, more or less complicated,
and it most commonly consists in removing that portion of the
wall which bruises and irritates the tissues beneath, and in equal-
izing th.' wound. In general, there is no necessity for haste in
operatin,;.^, the hygienic treatment being often sufficient to obviate
the need c f serious operations The distinction between the hygienic
and curative treatment is not, however, always definitely marked,
and quite often the two modes of treatment must be combined,
both the hy^i;ienic and the curative being necessary.

The prop/iylactic treatment consists specially in the ap^jhca-
ticn of tonics, with the object of preventing the hoof from dr\iug.
Its normal hyrogoscopic condition must be preserved, and it must
be prevented from taking up too much of the dampness of the
ground upon which it travels, as well as from losing that which
keeps up its flexibility. At times it must be rendered more moist
and, according to the requu-ements of the case, recourse must be
had to hoof ointments and other greasy substances, glycerine and
astringent poultices. At the same time the shoeing must be care-
fully attended to ; the shoe must not be too heavy nor too wide,
and should be secured by nails of a proper size.

The hyrjienic treatment has for its first and principal indica-
tions to prevent the solution of continuity from increasing, from
extending through healthy structure, and especially to new hoof,
as this is s. creted by the coronary baud. The borders of the
cracks n: ^ be prevented from separating in the movements of
dilatatio. .'le foot The normal suture of the wall not being
;. Ill''' My the natural ^n-ocess, or at least producing it only in

;'uvl,;,'ele, which is Hkely to br as injurious as the crack it-
k

set., borders of the crack must be brought together artificially.

m
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It has been supposed that this could be done -with the putty of

Defay's, a mixture of gutta-percha (2 parts) and gum auimouiac

(1 i^art ), introduced into the woU-cleaned fissure, and liushedin as

deeply as -possible by a Avarm iron plate or a spatula. This putty

is excellent for superficial cracks, but is insufficient to bring tbe

borders together when the fissure is somewhat deep, or especially

if it is irregular and sinuous.

A better way, at least for toe crack, is that which conpists iij

suturing the edges of the solution of continuity by metallic clasps.

which inamobilize the hoof. This mode is always preferable to

circular ligatures of wire or cord, which have the eflfect of interfer-

ing with the natural elasticity of the hoof. Clasps only fix the

hoof locally, and are an old means of treatment, having been used

by SoUeysel and Garsault.

It w IS advised to perforate the horn through and through with

a small punch, and pass a wire, which was bent over the crack, or

twisted together at the ends. The same authority recommends

the drinng of a nail through both edges, and securing it tightly,

as in the application of the nails of the shoe. This treatment was

recently recommended by Haupt, Lafosse and Rey. The first of

these professors takes an ordinary nail, with a small head, drives

it through one edge of the crack, so as to come through the other

at an equal distance from the point of entrance ; the nail b.iug

thus driven to the head the borders of the crack are then brought

together, and the nail secured in the ordinary way. Two or three

of these clasps are employed, according to the extent of the crack

Lafosse makes a groove on each side of the fissure about one centi-

meter from the border, in a direction transverse to that of the

fibres of the wall, which limits the passage of the nail. The nail

is then introduced and secured as in the first instance. Ety

makes a track for the nail first, by drilling a hole througli the

borders of the crack. The animal must be cast during these

operations.

The best kind of clasps or hooks are undoubtedly those of

Vachette, which requii-e sjjecial instruments for their application,

but give a real solidity to the means of fixing the position of the

parts. The clasps are all prepared, made of strong wire, bent at

both extremitiei^, and slightly sharp inwardly (Fig. 489). These

are secured on the foot by a special nipper or forceps (Fig. 490)

in the notches made on the wall with a special cautery (Fig. 491)

;
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this cautery has its extremities flatten' 1, the width of the clasp,

apart from each other. The forceps usea to secure these is strong

;

its branches are flattened from aide to side, and grooved inward,
and suflacieutly apart from each other, while it is oi)en, to receive
the clasps between its border ; these branches, with the clasp,

are exactly fitted to the notches made in the wall with the cautery.

Fig. 489.—Clasps.

V
Fio. 498.—Clasps applied In tbe

Thickness of the Wall.

Fio. 491—Cautery
of Vachette.

Fig. 490.—Forceps ui VMhette.

It is sufficient to press the branches of the forceps to close the
teeth or extremities of the clasps, and bring firmly together the
borders of the cracks. The number of clasps varies according to
the case under treatment.

A very simple mode of effecting reunion of the borders of the

Fig. 493.—Toe Crack secured
with Clasps,

Fig. 494.—Quarter Crack secured
with Clasps.
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crack iw that of Hartmunn. It consists >n .ipi>;.-i:iy upon the waW

a sheet of iron, adapted to its outside, tmd secured on the foot hy

two small screws.

Clasps are of a certain utility for too cracks, but they often fail

in quarter cracks, on account of the thin condition of the wall.

which is particularly well marked in some feet. If the li^ ^ ^ ....-

sues are encroached upon, the clasp may give rise to complicsi-

tions, and still it is in that region that the effect of the motion of

the hoof must be prevented, and where immobility is essential, to

prevent the separation and s^.j .^ad of the edges of the crack.

Castandet has indicated a a. ode of treatment which has proved

very successful, and which ;iiay }>e appHed to both toe and quarter

crack, where the fissui-e of the wall extends from the coronary band

to the lower border of the foot. It consists in making a groove

at about one centimeter on each side of the crack, which in depth

extends to its bottom, which, when reached, is white. If the

solution does not go to the lower border of the foot, the' • gro.ufs

are made obliquely, and so as to meet together at their lower

termination, and form a V-shape. Thus the crack cannot increase,

ai rl it grows down without injury to the soft tissues. Castanii.t.

after this operation, cauterizes the coronaiy band.

The transversal groove, recommended by Levrat, which cuts

the tissues in two and extends beyond the crack on each ide about

three centimeters, which goes down to the soft tissues of the loot

and not beyond them, has for its object to diminish the eff( of

percussion produced by the contact of tL "oot w'Mi the gr d.

It, however, does not prevent the edges of the lissure from sepii-

rating, as the groove of Castandet does. It is chiefly useful when

there is a separation of the wall, or false quarter. At time
;

ii

transverse groove has been made to prevent an incomplete fiH> ut\

starting from the plantar border, from spreading to the coroniu^'

band. According to Hartmann, a single hole drilled through i

wall is, in most cases, sufficient.

Shoeing is of much assistance in the hygienic tr aeii

cracks. In toe cracks, the toe should be spared as mr as i-

sible while the heel ; -ire lowered by paring, or by the appUcation

of a shoe thicker at the toe, or by the removal of the calks at the

heels. TVTiiie Defays holds that the shoe ought to lie close aiul

tight to the plantar regions of the crack, Hartmann, on the con-

trary, advises the paring of that surface at the toe, so that the shoe
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artmann, on the con-

} toe, so that the shoe

cannot rest on the crack, and recommends the application of two
eUps on each side of the toe.

In quarter cracks, it is recommended to lower the toe, to save
the burs and the frog ; and when the crack is incomplete, and not
accompaiiiod with lameness, Defays recommends not to lower the
diseased .;uarter, and to have the heels resting well on that branch
of the shoe which shall be thick and straight. Schrebe advises a
calk on that side. If the crack is deep, with excessive lameness
iind deep lesions, the quarters and heels must be pared down as
much as possible, and a bar to be then put on, resting on the
frog, if need be An ordinary shoe, with a thick branch, may be
sometimes employed.

As part of the hyjienic treatment, we may consider the means
recommended to increase the secretion of the coronary band. It

is known that a slight irritation at that part of the foot is acconi-

l)anied with an increased secretion of hoof, which is sometimes
sufficient to giv-^ rim to a new ('growth of heidthy horn. One of

the most comn^on methods is to hghtly cauterize the coronary
band with the iron. This was aire .. v known by old practitioners,

who employed an S cautery ; but laoy committed the error of

burning the hoof too deeply instead of 'uply cauterizing the cor-

onary band. Solleystl speaks of thi ..uiterizution of the band.
Giusault mentionn only the burning with tl " S's across the

I rack. Such cauterization could have no nt, effect, and the

deep apphcation of the cautery might be followed by serious com-
plications. For these reasons Lafosse objected to them. In our

days it is abandoned, a. id the coronary band only is touched by the

cautery ; Castandet and Key also employ it. Chemical cauteries

h; ', also been recommended, nitric acid by Lagueriiniere, and
more recently by Laff)sse.

Putty of corrosive sublimate and ointment of oxide of mercury
are also in use, but have no marked advantages. BUsters prove

very beneficial, and alwo turpentine, as recommended by Lafosse

and Eey and the oil < )f Cade by Maury. Defays advises the putty

of gutta percha, whiek is also used to conceal thu clasps.

The c ntive treatment is necessary whenever any complication

attends the crack. If it is recent, antiphlogistics and rest should

be first tried - cold br.tbisg, blisters coir^ -ined with hygienic treat

ment may then be sufficient. A ngle groove at the upper ] art

of the crack, near the coronary band, is oHen sufficient, or a re-
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Fui. 405 Opi'ration of Bimplo

Too Crack by thf> pro<'t>Hs of thin-

ning down the wall In V-shapo.

moval of u V'-8liaped portion of the hoof.

pxtencling more or lens deeply, accord-

ing to the condition f the crack, cart

being obH«'rved to avoid the growth of

vascular granulations between the edgt s

of the crack. There are canes where it

in not neccHHary to remove the segment >

of the hoof entirely down to the soft t i-

sues, but only to thin them down and \n

apply over it a dressing of oakum, st

cured by several turns of roller banil-

ages. In all cases a bur shoe must be

applied tt) relieve the pressure on the (piarter where the cru( k

exists. This is principally recommended by Prevost, Girard and

others.
;

If there are deep lesions of the sub-homy tissues, a piece of

the wall must be removed, and the operation for radical cure be

performed. It is an old operation, by which all diseased tissuis

are exposed. As little of hoof as possible is removed. In operatii ii^.

two grooves will be made alongside and at some distance froiu

the solution of continuity'. The wall between is removed so as to

expose the podophyllous tissues from the coronary biuid down to

the sole, care being taken to avoid the tearing of the structure (if

the coronary band, and the diseased tissues are "^hen removed. If

the podophyllous tissue, it is excised with the sage knife ; if the

bone is carious, it is scraped with the drawing knife. The whole

Pig. 496.—Operation for Com-
plidvtfiil Too Crack S. by removal

of a piece of the too of the wall-

yl vl.— Oblique grooves limiting

the size of the piece to romove. Fig. 497.—Dressing for Complicated Toe Crack.
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Complicated Toe Crack.

w then clreHsed up with a hLoo hnviiig tlio toe thinned down, imd
extending, Homewhat beyond the border of tlie foot.

The cicatrization doeH not take pkce from the coronary band
alone, but alHO from the horny aecretions of the podophyllouH tis-

sues. The repair is then quite rapid. The tirst (h-ewHiuj,' is re-

moved after eight or ten days, ami if everjthiug goes on well need

not be changed more than once a week.

The animal is not to be put to work until the hoof has obtained

a certain consistency.

The operation for quarter crack is similar, except that only one

groove is required in front of the crack, the tissues being exposed

lis in the operation for the removal of the lateral cartilages of the

foot.

Calk.

Synonyms.—Kronentritt (Ger.)—Atteinte (Fr.)—Thus is called

a contusion, with or \nthout wound, that the animal ret:cives on

tbe coronet, from the shoe of another foot, or from a foreign

l)(idy, or by another animal walking behind or alongside him.

The skin of that region is very thick, slightly extensible, not

easily yielding to the imflammatory swelling ; there is commonly
sloughing and mortification of tissues, accompanied with violent

pain. It is frequent in animals that forge, also in very young
horses or those which are weak in the lumbal' region, and which

iutei'fere and cut themselves in walking. This lesion is also very

common in the districts where horses are shod with high calked

shoes, when the wound resulting from it is made by the internal

branch of the shoe, which lacerates the skin of the coronet.

Horses shod to travel on ice are commonly affected with it ; the

injury being more or less serious according to the size and sharp

condition of the calk.

Horses ridden in ridding schools are often affected with it dur-

ing the various evolutions of the haute /cole.

It is called single when the wound is slight ; concealed when
the pain is great and continued, as in the case where it takes place

on the tendon, near the heels or the quai'ters ; horny when the

contusion has taken place on the wall or at the coronary band

;

complicated, when it is very serious and accompanied with other

more severe lesions. It is always a horizontal wound or a tumor
V contusion.
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I. Symptoins. -It is ordinarily recognized by the wound or

swelling which exists upon the parts. Often the horse is luinc.

and the affected part warm and painful ; soua^tiuies the hau's are

cut, the skin scratched or torn. There may be a slight bleeding

at the seat of the wound. When the wall has received the ccjii-

tusion, the vascular netAvork underneath may become inflammed,

and then pus is formed between the teguments and the hoot',

which then become separated. Sometimes even the lateral libro-

cartilage of the foot becomes irritated and swollen, and ulcerates,

especially when the contusion has taken place on that part where

the cartilage is ; in this case the injury may be complicated with

cartilagmous quittor.

In severe cases, one may I'ecognize a furuncular calk, charac-

terized by the mortification and sloughing of a portion of skin at

the place where the contusion took place ; it is the cutaneous

quittor of old hippiatry, with formation of a core ; this is r.lways

very painful, and the inflammation generally spreads underneath

the wall. Bouley calls it ganyrenoHS when there is unlimited

similar mortification of the tissues; in this case the slough in

volves large portions of the skin. At times it may be called pJilaj-

monous, when an abscess forms itself under the skin, then the

coronet is warm, thick and inflamed, and the pain is extreme.

Then if an incision be made through the dermis in its entire thick-

ness, an abundant bleeding takes place, generally followed by the

resolution of the disease ; if there is already suppuration, it is at

the same time immediately allowed to escape.

II. Treatment.—If the injury is slight or recent, whether with

or without wound, very cold water and the removal of the cause

by tftkiiig off the shoe, are sufficient to bring on a cure. But if

the contusion has been great and deep, recovery is more difihult

to obtain on account of the suppuration which will follow. Tliea

the application of poultices is indicated ; if there is formation of

a core, and mortification of tissues, poultices of honey are espec-

ially indicated ; in case of jihlegmon, the poulace must be warm,

and then incisions and counter opening must be made for the

escape of pus ; afterward dressings are made with oakum saturated

with tepid wine or tincture of aloes.

When the caulking is horny, the ase of emollient topics is in-

sufficient ; an excellent way then is to obtain the required slough-

ing of the tissues by actual cair erizatiou—the iron heated to white
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by thus destroying a portion of the hoof and the soft tissues

one will avoid the excessive pressure at the coronary baud ; this

may also be prevented by the thinning down of the wall with the
sage knife

; but one must be careful not to remove too soon the
portions of horn which may be detached.

"When the calking takes place at the heel, it is good—so as to
prevent other comphcations—to pare the foot down, especially at
the heel, to remove the divided hoof and transform the wound to
a simple one which can be dressed, as already stated, or with
digestive ointment secured by several turns of a roller.

When there are wounds of the teguments, it sometimes hap-
jjens, if the immediate union has not been obtained, that the por-
tion of skin forming the inferior edge of the wound turns down
and that the granulations protrude, tending to form a kind of
fungoid growth. Chabevt says that these must be cut off and
dressed with oakum soaked in alcohol.

Calking at the hind feet being the most severe, and those
which are folloAved by the most serioiii-i complications, on account
of the uruae and droppings of the animal, which impregnate the
wound, one can never be too particular in keeping them clean and
dressing them well. AVhen they end in cartilagioua quittor, they
must be treated as that disease usually is.

As to the means of prevention, they consist in not placing the
horses too close to each other in stables, fairs, etc., in not forcing
them too much in their gait, in shoeing properly those which
forge or interfere, and in placing or riding them in such a way as
to avoid the possibihty of their wounding each other.

Punctured "Wound of the Foot.

A>/;*r);?.yms.—Naglebntt (German)—Nail in the foot (English)—
Clou de rue (French).—In veterinary science this designation has
been given to a punctured wound, often with laceration, some-
times with contusions, either at the sole or frog of the foot of the
monodactyles, and produced by sharp or cutting bodies, moat
commonly nails, upon which the animal steps. The form of these
bodies, the direction they take, the force with which they pene-
trate, and the part of the sole they enter, give rise to various
lesions of varying gravity as they are older or as the injured part
enjoys a greater sensibility.

Etiology.—Nails, stumps of nails, are most often those which
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are jjicked up in the streets ; at other tunes it is a metaUic ssuli

stance elongated and sharpened ; again, there are pieces of ghis .

or other substances, such as bones or sharp stones, which lui

picked up and produce the wound.

It is principally in the streets of populous cities, in the yaril>

of builders, or on the grounds where buildings are pulled down,

that horses are liable to receive these injuries. In rural district-

they are rare, comparatively, to what they are in cities.

It is evident that horses with wide, flat, thin, softened hoc is

are more exposed than those which are of different structure.

I. Dicisions.—Punctured wounds of the foot may be sbiiplr

or snperficidl, deep or penetrnti/u/.

One of these bodies jiiercing into the frog requires to go iu

deep to be serious, as above the frog (which is itself quite thick.

though formed by a soft and flexible horn) is the plantar cushion.

a fibrous, soft and elastic mass, which offers a great resistance.

If, however, the injuring body is a very long nail, which runs pi r-

pendicularly in through the frog at the plantar cushion, it luuy

reach the terminal extremity of the perforans tendon, situatcil

immediately under the plantar cushion, and penetrate the stsn-

moid sheath. It is known that this sheath forms a sac of some

dimensions, that it extends above and below from the inferi<jr

half of the coronary to the semi-lunar crest, and in its transverse

axis extends from one retrosal process to the other ; the inferii n-

portion of this synovial bui'sa covers the plantar aponeurosis iu

its whole extent. Sometimes, again, the puncturing body pene-

trates as far as the bone ; sometimes the navicular ; at others llio

OS pedis, and sometimes even penetrates into the articulation.

II. Sj/i)ij>to»is.—They vary according to the seat of the letsiou,

its depth, the mode of action of the penetrating body, length of

time it has remained in the wound, and the nature of the lesions

it has made ; all conditions which may change the character of

the disease from a first degi-ee, when the animal shows no evi

dence of pain, to the extreme point, where its Ufa is in danger.

and evens ends iu death, by the excessive local alterations iinil

the sufferings accompanying it.

Often the first point which assists in the diagnosis of the case

is the history. The driver has seen the horse become suddenly

lame, has examined the foot, and found a nail more or less dee^iiv

imbedded ; or it is the surgeon who finds the nail in its hiding-
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place. The exploration of the part shows with certainty the nature

of the lesion, the direction and depth of the woimd, as well as the

physical condition of the body which has made it, and all cu-cum-

stances which allow a positive diagnosis to be made.

Quite often the nail is no longer in the foot ; sometimes it has

left its mark—an opening which can be explored ; often this is

not visible at first sight, though the wound may be even deep

;

this is when the injury to the hoof has been very slight, and when
the hoof has retracted on itself by its elasticity or when the open-

ing is concealed by the dirt of the streets. It must be remem-
bered that sometimes the penetrating body remains broken in the

soft tissues after its entrance through the hoof. If the accident

is recent, only a little blood may be found—liquid or coagulated

—over the wound ; later, some serosity, more or less purulent, is

observed ; the pus is white or black, sometimes mixed with syno-

vial fluid ; sometimes there are granulations on the bodies of the

wound which protrude over the edges, commonly called proud

flesh. Such are the first objective symptoms obtained by the

exploration of the parts. Ordinarily they are insufficient, for it

is uot always easy to probe the wound. It then becomes neces-

sary at the beginning to pare oflf the hoof all around the wound,

and sometimes to hollow it at the point of injury, without going

to the sensitive structure, however. In this way the exploration

and the probing of the wound are rendered much easier.

The pain, expressed by the lameness, is almost always mani-

fested ; it varies according to the seat of the lesion and its depth.

It tirst the intensity of the lameness does not give the exact

measure of the disease, and often one may be led into error by it;

but it gives an exact value of the lesion when a few days have

elapsed since the injuiy was received; if the pains are slight or

alisout, they indicate that the reparative process is going on well

;

it is, on the contrary, interfered with by complications when, as

time goes on, the lameness increases instead of becoming dimin-

ished. Generally one can say that the injury will amount to

nothing when the lameness is slight, while, on the contrary, seri-

ous complications must be always looked for when it is gi'eat and
remains on long, even when the tirst lesion has been slight and
superficial. The wound, wliich has penetrated through the hoof

only, has no symptoms, no sequelie ; the animal is uot lame from

it, or if he be the lameness is very slight, the foot resting entirelv
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on the inferior surface ; when the resting takes place only on the

toe, ordinarily the tendon is injured, possibly the synovial sheath;

in casta where high inflammation exists the pain is very great, the

animal walliiug on three legs only.

The anatomical examination of the injured part teaches tliat

the most serious punctured wound of the foot is that of the cen-

tre of the foot, where the tendon, synovial sac, and where the

articulations may have been injured. Forward of this the wouud

is less serious, even if it involves the bone. Posterior to it, it

can only injure the plantar cushion. Under this condition the

plantar region of the foot is di\'ided into three zones ; one, ai, te-

nor, from the toe to the point of the frog ; one, middle, extending

from the first to the median lacunte of the frog ; and the third,

anterior, covering the space left back of this to the heels.

The most serious of the injuries to which the foot is liable are

those caused by foreign bodies which penetrate the middle zoiu,

that being the most complicated portion of the structure. The

symptoms will vary, according as the wound extends to the plnu-

tar aponeurosis, or only as far as this membrane ; or lacerates the

soft surrounding tissues without touching it ; or it goes beyond

this and injuries the small sesamoid sheath, or even going deeper,

severs the navicular bone, or its ligamentous attachment to the os

pedis ; or reaches the last phalangeal articulation.

A wound of the plantar aponeurosis is always very painful,

especially when complicated with necrosis, in which case there is

no weight put on the diseased leg, and continual lancinating

pains and reacting fever are soon observed. The wound is then

fistulous in character, and the suppuration then flowing from it

meets with difficulties in ite escape, which gives rise to a state nf

general i nflammation, and the foot becomes hot and very painful

If the necrosed scar becomes loose and sloughs off, being de-

tached by suppuration, improvement soon ensues, but as the ne-

ftomm of the tendon has generally a tendency to spread, there is

an increase in the character of the symptoms. If the wdund

extends to the sesamoid sheath from the start, the synovial tiaid

is observed escaping, first pure, but so<mi becoming milky and

purulent in aspect, if the sheath has become inflamed, and eanily

fiOAgulated in yellowish clots. The pain is then very gi'eat, much

more so than when th« aponeurosis aiout is diseased. At times,

by rapid closing of th« |iiantar wound or obstruction of the lis-
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tula, a warm swelling forms itself in the back of the coronet, which
raises the skin by degrees and becomes elevated, prominent at
one point, and giving a feeling of fluctuation. This swelling ends
in ulceration, and allows the escape sometimes of an abundant
synovial, purulent discharge.

The wound of the small sesamoid and of its ligament adds
nothing to these series of symptoms. The probing of the tract
flill only determine it by the sensation of roughness whicii it wil
give

;
but genv^rally one must be eaxeful in using the pfobe. es-

peciallt w-hen the flow of synovia is absent. If the foreigm b-*dy
has piercer! throntgh th ligament, or has penetrated in tL»- coffin

jomt, lAaJaiDgeal arthritis is the consequenee. The same r--sult ie

likely to follow excessive inflammation of ihe foot and the maeer-
uting effect of the suppuration, in which case the tendcm mar
soften down and give way. It may then also hapjipu thm thia

tendon retracts by the contraction of the muscuLai- &anm. and ran
then be traced upvraxd to the back of the coronet, or of th*- iiet-

lock, according as the giving way has taken place higher or lower.
With arthritis there is a hot, painful swelling of the whoie cf«r-

onet, with diffused oedema above the fetlock and the cannon, and
extending upward to the whole leg, complicating the lesion l)y lym-
phangitis, and painful swelling of the lymphatie glands. Tken sub-
futaueouB abscesses are found round the corcmet, witii gimgr&sie
of the tissues ; while, again there may be only an extemnim fibro-

plastic exudation, which ends in ealcai-ious orgaBiidzBtion amtlandtiy-
losis.

In the anterior zone the only serious iesicaa met with l^ carias
of the OS pedis, characterized by great paai^ ^oaajtmuiiJ lantination,

loss of the use of the leg, and high rtartiug feven There is

abundant bloody and fipti.l suppuration, ami the prolje gives the
sensation of the soft resistance of the bone, o^ its rough condition,
and its partial fragility. The caries having most generally a jiro-

gressive march, coiuphcations of separation of the hoof, to a vary-
ing extent, are often seen ; the pus arrives at the surface between
hairs and hoof; and difi'u..ed gangrenes ai'e also often seen, which
extend as well to the podophyllons as to the velvety tissues.

In the posterior zone, the only serious wounds are the lateral

ones, which may iiiiuvp tlie fll>ro-cartila"e aiul befon'f^cnnM^Hi'ii."-^

with their caries or quittor and fistida down to the lacunfB of the
frog, as we have seen in suppurating corn.
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NailH may penetrate the posterior zone through and throii-li,

coming (»ut behind the coronet, without danger. The sub-hoiii'-

Hujjpuration may detach the frog and be the only serious compli-

cation to be met with.

Ah terniiimtifms of all these injuries we may see resolution, suj)-

piiraiion, gangrene, softening of the tendons and phalangeal artb-

ritiH, and as sequelfe, bony tumors of the coronet, and anchylosis.

Tho most serious complications are the dropping of the entire

hoof, the ruptui'e of the tendons, tendinous and cartilaginous quit-

torw, for the injured hoof, and chronic laminitis for the opposite

one.

IV. J*rof/nonis.—This varies according to the seat of the

wound. Less serious in the posterior than in the anterior zone,

it is less in the last than in the middle, where the region is so

complicated and the nature of the tissues so diflfei-ent. The depth

of the wound has also some influence on the prognosis. Wounds
of tlie i)lantar aponeurosis are more dangerous than those of the

plantar cushion; those of the sesamoid sheath are more so thim

tlioMc of the aponeurosis; they are still more serious if the bones

(ire aftected ; the worst of all is that of the joint. The direction

of the foreign body and its simple or comj)licated action, will also

influence the prognosis.

This, we have already said, can be established by the severity

of the lameness. The nature of the foreign body must also be

taken into consideration ; if blunt, which crushes the tissues, it is

more dangerous than if sharp and pointed. In a flat or convex

foot, punctured wounds are more serious than in a well-made f<iot.

They are less sericms in heavy than in light draught horses, as the

former, though they may I'emain lame, are still useful. The

excitable condition of a patient will also alter the prognosis.

Wounds of the anterior feet are more serious than these of the

posterior.

v. Treatmeiit.—In all cases, the first indication is to obtain a

natural cicatrization and natural repair, always more rapid ;iud

perf(U!t than that which is gained by siirgical interference. This

is generally easily secured, and for this reason it is important to

avoid too severe mauii^ulation upon the injured foot. One must

watch the progi'eHa of the disease, give the foot as much re-t as

poHsible, remove the shoe, thin down in its whole extent the plan-

liir hoof, so as to avoid any pressure, and keep the foot in a cool-
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!ep the foot in a cool-

ing bath—ordinary cold water, to which often is added acetate of
lead, sulphate of iron, or common salt, very beneficially. Poultices,
cold preferable to hot, give excellent results. By tliis treatment,
the jn-ogress of the inflammation is checked, and very often deep and
serious wounds, even those where the tendinous sheath has been
injured, are easily cured. If the lameness gradually diminishes,
the case rapidly gets well ; at any rate, by this treatment, the inflam-
matory process is diminished, and the painful pressure of the hard-
ened and thick hoof is avoided.

In the winter, when cold baths are of difficult application,
chloroformed or carbolized compresses may be apphed round the
foot. The hoof is thus softened and the pain reduced. At other
times a blister is apphed round the coronet.

If the lameness remains, or seems to increase, it is due to ten-
dinous necrosis or caries, and it becomes necessary to operate.
Must the surgeon then have recourse to an operation, and make a
simple wound with his sharp mstrument? Or, is it still better to
merely depend on natural resources, and assist them ?

It is difficult to lay down any special rules. If the disease is

okl, if the necrosis has progressed and is still increasing, a serious
operation becomes necessary. If the necrosis is recent, one must
be guided by external indications. Notwithstanding (Renault
remarks) one should not be too hasty, as the animal must neces-
sarily be laid up for several months afterward. It is often suffi-

cient, in a recently punctured woimd, in order to avoid comphca-
tious. to modify the conditions of the fibrous tissues in the whole
extent of the lesion, by applying substances simply antiseptic, or
still better, slightly caustic. Rey employs the cold' bath, in which
he dissolves a pound of sulphate of copper for ten or fifteen

quarts of water
; by this means he has secured the speedy recovery

of severe punctured wounds. For a long time, and with the same
object, we have been using a mixture of equal parts of sulphate
of lopper and sulphate of ii-on, having first hollowed the foot
downward around the source of the puncture, and the sole being
pared down as thin as could be borne.

H. Bouley prefers the application of pulverized corrosive sub-
limate

; after tracing the wound to its bottom, he tills it well with
the powder. This vc^nedy was already recommended by Solleysel,
who used it in caries of the os pedis. Other practitioners prefer
phenic acid, and claim f(n- it great advantages. By the action of
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the caustics upon the fibrous tissues exposed to necrosis, or

already in that condition, a double salutary result is obtaiuciU

first, the transformation of the piu-t, which is the seat of a pro

gressive gangrene, into a chemical eschar ; and, again, promoting

the more active vascularization of the surrounding parts, and con-

sequently their increased power of healthy reaction ; conditions

twice favorable to the sloughing of the eschar, and the process of

repair following it.

WTien the wound has reached the os pedis, and this has becoiuf

carious, a portion of the sole is removed, so that the suppuration

can escape, the bone is scraped off, and a dressing of carbolizca

alcohol applied, kept on by a thin shoe or slipper, with tin plat( s.

When there is a fistulous wound, through which syno\'ia escap* s.

yet rot purulent, caustics are recommended. Solleysel preferred

these, but blacksmiths used them so carelessly that they soon

were discarded. Since, however, they have been employed again,

not in powder, but as trochiscus. Eey recommends the corrosive

sublimate in conic pencils, introduced to the bottom of the lis-

tula ; by them he obtains an eschar, a solid clot, from the syuo\ ia,

which closes up the wound and prevents the synovid How, at the

same time stimulating the granulations which close up the fistula.

We have already said that these measures must be used oulv

when the aj-novia is not purulent, as then the escape of moi))id

liquids may be prevented. It is not then uncommon to see

abscesses forming at the back of the coronet ;
generally not so

serious as is usually believed ; not as much as those which take

place in front and which are due to suppuration of the artieiila-

tion. After the running out of those abscesses, sometimes the

wound of the foot assumes a better aspect, the symptoms im-

prove, and the animal recovers rapidly. Injections of a very ^^
.
ak

solution of tincture of iodine, as well as the baths of copper or

iron, are then very advantageous. Hertwig advises the introduc-

tion of a seton through the sesamoid sheath

This treatment is not always sufficient, especially where the

lesions are deep. All the diseased structures uuist be then ex-

posed, and they must be removed and the wound changed into a

sunple one, which, well dressed, will heal without difficulty. The

operation is required in proi>orti<m to the extent and nature of

the lesion, and if this is recent and comparatively superficial, if a

piece of the foreign body yet remains in the wound, or if its re-
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moval has resulted in the sloughing of a small piece of dead tis-

sue, it may be sufficient, the foot being pared thin, as already ad-

vised, to simply make an infundibulil'orm opening, various in size,

so as to expose the bottom of the wound. For that purpose, the

drawing knife or the sage knife is used, a light shoe is put on, and
a dressing of digestive ointment, tegyptiacum, or simply alcohoUc
mixtures, are kept on by plates. At times it is advantageous to

assist the process of sloughing by the use of caustics, sulphate of

copper, Villate's solution, tincture of iodine, etc. If the wound is

uear or at the heels, the branches of the shoe are shortened and
an appropriate dressing is put on. Subsequent dressings requii-e

the same cai'e. Cicatrization goes on and the hoof soon returns

to its normal condition. Sometimes the surgeon is called only

when the inflammation is far advanced and suppuration akeady
established. This peculiar condition is mtmifested by the swell-

ing and heat of the parts, the acute pains, and often the high fever.

The wound then must be at once enlarged and the pus allowed to

escape, and this is the true operation for deep punctured wounds.
The operation becomes more serious if there is separation,

partial or total, of the sole or frog, with a more or less advanced
disorganization of the tissues underneath. If there is escape of

purulent synovia, extensive cuttings are to be made.

In olden times, to perform the operation of the deeji punc-

tured wound, the entire removal of the sole was performed, with-

out distinction or exception and notwithstanding the severe pain

following it. In our day, a portion of separated sole or frog

only is taken off. This is done by slices, and only so far as neces-

sary for the other steps of the operation.

This operation is indicated when there is great pain, continu-

ing without regard to what treatment has been followed. It is

also when the plantar aponeurosis has assumed a greenish tint,

dift'used in its extent, without indication of a xcpairing process,

with the mai-ks of sloughing of the dead structure. The instru-

ments needed are various : sage knives, single and double ; draw-

ing knives of various sizes : a directory, bistoury and forceps.

The animal, properly secured, and placed under anaesthetics,

if too iiTitable (Bouley), the horny structures are removed where-
rvcr the suppuration has sepaiated them from the soft tissues be-

neath, or the sole is only pared down thin, as well as the horny
frosr m its wht^e extent.
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This first step of the operation compieted, the operator intio

duces a director into the whole tract of the fistnhi, and witli \i

sharp suge knife a longitudinal incision is madi , following tb.

canula of the directory as a guide, above and below the fistulmih

opening, and in the direction of the antero-posterior axis of tlio

foot. This done, with the sage knife held in full hand, with nuf

cut the surgeon, by a deep incision, removes the greatest thick,

ness of the tissues all around the longitudinal cut he has just

made, transforming the fistulous tract in > a conical infundiliu

lum, whose ai)ex is at the bottom of the wound. If then the apo-

neurosis is not yet exposed, the operator removes with the for-

ceps and bistoury whatever tissues still cover it.

Then follows the excision of the aponeurosis. This is meas-

ured by the extent of the necrosis. As a rule, it must reach a

little beyond the diseased part, and by that operation the puru-

lent synovia finds a free chance to escape.

If the sesamoid is sound, it must be left alone, but if the

diathrodial surface is roughened, uh . .ted and on the way lo

desquammation, it must be scraped 1 '• 'h the narrow and loug

drawing Imife.

The complications of arthritis camiot be interfered with by the

surgeon. It is by general antiphlogife;rivr treatment, and by local

and external applications that they must be treated.

The operation ended, the dressing fellows, and becomes one

of the most important parts of the means of recovery. As light a

shoe as possible is placed on the foot, a coat of hoof ointment,

Venice tmiientine, or tar, is applied upon the thinned sole
;
pads

of oakum, wet with alcohol, cai-boUzed or not, are then carefully

laid on the soft parts.

Some practitioners cover them with oegyptiacum (Mandel);

others simply with Venice turpentine (Lafosse).

The pads or balls of oakum must not be too thick or hard, as

no pressure is needed. The whole dressing is retained by plates.

and several cu-cular straps of tape above the coronary band. Cold

water baths are always good afterward.

In the subsequent dressings one must bear in mind that the

work of repair, the granulating, is more rapid in the tissues of the

plantar cushion and fleshy sole than upon the bone and tendinous

tissue ; and that in this case it is longer than upon bone if this

has been scraped. The result of this is a wound which presents
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various aspects in its progress of cicatrization. It often lias a

handsome granulating appearance over its entire surface, while at

the bottom tliere may bo a clot of coagulated synovia covering the

surface of the sesamoid and the ed^'es of the wound of the plantar

ajjoneurosis. A free escajje of synovia must always be facilitated,

and often the development of the granulations has to be con-

trolled. If the cicatrization proceeds well and regularly, dress-

ings need be changed but seldom, behig satisfied with the cold

hath, with cojiper solutions.

Dressings can bo made with tincture of myrrh or aloes ; some-

times in the centre with tincture of iodine. At times caustics are

again used, while at others, fragments of bone or of tendon have

to be excised.

The entire closing of such a woimd may sometimes take place

in a month ; but often, even without comjjlications, two or three

are required. Complications may easily make their appearance and

interfere with the cicatrization. SometimcK pieces of necrosed tis-

sues which remain at the bottom of the wound give rise to fistulous

tracts, until they ire entirely removed. In this case, twice as long

a time may be necessary to a cure. The jiain and intensity of the

lameness after the operation do not accurately indicate the nature

of the disease ; the general phlogosis, esjiecially the synoidal in-

llammation, always causes a special acute pain, which for from

tliree to six weeks may prevent the animal from resting his foot

on the ground. This pain is entii-ely independent of the process

of repaii", and must not alarm the veterinarian. "WTiile the react-

ing fever is absent, and there is a good appetite and no swelling

ill the region of the coronet, the progress may be considered sat-

isfactory.

After the cicatrization of the plantar wound made during the

operation, the parts may return to their physiological condition,

or nearly so; or, on the contrary, remain in an entii --ly abnormal

condition. Often, indeed, the sesamoid sheath may become oblit-

erated, the diarthrodial surface has lost its smoothness and there is

no more sliding upon it, the tendon having become united to it. The

auimal then remains lame, and cannot be utilized except in walk-

ing ; if coronary anchylosis, ringbones are detected, and the appli-

cation of firing is indicated. Sometimes neurotomy gives excellent

results.
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CONTEACTED HeELS HoOF BoUND.

Synonym: Zwa^ighuff, German; Encasleturc, French; Inau-

tellatura, Italian; Encatenadura, Spanish.

This name has been given to a defect of the horse's foot, by

which it becomes characterized by its general narrowness, more

marked, however, in the posterior than the anterior part. It is

especially marked by the diminution of the lateral diameter of the

homy box, the deformity consisting in a greater or less contrac-

tion of the heels and of the quarters.

It is principally observed in the fore feet, and it is there only

that it presents the characters we are ibout to describe. This is

due to the fact that in the fore legs there is need of a certain ex-

pansibility in the posterior part of the foot, which, especially duiing

the action of locomotion, receives the weight of the body; while

the contraction of the hind feet gives rise only to an ordinary form

of lameness. Sometimes one of the anterior legs only is affected;

sometimes both, and in this latter case the alteration is usuallv

greater in one foot than in the other.

Some horses are also seen whose feet are contracted only on

one, usually the inner side, while the other preserves its normal

form and directions.

Sometimes "hoof-bound" is only a simple deformity, without

lameness and without serious result. But in most cases, it consti-

tutes a very serious affection, which renders many horses useless

and almost without value. It is of more common occurrence thuii

is generally admitted, and gives rise to many other affections of

the foot. Cases of lameness treated as located in the shoulder, ov

as navicular disease, are very often nothing but the result of com-

mencing contraction of the heels. True navicular arthritis nuJ

hoof-bound are closely related. Whether the disease of the sesa-

moid sheath, arising primitively, brings on the subsequent con-

traction; whether the contraction already existing gives rise to the

alteration of structure which constitutes the disease so named,

cannot always be determined. Hoof-bound was known in old

tunes, and the oldest hippiatrics have proposed means to cure it.

Eiders especially have studied it, because the disease is most com-

mon in fine s-addle horseH, whose feet are small It is frequent iu

Tui'kish and Spanish horses, and animals from the Pyrenean dis-

tricts, but common horses are not exempt from it.
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H. Bouley describes two forms of the disease, the tnie and the
pretended or false contraction. In the first, the hoof is veiy nar-
row, sometimes even concave on its lateral face, to such an extent
that its antero-posterior considerably exceeds its tranverse diame-
ter; while at the same time its wall is more vertical, and the heels
considerably higher than normal, and the foot looks like that of a
mule, of which this is recognized as the normal appearance. In
the false contraction, there is merely a diminution of the transver-
sal diameter of the homy box in its posterior parts, the foot being
narrow and contracted at the heels only.

We prefer to recognize a «oto7 contraction where the whole foot
is contracted, and is smaller than its feUow, atrophied, so to speak,
consisting in a contraction of the quarter—when it is principally
narrow in those quarters, the condition extending back to the
heels—and a contraction of the heels when this is well marked
from the quarters to the heels only. A coronary and a plantar
contraction have also been designated, depending upon whether it

occurs at the superior or inferior part of the foot, and there are
cases where the contraction is intermediate, that is, in the middle
of the foot only, while it has its normal size, both at the coronary
band and at the plantar border. Single and complicated contrac-
tions have also been named. It is admitted that it may be con^
gmital, though rare; more often, however, it is developed by it-

self, as a result of special causes.

I. Symptoms.—The physiognominal aspect of the hoof-bound
foot is characteristic, and it is by this that we shall begin the symp-
tomatology of the disease. When the disease is total, the com-
plete general dimensions of the foot are observed to be smaller
than would be required by the size of the animal affected; most
frequently the hoof has an oval form, consequent upon the antero-
posterior diameter exceeding the lateral, which is generally dimin-
ished. In the contraction of the quarters, the narrow conditioa
of the foot is specially marked from the centre of the quarters
back to the heel. In contraction of the heels, the diminution is

very marked from the centre of the quarters to the end of the
heels, BO that the two sides of the wall converge toward each other
posteriorly in following nearly a straight Une, instead of the cir-

fiilar appearance of the normal state, and the hocls have princi-

pally lost their round appearance, and are elongated, and even
pointed in appearance. The wall, in the regions where the con-

S'iBl
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traction is more marked, that is, behind, is either perpendicular

to the ground, or even oblique downward and inward, in such a

way that the coronary circumference is greater than the plantar,

and consequently it represents an inverted truncated cone.

The opposite form of contraction, that of the coronary, is seldom

seen, and we may ignore it. The wall is irregularly rough ami

ramy, and without its shining appearance. The heels are gener-

ally high, nearly as high as the toe, though it is not so severely

altered in cases where the heels only are contracted. As a con-

sequence of the contraction of the plautar border of the wall, the

sole seems to become folded in the direction of its antero-posterior

axis, and it shows a much greater concavity on its internal face

than in the normal state. This cavity is then filled by the frog,

considerably reduced in size, th,us presenting an idea of the sever-

ity of the contraction. Most frequently it is a thm, thready body,

flattened on its sides by the closing of the bars ; its branches, tliiu

and narrow, resembling two bands so closely resting on each other

that the lacunte which separates them is no more than a narrow

fissure, which will scarcely admit the introduction of the thiu

blade of a knife, and from the bottom of which escapes a sero-

purulent, gray or blackish liquid ; the lateral lacunte being al-o

transformed into two narrow and deep fissures, filled with t

same fluid. The bars, generally high, assume a direction perp

dicular to the ground, instead of being obUque, as in the normal

state, from the centre of the foot toward its circumference.

In all the regions of the foot, but especially at the wall, the

horn is so dry and hai'd that sharp instruments cannot cut its cor-

tical covering, while it is at the same time brittle, and hence nu

merous superficial fissures appear at the quarters, and the outside

and inside toes, the frog itself being hollowed by fissures upon its

body and branches. Sometimes it happens that the bars show

deep fissures, running from above downward, to the extremity of

the lateral lacunte, which are thus continued by a crack of the

heel up to the skin of the coronary band. There is often a sepa-

ration of the wall and the sole, the formation of what has been

called a double wall, or false quarter. Quarter cracks are com-

monly met with it. Corns are frequently seen in connection with it.

Whatever may be the form of the contraction, it is generally

accompanied by pain, manifested by change of position while at

rest and by lameness when in action.
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If only on one side, the affected leg is carried forward, and

thus relieved from the too painful pressure which would take

place if it remained in a vertical direction under the center of

gravity. When both feet are diseased, the horse is constantly

moving and balancing himself, pointing the legs alternately, and

sometimes stretching both legs forward, as in laminitis, but always

moving, so as to push his bedding under him and away from his

l')re feet.

If the pain is slight, there is only a stiff gait, and the animal

hesitates and stumbles easily. But if the disease is advanced the

lameness is great and the animal is very groggy in his gait. He
ft'iirs to rest on his heels, which, without being a peculiar charac-

teristic, is a symptom which present, however, a particularly notice-

able condition. "Viliile there is hesitation in the action of resting,

there is difficulty in that of the shoulder. This is principally

observable when the disease affects both feet. The shoulders

then seem to be fixed to the trunk, and their motion forward is

very limited. The symptoms are mostly more marked when the

iinimal leaves the stable. It may then happen that the pain tem-

porarily losing somewhat of its intensity as th( horse is moved,

the shoulders become more free, the liberty of action returns,

and once warmed up, the animal may offer a totally different ap-

pearance from that when first leaving the stable. But as soon as

they become rested, the pain returns as severely as before, if not

more so, and with it the same exhibitions of symptoms.

The examination of the unshod foot while it is warm, shows

the extreme sensiblity of the heels. The foot being pared, gen-

erally one may observe, in the region where the contraction is

most marked, yellowish or reddish discoloration s, evidences of

the bruises in the living parts, as well as of the serous or bloody

exudations which have taken place on their surfaces. These indi-

cations are especially abundant on the level of the sole and wall.

If the contraction is old, there is at that point a purulent mass

which, when removed, leaves a caAity which sometimes extends

npward under the quai'ters. It is a separation of the wall, of two

or three centimeters in depth.

An important observation for hoof-bound, and which assists in

its recognition, is the increased wear upon the shoes at the toe,

which takes place not only when animals are working, but also

while idle in the stable, as the result of pointing and scraping the
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stable floor. The horse which has both feet diseased in constanflv
in motion, to such an extent that his shoes are entirely worn in a

few days.

At times the pain is so great that it gives rise to general symp-
toms ; the animal becomes anxious, loses his appetite, refuses Lis

food, lies doAvn most of the time, and rises only with difficvdty.

n. Complications.—We have already seen that quarter crarh
and dri/ corns are common affections of contracted feet. Exos-
tosis of the phalangeal region is also commonly met in such feet,

especially side-bones. Knuckling, and diseases of the tendons
and of their sheaths are also often caused by contractions of tlie

feet. The rest of the foot on its whole surface is thus perverted

and the tendons become retracted, painful and swollen.

Navicular disease is so often met with in company w.ith con-

tracted feet, that one disease is frequently mistaken for the other.

' Laminitis has been said to be also one of the complications ; if

so, it is at least quite rare in its occurrence.

Tetanus has sometimes been observed among its associations.

and Hartmann attributes the development of so-called idiopathic

cases of that disease to this condition of the feet.

The emaciation of the affected leg is a complication seen also.

with other forms of lameness.

m. Pathological Anatomy.—We have indicated the extei-ual

changes of the hoof. The tissues that have been long enclosed in

the contracted foot become atrophied ; molecular changes do not

take place as in the normal state ; they become changed in aspect,

composition and properties ; they become denser and more com-

pact, and are no more able to fulfill, to the same extent, their

physiological functions.

The plantar cushion is so completely pressed upon itself that

the stratified structure of its fibrous layers can scarcely be dis-

tinguished, and the presence in the interstices of the yellow fibrous

substance is with difiiculty observed. It forms only a homogene-
ous mass, whitish in color, resisting in consistency, and lardac-

eous in aspect The dilated bulbs which are above the cushion

are also considerably diminished in size, and present, when cut

through, a uniform white color, its composing substance being

reduced to a single inelastic mass.

The ungueai phalanx becomes deformed by degrees, loses its

circular shape and becomes of an elongated oval form. Its lateral
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faces assume a peri^endicular direction; its structui-e is modified;
Its substance becomes more compact, and the small vuscular open-
ings are obliterated, whUe the largest are increased in size. The
work of obhteration is specially observable at the patilobe emi-
nences, which appear to be crushed. The lateral cartilages are
also much compressed, condensed and modified m their struc-
ture.

The navicular bone is also compressed, tho sheath and its sup-
port not allowing the easy play of the tendons, and it is in this
way that navicular disease may follow hoof-bound. But there
is a specially noticeable modification m the keratogenous appara-
tus, which, as a consequence of the arterial obliterations, fails to
receive freely and actively the necessary amount of blood. The
homy secretion proper to the podophyllous tissue, the white or
soft horn, is reduced; the podophyUous tissue itself ia atro-
phied; itslamelljB are less prominent and their separations are
diminished in depth

; the adherence of the podophyllous or kera-
phyllous tissues still exi.sts where the circulation of the blood is
not inten-upted, but beyond, they are easily separated and often
present deep excavations toward the sole.

If hoof-bound advances slowly, the same atrophy of the sub-
horny tissues takes place. Then, however, it proceeds by degrees,
the tissues accommodating themselves in size to the gradually
diminishing dimensions of the cavity where they are contained,
and there is an equal proportion between the size of the hoof and
the volume of the tissues enclosed in it. These being less com-
pressed, there is less pain. In this manner an excessive contrac-
tion of the heels may sometimes exist without marked lameness.

IV. Prognosis.—IVi^ is the more serious as the disease is
more developed. Total hoof-bound if excessively tenacious, and
resists the best curative measures, though if there is only a shght
contraction at the heels, it is generally amenable to juchcious
treatment. The duration of the disease is an important factor in
the question of the success of the treatment, as the condition of
the OS coronae, os pedis, navicular bone, sesamoid sheath, plantar
cushion and the atrophy of the keratogenous membranes have aU
to be taken into consideration.

The age of the diseased animal and any existing complications
are, of course, circumstances which influence the prognosis in an
important degree.

m
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V. Etiology.—Hoof-bound, says H. Boulej', is not a simiilo

fact, i^rotluced by a unique cause acting always in tlie same man

ner: it is, on the contrary, a very complex one, to the production

of which a great number of causes of various character and inten-

sity contribute with simultaneous or successive effects.

The hygrometic condition of the horny substance is a pi'incipal

feature in the etiology of the disease. It is when the hoof loses

by evaporation the moisture which it should contain that it con-

tracts as all organic substances do, and its flexibility returns wh( n

by sufficiently long immersion in a liquid, the moisture it has lost

is recovered. Observation proves that this disease often finds tic

conditions of its presence in circumstances which induce dryutss

in the part. In such cases the foot has the property of retracting,

to an extreme degree, especially toward its posterior extremity,

where the frog is situated, constituted as it is of a softer and

more depressible substance than that of the wall. The same phe-

nomena takes place in the living structure that is observed upon

the hoofs of dead feet ; a phenomenon which cannot even be pre-

vented by filling their cavity with plaster. During life the hoof is

constantly permeated by a current of fluids which penetrate it

from its depth to the surface. It is the serous food that the hoof

is continually absorbing by the hygroscopic properties common in

li\ing tissues, which counterbalance the tendency of the foot 1 u

retract upon itself and keep it in the dimensions required for tlio

perfect reception of the parts it covers. So long as the e(piilil)-

rium is preserved between the loss of this fluid by evaporation

and its renewal through the perspiration of the keratogenous

apparatus, the hoof preserves its physiological form ; but if this

equilibrium is destroyed by an excess of the loss, then the condi-

tion occurs for the retraction of the hoof and the infliction upon

the parts underneath of an excessive and painful pressure.

This exjilains why, as proved by observation, lameness in

general and that of contracted heels especially, is more frequent

in warm than in moist seasons. Long standing in the stable is

also an efficient producing cause. The feet become dry upon a

constantly dry bedding, and here also the influence of inaction

must be taken into account. The disease is commonly found in

stabulation, but seldom when the animal is in pasture ; and when

it has existed it often disappears in the latter circumstances.

The alternation of dampness and dryness also influences per-
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haps more the genesis of the diHeaae than dryness alone. A foot
:oo much impregnated with Janii)ueHs, which in afterward left to
the air, becomes harder than a normal om; jjlacod in the same con-
chtions. It retracts easier, also. It is probable that the water, in
softening the superficial layers of the wall, also renders the evap-
oration of the hquids of its deep parts more active. In the ordi-

nary condition of the foot, the evaporation is diminished by the
impermeability of the external hoof, which it owes to its density

;

but where this hoof is softened by maceration, its fibres, partly
disintegrated by the dissolution of the glutinous substance which
keeps them as a compact mass, allow the air to penetrate in their
interspaces ; air which di-ies them to a certain depth ; hence a
groportionate movement of retraction of the entire hoof upon
itwelf. This evil effect of an excess of moisture explains how it is
that poultices or other moist applications which horse attendants
abuse so frequently, may give rise to results entirely opposite to
the one in view, and why the hoof becomes dry and brittle, if not
contracted. These topical appUcations take oflf from the cortical
layer of the foot its protecting varnish, and expose it to lose its
water of growth.

Some of the practices in shoeing contribute also to the dessi-
cation of the hoof; such is principally that which consists in rasp-
ing the wall from the coronary band to the plantar border ; as
also the too long continued contact of a hot shoe with the foot.

Shoeing itself promotes the same result, as, protected by a
shoe, the foot no longer wears normally and grows beyond nor-
mal limits. The mass of hoof which, in the process of gi'owth,
lias gone beyond the inferior limits of the podophyllous fissures, is
no longer in contact with the living parts beneath, and they cease
to be impregnated by the fluids which are thus constantly allowed
to evaporate. It then dries up by evaporation and become hard,
and retracts upon itself in such a manner that the cu-cumference
of the foot in the lateral diameter diminishes more or less, espec-
ally posteriorly, and thus forces the incurvations of the sole and
of the bars (H. Bouley). If a horse remams shod for several
mouths without having his feet trimmed and pared by the black-
smith, these are seen contracting by degrees, as they increase in
length, and soon assume the aspect of hoof bound.

But these are not the only effects of shoeing in the etiology of
contraction. On the contrary, this practice is the most common

#'i

liillll
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cause of this lesion of the hoof if not practiced with the intelli-

geuce it retjuiroH. We have said, in Hpeaking of corns, that they

were proofs of bud shoeing. The same might be said of the cou-

traction. Moreover, corns generally indicate great errors in shoo-

ing, while hoof-bound demonstrates the ignorance of the physiology

of the hoof, which in action must enjoy the necessaiy elasticity to

relieve the contact with the weight of the body upon the ground.

No doubt the theory of Bracy Clark exaggerates the degree of

elasticity in admitting a great power of dilatation of the hoof, but

it is an opposite excess to deny it entirely. The dilatation of the

hoof, though limited, is evident at the heels; especially on feet

which have never been shod (Merche). There is especially in the

inside of the foot, in the soft and supple parts, a certain compres-

sibility of the hoof, which is often overlooked, and which is inter-

fered with by a too narrow or unmethodical shoeing.

The external dUatation of the hoof is comparatively limited,

but on the inside of the hoof there is, in the posterior part of the

foot (especially in the fore feet) a movement downward and out-

ward of the OS pedis, for whether the normal elasticity of the hoof

is necessary, either by the physical and physiological constitution

or the arrangement of the constituent parts of the hoof. Quite

often, then, shoeing, especially if too tight, resists the internal

pressure. Even admitting that the dilatation of the heel is nor-

mal, shoeing which would prevent it, would always produce, at

the time of rest, a pressiire upon the hoof which would limit the

compressibility of the deep, soft tissues. The frog, especially,

formed of a softer horn, and placed under the plantar cushion,

must receive this gradual pressure, which diminishes by degrees

as the hoof becomes harder, and is reduced considerably as it

reaches the external horny layers.

The errors committed in shoeing, and which predispose to

hoof-bound, vary. The first is in the maimer in which the foot is

pared ; too often the heels are lowered to excess, while the toe is

allowed to remain too long ; too often, again, the bars are hoUowed

too deeply, thinned too much, as well as the frog. The wall then

tends to retreat, as it is no longer protected behind. In reducing

the height of the heels, in opening them, the tendency to contrac-

tion is increased ; the thinned hoof dries up, the lowered heels

lose their strength, and the bars are unable to perform their

functions.
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A vicious adjustment also contributes to contraction. Wlien the
shoe IB so prepared that its upper face is concave, and its brunches
form a plane mcUned from without inward, and when this face
extends back to the heels, there is a circular pressure produced
upon the inferior border of the wall. This is a case in which the
foot has a tendency to drop, pressed in as it also is by the weight
of the body as the foot rests on the ground.

Another wrong practice is to place the naUs too near the heels
The fixmg of the shoe on the foot tends always to produce con-
traction, as Bracy Clark observed; it especially prevents the Avide-
emng of the hoof, aa remarked by Kodet and Coleman. But this
effect of the naUs is weU marked at the heels, where they prevent
the dilatation of that part of the foot.

These effects of shoemg are to be observed so much the more
rapidly and seriously when the hoof is thicker, denser, and of a
finer structure, as it is observed in smaU feet. In these feet, the
hoof grows more rapidly, and is on this account more ready to
contract. Let us now consider that this effect of shoeing is per-
manent, and that tu the effect of a first shoeing comes to be added
that of a second, of a third, and so on, and we can readily under-
stand how truly the great number of contracted heels one may
meet with can be attributed to erroneous shoeing.

Inaction is also an important cause, as, says Tunier, the horse
is by natm-e destmed to be always in motion; it is a condition of
its health, and it is on account of this condition that in the state
of nature he is free from contracted heels. It is, on t" ,. • ontrary,
because the domesticated horse is confined within a staJ. for hours
and days, that his feet become contracted. We have seen colts
raised without exercise, whose feet were contracted before they
were shod.

Contraction of the heels is often the result of other diseases of
the hoof, and of other lameness. It is commonly associated with
corns, navicular disease, punctured wounds of the plantar region,
accompanied with long sensitiveness of the posterior parts of the
foot, after-diseases of the frog, thrushes, side bones, phalangeal
aiticiilar diseases; in fact, after all affections of long standing,
even if they have their seat in the upper segment of the frog.

Finally, heredity has been named as one of the causes. This
cannot be denied as to some breeds, principally of meridional
cHmates, as a consequence of the organization of their feet, which
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Hiuall. The prcipoHition Imn, howpver, we beliov(

^^ ...j,^, .uted. ThiH is proved by tlio Arabian UorHO, whi. 1

tbou},di iiccuHcd of the vicious confirmation from heredity,

according to YaUon, Crompton, and others, the most admirabl..

comforniation of bis feet, when it has not been shod. It is broiul,

with good heels, neither too high nor too low, well open, wi 1]

prominent, wide frog, the external wall being ritrong and well

developed. In the horses of Caramania, ^\jiatolia, Syria, and thowe

of the Arabs, which are constantly in the desert, from Bagdiul

and Bassaro to the Gulf of Persia, the foot is handsomely mad.'.

and free from all contractions when it has been exempted froiu

shoeing.

VI. 7>^-rt/'w/^«/'.—Prophylaxy plays an important part m the

treatment of this di;;ease. It is easier and especially more rational,

to prevent than to cure it when once established.

One of the first indications is to prevent the drying of the hoof,

to effect which baths and poultices have been commonly used-

the latter formed of cow manure, of clay, etc.—or by the applicii-

tion of greasy substances, in order to diminish the evaporation <if

the water of the hoof. Some practitioners are accustomed to use

tar and various hoof ointments. The number of preparations

brought into use is considerable, and in respect to some of those,

the secret of which has been kept by the inventors, the effects

have been entirely different, and the hoof, instead of preaerviug

its natural good condition, has been altered in its qualities. -'It

is not with ointment," says Hartman, "that the hoof injured by

the blacksmith can be repaired. It is by good shoeing, and never

otherwise. The workman, to excuse himself, attributes to the

quality of the hoof the origin of the mischief he has done." Hoof

ointment never gives to the hoof its natural polish, but many oint-

ments, by becoming rancid, take off that which the blacksmith has

left. The irritating ingredients which compose them sometimes

produce the same results. This does not mean that a reiisonable

application of ointment is not necessary ; but to act favoral)lyit

is essential that one coat should be carefully removed lufore

the application of another. Otherwise, the new will fail of its

proper effect, and, on the contrary, the old coat, by its alteration,

^vill give rise to a deterioration of the hoof, especially in atVeetiug

the substance which unites the homy elements, and would reduce

it to fine powder. And, again, -rdinarily it is only the wall wliicli
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lents, and would reduce

it is only the wall which

IS greased, the hoof of the sole and of the frog being left without,
tuough they may be in e.pial need of it. The best hoof ointment
IS made of lard, a small (piantily of wax or turpentine, sometimc-s
nuxed with tar. Glycerine is very useful, to giv , the hoof sunnle-
ness when it has become hard; it is applied by friction, after the
foot has been well washcnl and dri.-d. In the majority of cases
P'>ultices are preferable to mucilaginous baths.

Greasing is necessary for horses which are much exposed to
dampne.ss, and is as good for the sole and frog, as for the wtdl.
It iH apphcable, also, to feet whic-h have to stand on dry beddin-^
Teet which on account of diseased conditions, require to be fre-
quently soaked or poulticc-d, ought also to bo greased. Bedding
of fine sand and ol sawdust has been recommended. It is weU
also, to place horses upon marshy lands. AH these measures may
be advantageous if the feet are proi)erly shod.

Good shoeing is the essential prophylaxy of hoof-bound: we
mu^t avoid all improper practices likely to promote desiccation
and contraction of the foot, such as abuse of the rasp ; too long
application of the heated shoe when fitting it to the foot- the
lowering of the heels; the excessive paring of the frog or of the
burs; the bad fitting of the shoe; useless calks; too manv nailsm the quarter or near the heels-uU these errors must be cal-efullv
avoided. The foot, moreover, must not be allowed to grow coo
ong. The shoeing should be renewed at least monthly, even if
he shoe IS not worn. And lastly, the horse must not be allowed
too long periods of inactivity.

It has been proposed to abolish the custom of shoeing, but in
the present conditions and modes of using the horse this is im-
possible. The feet, deprived of their accustomed protection, would
soon become painful, and only by keeping the animal in the coun-
try could the feet be suffered to remain unshod.

Several modes of shoeing have been invented to prevent con
tractions m feet which are predisposed to them. Some are un-
doubtedly beneficial, but they must be used as an ordinary shoe-
ing, and not reserved untU the access of the disease. Good
ordinary shoeing is often aU that is requii-ed. but no doubt better
and (luicker results will be obtainedby the shoe with short branches,
with the flat shoe, or with the Charlier shoe.

The half shoe, the shoe with short bnmches {fer a erohsant)
onguially recommended by Cesar Fiaschi, then by SoUeysel La^
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Fio. 498.—Short-branched Shoe.

fosse, Sr., and Cromiiton, is

an ordinary shoe, made light.

with very short brancJus

(Figure 498), which when
put on protects the toe, the

mammaB (outside or inside

toe), and the anterior parts

of the quarte}- in such a man-
ner that the party posterior

to theso remain uncovertHl,

and rest directly on tho

ground. Thus shod, tho

shoe is almost in itb natural

condition; it rests on tlie

ground by its posteiier part,

and the heels are made to

contribute to the movement
of exi)ansion of the elastic

parts of the foot. This shoe, then, has real advantages, if the

posterior part of the foot is yet normal, but if the heels ai'e low

and the frog atrophied, it ceases to be of service.

Thejlat shoe, or the shoe with base (fer a siege), first recom-

mended by Osmer, Morcroft, and more recently by IVIiles, Eiu-

siedel and Hartmann, is the style generally adopted at the pre-

sent time in Saxony, and in various parts of Germany, as well as

in England. In France it has found its way through the benotits

observed by a few veterinarians. It is a shoe almost equal iu

thickness to its width, square, so to speak, but as light as possi-

ble ; the internal border of the foot surface being hollowed or

dished in order not to come in contact with the sole, while the

part which rests on the plantar border of the wall is perfectly Hat

and horizontal. The heel portion is rounded, and covers mostly

the heels of the foot where the borders of the shoe become per-

fectly adapted to the borders of the wall, to the remotest part of

the heels, and preserves the same contour until it reaches the frog.

The shoe nowhere projects beyond the border of the wall ; it is

only toward the toe that it is slightly raised and has a small cliii.

The groove of ioe English shoe renders its application better

than the peculiai- nail holes of the French. Five or six nails are

usually sufficient. This shoe allows the dilatation of the foot in
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the remotest part of

il it reaches the in ly-.

er of the wall ; it is

and has a small clip.

3 application bcttfr

Five or six nails are

ation of the foot in

all its limits, and while protecting the heels, does not predispose
to their contraction. For its appUcation, the plantar border only
needs paring. That of tho sole, the frog and the bars must be
cai'efully avoided.

For the slwcinij of Charlier, or i)eri-2)lantar (Figs. 499 and
500) the part of the hoof which is most exposed is protected. It

no. 499.-Foot prepared forCharller Shoe. Fio. 500.-Poot8hod; Charlier's Method.

preserves entkely all the other pai-ts of the plantar surface in such
a way that, as in the conditions of nature, it is only bv the fact of
the wearing of the shoe that the excess of hoof is gradually re-
moved. The foot shod by this process is provided at its inferior
border with a metaUic bar, often greater in thickness than in
width, lodged in a groove made exclusively in the wall. This bar
adapts itself in its internal circumference to the contour of the
sole, which projects beyond the border of the groove, because all
its thickness has been preserved as weU as that of the frog and of
the bars. In this way the rest of the foot receives its adjustment
from the shoe itself, and by the regions of the plantar surface
which it surrounds. This result does not, however, take place
immediately, or when the foot is recently shod ; but by degrees,
and as the shoe wears out, the time arrives when the hor:,e walks
both on his shoe and the sole of his foot. Owing to the general
equahzation of the friction any partial wear- is thus diminished,
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and the important result is secured of reducing the weight of the
shoe without the necessity of too frequent renewals, experience-

having proved that for the fore-feet it is quite as durable as the
ordinary shoe of twice its weight, but which from the manner in

which it is apphed suffers, unaided, the effects of the pressure
and friction (H. Bouley). As in the action of paring the foot onl\

the projecting portions of the wall at the inferior border are re

moved, the preserved parts of the plantar region resist the move-
ment of retraction, and thus prevent its occurrence in a transverse

direction. Again, as the thickness of the CharUer shoe is greater
than its width, it possesses a certain elasticity and adapt^^^j itself to

the successive movements of the dilatation and contraction of the

horny box, however limited they may be.

We may now refer to some special modes of shoeing, recom-
mended as preventive of contracted heels, but which seem to us
to possess inferior advantage to the preceding. We first find the

unilateral shoe of Turner, which, according to that veterinariau,

reUeves the foot from pressure upon the heels by placing the null

holes on the toe ai 1 the external branch only. Turner recom-
mends also the conservation of the frog and that of the bars, and
it is probably to this that the success he has obtained by that

mode of shoeing is due.

Coleman recommended a shoe very thick at the toe and thin

at the heels, the toe being three times as thick as the heels. This
veterinarian thought that by this shoe the animal was obhged to

rest on his frog ; at the same time the nails were driven in the

toe principally, so as to allow the dilatation of the heels. This

shoe has no real advantages, and predisposes to corns.

The bar shoe is of some utility when the frog is well developed,

by placing on that part the pressure of the foot, and leaving the

heels free. But it often fails in contracted heels, because in apply-

ing it these partb requii-e to be pared down, in order to increase

the prominence of the frog, and a condition is thus produced
which does not exist in contracted feet. The same may be said of

the CharUer bar shoe. The objections stated and the reasons

suggested are true of all the various shoes designed to adjust the

frog pressure.

The hinfieshne or articulated (Figs. 501 ,ind 502) of Bvacy
Clark and Vatel, and the half-shoe of Sempastous, of Peillard,

also possess but a doubtful utility. Practice has not conlirmed
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Fig. 503.-Hinged Shoe Fig. B02.—Articulated Shoe.

the hopes of their inventors. They are difficult to make, easUy
injured, and of small solidity, and their advantages are wholly of
the problematic order.

Mayer has recommended a shoe whose internal border is
thicker than the external, in such a way that the plane of the
plantar surface of the shoe shall be inclined outward, and instead
of the concavity of the ordinary shoe, where the foot is pressed
when in position of rest, there is a convexity which promotes and
even increases the dilatation of the foot. This mode of shoeing
has for its inconvenience the exposure of the sole to contusions.
It supposes an extensive expansion of the foot which is not natu-
ral

; the horizontal plane is amply sufficient in ordinary circum-
stances. We have, however, used it advantageously in preventing
the pressure of the sole against the shoe by means of a sheet of
gutta-percha. We have used it in almost complete contraction,
and we think we have noticed, with Hartmann, that the dilatation
once started by a mechanical means, not too severely appUed,
nature continues it, with the assistance of that style of shoe. In-
stead of giving that special shape of the shoe in its entire length,
it has been proposed to have it only at the branches ; each heel
presenting at its internal border a thickness double, or even treble,
that of the external, by which the shoe is inclined outward by its
plantar and becomes horizontal by the ground face. It is flat at
the toe and the quarters, and is the shoe with slipj^ers of de la
liroue (Fig. 503), of SoUeysel, and that Vatrin has used in pro-
posing to have the internal half of the width of the shoe inchned
(Fig. 504). It thus resembles the shoe (/enete or with ears, of
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FIO. 503.—Shoe of de la Broue,

Fio. 504.—Vatrin'8 Shoe.

which we shall speak hereafter. This shoe is only indicated wlieu

the heels are ah-eady contracted ; they have no indication as pro-

phylastic shoeing.

The shoe with slippers is indeed a shoe which in some cases

may cure contraction. " If the results obtained have not beeu
very satisfactory," says Defays, " this depends not upon the shoe,

but arises from the defective manner in which the foot was pared.

To be efficacious in that shoeing the heels must be left alone, aud
the sole and the bars must be well thinned. It is true that in tliis

way the foot is in the most favorable condition for contraction,

but the circulation is rendered easier in the tissues underneath,

and the effects of the thinning of the hoof are diminished by the

resistance opposed to contraction by the inchned planes of the

branches of the slipper. The same may be said of the shoe of

de Belleville, also recommended by Solleysel, and for whose api)h-

cations the foot has to be carefully pared. We feel assured of the

propriety of recommending the use of the inclined plane of the

branches of the shoe with the presence of a small cUp on the

inner borders of the heels, such as proposed by Vatrin.

Attempts have been made to dilate the contracted foot and to

cause its return to its normal dimensions by mechanical meaus.

The shoe with ears (Fig. 505) has been devised for this purpose.

This is a shoe provided on the inner border of each heel Avith
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(. 504.—Vatrin'8 Shoe.
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f a small clip on the

i by Vatrin.

ontracted foot and to

by mechanical means.

nsed for this purpose,

ler of each heel with

an oblique, blunt, sometimes perpendicular clip, resting upon the
bars, which have been previously hoUowed out for its reception,
the design of which is to resist the return of the hoof which has
been chlated, to its former contracted condition. Ruinien had
spoken of this shoe as early as 1618. It was put on, after the
dilatation of the hoof with the farrier's nippers, apphed on each

Plo. 605.—Shoe with Ears. Fia. 506.-Jarrier Spreader.

side of the quarter, the sole being entirely removed. In our days
this operation of removing the sole is considered useless, and in-
stead of the nippers of the farrier, dilators are used, under the
name of spreaders (desencasteleur). The oldest known form is
that of Jarrier (Fig. 606). This is composed of two curved
branches, It centunetres in length, articulated at one of their ex-
tremities like the ordinary compass, at which point there is a
screw of peculiar form by which the branches are closed or opened
at will, the other extremity having a strong claw projecting out-
ward. These claws are apphed inside of the bars, toward the
heels, which are previously thinned out, and by manipulating the
screw the hoof is dUated to the extent desired. The shoe is then
used like an ordinary one, both heels being armed with a chp on
the mtemal border, the clips resting on the heels of the foot,
which have been first opened with the drawing knife. This mode
of treatment proved successful with Lafosse and others who ex-
pe-imented with it at the Saumur school. Under various experi-
ments, the desencasteleur has changed its form. Thus, Lafosse
has arranged the two branches to run separately upon a transversal

; I;

» " ... ^
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Fkj. 507 —LatoBse UeBencasteleur.
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rod like an ordinary vice, in which form the branches are shorter,

and more power is obtained (Fig. 507). There are many other

improvements which we cannot mention for lack of space.

Instead of applying the dilatation upon the hoof, and after-

ward using a shoe which is closely adapted to the dilatation thus
obtained, spreading shoes have been used. In the method of

Jarrier, the shoe has to maintain the hoof in the condition of

dilatation which has been accomplished by the instruments of ex-

pansion. It is a very deUcate and difficult operation, so far as the

proper dilatation of the foot is concerned, requiring the closest

adaptation between the cUps of the shoe and the parts of the wall

upon which they rest. An error of a few milUmetres only is suffi-

cient to defeat the desired result ; and the shoe, moreover, must
be taken off at each operation. To avoid this, special shoes, which
would act also as dilators, were invented. It was not, however, a

new idea; La Gueriniere had as early as 1733 prepared a shoe

composed of three pieces—one median, corresponding to the toe,

and two laterals, in connection with the quarters; these latter are

respectively articulated with the first, and have each three nail-

holes. When this shoe was fixed upon a foot, whether unsoled

or not, its branches were spread apart by a plate left in place, aud

by increasing by degrees the length of the plate, a gradual aud

increasing dilatation of the hoof was obtained. Gaspard Saunier

improved upon this shoe by placing on the internal border of the

branches, cranks, with a plate placed crosswise and resting upon
th )m (Figs. 608 and 508a). The objection to this shoe is that it

cannot remain on the foot except when the animal is at rest, as

when he is at work it soon becomes loosened; besides which it is

difficult to make properly.
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Pro. B08.—Spreading Shoe. Fw. 508a.—A Better Form.

Rolland has contrived an articulated shoe in three pieces, the
two lateral pieces being kept apart by double steel springs, which
press upon them from the toe on their internal border, and thus
effect the desired dilatation. Hatin has a simpler shoe (Fig. 509).
It is a light shoe, with nail-holes dis-

tant from the heels, and provided on
the internal border with a small cUp,

upon which rests a V spring, fixed by
its point upon the toe of the shoe.

The branches of the spring lodge in

the hollows of the sole and of the frog,

and press upon the shoe, and thus pro-

duce a slow dilatation. Steinhoff has

also invented a shoe with springs. It

has recently been proposed to obtain

the dilatation by means of a strong

sole of cautchouc, placed between the

shoe and the foot, leaving the frog full;

very thin where it rests upon the shoe and the foot, and becoming
thicker toward the inner border of the shoe, which it overlaps.

Furst it rests in the groove of the bars, and then portrudes upon
the flat of the shoe, and bears on the ground at the time of rest.

This elastic mass, compressed at the moment of contact, slightly

dilates the shoe, which is articulated, or, what is better, very nar-
row at the toe, and square ; the heels, also, are thus slowly and
gradually dilated.

Pig B09.-Hatln'BShoe.
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Goodwin also has invented a very ingenious, but too compli-
cated shoe, comijosed of three articulated pieces. From the center

of the median piece a prolongation of iron extends to the back of

the frog, and is of suflBcient thickness to be perforated, the hole
having a thread through which a screw is introduced, running on
each side. The branches of the shoe have three nail-holes, and
fi'om the inner border of the heel rises a clip so turned as to rest

on the origin of the bar. The mechanism of the shoe is easy to

understand, each branch being opened by the play of the screw
which passes through the prolongation of the median piece, one
extremity of which rests upon this prolongation, while the other

presses upon the inner border of the movable branch.

The Goodwin shoe has been es-

sentially improved by Foures (Fig.

510). It is a bar shoe, the bar being

thicker than the rest of the shoe,

and wider than the ordinary bur

shoe. The bar is notched on each

side, and through each notch runs

a thread or vise which holds a mov-

able clip, which is made to rest ou

the inside of the bars, and which

are first properly thinned out. By
a motion of the clip through the

thread, the heels are slowly dilated

Fio. BIO.-Foures' Shoe. by degree. This shoe, however, is

very expensive, difficult to make, and easily put out of order.

In all these methods of dilatation the shoe has to be made of

several pieces, and in this condition is found a constant cause of

weakness and of rapid deterioration, for which reason they are

not very practicable. It is not so with the system used by De-

fays, Sr., by which the shoe, besides containing the essential ele-

ments of the desired mechanical dilatation, is left entire to fulfill

the functions of the ordinary shoe, as well. That which chai-ac-

terizes Defays' method, who had used it in 1829, but which yvas

made known only in later years, is that the shoe itself, which, by

its ductihty in action, becomes the agent of the dilatation of the

hoof, becomes also, by its natural tenacity, the obstacle to the

return of the foot to its former contracted condition, when once

it has yielded to the outward motion which it has acquired. De-
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1829, but which was

hoe itself, which, by

the dilatation of the

the obstacle to the

ondition, when once

t has acquired. De-

fays uses an ordinary shoe, thick and narrow, and then further
narrowed at the toe, if it is to be used on a foot regiUarly con-
tracted. When it is thus affected, at five or six centimetres of the
heels if the contraction exists at the quarters, at the end of each
branch. This shoe carries on the inside border a strong, resisting
clip, made at right angles, to rest on the internal border of the
wall of the heels. The shoe is flat, grooved, like an English shoe,
nith nail-holes slightly turned inward ; the last nail-holo made as
far as possible from the heels. It is made of the best quality of
ii-on, in order to resist, when cold, the greatest amount of forced
spreading by the dilator

; it is the expmislve slipper of Defay's
{pantoyjle ex2imisive).

The foot iqjon which this slipper is to be fixed must have both
heels pared evenly, the sole and the bai's pared down to a spring,
and the hoof round the frog, on each side, thinned down as much
as can be borne. Then, the shoe, flattened and without curvature
on its faces—resting, therefore, on a strictly horizontal pltme—is
put on the foot in such a manner that the clip of the heels rests
against the internal face of the quarters. This done, the space
between the two heels is measured with a compass, and then the
ailator is applied (Fig. 511). This instrument represents a true
vice, with jaws reversed, moving from, instead of approaching
each other. It is formed of two jaws which can be made to ap-
proach or separate by a transverse screAv put in motion by a mov-
able lever. The degree of separation is regulated by a graduated
rule placed horizontally, which serves also to maintain the jaws at
the same point when separated. The two jaws being introduced
between the heels of the shoe, the vice being held perpendicularly
to the plantar face, the screw is slowly turned until the branches
are opened, say, eight or nine millimetres; then at the point or
points of the shoe which have yielded to the pressure of the in-
strument, one or more blows are struck with a hammer on the
outside of the branch of the shoe, to loosen the instrument, untU
it drops down, without disturbing the screw, a record being made
of the degree of dilatation secured, upon the graduated register.
After three or four days the same operation is repeated, the spread-
ing being then not more than four or five millimetres. It must
be less than at the first, because at the beginning the less perfect
contact between the projection of the heels of the shoe and the
wall has allowed a considerable amount of dilatation without pro-

Hfffw
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Fig. 511.—Defays' Contrary Vise.

ducing much result. These repeated dilatations once in four days
for a month, are assisted by the apphcation of soft poultices in

horses which, on account of the pain and consequent lameness,
are kept in the stable. Others may be put to work, and receive

poultices only when at rest, or may be turned into damp fields.

The shoe rarely needs changing during the treatment, which lasts

about a month. This mode of opening the heels is especially

practicable and of easy application, and has the advantage of

allowing the use of the horac, whose foot is as well protected as

with the ordinary shoe. It becomes indispensable when the dis-
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onsequent lameness,
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reatment, which lasts

e heels is especially

IS the advantage of

as well protected as

nsable when the dis-

ease has been of long continuance, and is accompanied with much
lameness. It is liable to but one controrindication, and that is

when the foot is not sufficiently strong to hold it, by reason of the
heels haAdng been pared down excessively. It has been tested

for a long time, not only by the Defays, Senior and Junior, but
by many others. H. Bouley, in France, with Hartmann and Mayer
iu Germany, recommend it as an excellent curative treatment.

These instruments have been modified and perfected, such as those
shown in Figs. 512 and 513.

Pig. 612.—Defays' Improved Vise. Pig. 618.—Merlcant's Deaencasteleur.

We must again mention the simple and Ught desencasteleur of
Jovard (Fig. 514), which is as powerful as that of Defays. It is

composed exclusively of a double vice, with opposite threads,
opening or closing two strong claws, which are applied upon the

Pig. 514.—Jovard Desencasteleur.

internal borders of the branches of the shoe; a rod of iron is in-

troduced in the holes of the head of the vice and puts the instru-
ment in motion.

It may be said that on general principles it is preferable to
tixat hoof-bound by the use of dilating shoes than to resort to
the bloody operations recommended in earlier times. It is these

I
He
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%hM Brognirz recommeudt-d highly for the removal of one or two
qu«tfi*f« of the wall, with an appropri.**© dressing. H. Boul.v,
however, bfhwves that it would bo wrong to diHi-iird those optiij
tions entirely

; ho bolieves that there aro conditions where tluy
become necessary, and where they furnish better and quicker
results than the others refeiTod to.

We cannot overlook the treatment recommended by Bartheleiuv,
which consists in the thinning first with tlie rasp, then with tlio

drawing knife, of the bai-s, in their whole length, depth and thick-

ness; thinning them down to a spring under the pressure of tLe
finger. This done, a layer of blister is applied on the skin of tLo
cuti dura and upon it, in the parts corresponding where the hoof
has been thinned down; the appUcation to be renewed several
times, until the lameness has subsided. This operation is followed
by an excess of the homy sqcrction and a marked enlargement of

the hoof, and gives good but slow results. Gross has often oper-

ated in the same manner, alternating the blister with poultices.

A modus operandi which has also been very satisfactory,

is the one that was recently made known by Weber, and which
consists in the division of the wall at several points, by gi-oovos

extending down to the keraphyllous horn, in the direction of the

fibres of the hoof. Two or three are made, on each side, between
the quarters and the heels, the heels at the same time being pared
down, when a bar shoe is put on which rests on the fro", or if

that organ is atrophied, pressure upon it is simulated by the ad-

dition of pieces of leather. Frequently, instead of paring the

heels down excessively, and when the frog is atrophied, we prefer

a slipp. i' after having pared the sole and bars to a spring. The
method of Weber is not new. It was previously known by Li
gueriniere, and is mentioned by Brogniez and Hurtrel d'Ai-bo^.'.

With it we may slowly but surely achieve success, and there r

but few feet which are not reheved or cured; but the grc^.c
must be renewed from above at each shoeing. SoUeysel made
lines of cauterization on each side of the heels, extending from
the hair t.^ t'e shoe, which, running through the hoof, softens it

and rendevh tc ore trnctable.

We canro< • \.:' jsen^ -onsider the complications likely to be

encountered nx\ . uf-' ;:;Lxsfy om-selves by remarking that in cases

of false quav-lfera. \.^ xroid. the n.' \i'-ai pinching of the soft 'i.arts

between the t,vo wads, there is nothing better than to clean the
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place of separation thoroughly with the drawing knife, and to fill

the space with a putty of gutta percha.

D18EASEH OF THE Frog.

This part of tlio horse's frot is exposed to many pathological
k'Hions. Some arw merely accidental, and result from the iutro-
auction into its stru -Lure of naUs, and other various foreign
Ijodiet;, mov«. < i less sharp, which the animal picks up in walking
or pcrformuig his work. Wo have already considered these forma
of lesion in the article upon punctured wounds. The frog is
often bruised, a lesion which may be followed by a complication
which we may bo aUowed to consider under the name of furuncle
of the frog. But besides this, some special diseases are also ob-
served, among them one already known to us under the name of
cmiker, and another which is more commonly known under that
of thrushes.

(A) TuRusHEs.—This affection is often, but wrongly, considered
m the beginning of canker, being characterized by the presence
of a puriform secretion, blackened and very fcetid, which collects
and accumulates in the lacunae and excavations of the froo-,

whether in its middle or upon its sides. There is often an in-
creased sensibihty of the parts, which in some cases may give
rise to very serious lameness, preventing the animal from stand-
ing, and rendering the movement of walking very painful. The
horn of the frog often becomes soft and thready, when the frog is
called rotten, and the softness increases until it drops off by piece-
meal.

Tlie causes of this affection are, first, excessive,work on stony
roads; changes from excessive dryui^s to moisture; the strong
uds of stxeets, and standing in damp and du-ty places, especially

in urine and manure, as is often the case in badly kept stables.
But there are horses whose feet are also affected with thrushes
even when standing on a dry bedding ; those whose feet are con-
tracted

; and again, well-bred horses with good frogs, and in which
there is a constitutional tendency to that condition of the horny
structures.

The treatment consists in avoiding all known causes likely to
give rise to this morbid condition of the frog. Sometimes the
foot must be pared, and all the parts where the puriform secretion
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collects exposed and thoroughly cleansed. The lacunse of the fiog

are then to be di-essed with Villate'a solution, iEgyptiacum oiut-

ment and sometimes only with simple drying powders, a mixtiuo

of subacetate of copper, burnt alum and tannin. AVhen the puiii

is excessive, glycerine, with a little Goulard's extract or per-chloride

of iron, is very beneficial. Dusting with calomel powder gives

also excellent results. In some cases again, excellent results w
obtained by poulticmg. It is certain that proper shoeing must,

in many instances, be of great advantage.

(B) FuKUNOLE OF THE Frog.—Under this name is understood

the partial necrosis of that portion of the plantar cusbion which

is situated above the frog proper, from a bruise of that part of the

hoof. Loiset describes it under the name of plantar Jibro-ehnn.

(Iritis, connecting it with quittor, which he named, lateral film-

cho7idritis.

Si/m2^toms.—There is nearly always, and especially at the out-

set, a severe lameness, the greater in degree as the mortification

is more extended and more deeply situated. ^\Tiile standiug,

the affected leg is carried forward, resting on the toe; the heels

are raised, and the fetlock is half flexed. In action, the rest is

very shght, sometimes quite absent, and occurs on the toe only.

As the disease progresses, and the necrosed spot develops itself,

the animal rests his foot better, and the lameness diminishes.

Upon examination of the foot early in the history of the case,

a small opening may ordinarily be discovered, either on the body

of the frog, or in its branches, while at other times there is merely

a discharge of a yellowish serous pus of a strong odor, and more

abundant°in quantity than would be expected from the size of tlie

wound, while surrounding it the hoof is loose and sometimes ready

to drop off. If the disease is several days old a mass of dead

tissues is ordinarily found partly loose, projecting through tlie

opening of the frog, which has the aspect of a whitish Iwdy,

slightly green, soft, loose and detached among the surrounding

tissues. When this core (bourbillon) is not visible it may some-

times be felt with the finger introduced through the wound iu

the frog.

If there is no lesion of the frog the purulent fluid accumulates

under the hoof, raising and loOHcmng it from the velvety tissues

to a varjing extent.

Fluctuations may be sometimes even felt under the hoof. Some-
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time the pus oozes through the lacunte of the frog, while again it
may then appear at the heels, after making its way under the en-
tire sole.

Pathological Anatomy.—k^ we said at the beginning, the
characteristic lesion of the frog is the gangrene of a portion of
tbe fibrous structure of the plantar cushion, when it changes its
general appearance and becomes of hvid yellow-gi-eenish color,
whUe at the same time a process of elimination takes place in the
surrounding parts, and pus forms, separating the dead tissues
from the healthy stnicture surrounding. This process of eUmina-
tiou IS more active on the surface than in the deeper parts of the
plantar cushion, to which very often this core remains attached.
Iu some senous cases the disease becomes comphcated with ne-
crosis of the iDlantar aponeurosis, or of the os pedis, and some-
tunes of caries of the lateral cartUages, or cartilaginous quittor.

ft^^ses.—Furuncle of the frog always proceeds from some vio-
lent mjury through the horny envelope of the tissues it covers
either when the hoof has been cut through and through by a
sbai-p instrument, or as the result of some simple bruise with-
out solution of continuity, contusion, or even crushing. Any for-
eign body hkely to produce a punctured wound of the foot may
produce it. But in such cases as are accompanied by furuncle it
is necessary that the wound should be more of a contused or
bruised than of the punctured variety. Rough, angular stones
are the most common agents of injury, being often picked up be-
tween the shoe and the frog, and then, pressing more or less upon
tbe tissues underneath, they produce the same result when they
ai-e located in laminte of the frog.

A thick, voluminous frog in a foot with low heels is very much
exposed to the class of injuries under discussion, equaUy A^th the
frog whose horny covering lias been pared too closely.

Tnatment.—1\x^ first indication, says H. Bouley, when one
has to treat a furuncle of the frog, is to thin down as much as
possible the horn of the plantar region, and especially that of the
frog, of the bars and the branches of the sole, in order to avoid
tbe painful pressure it would produce if its thickness should in-
terfere with the expansion of the parts. This done, if the frocr is
already punctured, and there is au opening communicating with
the cavity where the core (or bonrhUlon) exists, a free incision or
opemug must be made through the hoof and the fibrous covering
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of the plantar cushion, and thus the escape of the pus facilitated.

If the homy frog has remained intact, a longitudinal incision luu^t

also be made in order to allow the frog to discharge, and avoid

further burrowing or undermining of the hoof. It is bad practice

to attempt to pull the core out with a sharp instrument. It is

better to leave it undisturbed and wait for the natui'al process of

elimination, which may, however, be hastened by the application

of a poultice. The time required for the entire separation of the

necrosed spot varies, and as it approaches, the animal begins to

imijrove in the matter of resting his foot. "When it becomes t u-

tirely detached, the cavity which it occuj^ied in the plantar cushion

is treated as a simple wound, with turpentine or tincture of aloes.

However, a dressing supjDorted by the shoe with plates is al\viiv,s

advantageous, and must be frequently repeated. No great length

of time is usually requu'ed ;for the entire healing of the parts, and

the animal is soon retiu'ned to his worlc

In a few cases, nevertheless, the furuncle becomes compHcated

with necrosis of the plantar cushion, tlisease of the os pedis, or of

the lateral cartilages, the treatment of which must vaxy accovdiiin-

to the nature and severity of the lesions. In these instauces

operations similar to those required in cases of deep punctured

wounds of the foot or in cartilaginous quittor are indicated.

Keraphyllocele.

This name was given by Vatel to a tumor which forms ou the

internal surface of the wall of the horse's foot, at the expense of

the kerapliyllous tissue, which becomes hypertrophied. These

tumors are sometimes irregularly rounded, at other elongated,

but usually rounded and again flattened from side to side. Tbev

vary in size from that of a goose quill to that of the finger, ami

while in some cases they occupy the whole length of the wall from

the coronary band to the plantar border, in others they only bei,'iii

at one-third or one-half of the height of the wall. The difl'crence

in size allows a division of kerai^hyllocele into conq^lete and

incoDiiylete. At different points the columns are roughened by

frequent enlargements. Sometimes full and formed by a very

compact and hard tissue, they are, however, sometimes of a fis-

tulous character and accompanied by a blackish discharge of an

offensive odor. The lamellte of the reticular tissue which are

nearest to them are generally wider and thicker than in the nor-
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ZlulT\ .!"" *^' *""'''': ^"''""'"^ ^* compresses the lameUated
tissue and the corresponding surface of the os pedis, injuring the

dlCen:
''''''' "^ ' '"''''' *^^^ *^- W^orLir

The causes which give rise to their development are moreespeciaUy cracks of the walls; though they often follow laminiti
or supervene upon severe operations on the wall. Vatel claims
to have observed them after injuries on the hoof resulting from
the hammering of the foot while being shod.

The symptoms are very obscure. At first the animal is butshghtly sore m traveling, but the lameness increases as the tumor
enlarges m size. The region suxTounding the tumor is alwayswarmer and more sensitive than is natural. In many horses the
coronet presents a swelling, well marked. In some cases the dis-
eased quarter is depressed, and the toe seems elongated. When
a toe or quarter crack is accompanied with severe lameness kera-
phyllocele may generally be suspected. But when none of these
external signs exists it is exceedingly difficult to make a positive
diagnosis of their presence, for though the sweUing of the coro-
net, the heat and the pain of the hoof may be present, thosesymptoms may belong also to other diseases of the foot Then
the only means at our disposal is to pare the foot well down,
when, a the surface of the sole, the extremity of a portion of hoofordmarUy harder than the normal consistency may be detected.

ihe treatment consists in removing the portion of the hoof
corresponding to the horny tumor, as in a case of toe cracks, and
treating the wound thus made in the same manner, according to
the indications presented.

Laminitis.

Synom'ms: Behe, Verse/dar,, Ifufentzundunr;, German-. Four-

Splnisr"
'' ^'''''^' ^ifondinm^to, ItaUan; Ayuadura,

By this name is understood the bloody congestions of the
keratogenous apparatus of ungulated animals. The increase of
|e cu-culating fluid produces a swelling of the living tissues of

the foot; but these being enclosed in a box of so hard, resisting
a material, a pamful pressure results, which becnmea esnociallv
common and serious in horses and other solipeds. It has also
been observed m bovines, though it is then less frequent and
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serious. It Las also been seen in nlieep, in goats and in swiur

.

It may, in fact, occur in all ungulated animals. Dogs, even, aiu

not exempt from its attacks.

The simple bloody congestion, more or less inflammatory, of

the keratogenous apparatus of the horse, is sometimes called aotfr

laminltls and acute founder. The disease may pass off by reso-

lution, leaving no traces of its occurrence, but more commouh
it becomes complicated Avith some lesion of more important aiul

serious a character, as hemorrhage, suppuration, inflammatory

exudation, and especially of a hypersecretion of the horny suli-

stances, in which case it becomes chronic laminitis or founder;

an affection which gives rise to alterations of a peculiar nature,

and leads to certain changes in the form and character of tho

hoof. We do not agree to the divisions admitted by several

authors, into traumatic laminitis, rhetimatismal laminitis, aud

metastatic laminitis.

I. Symptoms.—Laminitis, in most instances, is preceded bv

certain general symptoms, such as are premonitory of the in\a

sions of ordinary inflammatory diseases, but of an uncertain sig-

nificance. There is dullness, general insensibility, muscular

tremblings, and stiffness of the loins. The respiration is accel-

erated, the pulse febrile, the mucous membranes injected, the

mouth di'y, the fijecal discharges dry and coated, the urine scanty;

and perhaps anorexia is present. Eodet, who held that laminitis

is more a secondary than primitive affection, and that it is simply

an inflammatory augeiothenical fever which had localized itself,

was obliged to acknowledge that this fever has nothing character-

istic, and that it is always followed by laminitis.

It is certain, however, that but a short time elajises—from

several hours to one or two days—after the originating cause Las

become active, before the bloody congestion of the reticular

tissues find the peculiar phenomena belonging to the disease

become manifest. It is only when the capillary circulation of

the foot has considerably increased, and when the rigidity of the

structure prevents the swelling of the podophyllous tissue, that

laminitis truly exists.

Laminitis in the horse has the following principal symptoms

:

Considerable heat of the entire foot, extreme sensibility with

intense pain, increasing rapidly, and obliging the animal to rest

upon the sound legs, in order to I'elieve the affected ones ; diffi-
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culty and uncertainty in walking; and sometimes a pecuUar trem-
bling of the muscles of the pateUar face of the femur, and of
those of the extensors of the fore arm, which fill the triau-ular
space formed by the scapula and the humerus. The physiognomy
always mdicates intense suffering. The pulse is hard, the respi-
ration increased, and the skin hot, and in places moistened by a
copious perspiration. These symptoms vary with the legs which
are affected, whether the disease is located in the fore or hind
feet exclusively, or in aU four together. As M. Bouley says, it ia
a peculiarity of this affection that it may remain localized in the
foot of one patient, either forward or behind, or may at once
attack the four extremities, and that it seldom attacks the limbs
on one side only, to the exclusion of the feet of tho opposite side,
^ <'., it may be laterally biped, affecting either both the fore or
both the hind feet, but not often occurring otherwise. Some-
times, however, the disease is more marked in one leg than in the
other of one biped. It is generally only after some traumatic
lesion, or other local influence, that laminitis occurs in one foot
only.

When laminitis affects the two anterior feet, the animal carries
its extremities forward, and the hind feet are brought well mider
the centre of gravity. The standing of the animal is altered, the
walkmg difficult and painful, and the resting of the feet on the
ground is done with hesitation and fear. The feet are carried
forward, because the pressure takes place on the frog and on the
beels; if it should occur as in the healthy and normal condition,
upon the entire inferior circumference of the foot, there would be
pressure upon all the living tissues, which are gorged with blood,
tumefied and painful, and this pressure would greatly increase
the suffering of the patient. It is, then, to relieve himself, and
to avoid the intensity of the pain, that the animal instinctively
changes its mode of resting on the ground. In placing the heels
dowu, the weight is borne only upon a foUicular, fatty tissue;
from there it spreads along the side of the coronet to the fetlock
and thus upon aU the other portions of the leg, and in this wav
the foot becomes greatly relieved during the action of resting.
If, however, the lore legs only were carried forward, the effect
would be equivident to lengthening the body of f.lic anin,al, and
lie would be unable to carry on the action of walking. To allow
the fore feet to be moved, it is necessary that the body he carried
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forward by the hind legs and bi jught closer under the centre of
gravity, a position which contributes also to the rehef of the
animal while at rest.

The more painful and diseased the feet become, the more the
animal fears the impingement of the ground. Thus, so to speak,
he sounds the ground before putting the foot down, and for this

reason the walking becomes slow, stiff and difficult, and the noise
of the contact of the foot louder than that of the healthy legs.

Sometimes the animal proceeds only by a series of jumps, or a
kind of rearing, while backing is especially difficult.

The hoofs of the foundered feet give to the hand, when feeUun-

them, a sensation of heat greater than that in the physiological
condition; a sensation which can be more readily detected by a

comparison of the fore and hind feet simultaneously examined.
The pains in the diseased f^et are rendered more manifest, also,

by percussion upon the hoof with the hammer, when each bloAv,

however light, is followed by a motion of the animal in suddenly
withdrawing his foot on account of the pain experienced. The
lateral arteries of the fetlock, in the foundered legs, beat stronger
than in health, and can be readily felt by the fingers. The feet

cannot be raised without great effort, and when raised, the animal
stands only with great difficulty, and makes struggling attempts
to relieve himself and resume its natural mode of standing ou
four legs.

When laminitis affects only the fore feet, the animal will

sometimes remain standing for a length of time together; he may
retain this attitude for several days, without any displacement of

his body ; still he is observed moving surplace, from side to side,

especially on hie fore legs, relieving one foot for a moment to gi\ e

the same comfort immediately afterward to the other. But wluii,

exhausted by fatigue and pain, the foundered horse Hes down, it

is very difficult to get him on his feet again. He continues in the

decubital position, lying mostly flat upon his side, the fore legs in

constant motion, and soon complicates his diseased condition by

the addition of bed sores upon the prominent parts of his bodv.

The attitude of the animal is very different when the hind iwi

are affected; then both the anterior and posterior bipeds are

brought to each other, the feet of the hind legs being carried for-

ward under the abdomen, so that the rest may take place iqiou

the heels ; and the anterior ones are carried backward, and nearer
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the centre of gravity, to assist the function of the hinder ex-
tremities m sustaining the weight of the body. In this case, theammal is constantly in side motion, on account of the pain he en-
dures A\ alking is still more difficult, and seems to take place as
If the animal was treading on sharp needles, as, the more the an-
terior biped IS engaged under the body, the more also those legs
are loaded with the animars weight, and the more difficult is their
movement^ But the anterior legs, contrary to their ordinary func-
lon (not being adapted to the support of an overshare of the
body) sustammg now a great pai-t of its mass, and moreover,
compeUed to assist in the act of propulsion, necessarily mid in!
entably become easUy fatigued, and too often in their ^turn be-come hkewise affected. Animals suffering with posterior laminitis
are found occupjang the standing position less frequently than
those whose fore feet are affected. Their unsteady equilibrium,
consequen on their mode of standing, tii-es them more quicklv
and compels hem to lie down, and once on the ground, it is again
more difficult to maJce them rise. They may do so readUy ^^ith

to the'call^''
^°'*'"''' '^*'"^^*^^« d° ^°t «i^ays respond

The attitude of animals suffering with laminitis of all the four
feet, IS the same as of those which ai-e affected in the fore feet
only. All four feet are carried in advance of their plumb line, the
antenor forward, the posterior well under the centre of gravity
Sometimes the horse has all his feet somewhat apai-t, in order to
carry the pnncipal part of the weight on the inner side of the
toot. The standing postui'e being painful to either foot, the
ammal lies down most of the time. Locomotion is very difficult
and staggermg, and the animal can only be induced to move by
Hevere punishment, and even that cruel resort sometimes faUs to
eflect It. If the animal is made to walk, he does it with the great-
est difficulty, by reason of the increase of his sufferings, brought
on by the displacement. His legs, stiff and trembUng, are raisedm a convulsive manner, and brought back to the ground with the
greatest hesitation, and upon the heels; the constant motion of
the hps of the animal being weU characteristic of his sufferings

In the ox, laminitis is more frequent in the hind than in the
tore feet, ft is, however, more serious in the latter, the inner
being more affected than the outer toe. The foundered ox walks
with hesitation, and takes advantage of every opportunity to lie
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down. "Wten standing, his back is arched, the feet closed to-

gether, the hind feet resting on the heels, the fore legs on thv

points of the toes. The fever is severe, sometimes attended witli

loss of appetite and of rumination. If the disease continues long,

the cattle will die. The abdomen is stuck up and the animal

loses flesh vei^ rapidly, indicating a serious condition, as the dis

ease is principally found in fat animals, which are obliged to

make forced marches to be delivered at their markets.

II.— Terminatio7i and Complications.—Well treated, laminiti>

is generally of short duration, and ends in three or four days In

resolution. Sometimes, however, this is not accomplished until a

later period, even toward the tenth day, though cases of this charac-

ter are rare ; and even when resolution proceeds slowly, some lesions

in the foot may be looked for, and chronic laminitis will probabls-

result. Resolution in acute founder is marked by the gradual

disappearance of the local and general symptoms. In some sub-

jects, the imjirovement is quite rapid from day to day, and the

form of termination is known as delitescency. Laminitis endiii'^

in resolution is not usually followed by alterations in the horny

box or the tissues which it covers.

When the congestion which constitutes the disease terminates

otherwise than by resolution, it is always followed by accidents of

varying character. Some of these may have a happy termination,

but, in the end, are more or less likely to be followed by a de-

formity of the homy box, to which the name of chronie laminitis

is given. Before entering upon this, however, let us examine the

various complications which may follow acute founder, and study

in succession: the hemorrhage, inflammation with exudation,

supptiration, gangrene, consecutive arthritis, metastasis, and,

lastly, chronic laminitis. Resolution is most commonly met with

in the ox. Sometimes the separation of the hoof by suppuration

occurs, and chronic founder is not observed in that animal. It is

seldom that seedy toe is observed.

a.—Hemorrhage, or apoplexy of the reticular tissue, is due to

the rupture of the excessively distended capillaries, when the ex-

travasated blood either infiltrates into the meshes of conge.sted

tissue, or spreads around it, and penetrates between the podophyl-

lous and keraphyUous lamellae, filling up the spaces at the toe, the

mammpe and the anterior parts of the quarters, the os pedis being

pushed back by the pressure of the incompressible fluid. The
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pain is then very great; the blood, continuing to separate tlie tis-
sues, otten oozes at the coronary band.

If this last sign is abseut, a groove may be made with a draw-mg-kmfe m the region of the toe, behind the commissure of the
sole and of the wall. If we meet with a cavity, resulting from
he extravasation of the blood in the podophyllous and keraphyl-
lous space, or if blood flows out from it, the true nature of the
(•omphcation becomes at once apparent. This mode of explora-
tion is general y d.ftcult, as the animal in pain does not rLlilydlow his feet to be raised, and as the other foot cannot sustain
the entire weight of the body, the horse easily falls down. It issometimes necessaiy to throw the animal in order to make this
exploration which very often becomes necessary if we would know
accurately the progress of the disease.

h.-Inflammatlon, with fibrinous exudation, or pseado-mem-

TrZ« iT iTi
"" '^" '"'^'^''^ "^ '^' podophyllous tissue.The transudated fibnne mixes with the hoof, secreted by the podo-

phyUous issue, and this matter separates th. t structure from
the keraphyllous laminae, especially at the anterior part of the
region. Again in chronic laminitis we find this abnormal secre-
lon pushing the os pedis forcibly backward and separating the
toe of the bone from that of the hoof, and thus producing a painstm greater and more violent than that produced by the kminitis
and the hemorrhage. These pains are often so intense that they
give rise to an access of furious vertigo. But pains, even when
of an exag^gerated degree, indicate simply the presence of the
exudative form of laminitis. It is not a positive sign; the footmust be explored at the toe, where, in the vacuum which exists
between the horny lameUa. is found, more or less abundantly, a
citrme serosity of a shghtly reddish color. Sometimes this ser-
osity oozes between the hair and the hoof, in consequence of the
separation of the tissues at the coronary band, and appears in the
form of a thm, reddish foam, about the band itself.

c.-Suppuration between the wall and the podophyllous tis-
«ue 18 a complication more rare than the others, but which, how-
ever has been observed, especially when laminitis is traumatic
A\e have seen it appear under the sole and separate it entirely
from the tissues underneath. In these cases, the pain is alwa.';
very great, and the living structures are pressed beyond measure,
btandmg is impossible, and the animal continues lying down or
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under the influence of the pains, constantly moving from one \v>^

to another, balancing hinjHolf, so to speak. There is no relief for

him until the suppuration has shown itself between hair anil hool,

when it oozes outward at the coronet. Relief, however, may also bo

obtained by making an oi)ening at the toe with iu drawing-knife.

This complication often results in the entire separation and drop-

ping off of the hoof. Cases have been observed when this acci

dent has taken place as early as the thii'd day (Lafosse, Stanley).

Gillmeyer has soen a new foot grow out entirely, but this requires

a long time.

d.—Gangrene of the sub-horny tissues sometimes takes place,

though seldom, under the influence of the excessive pressure,

especially when there is sub-horny exudation. The violent pains

then cease suddenly; the resting becomes more solid; the move-

ments take place without difficulty. But at the same time, the

phj'siognomy of the patient becomes anxious and contracted; the

pulse becomes small and difficult to count ; the temperature of the

body diminishes ; the animal has a trembling gait ; is indifferent

to any excitement ; he is prostrated, and soon he endt^ by sep-

ticfemia. The hoof then often drops off, and the sub-hovny tis-

sues are seen to be of a bluish-brown color, without consistency,

but with a very foetid odor.

Volpi thought that laminitis was the inflammation of the articu-

lation of the foot ; but this arthritis, if it exists (a fact which is

rare), is not a consecutive phenomenon, but a complication. The

inflammation does not remain limited to the recticular tissue; it

extends also, and consecutively, to the contiguous structure,

spreads to the tendons and articular ligaments, even penetrates

to the synovial capsules of the articulation of the third with the

second phalanges, and may also react upon other parts of the

organism. The anchylosis of the articulation of the foot with

that of the coronary joint are complications somewhat frequent,

as well as that of the ossification of the cartilages of the foot.

e.— Metastasis has been often observed, and when accom-

panied by intense fever have been noticed as complicated with

serious diseases of the chest, especially of pleuro-pneumonia. At

other times, it has been the intestines to which the metastasis has

transferred the disease, in which case there is, in most instances,

constipation of the bowels. Enteritis, however, is seldom ob-

served, notvdthstanding what has been said on the subject. This
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metastasis has also been seen toward the lumbar region, and this
IS much more commonly believed from the fact that there is more
motion at the hip than at imy other joint during locomotion, and
also because the back and the loins are more or less arched. In
fact, laniinitis has been, by some, designated as an affection of the
loins; some have looked upon it as a rheumutisni of that region.
All these errors have originated in the peculiar motion of the ani-
mal while walking, or of its peculiar mode of resting when stand-
iug stUl. We have also observed an attack af complete myelitis
as a complication of laminitis.

/.—The most common complication met with in chrtmic Imn-
butls is an aftection which we might have treated as a special sub-
ject had we not, upon principle, considered it as a sub-inHamma-
tory state of acute founder of the foot. An attack of laminitis
which has not ended by resolution in five, ten, or fifteen days at
most, takes a character of persistency which, in most cases, ends
in absolute incurability. To properly study chronic laminitis we
must observe it when the alterations which characterize it are ac-
complished. When we have completed the consideration of the
pathological changes, we will examine the intermediate period,
and discuss the mechanism by which these alterations take place
iu relation to the pathological anatomy.

The first thing observed is the

change of form iu the hoof (Fig.

515). The nail of a horse's foot

easily recalls the form of a Chinese

shoe (KnoUhuf, of Germany). The
hoof seems to have also lost itp

varnish and its supi^leness in the

l)oiuts corresponding to the dis-

eased parts. It is, besides, brittle, and seems to have lost part
of its connection with the remaining parts of the foot, and there
is a change in the direction of the wall, the fibres of which,
instead of being oblique to the ground, assume an almost hori-
zontal direction. The foot seems as if flattened from above down-
ward, and the lines which bound its surface form a well-marked
obtuse angle with that of the coronary region. The anterior wall
of the foot also forms a well-marked projection forward, from
which results a great exaggeration of the antero-posterior diame-
ter of the nail with the transverse diameter and the oval form of

Fig. 515.—Chronic Laminitis.
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the horny box. The exterual Hurfiice of the wall, insteiul of 1).

ing smooth, as in phywiohjgical comlitions, presents, on the con.
trary, a roughoneil api^earauco, which results from the preseiK ,

of circles of ridges and circular grooves, placed one abov<> flu

other and extenthng from one heel to the wther. AremarkaM.
peculiarity is here observed in the fact that in the anterior part <>i

the nail the circles are quite near each other, while, on the con-

trary, upon the lateral parts they are separated by much wid. i

grooves. AVhen, then, at the toe, the wall has some difficulty m
growing downward, on account, probably, of the internal adh(-
ions between the podophyllous and keraphyllous tissues; the

heels, on the contrary, grow without difficulty, and thus obtain u

relative height superior, and sometimes even equal, to that of the

toe. Often at the mamiuje and quarters of the foot contractions

are seen, and longitudinal grooves running from the coron.iiv

band to the plantar surface, reminding one of the lesions usuiilly

met with in encastelure.

Considered on the side of

the inferior face, the old found-

dered hoof offers four renuu k

able lesions (Fig. 516). Besides

its oval form, a disposition ;il

together different f -om that of

the normal state, ihe sole is

convex in all the anterior pjnt

of the plantar region, especially at the point of the frog. There
exists at that point a transversal tumor or enlargement, projecting

sufficiently to exceed in height the inferior border of the wall. Tlie

solar sheet has been pushed outward by the pressure against t Le

sui^erior face from the contents of the horny box, and the fout is

convex. This convexity never equals the entire extent of the foot,

the deformity ending at the boundary of the inferior border of

the bars, beyond which and backward are found the cavities of t!ie

lateral lacunje of the frog,- so much more elevated as the heels me
also higher (Fig. 517). The center of this tumor or enlai-genieut

of the sole is often flexible under the pressure of the finger, iiml

generally bleeds easily on the application of the sharp tools of the

blacksmith. It is not rare to see the sole perforated through ami

through and showing the inferior border of the os pedis project-

ing through the border of the bone, which then soon becomes

Fio. 616.—Chronic Lamlnltla. last Btage,
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FlO. S17.-Foot affected with Chronic; Lamlnltla.

rf p:C^'^'!"n'"' ^f
"'"«"• "' ^^° Phalanges. 6.-0rainary wall. ..-CoronaiT band.

f,r.^„r^".°"* ^r™.*^"""^-
«-M°'-b"l horny wan. /.-Seodytoe. 7.- Displaced

TZZZtTT" ,*--y<"'«'y "««"«• '-Porforane tendon. .-.-Natloular bone.
t.-rorforatuB tendon. I —Plantar cushion.

necrosed. This is the result of the excessive displacement of the
OH pedis and of the strong pressure upon the velvety tissue against
the sole-tissue, which is atrophied or even destroyed (Fig. 518).
This is an ulcerating wound, somewhat semi-luiiar, secreting a

Fio. 518.—Chronic Lamlnltis, with Keraphylocele
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very offensive pus, with granulation and proud flesh, or even sepa-

ration of the sole.

Between the sole and wall the line of demarcation is no longer

so well defined as in the normal state. At the toe, the mamma'

and the anterior part of the quarter, there is an excavation formed

of softer horn of bad nature, and less identified with the true

horn of the wall and of the sole. A complete vacuity is often

found, a cavity around the internal face of the wall at the toe and

at the mammae of varying depth and size, but always larger at the

inferior than at the superior end of the foot, where it gradually

diminishes, and often contains a dry, granular mass, resulting

from the drying of the blood, and the dried plastic lymph, mixed

with small, horny, pulverized masses. This ca\-ity is formed in

front by the healthy wall and posteriorly by a new waU due to

the secreted hoof thrown upon the podophyllous tissue ; this is

called seedy toe. This double wall is observed especially after

lamiuitis of the hind feet ; it is more common in the donkey and

the mule ; it is also noticed in horses with small feet, as in those

of Oriental breeds.

The deformities of the horny box due to chronic laminitis are

not in all cases identical in their character; there are degrees iu

them, and consequently they vary in their features, which variiv

tions are due to the duration of the disease and its intensity, and

also, according to H. Bouley, to the primitive form of the diseased

foot. In a case of chronic founder of the fore feet, one may often

notice a difference between the deformity of the left and that of

the right foot. The deformities may take place at various times,

and one may find a well-marked case of seedy toe while as yet

the wall has preserved its normal obUque direction and shown

rudimentary ramy appearances. Again, the wall may have under-

gone changes in its direction only at the new hoof, which grows

from the coronary band ; there is then formed between the old

wall and the coronet a circular groove, sometimes called the dii/i-

tal cavity, the deformities of the wall taking place only as it grows

down. At times, also, instead of the groove, there is a ridge of

horn at the coronary band, originating in the hyper-secretion of

the horn, which grows also downward. And, again, there are

cases where there is seedy toe and still no well-marked alteration

of the shape of the wall of the sole.

Chronic laminitis is always accompanied with more or less
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lid flesh, or even sepo-

i with more or less

lameness. There are cases, however, where it is missing; for ex-
ample, in seedy toe. Ordinarily, the foot is raised from the ground
with a convulsive motion, as may be well observed in donkeys and
mules, which animals rest their feet on the heels. This soreness
diminishes with time, as the foot, assuming its new form, offers a
wider space to the sub-ungulated tissues and presses less upon
them, these tissues having, at the same time, become somewhat
atrophied. In cases of hernia of the os pedis, the resting of the
foot on the ground is almost impossible, the animal being afraid
to bear his weight on the sole. The heat and the pain of the feet
are less marked. The percussion is louder in case of seedy toe,
while it is duller when the space between the wall and the recticu-
lar structure is filled with hoof of new formation. This percus-
sion is very painful in case of keraphylocele. Unless there are
serious lesions, chronic laminitis is not accompanied with fever.
m. Pathological Anatomy—M the initial period of lamini-

tis, when there is only simple congestion of the keratogenous ap.
paratus, and especially of the podophyUous tissue, the sub-horny
tissues are in a condition of sanguineous derangement, characterized
by objective signs. When the hoof covering them during life is
removed, they are found of a dark red color, in a kind of eythema.
When pressed between the fingers, their thickness is noted to be
increased, and they are found to be gorged with blood, an incision
made through them aUowing the escape of a large quantity of
that fluid.

If the laminitis exists for several days, the podophyllous tissue
is found to be infiltrated with plastic exudations, and if there has
been hemorrhage or apoplexy, blood is found between both the
sensitive and insensitive laminae. In other cases there is pus, and
in case of gangrene, the tissues are found of a livid color.

The alterations are still more serious in cases of chronic
founder. T\Tien a foot, foundered for some time, is divided by
the saw in its anteroposterior axis by a section of all the parts,
the thing first noticed is a change in the connection of the os
pedis with the wall. These changes, however, exist principally at
the toe, and extend as far as the half of the quarters, on a level
with the lateral cartilages of the foot, while further backward they
are not to be observed. On the sidp. some lamin;« .^ro always
found in their normal condition, as can be seen by a section of
the foot made transversely. GeneraUy, a yellowish substance, of
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horny appearance, but softer, fills up the space situated between

the walls and the keratogenous structure. This is the product of

the exudation of the inflamed podophyllous laminae, mixed with

the horny substance which they secrete normally. These lamina>

are themselves hypertrophied, being sometimes one and two cen-

timeters in length and exceeding by four or five times their nor

mal size. The keraphyllous laminte are also hypertrophied, a

condition which is e\'idently due, as respects the podophyUous

tissue, to the increase of vital activity, resulting from the inflam-

matory condition of the tissue and to the infiltration by fibro-

plastic exudation, resulting from the inflammation. As to the

keraphyllous laminte, they repeat on the internal face of the wall,

in an inverse manner, the disposition of the secreting laminae of

the hoof between which they are formed and lodged. These,

however, as they increase in extent, unite at their base in the

whole of that portion which does not co-operate to their uniou

with the podophyllous bands, and then foims a compact mass

uniting most frequently with the internal face of the waU. Some-

times this mass of yellowish hoof occupies the whole space be-

tween the OS pedis and the wall, but, in some cases, it adheres

only to the wall, when it forms around the keratogenous tissue, a

new wall, also provided with keraphyllous laminae, and there is

formed between it and the normal wall that porous, brittle mass,

withe ut homogeneity, which fills up the space, which constitutes

the seedy toe. The mass thrown between the wall and the os

pedis presses upon it ; the anterior face of the bone assumes a

verticjil direction, and the os pedis presses toward the solar arch

on its anterior border at a point situated posterior to that where,

in normal feet, this border rests. Notwithstanding its resting

power, the wall gives to the efi'ort of the mass interposed in front,

the form of the foot changes, and then results the change to the

oval in the contour of the foot. Under the influence of the dis-

placement of the phalanx, not only the flattening and afterward

the convexity of the sole and even its perforation results, but the

plantar cushion is itself pressed down and crushed between the

bone and the frog, which is then generally atrophied. A hoof of

new formation is often developed between the sole and the infe-

rior face of the phalanx, in order to prevent it from necessarily

sinking. This increases the pressure upon the bone and contrib-

utes to its atrophy and sometimes to its complete disintegration
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But, between the surface of the coronary band and the origin
of the roof, whose formation is anterior to the laminitis, there
may also be a new layer of hoof, more resisting than that which
occupies the space between the wall and the podophyllous tissue,
which is no more hoof mixed with the fibrinous exudation, but a
pseudo-hoof secreted by the coronary band. The fibres of this
hoof, however, instead of being rectilinear and growing down in
the direction of the old wall, with the fibres of which they are
continuous, are, on the contrary, sinuous and nodulated, and dis-
posed to take a somewhat horizontal direction. There is often,
besides the old wall, a deep horny tumor, a keraphyllocele which
grows inside, attempts to replace the soft horn secreted by the
podoi^hyllous tissue, and adds to the pressure of the os pedis, by
forming a new wedge, more solid and resisting, which produces a
displacement of the phalanx, whose anterior face then often be-
comes more than vertical. This homy secretion from the coronary
band is made evident by a section of a foundered foot, when the
cutigeral cavity will be found much enlarged. Guyon, Jr., Hert-
wig, and Gourdon remark that the displacement of Ihe os pedis is

counterbalanced by the more rapid development of the heels and
the projection of the foot forward ; and that thus the phalanx
does no-: support the weight of the body except by its inferior
border only, but preserving nevertheless, its primitive position.
It is especially observed that when the foot is completely de-
formed, the projection of the wall does not prevent the os pedis
from remaining in its normal position.

The growth of the hoof from the podophyllous tissue and the
coronary band is not easily stopped. The horny masses which
are formed continue to increase, and even soon end in uniting.
There then remains a thick mass of deformed shape, four or five

times thicker than the normal wall, but where the keraphyllous
leaves are still noticed, corresponding to the podophyllous laminse,
largely developed, and above all, running deeply into the wall of
the hoof. The space between the wall and the anterior face of
the OS pedis is filled with pus besides the secreted hoof ; the seedy
toe, if it existed, disappears. Though the hoof becomes thus
much more voluminous than before, the deep parts are not any
more in their normal condition, but are lodged in a smaller and
smaller space, and are thus in such a state of compression that
they become atrophied. The bone is altered in its texture, as
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Fio. 51'J.—Changes of Structure of the Os Pedis In old cases of Chronic Lamlnitls.

well as in its form, and becomes denser and move brittle. iFi'i'

519), One might suppose that as the disease progresses, the os

pedis would become jiressed backward more and moi-e toward the

bole, iu consequence of its giving way under the pressure. This,

however, is not so. As the old normal walls disajipear, the new
horn yields to the pressure from forward, the heels rise, the 03

nedis resumes its horizontal direction, and the danger of hernia

of the bone diminishes, and a hypersecretion of the hoof is even

noticed toward the point where the hernia would have taken

place, in the middle of the pumiced sole.

We have, so fai', supposed that chronic laminitis is always

manifested by the presence, between the internal face of the a\ all

and the podophyllous surface, of a mass of abnormal hoof. But

there are cases, after hemorrhage, and especially after serous

exudation, where, instead of it, a cavity is found—a seedy toe.

There is also an entire separation between the os pedis and the

wall. But the horny production, that of the podophyllous tissue

especially, is not sufficient in amount to fill uji the whole space,

there being hoof only upon the podophyllous tissue. There is

then a sound wall formed, separated from the old one by a vac-

uum, which is often filled by a dry mass derived from the blood

and perosity, mixed with the horny cells. But more frequently
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more brittle. (Fig.

G progresses, the os

the separation is limited to the height of the podophyllous tissue,
and the wall yet remains adherent to the coronary band, by its
I'utigcral cavity. The band then continues to produce the ex-
ternal wall of the hoof, while the podophylloixs produces the
abnormal wall, and the seedy toe remains between the two walls.

There are cases where the separation, produced by the con-
gestion of lamiuitis, takes place to such an extent, in circumfer-
ence or in height, that the hoof loses all its adhesion, except
toward the heels; and then one may see the curious fact of tho
new generation of an entire new nail within the old one, the for-
mer being, so to speak, sequestered in the latter.

rV. DiffereiiUal Diagnosis.—li is possible that, notwith-
standing its distinctly characterized physiognomy, laminitis, of
the hind feet especially, may be mistaken for a disease of the
spinal region. Often, when the founder is light, the hinder parts
wag, as in sprains of the loins, but the resting of the feet on the
heels, their heat and their sensibility, will soon point out the dis-
tinction. In more severe cases, the hinder founder may stimu-
late paralysis, especially if the animals cannot or will not raise
themselves. Here the history of the case is very useful, and the
explorations of the feet will assist in making the diagnosis-.. We
liave seen cases of laminitis behind, where the raising of the foot
has been such that it might be taken for springhalt, or even for
locomotor ataxy. It may be also taken for tetanus when in mild
form, or yet incompletely characterized.

V. J'roffuo.v's.—Laminitis is so much more alarming and re-
bellious as to treatment, as it is more extensive, more serious, and
of longer existence. The most serious cases are those which are
due to a constitutional predisposition, and those which follow a
general alteration, or are complicated with other diseases.

Chronic laminitis is especially serious from the production
without separation, and in an excessive measure, of the horny
substance. Seedy toe is then less serious, and that which does
uot extend to the coronary band is sometimes curable by the
gradual growth of the hoof; the tumor of the os pedis is the
most rebellious to treatment. The destruction of patients is often
necessary, from their inability to walk or to do any work, and
tliiit notwithstanding all tre.atment thoy are entirely useless.

VI. ^/io%y. —Laminitis has been attributed to many and
the most varied causes, and, among others, has now been ascribed

r;
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to a traumatic origin, consisting of injuries of the foot ; and agiiiu,
to internal lesions, resulting in the inilammato^y process which is

characteristic of the affection.

The external traumatic mjuries, which it is claimed are those
chiefly instrumental, are, on the contrary, of very rai-e occurren^v
as causes of the disease. Our observations agree with those of
H. Bouley, and if there is a traumatic causation for this disease,
or, at least, one identical with it in resi^ect to symptoms juul
primitive lesions, it is, nevertheless, certain that its progress is

very different; there is found with it an evident tendency to suji-

puration instead of exudation, and there is no such foi-mation as
the chronic process which is found when laminitis is due to au
internal phlegmasia.

It has been said in reference to the action of the heated shoe
upon the hoof, the percussion of the blacksmith's hamm. r and
the pressure of the shoe and of the nails upon the living tissues.
that all these causes together must, as their sui-e effect, make the
foot tender, and stimulate in its constituting structure, the con-
gestion which is the initial phenomenon of founder itself. But
this assumption may be successfully contested. But shoeing iimy
produce many forms of lameness ; never laminitis. It has beeu
said that feet of defective conformation are more commonly af-

fected with founder that those which are well formed. This,
however, is not so; feet with contracted heels are no more predis-
posed to it than flat feet, as claimed by Girard. Traumatic acei-
dents, as blows, injuries and pressure, produced by stones, crush-
ing of the feet under heavy weights or under the wheels of a
truck, etc., may produce a violent congestion of the reticular tis-

sue of the foot, and consequently laminitis. But this founder
Itself is of too active a character and more complex, perhaps with
a natural tendency to suppuration, as we have already said. It

must then be considered as varying from laminitis proper, or that
form in which the congestion is of a more passive character, or at

least internal and somewhat analagous to that which is sometimes
observed in the lungs or in the intestines. It might be better
described as an "astonishment" {/tonnemeHt) of the foot, as it is

sometimes called.

Latiiinitis proper is rarely due to a unique cause, but more
properly to a number of circumstances or to an assemblage of
various causes by which the horse is at first somewhat indisposed
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sick in fact
;
and it i« only after various general symptoms that

subs^tttrf 'f'"'^'?'' '' ^'^^ '^^"^^^'^'^^' '^"^^ ««P«"'^% too

s he use of other grams than oats, as wheat, barley or rye

t /u> .?.^^«, (f,om /umleum, barley), and it is mentioned by Sol-leysel Garsault, Gaspard de Saunier, and various hipi^atricsRodet has observed its bad effects in Egypt and in Spafn! whereammalB were fed not only with those graizS/but where they'Ce^^^^^^wheat m spike. Miltenberger had observed the same effects

X

;;: Eri^V'^?' "^^^'^ -^- ^^^ ^-- were Lt :!rhlye.. Even m our days lammitis is seen breaking out in the yearswhen feed IS scarce and when oats have to be replaced by othergrams as IS proved by the observations of Bouley, Verrier Rev^c. Artihcia varieties of fodder also predispot to founder'

(^o"«y«el, Blmd), and especially if new oats (Hertwig)
The mfluence of seasons cannot be denied, and it is duringthe summer months that laminitis is more frequent, while i""!rare m winter, as well as in the spring and fall, it is o the warmdunates of Spain and Egypt that Rodet attributed, in great par^the frequency of the founder observed in the army Lrses en

ted to the sudden checking of the porspiration. and cutaneous
blls when the animals are sweating; a cold bath or the dnnkng of cold water at that moment having also often been con^d-ercd as occasional causes.

^"usm

The work of the horse greatly influences the development ofaunnitis. It is more frequent in those which are driven at grea

^
ed than m those which work .vhile walking, and especial^t

thn rT,T "'"' "' ^'^^"-"'^ ^^ ^-^'1--^' -d particularly

tti^k nd of Tl " r" ''^^ ^"' '' ^^ ^« unaccustomed to
li. t kind of work and not trained for it, and most especially if itduring warm weather. This explains why the disease was bo^e,,uent among post, diligence and coach hordes, especially di^

2 tl^e period preceding the establishment of railroads, when t^eexpenditure of strength exacted from these unfortunate anim^!
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reached the last Umits of possibiUty. More recently, again, dur-

ing the war of 1870-71, when railroad traveUng was more or less

impeded, laminitis became more common among horses from

which an excess of muscular effort was requhred. It is a frequent

and very serious accident among English race horses (Hermg).

Laminitis in oxen is due almost exclusively to the fatigue ot

long iourneys and to repeated frictions of the unshod feet upon

the ground. It was very common before the era of railroads m

animals brought to market.

But prolonged rest and inaction also predispose to founder.

The disease is frequent in horses making sea voyages. It is not

rare to see horses become foundered when they are obhged to

stand up during several days in consequence of injuries to the ex-

tremities, or other pathological conditions, requiring them to be

kept in slings. In diseases of the feet which have required pain-

ful operations (toe or quarter cracks, punctured wounds of the

feet, quittor, etc.) it is quite common to see tm animal persevere

in maintaining the standing position, and too often has the log

corresponding to one first attacked become also affected, leaving

both of the anterior or both of the posterior ultimately affected m

a serious manner.

It is common for laminitis to follow intestinal congestions,

especially if these result from the administration of a drastic

purge, as aloes for example, and this is a very serious form of tlie

disease. Tisserand has seen laminitis of the anterior extremities

following parturition in mares, and particularly after abortion.

Gloag and Smith have observed similar facts. Hertwig says that

it sometimes follows rheumatismal affections, especially the acute

^^'^

A metastatic laminitis has been seen following diseases of tlie

chest H Bouley does not beheve in these cases, and thinks the

laminitis is the effect of the quadrupedal standing position, or

also the feeding with farinaceous substances in too great quantity.

At times, founder accompanies maUgnaut fevers, such as anthrax

and typhoid attacks, which are always accompanied with a certain

alteration of the blood

VII. Treat77ient.—In acute laminitis all attempts must tend

to remove the congestion of the keratogenous apparatus, or at

least to abate its intensity, so as to prevent or diminish the seri-

ous sequete that may too often follow. To effect this, general or
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local bleedings have been flpecially recommended, with antiphlo-
gistic apphcations upon the congested regions. General bleeding
at the jugular is especially indicated; a large bleeding of from
five to ten litres, repeated if the pulse or the condition of the dis-
ease indicates it. Local bleeding, often recommended, seems to
us, generally speaking, to be useless ; that of the toe is of difficult
performance in foun.ler, m the feet are usually raised from the
ground with difficulty, and the operation is quite painful, andmay give nse to more or less serious complications. However in
serious cases it can be done while the animal is thrown down not
so much on account of the blood depletion as to prevent the 'pos-
sibility of gangrene supervening. It is more useful in the ox
according to Lafosse, who recommends to pare the foot down to
he quick and to put on the shoe again if the animal has to con-
tmue its journey.

The topical applications employed are varied and numerous •

the simplest and most practical is cold water, cold baths at half
the leg (Fig. 520); take in running water,
if it can be done, and if the animal stands
up; walking in the water is then recom-
mended, if pra,cticable, walking increasing
the venous circulation of the part. Instead
of running water, ponds, marshy grounds,
pools of stagnant water, or even hquid
manure may serve the same purpose. In
establishments where horses are numerous,
there are special tubs where the water is

constantly changed. The animal may be
placed in some of these, up to his fetlock,
in an astringent solution. Mathew has in- ,___
vented an apparatus for continued irriga- Pigs. sso.-Locai cow Douch
tio'.\, consisting of a reservoir of water ele-

Application,

vatod above the body of the animal ; around each coronet is placed,m s'lape of a bracket, a tube of india rubber, perforated with holes
opening on the hoof; from the reservoir runs a tube which bifur-
cates and furnishes to each leg a descending division connected
^Mth the bracket (Fig. 521). The water is then aUowed to run
around the coronet and drip over the foot. Instead of simple
water, the use of snow or broken ice has been recommended
wrapped in cloth round the hoof; pads of oakum dipped in solu-
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Pio. 521.—Apparatus of Mathew for Cold Water Application.

tion of Halt, sulphate of iron, or alum; clay poultices mixed with

vinegar have also been used. As the heat of the foot has a ten-

dency to rise, the temperature of the liquid or of the topic used

must be often changed in order to keep up its antiphlogistic ef-

fect. Baths of sulphate of iron are especially indicated in cases

of traumatism.

Irritating frictions, used as derivatives, are also recommended,

but their efficacy in this case is at least problematical. Irritation,

when the congestion is somewhat passive, is not easy to produce.

However, frictions of the hock with oil of turpentine, by the paiu

they produce stimulating the animal to move and not allowing

him to remain in a state of almost complete immobility, may be

advantageous. BUsters around the coronet are useful toward the

third or fourth day, when plastic exudation or hypersecretion of

the hoof are to be feared.

Frog seton is recommended by EngUsh practitioners ; Gabriel

says it is a sure means to prevent the separation of the nail. This

seems to us unwarranted. Internally, the admmistration of ni-

tre, cream of tartar, ammoniacal salts, sulphate of soda, are given;

drugs which are mdicated by the febril state ; alkaline remedies,

and principally of nitrate of potash in large doses, are administereil

to render the blood more fluid and increase the venous circulation.

Aloes, recommended in England by Hertwig, ure contra-indicateil,

as increasing the disease and facilitating the dropping of the foot.
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It has been ndviaetl to take the shoea off. This is not only a
difficult ojieration, on account of the sufferings of the animal, ob-
liged to stand upon one log, but it seems to us useless. Shoeing
baa not the effect supi^osed of it in the etiology. If it is well

fitted it is not uncomfortable to the foot, while its removal from
the foot, by the hammering it requires, is always painful, and bad
better be avoided.

It has been recommended to pare the foot, to shorten it, to

thin the sole down; but this operation seems to us in many cases

superfluous. It is true that the topics will act more readily upon
the hving tissues underneath, but the advantages thus obtained
do not compensate for the difficulty of the operation; at any rate,

it cannot be done except when the animal lies down.
We shall pass silently the effect, so to speak homeopathic,

that English veterinarians pretend to obtain with very warm
poultices around the foot, and which have their reasons only when
suppuration or gangrene is thceatening. Neither shall we refer

to the compression of the foot, recommended by Nanzio—a treat-

ment which is much nicer in theory than in practice. In a great

number of cases, the patient is considerably relieved by resting

on a good bed, and this is especially necessary for severe laminitis

when locomotion is very painful. However, in less serious cases,

warjng on soft ground, especially on grass, is an excellent treat-

ment. It stimulates the circulation in parts where the blood has
a tendency to accumulate, and controls the venous engorgement
of the k.-ratogenous tissue. It has been sometimes recommended
to support the animal in slings to relieve bim ; but as with this

one would expose his patient to pulmonary complication, it is bet-

ter to cast him and keep bim in that forced position, bemg careful

to turn bim over from time to time.

A dietetic regime, light feeding, during the first days at least,

cooling drinks, rectal injections and comfortable blankets are all

indicated.

One must particulai-ly watch what takes place in the foot, and
for this purpose grooves made at the surface of the foot have also

been recommended ; but they cannot be made deep enough, as

the wall is always there resisting more or less to the eccentric

forces of the deep parts.

If towai-d the third or fourth day there is no marked improve-
ment, especially in traumatic founder, if even the patient becomes
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worse, if the pulsation at the digital arterieH in Htrongcr, harder

and more frequout, it bci-omes ueceHHary at once to thin the Bolf

down, and make a puucturo upon the lino of demarcation of the

sole and wall with the drawing knife. Often then a How of puH

or blood, more or Ichh altered, takes plac^e, the nature of whi(!h in-

dicates the progress of the disease. If it is of a grey blackish

color, it is evidence that the horny tissue only is aft'ected ; while if

white, it indicates a greater change. Hertwig advises this opera-

tion always, when laminitis is of long duration. He thus pro-

duces an artificial seedy toe, which is considered the mildest form

of the disease. He recommends to make a deep groove upon this

white line so fai- as there is separation of the wall from the podo-

phyllous tissue, and then combines the treatment with the use of

astringent baths of sulphate of copper. We have, on several oc-

casions, been pleased with this treatment, combining it with the

application of a blister around the coronet. It is preferable to

the longitudinal grooves, or to trephining, which is sometimes

recommended.

There are numerous cases, however, when, notwithstanding all

these rational means, the disease cannot be arrested, and when ii

fatally chronic laminitis ensues. This must be considered incur-

able in the majority of cases. It is almost impossible to bring

the foot back to its physiological condition, and, above all, to pre-

vent the hypersecretion of the hoof Avhich chai-acterizes it.

However, in case of simjile seedy toe, if it is the result of

hemoii'hage, or even of suppuration, a cure may sometime be ob-

tained. Generally, by thinning it down, the entire portion of the

wall which, at the toe, the maiiinipe and the anterior ] .u-t of the

quarters is superposed, to the keraphyllous hoof, without adhering

to it, is removed. The keraphyllous hoof, also, is thinned down

in its Avhole extent ; then a dressing of hoof ointment or tar is ap-

pUed so as to protect it from drying and to keep it supple. In

these cases, the hoof coming down from the coronary band has

sometimes united with that flowing over the podophyllous lamin a;.

At other times the seedy toe is only cleaned of its contents, ami

is filled with medicated oakum, if there is a wound of the podo-

r)hyllous tissue, or with hoof ointment and Venice turpentine, the

whole being kept in place by a wide web nhoe. The last treat-

ment seems to us the bent, only instead of hoof ointment we em-

ploy gutta percha, melted with gum ammoniac, as recommended
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f ointment we em-

!, as recommended

by Defays. For this there must bo no wound, aud the cavity
must bo well deimed of all substances, or even washed with ether
to remove all greasy substances which would prevent the gutta
percha from adhesion with tlio hoof. This course has enabled us
to see di ep seedy toes recover by the gradual growth of the foot.

Hence, the indication to try to obtain an artificial seedy too as
early as jJossible, as recommended by Hertwig.

When there is thickening of the keraphyllous horn and adhes-
iou with the wall: when, also, the toe is formtnl entirely by a de-
formed horny mass, the case is more serious and the treatment
more uncertain. It has been recommended, wrongly, we believe,

to perform the operation which consists in cutting off all the pro-
truding hoof—to even cut off all the accidental production. To
ilo this til rasp and drawing-knife are used, the keraphyllous mass
Ijcing thrown down as much as possible. D'Ai-boval has also ad-
vised to make with the drawing-knife an artificial seedy toe be-
tween the internal face of the wall proper, which is preserved, and
the anterior face of the podophyllous apparatus, upon which a
thin kyer is left. This treatment has an advantage over the other
of keeping the wall intact, to render easier and more solid the
application of the shoe which is to protect the f. ,1 a. 1 allow the
animal to resume his work. This operation, innvever, is only pal-
liative. It, however, gives great relief, especially in the first steps
of chronic laminitis.

Gross has been satisfied with thinning down with the rasp the
superior part of the wall, below the coronet, in a width of about
four centimeters, in such a way that from one heel to the other
there was only a very thin coat, which he protected with basilicon
ointment. The coronet was i hen stimulated with a little oil of
cantharides. Under this treatment, a new growth of hoof is

started, not so protruding, and by paring down by degrees the
hoof, a new foot was grown in a few months, less deformed aud
more regular.

Meyer ana G-inther say that they have obtained good success
witu this treatment, which nearly resembles that of Gohier and
Dehan, except that with those the entire wall was pared down to
a thin pelbcle, flexible under the pressure of the finger. Silber-
man advised to place around the hoof, below the coronary band,
after paring it down thin, a band of steel, two fingers wide, which
could be tightened by a screw placed at the heels. In this way
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the secretion of the coronary band was kept under control, but
not that of the podophyllous tissue.

Generally in these cases the suppleness of the hoof must be
kept up by appropriate topics. It must be cut off when too thick,
and a shoe must be applied sufficiently wide in the web to i^rotect
the anterior part of the sole as far as the point of the frog. This
shoe must be quite hollow on the foot surface, so as to avoid any
pressure upon the sole. It must be nailed on principally at the
heels, as nails at the toe would not hold sufficiently. Between the
shoe and the foot a piece of gutta percha, or felt or leather may
be put on. Thus shod, a horse will stUl do long service, even in
cities, and much more in the country.

When there is a wound at the sole, with separation of the part,
suppuration, caries of the os pedis, which protrudes through the
sole, it is advised to have recourse to a surgical operation. The
contents of the abscess under the sole must be evacuated, and the
sole thinned down in the entire plantar region. If the bone is
carious it is scraped, the necrosed parts are removed, and a proper
dressing, kept up by plates under the shoe, is put on. There are
a few cases where, by this treatment, horses have been enabled to
resume their work.

Often in chronic laminitis when, notwithstanding the opera-
tion and the shoeing, the horse is unable to resume his work, ac
cording to H. Bouley, the operation of neurotomy will then be
beneficial. Grad is not of the same opinion. He claims that the
relief is then uncertain and only temporary. Jessen and Hering
say that this operation is followed very often by the sloughing of
the hoof, and the animals stumble very easily. According to
Braull this operation is followed by a greater growth of the hoof.
If the lameness is reduced after the operation the deformity of
the foot continues to increase.

Navicular Disease.

Synonyms.— C/iro««scAe HufgenUahme, German; Maladk
Naviculaire, French. This disease, caUed by Loisel and H. Bon-
ley, podosesamoideal synovitis (synovite podosesamoidienne) ; by
Braull, chronic podotrochlitis, is an inflammation of the sesamoid
sheath of the horse, that Turner and some other English veteriu-
arians were the first to describe, and which is mostly observed in
thoroughbreds.
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The disease is principally seen in the fore feet, and more com-
monly in one foot alone; sometimes, however, both legs are
affected, one first, and the other following. Navicular disease of
the hind feet is seldom observed.

It is accompanied with lameness and deformity of the foot,
and often proves rebellious to treatment. It is followed by con-
traction of the heels (eneastelure) which is itself often mistaken
for navicular disease. At any rate, the affections are nearly re-
lated, whether the disease of the sesamoid sheath, first occurring,
is followed by the contraction, or that the hoof, originally con-
tracted, gives rise to the subsequent alterations of structure
which constitute navicularthritis. At present we shall only con-
sider the deep inflammation of the podosesamoideal articulation,
occurring without primitive alteration in the form of the foot.

I. Si/mptoms. —Them are at first obscure. The lesion is

deeply situated, and is, so to speak, concealed in the hoof, which
itself, is generally at first of very limited extent. The first symp-
tom which attracts attention is the lameness, which sometimes,
indeed, seems to be merely a certain weakness of the affected leg.

This lameness is at first intermittent and slight, but gradually in-

creases. When in the stable, the animal " points," that is, the dis-

eased foot is carried forward of a vertical Une, and assumes a
state of general relaxation of the muscles, with the coronet
straightened and the foot mostly resting on the toe. This in-

complete rest of the leg, which is sometimes kept in motion for-

ward and backward, becomes especially apparent if the animal is

moved backward in his stall. He then sets down his foot with
much hesitation, and for a short time ; the same thing also occurs
when, in order to relieve the opposite leg, the animal puts all his
weight on the diseased one. Still, a close examination of the foot
fails to reveal any marked lesion ; no change of form appearing,
no wain at the coronary band ; merely a little heat toward the
heels, or on the frog, where there can also be found a certain
amount of low and deep sensibility, made apparent only by per-
cussion of the hammer upon the foot, or by the pressure with the
blacksmith's nippers, principally toward the heels and the frog.

Accordmg to Lafosse, the frog is often found indurated, atrophied
and thrushy. If exercised, the horse frequently stumbles, and
sometimes falls on his knees; he fears the pain of restmg the
heels on the ground, and is limited in the movements of his knee
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and fetlock. If the heels are pared oflf, in such a maimer that the

frog is well prominent, and the horse becomes much heated, the

lameness is increased, although at first it may have been very

slight. Blacksmiths may frequently obtain the same result by

placing under the foot a bar shoe, which, then resting on the frog,

and not the heels, greatly aggravates the lameness until it be-

comes excessive. This mode of diagnosis was originally indicated

by Brauell : When, after more or less exercise, the animal is left

to cool off, he at once points, straightens his fetlock, and slightly

flexes the knee; the leg has a trembUng motion, and no rest is

taken upon the heels.

There ai-e, however, according to Hertwig, cases where navicu-

lar disease suddenly reaches a period where, in the stable, the

animal avoids all resting on the heel ; points constantly, and hes-

itates to put his foot on the ground when made to walk. It al-

ways seems that there must be some traumatic lesion in the foot,

as a punctvired wound or a suppurating corn ; and still there is

no increased heat in the hoof, and no extraordinary pulsation of

the arteries of the foot.

The disease has a tendency to increase, and the animal soon

becomes very lame upon being put to work, especially on a hard

road or rough ground. The heat of the foot is increased princi-

pally after work, though not in proportion to the lameness. The

sensibility of the foot is also more manifest under the exploring

pressure of the nippers. In the stable the pointing is well

marked, and the trembling of the leg gives signs of deep and per-

sistent pain. It is only after several months of this suffering that

the foot begins gradually to show a change of shape. It then be-

comes visibly narrowed and elongated, in a manner which can

readily be detected both by sight and management. There is a

general atrophy of the hoof; the periople has disappeared, or

scales off; the foot becomes covered with ridges, more or less

marked, but better developed toward the heels; the frog has he-

become sunken and atrophied ; the sole is ecchymosed, present-

ing evidences of corns ; and the leg is atrophied, especially about

the muscles of the shoulder.

In cases where both fore feet are affected, the animal points

with either foot alternately, while seeking the desired relief for

each, but the rest on either is very short. The hind legs are

brought under the centre of gravity, the back is arched, and the
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decubitus prolonged. In stepping out of the stable, both for©
feet are held stiffly, and kept close to the ground, the animal
stumbles on his fetlocks, and often falls, and one might suspect
him of being weak. In walking, his shoulders seem to be rigidly
attached to his body, but as he warms up the legs move more
freely and his actions become less limited; but immediately on
cooUng off, and ewpecially the day following one of hard work, all

the symptoms reappear, with even aggravated intensity. The
disease increases steadily with the lapse of time. When one, or
what is more rarely the case, both hind feet are affected (Loiset
has seen it occur), the animal is stiffbehind ; he is lame on one or
both feet; he puts his foot on the toe only; knuckles at the fet-

lock; and presently an atrophy of the muscles of the superior
regions takes place.

n. l*rogress, Duration. Tr.rniiuation.—The disease gener-
ally maintams a steady progfess j nevertheless it very often un-
dergoes a remission, due t. iic hygienic conditions in which the
animal is placed; to the seasons; to the state of the atmosphere,
and to other causes. It may diminish in severity, and its symp-
toms disappeai-, while in its first period, if the animals are left at

rest—without shoes if possible—loose in a box, with damp bed-
ding, or in a marshy field; or in winter, during the rainy season,

while the atmosphere continues in a moist condition for a long
l)eriod. It is, under these circumstances, not uncommon to see

feet which had become contracted quite recover their natural di-

mensions. Aside from these exceptional cases of recovery, the
lesion keeps on slowly destroying the tissues where it exists ; the
lameness remains constant, or becomes intermittent for years,

sometimes after the animals have become entirely unfit for work
There are frequent complications involving the surrounding
parts ; sometimes a true arthritis, and besides the complete atro-

l^hy of the muscles of the shoulder, the carpal ligament becomes
thickened, the tendon of the perforans undergoes the same alter-

ation, and ring-bones and side-bones may follow. Again, how-
ever, the animal may become knuckled to such a degree that he
can scarcely rest his foot on the ground at all.

III. Pathological Anatomy.—As we have said, the disease

has its seat in the synovial capsule, fonned by the small sesamoid
sheath between the navicular bone and the perforans tendon, slid-

ing upon it. At first may be observed a certain injection of the
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synovia, and a darker hue in the coloration of the trochlear carti-

lage with the CO ' esponding face of the tendon, the synovia be-

coming reddish and thick, the surrounding cellular tissue becom-

ing, also, inflamed and infiltrated. At a later period, when the

disease has somewhat progressed, there is a thickening of the

walls of the capsule, which is then filled with a clear citrine ser-

osity. There is then, a kind of hygroma, a chronic di'opsical con-

dition of the sheath. In the interior of this are also to be found

fibrous bands, i-unniug from the tendon to the bone. If the dis-

ease is older, erosions are found upon the diarthrodial surface

of the navicular varying in number and in size, and the tendon

is roughened on its anterior face with longitudinal fissures. At

times, it becomes atrophied and thin, dry and brittle; and has

been foimd, it is said, ruptured transversely. In many cases, the

cartilage covering the bone has disappeared and the bone is ex-

posed, hollowed and affected with osteojjorosis. The union of the

bono with the tendon has also been found among the varieties of

determination.

IV. Diagnosis.—This disease is at first easily mistaken for

some form of rheimiatic affection. Where pain is the main symp-

tom it is easily detected, but where there are no other signs of in-

flammation, it is just the lack of proportion between the intensity

of the lameness and the serious symjjtoms, such as the absent'e

of heat ; of special sensibility ; of pulsations in the digits, which

distinguishes naviculpr disease from other aff'ections of the feet.

The error with contracted heels is easier, as here the change of

form of the foot being primitive, at once attracts the attention of

the practitioner ; while this alteration in the foot is absent iu

naviculai'thritis at the outset of the disease.

V. Prognosis.— Generally, it is unfavorable, as most com-

monly the veterinarian is called only when the disease has already

made serious progress and passed into the chronic stage ; and

again, because of the difficulty of reaching the disease by reason

of its peculiar location.

VI. JEtiolofjy.—To properly understand the etiology of this

disease, one must bear in mind the part played by the anterior

legs in the action of locomotion. Columns of support more than

of impulsion, it is their office to sustain the weight of the body

when it is throv/n forward by the extension of the hind legs. The

reaction of the ground is first felt at the shoulders, through the
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muscular slings which attach them to the trunk, but it is partly

diminished in the scapulo-humeral joint, which closes, notwith-

standing the resistance of the muscles implanted on its apex. The

remaining force is transmitted to the vertical column, represented

by the union of the radius, the carpus and the metacarpus. Reach-

ing the digital region, this force is there decomposed. Part of it,

passing on the phalanx, loses itself and disappears in front of the

horny box of the foot, the other being thrown upon the flexor

tendons, and finally upon the perforans, which distributes it to

the posterior parts of the foot, and to the navicular bone. It must

be observed that in this complex action of decomposition of the

shock, the os sesamoid, though pushed from before backward by

the OS coronso is, however, supported by the resistance of the per-

forans tendon. Consequently, both the bone and the tendon are

pressing upon each other, when the feet are placed on the ground,

throv/ing the body forward by the impulse of the hinder parts,

and thus press powerfully against each other.

When this pressure takes place in an animal going full speed,

and a good and high stepper, it may commence by becoming

merely a slight confusion, but, if often repeated, the result may
be some lesion upon the corresponding surface of the bone and

of the tendon, or of the synovial which facilitates theii' move-

ments. But the energy of action in the animal cannot be con-

sidered the only producing cause of these lesions, as a vice of

conformation in the foot, a want of elasticity in its posterior parts

wh(>re the resisting power is diminished, may also produce it.

The disease, then, is observed in animals whose plantar cushion,

covered by a small, dry and atrophied frog, is itself badly devel-

oped, from being compressed between the bars, which are more

vertical, or the heels, which are more contracted; all these be-

ing conditions which diminish the flexibility of the back of the

foot.

Two principal causes, then, co-operate in the genesis of navi-

cular disease, and are almost always present in animals thus

affected. On the one hand, it will appear among well-bred ani-

mals, especially those of English breeds, those from Hanover,

Mecklenburg and Normandy, which will be more affected. Loiset

and Lafosse, however, have seen it in common breeds, in animals

with flat feet and soft horns. Lafosse says he has seen it in mules.

But besides this influence of the breed, there is the effect of what
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we may denominate the hygiene of the foot; the too dry beddiii'i-,

certain wrong modes of shoeing and all the predisposing causes

of contracted heels. Let us add also, as a cause, the effect nf

changing the animals from marshy fields, where they were walk-

ing on soft, dam}} ground, to stables with dry bedding—a cause

commonly present in horses transported from northern Gerr aiiv

to the south. Hai'd work and excessive exercise are also causes

of this affection—for example, jumping fences with a heavy rider,

slipping in steeple-chases, racing, a sudden stop on the fore feet,

especiallv on stony, hard, frozen or rough ground. All these are

friitful cases of navicular disease.

Traumatic causes, such as punctured wounds, involving tlie

sesamoideal sheath, are also productive causes which may origin-

ate navicular diser e. We do not believe in internal causes, nor

admit, with Loiset, that Visceral inflammation, sudden arrest of

perspiration, especially of the lower part of the legs, can produce

the disease. We should rather anticipate that these metastases

would aflfect more the more important serous structure. Neither

can we admit, with Lafosse, that this affection can also follow a

sudden arrest of the milky secretion.

VII. Treatment.—We have seen, in speaking of the termina-

tions of these lesion, that in certain pecuhar circumstances wliieh

may be accounted favorable to the return of the elasticity of the

foot, a spontaneous recovery is possible. This leads us to the

measure of the prophylactic means proper to be used; and it

seems evident that by a better hygiene of the feet, by rational

shoeing, sometimes educating young horses only gj 'dually to fast

work, one may in many cases avoid navicular disease.

While it is in its first stages, one may, with care and patience,

sometimes relieve the patient. In this case, absolute rest is coun-

ter-indicated, but on the contrary, moderate exercise, upon e\('u

and not too hard ground; or, if the lameness is great, walking

exercise only, at a moderate gait. The absorption of the serosity

present is made easier by a little exercise than by absolute rest.

Bleeding from the toe, or the veins of the affected legs, is also,

at least, superfluous, the disease becoming chronic almost at tlie

outset. It is also a good practice to shoe the horse, and above

all, to remove the shoe frequently. Tue best shoeing is tliat

which allows for the naiural expansion of the hoof. The Charlier

shoe has proved useful, while the bar shoe, which is heavier, and
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presses upon the frog, is counter-indicated. It is important to en
courage the suppleness of the hoof by proper ointment, especially
the apphcation of glycerine, and to have under the feet a bed-
dmg always shghtly damp and soft. The bedding of moist saw-
dust is very convenient; we prefer it to poultices, and even to the
tepid alkaline baths mentioned by Hertwig. At times, at inter-
vals of about eight days, and then during two consecutive days
a good fnction with bhster ointment above the coronet is advan-
tageous, as well as one with Lebas' ointment. English practi-
tioners prefer salines; the better treatment would be to tui-n the
animal to grass. Brauell advises iodine internally, and says he
has found it work weU. Others recommend diuretics. Setons in
the shoulder or chest seems to us inexpedient. We prefer the ad-
ministration of a purgative ball every eight davs. SeweU and
Brauell advise a seton, running from the boUow'of the coronet
through the plantar cushion, a little behmd the tendon of the
perforans, and within a short distance, therefore, of the diseased
capsule, making its exit at the ar;erior third of the frog. This
drain is to be maintained for two, three, and even four weeks;
SeweU, Brauell, Hertwig, and several other veterinarians, En<dish
especially, claiming much benefit from it. This seton is intro-
duced by means of a curved frog seton-ueedle; it has been used
but httle in France. Bruner has recently proposed the puncture
of the sesamoideal capsule with a trochar, introduced into the
hollow of the coronet, an operation only practicable if the serous
collection can be felt outward. After the puncture, he recommends
au injection of iodine.

Lafosse proposes after the removal of the sole, the transversal
mcision of the plantar cushion, with removal of a part of it, down
to the tendon, foUowing the axis of the sesamoid; then the cau-
terization of the bone and its cartilage, in imitation of what ia
sometimes done m punctured wounds of the foot. Brauell recom-
mended as a useful surgical operation, the section of the perforans
tendon in the metacaqjal region, in order to prevent friction
agamst the sesamoid gi-oove, and to aUow an easier adhesion be-
tween the tendon and the bone. But it is to be feared that this
section, supposing that it proves successful, might so weaken the
tendon as to render the animal unfit for fast work.

If navicular disease should be accompanied with deviation of
the wall, and contraction, true or false, the treatment will be that

ii' I
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of this affection in its simple form. An operation, often recom-

mended, has been that of neurotomy, upon the posterior bra: 'it's

of the plantar nerves, repeated at intervals of at least fifteen days,

in order to remove the lameness wholly, without entirely depriv-

ing the foot of the sensibility of feeling. Berger, Brauell, Bou

ley, Gross, Mandel, and others, have obtained real success by it

;

but it is attended with serious dangers ; at any rate the benefit is

not of long duration, or about one year. The animal then stumbles

more readily, and is more exposed to traumatic lesions, etc., auJ

it is probable from this cause that double neurotomy is seen to be

followed by softening of the deep parts of the foot, suppuration,

sloughing of the foot, while the animal has previously shown no

signs of pain. Consequently, neurotomy is an operation which

finds its appUcation only in peculiar and exceptional cases, and

animals thus operated upon remain fit for light work only.

QUITTOK.

Synonyms.—Pesselgeschwur, German; gr/arf^a, Italian
j gialarrs,

Spanish ; Javart, French.

A name of unknown etymology, by which old hippiatrics desig-

nate various affections of the inferior regions of the legs of the

horse, donkey and mule, and even of bovines. These possess the

common character of a degeneration of a portion of the tissues,

that is exj^elled by the efforts of nature under the form of a slough

(bourbiUon). There is a softening of the mortified structures,

and an elimination by suppuration. In several old works, these

sloughs are called quittors (javars), and this name has been ex-

tended to the disease itself.

This name having been presented by use, notwithstanding the

efforts of Vatel in opposition, we shall also employ it, and with

Girard, recognize: 1st. The simple or cutaneous quittor, which

is only the furuncle which occurs in the thickness of the dermoid

structure nearest to the coronary band. 2d. The tendinous quit-

tor, which greatly resembl -; the felon of man, where a portion of

the sub-cutaneous cellular tissue, and of a tendon sloughs out.

3d. The sxh-horny quittor, the furuncle of the cutidura of the

coronary band itself, the slough involving the superior portion^f

laminated tiRSue. 4th. The farf.ilar/inous quittor^ or the limited

caries of the lateral fibro-cartilage of the os pedis, and which old

writers compounded with the homy quittor. We might join to
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those the furuncle of the frog. We believe it useless, at present,
to enter upon a general consideration of quittor, and will pro-
ceed to examine the pathological phenomena presented by each
variety.

A. Cutaneous Quittor.— This is a simple furuncle of the
coronary region of the foot, in that part of the dermis nearest to
the coronary band, havmg, however, a special character on account
of the extraordinary thickness and inelasticity of the dermis of
the region it occupies, the result being a kind of strangulation of
the inflamed tissue beneath, and a very painful compression. It
is through error that some authors have designated by the same
name, the fui-uncle of the canon, of the fetlock, and of the co-

ronet.

The hind feet are more subject to it than the fore, and it is

more frequent at the heels, at the flexure of the fetlock, though it

is also observed on the sides and front of the coronet, in which
case it is much more painful. Cutaneous quittor has also been
observed in bovines, where, however, as we shall see as we pro-
ceed, it is generally complicated with the tendinous variety, and
becomes a true felon.

I. Symptoms.—Cutaneous quittor is characterized by an in-

flammatory tumor or swelling, warm, painful, and tense, of the
coronary region of the foot, the color of the skin being but little

changed, if it is dark, but if the skin is light then the redness
is well marked. This swelling is accompanied with a diffused

fedema, extending to the fetlock, or even to the hock. We often
find angeioleucites, or rather what we call leucophlegmasiaj. The
lameness is generally extreme, and the animal frequently can
scarcely rest on the diseased leg. The pain is sometimes so great
as to induce general fever and loss of appetite, and the ani->ial

becomes dull and depressed. After acquiiing certain dimensions,
the tumor shows a tendency to soften at its summit, its base,

however, remaining hard for a considerable time. Rising more
and more, it soon ulcerates at a point from which flows a small
quantity of bloody pus, followed by the appearance of the slough,
(bourhillon). An abscess is now formed in the tumor, which, as
it opens, carries with it a portion of the skin, sometimes hmited,
at others measuring from four to ten centimeters, and there is a
slough formed of the subcutaneous cellular tissue which separates
by the suppuration with the portion of dead skin. This cornea

Wii
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out by degrees. It is still adherent by its base and cannot be

pulled out with the forcejDs unless by tearing and with acute pain,

and this is often followed by slight hemorrhage. A few days

later it \vill, however, become entii-ely loose, and in its place there

will remain a cylindroid open cavity extending through the tu-

mor, from its summit to its bottom, aiul from this a deep wound
results, followed by a sero-bloody secretion, mingled with pus.

As soon as the slough has taken place, or when it begins, the

lameness subsides, as well as all the other phenumena of the pain.

The wound heals up rapidly if there is no complication.

Cutaneous may easily be complicated with tendinous quittor if

the disease or process of sloughing of the mortified tissues ex-

tends to the tendons or ligaments of the region involved. Thi«

complication is specially common in bovines, where cutaneous

quittor generally gives rise to more swelling and greater suflfering

than in the horse.

The quittor has quite a rapid progress, and may last from

eight to fifteen days; very seldom longer. At times, it seems to

be a single fui'uncle ; at other times, there are several existing to-

gether. Often again, they come in succession, the first one treated

being soon followed by others. This is said to take place princi-

pally when the diseased part remains exposed to the action of ir-

ritating substances, and relapses are prt '^nted by protecting the

part from the effects of these occasional causes.

II. Pathological Anatomy.— It is an inflammation of the

very abundant sub-cutaneous cellular tissue of the region, spread-

ing from a starting point ; the inflamed tissues are mortified and

becomes gangrenous, and by a process of suppuration, the eci )u-

omy attempts to eliminate them. The slough represents more

particularly the inflamed cellular tissue, which is thickened, and

which has become filamentous and hard and much impregnated

with purulent sei-osity.

III. Etiology.—Contusions of the region, bruises and punc-

tured wounds are quite frequent causes of cutaneous quittor, but

it may also take place without evidence of determining causes.

Mud, manure, urine, all filth in which animals have to walk or re-

main, are also considered as causes. For this reason the disease

is more common in the fall and winter, on account of the actiou

of cold at times, and frozen mud. It is also more frequent in cities

than in the country. Ray observes that the mud of cities is al-
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le mud of cities is al-

ways more irritating and contains mineral substances, especially
lime, alkalines, and salts, aud other substances. The gutters of
some mdustriul estabhshments have also a direct irritating action.
D'Ai-boval has observed that the mud of places where mineral
sprmgs exist, is more ii-ritatiug, as also are calcareous soils, where
cutaneous quittor is more frequent than in any other. Common,
large horses, notwithstanding their thick skins—or, rather on that
account and on account of the hair which covers it—are more
commonly affected than private horses. Towing horses are nuich
more exposed to the disease than those otlierwise employed.

IV. "freatment.—A.^ a first direction, during the course of
the treatment it is always a prudent rule uot to work the animal
and to keep it in the stable, the feet being kept dry on a good
bedding. An internal treatment is seldom necessary to control
the general symptoms; if any is required, ordinary salines will
generally be sufficient. It is necessary to assist the process of
suppui-ation of the abscess by emolients, warm baths, poultices of
flaxseed or of marshmaUows, with melted lard, appHed quite
warm, or by the apphcation of a mixture of honey and bran or
flour. We have applied a coating of blister omtment to the tu-
mor, covered with a warm poultice ; the maturing effect is then
very rapid. It is often necessary to lance the tumor to reduce
the pain and prevent the mortification of a large piece of skin.
This operation is recommended by D'Ai-boval aud H. Bouley, and
is specially indicated when the tumor is much developed. It is
then important to incise in the entire thickness of the dermis and
to a sufficient length, and if necessary to make severel parallel in-
cisions which will give rise to a copious flow of blood. In this
mode, the parts are reheved, the pressure of the tumefaction is

reduced and the gangrene diminished, if not entirely prevented.
It is necessary—and we insist on this point—to incise so deeply
that the tumefied skin is divided in its entire thickness. We have
seen blacksmiths thus operate by the introduction of points of
cauterization in the summit of the abscess ; but this mode, though
facilitating the sloughing of the strangulated part and reducing
the compression, ought not to be preferred to the mcision with a
sharp instrument—cauterization is more painful.

When gangrene exists and the abscess is -open, the incision is
certainly less efficacious than at the outset, but it is not for that
reason useless, as it reUeves the pain and prevents excessive com-
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presBion. Wo do not by it attempt to Ioohgii the Hlough, which
it is n Ivnntageous to have detaching loose itHelf when it hoklH

only l>y its base. If the abscesi*, once formed, is slow to ulcerate,

making a point of cauterization is a good way to stimulate the

escape of the matter of the slough. This mode of opening pro-

duces in the part an increase of vital action and forms a sore of

benign character, which falls off by the effect of the suppuration

formed underneath, and which is nearly always followed by ;i

comparatively speedy recovery. To obtain this radical cure, it

remains to continue the use of the ordinary means to facilitate

suppuration and bring on resolution. If the wound is pale md
covered at the bottom with large granulations, it must be dressed

first \vith basilicon ointment and afterward with alcoholic liquidH,

as spirits of camjihor, tincture of aloes, or simply an aromatic in-

fusion; at times, baths of suljihate of iron, \vith a little sulphate

of copper, are indicated ; or, when the wound has become red, the

granulations vascular and of healthy character, a simple dressing

of QBgyptiacum ointment, diluted in vinegar, is enough. If proud
flesh develops itself, it must be cut off. It is important to have

the wound covered with a protecting dressing, which must be re-

newed daily if the suppuration is very abundant, or it may some-
times be left on for two days.

B. Tendinous Quittor.— Synonym: Hornwurne (Germ.)—
It is the nervous quittor of hippiatres, and the analogue of the

felon of man. It is again a fui-uncle, different from the preceding,

only because instead of being limited to the skin and subcutane-

ous cellular tissue, there is caries of a portion of the tendons
(especially the flexors), or of the ligaments of the region, and albo,

at times, necrosis of the bone with sjTiovitis and arthritis. By
extension, though we think, improperly, the name has also been
given to the felon of the region of the cannon, while the apphca-

tion ought to be confined to that of the digital region, situated in

the fold of the fetlock.

The quittor may be superficial or deep-seated when it affects

only the subcutaneous cellular tissue, imiting the skin to the ten-

dons, or where the inflammation extends to the phalangeal sheath,

and the pus accumulates into it. Differing from cutaneous quit-

tor, this form, generally less common, is more frequently seen in

the anterior than the posterior extremities. It liiay also be mm
in cattle.

h
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I. .Vyw/>;owjfl.—The first symptom is an excessive lameness,
manifesting itself even where no visible change exists m the af-

fected leg. The animal evidently Huft'ers great pain, while his
actions do not aid us in locahzing it accurately, though the foot
is always examined as being the probable seat of it, the iiuimal
raising it more rapidly than the other from the ground, and rest-

on it with much caution and hesitation. After from two to five

days, a phlegmonous tumor appears at the corox\et. above the
heel. It is extremely warm, and much more pa^ iui tb in that in
cutaneous quittor, the hoof and the skin preve- iii.>r the Vee de-
velopment of the infliimmation by strangulat ag it. T/ j foot
almost ceases to rest on the ground, but is flexett md rait, ^ J from
it, feeling in the parts being veiy painful. The < eiiing of the
leg cxt':ud8 to the fetlock, or to the cannons, and even to the
knee. The animal has more or less fever, and when there is a
deep quittor, he loses all his appetite, and ordinarily lies down
and continues in the recumbent position.

Generally, much time is required for the phlegmon to assume
the character of an abscess, as the slough, being in this case no
longer formed by the cellular tissue, is slower to define itself.

This process of suppuration is not so well localized ; there is, on
the contrary, a kind of deep abscess, which probably becomes
complicated by the resistance opposed to the ulcerative inliamma-
tion by the aponeurosis of the sheath and the thickness of the
iskin. However this may be, it is always very difficult to recog-
nize the i^resence of one or several of these abscesses, even when
tliey form in the subcutaneous cellular tissue, and so much the
more if the purulent gathering is deeply seated.

After the opening of the abscess and exfoliation ( f the slough,
either with or without the dropping of a portion of the skin,
there does not remain the simple wound of the cutaneous quittor,
but on the contraiy, a persistent fistula, running down a necrosed
point of the tendons or of the fibrous sheaths. At times, almost
from the outset, we may observe in the fold of the coronet numer-
ous little pimples, which terminate in as many deep fistuhe, from
which ooze a more or less thick humor, foetid, puriform and
bloody. In frequent cases, the disease in unaccompanied with
suppuration, and there is a swelling, more or less hax-d, with a
gradual diminution of the pain and other inflammatory symptoms.
A more frequent complication is the suppurative inflammation of
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the tendinous sheaths, or even of the digital articulations. There
may also be a diffused gangrene with separation of the hoof and
purulent infiltration under the homy box—periostitis, and caries
of the cartilage. This is the deep tendinous quittor in the most
severe form. In this last case, especially if there is an accumula-
tion of pus in the tendinous sheath, the tumor is very painful, the
shgLtest touch giving rise to the manifestation of extremely acute
suffering, the hoof being constantly raised from the ground. The
fever is violent, there is a complete anorexia, and the exercise of
all functions is more or less disturbed. The compulsory resting
upon the healthy legs may give rise to swelling of the hocks, and
even to laminitis.

In cattle, tendinous quittor becomes more painful than in the
horse, and is always accompanied by a swelling which may extend
to the knee. Rumination stops, and the animal endures great an-
guish. The slough is followed by a wound of varying depth, which
often exposes the diseased articular surfaces of the phalanges. If

this remains too long, the pus may affect the interdigital ligament,
complicate the disease, and even make it incurable. In this case,

the amputation of one of the digits may sometimes be performed.
II. Frugress, Duration and Termination.—The duration is

generally protracted ; the disease often gives rise to chronic lesions

difficult to remove. This will be easily understood, if we remem-
ber that the region affected is composed, between the skin and
the bones, of sjTiovial capsules, ligaments, tendons and aponeu
roses, more or less cellular tissue, and of very strong nervous
ramifications. If tlie disease is not very deeply seated or unilat-

eral, complete recovery may be looked for; but if there are

clii'onic lesions, if the articular surfaces become affected; espo-

cially if pai-ticles of bones are sloughirof, if the animal recovers it

will be but imperfectly, and it will usually be accompanied by
anchylosis of the joint, and diffusv^ gangrene is also a complica-

tion to be looked for.

III. Diagnosis.—We said at the beginning that tendinous

quittor is a very obscui-e disease ; the lameness is very great, but

not characteristic ; in ^jroceeding, we referred to the acute local

pains at the side of the tendinous cord of the cannon, the inflam-

matory swelluig, the ^ ncrease of local pains, and the general reac-

tive fever.

IV. Frognoaia.—It is a very serious disease, on account of
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the possible complications and sequelae. The loss, or the deform-
ity of a phalanx, which are sometimes arfong the sequelte of the
felon of man, are in him accidents which never give rise to serious
comphcations, or are quickly forgotten, while in the horse such
compUciitions are equivalent to the death of the animal.

V. Etiology.—The causes are the same as those of a simple
quittor, which is compUcated with the tendmous kind ; this is also
observed after the subcutaneous abscesses, frequently resulting
from bruises, or even from punctered wounds. It is most com-
monly met with in low-bred horses, and Fisher says that it is
more frequent, and less malignant, in young than in adult ani-
mals; according to this writer, it is a common manifestation of
distemper. Irritating muds favor its development in the same
manner in active as in simple quittor. It often appears without
ajjpreciable causes.

VI. 'rreatment.—'When tendinous quittor is superficial, it re-
quires about the same treatment as the simple kind, except that,
iu this case, the counter openings must be made early to prevent
the sloughs, migrations of the pus and the gangrene. The sur-
geon must not forget that the inflammation in this affection must
ordinarily terminate by suppuration, and he must bear in mind
that there is a possibility of the modification of the inflamed cell-

ular tissue, and that the mortified portion of that tissue must
slough out, as their presence, too long continued, may be very
dangerous. The general indication is to prevent, as much as pos-
sible, the accumulation of the pus, an indication which will be
best fulfilled by making, openings for its escape, even before the
formation of the abscess. As the tissues which surround the pus
ure very resisting, nature will not be able, or if so, only with great
ditficulty, to effect the expulsion of these matters. It is for this
reason that it is necessary to assist her operations by makiuf^ an
opening for the escape of the pus and of the slough.

"

The opera-
tion is without danger ; but if it is not performed in good time,
lesions will be likely to spread, the disease cease to remain a local
trouble, and the Ufe of the animal become compromist.d.

It is also more necessary to make an opening when the puru-
lent secretion is established, for in this case it is important to
i Ivoid delay and to facilitate its escape. A simple longitudinal in-

cision, four or five centimeters long, is sufficient, when the collec-
tion lies immediately under the cutaneous organ. This incision
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must involve the whole thickness of the skin, as far as the ten-

dons, and should be made in the middle of the coronet region, as

near the foot as possible. It gives rise to an abundant hemor
rhage, which reUeves the part, and warm poultices and baths, to

accelerp.te the suppuration, are then indicated.

When the product of suppuration has passed in the tendinous

sheath, a longitudinal opening of this part towards the most de-

pendent points, is indicated. To do this, a canulated directoiy is

introduced to guide the bistoury ; when the incision is made, the

pus flows freely, and by this mode the large blood vessels and the

various ligaments of the region are avoided in the operation.

Notwithstanding the incision, or if the suppuration had already

accumulated before it was made, the pus may also accumulate in

the pouch formed by the tendinous sheath behind the tendons. It

is then very difficult to prevent iu collection in those deep parts,

and it may extend to the small sesamoid. It is because the pus
cannot run toward the skin that it filtrates along the tendon. It

is only by pressure and by injections that che indications presented

can be fulfilled. After making free incisions, one may try by pres-

sure to remove the pus accumulated between the tendons and their

sheaths, following it by cleansing injections, which must be re-

peated as often as possible.

The wounds which remain after the slough, in the superficial

tendinous quittor, and that which follows the opening of the

simple or multiple abscesses when it is deeper, are always charac-

terized by the presence of fistulas running down to some necrotic

sjjot of the tendons or of their sheaths. For these, an injection

is recommended of tincture of aloes, tincture of iodine, and some-

times of Villate's solution; lately, dressings with petroleum or

phenic acid have been used. Phenicated baths, those of sulphate

of iron and lotions of permanganate of potash have also proved

useful. At times, when tl fistulas are persistent, it is nece.ssary,

after enlarging them, to have recourse to actual cauterization with

a pointed cautery introduced, while at a white heat, down to the

bottom of the tract. A general dressing of the wound follows,

with tincture of aloes, sometimes with egyptiacum. The dress-

ings should be more or less frequent, according to the quantity cf

the pus discharged. We must dress it until the wound is entirely

lierJed, and it must, moreover, be carefully watched for fear of

another infiltration of pus, or the formation of other fistulas.
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Superficial cauterization is necessary in order to remove the
induration and swellings likely to follow, and to stimulate the
resolution. The action of the firing may be stimulated by blister-

ing, or by an alterative ointment of iodide of mercui-y, of suli)hur,

etc.

C. Sub-Horny Qoittor.—This is the inflammation of the su-

perior part of the keratogenous appai'atus of the cutidiu'a; or
even of the superior parts of the sensitive lamiuaj. This quittor

is, therefore, located under the horny box, and is muio like the
cartilaginous kind, which old hippiatrics, and especially SoUeyscl
and Garsault, describe with it. It generally takes place on the

quarter, and more seldom at the toe, or at the mamnifc. Some
times it is observed at the heels, but it is then of small conse-

quence.

I. Symptoras.— The lameness is very great. The animal
walks on three legs, and there is strong reactive fever, due to the
excessive paiu—this form of the disease being more painful than
the others, in consequence of the pressure of the horny structure

upon the inflamed tissues. At the origin of the nail a warm and
veiy painful tumor is found; the foot is hot and the hairs staring

on the site of the injury. If the disease has existed for some
time, there is a separation of the hoof at its origin, due to a sero-

purulent exudation, and under the hoof suppirration and mortifi-

cation of a more or less extensive portion of the coronary band,

or of the laminte will be found. The suppuration which there

exudes varies, being in rare instances blackish, as it is usually

found in traumatic injuries of the hoof; or, again, it is white and
unctuous, with the odor of decaying cheese ; while more commonly
it consists of a bloody or greyish matter, mixed with pus.

If the mortified portion is not deeply seated, so that the slough

can take place readily, the quittor is quite simple, since as soon

as it has dropped off there is a well marked improvement. The
pain then ceases almost instantaneously, and the wound at once

progresses toward cicatrization. But it is not rare, even when
the mortification is somewhat superficial, to find the sub-ungueul

suppuration extending so that the matter runs under the hoof,

producing at times more or less serious fistula, or a separation of

the sensitive and insensitive laminae. Gii'ard says it has been seen

to extend downward to the sole, and to separate it fi'um the vel-

vety tissue. The deep, sub-homy ciuittor may be complicated,
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forward, with necrosis of the tendon of the extensor muscle; with
the inflammation of the joint; with caries of the os pedis, and
even to assume the cartilaginous form of the disease by its exten-
sion to the cartilages of the foot.

After the recovery of the sub-horny quittor, if the coronai-y
band has been mortified in its entii-e depth, the foot may present
permanent longitudinal fissui'cs, or seams, or transversal grooves
presenting evidences of the existence of a cicatricial tissue when
the quittor was in progress.

II. J^roffnosls.— The gravity of this quittor depends upon
the depth of the disease. \^lien superficial and afi-ecting only
the surface of .he tissue, it is easy to cure, but if deeply seated
It IS more senoue, on account of the possibUity of complications.

ni. Mioloffy.-Bruises and violent blows . - ,he ordinary
muses of sub-homy quittor. It is commonly due to overreach-
mg, or to the wounds occurring wUen animals are wearing lon<^
caulks, as in wintc;/. The ii-ritating effect of frozen mud has also
been admitted as a cause.

IV. Treatme}it.— The superficial quittor requires a simple
treatment. EmoUient baths and maturating poultices are then
mdicated. It is a good plan to thin the waU with the rasp or the
sage knife over the whole extent of the furtmcular tumor to a
height of about two fingers. A compresp f chloroformed oil
whHe it alleviates the pain, is also indicated to .often the wall.'
It frequently becomes necessary to puncture the tumor, but we
prefer to cauterize it with a pointed iron, following the cauteriza-
tion with a poultice of honey with Venice turpentine or camphor
Some authors recommend astringent baths, as oak bai'k, or of
sul^,hate of iron. It is often the case that after some interval fol-
1 .wing sloughing of the bourbillon, the wound continues to dis-
charge a liquid secretion, which is an evidence that there is a ten-
dency to accumulation of matter toward the lateral cartUage, or
under the waU, in the laminae; or that there is some carious spot
existing. In the first, if probing horizontally, a cavity is de-
tected, it is convincing evidence that a cartilaginous quittor is in
course of development; in the second case, the pressure and col-
lection of the matter increases the inflammation of the lamins
separates the waU, and complicates the disease, necessitating the
-jperatiov of the sub-korjiy quiUor.

The removal of the portion of the hoof which covers the lesion,
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must, however, include more than the purulent center, so tuat the
diseased tissues may be well exponed and the suppurative process
detach them readily. This removal, always proportioned to the
internal lesions, is made either lengthwise, following the direction
of the horny fibres, or crosswise. In that case, it will attack only
a portion of the wall toward its point of union with the skin
This latter method, it is true, requires less cutting, but it has sev-
eral quite serious objections and often necessitates a second oper-
ation. Even in cases where the growth of the granulations can
be controUed, and where a good return of the horse is obtained,
the horse only recuperates its perfect integi-ity by the slow growth
downward of the waU. In some circumstances the operation is
completed by the removal of a portion, or even of the entire mass
of the sole, when it is separated from the velvety tissue.

The removal of a portion of the wall must be accomplished in
the manner which will be indicated for cartilaginous quittor, in
carefully avoiding the injury of the coronary band and of the
podophyllous tissue. The diseased tissue being exposed, all that
is of bad appearance is removed, the carious portion being freely
taken off. An ordmary dressing of oakum with diluted alcohol,
or any other drug, kept in place with a light shoe or shpper, en-
tu-e or truncated, as the case requires, is then appHed.

As for all wounds of the foot, the dressing needs only to be
changed when the pus accumulated under the oakum, or other
peculiar conditions indicate it. It is time that changing the dress-
ing is an effective means of cleansiog the wound, but it has the
inconvenience of also irritating it, and especiaUy at the begin-
mng may tend to interrupt the natural process of repair. It is of
advantage, after the first dressings, to change them as infrequently
as possible. In this way hemorrhages, which may always be
looked for, are avoided. This is a point of the first importance.
It has been proved that even in operations where a portion of the
wall has been removed, a dressing left on for from lilteen to
twenty days without removal, was followed by rapid recovery, the
new hoof growing under the oakum without suppuration. It is
useless to probe or wipe out the surface of the wound. On the
second dressing, that is, after a few days, the pai-ts begin to be
covered with numerous wliito points, which are so many rudi-
ments of hoof. These, which at first are soft, ^ hite, and isolated,
gather together by degrees, and first unite into a thin layer, soft

'
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and yellowish, which becomes hard and thick ; it is the hoof secr<fc-

ed by tiie laminas, which, Uttle by little, unites Tvith that comiv>-

from the coronary band. Excessive granulations or proud flti.si.

are removed in the ordinary way.

D. Cartilaginous Q,viT'Tov..—JJ>'fknor2yefMer (Germsn)—

{h,,nroinrly called sub-horny quittor, by Lalo«H(-, Jr., coronary

quittor of \itei ;Jil>ro chrondritls of the third phalanx, by Vatel;

sub-horny cartilaginous quittor of Girard; quitto • i>roi.ar of Del-

wart;. This form of quittor is peculiar to solipeds, iiiey being

the only animaJ... v.Lich have fibro-cartilage on the os p;--Us.

Fio 5i33.-Cartllaginou8 Apparatus of the Hrrse's Foot.

a._Lateral flbro cartilage. 6.-The B-perior border. o.-ItB P°«t«f
>^

f
'J^" ^^

Anterior lateral ligament. ..-Flexor tendouB. /.-ExtenBor tendon. i/.-Os pedis.

A.—Retrorsal process.

These fibro-cartilages (Fig. 523) are two j^ieces, which, with

the plantar cushion, complete the os pedis and form the base of

the heels, each representing a piece flattened sidewise, a parallelo-

gram in shape, and extending posteriorly to the coifin bone.

Their external face is convex and pierced with foraimna for the

passage of veins, and slightly overlies the suiface of the bono of

the foot. It is separated from the skin by a very rich va -^ar

plexus. The internal face, concave, is hollowed by vr x

grooves, and covers (iory -d) the articulation of thr *oot
.

the

cul-de-sac of the synovi . ic which protrudes betw o. two

lateral hgaments of that joint. Downward and ba.kn^ard it is

united to the plantar cushion, either by continuity vi l». >ne, as
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near the inferior border, or by fibrous bands running from one to
the ou!f r. The superior border, either convex or straight, is thin
and &: pi.rated from the posterior by an obtuse angle in front of
which it presents a deep notch for the passage of the blood ves-
sels and nerves. The inferior border is attached, forward, to the
basilar and retrosal processes of the os pedis. Behind this it re-
fltol < inward, to continue to the inferior face of the plantar cush-
ior. The posterior border, obhque, backward and downward, is
sligl'tiy convex and unites with the preceding. The anterior
border, obhque in the same direction, is more intimately united to
the anterior lateral ligament of the articulation and can be sepa-
rated from it only by artificial dissection. It sends upon this
ligament and upon the anterior extensor of the phalanx, a fibrous
extension, which unites with that of the opposite side.

In their structure, the fibro-cartilages comprehend a mixture
of fibrous and cartilaginous tissue, a mixture which is far from,
being homogeneous and even in the vai-ious parts. The more it

is examined forward and near the base, the more its substance is
seen to resemble that of cartilages proper, being white, flexible,

brittle, and homogeneous. Toward its posterior part it loses its

character of homogenity, becomes less brittle and presents in its

thickness a greater amount of fibrous texture. More posterioriy
again, the fibro-cartUiXginous structure is more marked. By close
attention it seems to show cartilaginous nuclei, isolated, and sur-
rounded with an entii-ely fibrous substance ; and again, at its pos-
terior extremity it becomes fibre-greasy with much cellular tissue
and unites with the plantar cushion. The vitality of the cartilage
is in inverse ratio with its density and consequently is greater in
its posterior part than toward the base and its anterior extremity.
This fibro-cartilage may easily and more or less con}pletely be-
come ossified; old horses are those which most commouly present
this condition, and draught horses are more subject to it than
those used to the saddle. It assumes various forms. At times it

occupies the entire extent of the cartilage, and at others only at its

base; sometimes the external surface is ossified, while the internal
remains in its normal structure; then again, the ossification exists
only anteriorly while the posterior is cartilaginous, and it more
rarely happens tb.at the proceBS consists in bony lamclkc, which,
starting from ihe base, spread toward various points of its cir-

cumference.
%
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These fibro-cartilages are generally more developed in the an-
terior than the posterior extremities. They also present, in ono
foot, this shght difference, that the internal stands a little higher
than the external.

Cartilaginous quittor is a serious affection, characterized by
the partial caries of one of the fibro-cartUages ; it is a partial gan-
grene whose character is to slowly spread into the cartilaginous
structure upon which it starts. To be treated with success* it re-
quires a very regular attendance, and often an operation, which
consists in the removal of the cartilage. Sometimes this opera-
tion is indispensable, and its study is interesting, especially be-
cause, though not as commonly performed as at the beginning of
this century, it is one which requires a high degree of surgical
skill for its success.

I Symptoms.~k division has been made of an acute and
chronic form of this disease. Under the first name, is considered
the earlier period of the affection, that in which there is inflam-
mation of the cartilage and painful sweUing of the part, and when
the caries or necrosis of the fibro-cai'tilage is not yet estabhshed:
or if there is a wound, when it does not yet granulate, and the
suppuration, if it exists, is very slight. Chronic javart would be
that in which the partial and progressive mortification of the
fibro-cartilage exists; for, as Renault has said, it is the ordiuar^
termination of fibro-chondritis.

When free from serious complication, the disease is generally
accompanied with but little lameness ; sometimes there is almost
none, and animals can be kept at work, especially at a slow gait;
but if made to trot, the horse will show lameness. It is especially
when the quittor exists in the posterior parts, that the inflamma-
tion and the pain are not excessive, because there is then au
abundance of soft, fatty tissue. But when the caries is more for-
ward, and is situated more deeply, in a point nearer the articular
surface, the lesion then affects the fibrous tissues and the pain is

greater. Ifc is sometimes excessively acute.

Upon the lateral part of the coronet, toward the heels or the
quarters, more or less tumefaction appears, more or less painful.
according to the duration of the disease, and in this cast, more
or less indurated. In the centre there exists a granulating fistu-

lous wound. There are one or several fistulte (Figs. 524, 525, 52(])

whose openings show granulations, bleeding easily, theu- coui-se
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ahvays forwanl, runnin;, >l tinv . i; atraight lines, at others ir-

regularly. Tlio tracts i're.|ueutly comniunicate and clisobarge a
granular, serous and tliin pus, of pale greyish color, generally
odorless, or shghtly nauious, containing greenish particles, which
are but pieces of diseased fil)ro-cartilage. The pus dries up or
the surface and adheres to the hoof and > ,:, .md some
times in-itates the surface of the skin. If one of these fistula be-
come cicatrized, a fluctuating tumor soon appears, close to it,

which rai)idly ulcerates, and thou gives rise to another fistula. If
the disease is « uite old, the hoof of the quarter corresponding to
the necrosed rartilage, loses its perioplic band, becoming rouirh,
ramy and v?racked, and the wall is thickened, because the irritation

of the coiooary band has stimulated its growth. This change in
the condition of the wall varies with the length of time the dis-

ease has existed, and conseqpeiitly, it indicates its duration quite
accurately, when one remembers that the hoof grows downwai-d
about one centimeter in each month.

AMaen cartilaginous quittor is the sequelae or comphcation
of the suppurative com, of a punctured wound by a nail of the
shoe, or nny other affc tion of the foot, the symptoms proper to
these diseases are first observed, though the lameness is greater,
and the fistula; of the quittor is evident. Often, however, this,

instead of bemg external and on the coronet, is situated at the in-

ferior part of the foot, at the internal face of the inferior border
of the wall, upon the sole, and sometimes ' onnected with the
wound of some of those aff - tions of !he foot

n. Pathological Anatoh 'J— Viixeji one examines the cartil-
age affected with the necrosis proper of quittor, he always finds
lesions in proportion to the int( ,i-"ty and the age of the disease.
It is seldom, however, that tke portions of tac cartilage which
have undergone the green degeneration, constituting the caries,
reachen more than one centimeter in extent; th ' nave the form
of a small plate, of a green color, ordina:-i • elongated, and adhe
rent to the healthy parts of the cartilage .n< f its extremitie
that which is more forward and the deej t. hers have conj
pared it to the green growth of a seed in germination. Th(
point.- .'X the fibro-cartilage which are in immediate contact with
the carious portion, have also a slightly pale greenish hue. These
are already diseased; there is already a beginning of necrosis; in
the remainder of its extent the exfohation is separated from the
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cartilage by a reddish, soft tissue, which also lines the inside of
the fistu' ii.s tract. This fistula, which extends from the necrosed
spot to the skin, is but the hollow tract left by the diseased proc-
ess upon the cartilage, while gradually destroying its substance.
Always hned with a pseudo-mucous membrane, by a true pyro-
genic apparatus, the fistula is often narro\s , sinuous, irregular in
its course and extent, especially if the disease is of some standing.

Renault, and after him Lafosse, have mentioned a sj^ecial al-
teration of the fibro-cartilage which is sometimes met, and which
Lafosse looks upon as a step toward recovery. It is a softc'ning
of the tissue, anatomically characterized by a lo^ .f the consist-
ency of the cartilage, resembling the case of the ceUular tissue
'^ecoming mdmuted, or that of bones deprived of theii- earthly
salts after soaking in weak acids; its yeUowish color is then chai--
acleristi". It may be noticed during hfe, and is recognized by a
softening in the region of the cartilag<s which then yields, giving
easily to the pressure of the finger; besides this,, a probe intro°-
duced into tht- fistulous tract readily penetrates into the softened
substance. B .. he true way to diagnosticate this change con-
sists in raising tue coronary band or after thinning the wall; then
one will see and mas feel the true nature of the transformation.
Lafosse adds thn la ores? uce of this alteration, the removal of
the cartilage is no more cessary, for then the cicatrization is
readily obtamed by stimui.c ig the sloughing of the necrosed tis-
sue or by removing it.

With cartilaginous quittor there is always plastic infiltration
of ' he cellular tissue sm-rounding the cartilage. Very often the
wall of the synovial capsule of the articulation of the foot is some-
what thickened, and in that case there is less risk of injuring it

during the operation.—(Rey.)

III. Progress, Duration ami 7'er7nination.—Lett to itself,

the caries of the fibro-cartilage may last for a long time, through
difficulty in determining its true nature. Spontaneous cure, how-
e/er, is not impossible, as Itenault proved it, and as many practi-
tioners have seen it, especinlly in young uud healthy subjects,
when th<> disease is mild at its outset and eftects parts of the or-
gans where the fibrous element predomixiates, as in the posterior
portion of the cartilnge. This fortunate result fallows the slough-
mgof the"L urbillon" which makes its tppearance under the
shape of a greenish particle.
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But, ordinarily, tbo (liHoaHe progroHHPH slowly, clfistroying tho

cartilage by dogret>«, ami the diHeaHcd process ceases only when

the caries has reached the V^'ament of the joint, which it some-

times also attacks. The tinsiie of the fibro-cartilages has not

the force of reaction possessed by other inflamed structures, ainl

which is so well marked in cellular tissue. A process of suppura-

tion, such as rapidly eliiiiinates the mortified stnicture, cannot

very readily take place in it, and when by natural forces the cari-

ous sjxjt is eliminated and pushed outward, the surrounding tis-

sues are mnnt commonly already aJBfected. These undergo the

same alterations, and are eliminated in the same manner until

the entire cartUage is destroyed. This process of caries by repe-

tition may last a year.

In its progressive stage, the disease may spread to surround-

ing parts, such as the os pedis, the plantar aponeurosis, the liga-

ment of the joint, or the sesamoid sheath, all of which may be-

come th< seat of inflammation. They are diagnosticated by tlio

greater pain and more marked lameness, symptoms which are

comparatively light in the simjile necrosis of the cartilage.

Finally, as a possible compUcation of cartilaginous quittor, one

may observe an entire emaciation of the animal, an alteration of

the fluids due to a putrid or purulent infection; some authors

claim to have even seen glanders and farcy follow it ; this is inad-

missible.

IV. Diagnosis. — Cartilaginous quittor is recognized only

when there is a wound from which escapes the product of the

suppuration and of the necrosis. This pus has nothing charac-

teristic, notwithstanding what has been said. If it is thinner

than that of a simple solution of continuity of the region, or that

of simple quittor ; if it is less foetid than that of bony caries, it

has, however, of itself some special characters, varying according

to the subject and the degree of the disease, and especially resem-

bling much that of sub-horny quittor. If the escape of the pus is

slow, and it is desired to carefully examine it, a simple pad of

oakum, kept by a few turns of bandages on the fistulous opening,

will, when removed, give a sufficient opportimity to recognize its

nature.

The probing will often assist in distinguishing the cartilagin-

ous from the simple or sub-horny quittor. In these last, the fis-

tula is less profound, and does not reach the thi(^'ness of the
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cartilage
i Imt, aH in cartilaginous JiseaHo, the fiHtnla Ih often Bin-

U0U8, it is better to uho a Hoft, Hexiblo iiiHtrumcut, such an a tino
probe made of loiul. The injection of liquid luay take the pluco
of the probing

; injected in a superficial tract, it returuH outward
directly, wliUe in deei)er and irregular fiHtuJie, it will penetrate
more readily. The induration of the coronet, the rough and rainy
appearance of the hoof of the (juarter corrcHponding to the fis-

tula, indicate generally a necro.sis of the fibro-cartUage ; these
characters are missing in the furuncle.

V. I'ro,/nosis.—ln conseciuence of the tenacity of the disease,
this form of quittor is always serious; though this gravity has, in
our days, greatly diminished, on account of the means of treat-
ment now in use, which were unknown some thirty years ago.
Now, this affection, which was considered by all hippiatrics as al-

most incurable and which more recently was treated by an opera-
tion which rendered the animid unfit for work for several months,
can in the majority of cases be cured in about fifteen days.

The prognosis, however, vai-ies and depends on the complica-
tion. "When there is caries of the ligaments, mflammation of the
articulation of the foot, or of the sesamoid sheath, the extirjmtion
of the cartilage itself, done with the greatest dexterity, is not
even a warranty of recovery. It remedies only the necrosis of
the cartilage, but leaves the other diseased processes to progress
in such a manner that the animal remains worthless if he has not
to succumb to them. The pain is, besides the other signs, one of
the most important points to consider: veiy acute, it is generally
a discouraging omen, and points to the existence of serious com-
plications.

VI, Miology.—RQmy draught horses are more frequently af-
fected, on account of their pecuHar work. The most common
cause is a bruise, a blow, a burn, a prick, any wound exposing the
cartilage; it is most common in horses drawing trucks lo'aded
with stones, which may di-op on their feet and crush the fibro-
cai-tilage. The same cause exists for horses working in extensive
works of buildings, in the construction of railroads, and in the
shops of mechanic construction.

Owing to these conditions, it is also more common in large
cities than in the country, and more frequent in stony and tem-
porai-y roads than in those which are smooth and flat. Flat feet,
with low heels, ai-e more exposed than others, as weU as those

,'rti j
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whose hoofs are soft. Quittor is more frequent in the fore.than
the hm.l feet, the fibro-cartilages of the fore feet being more de-
veloped and more flexible, and because their heels are generaUy
lower than m the hind legs. In some, it is more common on the
internal than the extern, l quarters, while with us, it has been the
contraiy.

It is often a comphcation of suppurative com; of puncturedwounds of the foot, of canker, of simple and sub-homy quittor ofgrease^ etc., which are then the determining causes of the diseaseVn. 2reatmenL-^\hen the disease is recent and the quittor
acute, and antiphlogistic treatment may be attempted and resolu-
tion looked for, baths and emollients are generally beneficial Agood bhs er has sometimes proyed advantageous; and wh.n'it isused limited suppuration, with the formation of a simple sloughmay take place.

^ " '

If necrosis is well established, it is an indication of the neces-
sity of a recourse to more energetic treatment, in which case sev-
eral measures are recommended, including the actual and poten-
tial cautery and the removal of the cartUage.

In a^ctual cauterization, the necrosed spot is destroyed by acautery brought to a white heat, applied dii-ectly upon it, after ithas been exposed by a free incision. It is a simple treatment, andone that has been successful in cases of posterior necrosis wheremuch fibrous tissue was diseased, and principally in young and
weU-conditioned animals (Lafosse, Sr., Giraid, Vate{ IVlfng n,
Renault). Still, this treatment not only often fails, but may eve

extrrno/tr''""*''"^''
*^^ fibro-cartUag^ and cause anextension of the necrosis. (HurtraJ, D'Arboval, Lafosse). In our

trr!^Zr^7V".
^^"""'^- '""^'''^^ ^§""^'^^^ ^y ^^^'l practition-

ers, and the potential cautery more generally adopted
This had already been employed by hippiatrics. SoUeysel

with aloes; Girard, Barreyre and Bernard also mentioning it.English veerinanans recommended their use very stronglymite,Baine Riding, etc.). These practitioners aU used Th';sohd caustic either in the form of trochiscus or in powder, a.d ifthey obtamed good results, it required a much longer time thanthat required in our day by the use of the liquid forms of caustics^^ich are at our command. With the sohd lorm, the action wlof limited extent, and scarcely more effective than that obtained
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by the actual cauterj'; moreover, they frequently injured the
healthy structures by irritating them and increasing the inflam-
mation, and thus resulting in serious complications.

As we have said, hquid caustics are largely used to aiTest the
spread of the caries

; they modify the process of decomposition,
dry up the suppuration and stimulate the tissues without injuiing
the healthy structures. This mode of treatment must be credited
to Mariage, who in 1847 established the unfailing efficacy of re-

peated injections of Villate's solution; one of sulphate of copper
and sulphate of zinc, 64 grammes of each in 1 liter of vinegar,
and decomposed by 125 grammes of Goulards extract. It is

really simply a solution in vinegar of acetate of copper and zinc,
holding sulphate of lead in suspension. Villate himself had al-

ready used his solution with success by injecting it in cartilagin-
ous quittor as tarly as 1829, since which time Burgniet, Terrier,
Sr., Collignon and others have recognized the benefit of Hquid
escharotics in the treatment of the same disease. Villate's solu-
tion is not a specific, and cartilaginous quittor has been cured by
the injection of tincture of subUmate with solution of nitrate of
silver (Bernard), with the perchloride of iron, chloride of copper,
sulphate of copper and zinc, nitrate of lead, more or less concen-
trated mineral acids, and especially the Rabel water (Collignon).

It is difficult to say which is the more useful of these drugs
and which has been more successful. Success has also been ob-
tained with itijections of tincture of iodine, phenic acid and even
])etrol':nm. It is less the nature of the drug that insures the ef-

fect than tlv mode of using it. ^^'e ought also to say that, ad-
vantageoi^3 as? this mode of treatment is, it is not infaUible, though
Mariage and others so consider it. It is not to be preferred to
the extirpation of the cartilage, an operation which proves suc-
cessful when all other means have failed.

To obtain a cure by the use of liquid applications it is essen-
tial to make injections every day, and even several times daily.

These are made with a syringe, carefully adapter", in respect to
size, with a small canula. The injection must be pushed well in,

but must be allowed to escape freely after coming in contact with
all the diseased surfaces which it is designed to modify. To oflfect

this, it becomes necessary, as the fistuh© are sometimes very nar-
row, and even irregular, to enlarge them, or to maJve counter
openings. Mariage had originally insisted that these precautions
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were essential to the success of the treatment. H. Bouley and
Viseur also strongly insisted upon the same point, viz., that of en-
arging the iistula in order that the liquid should not be aUowed
to remmn at the bottom of the fistulous tracts, by which aU possi-
bihtyof the extension of the disease from that cause might be
avoided. These enlargements of the iistul.e, or counter openings,
close, however, very rapidly; as a remedy to which, Hivernat has
suggested the introduction into the tracts of little wedges of wood
pomted like pencUs, for the purpose of lacerating the walls of the
fistula, followed by the insertion in them of small setons, moist-
ened with Villate's solution. Guerrapain introduced a fine meche
of oakum, a seton in the tract, by means of a curved needle. If
the fistula runs downward its bottom is under the waU, and he
tJiins this down and makes a counter opening through the hoof
thus thinned. This seton prevents the closing of the counter
opening, and enables the operator to push through the injection
regularly. ''

Other precautions are also necessary. One, especially, is rest.
The animal must not be put to work. Lafosse says that these
liquid caustics act with regularity and cui-e with certainty A bar
Bhoc, not pressing on the diseased quarter, is also useful. Emol-
lient poultices are sometimes necessary after the injection to
diminish the irritation. Mariage also recommends them. If 'the
fistula extends under the coronary band, or the podophyllous tis-
sue, it becomes necessary to thin, or to remove altogether, the
hoof of the diseased quarter.

After fifteen days of this treatment, the exfoliation often takes
place, and recovery follows. Often, however, twice this len-th of
time IS necessary. After the first eight days the pus becomes
more abundant, white and laudable; the tumor softens and dimin
ishes, as the pain subsides. Later, the injections penetrate wiih
greater difficulty, which is a good sign. The injections constantly
attack the germ of the disease and leave it withont chance to re-
form or to spread; the gangrenous structure wi„oh develops in
the cai-tilage is changed into an inert substance; the pyogenic
membrane of the fistulous tract is stimulated; the process of
granulation becomes more rapid; the wound becomes more and
more healthy, and the diseased process ceases. If, however it
continues, the wound ch.ang^s its character, large granulations
develop themselves, and in theii- center the openings of the fistu-
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lous tracts, which open on the cartilage, make their appearance
At times the wound closes; but, after a short interval, opens again,
or another forms at another point. There is then a repetition of
the same course of treatment by caustic api^lications—but gener-
ahy this indicates a complication, and suggests the propriety of
an operation. The injections are generully successful, however,
and most certainly so if the caries ocoupif-s the posterior parts of
the cartilage. They may even succeed in the anterior parts, when
the animal is young and of good constitution. But if the cartil-
age has already become partly ossified, the caustic is irregular in
its action, and the result becomes doubtful. If the caries is deep
and extensive, and especially if the necrosis extends through and
through to a point corresponding to the synovial capsule of the
articulation of the last phalanx; or if the necrosis exists on the
niternal face of the cartilage, where it covers that stru> ture, then
the repeated injections of Villate's, or of any other caustic, may
))e followed by serious complications. An old or complicated caries
will offer an increased resistance to the treatment by liquid caus-
tics, in proportion as there is more or less difficulty in bringing
them in direct contact with the necrotic points.

The third method of treatment is that of the removal of the
cartilage. This operation, first recommended by Lafosse, Sr., in
1754, was often performed by his son, and may be considered one
of the most valuable results of the application of anatomical
knowledge to the practice of veterinary surgei-y. This operation
was also performed by Bourgelat and his students, by Girai-d,
Hurtrel, D'Ai-boval, and was principaUy studied and described by
Renault. In Germany, notwithstanding the writings of Laugen-
Imcher, Dieterichs and Hertwig, it did not meet with approval,
and English veterinarians seldom, if ever, resorted to it. At pres-
ent, even in France, it is seldom performed, except in case of fail-

ure by the caustic injection treatment, and this is often the case
where the disease is situated in the anterior part of the fibro-
cartilage, where the cartilaginous tissue predominates, or where
the vitality is diminished, and above all, ^v•here ossification has
taken place, it is an operation of the greatest delicacv, and ac-
companied with great risks on account of the proximUy of the
joint of the foot, and it requires an experienced operator and
thorough practitioner to justify a hope of successful* results. It
consists in the excision, by layers, of the diseased cartilage, and
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in avoiding injury to the coronary band, and to the podophyUous
tissue, which are essential elements of the organization of the
foot. It is also essential to avoid injury of the lateral ligament
of the foot joint, which is close to the cartilage, and above all, of
the synovial capsule of the joint, which is directly covered by the
cartilage. The partial or entire extirpation of the cartilage can
be performed. In the first case, only a portion of the necrosed
fibro-cartilage is removed. Vatel, Sanstas, Renault, Bell and La-
fosse have reported many cases of recovery by this mode of oi>*^r-
ation, but it is not Ukely to be thoroughly successful, udI.n^ in
circumstances as favorable as those accompanying the tr-a.r.i.ent
byhquid caustics. It is generally much better when the oi:,^rarioE
is decided upon to perform it by excising the entii-f structure, sjid
removing all the carious elements. The partial removal is tt.-da^-

entirely abandoned, and entire extirpation accepted as the true
and only operative procedure. The best method of performing
it is that recommended by Renault and adopted in our colleges'
We shall make it the subject of description with all uecessarv
details, and with various modifications m performed by other
practitioners; we shall also offer some observations upon various
other modes of performing the operation in question.

The operation includes two principal steps : first the removal
of the part, or the whole of the wall corresponding to the diseased
cartilage

: and second, the extirpation of the cartilage itself. The
opinions of surgeons vary as to the amount of hoof which should
be removed, and the extent of homy tissue to be taken off. In
respect to the length of the superior border of the portion requir-
ing removal, it is generally agreed that it must extend from the
anterior extremity of the cartUage backward, that is, the two pos-
terior tbii-ds of the space reaching from the toe to the heels, or
one-third of the circumference at the coronary band. But opinion
continues divided as to the lower border (Fig. 527). Lafosse, Sr.,
left it longer than the superior, and made the direction of the
division of the groove correspond to that of the fibres of the hoof.
Lafosse, Jr., accepting the idea of SoUeysel aud of Dieterichs, did
not reach the sole with its groove, and removed only a portion of
hoof parallel to the coronary band. Renault prefers crossing tlie

fibres of the hoof with the groove, and brings the lowf'r end of it

.- „„..,,i^ ... ,xitr tippvi uorucr. IIS groove ruiiniiiL;

backward. R«y coB«id#rs this to be running too far back aud
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* C B
Flo. 527.—Direction the Groove should talc*' to n-move the

• Cartilaginous Quittor. ,1 E
—According to Renault. A E.-

— in tftie OperatlcHB
—Accorrlinj? tr ..iifoBse. A C.—Acooiratag to Rey. A m.
.According to ..atfoaBe and Biemrictbifc

too near the heel, and recommends -he groove tbb be ao made that
the lower border will have the samt length -i. die upner, ami lor
that reason advises that it be aw neaiiy paraU<i aw p.M8ible with
the line of the heels. Lafosst- Sr., lesmmes too large a portion of
the hoof. Lafosse, Jr., leaves a portaom oi hoof -mbi&h. not only is
useless, but which interferes with oeaitwii steps of th^ o].--;it- s
when with the double sage knife, ma ^m is stenaratt^
external surface of the cartilage, and alse, when auf, i*

and again, there is a separation between the !-le^•^ed portions of
the quarters much greaoer than occurs m tue process of I^- lai -.

which, like that of Eey, expostss tke eiaore csatm^B, aud ~x:iix.r
facihtates the oi)eratioii.

It 18 to be uuder»to©d that the ioot has been prepweffl.; ikab
the hair has been clipped over tiw skin coK^amg tme rwtiMpr
that the sole Las u«en pssred thin, down vtlke hhmi. as 'w^dtaw
the bar corresponds^" to the diseased cartila^.^, ao tliat the quaKtar
IxM been allowed to project, b^w tk« sole, t* &cUiiate its ev«5-
sicm. The foot has be*n, moreover, weU prepaa^t by two or thre«
days of poulticing, to rend*ir the hoof ea&>er to he cai by the ir
Btrument, and the operation easier to perform, and therefore
shorter in its various steps, beside placing the patient in the best
condition for the endurance of so serious an operation.

After casting the animal upon a good bed, and fixing the feet,
placing a temporary hemostasis, by the use of a strong cord, simi-
lar to a tourniquet, around the coronet, a groove is made, using
various-sized drawing-knives, running from'the anterior aagle of
the lower border of the cartilage downward to the sole, folnming
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the direction recommended by Lafc ise, Sr., Rey, or Renault. This
groove, made first with the widest, and finished with the narrow-
est of the drawing knives, must not touch the podophyUous tissue
and still must run thi-ough the entire thickness of the waU, \vith.
out producing hemorrhage. In this step of the operation, as
(rirard correctly observes, short cuts of the knife are always bet-
ter and quicker than those made by scraping or dragging with
the mstrument. It is also important to come down to the soft
tio^ue at the coronai-y band first, and successively downward to
the inferior border of the wall, as otherwise, as the instriment is
moved from above downward, with a certain amount of force, it
might sUp and cause a serious division or laceration of the podo-
phyUous tissue. The separation is then made of the waU from
the sole by another groove, extending from the end of the groove
ali-eady made, on the quarter, back to the heels. This is done
without difficulty, with a small drawing-knife, when the foot has
been properly prepared. There is, however, one point which
usually offers more or less resistance when the quarter is removed
It IS that where the waU is continued to the bars. This resistance
18 sometimes so considerable that if much traction is made, the
wall will break more or less in front of the heelB, where it is com-
paratively thin, and it may consequently become necessary to re
move, by itself, the portion which has remained attached. This
little accident, however, can be avoided by ascertaining certainly
before the extraction of the waU is effected, that the continuity of
the wall and bars has been cut off This being the case, the com-
plete separation of the wall from the sole is made by running the
sharp edges of the double sage knife through the structure of the
ivmg tissue underneath. The resection of the quarter can then
be proceeded with.

For this purpose, a properly constructed lever is carefully in-
troduced into the groove before mentioned, at the wall and sole of
the foot. The inferior and anterior angle of the hoof at this point
being then carefuUy raised, an assistant grasps it with the nippers
turns it back and tears it slowly, while the surgeon, with such a
motion of the lever as may be necessary, assists in the tearing off
of the portion of the quarter requiring removal. If adhesions
reinam, interfering with this mauipulatiou, they are removed by
"""^^ f^-...v.i,- ixiatiUmuuL. .^3 tms Sfparafcion of the wall

reaches about to the coronary band, the aeparation is very easy,
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and no fear of lacerating the soft structures need be entertained
Care is necessai-y at this step, however, to avoid injuring the cor-onary band, and the podophyllous tissue; to prevent whth it wUlbe pruden on the part of the assistant to press upon the band asthe separation takes place.

This being accompHshed, the edges of the wound are carefully
exammed; any projections remaining are removed, and the blood
IS sponged off. The double sage knife is then carefully plunged
with the convexity turned upward (that is, toward the skin), be!tween the external surface of the cartilage and the internal face ofhe skm, below the border of the coronary band, and then carried
forward and backward, or as reqrired, until the separation of theskm and the cartilage is completed and the external surface of tha
cartilage is exposed. In moving the mstrument backward, it is
necessary to be very cautious, especially whUe caiTying the sharp
edges downward and inward, in order to avoid injury to the cor-
onary band and the skin, of which, however, there can be but Uttle
danger, when the knife is carefuUy held and properly directed.
The succeeding step is to separate the skin from the cartUage; it
18 to be carefully raised and separated from its attachments under-
neath, which is sometimes a process quite difficult to accomplish
as the skm has always become more or less tumefied, and there-
fore has lost much of its natural flexibiUty and suppleness. Some
operators, m order to avoid these difficulties, and overlooking the
functions of the coronary band, cut it, and remove it, with those
portions of the skin which cover the cartilage. Others, more con-
servative (Herting, for example) cut it only through the middle,
until they reach the superior border of the cartilage, and then
raismg the two flaps of the skin, accompUsh the same result with
less cutting.

The destruction of the principal organ of the secretions of the
hoof having been involved in the first method, and having now
aken place, it can never be restored to a healthy condition, and
the animal continues to be exposed to the frequentlv serious com-
phrations of « false quarter." By the second method, the produc-
tion of a new wall is nearly always accompanied with the forma-
tion of a "quarter crack." The recovery is slow in either case,
and more or less deformity is likely to follow It is then flm
better and wiser plan to separate the skin from below, and to
avoid the division of the coronary bands or of the teguments.
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The next step is the removal of the cartilage altogether This
18 done with the single sage knife, held firmL- in the hand, either
the left or the right, always, however, that con-esponding to the
side of the heel to be operated upon. Taking a point of rest with
the flat of the thumb upon the plantar surface of the foot the in-
strument is pushed between the skin and the cartilage, and the
sharp edge turned backward, with a firm rotary motion, down-
ward and forward. The detached portion of cartHage is then
seized with a pair of bull-dog forceps, and brought outward, and
the sage knife is brought forward, downward and outward from
under the cartUage. It is a good plan, in order to make more
room for working, to raise the skin and coronary band with a
blunt tenaculum. The operation should always be commenced
at the posterior part, in order to avoid the articular synovial cap-
sule, which might be opeped if the removal of the cartilage was
begun forward. As the operator reaches the anterior part°of the
cartilage, which is situated almost over this capsule, it is prudent
to hold the foot in excessive extension, and thus avoid injury to
the capsiUe. This is an important point to consider in the oper-
ation. The shai-p instrument being carefully hsmdled, every por-
tion of the cartilage is taken off, either at once, or better by layers
successively, untH the whole is removed. It is thus accomplishedm three or four pieces. In some instances the anterior portion is
cut off by a longitudinal incision, made with a straight bistourv
following the direction of the posterior face of the coronet the
object, m this case, being simply to render the operation easier
The cartilage is thus removed, great care being taken to avoid
opening the capsular articular bursa). It is essentially necessarv
to r(-move the whole of the diseased tissues, in order to bring the
parts mto the condition of a simi^le wound. Still, there need be
no alarm if some small portions remain, more fibrous thancartilag
inous, which, deep as they are, may protect the synovial capsules
or the ligament; and moreover, they often slough off by them-
selves, with the abundant suppuration which follows.

To operate with the greater facility, it ^.s well to have two forms
of sage knife, one right and on., left-hande.l, and some of extra
strength, with which to remove the larger particles of cartiWe
the others being small, thin and light, being adapted to the more
via-viin dissectiou necessary towwrd the lateral ligament, and
about the synovial bursae of the joint.
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Toward the end of the operation, the surgeon will, with the
finger, carefully explore the condition of the parts, to insure him-
self that the cartUage is entirely removed; that the articular syn-
ovial sac has been preserved intact; that the hgament of the joint
remains perfect, and that the parts are weU washed, and ready for
the di-essings. Although in the absence of possible comphcations,
the operation is now finished, it may yet be followed by some
serious sequelae, which we will next consider.

The operation may become complicated by a variety of atten-
dant and accessory circwnstanees. Among these are, the opening
of the articular capsules; the wounding of the anterior lateral
ligament of the articulation; the ossification of the fibro-cartilage

j

caries of the os pedis; and the alteration of the coronary ba°nd
and of the reticular tissue.

The opetuHff of the uHlenlar capsule, either during the oper-
ation, or by ulcerative process, is not so serious an accident as it

was originally thought to be. Still, however, it requires some at-
tention. It only becomes dangerous when the ulceration is ac-
companied by serious disorganization, and especially when it is
associated with purulent arthritis. (Renault, Hurtrel, D'Arboval,
Bernard). It is treated by simple pressure, camphorated paste, a
little corrosive sublimate mixed with starch, or better, with.
Egyptiacum ointment.

The wound of the Urjaments has also been considered a very
serious accident, which, accorcUng to Girard, cripples an animal
permanently. But Lafosso thinks this an exaggerated notion, and
claims to have witnessed the radical recovery of animals after the
necrosis and sloughing of the ligament.

If ossifcation of the cartilage is discovered during the opera-
tion, the removal of all the unossified portion is first proceeded
with, in order to prevent a recurrence of the disease. The extir-
pation of the osteocartilaginous portion is then effected, either
with a small drawing-knife, or the gouge, or the bone forceps.
The removal is made as far as the ossification is found to be com-
plete, the operator making sure that every portion of cartilage is
thoroughly destroyed. If the ossification is but partial or irregu-
lar, the surgeon must be guided by the condition of the parts.
^\Tien the entire cartilage has undergone OHsification, its suscepti-
bility to caries has ceased.

TVTien caries of the os pedis exists, the part must be desi oved
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with the sage knife, the gouge, or the chisel, according to the
existing conditions. But in this case, portions of the reticular
structure require lemoval, of which, however, as little as possible
should be destroyed.

It may hapj en that the portion of the coronary hand covering
the cartUage may be destroyed, either wholly or in part, either as
an effect of the disease, or by accident during the operation. In
the first case, if the entire band has been destroyed, there is noth-
ing to be done. But in the other case, if any portions of it re-
mam, care must be ta en to insui-e their preservation, as they
may supply the necessary elements for a ueAV, healthy secretion of
hoof, and the quarter may grow again, more solid and less de-
formed. If the wound of the coronary band consists merely in a
simple division of limited extent, the wisest course will be to at-
tempt to obtain union by immediate adhesion, or first intention
by bringing the edges of the incision together and maintaining
the contact by cai-eful dressing. WTien the alteration of the re-
ticular tissue alone, is present, it is very essential to avoid the ex-
cision of the injure." 'iii-ainre. It is, in fact, the better coui-se to
avoid wholly the u.-e of sharp instruments, and to leave to the
natural process { .,ipforation the removal of the disorganized
parts. Renault \^mxy^^ observed how their removal interfered
with the reparative process, has often left them undisturbed, even
when their dark color and softened condition indicated the small-
ness of their chance of conservation. The success of the opera-
tion after a first dressing, has shown the wisdom of the plan of
non-interference; they were found covered with a new layer of
yeUowish hoof; and D'Arboval has on several occasions observed
the same result.

The dressing must be methodically and carefully applied.
Done weU, a dressing greatly assists in the recovery, whUe manv
when badly performed, have been the cause of serious complica-
tions, which have greatly hindered the repairing process, and of-
ten, indeed, rendered a disease incurable, which need not have
been beyond remedy. In the application of the di-essing, two
points are important to consider: first, we must dress the subcu-
taneous wound, resulting from the separation of the skin and the
extraction of the fibro-cartilage ; the other, that of the sub-honiv
wound, produced by the removal of the portion of the quarter.
Both are important, but the second requires the greater care, and
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8 more difficult and more important than the former; any excessm the Hangumeous circdation must be prevented, and e{Z7egranu^aticns must be kept under contrd. The [^lu^ tZmustbesouunvhat corapressive, .vithout being exceS:^'m order to obviate possible danger of excessive inflammatin^Jot

hferation of granulations. It must be both supple and firm andof an even and uniform nressnrn Ti,^ , ^ auu uim, ana

It IS m question whether we should aim to obtain immediate

S::rrtr^^"r T-^^-^
^^•^'" ^^« removaloficartilage, or m other words, whether it is good treatment to in-

torn of the wound. Here opinions ^ ury. Our belief is, that thisunion IS by no moans easy to secure; and that the removal of tl ecartilage, more or less altered, prevents it at various points. Sti^Twe must no raise the skin too much, and choosing a n iddle cou tbetween, only a small, soft ball of oakum is now placed in the

tMopaits, sufficient o represent about the natural form of thepait, being enough, however, to
prevent the immediate reunion
from taking jilace.

A hght, thin shoe having been
prepared (Figure 528), adapted
to assist the application of the
dressing and its holding prop-
erly, it is put on with one of its

branches cut off short on the
side where the operation has beer
performed, while the other branch
projects backward beyond the
heel, to support the rollers of the
bandage of the dressing. Des-
plas had thought to tui-n up that
long branch of the shoe (Fig. 529)
m the shape of a hook to assist in ,

^"^- 52S—Truncated Shoe for Dressing
bolding the dressings. This is iiiclVS'"'''""'

'^""°"' "'^ ^'''"-
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Fig. 5S9.-Deapla8' Shoe for Dressing after Oneration of Cartilaginous Quittor and
Complicated Corns.

useless. Some veterinarians leav the animal unshod, but the
bandage is more likely to slip oflf. The shoe must be put on while
the animal is down, and before the apphcation of the dressing.
With some practitioners, ttat is the moment for the removal of
the tourniquet or cord, which had been applied at the beginning
of the operation in order to prevent the bleeding. This is an un-
necessary precaution, and only renders the apphcation of the
dressing more difficult. First, balls of oakum are placed over the
coronary band, then, upon the points of union of the preserved
wall and of the podophyllous tissue, and then all over the wound.
We must endeavor, as Renault says, to give the dressing a cylin-
drical form, or rather, according to Key, hemispherical, after which
the whole is covered with pads and rollers. These must be put
on in abundance, the rollers passing over the branch of the slioe
on the sound side, and running successively from above down-
ward, and generally from before backward (Figs. 530, 531, 632,
533). Flat feet requii-e special cai-e in dressing, and the fore feet
are generally more difficult to dress than the hinder. When all is
finished, the animal has to be watched for several days. Ordi-
narily, after the operation, there is abundant hemorrhage, occur-
ring within some fifteen minutes, and oozing through the dress-
ings. This requires no special attention, and generally ceases
spontaneously, or by the pressure of the di-essing, or by the use
of the cold bath. If the dressing seems to be too tight, and the
animal shows signs of acute pain, with strong reactive fever, it is
not therefore necessary to remove the dressing, but may be suffi-
cient simply to looHen tho bandage. The animal shuuld be placedm a wide stall, or box, if possible, where he may move freely, and
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VARIOUS STEPS IN THE APPLICATION OP THE DRESSING AFTER OPERA-
TION FOR CARTILAGINOUS QUITTOR.

Fkj. 533 -3a St('ii. Fig. 5.33. -Dressing Completed.

lie down easily; and he must be prevented from tearing off the
dressing by the application of a neck cradle. A low diet is neces-
sai-y for several days, in some instances mashes beikg the only
food allowed. Still, a good appetite and lively condition are always
good signs.

The mterval of time which should be allowed to elapse be-
tween the operation and the removal of the first dressing, should
be judged by the amount of pain which the animal sooms to suf-
fer; by the temperatui-e of the atmosphere; and by the amount of
liquid discharge found oozing from the wound and moistening
the dressing which covers and protects it. Generally, the dress-
mgs should be disturbed as late and as seldom as poasible. Cir-
cumstances will sometimes occur, however, which necessitate their
removal earlier, as for example, the extreme heat of the weather

j
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the extremely offensive odor proceeding from the diseased parts-and a sudden and evident increase of pain in the wound, wfCtany known cause. Under these circumstances, which, hrweverare of ra her infrequent occurrence, it is sometimes necessZ to

time, as suppuration is not yet weU estabhshed, the operation isquite pamful, and may be accompanied by free hemorrhage. But
If the weather IS not excessive; or the dressing remains dry onthe outside, and matters seem to be generaUy in good condition,
the better course is to wait from eight to ten days, before thedressing is renewed. Indeed, numerous cases ai-e on record whena stJl longer period has been allowed to elapse, and the re-dress-ing has been deferred to the extent of three weeks, or longer Inany event, great caution must be exercised in the removal of " thedressings, and the surgeon should be careful to have aU his apphances ready in advance, in order that the wound maybe ex-posed to the an- for the shortest possible space of time, menexposed the wound should be of a red color, with commendn^
granulations and a temporai-y hoof, soft and vhitish in areTi?ance, shoiUd be visible on the podophyllous tissue. A dresX Lthen applied of tincture of aloes, or a weak solution of SeAt a later period the dressings are changed at intervals of .l^teight days, and an apphcation is made of pulverized sulpLcopper, in order to facilitate the drying and hardening of tl .

of^copper ax-e of service m promoting and hastening the cicatriza-

About the thirtieth or fortieth day after the rxtirpation of the

m'SVnraT^ "^' '^ '^' *^ '^^^ ^'^^^- ^^t three or f'umonths. If not a longer period, must elapse, before it will be safeto task him with heavy labor. Toward th end of the assLnedterm he should be fitted with a bar shoe, shortened on thTs dewhere the quittor has existed. If the dressing is skiUfuUy app Ldand pi-oper care is exercised, the diseased foot mavTe 4dSprotected, and the animal made to resume his workl^Z^In time, the portion of hoof secreted by the corona^b ndumtes with that of the podophyllous tissue, and after^a f^months, no remains of the operation are visible. But f the co •

onarv band has ulcer-T.fi..7- if fi.r t i ,

-""t u me coi-

cont^Pt nt fr.. fi

' "^ "^"^ ^*^ ^^^'^ divided; if bycontact of the finng iron, or application of caustics, it has been
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destroyed; the quarter then presents irregularities, and some-
times divisions, which may be of long continuance, and give rise to
a lameness which may, perhaps, become permanent. This danger
indicates the necessity of exercising the utmost skill and cauttonm operating, in order to avoid possible injuries to the coronary

Several modifications of the ordinary mode of operation have
been proposed. Some have had for their principal object, the
prevention of the extraction of the hoof, with a view of thus re-
turning the animals to their work at the earUest period practic-
able. It is thus that Hazard, Jr., proposed to make a crucial
incision upon the skin covering the fibro-cartilage ; the four flaps
being so dissected as to expose it, and then removing it with the
sage knife. In this process, the extirpation of the entire cartilage
becomes extremely difficult without inflicting injury upon the lat-
eral hgaments and the synovial capsules.

Pagnier has proposed to merely thin down the quarter, to
make an incision in the skin along the superior border of the cai--

tilage, and through this to remove the organ. But in this opera-
tion, however thin the hoof may be, it always interferes with the
entire extirpation of the cartilage.

Bernard, followmg the idea of Lafosse junior, who only re-
moved the superior border of the wall, proposed a mode of pro-
ceedmg which is principally useful in cases of separation of the
hoof. Instead of removing the band of hoof parallel with the
coronary bourrelet, Bernard pared it down with the drawing-
knife, the sage-knife, or the rasp, in order to make it as thin as
possible, while avoiding the injury to the sensitive laminse. This
done, an incision is made along the coronary band, below it, de-
stroying its union with the laminae. At this step of the operation,
the indications are the same as in the ordinary modus operandi,
except that the coronary band being covered with a certain thick-
ness of hoof, is less flexible. This, however, is easily removed, as
soon as it becomes softened. The remainmg steps of the opera-
tion are the same as in the ordinary, old way. That is to say, the
posterior part of the cartilage being well defined, the sage-knife
is used in the same manner. In this method, however, as the
sagG-knife works more flat-wise, there is less danger of wounding
the ligaments or the synovial capsules. If any part of the car-
tilage remains near these organs, some care must be used in
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The advantages of this process are: 1st, the avoidance of ex-
tensive wounds, aoad of the extreme pain produced by the extirpa-
tion of the quarter. 2d, to keep the foot shod, and to aUow the
animal to resume his work as soon as the first pain has subsided,
which may occur at quite a considerable interval in advance of
the perfect cicatrization of the wound. 3d, to avoid long and fre-
quently-repeated dressings.

In this method, however, the quarter left intact sometimes in-
terferes with the operation, and the excision of the cartHafje ismore difficult, being only practicable, indeed, in cases where there
IS a separation of the wall.

Maillet Las modified the method of Bernard, so that, instead
of thmnmg down the band of hoof, he only appUes the rasp upon
the quarter, and thins down with it ah that portion which is ex-
tirpated in the process of Eenault, and avaihng himself also, of
the drawing and sage-knives. The remaining detaUs of the oper-
ation are like those of the ordinary processes. An objection to
this mode IS that it can be put in practice only in cases where
there is already a separation of the wall. It is objectionable from
Its tendency to weaken the foot too much, by interfering with the
firm and sohd adjustment of the shoe, as well as retarding its
apphcation to the hoof.
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CHAPTER XIV.

OPERATIONS UPON THE EYE AND EAR.

ON THE EXE.

Ophthalmology, though it has made appreciable progress in vet-
ennary practice within a few years, has not yet reached a position
corresponding with that which it occupies in human surgery and
probably wiU not for years to come, if ever. The difference in
value and importance between the functions of the organ of sightm the man and in the horse is too measureless to induce or re-qmre an equal amount of interest and study in the optical path-
ology of the two animals, the human and the equine. It is in
deed, a fact that many of the forms of disease which affect the
eye of the horse have not yet been recognized and investigated by
students of veterinary medicine.

For these reasons the contents of the present chapter will be
limited to those affections in which, strictly speaking, special sur-
gical interference has been so imperatively needed as to compel
the attention of scientific veterinarians, by considerations of both
duty and interest.

We shall consider the subject under two principal divisions,
or heads, viz., operations, performed on the accessory, and those
pertaming to the essential organs of the ocular apparatus.

L—Opebations Perfobmed on the Accessoby Ocular Oegans.

On the Byelids.—These constitute the two cutaneo or mu-
cous veUs, which are situated in front of the organ, and are divided
into superior and inferior, uniting at their extremities to form the
angles or commissures of the eye. Besides these, there is a pecu-
liar apparatus situated on the internal or nasal angle, known as a
third eyeUd, or menbrana nictitans. This is a smaU cartUa^eth^ed out on its free border, continued on its posterior portion
with the adipose cushion of the eye, and covering it in front
wiping, as it were, its corneal surface, whenever the ocular globe
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Simple lacerations of the lids commonly heal without any treat-ment beyond mere cleanliness-a soft sponge and a little clean
water. But the application of the pin or twisted suture, in con
nection with antiseptic measures wiU greatly promote cicatrization
by the hrst intention. Care must be taken to confine the animal's
head in such a manner as to prevent him from rubbing the wound
until cicatrization is well established.

C—Defective Congenital Conformations.

Under this head we shall consider the deviation of the hds
either outwardly or inwardly, from the convex lines of the cornea,^th which they should be paraUel. A deviation in the growth
of the eyelashes, or ciliee, is another annoying irregularity of thesame region. The outward demtion of the eyelid is called ectro-pwn; the mward, entropion. The deviation of the eyelash isknown as trichiasis.

I. Ectropion—Uhe two principal causes of this abnormal
condition ai-e an excess of mucous membrane or deficiency of
stin. Agam, the ectropion depending upon paralysis of the orbic-
ularis palpcebrnm, is of a different nature. Ectropion occurs more
frequently in the lower than in the upper lid AVhen depending
on a want of skin, it is generaUy the result of a wound or a burn
or possibly of an abscess, and is a cicatricial ectrojnon, in which
the retraction of the cicatricial tissue has carried the Hd with it

^«m7y«/c ectropion is the result of age, and is more or less
peculiar to old animals. It may also result from a diseased condi-
tujn^of the conjunctiva, or of some of the organs of the orbital

The treatment of a case of this aflfection should be modifiedby the nature of its cause. If it is due to excess in the mucous
membrane, the redundancy must be reduced. If caused by want
of cutaneous surface, the remedy must be applied to that surface.
If a hyphertrophied, mucous membrane is the trouble, astrin-
gents, caustics, and scarifications must be employed; or even the
removal of portions of the conjunctival mucous membrane, with
the scissors or the bistoury. If, on the contraiy, the deformity
results from the condition of the skin, blepharoplasty or hlephl
rortapy must be resorted to. The simplest manner of operating
consists m amputating a V-shape portion of the eyelid and uniting
the edges wilh stitches.

^
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fhJi/l"''^'?""'^^'!
'' "" malformation in which the border ofthe hd a turned inward. While in an ectropion the skin is in

denT' it'irr T^^'r " "^"^^^^^ ^^^«' -^- ^^ - ^e^-

Zfnll ^^^"^"/^t
''^^^^ «f ophthalmic attacks, and it maydso follow a loss o substance in the conjunctiva, after ulceration^or the removal of oreign growths. According to Leblanc and

east Tn 'T^.'^^'lr
^.^'"^ ^^"P*i^« t'^verB, or parasitic dis-eases. In entropion there is an increased ilow of tears, abundant

TdZTf'sthr"- '-^'' -^^^ -^^— "^»
tion^f'thrdT''* '.'Tf'i^ f^'

'""'^°" °^ "^ *^« ^^^^rted por-tion of the deformed lid, which is accomphshed by raising it fromthe globe with a forceps, and separating it with a singfe cut ofthe curved scissors, the protruding portion being then amputated.The hemorrhage is stopped with cooling lotions
Another mode of operating consists in cutting off only a por-tion of the skin of the lid, and unfolding it by passing the fingerunder the inverted border. Then a fold of skii I amputated nfar

ttlstedUtLf
''' ''^ -' ''' ''^- ^-^^* '«^^^^- -y

3d. The deformity of tnchiash, or abnormal growth of thelashes has been observed by Leblanc in sheep, but ifour domesticanimals is a rare disease.
^umesuc

Amputation of a portion of the skin; pulling out the eyelashesfollowed by cauterization, and extirpation of the free border of

rtalltu^sTcrir
—'-' ^^^- ^^^« ^^--%o1

D.-Pathological Growth and Caries of the Membrana
NiCTITANS.

Of nthH',^^''"'"'*^T°^
*^' ^^^^ '^'^^^ '^^'^ «« a symptomof ophthalmia, or resulting from direct traumatism, such as bfowTor the presence of foreign bodies, terminating ir^ caries o theconstituent cartilage of this delicate organ, or fhe forma ion and

tiont ofr'^'
°' epitheUoma of the mucous membrane, are conl^tions often seen in our domestic animals, principaUy in horses Zddogs. We have often noticed this peculiar affection so eaSvrecognized by «ie presence at «ie nasal angle of the eye of o^rnu'lating masses of various sizes, protruding at their intei^lll^X

sure of the hds, and over the surface of the cornea, .ccom^S
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iTwerTd''
'' ^''' «"PP»ration, lacrymatiou and ectropion of the

The epithelial growths, when small, wiU sometimes disappearunder the apphcation of caustics, or can be removed with thehgature, or by du-ect amputation with tine scissors. In some
cases they assume very large dimensions, the mucous membranebecoming more or less ulcerated, and the cartilage itself diseased,and amputation of the entire cartUage becoming necessary.

Tins operation is not of recent origin, having been per-formed, within our knowledge, some years ago, though entirelyupon empuncal grounds, in tetanic cases, from the fact tha^the protrusion of the membrana nictitans over the inner side
of the external surface of the ocular globe, quite out of its nor-

ock-jaw. The removal of the <^hcr,rcK as the operation was then
called has never, however, for the reasons which were them ac-cepted become legitimized among the therapeutics of the scien-
tific vetermanan The removal of part, or what is more effectual,
of the whole of the membrana nictitans requires three instru!
ments, a speculum ociUi, a special forceps, like that of Snellen,and a pair of curved blunt scissors.

The animal must be thrown, and the eye being anestheticised
with cocaine and the hds kept well apart with the speculum, the

IfwT,'' « u
' '^"'°"' membrane which covers it, is drawn outwith the SneUen forceps, and by degrees severed in its continuity,men It IS oosened sufficiently to be brought < "rely out of the

orbi al cavity, it is separated with the scissors 1 cm all its attach-ments The adipose mass which was then slightly protruding re-turns to Its position and the operation is concluded

f,-on trr t^"'^^
^ ^"^' hemorrhage accompanying the dissec-

tion, which however, is readUy subdued by means of a simple
compress of cold water. No special subsequent attention is neces-
sary.

n.—Operations on the Lachrymal Apparatus.

A.—On the Caruncula Apparatus.
The caruncula lachiymalis is sometimes the seat of hypertro-

phy, as commonly seen in cattle, the vague designation oiEn.an-
thzshemg given to aU such lesions of the caruncula lachrymalis.
whatever may be their origin or nature.
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It i8 an affection which is quite frequent in dogs, as the resulto ocalized ck-ouic conjunctivitis. It is charactered by a tuLe-

t r/L r^""'""" "' '"^ ^1-eloped, peduncUated p":
ti uchBg xn the mnor comuuHsure of the Hdn, and accompkLd

mile at the outset anodynes and astringent coUyria may someimes conh-ol its development, there are many cafes in licHts

bXn ' 'TV' '^"""" '' '"^^«'^*^'^- «^^ - recommendedby Leblanc as the best material for a ligature, but elastic thread
18 in our judgement much to be preferred

Excision is far preferable. The operation is a simple one consistmg m merely severing the peduncle with a curved sdssorror

Pio. 685.-Bl8toury for the Excision of the EncantUis.

rhal?Z/fif
'^'> "^' ''" ''''' comparative abundant hemor-rhage that ollows IS controUed by cold water applications. Thewound which remains is treated on general principles.

S.—On the Lachrymal Ducts.

The occlusion or obliteration of these little canals by foreignbodies, or as the result of inflammation of their mucous membraTsometimes occars in horses. Its characteristic s^-mptom is anabundant and continual lachr^mation, and it is only'^by cJefdexammation of the condition of the orifices of the lach^mdT^c-
tae that a correct diagnosis can be assured; a thick,Iuco-p^
len discharge sometimes oozing from them. Though this d"S-culty often subsides by resolution of the inflammatiol or the2of washes and coUyria, there are cases where surgical inter^erence, of he nature of a true catheterism of the duft, with p^J"

pLTdlr T^e
°'f T^ ^*^ *^^ ^^«*°-^' ca;inorbrr

rm! ^ ^' ^' ^^«^er the purpose very well
The ammal is pLced in the decubital position, the grooved

guided by the groove of the probe.
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C.—On the Lachnjmal Canal
The obliteration of tho lachrj-mal canal may become necessarym consequence of changes in the structure of its walls, or the

pressure made upon it by the surrounding parts. In tho first
case, It occurs as tho result of traumatic lesions, or of inflamma.
tion of the mucous membrane, the exudates accompanying it, and
the accumulation of thick secretions in the channel of the canal
In the second case, it is due to severe rhinitis, swellin.^ of the in-
flamed mucous membrane of the nasal cavities, polypi, bony growth
of any kmd, or in cases of dental caries.

The symptoms are
: Lachrymation, filling up of the canal, its

mflammation, and arrest of tho flow of the tears through tlie
lachrymal opening at the nose.

- According to i'rofessor Leclaincho, there are four modes of
treatment for the relief of this trouble.

1st. Opening of the natural tract and removing the cause of
thool>struction.~TUB is done by the catheterism of the canal by
naeans of fine probes, or by detersive injections forced through
the mfenor opening in the nostrils; or, again, as practiced by
Director Trasbot, by insufflation.

2d. Making an Artificial Tract.—U the point of obHteraf-on
IS situated near the lower opening of the canal, an artificial open-
ing can be made above it. To do this, Leblanc recommends the in-
troduction of a whalebone probe through the superior lachrymal
opening into the canal until the place of obstruction is reached when
a counter opening is made with a fine bistoury through the waUs
of the canal. Two or three silk threads are then introduced into
the new passage between the two openings and left in place for
about twenty days.

If the obhteration is in the bony portion of the canal, and
cannot be overcome with the silver probe, the perforation of the
lachrymal bone and an artificial fistula must be made.
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Neither of these operations is often followed by successful re-
sults, although the perforation of the bone enables the tears still
to escape in the nasal cavities. The formation of a fistula fur-
nishes a channel for the flow of the tears over the lachrymal sur-
face of the face.

3d. Obliteration of the Natural Tract—The intention of this
operation is to effect the entire obhteration of the duct from the
lachrymal puncta and the lachrjTiial duct down. It is obtained by
the cauterization of these parts, either alone or inclusive of the
obhteration of the lachrymal sac. Tinctm-e of iodine often pro-
duces the same effect. As tue result of this treatment, the flow
of the tears takes place over the face.

4th. Extirpation of the Lachrymal Gland.—This is not re-
ferred to as a practicable measure, but only because it is some-
times mentioned in the way of theorizing. The situation of the
gland in oui- domestic animals renders the operation an impossi-
bility.

III.—Operations on the Essential Organs of Sight.

On the Globe.—The essential organ of vision, or ocular globe,
is a membranous ball, completely closed, and filled with transpar-
ent fluids of different densities, and popularly known as the humors
(or media) of the eye.

This ball, nearly spherical, flattened from backwards in front,
has its greater convexity in front, where it is closed by the cornea,'
a transparent expansion, thick and resisting; the glass of the eye.
Posteriorly, it is composed of three capsular, concentrical sheaths,
proceeding from mthout inward. These are the fibrous sclerotic,
the choroid and the retina (Fig. 538).

In the cavity of the globe one of these membranes—the cho-
roid—throws out, perpendicularly to the great axis of the organ,
a septum, the iris, a kind of contractile diaphragm, perforated in
its center by ihe pupil.

The retina is a membrane of special nature, being an expan-
sion of the optic nerve, and performs the function of receiving
the impressions of light, and transmitting its impressions and
images' to tlie brain.

The humors of the eye are three, considered from before back-
v:w(\, the mo8t anterior being the arpieous, the most posterior the
vitreou.s, with the crystalline lens in the intermediate position.
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Fig. 538. -Theoretical Sectlou of the Horse's Eye.

«. -Oi.tio uorvo. 6. -Sclerotic. c.-Chorold -i/ -Rotina . n
h. -Ciliary ci.rlo ^or llga.neut) and „^(«o83oTk1von off . v .h^ T^^'^f''-

f- -Iris.-

membrane covering the cornea, a; -Po.sterior rootus iniHclo T ^1 f ^^—
.

.-Xn.orlorrcctus.nuscle. ^^ -^^o^^:^:^-J;^^:^:Z

To this essential organ are added as accessories, first, a mus
enlar apparatus, constituted by seven mn^cle^-^posterlor straiaht
ov retractor, four others, also straight, the superior, inferior ex-
terna and interual; and two ohVuiue, or rotators, the great and
.umll, or external and internal oblique; second, an adipose pad-
third an apparatus of lubrication, composed of the lachrymai
gland and its means of conducting the tears, the product of its
secretion, viz., tho hy<jrophthalmic canals, i\xopuncta lachr,,maHs
the caruneula lac/u->/nmlis, the lachrymal ducts, the lachrunJl
sac, and the lachrymal canal.

The whole mass of this apparatus is enclosed in a conical
fibrous sac, the ocular sheath, which forms a membranous linin.^
as It were, to the orbital canity, or bony box, which is anteriorfy
open, except when closed by the eyelids.

Our design iu the present chapter is to confine our considera.
1-1 euarely to such portions of .urgieul ophthalmolo<,y m are

lilc.ly to domaud the careful and practical attention o'f the vet-
trinar;an.
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A.

—

The Extraction of Foreign Bodies on the Surface

OF THE Globe.

The presence of a foreign body between the hds and the globe
of the eye is just as painful to animals as to man, and may, if

allowed to remain, give rise to symptoms of irritation and inflam-
mation which, unless promptly relieved, may induce severe attacks
of diseases which may compromise the usefulness of the organ.

Dust, insects, and small seeds of various kinds may indeed
find a lodgment in the eye, and resist the efforts made for their
removal, notwithstanding the excited function of the membrana
nictitans, or the super-excited flood of tears stimulated by their
jnesence.

Immediate removal is the first indication. This may some-
times be effected by bringing the hds together and keeping them
temporarily closed until the stimulated collection of tears washes
out the offending substance.

If this fails, ,;ocaine must be apphed upon the eye, and when
its full effect is obtained, careful examination must be made, if

necessary, with the assistance of a loup, by everting the lids, in
order to bring the entire surface of the cornea into view The
irritating body may be wiped out with the finger, a piece of cloth,
or a soft camel hair brush, or when the object is hard and angu-
lar, as a particle of metal or stone, which has become partly im-
bedded in the cornea, the forceps may be necessarj',

B-

—

Puncture, or Paracentesis of the Cornea.

The object of this operation is to empty the anterior chamber
of the eye of its aqueous humor, of a collection of pus, or to effect
a release of • living intruder from the cavity of the eye, as, for
example, the parasitic .AVar«a oeuH.

The operation is simple, but the use v.! cocaine cannot bo
omitted. The instruments necessary are a cataract knife, or a
Linceolated bistoury (Fig. 539), It is introduced obhquely through
the cornea, at a very short distance from the sclerotic, and its in-

Fio. 539 —Lanceolated Bistoury,
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fonSTin°'thTT ''T '''' '"^""'^^*^ ^^^«-ti°^ ot the fluidcontamed m the anterior chamber, and the dropping or collausin^

In a f"T' "'? "^""^^ ^ ^«"ff^ ^^ Bhr'i^krn apT a^^^^^^^^^^^

Becretrofri ^"T' ?' ^"""^^ ''' ^^^^^ condTon the

iin^TT""'"
""^ '""^^ ^^*^"' *^^ t^« apphcation of a weak solution of atropme will obviate severe symptoms.

C

—

Staphyloma.

This designation apphes to a deformity or distension of the

^.ted. Xt is v^ryclrn^^tr^pT^^yl^y:^^^^^^^^^^
and If no discovered and attended to in its first stage becomes'

tTon oflh
*' '"'*"^"*- '' ^^^^^-^^^^ -d negleled urrltion of the cornea and destruction of the eye is certain.

excisron'Xr;
^'' ""''''' "' ^"^^^' *^« ^^^t"-' --^ completeexcision with the scissors are recommended, but the chances of

D.

—

Cataract.

ihJnfi?T^
°^ ^^' crystalline lens, or that of its capsule, orthat of the humor of Morgagni, or of these three conjointhproduces loss of sight, and for its re-estabhshment the o^Xn"

rhtraf;c"'' '' ^" ^°^^ '''-''-' --^^
The object in view is the extraction of the opaque lens- its

from Its normal position. It is not often performed in veterinarypractice, but successful attempts have been credited t" VateTL^
f sse and others while still others, as Gohier, Brogniez H.' l"blanc, Haubner, Hertwig and Hering have reported their resultsas sometmies successful and sometimes otherwise

The animal is to be placed in the decubital position, and the

t^^Zf.TuTVV'' '^ ^"^^^'^^^ by the application asolution of sulphate of atropia or extract of beUadonna
Among the difficulties connected with this operation is thepeculiar anatomy of the globe of the eye, whi^h by the action oJ
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the posterior rectus muscle is drawn back in the orbital cavity a
displacement which not onljrenders the action of the instruments
more difficult, but also stimulates the motion forward over the
cornea, of the membrana nictitans. The immobility of the eye is
one of the first points to be secured. There are two ways of
securmg it, one fixing it from the front, the other from behind

It can also be fixed from the front in two ways-that of Le
blanc and that of Brogniez. Leblanc uses a tricuspid stylet (Fis
640), which has three branches, two of which are appUed on the

Fra. 540.—Tricuspid Stylet of Leblanc.

sclerotic at the internal angle of the eye, the third, which is mov-
able, resting also on the same membrane at its inferior part. The
first t^yo keeps the membrana nictitans from the cornea, and all
three, implanted into the sclerotic, keep the globe immovable.

Brogniez uses a special instrument, which he calls a "diapta-
tor" (Fig. 541), which is a metallic rod, having thi-ee or four

Fig. 341.—Brogniez Diaptator.

points, twisted like those of a cork-screw, which by a sUght
pressure, combined with a little twist of the instiniment, com-
pletely fixes the ocular globe.

To fix the globe from behind, Hayne, Dieterichs, Prinz and
Bleiweiss make an incision through the skin behind the orbital
arch, and an assistant, with one of his fingers passed through it
keeps it m place by direct pressure.

General anesthesia is always indicated. Peuch and Toussaint
recommend the use of the Waldon forceps (Fig. 642) to immobil-

Fio. 548.—Forceps of Waldon.
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JTJe ofThe n
"^'''*'^ ^/ ^''P^°^ *^^ conjunctiva on the inner

lum ocl !l e
/'' ?' ^f^^ ^'P^'"*^^ "^y ^'^^' «f t^e specu-lum ocuh abeady mentioned. There are thi-ee principal modes of

rfsT"..
"'" ''^^^' "^^^ ^' "-'^ '- ^— surge^wmch

result m the union of these principal methods.

di«nlf' ^''^'"f
^^^^^^'««^"^'* of ^he Lens.-li is intended todi place the cataract en rnasse from the pupHar focus, and to fix

will no 1
^' •'? P""' "^ *^^ '^^'^^''' ^'^^^ ^^' iris, where itwill no longer intercept the light

thetlerotTcTf,' ''f'''^'^!''
'^' ways-through a puncture oft^e sclerotic (Scleroticonyxis), or by puncture through the cornea

(Fig. 543). This IS either straight or curved. The eye bemg fixed,

Fio. 543.-Scarpa's Needles.

and the pupil dilated, the needle is mtroduced through the sclerotic, on the outside, and lower part of the globe, a short Itl^tback of the cornea (Fig. 544), pushing it in a dii-ection firstshS yobhquely upward, and then horizontaUy. The needle has thus

FIG. 844.-Operatlon of Cataract by Displacement of the Lena
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penetrated between the ciliary processes and the border of the
lens, and presently becomes visible to the operator, passing be-
yond the internal border of the pupil. By a slight motion up-
ward and downward, the capsule is then opened and the lens
depressed, first backward, then vertically, and pushed downward
into the lower part of the vitreous humor. A gentle rotation of
the instrument then releases it from the substance of the lens, and
it 18 returned to its horizontal position. The instrument is not
withdrawn untU it is ascertained that the lens is established in its
new position.

When the puncture is made through the cornea the entrance
into the eye takes place near the center of this membrane, and
the access to the lens, takes place through the opening of the
pupil.

In either case the wound of the globe is insignificant.
2d. Method. Extraction.—There are two principal modes of

operation, one by extraction through a flap of the cornea upward,
and another by a linear incision on the side of the globe.

In the operation by the flap upward, the knife of Richter
modified by Beer (Fig. 545), is introduced horizontally through

Via. B45.- Knife of Beers.

the cornea, near the sclerotic border, a little above the horizontal
diameter of the globe, with the edge turned upward, and as soon
as the point of the instrument has entered the anterior chamber
of the eye. it is pushed in a straight, horizontal direction, passing
into the anterior chamber (Fig. 546), and when its point reaches
the opposite side of the cornea, it is pushed through it in such
a manner that its exit and its entrance occur at equal distances
from the sclerotic border.

The flap is completed by pushing the instrument directly out,
when the aqueous humor escapes, and the cornea collapses.

The anterior wall of the crystalline cover is then divided with
the kystitome (Fig. 547). The hook of which turns backward,
and is made to tear the envelope by moving it from above down-
ward and from within outwai-d. The upper lid being raised with
forceps, and a gentle pressure made with the finger at the lower
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Fio. 648.-Operatlon of the Cataract by Flap Upward.

Fig. 647.-KyBtltome,

border of the cornea, the lens presently falls out through the in-ciszon n It becomes engaged in the wound it can be removedwith the forceps or the curette of the kystitome
Unless care is taken at this point to avoid making too great a

humor The hds are then brought together and a light bandageapphed and as in other cases, the animal must be prevented fromdisturbmg the wound by rubbing or otherwise

theouLdTr''^f.r^'^'*' ^ making a straight incision onthe out^de border o the cornea with the knife of Graafe (Fig
548). It 18 prmcipally employed in cases of soft cataract

Fio. 648.-Knlfe of Graafe.
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Amputation or Extirpation of the Eye.

th«!?nl
"^^'7^? '" only indicated in cases of degeneration of

tJie globe, and after special traumatic lesions of the or^an It is
comparatively a simple one, and not as dangerous nor as painfulas It IS generally supposed to be. It can easily be performedwith a simple or a blunt bistoury. Hertwig recommends a sage-

Bcifls
^' °^*''' ^''^''"'''^ '^ ^"^ °^y ^ P^^^ °^ «"^^«d

With the lids well separated, the eye, or what may remain of
t IS secured with a pointed tenaculum, or a pair of forceps, andthe conjunctiva divided in aU its circumference with the iiifeThen passing the bistoury into the orbital cavity, close to itswaUs, and cutting from the inside, and thence to the mferior partthe entire mass is detached, with the exception only of being heldby the cord of the optic nerve.

6 «

This last attachment is then severed with the scissors. Thehemorrhage which always accompanies the operation is readilyBubdued by pressure. Simple cleanliness is all Lhat is required in
the subsequent treatment.

Doctor E Holland describes his modus operandi for the enu-
cleation of the eye as foUows: The operation requires a specu-

Z.Tu '. '"'^'^ '' "'"^ ^^ *^^ ^P^^'^*^^^ f«^ strabismus,
curved blunt scissors, forceps to fix the eye, and a pair of scissors
curved on their flat for the section of the optic nerve

The Mb being held apart with the speculum the operator
grasps a fold of the conjunctiva, on the outside of the eye, and
Shis It near the border of the cornea. Then, with the scissors
the conjunctiva is entirely divided round its margin, near the
corneal border. The sub-conjunctival cellular tissue being after-ward divided ^vith the scissors, the muscles are brought out with
the strabismus hook and divided, beginning with the external
rectus. The speculum is then removed, and by pressing firmly onboth hds, the globe of the eye is pushed out of the orbital cavity.The curved scissors are passed behind the globe, and the optic
nei-ve amputated at its point of entrance into the globe

The operation ended, the orbital cavityis washed out with cold
sterilized water, and is then filled with pulverized and sifted bor
acio acid. This dressing is removed daUy for five or six days, and
the eye protected as in Fig. 549.
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FlO. 549.-How to Protect the Eye.

Ocular Peothesis.

..^A a^'^f Which has undergone the preceding operation is

^^^^^^^t- ""-^^^ - -^^^^' -^ ^^«

18/5^^ Tl'"^
'^'' for horses were first introduced by Schmidt in

material
^'^ '''''

^'T'^""^
'""^^ °^ ^^'^^«' '^^^"^^^^ ^'^^ieties of

Tobabt C^" T" -^"^ "'''^' '"^ *°-^^y ^" instrument-makers
probably keep them m stock, of hard rubber and gutta-percha,
etc. By the skillful use of pigments the artificial organ can now

Hn^ i! t '^ '^"''^^ """^'^ ^*' ^^^"S companion as to be undis-

55T:::?S\;
''^' ^"^^^ *'^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^ alwayscai-ned (Figs.

But the artificial organ must not be introduced into the orbital

Figs. 5B0, 561.-Artifloial Eye-side and fuU view.

^t-if
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cavity until all granulations, suppuration and inflammatory proc-
68868 in and about the wound have ceased.
To put the artificial eye in place the upper lid is raised and the

the border of the artificial organ placed underneath it; in the
mea^whUe the lower hd is drawn downward and the correspond-
ing border of the eye pushed on its internal face. The eye is in
place, especially if after its introduction the animal makes a few
motions with his lids, all the folds of which are soon removed
To remove the eye the lower hd is drawn downward, and it is dis-
lodged by passing a blunt probe under it toward its posterior face

The artificial eye will not need removal oftener than once in eight
or ten days. If worn too long there might be danger, with cer-
tam materials, of softening. The advantage of having an alter-
nate eye will, upon reflection, become obvious.

ON THE EAR.

Amputation.

Usually, only horses and dogs are subjected to this opera-
tion.

With the horse, the object is commonly either the correction
of a deformity, or the euro of disease or injury.

When performed upon the dog, it is principaUy as an opera-
tion of fashion—so-called—or in comphance with some prevalent
caprice relatmg to a supposed improvement in the appearance of
the animal. Yet with these it must at times, of course, become
necessary for the repair of an accident. It should be understood
that the seat of the operation is in all cases the cartUage of the
concha.

Amputation in JTorses.—The amputation may be either partial
or complete. One ear may exceed the other in size, and it may
become necessary to trim down the larger for the sake of estab-
lishing symmetry between the mismatched pair with the knife.
Or both may be similarly misshapen, and a partial amputation of
both may be, therefore, indicated, for the same aesthetic reason as
that which influenced in the other case.

This operation is seldom, if ever, performed at the present
time. The complete amputation is indicated in cases where the
cartilage is affected with pathological degenerations, and especially
when these exist toward its base.
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any posture, and may be considerably simphtied by usmg Brog-

ai — V
Figs. 668, 5B8.-Brognlez Apparatus for Amputation

of tho Ear.
Fig. 654.—Apparatus of Brog-

nlez in Position,

niez 8 apparatus. This consists of a wooden model of the inside
of the cartilage (Pig. 552), and of metallic en-
velopes or patterns of the outside (Fig. 553) of
which there should be separate ones for each
ear. Both the wooden model and the metallic
pattern are held in place by a systematic screw
(or wood screw) Uke those usen by cabinet-ma-
kers in gluing wooden joints together. The ap-
paratus is adjusted as shown in Fig. 554, and
the excision of the protruding cartilage is made
with the bistoury.

Amputation with the nippers of Garsault
(Fig. 555), or that with the bistoury do not give
equally satisfactory results.

Complete amputation, according to Peuch
and Toussaint, is best performed with the ani-
mal under complete anesthesia. We have had
opportunities of operating without it, but it

cannot be questioned that it furnishes p» wer-
ful assistance, when it becomes necessary to
keep the head in place, as in this case. ^'°' Bw-Nippers of

(iarsautt
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^^The woMd „ closed „,th sutares, and treated in the usual

pnnJxr:;:,^r;^rs^^e^^^^^^^

PiO. 5S6.-NIpper8 to Amputate Dogs' Hare,

healed. The limitation forceps, renresenf^^ •
-n^-
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CHAPTEll XV.

DISEASES OF THE WITHERS.
The withers is the region of the body which, of all others ismost exposed to lesion, the injuries to which it i; subject beLgoevery form, nature and degree of seventy. From ts very Laion
. xs especaUy liable to all kinds of external traumatisms, aid

18 peculiarly apt to suffer from blows, bruises, bites, coitus oTspressures and frictions by the hai^ess, etc., and thes giv o'^n

supeificial or deep, and various wounds of the surface, with orwithout mjunes of the subjacent tissues; and these agaii may befoUowed by necrosis of the dorso-cervical ligament, and of theapex of the doj^al vertebne, accompanied with puruleit fil rationsin vanous local ties, the formation of fistulous Lets, Td possLlythe extenston of the diseased conditions to the ligam ntum nuchJ

sTqtfJ
^'' ^'^ ""''''' ^^ *^^ "^^^' -^^^ ^ its unfrtufaS

With the consideration of such a multiplicity of pathological
evils before us, an orderly and systematic ai^angement of tol ct
18 especially necessary, and we shall, therefore, in our trea men

1-0c^d'^^V^r "w"' ^'°P* '^^ classification of Bou"y^d .ocard And this introduces us successively to the studvof e^conauons, edemas, hematoma, core or sUcJ^^ JZ
abscesses, rounds, and the ^^discased .nthers^> proper, or what Sgenera^y understood as ^'the persisting lesion, fistiious in itscharacter and whose condition of formation and durationdue to the mortification of the fibrous, yellow or cartila^Lou

vertTbrl'
'^'" °' ^'^ ''"^'^^ ^^"^^««^« ^' '^^ anterior dorsal

Considered from an anatomical point of view, the withers forma very complex region. Its skeleton is formed by the supeZ
""~yj^i; '

'"" Jinienor aormil vertebrae, and it is sur-rounded by muscles arranged in layers, intersected by fibrous
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aponeurotic bands or sheaths. The vertebra give attachment
by the cartilaginous nucleus, which is at their apex, to the pos-
terior portion of the yellow, elastic cord, which is part of the
funicular portion of theligamentum nuchse, and are also united by
the interspinal ligament. The muscles which rest upon the ver-

tebra; form six difl'ereut planes, thus divided : Ist. The skin, lined
inside by cellular tissue, more condensed toward the median line

than on the sides, where it is loose ; 2d. The trapezium muscle,
thin and aponeurotic inferiorly, but thicker in its upper portion,

— ca

Fro. 557.—1st and 2d Layers of the Region of the Withers.

P.—SWn folded down, pf.—Funicular portion of the cervical ligament, to.—Cer-
vical portion of the trapezium, td.—Dorsal portion of the same, ea.—Acromion spine

which is muscular (Fig. 557), and Ij'ing over the external surface

of the scapula and its cartilage of prolongation. 3d. The rhotn-

boideus muscle, which is separated from the second plane on its

external surface by a layer of loose cellular tissue (Fig. 658), and
is lined in its internal, face, by a ycl-DW clastic band, iiiacrted on
the inside face of the cartilage of prolongation of the scapula.
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Fio. 558.-3(1 Layer of the Region of the Withers.

r.y, °^^^^}^^^ "' *''? scapula. pf.-Punlcular portion of the cervical lieamentrh.-Rhoml)oid6U8 muscle. a.-AngularIa of the scapulie. S.-SplenluT
"S*"^^^'-

Fio 6B9.-4th Layer of the Withers.
BC.-Section of the Boapiila and surroun.Jins muscka. da.—Antnrlor pmall sorratns.

o!i;7„t
»l'"n«"/08>B. ga.-Ureat sorratus. pf. -Funicular portion of tho cervical lig-

?i?ril
8—lo'Tior attachment of the siilcnius. ad.-Ramiflcations of the dorsal

scaputo
*°-~*^'"®*' oomplexuB. pc.-SmaU complexus. a. -Section of the angularis
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^'°- S80.-5th Layer of the Withers

ac.-rperrrs':rr;'''r-sr"''r- ''^•-^-
branch of the eplnaus. br-lnferio^brncI^^Ve':

"'
°' '''^ ''«'^''- ^«-««Pertor

costal. ad-Dorsal artery. ga.-QreatBermJ T^r
'"""""'• '---Conimon Inter-

transversallB muscle.
K^-Oreat serratus. Bi.-Inferlor acalenus. it-Inter-

spinous pi-oLses S::e':::^::t^z^^;^ri ''-'-^

'P^^^^immcle of the back. (Fi^ 561) To^h!
^ !

"'''''''''''^

the posterior extremities of some of J'^ ^^^^V^^
*« be added

covered by the internal fn^l T^ "''''"^'' ^^ *^« "eck,

the large Lod " sTdt bt chL'tf Z''?
^'^ '^"^'''^''^^ «^

dorsal and superior ceivi^l nt .u .?
'''°' ^°"*^' ^^^^ the

are distributed^nThr^lr^^T ^c^T' ^™ ^'^^^

distinctly in our minds, we shall h.v«fh^' . w ""^^ "" *^^«

idea of the structure o tLtie ranj Te f • '?
'^""^^ ^"

esting arrangement and dispIsTtion of "^
'"*" ^^^ ^*«r-

relation to tfe ailmentswhS^tW ThlS;,?^.^;^by an inspection of the illustration (Fig 66^) ritl ^ '^^

transverse section of the entire region Loltd The d
"^ '

exhibits the obliquity of the direction of ftI • ^'''"Sf

layers, and demonstrates the tend t "f i "TT "^"""^"^

b. gravitating and collecting ^^^C^t^^:^-^^^^
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Pro. B81.-6th Layer of the Withers.
pl.-Lamellar portion of the ceryicalllpament. pf -Funicular nni^in„ „ w

=x?^rr^T;:n;2-=rrrT~A^^
:.:Ti^i:;S:sit."--^-™—

"

formation of the ailment recognized as a true <' diseased withers "
with the habitual seventy which is its characteristic

The originating causes of the diseases of the withers may be
divided mto the predhposmg and the occasional. AmonLrthe
first are to be noted a defective anatomical conformation of the
region

;
the kind of work performed by the animal, and the degree

of care he receives. For example, when the withers are low, thick
and fleshy, as m hGa^y draught horses, the saddle of the harness
Las a tendency to slip forward and cause chafing and excoriation
an accident from which, however, animals with high, sharp withers
are by no means exempt; for though, for the reason stated, they
are less hable than those of the other conformation, the advantae*
18 ofTset by the fact that the skin is exposed to a more unequal
pressure, especially if that part of the harness m not properly
radded and fitted, and presses irregularly on the soft tissues,
upon which it rests.
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op-cartilage of the ecapuTa ,s -luo smZ^V'T^'r' ^•-«'^'>'"»'o"' muscle.

toiiioted bites and tlieTr"tcLt *,"', ?'" "'','*-« ^l-^ "^"

cati;u::rra.t*ztrjsr4 - '--«

«

the accident columns of the 11. 1 '
^^' '"P^^^S^ ^^'^^^

to a few of n fT 1 1
-^ P''^''^' *°^ ^e shaU merely refer

place by a aurcingle too ti«btlv hZlTt'Ll^T?,"1 "'

-y give ™e e.tbe. b, it. i™,diate *ct:^^^^;^:
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to the slightest form of pafcholocical flinrur^ »«„

men in sumuier, when it a/pea.-,, in theform „ 'a J, . Tf
"""'

of the 8km, 18 communicated with every sten to thl i .
cellular tissue (a sort of rubbing. to-andZ mo ion) ancr.

r""'

Pittingunderpressur.,Jr:^^;^^^^ -^
to spread toward dependent structures i!^!^ i

""'^""'^

tion in two or threi da,s, but TelZa ^^^^^Z^JTZoe lular tissue, sometimes difficult to detect Th^r 1 .
takes place if the originating cause has, wftl a m^Lte'SoTceased to operate; but if, on the contrary, it has b'ontSedto keep up Its irritating action, fhe cedema will incv^ase and nclue time the condition will be cl anged to that of sup "i^t'n atermination to be, if noasililp 1,-,. on

^ "u^jpuiation—a

vented.
Possible, by all means anticipated and pre-

The removal of the cause, sometimes accompHshed bv merelv
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i

(<•) Hematoma, or Blmeli/ rnmor ~Thi. T..-

bite by some otW .nimal It 1 ,
'
" ™""™<>". »• a viole2,t

fleial Woo, ve^eritrritrdXrCeZ:'.''^ ""''.'-

ti-e Mooa .„. co.,itfrr:t :itrfatCv^ -"r

Yet in otw ca«™ir„': 111 r;:Zo:srto:? """r--weeks, undergoing the process of rpsolnf .u
'^'^ *''' *^'"^^

Its existence, but at a later period, when the tuLtf.^'r'

p;-e»»u,e b, ba:?aSrir;7o^r;:?:::\trrr'
bistoury are always contra-indicated

'"*^ *^"

X'ee 0^,' i::sLr -;r"" -Xi^rtbr;:
temleMv to eMend toTlf ,

""^ superficial, and !,„., „

crease mortification C»i7 '''*?" "''™'"' *"">» «» i-"

their »ensibili ; taeJe/ IndTa'T™ "'^" "" ""'"""' ""''

i^ation b,-ppUoHlX itr„T4"e^;rBitt'-pus does not very readilv f>»o»r.^ i xi. . ^ "^^^^ ^^''^

ren..inin« in the b^ottt'^/Zr^i Tu^XT'"""fistulateJ ,v,h ,„e f„r.nat.on o, colLti„°n,. ST^^:^^
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ne -osis and ^''' '^^T"*
"* '"^ '''' '^°°««' '^^ -suit will be

and deen ah .
' ^^^itions, lymphangitis, leucophlegmasia,and deep abscesses may be expected, and usually superven!

ciall , "f^^ "^ '^' ^"^"^^'l '''-^'-^-^ iB always slow espe-

rmi?al 'th T '''Tr ^™^^-^^^' '^"^ «- wounTwlfct

sequent action. When it is superficial it heals quite ranidlv butrecovers only with great difficulty when it is deHeaterand involves fibrous, cartilaginous and bony structures
' '

The prognosis of this lesion of the withers varies accordinir to

"nrt r *^"^^^'^^^ -^--^-^^ butitiotan= oHhrwrr: rg rLt;'tZir'^

:^t''
'-'--'

the median hne.
^^" *^^'' '^^^^^ °^^"r ^^

is t?discont"n
"' '"'"f •' " ^'"^"^' ^^^'^^ T^« first indications to discontinue, or obviate, the irritating cause, by chanirin.he harness, by ekan.berln, it, or, what is^ettei^l^^ fSffrom workmg the animal untU he has entirely r clred Th!second indication is to l^asten the sloughing of the mortL^fS,sue and allay the irritability which the^ anl^ b^^rZ^^^^^^^^^

slightest touch of the hand, or other object,uilScrT^P
d^ated for this purpose. As soon as the process of slou<,hinffbegms It must be stimulated and encouraged Warm coZf^sant septic lotions, glycerine, phenial mixtures are then beneficiaJ

rta'e n 1 r.''

^^ °"'' '^^ experience, been of great ad-vantage If durmg the process of the elimination of the core the

ns^roresr^ '° '^ ^'"^'^^* ^"*^ ^ *^^^-«^ to aee::^ t
by mean ^ o T' '""i "T' '^ ^'^'^^^ *° ^^^^^^^^^^ ''^ removal

tuber slet-rr'
'^'"'"^ ^°''^°' «P«"»-« - drainage

deep y into 11. 'T '' '^ ^"^"^^ ^^^^' ^'^*^ ^^^^s reachingdeeply mto the tissues beneath, but although this may be th!case, no attanpt shouUl e.er l>e maae to tear Lu fVZiaZ

When theyhave entirely sl^^^i^^^^::e^^7^,graniUating wound, which ordinary requires but mUd forZ'lf
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a. slight but l„„g.™.tinued ^m^nt:!ZT^Tj °'

harness, inflicted wliilo fv,« •
i

•

P^""ucea Dy an ill-fittincr

ease». in Se cle tie --"^
"

*" ''^ '"™''"" '"^

wnen located m the median Uno +v,« u
''^

soft tumor, of varying siz^from tW of
^^"""^ constitutes a

a cliUd's head-bilobulated Z n^^
^'^'''''

'
'^^ *^ *^^* °^

immediate indications of treatment
""^'^ ^^^""'^^ *^^

When the cyst is small and of recent fnrr«o+;^
treatment is in ord^r „a .u ".

/^''^^'^ formation, resolvent
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o^^ experience warns us that it is not without danger, from itshabJity to be followed by a severe form of dineald witWBouley and Nocard, m relation to this mode of treatment, say "it
IS better to empty the cyst with a capilliary trocar, or bv the
aspirator, to wash its cavity with an antiseptic preparation, slic^htly
jrntating (5 per cent, solution of phenic acid), to repeat this Si

j

'

tion several times, until the liquid taken out of the cyst is per-
fectly hmpid, and then apply over the entire surface of the Jn athick coat of blister."

The purulent cyst is treated as an abscess.
(/)//>«..,..._A phlegmon of the withers may rise suddenlymider the mfiuence o a severe traumatism, or become the sequelof a hematoma, or of a cyst. It appears most commonly on thesuperior part of the withers; sometimes on the sides, as a tumormore or less warm and painful, first uniformly hard and tense^d afterward soft with a fluctuating center, a/d suxxolded bvan edematous infiltration, more or less c^ >veloped. If the absces;

IS superficial ulceration of the skin soon takes place, foUowed b^the escape of thick, white and creamy pus.
^

If, on the contrary (and this is often the case), the abscess
IS deep, developmg itself under the the aponeurosis of the™
dorsal, or of the rhomboideus muscle, or even deeper unclefthecartilage of the scapula, or the thickness of the ilfo spMs 1symptoms then however, being less defined. The tuJl^altL^
1 ss characteris ic, the heat less marked, the fluctuation not detecable, ancUhe only sign which guides the surgeon is the excessivepimanifested upon the shghtest pressure on the tumor, and fro^which the animal shi-inks in fear. This soreness is in fact so grea^that in some animals it interferes with the action of the leg on theside affected. The appearance of general febrile symptoms is noluncommon at this period, with elevation of temperatLe,! easem the c^culation anorexia, excessive thu-st, etc. At thi's periodalso It becomes maportant to be certain of the diagnosis" or aieast to be sure of the existence of the suppuration, Ld its loci

r7«\^7--^*«ly -'^de out, in order to prevent the evertdisorders that may be caused by the presence of the pus ; a prob!lem which can be only solved by repeated capillary exploring
punctures, made at various points, and at given depths, according
to the dimensions ol the phlegmonous enlargement

The prognosis of abscess of the withers depends altogether on
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H

I

si

severe character. If deep fc?« L' ^ T '

'''"'"^' «* '"^^'^

it is Bi-Ple or limited :!;;li\tji:a;;'T"^
°^^"^^' "^«"«

pus has continued to increase and infiU
.^'

" ,
^ '^"''°*'^^ °^ *^«

the cellular tissue se,.lZXT^:^^r ^^^ '^""'^ ^
puration has penetra ed under the nn^f T'' ' ^" *^" «"P-
will have assu,Ld the mosrc^Vltt dl^^^^^^^^^^

''

chances of recovery of a very douhtfnl M .
'^''^''"^' ^'^^^

ence of the pus has been dieted ^
:"' ^^'" *^« P^««-

assist its dischai-ge by a fte
'
H«'

^^^'^^^'^'^^te indication is to

cavity. The incition^nTusrhe ^-^^^^^^ '^ ^''**°" '' *'^

of the tumor; in such mannL I f

"""'^ dependent part

settling in a cul-de-sac 1 means of'dr""'
''' ''"""^" ^^'^^

and the tube is preferred t?L ^e^fr^S
""^ '^ ^"^^^^^'

seton,as more sure to reach all par^ o ttVV'' *° *^^

more thoroughly to wash out the ca'ty
''*""' "^^ *^«

catio^"7^l2!rtt.^r ^"r •
^^^ «-^^-

presses, hot poultices and fl..! i

^^7 ^^ans of v;arm com-

maintaiLed, meanSe fn I'd f^^^^
^eing

at the earliest moment of itsl matt l, T"""''
'' *^^ ^'^^

ately evacuated.
^oimation

; when it must be immedi-

iff) Wounds.—Eesultino- frnrv. «„
^e„c,es,the. injuries iui^necCj;? ™™1°'

TT'""the uature of the ttoues .-hicb me mvolvI7
°"" '"'*

totLt:sreesr.XfLnrz^^^^^

must also be a correroonZl?' 1 "^ ""'' '""'"'' ""«»
nods to be annoreTfromTat rflf; "'T'" °' "" *-e-

the^rj'^:r-iTf:t:r:t:rtr^^^^

^d acceding to Bouie/an^KtThrstt^,:', '^-^""..

the wound, and to repeat the application after a few days The
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pam caused by this compels the animal to .bgtain from aU move-men and besides this the inflammatory sweUing resultmgZm

m-olitir
I^T/^^-^^-^i-trizing process by'stimulating thepiohferation of the ceUs of the repairing tissue. Aside from this

nometh r'""'
^.^^^^--^ «^

—
' « of the withers ^olvno methods or indications different from those of similar hurts inother parts of the body. In most cases the surgeon must tru^his experience and knowledge of general principh'n for ...ida^ee

have before stated, this denomination belongs to "a persistiT^esion fastulous in character, due to the mortification of "hf^ssues of the withers, fibrous, yellow, cartilaginous or bony " It^necrotic in its nature, and while it may Attack but one it mayalso exist in all of these organs. ^
Whatever this condition may be, however, the necrosis is alwaysmamfested externally by an mdicator, in the form of a fistiUaTmg exit to an abundant, thin pus. serous, samous g^ ylh L :«£

'

adhering to the hair, and irritating and excoriatifg the slin uponwhich It flows. At first it is odoriess, and nearly homogenrousbut It soon becomes foetid in odor and loaded with the detritus ofnecrotic tissues, more or less abundant, varying in thcC andm color, according to the nature of the tiLf from^Mch iHs

One or several of these fistulous openings may exist on one orboth sides of the withers leading from'the famelfroL differednecrotic centers. Their number is not limited. Several of themmay be m existence at the same time, especially when the Lealhas mamtamed its hold on the system for a period of three

T

four months without being checked or cured a stat« of l

not infrequently witnessed ' ''''*^ °^ *^^«
Their formation is explained by the constant accumulation ofthe pus in he sinuosities of the original tract, which by degrees

taZr" I ""fr" °' ''^ B-ounding structures. Jdestabhshes a channel for itself by the same process as that Zwhich the first outlet was formed.' It may somXs ha;pen thaithe openmg of new canals becomes the cause of the cbsure orperhaps only the constriction, of the original channel, Td a newexploration becomes necessary to ascertain the new routes ntZ
fliud In this case their direction will be best made out bv theinjection of liquid, through their open mouths.

^
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i I

between tC; Le t^l, '
?"", °° "'""I''' °' »»"''»" P«Lucm, liiese grimulations at alater DpHnrl flo*+^^-the wound contracts, untU the thinned sk^seemst f 5'

^

outlet into a nan-ow strait which o^eLIthe^r ^
''
"'"""^

fonued by the skin drawn inwardly hvfl^!
the bot om of a cavity

the iadurated peri-iistulous"rsue ' "''*""'' '''''''^^ °^

The direct exploration of tlie fistnln .-a h, i, i
taining it, exigence, direction exw h,!^ "'°*' °' «""
lesion which give, rise to it TJ, , t ''"'P*' ""^ '^'° «'«

by the taxis, Lee ."Ts oblns that no "'
f""

""f"
"^ "^ """«

cate an in^pression such asd be obtainell;"™ ?" T"^""'"
flnger. By the hand, therefore 1stC „ ^ ,°'"''' °' "«'

and »inuosities of th; fi.t.^L^tuJZ'tT!''' T"'necrosed tissue, and the extent „f 7, ?' °°''"'° °' "">

manual explorat on s not ^f™! "", !»°-"a«"™- But this

deficient cSiber of the pla "
orT? '• """'' '"^°«' "^ ""

..oX:"s-:rtrrtr:-^^^^^^^^^^
will expose the diseased si^nf i.. ^ i

^ ™^^*"' » ^"ght incision

tion o/tbings ina;r:l Tet^^tl^''^ ^"^ *^« -^^^-

hmited to the cervical liaatnent ihl u
"" the lesion is

an olive-greenish color aJvrbVof sol "^ ^''"^' "^ ^^-
withapecubai- fc^tid odo^ L its ni ci"

°"' ?"^"'^"^^'

the necrosis has attacked the cartila's oT " ^ ^"'^ ^'

fied part assumes a yellow coltS I I "7 r' '^' ^°^^-

aU cases, however it is mL nV
i'

* °^ ^^^ ^^««"- I"

cheers .^teriall/jrtrtTtl^^^^^^^^^^^^
the point of separation it is covered with « 1 .

'''^'^^ ""^

hoalthj and the diseased tissues stiU exists i^ the parts whi"ht
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ZL r, '"'^''''^ "''"' ^^'•""fe'^ ^l"^'l» the necrosis con

ta^Il'tluV""'^."'^'"'.
'' *'^' ^^"^"^"^ ^« ^' Huffici nt'long

naril T '
'^''''' '' " '"''' termination, the bone ordinan^y, becommg necrosed or carious, the necrosis being indicate^l"by Its brownish co or, its drvnewH Hu ..^., i V .^

mincatecl

on nercuHHinn xt-lni .i
'.''^'*^' '*" roughness and its sonorityon pucusHion, while the caries is recognized bv its fH,il.n.-f,. ;/

«haii. cutting instniment.
^ ^"^ *^' ^"^^'^ °* ^

br„?'^ T-^'"°"
""^ mortification may aiTect but a sin-^le verte

the extent and limits of the lesion itself
"prcsentmj;

v£;is:^ii=::s^:n;--^-
attached to the spinous processes

feruwtus,

is J^'^IST So r™
""Brtical importance of this induration

18 verv great. So long as there is no perceptible decrease i„ it.dimensions, no apparent improvement in the eXr.! ,
modiiication in the nature and amount oT the d We ^1 ^fany favorable eigniflcalion, and the surKeon may iZut.T uf

tligliiitriittrrrfriitrzt '-t-rtaken place and the wound is once^IItlt/ ^^0.^^o OHBrnal simplicity. And when the swelling IsappeaTs Idthe tassues have resumed their normal integrity „, "^uZ' r^,

dance of the discharge wiU cease to be of any signiflca™e.
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In the beginning of the necrosis, while the parts are very
sensitive, the exaggerated sensibility is not at all in proportion to

the apparent extent of the disease. The animal shrinks from the

manipulations of the touch, and this is a symptom which should
be carefully considered in its relation to the progress of the dis-

ease, from the fact that in these manifestations it is passing
through the same phases as those which marked the progress
of the induration, running a sort of parallel with the duration

of the necrosis, and diminishing as the sloughing proceeds, the

interior situation being interpreted by the exterior phenomena,
with some exceptions For there are cases in which it diminishes,

while the disease continues without change, to exhibit the same
severe symptoms. One effect of the abundant suppuration accom-
panying diseased withers, and the febrile symptoms which accom-
pany it, is a rapid loss of flesh by the suffering animal.

The disease is always of long duration, and even when treated

in the most rational manner. Its persistency will naturally cor-

respond with the slow process of the sloughs and repairs of the

tissues involved, themselves of comparatively low vitaUty and
slow of change. But as soon as the separation of the diseased

parts has taken place, however deep the wound may have been,

or whatever the number and depth of the fistulse, the cicatriza-

tion proceeds rapidly, and is completed in a comparatively short

time. The terminations, which are to be looked for, are classified

by Bouley and Nocard under the following heads

:

Ist. Besolutton.— This is very rare if the disease has been
neglected, and only occurs when it has been of a circumscribed

extent and seated in a region favorably situated for the elimin-

ation of the mortified tissue, as when it escapes through large

openings, without lying long enough in the midst of the muscular
substance to produce the effects of the long confinement of the

pus in the deeply situated regions.

2d. Disease of the neck, when the necrosis has spread as far

forward as the cervical portion of the ligamentum nuchse. This

forms the more common termination, and is as serious and fatal

as the original disease itself. It is too often met with, especially

in low-bred animals of lymphatic constitution.

3d. Death, too frequently.

4th. Putrid infection, due to purulent fermentation and the

absorption of septic principles.
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5th. Puriclent infection., i. e., consecutive with the caries of the
vertebrae and with the phlebitis of the veins of the region.

6th. Purulent plmrisy, resulting from the passage of the pus
into the thoracic cavity through the intercostal muscles.

7th. Exhaustion, in consequence of the uncompensated loss
of substance by the abundant continued suppuration, and its ac-
companymg severe and persistent fever.

Fistulous withers is always a serious disease, not only because
of Its progressive tendency, but also because, however intelligent
and proper may be the treatment it receives, it can never be relied
on to prevent the spreading of the necrosis, and assure a healthy
cicatrization. The degrees of severity nevertheless vary, accord-
ing to curcumstances. It is less serious when the necrosis is on
the median line, and the prognosis is stiU more favorable when it
IS on the posterior part of the region. ^Yhen situated forward it
seems more tenacious, and the danger of its extending to the
neck 18 greater. But it is principaUy when its seat is in the an-
tenor part of the withers that the prognosis becomes alarming, as
there the spinous processes are less prominent, the muscles thick-
er and more complicated in their arrangements, and the cartUage
of the scapula nearer, all these being conditions which render the
discharge of the pus more difficult and the purulent infiltrations
more likely to take place, and where also counter-openings are
made with more difficulty, and indeed become almost impossible
if the purulent accumulations are situated on the inside of the
scapula or its cartilage of prolongation.

It may be said, in fact, that the most important factor in the
prognosis of this disease is the distance which separates the apex
of the spinous processes of the vertebrae from the superior border
of the cartUage of the scapula; the chances of recovery being in
the ratio of the distance between those two points. It is thus
that it becomes less grave in well-bred animals, with elevated pro-
jecting withers, than in low draught horses in which that region
is depressed and thick, and the projection of the dorsal processes
often replaced by a deep groove, bound on each side by the pro-
jection of the muscles and of the border of the scapular cartUage.
The disease is also of less gravity in young animals, except when
they are under the influence of distemper.

The treatment required in fistulous withers includes two prin-
cipal indications

: 1st. To facUitate the escape of the pus and
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Obviate its action upon the tissues with which it comes in coTif..f

ri=^r=^i^---econato-:^rr

:raint::r^^^^^^^
J.to the tract as far as possible. But In tL'fi^^^^^^^^^^^^hque y downward and inward, and has become colucaLdUhdiverticulums which run into the dp^f),. ^t +1,

''"'"P^^**^'* "^^^

larffement nf ^h^ «
^|^" ^to tne depths of the tissues, this en-

mg with the bottom or cul-de-sac of the fistula

culaTi'd '^*"t''^''^
*^?" comiter-openings must be carefully calculated in order to make the drainar^e perfect Th« iJ! .

ably the S probe, and a straie-ht bistonrv ti,«
F^^ier

beliberal to „.„. t.e best iltlTIhe/lUTp^eXd
from «,ntra«lmg or too rapidly cloring, an/so cheowT'ialent flow either by the introduction of o tent of oakum ZnT
permeable foreign snbstanoe. or, and it i. much ttc ^tterItMby the use of a drainage tube similar to theMa rubber ,St on tube. This implement, besides fuMUing aU the^ther^^
.ons desired, possesses the additional ad^nlfo' t" tott
tt^rm" :

*."" """«»" " °"™«™ into tt flstl"!

rtbe?asrot:hrr:"^xri:r""T-^^^^^
sary. The fluids best adaptedTb^^^Z^IZ^^^J^Zl
Bcr It T,°? r

"" P"'" '"»•'<' ™'''' P'"'"«'*d waterZper cent, solubon), or permanganate of potash solution (one totwo per cent.), or again simple alcoholic water TheTJi !•
can be made with an ordinary syrinx V.Zi. ^J^S"''™
howeiier «v i. *!,„» i, "r"7 """Se- Much and Toussaint,However, say • that when lie circumstances allow it cold water i„contmued irrigation constitutes the best medicltion aid Zwhich prevents most certainly all compUcations. On that"they cannot recommend it too strongly "

account

lessr^teri^vTre"'
'"""""'" -"""^ -««»M m ..ses „f

the necrosed part. In times gone by o.S,tt^TZtZ
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and liquid form, were held in high repute, even in the form ofactual cau enzation, as recommended b^ Laiosse. In Mel Zel
tnem to be ignored. Preparations of lesser severity were thenrecommended, among which were Villate's solution, those of thesulphates of copper or of zinc, in various degrees of strel hof tmcture of iodine, of spirits of turpentine, of nitraeSve;andevenof tartar emetic, and their use was followed by gloi

Cantharides ointment, appUed extemaUy over the swellingand by mjections mto the fistulous tract, after being dilutldStmcture of cantharides, is also recommended
When the pus has filtrated inside of the shoulder, Boulev and

taUic rod the cellular tissue of the internal face of the shoulder soas to produce an abscess by congestion, whose opening,S mustbe made wide, would allow the escape of the pus, and the posTiblefrequent cleaiising of the enormous fistula thus formed. By h sprocess one might avoid the serious accidents likely to result from

ZZZ '
'^'' ^^' ''' ^^^'^^"^^^^^^ ^^-'

^«-~
For cases like these Lafosse recommended the trephining ofhe scapula-a very serious operation. It is said to have beensuccessful with hun, but it must be a difficult matter to perform

It properly in such a manner that the trephine is apphed atTpoTn"

tula
''"'"^ corresponding to the bottom of thefis-

When all means of so stimulating the action of the parts asto effect the arrest of the necrosis, and the sloughing of the aiortT

that^sXr T '^'^''*'"^ '^ ^"*' -« aLrn'ativetfrana
that IS the direct amputation of the apex of the spinous processand the excision of the diseased portion of the ligament. Zthis operation indicated by Lafosse, is possible only when thedisease is limited to the apex of the most prominent spinous mJcesses. It is positively contra indicated in low and thick wi her^m which the wound left after the operation would be a hoFw'cup-shaped depression, from which the pus would naturally gravil
tate and filtrate in all directior.p..

^

The instruments necessary for this operation are: A grooved
director, curved and straight bistouries, sage-knives, sharp draw-

fH
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3

^J

ingkmves, bulldog forceps, and an amputating saw and -withthese the appliances usually needed in fl>« w *T

'

drameMube,, dog .et„„ „e°edl., eJ The vL ^step 'Ttleoperahoa are thu, deseribed by Peuch aud TouJtot
'^

iLvcrythmg being ready, the operator enlarsei, tho fi,.„i„,
tract, simple or ramified m it may be so a7^ 1 ' 1 '

^osis. In maiung this special attJntioL mlt'be ata oX'the mc,s,„„ a lirection favorable to the escape of the pns liisfirst step of the operation is accompanied Jth abundant.,Aage, which must first of aU be a^ested ^l^tatinX
moistened ^Mth a solution of perchloride of iron Th. i.
rhage stopped, and the necrosis exposed, he »«I^2'^aXjmportant one of the operation, is proceeded with T^X tSsthe necrosed surface is limited by a double incision, madfw tl a

l^e cartilage are excised, and then, with the drawL kX thebony tissue underneath is resected so as not to leave^fhe «f„ll !
p^ticle of necrosed tissue. Here, as in soine l^oftot^^^^^^^^tion not only must all the diseaeed tissue be removed but someol the healthy structures. The resection of the apex of theTe

mg knife But this instrument is preferable, as it is easier tomanipulate a^d it always leaves a smooth wound "

The subsequent treatment is of the routine kind. The parts

bypressure, a diam tube is secured at the lower angle of thewound, and the edges are brought together by quUled suturesKepeated injections of phenicated water are passed throughThedrainage tubes and the patient is watched in order to prevent hhnfrom injunng himself by rubbing. If the season and the circumstances permit, continued irrigation is established
Toward the fourth or fifth day the sutures a^e removed andthe dressing changed. The granulating process is carlxll
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cicaSon '
'""""' '' P"""' ^" '^^ -d too rapS

During the treatment the animal must be kept quiet and evenn some cases it wiU be prudent to hobble his de T^C^a^Z
ihT htirrrto irv'- ,r*^- ^^ *^^~-
compensate forfL 1

?^ ""^ ^^^^ ^^"^ ^^^^^ive diet, to

tTon n^r ) .1 T^^ '''''^^^S from the abundant suppura-

2a fonfoIT, '''"r^"^'
'^^ "" ^°^^ ^^^ ^' r^t^rning com-pJications or relapses, the animal can be returned to his labors

BO heaX on hi f'V'' ^'^ '""^^ «°"- ^^^^ ^^^^^^^so lieavily on h s neck, and substitute for it the equally efficient

contnbuted to brmg upon its wearer the calamit'y of diseased
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r^J^'^rT""
""^ *^' ""''^ '' *^^ «^^t «f l««i«"«. frequently occur

I' :wemL7r' '^*T
^'^^^^^^"^^^ exJoriaJiontrdlt

wounds e^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^ '^"'^ *""°^^' ^^««--«' ^---^
Tte in L! / T .u^'^ ""^y ^"'°^^« comphcated, and terminatein^o^^em;, or the necrosis of one of thefibrou elasti^lbony elements which enter into the composition ofStinIn conszdenng the anatomical structure of the portiS ihe

inHirr,! T. i ?'* '''^"' "' <""'««« tisBue, more or lessmfiltrated with fat, and lardaceous in !ow-br«d l,o«J .1 , .
the %„„entum nucto, wU„h i, att X/to trocdpL '

»t "^rLI rr' "^ *- cerviccauncuim';- on

'.irge tendon of the ffreat c<mplexus, the small oblique muscle of
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I

J*

•J

Ic. -Ligament nuoto dp.-Poeter or Ttri^^hf
""'' ''"''" ""'"^^^ ««"««" "f the head

occipital llga.„ont. Is.-Supor^r"an of S rr'"' °' '""^ '»-''• '-AtloldJ
ra.-8pinal marrow. ta.-Adlpose fssue of th K..r~"'*^*'''^'*'» '^"ra mater
Pharynx. ^o.-Section of the g^eatXo LLVoTtier T^'"

"-^"^«- P^""
told process of the axis. p.-ParotId gland Tm t?i .'"'^- ""-Section of odon-
straight of the head oe.-(Esophagus

''"-^"''-"as'Uary gland. da.-Anterlor

a^fo/e?o-m«.c«/an ^' *^' ^^^^-^'^^^-^^^^^^fe/' and the

The causes in which dispnciPB «f +i,« n • .

ou». Among them m^t mentled C^ ""er"/" """«-
given with the handle of a wtoT ?"''

"'r'"'
'"» Wows

this is too low end he ]m» tr.. a 1 , ?^ ^'^ ^**''^®' '"'^^n

of the ne„„sis of the cord of the eervieal-ligam 'i'tStht™
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3vel with the Poll.

'
on the top of cervical ligament

small oblique muscle of the head'
cles of the head. ..-Atloldoi
'• sm.-Rachidian dura mater
chldlaa canal. a.-Atlas. ph -
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3s when in tossing his
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neck hy the estenaion
ligament, all these are

considered to be so r.^, ^«™ ^,^^^ ^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^ ^^

sMer, ie.andXlriXl^',~- Ge™an authors, „o„-

festation of a di.tl,.^/
me sus-aUoid hygroma, as the local mani-

temper They j otllT^ l""!
""* '^ "-l-eumatism and dis-

spo^taneouXtrX :: ^X^ll^r^ T'^^
"-"

Inconaidcnncy+i,^ •
"'•'^ "^ "'^ otter traumatic causes.

who has thus'ar^Lged tS '"™'°"' '^*'""'» "^ »'"W,

A-B.™a,AT,o,.s, B_as„,M4To™ SwEiLLvas; C-CoRE.D—Bloody Tumors.

be borne in „d„d that hoXver sUrt Se,
'™°- ^^ " ""''

whatever may be Uieir nlh™ .1 ,
^ "^^ "»'" '° •">' "i

tention and carefuflU, ' ^ ^ ''™^' "'"''^^ immediate at-

and theStHr^'tX." "" ""'^^ ''' "^' "' '^' ''''^'

E.

—

Cyst.

for^Lh""!""^ "' """"' '""• """"••^•'-' "»•' ^''i'. The

those whiehi;^'; 'r::;terTh?tr '""°»"°-' "'">

dilatation of theserons »». wVT,, .7.
'"" '= "" abnormal

cervioal cord upon^Zr, ^fair^^nttZjHT
L median v'^rC':^:^^:'^::'' ^ ^^"^^^^ ^
lees, except when it is the result „»1°T, ' """"''j' P™'
it may ^accompanied tlth^amX ;m;r;s''ll'

""'^

wi.^ the' other f^t^s IfZ r^irr^"^*" '"''"'''^

uniform, and easUy detected, butS a Jer '^i^Z;^^t.on becomes more abundant, and the tens.;;.^:! 'the ^ouchTt"
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^9

Z::!^. ^' *'^ '"''''^^^ °^ *^« -^« progresses, it be-

extP^^fl' "^J';!!
*^\^"^^ ^« ^«^ q^iet, BtandiBg with the neckex ended and the head carried downward ; he moves with difficXwithout raising the head, and avoiding aU movemenfTnf f

mu«ele. of the neck, and especiaUy of ITe.TZTlt^l^lthe distension of the waUs of the cyst may be so extreme thitthe capsular hgament of the occipito-atloid joint is pushed i^ward in the rachidian canal, and when this oc urs nervCs tp"toms appear, caused by the pressure of the rachidianZZ '^^'

If unremedied, it assumes a chronic condition, with proin-es

b^rtiZtf^'f "^^-^-^ "^ ''^'^ bypres;ureVprtrebulb Puiulent transformation, and poll evil proper, are also thepossible terminations of the atloid hygroma; Leed it L ol mrare instances that it is known to subside by resolution or resorttion. In cases of doubtful diagnosis as to the formation of cyat^"or purulent collections, exploration will reHeve the doubt a^d atonce settle the question of treatment.
'

Blistering and absorbing appUcations, often repeated andcombmed with aspiration, have often relievOd the atSylma
Cauterization in lines or points, both superficial and defpTealso recommended. Injections of tincture of iodine ha. e alsotheir supporters, but they are sometimes liable to give rise to ^olent irritation, ending in purulent collections, and pfrhaps necroses
possibly of the cervical ligament.

P ""ps necrosis

F.

—

Abscess.

This is the most frequent lesion of the poll, forming at oncewhen the exciting cause is sufiiciently active, or when originate
in the manner already described.

^

It consists at first, of a diffused, not weU defined, swelling ofthe abundant ceUular tissue which separates the muscles of theregion, to coalesce at a later period, to form a single purulent
gathering, but not untU it has macerated and destroyed all themtermediate tissues into which it had become infiltrated, and this
destructive process advances so actively and persistently that when
It reaches the surface, instead of closing up, the abscess has be-come transformed into a fistulous center, with a constant dis-charge of mortified, fibrous, elastic, or bony structure
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The prognosis of this abscess will vai-y according to ih.

n5:rorfb:^ts,-ri:t=~2
nfcLTrtr' '"' "^^"^^ "' " °"^""y absces^^nd clotentirely, but this is a rare terminaUon. More ordinarilv th. :„
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cal interference. Whenever the presence of the pus is establishedhe abscess must be opened, and opened very freely This I'tbe carefully done The puncture must be Jade i/the centZthe tumor and after the evacuation of the pus it must be exended with the bistoury, introduced with th^e aid o'a grooved
director, and malong, of course, a counter-opening at the mostdependent point. This incision should be made parallel withthecervical hgament, and must be ca. efuUy made, i^ order To avd^d

cuZaZ, "'"'" "''""* °' ''^ ^°'"*' °^ *'^ '''''^^'^^'

onJ^u
^7°""^"^" ^^i«^ accompanies this operation is easilycontroller by pressure. Antiseptic dressings, with the use of a

t7TT ""*'*;*' *'^ after-treatment, which must be sLt:to that of the same diseases at the neck and at the withers, with

If no complications arise the wound will heal without diffi-culty, and the ammal may be able to resume work after two orthree weeks' recuperation.

Poll Evil.

_

But if, on the contrary, the animal is suffering with the per-
sistent and tenacious lesion which consists in the necrosis of theyellow or white fibrous tissue of the region, or a diseased condi-
tion of the surroundmg boues, we are confronted with the very
serious affection commonly known as poll evil.

This disease originates, ordinarily, in one of those already con-
sidered and yet it may appear spontaneously, if the instigating
traumatism from which it grew has been sufficiently severe o?
violent And, again, it may be a sequelae or eltension of a simUar
diseased process in the neck.

Its characteristic appearance is that of a large induration, de-
veloped around one or several fistulous tracts, from which escapes
a thm, sanious pus, of foetid odor. Upon being explored these
fistulas are found to vary in their direction, in their depth, and in
the tissue on which they terminate. Exploring with the probe
or more certain, with the finger, a cavity is found more or less
filled with pus, with granulating walls, in the bottom of which
the cervical ligament is felt, isolated, roughened and more or 1c«h
escharnfied, or, if this chord has remained intact, it will indicate
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ttiat the seat of the lesions is the tendon common of the splenius,

l^ghtrif^"' °^' ''''''-' °^ ''' °^^^^- - P-*--

h.«t«rr^''^''^?'"°^'
"'^''' tl^« progress of the mortificationhas been for some time unchecked, and the bony insertions of thehgament, or of the tendons, have become afl'ected, the surfac s ofthese bones also become affected and their roughened or po iblynecrotic character is readily recognized by the Exploring fi'nger

It may also happen that the capsular ligament of the joint

radon ofTTI^ " ^'^ P"^' ^^^^^'^^ ^^ '-^^«' -^^ the pane!tration of the discharge mto the vertebral canal soon ends the^a^e by the rapid development of suppurative cerebro-spinal met

Hertwig and Lafosse have reported instances where anchylosisof the occipito-atloid joint had taken place.
^

There is in the museum of the American Veterinary College apreparation of an anohylosi. of the occipito-atloid articSonwhich undoubtecUy is the result of a case o? chronic polleTThe prognosis of this aUment is always serious. A sli^rhtlesion may grow and develop into a case, 'with all its LgetFor this reason a cautious expression of opinion on the part oi

^^^J:^' '- *° --^^— «^ -% asTthl
The treatment is essentially and exclusively surgical
In the simplest cases free openings and ample drainage of the

tTrh:Sr^°';^^^^"^ -^ antiseptic^attentionlilJlot^

In moi-e severe cases, where the presence of the fistulousracts IS stunulated by the induration of the parts, and the constant movements of their walls, the external ap^hcation of astrong bhster and the injection into the fistuU^'^of tttJ of

ratd' "7V"''""'"'
"• '' ^°^""°-«' --- or lelrconcen^a ed, of tartar emetic, nitrate of sUver, chloride of zinc etTwJl contnbute to immobihze the parts and stimulate thT^r^u'latmg and healing process.

^^^'
The section of the cord of the ligamentum nuch^ is indicated

^Se Tr:s^'\'^ornate. This alleviatmg measure was fir«t. instituted h/^ -

* ranee, and it has always given exceUenl results. It relieve/tLe
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